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C.oricim Ceistimien:

The courma is desig#*d to provide the student with:!inforimation about electrical'fundadentals, transistors, telephonY and telephone aysfems; and-telephone stationinstallation, testing, and maintenance. The course consista of four volumes:

*-7
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.'Volume Introduction has an explanation4ion electrical fendamentals
and-trouble analysis. Fundamentals of telephony are also
explained.

Volume 2 -- Telephone Construction and Repair explains both manual and auto-
matic systems, the basic principles of'central office switching,
and -describes telep ne and telephone components. Information
about telephone trou hooting, maintenance, and repair iiincluded.

Volume 3 gubstation Installation preients information on the materials and*
attichments used in connecting telephones and stagion apparatus.

Volume 4 -- Key Systems and Intercommunications describes the varied uses and
operating principles of exeMplary.key and intercommunicatiag
systems.

Each volume,Contains reading assignments. The fotitivolumes of the student .workbook correspond with the volumes of the student text. EacA stud-Lnt work-book contains review guides, plus chapter and volume review exercise#. The'course is designed for Student self-study.
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Prefpon

AN EFFICIENT teinphonit. equipmest installer-repairman understands the theory 'of
electrical and telsithone circuitiy and the normal functions °Cult:phone station .

equipasentipThis I:pawls:4e peitsi%him to mike rapid analyses of probabk troubles.
This CDC is used for 'home study ,itscreasi your knowledgp about your career Aid&

tiskg tn coojunction with the on-die-job training prepares you for undertaking More
complex tasks:Noe will find that than complio maks often consist of many simple
&tin whids are not difficuk to compjete. This dual-channel (CDC and leam-by.doing)
aklets can be done hile you are helping your organization to perfonn ii mission.

Foe you, this course may be only a review, but for some it is an introduction to the
telephone ftliiiikrkent 41mila-1:gulp:num ladder. It presents intormsnan about electrical
ttusdansintels, transistors, telephony and teteprione systans, including descnpuons of
telephone circuits which are representative of subsets, key telephones, and interoffice
communications systems. In addition, it provides iriormation about teleihone station
installation, testing and maintenance. Supervision and management is also covered
briefly.

This volitme is the first of four volumes. It includes inionnation about career 'field
duties and responsibilities, the specialty training standard, prerequisite qualifications for
progression, 'fundamentais of management and supervision, and security. Further, it has
an explanation on electrical fundamentals and trouble analysis. Fundamentals of
telephort# arg also explained.

At the end of diis volume is a glossary,, which defines many terms or words that are
related to your job. Regular reference to it will often provioe you with a quick
understanding. The appendix is your specialty training stair4ard, which is annotated to
give referente to the specific tub and the ipplicable chapters and volumes which haw
information about them. In a separate booklet are review exrrcises for the chapters and
vo lume.

4.
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Fuaciamenials of Mitred=

.,.A.S YOU PERHAPS concluded from aupter I, the
installer-repairman is concerned primarily with the
installation. maintenance. , and. operation of

...telephone communications equipment. To do your
joie in _done am-it is necessary that you have an
understanding ce how the equipment operates. Since
this equipment is electrical, we will explain that
porrionpf electrical theory which is necessary for if"
clear underianding of the operatini principles.

-`) Let's talk$about electricity as it is pad in telephony.
2. Ouir diaciasion will includeleilectron theory of

matter; electrical nbols; distribution of voltage,
current, and resistance (including calculations in
serial resiitive, parallel resistive, series-parallel
reils4ve, and resistive bridge circuits); magnetism;
sources of electrical energy; and electromagnetic
devices: We conclude the Chapter with information
about trouble analysis.

9. Electron Theory of Matter
9-1. According to the electron theory, all physical

materials are composed of atoms. 'Each atom
consists of a positive nucleus with one or more

, negative charges (electrons). The electrons revolve
around the nucleus. The atom of one element differs
from 'the atom of another element because it has
either fewer or more electrons around the nucleus.
Thus, the charges of the two atoms are different. For
an atom to be in balance, the quantity of positive
charge on its nucleus must equal the quandty of
negative charge provided by the electrons. An atom
that loses an electron is unbalanced: it now has a,
greater lusitive charge since part of du negative
charge has been lost. Such an atom (positively
charged) has an attraction for negative'electrons and
for the nesatively charged atoms. Conversely, 44
attain with more electrcas than normal is also
unbalanced. But, it is 'natively charged and seeks a
positively charged atcnn. In. the =Wan course. you
learned the basic electrical law that applies to this
conditiom unlike charges of electricity attract each
other, and like Charges of, electricity repel each
other.

9-2. A battery is a unit which is electrically
charged. It is connected to a circuit consisting of

ireiletermined electtonic devices. Since the positive
terminal of this battery. has* shottage p1 electrOns
'and the begatiw softies' has an, excess amber of
electrum electrons flow from the negefive terminal
through the circuit to the pbaitive terminal. The
mamba of electrons diet pass through the circuit
within a certain period of dine is dmermined,tly the
electronic devices and by the strew') of the
electrical charge at the sourie. You learned the this
relationship is spoken of as Ohm's law. Furthpr
discussion about this law is provided in Section 12.

9-3. You recall that, according to this law, the
vemount of electroos flowing in the circuit is, at any ,

given time, determined by dividing the resistance
into the voltage (I . E/R).1'his elictric current is
measured in aniperes (milliamperes or
inicrpamperes). One effect of current in la circuit is
the creation of a magnetic field. tinder .certain
conditions, current also produces light and heat. The
effects that result from electron movement are basiF
to the operation of the telephone systein. A
telephone system uses relays which operate because
of a magnetic field..lt has alarms whicl also operate
because of magnetic effects. The alarms are notice
because of Lamp which cperate as a result of
current heating dfm.. Lamps also are siipervision
devices on switchboards. Heat is necessary for
keeping a system dry, yet is unwanted when it is

excessive. Electron flow can produce a chemical
action 'However, this effect is of limited value for
our dismission. We are more concerned that you
remember that a chemical action affects the
telephone system. You leartud that each telephone
system includes a battery. A &awry is a unit that
produces electricity from a chemical action.
Electrons flow in the eleanolyte front **positive
terminal to the negative terminal as a result of this
chemical action. Corrosion, which refults from
dientical actioa, is harmful to telephone system;
components.

10.\--Electr1cal Terms sasi Electrical'
Symbols Review I

10-1. A technician in any career field dit

22
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includes electraial equipment can speak fluently avith
inen in his 'aod in allied fields. During their
discussions, they um fermi that are job relateil. The
technician will use electrical' **bolt when
presenting a circuit, since they simplify the
presentation and permit a more rapid understanding
of the circuit principles.

10-2. panics! Terms. We know that there are
many terms which apply specifically to eleCtrical
arcuit descriptions. However, it is not necessary that
we mention every term because many are fairings to
air electrical systems repairmen. whether he works.
with automotive electrical systems, building
electrical systems. radio 'swans, or teleRhone
systems. You have sem the tenns that we are listing
before. in the resident course study materials.

10-3. afferent* The differential feature results
because of a difference in quantities or quality: For
instance, a differential relay operates or fails to
operate because.of the difference in current. Curient
in both windinp prevents the rilay from operating
because of magnetic oppositiotc On die other hand,
current in only one winding' causes the relay to
operate.

10-4. Energized. Energiud refers to a condition
in which current is flowing in the device; thus. it is
operating. This ma.tement may not hold true in all
circumstances, because some descriptions specify
energized as the condition in which the device has
preoperational current; then an additional surge of
current follows which operates the device.

10-5. Preparing a circuit. You will often. find this
expression used when the circuit activities of
communications equipment are being described. It
identifies an action within a circuit which has several
open contacts, where one part of the circuit has just
been closed. However, the operating circuit is not
complete until all remaining open contacts are

osed.
10-6. Ringing. Signafing is accomplished by

using altermting current But it is the usual practice
also to connect the ringing lead to a battery source.
because this connection permits an associated relay
to operate to cut off the rinsing. A polarized relay or
a slow-to-operate relay may do this. In addition.
making the ac circuit a low-value current circuit
while the dc circuit is developed to have a greater
current flow would allow this cutoff operation. You
will often see this connecting procedure referred to
as super-imposed ringing.

10-7. Additional terms used it the
cation field can be found in the glossary.

10-8. Electrical Symbols. Symbols which
represent the various electronic devices on electrical
equipment schematic diagrams often differ. Figure 3
shows symbols with, which you should be familiar.
Thinking of each symbol as a Part of the circuit and
understanding its function makes the circuit analysis
easier. As a result, you can determine, locate. and

*

';

repair trouble more rapidly. NOTE; A capacithr for
a circuit cauld be shown with Or without a curved
line. Similarly, ac generator* can be mpresented in
thitae ways.

10-9. Figure 4 slaws the relationship of some
devices in a *circuit for one conimunIcations ,systac.
You will learn more atilatt this circuit jo Volume 4.
On this figure you can Seethat the negative of the 24
volt' hattery ()' is connected to the B terminal of
the four Mays (A, B, STs and F3.:1). In addition,
contacts 3 and 4,T of relaY.B appear beside relay

Thisappearance is not a true representation of
y dmir position becauso they, are actually included
within the framework of relay B and beside contacts
2 and IT. It is not good practice to memarin
schematic diagrat - for circuits because this type
illustratioa can be misleading. Other circuit synikleto
for Reim 4 are comparable to the symbols of figThre
3. For example; straight lines for conductor% circles
that represent terminals, and conductors that cross
without making a connection. Remember, when you
place %show symbols together in a specific mannerv.
you have an electrical-diagram.

23

IL Electrical Diagrams
11-1. We saw that figure 4 is a schematic

diagram. You know that there are many diagrams
that can be used to simPlify circuit analysis.
Consequently, you shouhi not find it difficult to
understand the theory and principles ef a telephone
circuit. Word descriptions are also Used with the
circuit diagrams to increase tour Understanding.
Diagrams that we will' describe are: schematic,
wiring, block. and line and contact

11-2. Schematic Diagram. This diagram (see fig.
4) is most oftin used when eaplaining the circuit
relationshipa,because the circuits are easier to trace.
The schematic allows emphasis of the important
features of the circuit. Conventional symbols are
used, but their position or placement does not
necessarily correspond to the location of the actual
part within the equipment Since schematics are not
true pictures of an equipment circuit. learn the
principles of 4tration of the devices of the circuit.
This includes a knowledge of the current in the
circuit, the ioltage at the various components:, and
the power requirements. Effective understanding is
made possible by breaking the complex circuits auto
a number of aimple circuits. Frequently. certain
small groups of parts form' relatively simple units
within the complex circuit. For example, a diagram
of a complete teiepluine syste)n, can be broken-down
into a transmitter circuit, a receiver circuit, a tinging
circuit, relay circuits, and several other smaller
circuits. You should learn to. recognize these units
and relate them to the others, Each unit should be
understood or thought of in terms of its funetion in
the circuit. Also, try to visualize the actual unit
position in relation to its position in the sctematic.

4
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b-3. Wiring Diagrain. :This type diagram
illustrates the actual position 'and connection for
each piece of equipment. Bec4ine of the emphasis
on the connectipn of cables and terminal wiring, it is,
not readily used when yoinare attempting td
understand the operation of a 'circuit.

11-4. Block Diagram. The essential u'aits of the
s)stem art drawn in the form of blocks, and their
relationship to each other is indicated by
appropriate connecting lines in.. a. block diagram.
The di4ction or sequence of operation is often
indica by mows.

11-5. Lbw sad Contact Diagram. Often called a
drawing. this illustration is a representation of an
electrical circuit and its connections thrcugh the use
al lines iand symbols. They usually. contain only one
simple circuit which swirl' the power source and
terminates at a ground, or. vice. versa. Figure 5 is
such a circuit. In it you can see that- the power
source is represented with a negative 24 V (vol( and
a ground symbol. You %honk' remember from your
resident training that the X in the line drawing
indicates that it* device, which it represtAt, is
operated. ,For example, the BOI above the X in the
line drawing of figure 5 identifies, an operated relay
in the 15303313 equipment. Because cf this relay

25.

operating, contact 12 is.operated. As a result, 'relay
A in the .153033M equipment operates. The
operating circuit for relay A also includes
nonoperated contains 3 (relay Al), 3T-4 (relay ST).
and 1T-2 (relay St In addition. two terminals (36 &
38) and the ST1 lead are in the 'circuit

11.7,6. Remember that we hive illustrited sample
circuits of one telephone system/ you can use the
same or similar methods for analyzing and
explaining circuits and operating procedures for any
telephone system because all electrical circuits have
a v4iVtaite, resistance, and cirrent relationship.

12. Voltage; Resligence, and Carnet
Relationship ti Electriial Circuits

12-1. W
with voltage

A

that electric current is associated
resistance. These three factors are

1530) 114

Tz 3T
sTIT L

301

Figuiv 5. Line and caltiCt dramas for i key slag= arruii
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to be found in direct-current, alternating-cdrrent,
and every other electrical circuit.

12-2. Dtreet-Cnniat arca Aii;elysia. Let ts
look again at Ali= 4 arid asitme some "resistance .

values for the purpose of analysing l!his cirdhtt To
. illustratC rummies thet relay 13 has 400 Ow

misname, we can determine the turrent . that is
required to operate this relay. 'You should recall that
a method used for making this determinatiolt is
called Ohm's Law. We know that according to this
law, the resistance is divided inso the. voltage (I =s
E.R or 1 =, 241400). As a result, the total current for
OW simple 'circuit is .060 ampere, or 60.
Milliamperet when contacts 3 and 411' adriaA aire
made (relay A is operated). Our analysis shows that
the operation of relay 13- also completes the circuit to
reliy FL1. What, then: would a nitilliamaketer
register if placed between contacts 3 arjif4T of relay

12;3. We immediat4 recognize that it' is
impossible to determine the current for relay FLI
whik Wel Lase Wattle do tablatenelt
tho!ii fcejt. Mein. Vat Coilld asairaii àiesistake to
practice mitts ibis law, but it is unneetasary since
you,used it with relay B, ind we will use it again in

chaPter. We mutt you to niall that by placing
the milliainmeter leads against contacts 3 and 4T,
you base placed "it. in series viith the circuit lids is a
rule which yon shquld r-amber. Likewise, you

4hould place the meter controls so that the meter is
Vrefored to read. high yak's: current, thss protecting
the meter tidal damage.

12.4. The operated B rehiy also tp4rns the
tipirating cilreuit fore relay A. Now, wi realize that
..our previous 'statement in paragraph 12-2 was not.
totally correct. Operated relay B moNed.comscnt 3
and4T tolleiheOw. the operating - foe relay
ft.1 was qce rat4 complete yet because v.:, IT
/and 2 of teray A. are open until relay A is released.
Consequently, yod mayeronsider relays B and FL1 as
being parallel operated relays at the moment that
relay A is released.

12-5. What are sixn.e of the rules that you learned'
about parallel devicei in electrioal circuits? The
voltage across each device is the same and the
current from the: power source splits through the
branches. This current is determined by the branch
tesistince and the toptly4tage. Furthermore, the
thtal resist*** 41111 cirCUit is Ims than the
smallest branch - resistance. Figure 6 will belp

4 review these rules. For instance, the twelve ,ohnt
resistor has only two amPeres of whereas the
smaller (8 ohm) resistor has three amperes.

REGULATOR

REC7)F'

4700 ft 10

-5511 R7

CR1

RS

47Kr
C2

-
.

4,5

a a 9

1; 7v AC
50 CPS

,NPU1'

Figwc 7, Cancaumcaboas eqwpment schamauc ctiairam.
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Multiplying the cUrrent, in esch branch by its
resistance reveals thit the, voltage for each brinch is
24 voits. TO determine "the total resistance tor the
circuit use Ohm's Law (R As a result, the
cirotig resistance is'41 ohna

1 2-6. We used Ohm's Law for determining
parent in a dc circuit E IR and R El are

41*

"/"-`
go,

also applicable. Olun'i Law iAs uS'eful in sc circAtita
also.

. 11-7. AlteenatIniCenisit Creak Asalisia.
FILtirst lituall'atie Ccittitit with I.1,7 Atilt* en WM,
input source; * the plate circuit foe the
has 400 volts sc. How is this ivLge
possible? The information in the following
penguins provides the answer to this question..

124 We kriow that mitay effects' result frees
magnetism. Magnetism enables relays to function:
Magnetism as it affects relays is covered with the
equipinent which uses them. You will find the
information in Volume 4. Mutual inductioo.and self-
induaion are magnetic effects.. Akhough magnitic
effects may actually be inseparable, vie- will view
them as individual elements. We will first review the
use of a magnet. motion, and conductors to generate
alternating current.

. 12-9. GeneratMg alternating current. the
demonstration showujo figure 8 is representative of
those that you sew in the resident course. It reveals
the.three factors which are necessary for generating
alternating, current a magnetic field, a. looped':
conductor. and motion. You can see that the
movement of the coil onto (fig. 83) rand up'from
(fig.48,C) the permanent magnet is reflected by tb0
meter. The meter pointer moves first to the 5 at the
right, then to the 5 at the left. This same principle Li
used in, a generator. In the generator, the coil
windings rotate through a permanent magnetic field:
You 'learned that the number bf lines c4' magnetic,
force which are cut per second by the looped'
conductor determines the strength of the, voltage that
is induced in the conductor. There are a greater
number of magnets and a Willer numbef of
conductors in generators than haw been Shown in,
figure 8. These additional conductors snd Magnetic
poles result in an increased voltage and frequency
for the generator's output over that which' is
developed in. the demonstration. Remember that the
same effects result if the maltnet is moved and the
coil isiheld immovable..

12-1b. The majOr 'difference between ac and dC
generators is their. external connections. An 4C'

has brushes and sllprings, wheress a dc
hes brushee and a cominutator. Figure 9

magnetic poles for a genaasor and the
which rotates between them. The output

voltage developed by this rotating armature is called
a sine wail's. The peak voltage is produced by
conductors at the 90° and 270! positions of rotation.
We are seldom coticerned with these peak voltagm'
since the equipment nefmally'operates with the
effgctive value of ac. Eith.sine wave represents an
ac cycle. The number of cycles provided per second
results in the ec frequency.

*NOTE A frequency term that has been adopted
in the electronic field is the word "hertz." Nene has

27
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the same melang as *les peesecona and it is
abbreviated as hz. By the same token, the mint
"kilohera," abbreviated "kitzs,:: has Ihe same
meaning as kilocycle.

12-11. A moving magnetic field provides the
transformer action which increases the \voltage in the
secondary of T, (fig. 7) to 400 mills az." The
magnetic field expands and thus mops throughithe
primary winding,and the secondarY winding of the
transformer. You teamed that the Magnetic effects
on the primary winding is called self-inductiOn. The
effects produced hy the magnetic field' of tf3e
Amory moving into the secondary-ire referred to as
mdtual induction. In both windings, the indiiced
voltage is in opposition to the inducing field's
vo

12-12. Self-induction. The 'counter or.: Ittck
voltage of a self-inducing device, which has coils or
windings. cannot be seen: However, its effecteare
very noticeable. Look at the coil of figure 10. This
coil is shown with 50 ohins opposition.. We knew that
hundreds of feet of wire are required to obtain just a
few ohms of onposilomtlw . resistance of wire is
determined hy the diameter of the wire and the wire

E -1

200 VOLTS

E -2

ICO VOLTS

Figigt IQ. Sates ac ossuit.

4

NV? ,

ROTATION

type..Wire in the coil of our illustration, then, is not
likely to provide the indicated oppositidn. The self-

,induction featuie of the coil provides the grates;
'opposition for the circuit. The self-induction.
opposition of a coil is changed wiiif ac frequency
changes.

12-13. the opposition shown for the coil in figure
10 'would 'he further increased if it contained an iran
core. The iron Core allows for, a better transfer of
'magnetic flux beiweenfthe conductor loops than does
an air mire coil. This is the reason for the increase in
opksition. To illustrate, assume' that the coil in our
figUre hu 50 millihenries of inductance and that it is
replace& with an 449n rare coil that hai 1 henry of
inductance: The Oposition td the circuit current
should increase to approximateW 1000 ohms.

12-14. Let us think about the circuit of figure 10
again. The current in the series circuit is 4 aitperes
and the oppositiod offered by the coil is 50'
Using Mei law, you learn that the indicated -
voltage (200 volts) is correct. You should pro4 the *.

values shown for the capacitor, too.
12-15. Whin else do you remember about the

circuit of figure 10? Is it 'a' resogant circuit? tiou
should repll that the-opposition of the inductor (Xi.)
mat equal thApposition of the capacitor (Xc.)
when a circuit is resonant This illustrated circuit
does not show a resonant condition. since Xi. is 50
ohms and Xc is 25 ohms. The fretmency must be
decreased to bring file two reactances tcp equal
valUe. since Xi. decreases and Xc ingivags ivith this
reduction. You alsd 'learned that the impedance' of a
resonant circuit is-equai sa the reSiltlace, since Xi.
opposes Xc. In figureA0, the 'resistanse would oe
slight at resonance because there is no resistor in the
circuit. ConFquently, with minimum oppolition a .

the resonant frequency, the =rent it high. This,. -
illustrated figure also reveals 'atiothei Characterissic
of ap ac circuit with a series.ioductor and Capacitor.

'114

2 I *.
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The voltage at each resclive device is high w14
compared to the input whale

4,

type. The twoi short', :sactindarieS (filammit:
secondaries) al the figure hey lese than 117 skills.
Tbe swop providiuotriadur plans
with .400:iinks- Yamaliould realieter-ilsat
dui power in secondaries cannot amid the
power of du priniary. Thus, the current relationship
does -lot.faagow the voltage pattern, To Mame: the
cisrrent'in the rectifier plate secondary wil not be
greater than that in the filaident

li-19. bah cores *re also used in devices which
opente because of mutual induction. The greater

.magnetic flue transfer provides for increituzi
efficiency. To of figure 7 contains an iron core, as is
symbolized with the nvo long lines between -the
primary and secondaries. Because of the magnetic
link between primary and secondary. it is logical
that any change in one will effect the other. A
_decrease in the load (Oppraition) far, the seiondary
can automatically increase current in the secondary
Ind primary. This is 1 reason for a fuse becoming
open in a pc %try circuit when a resiOve device
becomes shorted in electrical equipmelf.

. A ieries-ratonatit-,ciitiit niisrl to filter
an Imamiro$ fryquency train a -circuit or, as dean

IP stated, "io past the undesired
41174141gir effective because it appears as a ott

the resonant frequency but as high
other frequencies.

rcuitio
op..to

12-17. Figure 11 illustrates a peralleis
arranganent of a capacitor and an inductionCoil..
8inee they are in parallel with the scum of power'
we kilow that each device has 100 volta applied to it.
us. You cao Aheok the 11 circuit values with\
Ohm's laa to verify that they '" correct. The total
current 'shown foe the ci this §gure should

help you remember that . this type of circuit is._
aharaaer#ed by having minimum current a't
resonance. Also, we can conclude that a cirdit,"
which has minimum current must have high'
impedanee: The primary need in equipment with this
type of circuit is voltage stability for one frequency
and good discrimination against the off-resonance .

I, frequencies. Indeed, a parallel-resonant circuit is
.widely used in electronic a its for restnclrng
fregiaincies while piEssing ano
passing a frequfncy and its
frequencies)..

12-20. What is the total oppcsition of the input
circuit for the equipment of figure 17 yea know the

urn current and the applied voltage; therefore
tal risistance can be determined by using

'3 law. ,Hence, you use R E/L The total
istance iS 23.4 ohms.

frequency or for
(closely related

12-21. Figure 7 shows six de potentials as output
voltages. What Component provides the differences
in voltage values? The answer to this question is a
resistor or several resistors. Resistors are
spoken of as current limiters or voltage limiters.
10,000.ohm resistor (R.) provides the .,15 volt
difference in output .voltage ar'C. and C. NOTE:
This voltage difference will be seen only if there is
current in the obltage regulator,- which indicates that
the cirCUit is operating.

12-18. Mutual inducon we know that this type
of.induction is accompUhed ity magnetically linking
the primary circuit ci a unit to the.tecondary circuit.

-)Such a linking% device his been itiernified as a
transformer, induction coil, or repeating coil. The =
transformer can provide a greater or lesser voltage
from the secondary that) is applied to the primary. as
Well as an output voltage of the sage value.
Reinembqr the transformer oimput voltage is iilways
aa wtctbè Ma primary itnlkit is inirerrupted dc or ac.
The lamw (loops) ratio, between the prinialoy and
secondary determines the soltage relations*. You
teemed that a =stoma which has the mast tuns
in the primary has art output voltee _lower than its
input voltage. Of course, a tranefo have a
combination of step-up -and -step-down secondaries.
Transformer T, of fisure 7 has three secondaries:
two are Cep-dart types and the third is a step-up

2Sh

Lay

Figure 11 Seriee-paratiel Wit* drew..
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figure 13. Basic ciscuit

of each branch de two terminals identified as A
and B. F4ure 13 is du same circuit as figure 12, but
th.iU#xisd*ittof, th.heziisns
diamond shape of bridp For the bridge to

. be complus. hoovver, there mum Ix a load of some
kind connected between terminals A and S. This
may be a resistor. clod. or any one of numerous
electrical devices. In est* test equipment. it is
normal for the device in this position to be a

.4.1galvanometec. The galvanometer shows the current
_dim is flowing when the bridge is unbalanced.

f1Z-215. What nukes this bridge circuit balanced?
The nswer to this question is that i balanced bridge
circuit has /to pbeential difference between Aerminals
A and B. A second quesdon is: How do you
tietennine when a bridge cirask is balanced? "Two

. common methods by which this may be done are the
ratio relation method and the Ohm's law method.
We will first show the ratio relation method.

12-27. In figure .14 the bridge circuit has had-
arrows added that sfionr the relation between the four
resistori Note that 11T is twice as large as 111. and R4
is twice as lame as R3. Therefore, we- can see the
relationship that follows:

12-22. .Our discUssion of the foiegoinge

are:
paragriphs has shown seve, things. Briefly, they,

- ,- ,
...- .

ai ales I:aw Qin be apPlied to any part of i
circuit or to the complete circuit when. two.
factors are know:n. . .

b. Voltagi at each pafallel branch' ii equal-
, ,

c. Resonance is a circuit condition where
reactances are, equal, ,

. (L Mignetism provides any linctions for an
. electrical circuit.

12-23. Four additional rules are also true. You
learned this in rur resident cburse study. They are:

a. Total c =rent is equal .to ,the sum or the
currens in -parallel branchet.

b. Current is the same in each" part of a series
circuit.

c. Total resistanee is the sum of the resistors in a
series circuit and the reciPiacal of the sum of
the reciprocal for the reSistori in parallel The
product over the sum method is also useful for
determining resistance in a parallel cirauit, in
stoic cases. I.

d. total voltage is equal to the sum of the dtops
in each loop offa series-parallel circuit.

12-24. Resistive Bridge Cloisit Analysis. .The
bndge circuit is basically a panailel anangement
with a load .1i rne scal connected between its
braneihes. It 4L1 in nunierous am:deletions in the
communicauens Geld, esPecially in test equipment
and power sum:ides. Bridge circuits may be
constructed with either fixeid or adjustable
cOmponents and may-Contain such items as fixed
resistors, variable resistors, dibdes, capacitors.. or
:ruitictor.i. In addition, the bridge circuit may be
regarded as balanced or unbalanced. We Will first
consider a balanced bridie.

. 12-25. Balanced. 0&.ge circuit III figure 12 you
can see a parallel citt% consisting of two branches:
each having two series connected resistors. We know
that current flows in each branch and the two
currents' join to return to the battery-Near the center

4

R3 2 3 1
RI R4 "

From the above problem, it can be seen that the twc
branches haw an equal ratio. Furtherniore, the ratio
tor resistors R, and R3 is equal to the ratio, for
resistors RI and R. (2/3 4!5). Thes, the circuit is in
balance.

r -12-28. To chtHck the circuit by Ohm's law, wc
must determine the potential difference. if any,
betwen terminals A and B. To do this, follow four
steps:

(I) Deti;anipe the resistance of branches A and
B.

(2) Determine-the current for branches A and B.
(A) Calculate- the voltage for terminals A and 6,
(4) Find the potential difference "between

terminals A and- B.

Elyse 14. itilmion it:itween4 bndge rissors. rs4
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Figure 15. Unbalanced bridge cucult.

12-29. Since the resistors in mich branch of our
bridge circuit are in series, we can add them, to get
the total resistance of that branch.- To illustrate: 2
ohms plus 4 ohms in the A-terminal branch results
in 6 ohms total. The B-terminal bcanch has 9 ohms. ,
The voltage at each branch is equal to the applied
voltage ( I3V). Now, 41e, have the voltige and
resistance: hence. we can solve for the current in
each branch. Using I 5 E1R, we-find the current to
be 3 amperes in branch A and 2 amperes ih branch
B.

12-30. Return to figure 13 and picture RI as
having 3 amperes and Its as 'having 2 amperes.
Again, we haw two factors for each resistor.
Therefore, we can get the voltage at tope resistors
by using Ohm's law. RI has a voltage drop of 6 volts
and R, has a voltagO drop of 6 volts. The same
proceduresare used to get the voltage at resistors R-1
and 114.

12-31. Now compare the voltage at terminal A to
the voltage at terminal B. Since both terMinals are 6
volts negative in respect to positive battery, it is
evident that the circuit is balanixd. Of coune, you
can also consider the two terminals 12 voits positive
with respect to negative battery. Again, it means that
the circuit is balanced because there is no potential
difference between terminals A and B. lf a.
galvanometer is placed between terminals A and B.
there will be no current flow through the _meter.

12-32. Unbalaficed bridge circuit. The
unbalanced bridge circuit has a potential difference
behwen terminals A and B. Therefore, current will
flow in a galvanometer that Is connected between
them. To solve for circuit values in an unbalanced
bridge, de the methods described with the balanced
bridge. Take the bridge of figure IS as an
illustration. Uie the Ohm's law method and follow

ethe four sups listed in paragraph 12-23.
Step 1 (resistance g( bran$es)

Ri + 3 ohms + 12 ohnu 15 ohms.
R3 + R4 -.6 ohms + 6 ohms 12 ohms.

s

ss.

Siep. 2 (cunt= through brancheS)

t et VISA I14..12ampirss

18 1taFats 1o110 1.5 amperes

Step 3 (voltage at points A arid B. whin compared
to negative battery terminal)

rr

13

EA IR 11 1.2 x 3 ohms 454.6 volts
Es IR E t.:5 amperes x 6 ohnis 9 volts

Step 4 (pottntial difference between terminals A
and B)

Es - E4 9 - 3.6 5.4 volts

I
'12-33. As you caiii 'set from the altove

calculations, point B in figure 15 is 9 volts **hive
with respect to the negative battery terminal. Point A
is lily 3.6 volts pa tive mfith respect to the same
terminal.. ComparipointA to point B, we see that
B. is 5.4 volts pcoitive with respect to the foriner.
This difference in potential permits current to flow
from A to B. whenever a load is vontiected between
the two terminals. ofi course. the current is
determined by_the size of resistance in the timid and
the potential difference of the terminali.,

12-34. Adding a galvaliometer to or 6ircuit
chanies' the total -resistance, which in nirtl changes
the current in the branch'resistots. As result, the
voltage 'is likewise changed for these resistors. To
illustrate, assume that the resistance thrOugh a
galvanometer is tiro. A conductor with zern`ohms
placed between terminals A and B results in making

s,

3
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PA4.
a new circuit. compare figures 16 and 15 and note
the difference. This shun circuit his formed two
parallel circuia. Also, the two pallid citeuiti itre in
sena with-the 15401t-powst *Mace: This fallng
solution show the 1111W circuit velum

Step 1 (resiatance of branches)

/13

Ri"774:

R2 X R4

1C2-47re

3 x . 18 2 Ohms
3 +18 9

12 x 72 4 Ohms
12+6 18

Step 2 (total resistance of branches)

+ B2 2 ohms + 4 ohms 8 ohms

Step 3 (total

I Ent I Vt. 3 smpsm

Step 4 (voltage at each branch)

E-LR
E s 3 x 2.ohms is 6 volts (circuit 1
E 3 x 4 ohms MP 12 volts (circuit 2)

Step 5 (current in each resistor)

EiR
6
3

6
6

12
12
12
6

2 =pens (Ri )

1 ampere t R3 )

1 =pen (112)

2 =ports t R4 )

Ei urr I I Guivanootter connected Aare bruise custitt.

r .

* _

Figure IS. Bridge circuit with wenanie maw

12-35. These new values. with a 111411norgier
between the terminals. art illustrated in figure 17.
From this illustration,, note that 2 anima flow

R,; Att only 1 impere is shown for resistor
R. I1I the saine.manner, revstor R hu 2 amPeres
white R1 has cisly 1 ampere: it is evident, then. that 1
ampere nystillow through the galvanometer (from
point A to point B).

12-16. The jolutions and descriptio'n a the
preceding paragraphs reveal .thitt loading ,a bridge
circuit with a. galvanometer changes the 'current and,
voltage from that to be noted when the circuit is not
loaded. This effect is true whettir the load is low or
high resistance*.

12-37. In paragraph 12-24 we mentioned tlfat
bridge ciriuns could contain variable components.'
Figure Hi shovis a bridge circuit the* comains- a
variable resistor. This reeistor is used to balante an
unbalanced bridge. When await is noted In the
galvanometer of the bridge drain. the 'control of the
variable resister is rotated'until the current ceises in
the galvanometer. Look apin it figure" .18 and
determine the resistance required for R1 if hilt
balancing the bridge. NOTE: The slider mducee
resistance by short-circuiting isistance
The answer to ihis problem can be solved Oy the
ratio method By substituting $, for the unknown
resistance, we can solte the Kehl= t:.1/2; using the
ratio. formula:

N,
Therefore

32

4)1

,

r

-- -5--
R4

3 ohms X
4 ohms 8 ohms

42( 3 ohass'ijnias 8 ohms
4.3 s 24 ohhis

' X s ohmi(1%)
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MILLIAMMETER

A. FORWARD BIAS. .
f.

B. REVEpE

Figair 19 %sang pi'

M4LLIAMMETER

BIAS'

an N-type seMiccoductovvill not result in a current
ft* until In alma *my. 'Wray is .coricoiti to
the haat uniro gosh liefice hes I low--rasiikusce.
..direthion**4 a,itiskrisistanct.(roevie). direction.
0691. tie tinuirgdiketiatiefis Qpliid hi ilia dMoó
in the direetion4 the low riaiskimes:Attlent POWS
thfaigh, a qinun of oPPo..a4ot

. .
.4

124.. Watt circuit. We. ,,itneavi 'that,
"feftwakcl bias' it At application, of voltage to a.,
solid state device in-g mannerodich permits current
inflow ki tie forward direction.' Figure.19A, shows :

" a solid stem dovice which has .forward, hies. As a
moult. the Milliamtherar in the Wei* circuit
registers nearly a full-scale meter dailettion.

- Reversing the connections of the battery %void cause ..
a tediktioa in the 'eutrentabeesiusit of:the eleottnne
in:thit,44-type material would be attracted toward
Kai* battery, and at the.same time the positively
'ehargnd holes of the material would hive a greet
attraction for negatiiittattery.,44 a result, the space
charge ana becomes brOadened, and there aii fewer
electron. and holm to combine. Fignit l9,B, :how,
the effects or'reverse bias"- on a PN-tYpeholid state'

.4*.teo

l24I,We realize, too, that A junction .cieviee is
comparable to A rectifier; current flows readily iii
one direction and is restricted in the reverse
direction..., We knoW, trio, :that a device which
ptoyidesr one-direetion (unidirectional) current- flow
is alio referred, tti as a diode. The spnboi at figum
20 is used with rectifiers. The emitter -and collector
noinakkiture on the syMbol, designate the reetifier
As a jaoction

12-42. Applying reverse hies to a junction diode
has proved to be of .Value in electronic circuits.
although this conditionts used to a lesser extent thaw
is ths application of forward bias. When the reverse
bias voltage I. sucfieient to breakdown' the trystal
and allow varying amounts of current to' flow, the
junction diode performs as a Aottage regulator. For

siva
this regulation ti> be possible. a proper load resistor

We can now see that a$ adjUsted to 6 ohms
to bale* the bridge. Any other resistance, abOve or
belOw 6 Anis, causes a patential_difference between
terminak A* and B. , This potential difference Is
indicative of an unbalanced bridge. .

1271,S Solid State Clreelt Analysis. Current has
been described in wires,. relistors, Coils, 48.1 Yogi
teemed in the resident course that -the "14-type
semiconductor also 4eperases because of eitetroit
alinement. The P-type %micas:dug-Am is itse4e.

because current is. produced, by MOVI:11 holes.; You
'also learned diet the electron has a negative chime.
whereas the hole hai a positive Cherie. The .two
typss of serniconductOr materials, hp, bean joined to
form solid -state diodes and transistors. .

12-39. Combining ": P-type semiconductor with

must be placed in series with the diode. Figure 2i
should enable No to recell :the principle of vtiliage

-regulation while using a. Zeno diode. While. looking
at this .'circuit,, iiimane that the input wiltage has
increued. Thie greeter voltage. is applied to series
resistor R slid Zener diode' CR,. This Voltage
incressie causes the diode to conduct' More current.
Nevertheleia, the increase ie .cutrent does not mull,
in a voltage chanee at the terminals of the diode/
%hie the lead is parallel to the diode, it likewit; has

1.
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Piglet 21. Zone diode as a tikige nefialaide. ,

no change in voltage. Changes in current or ioltige
in the power source oe in the load are compasated
for by the Zener diode. In transistorized equipment
you may see Zener diodes used as voltage reeulators
because they are small, haw excellent regulation
characteristics, and tequirt a minimiun of power.

12-43. Silidon diodes are being used as rectifiers
in many elearonic powet supplies.. Their small size,
light weight, reliability, lack of a need for filament
heat, and high voltage ratings are reasons for their
use. They can be used with half-e ave. full-wave
(bridge type). or center-tapped tramrormer rectifier
circuits.

1244. Translstors can provide mast of the
functions required of- electroaic equipment While
providing the function, the transistor does not
deteriorate, requires a minimum of power, takes less
space than most electronic devices, is shock
res'stant, and has a very high operating efficiency.
Included as its fimctions are amplification and
switching, at either low or high speed.

12-45. Simple rransi.uor unai)eris. A transistor is
also useful in electronic circuits. This device coniists
of 44,6u:tits of one type semiconductor material and
kt.f a unit of the second type. Current flow in the
trainsistor is the result of a bias. Likewise, its bias
can be either fonvard or reverse. You also learned
that 'an oscillating potential is provided, in addition
to the battery potentials of the trabsistor cirCUif3.
Consequently, the voltage for the tramistor will be
alternately slightly higher than or pghtly lower than
the bias siit by the bkeery. To illustrate: if the
voltagtf of the bias battery is 6 volts and the
oscillaing (sentrator) potential is 0.5 volt, the
control voltage will yary from 6.5 to 5.5 mks.

1246. Because of ansplifkation. many functionS
are pcesible. Each functitio- is often identified
invidullyeeaiae its eff ult in observablef

.I, Ve tsignal differences. 'Since esch - is coinznonly
thought to be used separately, will &Scribe each
one individually.

-
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12.47. AMWAY circuits. You have learned that
%little, =eat, or power can be increased
(amplified). The input signal to a translator can be
a4plifitirl u high_ u 1000 tineta by the transistor
(stage). Amplification is described as the difference
between the input and output signals. For eicaniple,
assume that the signal for the generator in figure 22-
is 0.5 wilt. Assume, too, that the voltage at the
collector connection (or load resistor) varies from 60
to 55 volts. Thus, the mom change is 5 volts. The
signal has 'bean amplified 10 times by this transistor.
The connections which mike transistor amplification
possible are itot always' the Same because-we want a
variey of results. For this reason, transistor
amplifiers are classified as follows:
, (1) Common-base =pilfer: -

q2) Common-emitter amplifier
(3)' Coinmon-collector amplifiZT.

12-48. Common-base amplifiers are also referred
to as grounded base amplifiers. The circuit
illustrated in figure 22 is a common-base amplifier
circuit. This type of circuit has %try low current
amplification and a moderate voltage and power
gain. Consequently, it is not the most valuable
amplification device. Figure 22 reveals that the input
signal is applied to the emitter and that the output
signal is reflected by the load resistor. If an NPN
transistor hnd been used rather than the PNP
transistor, the batteries would have been reversed,
but the voltage phase relationship would remain the
same. Ir other words, any positive change at the
emitter causes an increase in voltfge across the load
resistor.. With the preceding changes, a signal
reading at the collector would temporarily be more
positive. Vice wirsa, a negati, signal at the emitter
results in a mbre negative srial at the collector
output terminal. .

12-49. Common-emitter ampliners provide high
voltage and power gain; thus, they are ised almost
exclitsively in amplifier circuits. In addition. they
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Fiore 23. Conuncta-entiner amplifies' ichansuc 44#41n.

yield a moderate current gain. Figure 23 shows an
amplifier stage which has the emitter connected to a
grounded resistor. The base is receiving a signal
froni a coupling capacitor. You can sae that this
type amplifier has a phase reversal between the base
and the collector. Now, then, that the operating
characteristic of this amplifier is opposite to the
characteristic which you saw in the common-base

amplifier. In tills circuit, the positive incoming
signal opposes the bias. voltage. This effect is
contriry to the:pesformance noted in the common.
bue amplifier. The negative signal at the common-
emitter is also opposite in effect to the negative
signal at the common-base amplifier. ft 'ber
each small change to thp buis voltage res in a
large change at the output of the amplifier stage, For

.11

Nun 24. Common-collector ampkfier cutuli
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Figure 25. Si:tiernaud diagram (if a ctasa A ampittier tams transistor.. %

example, 1 volt of change at the.input can result in a
10-milliampere change at the output. Of course, a
current change is accompanied,by a voltage chattge.
Resist:1r Ntabilizes the amplifier by following the

\. changes in collector current. To illustrate: an
increase in collector current causes the voltage at R,
to increase.. The reduction in poaential between the
base and emitter reduces the bias current. thus
keeping the amplifier within its correct operating
characteristic.

1 2-50. Common-collector amplifier
characteristics are low voltage, and power gain and
moderate gain in current. Therefore, this amplifier is
used only in special circuits. Fat instance, it is useful
as an impedance matching unit. Figure 24 shows this
type circuit In it the collector is connected to ground
and the emitter has a positive. potential when
compared to the collector. In addition, the input
signal from ,the preceding stage is applied ta 'the
base., This amplifier stage compares with the
common-base amplifier in that it also has rip
reversal of phase between the amplifier input and
output It can be seen, too,, that the output signal can
be taken from the emitter. A negative input signal at
thc base of the transistor of figure 24 results in an
inCreaSe in current at resistor R. As a result., Oe
voltage drop at the resistor is grater following the
signal application than it had been before the use of
the negative signal. The increased vbkage at the
resistor results in a more negative output signal.

Aticordingly, any base voltage chanie is followed
'directly by an emifter voltage change. We can see
the basis, then, for referring to the transistor as an
emitter.follower amplifier.

12-51. We have. said that th'e common-erniner
circuit is the most acceptable transistor amplifier.
You know from past experience that the circuit is
useful in ,nany ways. For instance, it can be used as
a clasi A amplifier. dais B push-pull amplifier, or
in several other applications. Let us now consider
-representative amplifier circi4t and determine -som
of its effects.

12-52. Figure 25 is a,s&lematic diagram of a
class A amplifier stage. Current will be in this
transistor continuously. The input.signal is furnished
through a coupling/transformer try another amplifier
stage. The piw..fng amplifier could be a vacuum
tube or a transistor. The output signal from our
illustrated amplifier is coupled by a transformer to
the succeeding device. Bias voltage is provided by
series resistors R, and R. We have seen that R,
provides stability and keeps the stage operaunit
within its normal Uttar characteristic. Accordingly.
a change in the R, resistance will result in .a
distorted output signal, although the input signal is
normal: In the same manner. a .change in the
resistance of either R, or R, will affect the bias

*current. which in turn distorts the output signal. This"
amplifier stage is not often troubled with heat
damage when used as a preamplifier because current
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.is small. It a class A amplifier is used as a power
stage: there is a possibility of high temperature from
the heavy current tiow. YOu avill then see that
tem coMponenti ate irwInded..
in the output stages. -These compensation
devices p "de a current feedback and produce
some signal distortion. one such compensating
device is the thetrniuor, which has la .decrease in
resistance when the temperature rises.

1 2-5 3. Now that .we havi revieWed the
s fundamentals of elearonics and described some of

the effects to be noted in circuits which operate
because of these principles, let us divoie some time
to studying trouble analysis.

13. Modis4e5 at Trouble Analysis
13-1. Searching for trouble is part of your job. Of

'course, in your career field some troubles are
brought to your attention by the telephage user. All
def ts provide at least one trouble symptom.

'Thekforc. a knowledgeable repairman can
recogaze the need for lotating the fault. A
knowledgeable technician knows dr types of faults
and lunderstands the conditions that cause ,the
different faults. Successful troubleshooting results
from good procedures, accurate thinking, and
practice. Troubleshooting requires you to think
logically and use a sequence of basic steps. Study
your telephone equipment so that you know the
trouble symptoms and where' to start looking for
troubles when a symptom is noted. -

,13-2. Having identified a trouble symptom, you
then should try to analyze the equipment and isolate
the fault to a particular unit or circuit. An analysis.
however, seldom determaes a specific component
withiit the unit as being 'open: or short-circuited.
Your experiences have stiown the meaning of open
circuit and short circuit. An open circuit has no
current because the circuit opposition is infinite. A
shorted circuit has less than normaljesistance and
an increased current. If you need further review.
their definitions are included in the glossary. You

47stshort is type of 'trouble is caused by a loose
risay intermittent (disappearing) open or

conneeti or, a temporary moisture condition.
Visual inspection may be the only method for
finding the defect Permanent troubles are generally
found by analysis and testing, since they remain in
the equipment

13-3. We will consider sarriple trouble symptoms
and probabk troubles for the circuit of test figure 7.
T9 illustrate. lamp DSI is not lighted wheii you look
at the panel of the power Wilt. What fault could
cause this lamp to be dark? Yes.' an open would
cause it because no current is to be found in such a
circuit. The open circuit, in ths case, is at switch SI
When you operate the switch, you short circuit the
switch terminals: hence, the circuit has current and
lamp DSI glows. This was a simple circuit effect to

analyze. Most defects result in more 'complex
analysis procedures.

13-4. Assume that you have learned that the
power unit la tiCit providing adequate voltage; yei
Oben lobking at the power unit Panel, the lamp is
lighted Thinking about the circuit of figure 7, we
know that the output voltagrit largely provided by
the operated tubes. Therefore, tube substitution is a
probable solution to your problem.

13-5. Another syniptoen of double for the.circuit
of figure 7 if a blown fuse. Thiause opens when the
circuit has excess current We stiw in paragraph 13-
2 that current increases when the circuit is short.
circuited. Replacement of the fuse without knowins
that the short circuit is corrected is not a proper
procedure because you could burn out the second
fuse. Therefore, you should open witch SI and
inspect the equipment. Look for blackened
components, loose wires that are touchine neighbor
wires or terminals," and devices that haw strong,
strange odors. For exatuplc. a charred resistor R,
could result from a shorted resistor R. Note. too../that tube substitution may remove the cause for
blown fuses since a shorted tithe filament also
increases current. The first increase wotild be noted
in" the secondary circuit, but this secondary increase
also requires an increase in currem in the primary.
Thus, the fuse opens to indicate the circuit fault.

13-6. Noise is also a circuit trouble symptom. An
_oPen filter capacitor and a shorted Coil will cause
noise because they rediice filtering for the power
circuit. Since capacitor input filters are highly
charged at the instant ot "switch on." they are often
more troubleltome in electronic circuits than are
coils,

13-7. You woald use test equipment to check the
resistanCe of. the suspected Components. However.
you must isolate the parallel components to insure

. that your test is accurate. To illustrate, look at figure
26 and note the resistors. You should remember that
the total resiltance for a parallel circuit is less than
the lowest resistance branch. Testing the two
remaining connected resistors of this figure. you

4
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would find a resistance of 18.75 ohms. Therefore, to
determine that R, is 30 ohms, you must disconnect it
from tbe &mgt.

134. Remember: Safely shculd &buys be a
primary consideration whati working with electronic
circuits. You can be hunted by transierit voltages.
The mamsfacturer installs devices for the high
voltages in a specific manner to protect' the
equipment and tbe repairman. You need not think
about his reason for this arranganent, but you must
chi& about tbe precautions to take whim working
with his equipment. For instance, use a test lead and
short-circuit the input capacitor to insure that the
high voltagd is discharged.

1 3-9. Summarizing, t4en, a systeynatic

z
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troubleshooter observes tbe trouble sympton(s),
inspects the equipment, analyzes the circuits. isolates
the fault to a particular unit, and localizes the
trout& by thinking and Wing. BY following thecircuit while using a systematic process of
eliminatipn, you can usually locate the fault in a
minimuni of time. This procedure eliminates the
good circuit parts in sequence.

13-10. pou are to fully trderstand a telephone
system, it is necessary that rot& be familiar with its
development _and its operating principles:
Remember: the better you understand Ihe
fundamentals of electricity, the easier it will be for
you to complete tbe following vOILIMM in this course.

p.

c
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Telephone Fundamentals

TO INSTALL and maintain telephone equipment,
you must understand how telephones and telephone
systems operate. Iii the previous chapter, we
dikussed basic electriat ftmdamentals and circuits.
In this chapter we will explain how these electrical
fundamentats are applied in the transmission* of
sound.

2. By definition, the word "telephonY" refers to
the use or operation of an apparatus for electrical
transmission of sounds between widely separated

le Waiting however, the sound of the
speakfz's mice is not actually transmitted over long
distancm. but a sound similar to the voice of the
speaker is generated at the distant point by means of
electrical power. The sound of the speaker's voice is
transformed into electrical pokver at his 'telephone,
transmitted over wire' tdany given point, where it is
chansed into sounds that memble the voice of the
speaker.

3. Since the transmission of voice by telephone
begins with sound and ends with sound. it is evident
that you, as a telephone man, must lime an
understanding of sound and its transmission.
Furthermore, you must be familiar with the various
systems and equipment that are used to transmit the
sound in electrical form. To. provide you with thil
information, the matecial in this chapter is presented
under the. following iections and headings: sound
generation and transmission; sound-powered.
telephony; local-battery telephony, includine basic
circuits and components; and common-battery
telep hone principles.

14; Seoul Generation and Trasinsiesios
14-1. Sound, as associated with telephony. may be

described as being the sensation of hearing. This
sensation is caused by stimulation el the nerses and
auditory centers of the brain. The stimulation. of
'course. is ciined by vibrations or sound waves which
are transmitted to the ear through a material
medium, such as air or atmospheres The sensation of
sound is caused by physical vibrations occurring
about us in the *atmosphere. 'For example. when
someone is speaking to you. the vibrations caused by
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his weal cords are recognized by your eats as sound.
As =thee example, the- WIWI essolished by the
vibrating parts of a musical instrument (strings,
sounding board, etc.) are recognized by your ears as
thi sound of music. The medium hempen the source
of vibration. and rue ears is the surrounding body
of air. The air at atmcaphgric pressure is sufficiently
dense to be set in motion by any vibrating body and
to convey the vibrations to the delicate ind sensitive
membranes in your ears. To further explain the
effects of sounds let's briefly consider its generation.

14-2. Semi Cosentino. You learned in the
resident course' that the motion of air molecules set
up by a vibrating body (vocal cords, musical
instruments, etc.) pmduces sound waves which traveiA,/7

Nide \Figure 27. Sound wave produced by vibrating
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outward in all directions from the vibrating source.
The manna in which sound waves ue peoduced can
be understood by considering a vibrating strip of
metal, such as the hacksaw blade illustrated in fieure
27. While looking at chit illintration, imagine that
the hacksaw blade is fawned to a table in the
vertical position and that if is at rest as shown at A
in the illustration. Now, if the blade is caused to
vibrate rapidly back and forth, two events of
opposite nantre will occur is the blade makes its
initial trip to the rieht. These two events, as shown at
B in the ilhistration,-.. are: (I) the blade increases the
pressure in the gioUp of air particles on its right,
causing a bunching-up of the particles on that side;
and (1) the blade decreases the pressure in the grew
of air particles on its left, causing local rarefaction
of the particles on that side. This rarefaction on one
side and bunching up on the other occur at the same
time and are causea by the single motion of the
blade to the right.

14-3. While looking at tl in figure 27, note that
movement of the blade to the right imparts motion to
the pirticles on each side of the blade. ,As you can
see at C in the figure, by the time that the blade has
returned to the center, there is `i wave of presiure
(bunched particles) moving outward on the right side
and a wave of low pressure m6ving outward on the
left side. In reference to D. you can see thai as the
blade mows to the left, a wave of bunched particles
is established on the .left side and a rarefaction of
panicles on the right side. As the blade continues to
vibrate (see E and F of fig. 27), the waves move
outward on both sides pf the tilacie. These waves of
both bunches and rarefied particles are the waves
that strike the sensitive menthranes of the ear,
causing the sensation of sound.

14-4. As the sound waves continued outward from
their source, the au particles that transmit the
energy do not go along with them. itather.° they
will& with their outside neighbors, impart their
energy, and return to a point close to their original
position. The outtide neighbors then react in a
similar manner by relaying the energy to their outer
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neighbors, and so on until the energy keittstissipmed.
at some distame from the source. Science pomp**
this effect of sound In du! attnoifphereivith On rings
fanned in itili %atilt vibess'a sionestrikes die watit's
surface. The stone causes a disturbance in the water
and creates a grits of waves. Similarly, a gunshot
crest* a disturbance in the atmosphere. It also ,
createi waves through 4se process of rarefaction and
bunching of atmospheric particia. These waves, as
mentioned before, us smiled by our eats as sound.
The time required for She sound to reach us.
however, shows how slowly sound travels in the air.
Foe example, the sound of a dist= gunshot or
esplosion may be heird several secoixis after they
are °bunt&

14-5. To furthEr examine the characteristics of
so'und wases, refer to rime 28. Tgit illustration
shows botli the wave front, where/the air particles,
are compressed, and the meiotic% ..where the
particles- are relatively further apart. Tliese sound
waves may be shown graphically in much the same
manner as showing alternating current with a sine
wave. As a miner of fact..when a group 'of sound
wars are `cif identical shape and amplitude, they
may be represented by a pure sine wave. If the
waveshape is regular in form, the soma we hear
may be a steady tone; if the shape is irregular. we
may only hear a noise. As an example df graphic
representation, look at figure 29, where the sound
wave is plotted as a line, and the condensations
(points of bunching) are shown by wave peaks. The
difference in waveform for each sound allows us to
distinguish one souni from ,another. For instance, a
tuning fork, vibrating siowly, establishes a .tone of -
low pitch, whereas a rapidly vibrating fork (cauiing
the waves to be closer together) establishes a tone of.;
high pitch. In addition to this., we may see something
vibrate without hearing any sound, because the
human ear does not distinguish many sounds below
16 to 20 vibrations per second. Furthermore, the ear
parts do not allow 'us to hear sounds where the
number of vibration; is much greater than 20.000
per second.

MUSICAL. NOTE

Figure 29. Sound waves of musg: 2nd now.
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the denser medium carried a given amount of
sound farthq dVin the sound traveled in air. This
JPrinciple is alSO used in the unOwnitetdetection of
ships. Sensitive listening.deviciii.tiachtd to the hug
of a ship pick up the sound of propeller vibrations
carried by the sea from ocher ships in the vicinity.
parficularly from submarines.

, .14-8. Now, lees discuss the trammiuion of sound
A as accomplished by electrical means. As a result of

Bell's, work, the telepheine became an instrument for
converting waves of sound into waves of electriCity,
and waves of electricity into waves of sound. As
suited previousiy, sound` is a vibilting disturbance
among the molecules °lc a substance. For example,
thi sound of "oo" in "loose" produces a disturbance
in the air Similar to that illustrated in figure 30.A4,
.Note that the successive cOndensations and
rarefactions match the waveform shown in figure

14-9. By present standards, Alexander Graham
Bell's telephone was a receiver that consisted of a
thin reed of magnetic material attached to a small
drumhead. Mounted above this reed was a coil of
wire wrapped arbund a si..ift iron core. Figure 31

haws both the. Bell telephone and an early bar
magnet receiver. Note that with either of thin.
instruments, a coil located within the field of `n)
permanent magnet 'has leads or terminals for
connection to a line circuit. Both the telephone and
reteiVer have a diaphragm that can be moved by
sound waves, and each diaphragm is arranged so

Figure 34). Concepc.of annosphinc appearance of scuand.

14-6. Sound characteriltics provided the chic for
the development of the modern teletpor. Because
Alexander Graham Bell' unders both the
function of the hiiman ear 'and characteristics of
sound waves. 'he visualized an instrument which
could be operated by the sound of the human oice.
His knowledge of electricity indicated that electrical
waves were similar to sound ws soLgi. and he thought
he could shape an electrical waveform to match that
of the sound wave and thus transmit sound

ectrically.
14-7. Snead Traramissios. Before we discuia the

trarcimission of sound by electrical. means, let's
consider an important difference betwcen- the

44transmission of sound and the transmission of
L electrical waves. The transmiuion of sound aiways

requires a medium?, The transmission of light az':
eietrICIty does not. Thus. sound Cannot ce
transmitted in a vacuum, but light and' electricity
oan. In the direct transmission of sound, the medium
is usually the air intervening between the sliurce and
the listener: but other mediums, either solid or
liquid. Can transmit sound. For instanie, a boy lays

. his ear against a railroad tract to detect an
oncoming- train that is too far away for its sound to
reach him through air. Also. the American Indian is
reputed to have been able to detect faraway footsteps
by pressing his ear to the found. in both of these
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Figure 31. Early telephone and recciser,
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that its. movement will affect the field of tise
permanent magnet. With such aa arrangement, any
movement of the diaphragm by sound waves causes
the magnetic field tc« induce a voltage .in the coil.
This voltage is of the same waveform as the sound
waves that Quarrel it. Also, if the coils of these two
units are consumed together by a line circuit, the
VC?1 We induced in one coil by sound waves will
cense the diaphragm in the other unit to vibrate. The
vibration of the diaphragm ica this latter unit
.prodines sound waves that closely resemble those
striking the diaphragm of the first unit. Thus, sound
is transmiued from one place to another in the form
of electrical energy.

14-10. To further clarify the transmiuion of
sound by telephony, look .at figure 32. In this
illustration, the man on the lett is speaking into the
transmitter of a telephone. The sound waves leaving
his mouth strike the diaphragm in the transminer.
causing it to vibrate. The vibration of the diaphragm
induces electrical waves in the transmission line. As
the electrical waves enter the receiver, they vary the

gth of the magnetic field, causing the
rn in the receiver to vibrate at the same rate

diaphragm in the transmitter. Thus, the words
spoken into the transmitter are reproduced by the
receiver diaphragm as sound waves.

14-11. The fundamental principle of telephony
may be summarized by the expianation that the
sound Waves of speech are first convened into
electrical waves by the telephone tramminer:
secondly. they art transmitted over the wires in
electrical form: and thirdly, the receiver converts the
electrical waves back into wend waves which, again,
correspond in waveform and frequency to the
original worn. The listener, in his receiver, thus
hears words =responding to thaw spoken into the
distant transmitter. Various types of telephone
systems are in use. but this underiying principle is
common to them *II. 'To explain the various types of
telephone systems, we will next consider sound-
powered telephony.

Sosadarowered Tekplimsy

15-1. From the standpoint of haw they are
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powered, the telephone components and systems
used iA the Air Face ate of two general categories:
sound-powered and hattery-powered. As the names
imply, the sound-powered components develop their
power from Wind, while the battery-powered
compensate use beneri!s. The largest percentage of
all telephone systems and compcmentt used eithir
commercially of by the Air Force, are of the battery-
powaed variety. The sound-powered components
re normally found at special installatibm, such as
missile sites apd missile supisort bum. Since sound-
powered components are %bed to some extent.
however, you should be familiar with their operatine
principles. To explain these principles, let's stain
with the sound-powered transmitter.

15-2. Soaad-Powered Transmitter. The
transmitter on a telephone set is the put into which
you speak when engaged in a telephone
conversation. Since the sound-powered transminer is
sometimes used with audio amplifiers, radio
transmitters, etc.., it is also referred to as a dynamic
microphone. However, for our purpose in telephone
work, we will refer to the sound-powered unit as a
transmitter.
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' C. the field decreases in string*, becatili there are,
. no Magnetic lines of fore through the

&Astute at this center pool** Next die annum
flold bvd4 up efiniCite Me.srmaturcendaeppimidt
the poled-of theiserniansermagniaL"The IAA** of
this magnetic: smith, shown. in part D of figure 34,
is in the opposite direction se tbu shown itt part B.
The return movement al the **gm complete,
the cycle, ea *shown at E in figure 34.

15;5. You can see that the msignesic field of force
the armature of a sound-poivered transmitter

ries in strength with the diaphragm moftment.
a sound Mtn moves the diaphragm, the

strength of the magnetic field changes with the shape
of the sound wave. Then, of come, the shape of the
voltage inciuced in the transmitter circuit much=
Me shape at the amid wave striking dm diaphragm.

15-6. The function of the modyrn sound-powered
telephone is comparable to that of Bell's original
telephone; that i, volmge is induced in the sound-
powered transmitter coil because the coil is totaled
in a changing magnetic field.. This type of
transmitmr mat be mod in modern telephony when it
is &nimble to tilp a component that does not require
the application of battery voltage. This is quite often
the cue with some of the headsets used at missile
installations. For eiample, whenever a head= uses
a tiensistor amplifier in its cord circuit, you will
usually find that the headset transmitter is of the
sound-powered type.

I
limr1 a

I

Nils*" 34. Semi-power usissaaar funcuaa.

15-3. Figure 33 is a sunplified diagram of a
sound-powered transmitter. As shemm in this
illustration, the transmitter has a petumnent -magnet
with doubk-pole pieces. These magpetic pole-pieces
are shown with the letters N-N and S-S representing
the north and south poles respectively: Notice that a
soft-iron armature with a coil. labeled "C" is
mounted at a point halfway between the pole pieces.
This armature is mounted on a pivot at point 13, and
one of its ends is connected to a diaphragm by rod
R. This permits, motion of the diaphragm to be
tramferred to the aimaturc. As the diaphragm is
moved downwat4 by sound wawa, the armature
rotates slightly counterclockwise; and, as the
diaphragm motes upward the armature rotates
slightly clockwise. This& a voltage is induced in
winding C that is similar in waieform to the sound
wates striking the diaphragm.

15-4. To study the operation of a sound-powered
transmitter, refer to figure 34. Assume that the
transmitter diaphragm is framing up and down at a
rate corresponding- to the sound wave of I steady
tone. The armature follows the diaphragm
movement (as shown in fig. 34), and the strength of
the magnetic field varies in proportion to each
movement. When the armature moves away from the
renter, the strength of dm magnedc field within the
armature increases ((14. 34.13); consequently, when
position 13 is reached, the strength of the field is at a
maximum. Then as the armature returns to potitiotr
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15-7. Seesad-Poweresl Realm. In structum the
sound-powaid receiver is very eimilar to4 the
transmitter described in the preceding paragraOhs.
The principle upon which the,. sound-powered
receiver operates, however. is slightly different from
that of the transmitter.* When the unit is on the
receiving aid and =ekes the 'electrical waves
produced by a souad.;powered transmitter, the,
armature then operates the diaphragm to reprothice
the sound waves.

15-& Figure 35 illustrates the operation or
sound-powered receiver. In part A of the figure. note
that the telephone line circuit is connected to the
armature coil. In a simple. sound-powered telephone
system the other end of this line circuit would be
connected to the amiature coil in the trammitMr. To
follow the operation of the receiver during the
application of I cycle of alternating current, let's
assume that the moltag e10. induced by the sound-
powered trinsmittei (in fig. 34) is appied to the
armature coil of the receiver s404411 in `figure 35.
When there is no voltage be* induced by, the
transmitter, the receiver armature is at rest as shown
at A in figure 35. When a voltSge is induced as
shown at B in both illustrations, current flows in the
armature coil of the receiver, and magnetizes the
armature core as indicated by the small letter N and
s. This causes die receiver armature as be attracted
to the position shown at 13 in figuse 35. When the
cunent falls to zero, as shown at C in the illustration,
the receiver armature returns to the center position;
and when cunent flows in the opposite dirtxtion, the
receiver armature is attracted to the position, as .
shown at D in the ilhistration. Finally, as the current
fails to zero as shown at E in figure 34, the receiver
arMature mums to the center (at mat) poskiettl-

'15-9. To summarize the operition of the scund-
polvered transmits= and receiver', let's think of the
units as being connected together, as shown in figure
32. When round waves strike the diaphragm of the
transmitter. a voltage is induced in the- transmitter
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armature. This voltage causes current to flow in the
coil of the receiver armature, causing the receiver
dfaphragm to 'reproduce the sound waves. Thus,
sound is transmitted ftorn one point- tri another by
sound-powered telephony. .

15-10. Sened-Powered Telephone. Figure 36 is a
schematic for a sound-powered telephone. For this
telephone to be operational, it must be connected to
.another telephone through lines LI and L2. ,If,r3u
will notice in the illustration, the unit is equipped
with a band genetator (HG) that ti used to ring or
signal the other telephone,. Also, it is quipped with
a buzzer and visual indicator chit function when this
wait is signaled from the other station. Furthermore,
this telephone is equipped with a ienerator switch,
located just above MG in the illustration, and a
PRESS-TO-TALK switch. labeled "SI." To study
the operating principles of this telephone. let's trace
some of its circuits used during operation.

15-11. Voke transmission. When PRESS-TO-
TALK switch SI is pressed. it connects line 1-2- to
the talk contact of the switch to close the
transmitting circuit. When you speak into .the
transmitter, the voice sound waves cause the
diaphragm in transmitter' element NMI to vibrate.
This aCtuates the tmnsmitter armature. thereby .

generating an alternating current of the same
frequency as that of the speaker's voice.

15-12. The transmitter current passes thrtugh
PRE4S-TO-TALK switch S1 and then divides; part
of the current via to line terminaf U. while the
remainder goes to resistor A,. wet of the muipt
Naas to the line, through the distant,telepivniie, md
back to line terminal LI. It then poses through the
norinally closed ctintacts of the generator switch and
back to the transmitter element.

15-13. A small amount of transmitter alternating
current, as limited by resistor R puses through the
resistor, receiver element RE1. and capacitor Cl:
and lots back to the transmitter element. The

.3 7 4
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puivose of resistor R, is to allow a small amount of
transmitter current to pass through the receiver
element during voice transmission. This, creme a
small amount of sidetone so that the telephone will
not sound dead during voice transmisaion. bi other
words, it allows the user to hear his cern voice in the
receiver.

15-14. Voice reception. .-rhe V. 4eiee
signal. tracing from LI. passes :through normally
closed eantacts of the generator switch, capacitor
CI , and receiver element RE1. It then masa
.nrough the normally dallied contacts at switch SI (as
ihown in fig. 36) and goes back W the line through
terminal L2.

15-15. As the incurring signkl puses thrbugh .the
receiver, it causes the diaphragm to vibrate,
reproducing de voice smut of the dismnt party. The
incoming mice curri?nt is prevented Iran passing
through die but= and Vifilli indicator circuit by the
react.= of the windinp on the. buzzer &id visual
indicator which offers high impedance to vole.
frequencies.

15-16. Signaibtg. When the generator switch is
operated, it connects LI to L2 through head
gewgaw MG. When' the 'switch is in this position,
operation of the hand generator applies a 20-cps
alternating current saws lines LI and L2. This
46*MM the signaling device's in the dimwit_
telephone.

15-17. An incoming 20-cps signal from the
distant telephone panes from, terminal LI through

c, r

the ienermor switch pts Shawn la Elg: 36, hint ln
DSI, end visual indicator D. From ttlar the et 1
tiro* is compiled beck to the senstelor io the
distant telephone via line LI The passe ci
current through * barer and _visual indicator
caws -thent le indigasertbi incogiting

Leatkliatiry Teleplimy
14-1. The early Commercial telephone,

instruments were, in reality, rashers, such es shown
in figure 37. These inetruonents were called. Wirer
=cop mothers because they tumbled the butter
stamps used at that time. They Iota of the sound-
powered misty, containing a permanent tuagnst. *
coil of vire, sad a sheet iron diaphragm. At the
time, nvo such receivers. crnmected as drown in
figUte 34, made up the Whole udephone
These receivets could *operate beyond a distance
of apptoaisastely 2 odies; home. obey were
carnation* lees atheism than the modern saw*
pawed sets.

16-2. The circuit uied with the early butter stamp s.
receivers further handicapped efficient urn. This
circuit, as shown in figure 34, was a siagle wire, with
grounds provided at each insmanent. The groundt
return was not very satisfactory, especially when the
ground was dry. Mid there was no "envision for
signaling the called pany. Coceidued efforts %ere
made to overenme-these difficulties, untiteventually
local baoary systems sod 4 better transtiiiIter Were
devised. This new .unit, called the *aid-bath
truniessitter did not grerati its con caerent. Instead,
'it varied the intensity of's battery tern= ,scismatcli.
the shape of the speech sounds. With din totem. 5
battery was requilled lbeally with- each telephone;
home, it was named the kcal beam system. To
explain the operation of 'this type of transmitter we

. will now briefly discuss sound and electrical
waveforms. := 7

16-3. Waveforms. Some of the waveforms
discussed previously are shown again in figure 39.
They ars shown ,ip this ilitempon. however, for
c'esPanitive PuiPoics, hrid7 thme waveshepts.
nose that pert At of fhelllustratiber shows, the sine
iva' sr of alternating current and the unipolar wave of
direct current, which in this form is called constant
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carbon aimulla was; charged kry sound . waves
.1' straps a: dlaphragid. Thu& the reiOsranco' through -

the 6300114DW *boa granules was nailed by the
sound a

become- featillar with the weveam
produced by the arboe namminer, compare figure
41 (A, B, and C) with Iguat 39.,The Bell (sow

). transmitter sinerated its own minim;
,bre the 'entreat wave frecis dist, tranaminer

k- alternated from positive tn negative. On die other -4
.v hand, the Blake (earbon) riatannitur, increased or, .'
-! decreased resis4inaa to my current supplied by a

battery. Cogrequendy. the masa' The was
variable dc, shown in flgisr. 40 and 41. While die
wave *timed by the Whoa =maim * yariihie
davit is still of Its same shape se the sound waves
strildne the diaphragm. Thel....lc can be used WY
efirecriusly in the transaissice id sound. Ai a maiseri,

Forefeet., the majority of wispboas puriittirs-usall
today are of dos carbon typi, and thet produce a
variable de wave such se illustrated .in figure 40.

Development of LocalaBartay Telephone
%airs. Wid the development 01' the. nerhodk-
transmitter', Mil telephone beam was orignially
&end on the telephone instrument, as -show& in ,
Retire 42. Note that each unit in this tiansnliner- 6

receiver _circuit is' labeled and kali:aged tr . its
standard syinbol. This jocal-bartery circuit was the
granddaddy of the risodern telephone; By connwing
this telephone through a single line oacother
itientlau. unit, coon could be curied tin front
one point to another. This circuitry, howeter. did
leave much to be desired. -

16-9: One of dr. Mt improvements' made to the
local-battery !lystem was to increase the effeciiveness
of the telephone oVer greater distances. When the set
consisted of a receiver, battery, 'and tratimitter
connected in series, theri were a number of losses in
the circuit. Also, the resistance changes caused by
variations in transmitter resistance were ;43 small.

AC

00 SOUND WAVE 00 ELECIVICAL WAVE'
a

NOISE SOUND WAVE NOISE ELECTRICAL
WAVE

se-arie
Figure 3?. Womb laps compered.

value 4c. onnstant de, or pure dc. The wives shown
in figure 39, B sre the sotind wave of the r55" sound
and the wave of the electric current from a
soundpowerui transmitter when it is operated by the
sound. In figure 39. C,. ale irregular sound wave of a
noise is shown in comperison with the transmitter
current resulting from that noise.

16-4. If the noise wave in figure .39 were
combined with the clamant dc wave. the result
would be like that shown in figure 40. This resulting
wave changes in value just u the noise wave did;
however, since it is ail in one direction, it is still a dc
wave. It is called a toriable dc %ate; and like the
noise wave shown in figure 39, it changes in vahie 'at
irregular intervals and has no uniformity.

16-5.. Waveshapes can be changed in several
wsri. It resistance is added to a circuit, less cturent
will flow; if reantince is removed, more current will
flow. Although the same circuit is shown in ail three
diagrams of figure 41, the variable resistor permiti
different amounts of circuit resiltance; thus, the
current value drops from A to B and rises from B to
C.

16-6. The principle of controlling; current by
changing resistance is used in modern traniininers.
Blake applied it 'mite =emitter only a year after
the first commercial telephone was built. He
reasoned that a tranlenitter should vary the strength
of an existing current to match the sound waves that
strike its diaphragm To do this, a transmitter was
designed in which the pressure on a ,container of
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compared with the total line resistence, that little
receiver function resulted. The small current {binge
did not pradisee enough difference in the magnetic
field mate for the receiver to produce apprecrabk
sounds. .

16-10. Induciion call. Thomas Edisoo, helped:6
correct,the poor reception condition. Hedid this' by
installing an induction' coil in the telephone so that
the original (pnmary) transmitter 'current would flow
only a short distance (see fig. 43). Thus, a change in
transminer resistance could create a relatively large
change in the resistance of the primiiry circuit This

arramment allowed battery current to flow
througn Me transmitter, the primary winding of the
indismon coil,., and back to the baiter". as shown also
in 'figure 43.* You can sae dust a'.change in the
transmitter resistance: could cause a large curren
change in the, primary- circuit ,,,-Then, with the
transimnir operaung, a -telauvely large voltaic ,was

,

duced in the secondarY winding of the induction
'Ciad, and a. grater difference in line current was

; 'Available to produce receiver action.
* 16=11, The coil shown in figure 43 is basilly

ttansfonner. Therefore, the voltage induced in the*
%.:secoadeci circuit is `determined by the coil design.

.1?.. That is ,. the type tarns ratio: etc., all base la
bearing on the athount of induced voltage. This type
of induction coil islhe verything that gave the &fly
telephone the needed power foe transmitting at
greater diszi. Not only'-was the induction coil

'4' used in,nirly teleioncs, but it is mill used today in
most al ;our modern telephones Of cceirse it has had
many refinementi but it is still baited on the same
principlet as- those of theflarly telephone.
. 16-12. .Other refinemerits. Comparilt the simple

t Circuit of figure 42 with the circuit of figure 44. ve
can see the additional units which are considered as
refinements to the circuit. Accordingly, a push-type

BATTERY

RECEIVER

TRANSM-ITTER
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switch, a ringer, and a hand generator were added to
the circuit. These deiices enabled a person at either,
end to signal INecT party. The operated switch
discatusects the transmitter from the line. Ttv, ringer,
hand generame, and receiver are all connected to the
line in this schematic. Thiiconnection provides that
the operation osfeci=hand generator will sound the
ringers on thi lephone. We will discuss this
circuit in more detail later.

16-13. Although the relative efficiency. Of the
early ringer and generator is unknown, we can
assume that ,their operation was *WIWIr to that of
modan local battery generaton and ringers. In
modern telephony, the rinser is still a part of almost
every tdephone. With any local battery system that
may still be in we, the hand generator is used with'
each te ephone. Of course, with Modern systems
other than local 17ittery, the ringing =mat is
generated at the central office, and there is no need
for a hand generator 'or every 'telephone. Since you
studied and worked with these components at the
resident course, there is no need for use to desaibe
their oanstruction nor illustrate them POW. Let us
now review the. signaling circuit theory again.

16-14. Siegnitting Circuit. Figure 44 illustrates the
signaling circuit of two local battery telephones. In,
this- illustration. the ,ihand geperatot switch, of
terephone 13 is shown in its normal keifion and the
hand generator switch of telephone kis shown in the
position it assumes while the generator is operating.
To call telephone B. a person at telephone A first
turns the crank of the hand generator. This closes the
hand generator switch (as shown for telephone A ill--
the illustration) and puts the hand generator acrius
the telephone line:. The hand generator then sends a
20-cycle ringitig current to the ringer at B. thmugh
the conneatng circuit provided by tl.e line and the
hand' generator switch of telephone B. When the
person stops turning the hand generator at telephone
A. the switch 'associated with this generator returns
to its normal positioo, disconnecting the generator
froin di line and reconnecting the ringer. With both
genentroe- switches in their, normal pasitich, the
system would then be, in position for communicatiohs
between-the two telephones. Furthermore, when the
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generator switch at telephone A is returned to its
normal position, the ringer of 'telephone A is
reconnected to the line. to place,it in a position where
it can receive ringing current from the generator of
telephone B.

16-15. With the addition of a hookswitch in each
telephone, the circuit shown lit figure 44 could be
considered as a complete local battery system. Of
course, it lacks many of the modern telephone
refinements, but it does provide for receiving,
transmitting, and signaling, which are the basic
requirements fa. telephony. The hookswitch. as
mentinned previously, disconnects the transmitting
and receiving components from the line when the
receiver is placed on its hook.

16-16. Before we leave figure 44, now that each
telephone is powered by a battery that is connected
in series with the transmitter and the primar:
winding of the induction coil. Also, we noted the
pushto-talk switch located in each primary circuit
just below the transmitter. This switch saves banery
current because it opens the primary circuit during
the time that wand is being received.

16-17. While there are only two telephones shown
in figure 44, it is possible to connect several to a
telephone line in a local battery system. Of course.
when several telerhona are connected to the same
pair of telephone lines, a coded ringing system must
he used. This is n(cessary because the operation of
any one of the hind generators on the line will
operate the ringers on all of the telephones. For this
reason, it would be necessary to assign a coded ring
to each telephope on the line. Since this type of
operation is not very satisfactory, a swtichboard is
normally provided at. some central point to switch
the calla through tce the daired telephone: Before we

,consider the switchboard, however, we need to
discuss another factor about the circuitrx of figure
44the problem' at sidetone.

16-18. Sideloae. At Mentioned before. sidelong is
the effect of hearing your own voice in the telephone
receher as you talk into the transmitter. The
sidewne in a circuit such.'as that shown in figure 44
would be rather loud, because both telephone
receivers are connected in a series circuit along with



the 4ecotidary windinga of both induction cisils and
the connecting lepin. line. Mu voice current
produced in this series circuit by a person spenking
into the transmitter c(.. either telephone passes
thro411 both receiven ahd is reproduced as a sound
wave.ct speech in Pleb coe. Therefore, the persoes
using these telePhones would beer their own voices
'reproduced in their own receivers..

16-19. In the telephooe spun 'shown in figure
44, the wait cutrent in the telephone set of the
speaker is greater than the voice current in the set of
the listener, because the resistance of ahe telephone
line opposes the voice currents, reducing their value
befoce they reach the receiving end of the circuit. In
addition. the voice current in the secondary tainding
is increued by the transformer actioo of the
inductiOn coil. This inereued voice current, passing
through the receiver of the speaker;further, increases
its output cif sidelong.

16-M The sideaine in a telephone should be at a
level that masons notmal comairsation. That is,
you should hear tour own voice in the telepleane
receiver with about the same volume as you hem, it
when having a normal conversation with someone. If
the sidetone is completely elithinated from a
telephone. the user then tends to shout just the same
as a person who is hard of hearing. When the
sidetone is too OW in a telephone set. it is
undesirable for -several reasona First, the speuker
will lower his voice when he heat, it kyudly in his
own receiver. This reduction of sound input to the
transmitter reduces the mice current output,- which
in awn reduces the current in the receiver of the
distant telephone set. Second. when the side:one is
tho loud, it tends to lessen the sensitiveneu of the ear
of the speaker to the more feeble voice current from
the distant telephone set. Third, when a telephone set
has LOO much Malone, the local room noise is
picked up by the transmitter and ts heard by the
listener along with the voice .of the distant speaker.
These noises, reproduced in the local telephone
receiver, distract the listener and reduce the
intelligibility of the words received from the distant
station. This effect is particular!), objectiSnable when
the telephone is used in usually noisy locations. It
should be apparent from the previous explanation
that steletone must be controlled in the telephone set.
It must not be completely eliminated because that
would be just as bad as having too much sidetone.
The carcuits used to reduce sidetone are called
antisidetone circuits. There are many and various
types of antisidetone circuits used in modern
telephony, and we need to know something about

operating principles.
16-21. Annsizinone circuit principles. If we were

to completely eliminate sidetone from a telephone
set. the user would not be able to hear his voice in
his own receiver. An ideal amisidetone circuit would
be one in- which the sidetone completely

#

eliminated. In actuai prictice," ma leleal, antisidetone
ciresit is not obtainable; and if it , it would not
be desirable, as we explained previ . L

16-22. From your previous in Ciapter 4.
you should reeognize A in figure 45 as' heing a
bridge circa Tkie four .resisines, RI. R2., R3. and
R4, are C04131Cted to a barmy; and a galvanometer
is connected between points A and B. The battery
current iu this circuit is sapPlied to. resistortranches
R1-R2 .'and lp-R4. With current in the circuit.

ahere is a potential difference acme each resistor.
When the circuit is an unbalanced bridge With a
potential difference between points A aid B. current
will di:1140w through the galvanotheter. When the
circtiit is a balanced bridse with no potential
difference betwen points A and.B, the current will
not flow thrcugh the galvanometer.

16-23. To GOatiatie with our explanation of
antisidetone principles, refer to view 0 in figure 45.
In this bridge circuit, the Minors are replaced by
impedances, the battery, is replaced by an ac
generator, and the galvadometer is Qtplaced by a
telephone receiver. This it-tango:mut isac bridge
circuit, 'which, when balanced, passes no current
through the receiver. When this circuit is balanced.
there is no potential difference between points A =Id
B; and, when it is Unbalanced, there is a potential
difference between points A and B. Furthetmore,
when this circuit is unbalanced, current then flows in

the receiver. This circuit is in balance when the ratio
of impedance Z1/Z2 is ehual to the ratio of

impedance Z3/Z4.
16-24. In view C of figure 45, the ac generator

has been replaced with a telephone transmitter; and
impedance Z4 has been replaced with the telephone
line and a distant teleplmne set. Now, if we assume
that the impedance ratio of Z1/Z2 is equal to the
impedance mar af Z3 over the impedance of the
line and telt:Owe ,:..A, there would be no potential

-- difference between points A and B whin a steady
pitch is applied to the telephone transmitter.
Consequently, the sound applied to the transmitter
Woad no; appear in the receiver, but it would
appear in the distant telephone set. Furthermore, any
electrical waves generated by the transmitter of the
distant telephone set are applied to ternnnals LI and
L2. of this circuit. Therefore, they pass through che
receiver and impedance Z2, actuating the receiver
diaphragm. ,

16-25, By looking at views D. E, and F of figure
45, you can see how the balanced bridge principle
applies when transformers or induction coils are
used. With any of these circuits, the induced voltage
caused by sound entering the transmitter is applied
to the upper arid lower terminals of a bridge circuit.
Assuming that these bridge circuits are balanced, the
sound does tux appear in the receiver, but it does
pass through the receiver of the distant telophone.
Also, as mentioned previously, r incoming signal
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Sore 45. Devciopmas ot ataisitimone circuit.

- from the distant telephone passes through the
receives because kis applied to t-rminals LI and L2
rather than across the bridge circuit. To carry this
explanation a little further, let's consider the
operation of a local battery telephone circuit

16-26. Antisitterone &mut operation. The, circuit
ilhistrated-in figure 46 represents. a local-battery
telephone with an autotransformer type induction
coil. This same circuit is represenzed, by view. in
Figure 45. rn both illustratioi ". mot that the PrirnarY
winding of the induction coil is located between
terminals 2 and 3the- secondary inchades all three
windings from terminal I to.. tesminil 4. When
current is on the increase in the primary circuit, as
shown bY the arrow in figure 46, a voltage is induced
in the secondary from tenninals 1 to 4. At the instant
whip terminal 1 of the secondary is negative and
terminal 4 is positive. electons move from terminal
I, through the line cü cuit. the distant telephone, and
back through .the other side of the line circuit to
capacitor C.2. II you will no6ce. positive is applied
to the other side oi apacitor C2 from terminal 4.
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Thus, current tlows from the sectindary winding
through the receiver of the distant telephone. it does
not flow through the rrceiver from terminal X to
terminal 3, however, *cause both of these terminals
are of equal but opposite potential at the same time.
Furthermore, during an alternation in the opposite
direction, both of these potentials also canixl. Thus,

Li

3

TRANSMITTING

Fyitgi 46. Amadeu:lac actioa.



the anusidetone.circuit holds sidetone to a minimum
during trarumissiatt

1647. We mentioned earlier that there should be
some Warm to promote tiormal coevenation over
the telephone. If the antisidetocie circuits Nit
described were perfectly balanced for a given
frequency, they would probably eliminate moat of
the sidelong at that one frequency. For frequencies
other than the one where balance is obtained. the

- circuit is partially unbalanced. Therefore, when the:
various frequencies of the audio spectrum are
applied to the telephone circuitry, some sidetone is
heard in the receiver. The comports:us-of the modern
telephone, are designed and constructed in such a

,...manner as to produce the pfroper jamount of
antisidetone. This is assuming, howeier, that the
telephone system and circuitry is maintained in
proper order.

16-28. Local-Bastery System. You have learned
that with local-battery telephony, where each
telephone is powered by its own batteries, a simple
telephom system may consist of rwo or more
telephone sets connected to it telephone line. The
telephone line, of course, would normally be two
wires: 'referred to as 'a pair. To have practical
communications between several telephones,
however. riquires -that -a telephone line 'from each
telephone be connected to a central switching .poirit.
At this central point, the call from an individual
telephone can he switched through to any one of the
other telephones in the system. WO most of our
modern telephone systems, the calls are switched
through automatically by the central office switching
equipment. Yet, some calls are switched through by
an operator using a telephone switchboard. To
continue with our explanation of local-battery
telephony, let's briefly discuss Abe circuit of a small,
portable type switchboard.

Imo*
CALLIN4
PARTY'S
TELE/1140We

16-29. Using the incoming line circuit of figure
47, we can see that an incoming signal .to the
swftchboarl paws pier 1,1 and L2 and operates the
1201 relay. This/operated relay equates a drop
(represated by 2 and labeled "To Night Alarm
Circuir). Of course, for this cirCalit to work you
must propszly connect thekincoming line to terminals
LI and L2. Further., you also have respond/111W for
the telephone station equipment. We have said that'
the subset for a local-battpry system twill, a
battery. Yowsvill likewke maintain these subsets.
Since the jack (.1201) and its parallel connected 'plug
are Fan of the kval-batteiy,switchboard, you'day
also be inipecting than. You should norntalli have
to perform very little maintenance otifthe plug, fack.
or CR201' diode. ,A1

16-30. Ypta know now that 920112 Of the telep
,systems in the Air Force are common-pantry
Therefore, you may have little opportunity to care
for the former local-battery type. &fete we review .
common-battery principles, let's summarize a few
points about the locat-battery system. The term
"local" Means that the sources ,oCelectrical energy
for the transmitters and for signaling are a part- of
the telephone Subsea at each individual teleptvne
station. A local battery supplies the current for)*
transmitter circuit, and a hand generator ar magner'6
supplies the current for .signaling. The local-battery
telephone subset- is actually a self-powered unit ifi
that it requires, no power from the-centraroffiee for
operation. Therefore, it can be used in «injunction
with another 10=1-battery telephone without being
connected to a central

17. Coannon-aanery Telephone 'Prhaeiples

17-1. The chief difference between common- and
local-battery telephone systems is in the way the
electncal energy is supplied for operation' of the

TO NiGHT
ALARM
CIRCUIT

Figure 47 , kiwtrung ie sagnAl =cum
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system. As explained previously, every telephone' in
a local-battery *tan operates an its own batteries.
In a common-battery telephone system, cetitralb'
located storage II or power frupply iviuseein
place of the indivi cells required t eack.
telephone ststicin in 4 , . I .4 system. This
cential power source (located at central office)
'serves all of the telephone statio in a common-
battery system.

17-2. Mao of the tel....9140e systems uscd in the
United States are of the =conimon-battery typi.
Furthermore, these common-hattery systents may be
divided into two basic categories,: manual` anti
automatic. With =mai common-battery. systems;*
the "telephene caNs are switche# threugh manually.by
operators. With automatic 4stems, the calls :are
switched automatically by centeartiffice.equiPTent

to the numbers dialed off customers'
telep - . It goes without saying that meet of our
sys are et the automatic (dial) type, since they
offer more satisfactory service to .the customer`and
the industry.

17-3. .As you, May have expected. many of the
components ofoonimon-batterY'r systems are identical
with. or at least similar to. the corresponding local-
battery components. Since the station equipment for
both manual and automatic syitems is tovered in
Voeume 2 of t .1.,..nse, we *ill not, discuss this
equipment in iOfl. We will, ,howeVer, discuss
some a the g...- . features of the common-battery

'systems.
174. Bask Cciumorliattery Circuit. The basic

circuit of a common-battery system is shown in
figure 48. lp this circuit, each teilephone is equipped
with an induction aoi1 (1), a hookswitch (11). a
capacitor (C). a ringer (R0).' a transmitter, and a
receiver. When the hookswitch is in,. the position
shown, current flows from the switchboard battery
through telephone line (1.1), the primaiy wirofing of
inauction coil (I)., the hookswitch. the 'transmitter,
and line L2 back to the switchboard battery. With
the circuit in this condition, sound waves entering the

Si

nansmiuerauae tnt line mutent to vary ill the way
from thec\, telephone to the central Office.
FurtheiMore, if 44elepittatie sets -aie -connected
through the'switchboard, the Ounce waves entering
die transmitter Rf either telephone will be heard in
the receiver of the ocher telephone set. The circuitry
shown in figure 4S may be considered in three parts:
the primm transmitter, cirvalt; the secondary, or
receiver, 'circuit:, and the ringing circuit.

17-5. Primal- t circuit. As explained in the
:previous paragraph, the primal circuit' consists of
the transmitter, the hookswitch, the primary winding
of the)induction coil, and the circuitry to terminals
LI and L2. The hookswitch ,closes this circuit
whenever the receiver is lifted from iti hook or
cradle, as when die user. lifts it to either answer or
make a telephone 'call. When the uses places*
receivei back on its hook Or cradle,-the hookswitch
opens the primary circuit, disconnecting it from the
central office battery.

17-6. Secondary circuit. As Shown in figure 484
the secondary nircuit consists of cl receiver
connected in seriei, with the secondary winding of the
induction coil: As was explained f the local-
battery'system, variable dc in the primary %winding of
the induction coil indUcts an alternating current in
the secondary winding and receiver: Thus, when
either tralsalitter is spoken into inihe system shown
inure/43,- the spun& is heard in the- receivers of
both telephones. Of , iii .moderh telephone
sYstems antisideone - 'try is used to control the
level at which the hears his own voice in the

52

receiver.
17-7. Rtger sircuit.. In fijure , notice that:

when the hookswitch is open, die circuit is
disconneircii from the switch battery., In other
Words, the telephone primary ci 't from 14 to L2
is open. The ringer circtiit, thrtailb singer
RG and chpacitor C. is stilLa complete path Joy
central °Mice ringing 'current Therefore. whet:
ringing current from the switciseard is applied .to
terminals Lt,1 and 14 via the 'telephone line, it passes

5
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through capacitor C and ringer RG, to ring the
called telephonn. It should be noted that capacitor C
will not pass direct currenttherefoti. it prevents
the ringer RG from shorting the switchboard
battery. This it important in coMttion-hutery
telephony, because without capacitar C, the
telephone ringer would be a continuous drain on the
switchboard battery. t,v

17-8. Sigiailag the Switchboard. As illustrated
'in figure 48, duri is no haad generator in the
Common-battery telephone set. In common-battery
telephony it is not necessary to use an ac ringing
current to signal the telephone office. Since lifting
'the teceiver from its cradle allows the hookswitch to
compkte a circuit to the central office battery, a
light cosdected tit leries with this circuit at the
switchboard will illuminate whenever the receiver is
lifted. Thus, the operator, at a manual common-
battery switchboard, is signaled by the lighting of a
lamp whenever a customer lifts his telephone
receiver from its =rile.

t.)

17-9. With the automatic common-battery system
(dial telephony), removal of the receiver frOm its
cradle allows the hookswitch to complete a cinatit to
the central office balm through a line relay in the
switching equipment. The weratioa of this rel
connects the calling telephone through to the dia
"switching equipment. Thus, when a customer lifts hilt
.receiwr, he is automaticaily connected through to
the central office. He Is then infomied of this
connection by the reception of dial tone in his
receiver.

17-10. This ends our discussion of telephone
fundamentals. The next volume of this course
pertains to telephone station equipmentoincluding its
construction and reciair. Before you study,.the next'
volume however, it is recommended that you answer
the review exercises pertaining to this one.
Remember, the better you understand the
fundamentals of electricity and telephony, the easier
it will be for' you to olnplete the following volumes
in this course.

or
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t Glossary

Adepesr---A device Which is designed to complete connections between jacks, plugs, or
. receptacles tiy means other *an 'originally intended.

Al1=The process of I circuit so Lhat be responshe to a desired
or range of frequencies. the adjustment procedure for comPonalts of

a system so that their functions are synchronized.
Allkeasee FlipLong, atinow spring clip with meshing jaws, primarily used with test

leads for making terzipreary coleus:dom.
Amptilkatima--Increase of magnitude in a 4* from one point to another. ft may be

=pressed as a ratio, or by =tension of the term, in decibels.
AmpliBod Bock SWVoltage developed aortas a fast time-constant circuit withiq an

amplifier stage and fad back into a preceding stage.
AmpliBar ClaweaThe circuit conditions* that provide a specific bias. for controlling

the circuit current has resulted in the term "class" for amplifiers. Among the 'classes
are A. AB, B. *and C.

AacelePoeitive electrode toward which electrons and negative ions are drawn.
Aitirmansat ClreshPuallel-resoriant circuit.
Astiskistonea-Arrangement of a telephorie circuit wheZe a saall amount of pow6

from the transmitting circuit is returned to the associatttd ver.
Arclis--Spark rumping as catc be seen at motor brushes or switch contacts.
ikstnble MultivibraterA circuit that can switch rapidly froT...o:_e_ stems to another.

Also spoken bf as free running.
A-SupplyA voltagelpower. ) supply which is .of lower rating than the B-supply. It is

used with electronic circuits.
AudioFrequeecy that can "normally be heard. Audiofrequencies range from 20 to

20.000 cycles per second. "
Automatic SwitchingConnections that are made by using remotely controlled

switches.
B-BotteryDe yoitage s!naply for plate and screen grid electrodes.
Back Electromoilve ForceVoltage developed in an inductive circuit by a changing

current. The polarity ot the' induced voltage is opposite the applied voltage.
BaseThe sewer semicoodyctizireg ion of a doable junction transistor. It is comparable

to the grid of an electron tabe.
Batter.y--Series of tells whfch produce electric curient from chemical elements.
SWElectrical, mechanical. or magnetic force which is applied to a relay, vacuum

tube, or other device, for the purpme of establishing a reference level for the
operation of the device. -

Wading PostTerminal for connecting ,a condamor.
!listable MultivlaraterA.-circuk which requires two input pulses to complete, a cycle.
Sisedsr--A relator connected to improve stritage regulation, to remove the charge for

a capacitors or to protect equipment from excessive voltage after the load is removed.
Blocklig CapeetterCapacitor which limits low-freotititcy current without materially

affecting the high-frequeocy current.
Bridge CirasitDevice which is quid to measure electrical opposition by comparing a

known ciruit with the unknown.
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Bridge RatifierRectifier which has four elements arranged to provide full:wave
rectification of alternating Current.

&chin VoitapOpposing /voltage.
Buffer Ampi IfierA circuit caigned to isolate a precedinecircuit from the following

circuit.
Bypass FilterA circuit which provides a low attenuation shunt around some

equipment devices.
Cabio--An assembly of
thus permitting use of
suspended by poles or

CalibratiesProcess of

or mote conductors included within a pmtedtive sheath,
conductors separately or in groups. Cable may be

(aerial) or installed in underground (buried).
an instrument with a standard to determine its

accuracy or to devise a correct scale.
Capacitive ResctenceOpposition offered- to alternating current by capacitance,

expressed in ohms.
Capacitive ConplIngAmociation of two or more circuits through use of capacitance.
CerrierHigh.frequency current superimposed on a voice current ana on which

additional frequencies can be modidated. Provides for the transmission of more than
one type of intelligence simultaneously.

CascadirAimplifier--A circuit with several stages in which the output of one is fed into
the input of a second.

Catheide yellowerAn electronic circuit in which the output load is connected to the
cadiode. circuit,

CiassifiCatfon SystemUsing a common qualifying base to arrange groups. Also, the
groups are arranged to form a specific scheme.

ClassifiedA designation for official information which is to be Protected in the
interest of the Nation's defense.

CollectorThe *component of a transistor that compares to the plate of an electron
tube.

, .

Composite CableCable in which conclictors of different gages or types are combined...
within we sheath.

ConfideutialClassification ainhorized for defense information or material which, if
disclosed, is prejudicial to the defense interests of the Nation.

ContinuityThe presto= of a complete electrical circuit.
Corrosion--Eating away (dissolution) of metal by acid type chemicals.
Conlomb's LawA law which states that the force between unlike charges is an

attraction, between like charges a repulsion.
CouplingAssociation of two circuits so that electrical energy may be transferred from

one to the other.
DeadRaving no connection to any source of voltage.
DetectorDevice which uses -a carrier current while controlling a lower frequency unit.
Dial Pelse SpringsA pair of normally closed springs of a dial assembly, which is

opened 'and closed by a pulse cam. The number of times chats they open corresponds
to the digit dialed.

Dial Shoat, SpriestSet of contact springs of a dial assembly which shunt the receiver
and transmitter of a telephone set whenever the dial :is off normal (operated).
Shunting of the receiver prevetns pthsc clicks from being heard during dialing while
shunting of the transmitter prevents a variable resistance from affecting the generated
pulses of the dial in the line loop.

Dial Switching CenterCommunication building where automatic telephone and
teletypewriter equipment is placed which connects two or more users together for
coMmunication purp6aes. ,

plodeA device which changerfilternating current into a pulsating direct current Also
called a rectifier.

ElectrodeWork done by movement of electrollS;
EmitterA transistor electrode frcei which the carriers depart.
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FaenipoteattalHaving the same potential at all points.

FeedbsckRetuming a fraction of the output signal to the circuit input.
Med BleoVoltage of a consCant value. N

flaspCodawordit nicknamei, and elm 'titles for special subjecti.,,
Fluss-m-Terns used to ditsianate collectively all the electric or magnetic lines of force in a

region.
Fore-WireA two-way circuit using tv.vo paths arranged so that the communication

currents are transmitted in one direction on only one path and transmitted in the
opoosite direction on the other path. The circuit arrangemem may or may not include
four wiru.

FropmecyNumber of electrical changm in a period of time.
illgb Realstaace JunctionUnion of corninctors which is faulty, thus reducing the

circuit current.
thge-A mobile vacancy in the electronic eitructureof a transistor which acts as the

positive point in the device.
HydrommerFloat and marked container used in measuring specific gravity of a

storage battery electrolyte.
ImpedanceTotal opposition to alternating current.
InductanceThe property et an electrical circuit whicb provides an opposing voltage

to cunent changes, either in the circuit \itself or in a neighboring circuit
Imineelve ConplIngAuociation of one circuit With another\by means of inductance

that is common or mutual to both. .
InfinityHaving a resistance that is too great to measum.
IneniateTo separate frem other conductors with a high-resistance materiaL
Insert, kA circuit in which one action cannot begin untirone or more other actions

have occurred. The 'interlocking action is generally obtained with relays.
laterreptuMagnetically operated device for opening and closing an electric circuit

rapidly and periodically.-
IR DropVoliage drop across a resistor produced by current in die resistor.
iackStationary part of a circuit connector.
UrfaShort kmgth of conductor used to connect terminals or used to connnect

around a break in a ciiatit. It 'is usually a temporary connection.
KcOne thousand cycles per second (kilocycle).
Kiretioirs LinnThe sum of the current flowing to a giver/ point in a. circuit is equal to

the sum d the Current leaving that point Also, the algebraic sum of the voltage drops
in any closed loop of a circuit is equal to the algebraic sum of the electromotive
forces in that circuit.

LeadA wire to or from a circuit element.
LegesidSymbols or other data placed near a diagram .to assist in determining the

proper interpretation.
Lenz" LawCurrun induced in a circuit as a result of its motion in a magnetic field is

in such a direction as to exert an opposing force to the motioo.
LInearHaving an output which varies in direct proportion to the input.
Line BalanceMatching impedance, equaling the impedance of the line at all

frequencies, when terminating a two-wire line.
LoadingConnecting a power conswiing device to a circuit.
Loedinginsertion of reactance in a circuit for the purpose of improving its

trammission characteristics in a given frequency band.
Locklag--Keeping a device operating following the opening of the originating circuit.

The term "hold" is also used to identify this second orrating circuit
LoopA closed electrical circuit.
Loop Pelsing--Regular. momentary interruptions of the direct current in a closed

electrical circuit
Low-Pass FilterArrangement of components which passes all frequencies below a
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specified fr Niamey with tittle or no
freglusock

Main Eliiteitating Frimmehtlnit used for
switchips canter equipmatt. It also supports

Mesimileg Decnoo*Official-papw showing
organization.

MeOne Wilkie cr.las per second (megacycle).
MUUOns thousandth of a unit
MemitarChscking the Performance of a device.

sampling of the output.
Muldpie---Connemed in paralleL
Mutilat1on-4=m of making a document =wog le and preventing its

information from being reconstructed. .

Muted ledretkieInducing a voltage into we circuit fnxn a neiehboring circuit that
is magnetically coupled with it.

Neds.Zgro poinn for instance, an electrical point which has no current has been
referred as as a Qin= node.

si IR, or I FAL or 1 I me Eit
OirmetpInetrument far measuring resistance in an electrical circuit.
Open ClreallA circuit which is not complete.
Open-Clrenit VoltegeVoltage at circuit terminalswhen rio appreciable_ current is in

die circuit.
PatehTo connect circuits together temporarily by means ?I' a cord with plugs, which

is known as a pitch cord.
,PawlA device designed to fit into notches on its mating device.
PlansThe installed facilities which provide communicatioes by electronic means.
NigRemovable part of a, circuit connector.
Paw ReleyA device that has a permanent magnet that centers the armature. The

armature movement is determined by the direct:on of current in the windings.
PolarityCondition in an 'electrical circuit by which the direction of the flow of current

can be determinecl.
PoteadalDifference in voltage between two points in an electrical circuit.
Potentiometer (1013)A three-terminal resistor which has one or more sliding

contacts and thus functions as an adjustable voltage divider.
PreOperational Before telephooe equipment is "cut oker."
Preventive MaistenanceCare of equipment that prevents future troubles.
PrimaryFirst
PrimedAct of making a device ready to operate.
ProbeTest °lead used for checking electrical circuits.
Pulsing RelayDevice which reacts rapidly when there is a sudden change in its

operating circuit.
Plain Ritplatar--A device which receives pulses and reflects them into a second circuit.
PeocklagMetal stampling designed to permit a connection to a conductor by means

of sokier.

fIC CompliesPlacing resistors and capaFitors in a particular arrangement so tht they
form a connection between two circuits.

ReciprocalMethod for determining resistance in a parallel circuit.

discriminates 'Spinet any higher

the mini& telephone Una to ths
devices and functions as a test

authorized poeitioo for Ilt;

unit, or sygtem by examining a

R
t 1 1

Tri t R2 R3

RegenerativeProcess try which a part of the power in the -output circuit of an
amplifying device is returned to the input circuit so that the initial power is increased.
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aspatting CailA device, such as a transformer, which receives signels froef.ons
cittuit and retransmits them to another circuit.

Residuelagnetism which remains in a unit after removal of' the magnetieiiii force.
Also the name for a screw that is placed between relay Armenia and coil core which

*evens residual fita(netisiniturn hoidieg the /MMi operaud atter'ihe ogierating,
ateuit is opened.

0

Reekamaes--Opposizion which a device or materiel offers to citrrent in an electrical
citcuit.

Roseman( FregmemeyTbe frequency at which the inthictive reactance is equal

capacitive reactance.
91mgelnena7Circuit signaling where the sienaling and supervision is controlled by a

ringing current
SeereSInformation or material which, if disclosed could result in serious darnage to

the Nation. For example, the release of information that shows the location ci troops
who are eneaged in war.

SessitiewAll classified information is sensitive. Undue/lad infonnitiod which
reveals classified plans when. used with other information is also sensitive.

Serke-Reeeenta ClsenleA circuit witich has the powa source in series with
capacitance ani its:Luc:wee whose reastances cancel each other it the applied
frequency.

Short CIrcnitLow-resistance connectibn bet% *Wen two points. usually accidental. It
results in. excessive current which may damage the equipment.

.

ShmoTwo or more electrical devices connected so that the current may divide
between them.

Slow-Operated RelayA relay designed to act slowly following comtiletion of its
operating circuit.

Slow-Relensieg RelayA relay having a time delay in which there is an appreciable
delay between die opening of the operating circuit and the 'release of the armature.

Smash C urrent which, while not particularly excessive, is above the normal
specifilizi=the equipment circuit. As a result it can prlducti heat damage to the,
components.

SolderAlloy of lead and tin used in making circuit connections.
SpecificatineePrepared engineering information for telephone equipment
Spring PliespTbe assembly of all contact springs which are operated by an armature.
Static ElecuidtyElectricity that is on an 412ject and which normally has no way to

leave it. When a second object is brought near, electrom jomp between 4,the tWo.
Telephone TapplogConnecting to a telephone circuit so that information can be

withdrawn. For our purpose. this act is illegal.
TeietypeTransmitting system which uses a keyboard for sending and receivieg

typewritten messages. .\

TerminalFinal device or station in a system.
Tersainatien Yi-wire)Connecting a load to a 4-wire ,line circuit.
ThernistorAn electronic device which changes, resistance with a change in

temperature.
Top Seeret-Information or material which. if disclosed, could result in exceptionally

grave damage toAhe Nation. If a disclosure would result in an armed attack on the

Nation. for 'example. the information would be classified, TOP SECRET.
TntasieetInstantaneous surge afoLtage which results from a circuit chanee.
TrismkCommunications channel bØween two offices or between groups of equipment

within the same office.
TrisedAdjusted to operate at a specific frequency. It also describes a circuit that

comisu induaance and capacitance which can be adjusted* for resonance at a

desired frequency.
UnclassifiedInformation which -need not be protected but may be subject to security

sotto uards.
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Vaidireetienek-I,Effective in one direction only.
VefistarDevice whose resists= lovoirs.Qten the minty: increases. It is used to

shrug hrtinful voltagf away (ront circuit components.- .

Vaidt lasifie)A Wad* Mottrary where conserunfationa cal* an splicerLmmithsc.
VTciI that the -conscdoes or actions are twat s

Veraler.Device applied to the graduated scale on many instruments which portraits
accurate adjussisilmt or which enables the repairman to make a more 'precise reading.

Valtese.Term used to idle* electrical prefab*.
Voltage DIvielfr.ltesistor or resistors which provide adjusoneat by which a parallel

connected load can receive & required voltage value.
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THIS' SECOND volume of -" Course 36254, Telephone Eqyipment Installer, .

RePoirman, continua with Connion-battery Telephony. 'It exPlaini both the
manual and automatic syitemi, the basic principles of central office sWitching,
and describes telephones and ,telephdne components. Tim switching principles
are provided only to help you undersiand the operation of the, telephones and
their components. In addition, thii volume has information about telephone
troubleshooting, maintenance and repair, and the insPection system records.
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CHAPTER. 1 41

Station Equipment for Common-Battery
Systems

THE TELEPHONE equipment installer-re-
pairman, as you already know, must install,
troubleshdot, and repair telephones and tele-
phone circuits. To do this he must have an un-
derstanding of various telephone systems, circuits:
and components..1n Volume 1. we discussed the
principles of electricity and described the basic
circuits and components for sound-powered and
local-battery systems. Furthermore, the basic prin-
ciples for common-battery telephony were also
,briefly described.

2. Volume 2 continues-41c discussion of fun-
darneutais, showing how they are applied in
manual common-battery and automatic systems.
Furthermore. Volume 2 covers telephone station
maintenance, troubleshooting ard repair, and the
use of special tools and equipment for testing
components and circuits.

3. This chapter discusses the telephones used
with manual common-battery systems. and the op-
cration of their parts and components. The ma-
terial in this chapter has been arranged in the
following sections: Telephone Components.
Cor, rison of Local Battery and Ccirnmon-Bat-
tcry iystems. and Common-Battery 1 Telephoner
Circuits.

1. Telephone Compoisents

1-1. The modern telephone in gen ral use to-
day has the fallowing major compone s:

a. Handset. This unit houses the transmitter
and receiver; and, as you already know, you hold
it in position at your ear and mouth.

b Handset Cord. This cord extends from thE
handset to the circuitry in the telephone housing.
It zenerally contains either three or four Conduc-
tors which connect the receiver and transmitter
to the circuits in the telephone housing.

. Telephone Housing Assembly: This assem-
bly houses the compOnents used in receiving,
transmitting. signaling, etc. With the dial and
manual common-battery systems. the ringer.

1

hookswitch, induction Coil, capacitors, and either
a dial blank or a dial assembly are in the tele-
phone housing.

d. Mounting Cord. This cord extends from
the circuitry of the telephone housing to the
connecting block. At this point it is connected
to a circuit that extends to the protector block
and to the outside lines and cables. The mounting
cord usually contains three or more conductors.
depending on the system and the type of tele-
phone circuits used.

1-2. Before we discuss manual common-bat-
tely systems and telephones. let's ftrst consider
the development and use of some of the main
telephone: parts. Since the hand generator and
ringer were covered in Volume 1, the information
is not repeated here. The main parts to be- con-
sidered in this section are the transmitter, re-
ceiver. induction coil, and the capacitors. "%Ye will
consider the, transmitter first because it is the
unit which transforms the sound waves into elec-
trical impulses. Secondly. we will consider the re-
ceiver because it is the unit which receives the
electrical impulses and converts them to sound
waves. Thirdly, we will discuis the induction coil
because it is used in conjunction with the trans-
mitter and receiver. We will discuss capacitors last
because they may be used in conjunction with
the other telephone components.

1-3. Transmitters. In Volume I we said th-at
the solid back transmitte, developed to increase
telephone .efficiency, came into being when bat-
teries were first used in commercial telepbone
sysLems: Of course this forerunner of the modern
transmitter was developed from the Blake trans-
mitter. Blake's concept (a transmitter should vary
the strength of an existing current) is still being
applied, and the solid back transmitter works on
this principle.

1-4. In figure 1 movement of the diaphragm
changes the pressure on the carhon granules in
step with any activating sound waves. When the



FIXED ELECTROD

GRANULAR CARBON

Figure I. Solid t'ack transmitter.

:r.ln,mitter is connected into a circuit, these pres-
urc ,:harlees %Illy the current through the trans-

:miter. lecause the resistance between the grains
earton vanes inversely with the pressures

plJced on the carbon. In other words, if two
picces ot carbon in a circuit are pressed firmly
i,'.2other. more ;.i.irrent i']ows across the contact

.;.hen they are pressed lightly together.
1-5. \\ hen several small piecis of carbon are

in >eries in a circuit. a very sinall change
r reure on them causes a large change in

;1;!1- 7CSIstance. By increasing the pressure suf-
:!elently. the resistance of carbon granules may
Hc hi:1de almost negligible. In the transmitter a
are diachragm is connected to4he flexible cover

a cup containing carbon granules. This dia-
:'hr.lijn pro% Ides a large surface for sound waves
Jrld Incr;:aseS :he effectiveness of the trans-
mitt:r As previously stated. the vibration of the
:rimsrnitter diaphragm varies the.current through
:he transmitter according to the resistance within
tb,c carbon cup.

1-6. The sofid back transmitter. although it
S used for many years, was not too satisfactory

,.ith 'the carbon arrangement shown: the carbon
;ranuies formed a looser contact at the top than

at the bottom of the cup. Then, even though the
action of the diaphragm tended to move the car-
bon grains as desired, the *instrument had to be
held upright. If the instrument was tipped in any
direction different from the position tor which it
was designed, the movement of the carbon gran-
ules tended to create a "frying- noise in the
receiver, So the solid back transmitter functioned
best when used with the old desk-stand tele-
phone. It is unsuited to modern telephones.

1-7. With the development of handsets a trans-
mitter adapatable to different positions became a
necessity. The carbon cup transmitter, shown in
figure 2. had a dual advantage': it could be moved
in any direction without carbon granules moving
about tn the cup. and the ,,,hape of the earbon
ehamber and position of the electrodes prevented
the carbon granules from packing together within
the cup. In general. this transmitter 4overcanie
many of the objections of previous transmitters.
and its frequency response was much more uni-
form. In fact. the whole transmitter was more
fficient than any other had been. the reason

was certain improved device contactors and
insulators).

r t
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1-8.. Figure 3 .shows a handset equipped with
a modern transmitting unit. The diaphragm, con-
structed of a thin aluminuni alloy, is- supported
by paper on the edges; and a silk, moisture-re-
'sisiant membrane stretched across the front of
the transmitting unit protects the parts of the
unit from the condensed moisture of the speak-

,er's breath.

1-9. Because the modern transmitting unit has
only a few parts and is assembled...at the factory
by stamping and pressing operations. it cannot
be repaired by field forces. lf,the transmitter unit
of a telephone is bad, it must be replaced with
one of the proper type.

Our discussion of transmitters would not
be complete without mentioning that special-
purpose transmitters have been designed and
supplied to service units. One of the 'special-
purpose transmitters used during World War II
wus the differential transmitter which was worn
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4 7directly in front of 'the speaker's lfps. It is com-
monly called a noise-canceling transinitter,. be-
cauSe noises entering from the side or back ç the
transmitter are canceled out, and only those
noises which enter directly floni the front are
'transmitted,. Ai you can see, this noise-canceling
feature has the advantage of eliminating sounds
of gunfire or other cornmunOtion-disturbing
nses of battle.

1-11. Most difitrential transmitters'operate by
equalizing the presium exerted on the face of the
diaphragm. This equalizing is possible because
of, the structure ,of the transmitter and the ar-
rangement of the acoustic openings and airspaces
about the transmitter diaphragm. The resulting
diaphraght motion from distant sounds is, there-
fore. practically zero. Side sounds cause almost
no change in the resistance of the transmitter
carbon granules. and thus cause no perceptible
ehange in the transmitting current

1-12. Receivers. Receiver development has
been a Continuing development. Figure 4 shows
the components of a receiver so that we can de-
icribe its operating principles.

1-13. The receiver principle is still the same
maenetic forces from an electric current create
sound waves which match in shape the orieinal
sound waes striking the transmitter.

.1-14. To produce the sound waves: the tele-
phone receiver uses magnetic forces resetting from
iho strength of the eurrent received. -This current
is to be found in the winding (see fig. 4): The
magnetism strengthens or weakens the pull of a
permanent maenet on the receiver diaphragm.

See bar maenet, pole piece. and diaphragm in
figure 4, ) The basic receiver function is shown in

A. B. C, and D of Etiure 5. In A the diaphragm
is deflected only by the pull of the 'permanent
magnet, because no current is in the coil wind-
ing. In B the current strengthens this magnetic
pull, and an increased diaphragm deflection re-
sults. In C decreased diaphragm deflection re-.
sults froM a reversed current which opposes the
pull of the permanent magnet.

1-15. Corninuo!ak current alternations would
produce a wave shape similar to that shown in
the top portion of figure 5,D. If the receiver did
not have a permanent magnet, however, such cur-
rent reversals would not produce an alternating
wave shape (sound wave). The resulting wave

:shape in that case would be the one shown in the
lower portion of figure S.D. As you can set,
the 'permanent magnet in the receiver has a
great effect on the shape of the sound wave pro-
duced by the receiver. Without this Magnet a
sound wave similar to an ac wave would not be
reproduced.

1-16. During every telephone conversation the
modern receiver,diaphragm fluctuates many times
each second between the condition shown in fig-
ure 5,13. and that in figure S.C. This fluctuation
is caused by receiver current transmitted from
the distant station. This fluctuation, then, pro-
duces sound waves which match the sound wave
of the speaker's voice.

1-17. The flat receiver unit (fig. 6) in the
handset is the result of recent telephone engi-
neering. More effective sound characteristics are
obtained with this receiver than were possible
without the new magnet arrangement. The rine-
shaped pole piece concentrates the magnetic lines
of force near the diaphragm. You can see the
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position of the coil within the magnet. Note the
screws which attach the conductors to the re-
ceiver terminal plate. The other components
should now bt familiar to you.

1-IS. Induction Coils. The principle of induc-
tion coils was discussed and illustrated in Vol-
ume 1 of this course. The induction coil is used
in the modem telephone mainly for the follow-
ing purposes:

a. To provide good transmission and reception
b. To reduce and control sidetone during

transmission.

1-19. As mentioned in Volume 1. the early
telephone induction coil used two windings. a
primary, and a secondary. The later induction
cod, however, uses a balancing winding in addi-
tion to the primary and secondary windings.
These windings will be discussed in more detail
later in this chapter. They haw been men-
tioned here for the purpose of iniroducing tele-
phone parts. Before ,we continue with the next
part (capacitors), it should be mentioned that
most of the later telephones use a network as-
sembly which contains the induction coil. ea-

5

pacitors, resistoil etc., which are r..litired for
transmitting and receiving.

1-20. Capacitors. Capacitors used in telephones
have various functions. Some of these functions
are listed below:

a: In the modem common-battery telephone a
capacitor is connected in series with the rineer
to block the passage of dc current.

b. In many telephones a capacitor blocks the
passage of dc culterit through the receiver.

c. CapaOltors with the required rating may be
used in telephones to pass ringing currents and
to reject voice frequencies.

d. A capacitor, used in conjunction with an
induction coil, helps to produce a strong trans-
mitter output and aids in the reduction of side-
tone.

2. Comparison of Local-liatteq and
Common-Bantery Systems

2-1. Shortly after local-battery telephone sys-
tems proved, successful, telephone engineers re-
alized that a central source of power could furnish
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more economical and more satisfactory ser-
%ice. Therefore, the telephone battery was taken
out of the subscriber's telephone set and in-
s led at the central office. Although thc prrn-
ipis of common-battery systems are similar to

those of local-battery systems, the components
are slightly differ'ent and are arranged in a dif-
ferent manner.

'2-2. Before we discuss the components and
their arrangement. let's bnefly consider the over-
all arrangement of a telephone system. Look at
figure 7. which illustrates a simple telephone
.Astern. Althoueh common-battery telephones are
used in this system, a similar arrangement is
used with localrbattery telephones. The most sim-

6

6

pie system would consist of two local-battery
teleph-ones and their., connecting conductors or
lines. But in all modern systems you will find a
central office with either switchboards or switch-
ing equipment of some.kind.

2-3. The central office and switchboard oper-
ator are often called -central" or -operator." As
few as three or as many as several hundred tele-
phone. stations may be connected by lines to a
single central office. The size and extent of the
system may vary, but each of the telephones in a
syStem can contact the other stations in the sys-

-tern.
-24. The telephOne stations, central office, and

connecting lines shown in fieure 7 constitute a



Figurg 7, Telephone system.

telephone system with a single central office. Such
a telephone network with its central office and
connected telephone stations may be the whole
system: however, it is frequently only a part of
the system and is called a telephone exchange.
The connection of two, exchanges (as shown, in
fig. 8.) or sevcral exchanges lay trunklines is a
common arrangement. For example, a large city
normally has seVeral exchanges. .all connected
by trunklines.

2-5. At this point let As review the arrange-
ment of local-battery systeins and compare it with
that of common-battery systems. Keep in mind
that local-battery systems have all the necessary
communication parts 'within the telephone set.
Telephones in the local-bOtery system are op-

:

dry cell batteries within the individual
substatio , whereas those 'in the ''Common-bat-
tery system have a centrally located bat,tery. The
seven major components of the loctil-battery,
phone are the receiver, tranimitter, battery, in-,
duction coil, switch, hand generator, and the
ringer.

,

2-6. In local-battery sysiems the, iources of
electrical energy for the transmitters and signal-
ing deVices are al;vays included iti each set. Thus
the term "local" means that the lources Of elec-
trical energy are it pfrt of the mikviduaI tele-
phone. iN local battery supplies the current for
the transmitter cireuit; a band generator or mag-
neto suppliei the current fcir signaling.-With thiS
type of system, a local battery!' is provided not
.pnly for each subset (telephone itation) but also
for the switchboard: .

2-T. Compoients of Common-Battery Systems.;
z.The components of the 'common-battery tele-

phone are simpler th4nj)tlibse of the local-bat-
tery subsets, because-the hand generator and
the battery have been eliminated at' the substa-
tion. The other Compon&ts of the common-bat-
tery subsetthe r iver. transmitter, induction
coil, ringer and ho kswitighare all similar to
those found in the,. ocaliliattery iubset. In addi-

. tion to these fivk components, the common-
battery subset requires a capacitor in series with
the ringer. The ...capacitor, which blocks direet
current. prevents the surrent on the line from
flowing through 'the ringer when the subset is not
in use. If such a current we4e permitted, it
would be a constant drain on the power supply,A,

EA:1-1.44N5E

IfigUr S. Two-exchange
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Figure 9. Common-battery system (blocit diagram).

2-8. Figure 9 is a block diagram of the com-
mon-battery telephone system. Since the sources
of electrical energy for the transmitters and sig-
naling devices are located at the central office, all
of the stations receive their energy from a com-
mon source. This common source of power
(which usually includes a 'generator and a large
storage battery) also supplies the current for
switchboard operations, including signaling lamps,
a ringing machine to supply ringing current for all
telephone sets: and switchboard transmissions.

2,-9. The telephone stations in figitre 9 have
no battery; the switchboard signal lamps operate
automatically when the sbibset receiver is
removed, from the hookswitch. This refinement:7_
along with others, allows the common-batteryt
switchboard to handle a large volume of traffic.
Such operating speed and efficiency would not be
possible with a local-battery system.

2-10. The operating qualities of common-bat-
tery and loCal-battery systems are similar. Ex-
cellent comniunication can be attained with either
system when it is.. used in its proper place. Each
telephone system. therefOre, performs an impor-
tant communicions function for the armed ser-
vices.

2-.11. In geneikal, military field telephone sys-
tems are manually operated and may be either
the local-battery eiT the common-battery type.
The local-battery system is used more oft:n than
the common-battery system for temporary service.
Where time is a factor and the system may

TRANSMI TTER

AND.

RECEI V ER

Sim TCH j
141 .

later be iinproved (or r ..oved), a local-battery
system max be installed. i ield wire lines can be
used with it, since they c be installed and used
under somewhat adve. conditions.

2-12. Common-; ery Advantages. ,The use
of common-battery s stems for permanent instal-
lations reduces battery costs and increases battery
efficiency. Recharging batteries costs far less than
buying new dry-Cell batteries, and recharging is
possible because the battery is at a central loca-
tion. The, storage battery of the common-battery
system is more efficient than the dry-cell battery.
(Too, the storage battery voltage is stable.)

2-13. In manual common-battery systems the
telephone user signals the switchboard simply by
removing the receiver or handset from the hook-
switch. This action completes the circuit for the
direct current and causes the lamp on the switch-
board to light. At the end of the call, the opera-

' tor is again signaled by the lamp when the re-
ceiVer is replaced on the hookswitch. Thus one
operator can handle many more lines than would
be possible otherwise, With this system no mag-
neto at the subset is required, the subset equip-
ment can be smaller, and the subscriber can use
the subset with less difficulty.

3..."Contmos-Battery Tekpboue Circuits

3-1. Figure 10 illustrates a common-battery'
telephone circuit. This circuit is`cepresentative of
many telephones that are still in ase. Of course.

'7
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Figure 10. Antisidetoaa circuit schematic.

most of those still in use are equipped with a dial
which is not shown in this illustration. The dial
circuitry will be explained in Chapter 2 of this
volume; therefore, it is not illu.strated in this
chapter.

3-2. Now let's discuss the telephone circuit
illustrated in figure 10. Note that the circuitry
is built around a three-winding induction coil.
The windings of this coil are called the primary
winding, the secondary winding, and the bal-
ancing winding.. The balancing winding is some-
times called the tertiary winding, but don't let
this fool you; it still functions in the same man-

54a
ne? as a balancing winding. Also note that the
hookswitch in 'figure 10 is shown with two pairs
of contacts--one pair locatk.d between terminals
L2 and T and the other pair .located between
terminals GN and R. Furthermore, the hook-
switch contacts are shown in the closed position;
the position they assume when the handset is
iemoved from its cradle. One more thing, note
that the ringer with its capacitor is connected
between terminals L 1 and L2. Thus it is in posi-
tion for receiving ringing current via the tele-
phone line.

3-3. The circuitry shovn in figure 10 is of
the antisidetone variety. That is, it illustrates the
circuitry of an antisidetone subset (telephone)
and in its timplified form, shows each portion of

, an antisidetone subset. The Unarm= of the..
'diagram shows that the current in one of the
induction coil windings is opposite in directiowto
the currents in the other two windings.

3-4. The antisidetone effect is obtained by
the combination of subset parts, but the heart of
the antisidetone circuit is in the particular induc-
tion coil used in the telephone. The antisidetone
circuit will be explained in Chapter 2.

3-5. This completes our discussion on the cbm-
mon battery telephone circuits. The next chapter
covers station equipment for automatic systems
(dial telephones). Before you study the neit
chapter, turn to the workbook and complete the
review exercises for this chapter.



53 CHAPTER 2

Station Equipment in Automat c Systems

TO INSTALL and maintain telephone equipment
used by the Air Force the telephone equipment
installer-repairman must be familiar with both
manual and autdmatic systems. Although most
of the telephone 'systems used in the Air Force
today are of the automatic (dial) type, you
should understand both systerns. You must be
familiar with the transmitting, receiving, and sig-,
naling circuits, and you must understand tele-
phone dials and dial circuits.

2. In this chapter we will discuis the telephone
equipment used with automatic telephone sys-
tems. first showing how central office equipment
makes a telephone call possible. In doing this,
we shall see how the common-battery systems
operate. We have divided the chapter into the
following sections: Common-battery ))stems, the
dial telephone, the touch tone telephone, con-
trol of switching equipment, telephone dial con-
struction, operation, and wiring, and lie 500-
type telephone.

4. Common-Battery Systems

4-1. Modern telephone systems art nearly all
of the common-battery type. The electrical power
used in operating the telephones in most sys-
tems is supplied from the central office. When the
switching and connecting of stations is done by
operators in the central office, the system'is then
of the manual common-battery type. When the
switching is done automatically in the central
office and controlled by a dial on each telephone,
the system is then ,of the dial common-battery
yPe.

4-2 The connections between telephones in a
dial telephone system are made by, svaitching
mechanisms in the central office. These mecha-
nisms are remotely controlled by the dial on the
calling telephone and do nig require the aid of
an operator.

4-3. In addition to some relatively new ,elec-
tronic switching systems, there are four electro-
mechanical types of dial telephone systems used
by the Air Force. These systems are as. follows:

Alb

a. Step-by-step system.
b. XY systFm.
c. Crossbar system.
d. All-relay system.

4-4, These four dial systems inteiconnect the
telephones of subscribers, in basically the same
way. The principal difference in the systems is
in the equipment used. (Let's briefly consider
these systems.

4.5. Step-By-Step System. One of the most
conunonly used dial systems has step-by-step
switches which operate directly from dial pulses
transmitted from the pulse-sending device (dial)
on the tlephone. Operation of the dial interrupts
the line current by alternately opening and dos-

. ing the dial pulse contads. in a step-by-step
dial system each set of dial pulses (sometimes
called train impelses or* pulse trains) corresponds
to the digit dialed by the telephone user. This
pulse train extends a connection one step at a
time (step-by-step) through the switching eqtiip-
ment to the called telephone. The wipers (or con-
tacting arms of numerical, dial-controlled step-
ping switches) make the proper connections at
the central office. Electromagnets which are op-
erated by pulses from the dial on the calling tele-
phone mIV.t th5 wipers one step at a time. Fig-
ure 11 shows bow the wipers are arranged, and
figure 12 shows the completed connection.

4-6. The operation of a step-by-step dial sys-
tem is essentially the sanae as that of the manual
system. For example, when the receiver is re-
moved from the hookswitch in the nianual sys-
tem, the operator responds by connecting an
answer cord to th,...41ing line; that is, the op-
erator finds the callig line with the answer cord.
When the receiver Is removed ati. a station in the
dial system. a line-finder switch automatically
finds the calling line and extends that line to
a connector switch, which connects'a tone (dial
tone) to the line. The dial tone has the same
significance in the dial system as th. operator's
"number, please" in the manual system. Thew:.
the calling party, instead of giving the desired

10
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Figure 11 Swwhing equipment viipeN and teraunal bank.

number verbally, dials each digit of the line
number. When the number is dialed the con-
nector completes the conctection and automati-
cally applies ringing current to the called line. In
the manual system the operator connects the
41ing cord to the desired line and connects
nnging Current. In both systems. howevir. bat-
tery, current must be connected to the called
line.,This connection is made automatically in the
dial system and in the manual system when the
operator rekascs the manually operated ringingc'..,
switch.

4-7. In. figures 11 and 12 you can see that
each terminal bank of the switch has 10 rows
of terminals with 10 terminals per row. These
rows are numbered from the bottom to the top

1 1

VERTICAL
SANK

VERTICAL WIPER

wi;h the numbers 1 through 0, the 0 taking the
place of 10. Also, the terminals in each row are
numbered from left to right with the numbers
1 through 0. These row and terminal numbers
combine to form a number ior each terminal in
the bank. For example, the telephone .shown in
the upper left corner of figure 12 is connected
to terminal 91. The number 91 indicates that
the phone is connected to the 1st terminal in the

-9th row. As another. example, the telephone
shown in the lower right corner of figure 12 is
connected to _the 0 terminal in .the 2d row; thus
its number is 20. When a switch (such as the
connector switch shown in figure 12) is dialed
by the calling telephone, the wiper moves up-
ward in response to the first digit dialed and



Figure 12. Simplified dial system.

then to the right in response to thc second digit.
Thus the dialing -of 00 into the connector switch
(figure 12) would place the wiper in- the posi--
tion showu. kl

4-8. XY System. The XY system is similar in
opetation to the step-by-step system. The main
difference between these systems is in the ,type
Of steppthg switches used. With the step-by-step
s.srem the switch operates in an upright position
with the wipers steppingfirst in the vertical di-
rection and then in the horizontal direction. With-
the NY syslem the switch wipers step in two
directions on the horizontal plane. First, the
switch is siepped in the X direction (the direc-
tion designated as east on a map) and then in
the V direction (the direction designated as north
on a map). The' XY switch 'has 10 rows of
hank contacts with 10 pairs of contacts per row:-
ThLs by stepping in two directions the XY switch
can make a chosen connection out of a group
of 100 possible connections.

4-9. The stepping of,4 XY .switch in both
the X and Y.directionsils citrolled by electrical
impulses generated by the di'al On the subscriber's,
telephone. For example. if the subscriber 'should
dial the number 48. the switch would first take
4 steps in the X direction and then 8 steps 4.t1
:he Y direction.

4-10, Crossbar System. The crossbar switch is
:he basic component of the crossbar system. The
:undamental crossbar design has horizontal strips
crossing vertical strips at right angles. Contacts
placed at the intersection of these strips establish
a connection. A magnetic impulse counter, which
is fundamentally a relay with ten 2-step arma-
tures, is used to store, to time. and to properly
iequence the crossbar system,

4-ti 1, All-Refay System. The ail-relay system
groups of relays which progressively siep the

call. Operating alone, in response to current
pulses &Om the calling telephone dial, these relays,
smite the telephone connection from a calling
telephone to any called telephone in the system.
Instead of the electromechanical switchei, such
as those used in the step-by-step system. the
all-relay system has electro-magnetic switches.

4-12. Without proper telephone connections
and operation, of course., automatic sYstems will
not function. The ,telephones which control, the
central office switching equipment are therefore
very important,

S. The Dial Telephone

5-1. The dial telephone set consists of parts
necessary for the reception ,and transmission of
speech.- for signaling, and for controlling the ten-
tral office switching equipment. Paw A of figure
13 shows the circuits of a typicai dial telephone
used with .dial central offices.

5-2, Refer to part A of figure 13 and notice
that the cradle switch of, the dial.:telephone set is
in the talking position. That is; the ha,ndset is
off the cradle, switch. permitting t1ie switch to
ciose the loSp, of the calling telephone. The dial
pulse springs arc shown in their normal closed
position. 'Their purpose, is to open and close the
callibe. line loop each tittle the dial returns td.nor-
rnai. When the pulse springs open. they inter
rupt the direct cuesenrtlowing through the loop.
Part 13 shows this looEtr-prillsing circuit)..The
suiting puises.-or interruptions in the current of
the calling line loop, operate the, switching equip-
ment in the central office to extend con*tions
from the calling telephone to the called, tele4one.
The dial pulse springs open and cicise ea
and make contact) as-many times as t4ie number
dialed indicates. with the exception of the digit 0
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which is an abbreviation for 10; that is, the dial
Nast springs open and close 10 times in response
to the dialing of digit 0. IL the digit 5 is dialed,
the pulse springs open and closi. 5 times in
quick succession.

5-3. The shunt springs of the dial are shown
in their initial open position because the dial
in part A of figure 13 is not operated. When
the dial is in the off-not-mg or rotated position
( see part B of fig. 13); the shunt springs close
and shunt out the receiver' and transmitter so that
they will not interfere with the pulses transmitted
by the dial over the loop of- the calling telephone.
Shunting of the receiver during dialing prevents
the dial pulses -from causing clicking sounds in
the receiver. ShUnting of the transmitter improves
the pulsing circuit by disconnecting the variable
resistance of the transmitter during dialing. The
shunts on the receiver and transmitter are. re-
moved when the springs return to their normal
open position each time the dial comes to rest
in its normal position.

5-4. The ringing circuit in part C of figure 13
consists of the springs of the unoperated cradle
switch. the ringer (bell), and the 0.7-microfarad
capacitor. During ringing, tho capacitor pertnits
alternating ringing) current to flow: through
the telephone but blocks the flow of direct cur-
rent. When the handset is lifted from the cradle
sl..tck, the capacitor and ringer art disconnected
from a path directly across the loop of the tele-
phone iLnd the capacitor is cpnnected to the dial
pti:se spnr.gs to serve as a spark suppressor (to
prevent excossive sparking or arcing at the con-
tacts of the pulse springs). The 4-inicrofarad ca-
pacitor in tht talking circuit (part D of.fig. 13)
improves the trinsmission efficiency of the tele-
pho:ne. The thrr,t-winding induction coil (wound
on a laminated iron core) performs three func-
tions:

a. -Couples the receiver and transmitter to the
loop oc the telephone.

b. Increases the efficiency of transmission by
boosting the voice frequency currents de-
veloped by the transmitter.

c. Minimizes sidetone. Sidetone is the sound
of one's own voice in the receiver of a
telephone.

5-5. The talking circuit consists of a transmit-
ter', a re.:eiver, an induction coil. a .4-microfarad
capacitor; and the dial impulse springs. These cir-
cuit components are used for both the trans-
mission and reception of speech.

6. The Touch-Tone Telephone

6-1. Since manufacrers often desire different
iEkntify ng terms for the equipment they develop,

4

you will find that the same function in tele-
phone systems is accomplished by two equipment
units which have different names. To illustrate,
a duskong multdrequency (DTME) keit set does
the same job as a touch-tone multifrequency
(TTMF) subset. The key set may have more
buttons and be used with a different system, but
your depression Of the pushbuttons produces the
same results.

6-2. A touch-tone dial keyboard is illustrated
in' figure 14A. Although it ha.s 12 pushbuttons,
there'are subscriber sets with 10 anc1,16 push-
buttort.s. The pushbuttons ideztified as P and C
are used for special service signaling. For ex-
ample, a conference connection between sev-
eral stations could be made whit using the C
pushbutton. This type subscriber set has an oscil-.
lator which has several taOped terminals. (An-
other set _.may have a number of small solid state
oscillators.) nitre I4B. identifies the TONE
MATRLX. Depression of each touch-tone push-
button causes two tones to be connected to the
telephone line. To illustrate, each pushbutton in
figure 14B, is represented by a circle and a digit.
A depressed 7 pushbutton connects the tones.
852 and 1209 to the line. Figure 14B; shows the
low frequency (852) at a horizontal line and the
high frequency (1209) at a vertiCal line. Using
this arrangement, what frequencies are placed on
the line when you press the touch-tone push-
button 0? Yes, the low-frequency 941 and the
high-frequency' 1336 tones are connected to the
line! The calling subscriber will hear these tones.
In time he will recognize the fact that he has
made a good or bad selection by listening to the
tones.

6-3. Telephone systems must be compatible.
That is. each system must be able to operate
with ail other telephone systems. The specialized
telephone equipment likewise must function in
this manner. To make this performance possible.
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Figure 14. Drawing showing touch-tone keyset
key arrangement.



equipment has been developed for use with step-
ping and orossbar systems. This equipment must
accept signals from two-way circuits and trans-
form them to rulses that are usable itr the regu-
lar tilephone switching equipment..Similarly, sig-
mils, trona a rotary dial and a single pair Must
be usable in the switching center.

6-4. A lifted handset may do several things.
You may set it operate a relay in the line equip-
ment of thc switching eenter. This is the normal
response in a regular switching center. In the
:specialized equipment system, a receiver (eke-
Ironic unit) is operated. As a result, dial tone
is returned to the calling subscriber, This dial tone
is .provided by the selector of the telephone
switching equipment or by theteceiver of .an as-
sociate electronic unit. Ms..., die lifted handset may
signal an operator at a switehboard. You can
see, then, that the equipment that reSponds is de-
termined by the system installed..

6-5. You know that following your reception
of dial tone, you dial the selected number. The
operated rotary dial pulses the dialing relays of
the selector and the connector in a regular tele-
phone system. The same relays can be affected
when electronic equipment changes TTMF origi-
nated tones to pulses. In this case the toneS op-
erate a device in the electronic equipment which.
in tarn. sends pulses to the incoming selector.

6-6. In another arrangement the electronic
equipment unit at the switching center accepts
the two tones from a DTMF key set and either
sends them in that form to a second electronic
unit or transforms them to logic information for
further use in the electronic equipment. NOTE:
Leeic information for our purposes refers to a
second type of electronic signal. Following arrival
of !he :ones at the electronic switching equipment
.ind their transformation an this equipment, pulses
.;re sent to the succeeding electronic equipment.
These pulses give the same result as does the
duphcate digit from a rotary dial; they pick the
line of the called _party.

e)-7. An incoming call to a PABX is processed
:he operator. The call may be forwarded as

:one signaling or pulse signaling. It may be corn-
7ieted by an electronic telephone system or an
tlec:romechanical system. Remember, if the call-
ing qation is a rotary dial station on a two-wire
:me. the connection with the called two-wire sta-
tion is,' completed with the familiar electrome-
chanical methods. A connection to a touch-tone
,:alled station require) signal conversion for call
completion.

6-8. the conversational circuit betwen j ca.11-
.hg rotary dial station and a called touch-tone sta-
tion requires conversion by the electronic'Switch-
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ing equipment. Vice versa, the transmitting circuit
between a calling touch-tone station and called
rotary dial:station also requires signal conversion.
Units that provide signal conversion are referred
to as "interface equipment."

6-9. Ail telephones permit a subscriber .to ac-
tuate equipment in a switching center. Although
the operation of the subset May be different, the
end result is the same. We will now describe a
sample operation of telephone switching equip-
ment.

7. Control of Switching Equipment

7-1. Shown in figure 15 is a simplified sche-
matic diagram of the subscriber's dial and its
relationship to the central office equipment. You
will understand how it operates when you have
read the following paragraphs discussing seizure,
dialing, and release.

7-2. Seizure. When the subscriber removes his
handset from the cradle of the telephone. the
hookswitch operates and completes a path for
current which extends from ground through the
upper winding of relay A, the hookswitch, the
pulse springs, and back through the lower wind-
ing ot relay A to the battery and ground. Relay
A operates to close its make contacts and com-
plete a path for current through the winding of
relay B ,and the make contacts of relay A to
ground. Relay B operates to prepare an operat-
irig path for the magnets. The path to the mag-
nets is open at the break contacts of relay A.

:-3. Dialing. The subscriber pulls the lister
plate around to the finger stop. If he places his
finger in the finger plate hole above the numeral
2 and pulls the plate around to the finger stop,
then when the finger plate is released there are 2
pulses. or interruptions, of current in the operat-
ing circuit of relay A. These pulses of current are
listed below as breai- ,..d make. Break and' make
state the condition of the dial pulse springs. The
break condition exists when the 7ulse springs are
open, permitting no current through relay A,
which causes it to release. In the make condi-
tion the pulse springs are closed; this lets cur-
rent through the relay A circuit and causes it to
operate.

7-4. As the subscriber dials the numeral 2,

the following sequence of events takes place:
a: 1st Break

( 1) Relay A releases.
ral Opens the circuit to relay B. Relay

B does not release during pulsing as it
is a slow-to-release relay.)

(/, Coses the operating circuit to :he
magnets.
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59 (2) Magnets ?perute. (Magnet operation
causes a step-by-step oc XY switch to
move its wipers one step.)

b. 1st Make
(1) Relay .4 reoperates.
(a) Opens the aircuit to the magnets.
lb' Closes the circuit to relay B.
(2) Magnets release.

c, 2d Break
( 1) RelaY A releases.
(a) Opens the circuit to relay B.
(b) Closes the circuit again to the magnets.
(2) Magnets reoperate. (Steps the switch

. one more step.)
d. 2d Make

(1) Relay A rroperates.
(a) Opens the circuit to the magnets.
(b) Closes the circuit .to relay B.
(2) Magnets release.

7-5. When the subscriber dials a larger num-
ber, there are more breaks and makes, operating
and releasing the magnets more times. For exam-
ple, if the digit dialed is 6, there are 6 breaks
and makes, operating and releasing the magnets
6 times, which in turn step the switch 6 times.

Release. When the subscriber hangs up
(places the handset on the cradle switch), the cir-
cuit of relay A is opened. Relay A releases and
opens the circuit to relay B which, after a delay,
also releases.

SUBSCRIBERS EOUIPME.NT

8. Tekpkone Dial Construction,
Operstion, and Wking

8-1. The telpehone dial shown In figure 16
LS a put of tile telephone set. We saw that it is
the unit the subscriber uses to control the cen-
tral office switching equipment. It is a pulse-
sending device, or circuit interrupter. operated
by the calling subscriber.

8-2. Dial Construction. Although the dial
shown in figure 16 is not of the most recent
design. it illustrates the basic parts of a typical
telephone dial. As shown in the illustration, the
dial consists of the:following basic parts: num-
ber plate, finger plate, finger stop, mounting
plate, pulse cam, pulse spring assembly, shunt
.spring assembly, shunt cam, helical restoring
spring, ratchet drive mechanism and governor
assembly.

8-3. Number plate. The number plate contains
the dumerals 1 through 0. On the metropolitan
dial, the letters of the alphabet .are included.

84. Finger plate. ,The finger plate contains 10
holes equally spaced. When the dial is at normal,
each hole is located over one of. the numerals on
the number plate. The finger .plate is operated
by inserting the index finger into one of the 10
holes corresponding to the digit to be dialed.
_Then the finger plate is pulled in a clockwise
direction until the finger hits thc finger stop.
When the finger plate Li released, spring pres-

HOOK SWITCH

CENTItAl OFFICE

EQUIPMENT

Figure 15. Simplified dial and switch circuit.
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Figure 16. Typical telephone dial.

sure pulls it back in a counterclockwise direc-
tion and causes the pulse cam to operate and
send out a number of pulses corresponding to
the digit dialed. The dial card is attached to the
finger plate and usually contains the telephone

a94ber of the subscriber's telephone.
8-5. Finger step. The finger stop is a metal
projection that extends over the surface of the
finger plate to stop the finger during dialing
This insures that the movement of the finger
plate is stopped at the same position every time.

8-6. Mounting plate. The mounting plate is a
shallow metal cup to which all of the dial parts
are attached. It is a means for mounting the dial
to the telephone.

1 7
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S-7. Pulse cam. The pulse cam is a two-lobed
cam which actuates the main pulse spring. The
cam is driven by the main drive gear as the
finger plate returns to normal.

8-8. Pulse spring assembly. The pulse spring
assembly consists of two contact sprints and a
back stop. The pulse springs are actuated by the
puise cam.

8-9. Shunt spring assembly. The shunt springs
(sometimes called off-normal contacts) are placed
on the dial to shunt out the receiver and trans-
mitter , durihg the pulsing period. The shunt
sprints are held open by the shunt cam when
the finger plate is at normal. As soon as the fin-
ger plate is moved off normal, the shunt cam



causes the contacts to close until the finger plate
again returns to normal.

8-10. Shunt cam. The shunt cam is a two-
lobed brass cant mounted on the end of the
main dial shaft. One lobe of the cam actuates
the shunt springs; the other lobe moves the pulse
springs away from the pulse cam after the last
pulse to give a time delay between the last pulse
of one digit and the first pulse ofthe next digit.

8-11. Helical restoring spring. 'The helical re-
storing spring attached to the main drive gear
shaft furnishes the power to operate the dial
during the ptilsing period.

,Ratchet drive ,:,mechanism. The ratchet -
drive mechanism consists of a pawl and ratchet
gear attached to the main drive gear. As the fin-
ger plate is operated, the pawl clicks over the
ratchet teeth so that the pulse cam and gover-
nor remain at rest. As soon as the finger plate
is released and begins to restore, the pawl en-
aages one of the ratchet teeth and setS the dial
mechanism into motion.

8-13. On later model dials using the friction
type pawl silencer, the pawl is lifted away from
the ratchet teeth as the dial is moved off normal
and does not drop into eneagemem with the
ratchet teeth until the finger plate is released.

S-11. Governor assembly. The dial governor
automatically regulates the speed, of the dial pulses
to insure uniform response of the central office
switching equipment. The pulsing speed of a
properiy adjusted dial is 10 pulses per second.
The dial timing must be highly accurate to allow
:he switching equipment to function. Proper gov-
ernor setting insures that the pulses are sent at
:he eorrect Teed. The acceptable speed for the
dial most used in todays telephone is 9 to 11
pulses per second (pps), 10 pps would be per-
tea::

S- 15. When perorminz an operational check
a telephone (bench repair or trouble report)

md you suspect dial trouble. you should call the
a:st hoard tor a dial aheck. The central office has
:he test equipMent to check the speed of the dial.

S-I6. Operation. In eeneral the operation of all
dials is similar. When the subscriber wants a num-
'%r. he places his finger in the hole in the finger
pLne that corresponds to the digit to be dialed
and :hen turns the plate in a clockwise direc-
tion until his finger hits the finger stop. This
turning winds the dial drive spring and operates
the dial shunt contacts. The dial is then ready
to function. When the subscriber releases the
finger plate the drive spring returns the mech-
anism to the unoperated position. While the
m:.:chanism is returning to this poFit.ion. the pulse
eam operates the pulsing springs. opening and
...losing the pulsing circuit the same number of
times as the number of the digit dialed. As the
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finger plate reaches its unoperated poSition, the
shunt contacts return to their normal position.
Furthermore, as the finger plate returns to its
normal position, a governor controls the return
speedthus determining the rapidity of the puls-
ing operation.

8-17. Operational Differences. Although many
telephone dials are constructed differently, the
pulsing springs on all dials perform in approxi-
mately the.same manner. The main difference be-
tween the different types of dials is in the
operation of the shunting spring contacts. To ob-
serve this difference in shunting spring operation
and to further your studies of dials and dial
wiring, refer to the schematic diagram in figure
17.

5-18. Dial Wiriag. The heavy lines in this
illustration indicate the path of the dial pulses.
Note that when the dial contacts between springs
3 and 4 are operated, they short circuit not only
the transmitter but also the primary winding of
the induction coil. 'Short circuiting the, primary
winding reduces interference between the tele-
phone and any nearby radio equipment during
the dialing period; it also reduces the dialing cir-
cuit resistance. Also note that the dial contacts
between springs 5 and 6 (fig. 17) open the re-
ceiver circuit when the dial is moved off normal.
This is directly opposite from the circuitry shown
in figure 13, where the receiver circuit is shorted
by the shunt springs, in figure 17 the pulsing
contacts (1 and 2) are always closed except while
the dial finger plate is returning to normal. When
a digit is dialed on this telephone, the pulse
cam causes these contacts to open and close
while the finger plate is returning to normal.
The number of times that the contacts open and
close corresponds to the number of the dieit
dialed. Thus these contacts pulse the line circuit.
causing current surges that control the switching
equipment at the central office.

9. The 500-Type Telephone

9-1. The subset that is most widely used
throughout the United States is the commercial
500 telephone. As mentioned in Chapter 1, this
telephone was adopted .by the Army and Air
Force as :he standard telephone tor both ser-
vices.

9-2. Although the 500-type telephone is rnanu-
factured by most of the major telephone equip-
ment manufacturers, there are only rWo such
instruments in which the parts and circuits are
identical. The 500-type telephones manufactured
by Western Electric Company and by ITT-Kel-
logg are identical. They use identical parts and
wiring, and all of the parts are interchangeable.
When we speak of the 500 telephone, we are

-- )
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Figure 17. Malin circuit schematic.

referring to the identical instruments made by
:hese two companies. With the knowledge gained
from sour previous studies as well as from this
part of the text. you should have no trouble in
understanding the operation of any of the 500-
::.pe instruments.

9-3, The 500 telephone. illustrated in figurt
S. is of the type that is commonly used at the

present time. As you can see in the illustration,
thi.; part identified as the finger plate in figure
16, is called the dial wheel. You should also
observe, that the dial numbers and letters arc 10-
.:Litcd on a plate outside the dial wheel rather
than under it. To explain this telephone more
thoroughly. let's first discuss its components and
oristruction, and then its circuits and operation.

9-4. Component& The major components of
the 500 telephone arc basically the same as those
&scribed previously. They consist of a handset, a
telephone housing assembly, a handset cord, and

mountine or deskstand cord. The handset is
>horter than the older typesthus placing the
transmitter closer to the speaker's mouth during
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ASSEMBLY

HAND HOLD _460.71111
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Figure IS 500 t.l.pe telephone
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6.3operation. The handset cord usel four conduc-
tors, two for the transmitter and two for the re-
ceiver. Remember that the older handset ebrd
uses three cohdtittors; one for the receiver, one
for the transmitter, and one that is comrnon to
both the transmitter and receiver.

9-5. For a telephone to operate in an auto-
matipsystem, it must have the same basis parts
as described previously. It must have a trans-
mitter. a r.eceiver, a hoolf.switc11. a ringer, a' dial,
an induction coil, and a capacitor. All of these
parts are necessary if.,t14 telephone is to operate
satisfactorily. Although these parts_ are designed
and arranged differently, the 500 telephone uses
all of them plus some additional ones to improve
its operation. T. explain the parts used in this
telephone, let's consider them individually.

9-6 Transmitter. The transmitter used with the
500 telephone is illustrated in-figure 19. Although
this transmitter looks like the older type of carbon
transmitter, its operation has been greatly im-
proved. One of the main improvements in this
transmitter is a special treatMent of the carpon.,
granules, which provides continuously a there
uniform contact and thus an improvement in the
quality of transmission. Also, the carbon cup and
diaphragm electrode are shaped so that the car-
bon Ltranules cannot fall into a corner and pack,
and the transmitter may be used in any position.

9-7. The method used in mounting this trans-
mitter in the handset is also different froth the
older methods of mounting. In figure 19 you wilt
notice a plastic cup mounted in the handset
opening illst below the transmitter unit_ The
transmitter conductors from the handset cord are
connected to the lower side of the plastic cup
hy, screw-type terminals. These terminals extend
throuell the plastic cup. to spring contacts which,
in turn. are engaged with silver contacts on the
lower side of the transmitter unit. Thus when the
cap that holds the transmitter unit in place is
unscrewed, the transmitter unit can be lifted off
the spring contacts. facilitating the removal arid
replacementrof the transmitter unit. Besides being

ZIARNWALL
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Figure 19. Transmitter for 500 telephone.
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Figure :CI ieceiver for 500 telephone.

a mounting for the transmitter unit, the plastic
cup. performs other important functions in the
handset. First. because of its shape. it forms a
controlled acoustic cavity back of the transmitting
unit. Second, the cup provides an ,acoustic shield
'between the transmitter and receiver. If it were
not for this acoustic shield, the sound ctould
travel through the hollow handle of the handset
from the transmitter td the recei%er and %ice versa,
with an adverse affect on both transmission and
reception.

9-8. Receiver. The receiver used with the tele-
phone is illustrated in figure 20. Note that :his
receiver' is constructed with a ring magnet that
greatly improves its operation. Also. With its dia-
phragm constructed in a dome shape the re-
ceiver is much more efficient and has grzater
frequency response than the older receivers. Be-
cause this receiver is so efficient, a varistor is
connected across the terminals' to protect the user
from high acoustic levels that may be caused by
stray electrical voltages entering the telephone
circuit. The varistor also protects the receiver
magnet from being demagnetized by such stral.
voltages. You should also note while looking at
the illustration that the receiver conductors from
the handset cord are connected to the receiver
unit by terminal screws, Thus 1 is necessary to
disconnect these terminals before you can 're-
move the receiver unit.

9-9. Hooks-wirch. Rivets attach the hookswitch
mourning bracket to the telephone base plate.
The switch assembly with its protective plastic
housing is attached to the mounting bracket in
a manner that facilitates the operation of its con-
tacts by a switch control lever. Operation of the
switch is illustrated in figure 21. This illustration



shows the contacts in two ptIsit.ims. In the upper
part of the illustration they are in the position
they assunic when the handset is in place on its
cradlein the lower part of the illustration they
are in the position they assume when the hand-
set is lifted from its cradle.

9-10. In the lower part of figure 21, the con-
tacts aw identified alphabetically by the letters A
through G. T*e letters also apply to the con-
tacts in the upper part ,of figure 21. As you will
see 'later, these letteri are used in schematic

A

CONTACTS OF SWITCH

PUSHED OPEN SY
'NE,GHT OF HANDSET

HANDSET LIFTED

a.

W111-4 HANDSET LIFTED,

SWITCH MOVES AS SHOWN
A CONTACT 00INTS COME
TOGETHER To COMPLETE

r HE CJiCL.HT AS SHOWN

1-
1

1

1

drawings to identify the hookswitch contacts.
In the upper part of the illtutration, contacts F
and 0 are closed to short out the receiver when
the handset is in place on its cradle. Also the
line to network contacts (B to C and D to E)
are open when the handset is in place. There-
fore, except for .the ringer, the telephone com-
ponents ar L! disconnected. from the line whenever
,the handset is on its cradle.

9-11. Now when you v.amine the lower por-
tion of figure 21, you will see the position of the
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Figure 21 500 telephone hookswitch.
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contacts when the handset is removed from it5
cradle. In this position, the shorting contacts ( F
and (3) are openthus removing the short from
the receiver circuit. Also, the line to network con-
tacts (B to C and D to E) ate closed to connect
the line to the network and telephone circuitry.
The ringer to line contacts ( A to B) are open.
It should be noted..however, that the ringer lead
to contact A is not normally used in the ringer
circuit. It is used only for special types of service.

9-12. Ringer. The ringer used in the tele-
phone is illustrated in figure 22. The components
of this assembly include a ringer frame, two
ringer coils wound on one spool, a coil core, twc
permanently mounted resonator shells, two brass
gongs. a biasing spring, an armature stop rod,
and a ringer loudness-control arrangement.

9-1.3. The ringer parts are attached to the
ringer frame and the entire, assembly is mounted
on the telephone base pkte. The loudness-con-
trol feature is made access,ble to the user by a

sr

2ETENT SPRING STOP
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knurled section on a control wheel that extends
through a rectangular slot in the base plate. The
entire ringer can be replaced as an assembly; or
the ringer coil, coil core, and brass gongs can be
replaced individually. Other than these, the ringer
parts are not replaceable at any maintenance
level. As you can see in figure 22, the biasing
spring tension is determined by placing the sprina
in one of two notches on the biasing sprina
bracket. One notch provides high tensions and
the other notch low tension. If ir becomes neces-
sary to remove and replacc the ringer coil, you
must use care to maintain polarity of the coil
core and permanent magnet. If the permanent
magnet becomes discharged, it must be remag-
netized before the ringer can be used. One rea-
son for this is that the ringer operates with two
coils wound on one core to form one electro-
magnet. The permanent magnet must furnish mag-
netic force normally furnished by a second elec-
tromagnet on other ringers.

BASING SPRING
BRACKET

iHIGH TENSION NOTCH)

ERMANENT MAGNET

Figure 2.2. Ringer for :he 500 !clephone
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9-14. Diat. Figure 23 shoWs a rear siew of the
dial assembly. for the telephone. in this illustra-
tion, the protective housing has been removed to
provide 4 better view of the parts. As you can see
in the illustration. this dial has llasically the same
parts as those discussed previously but they are
constructed and arranged differently. The dial
contact springs, molded in a block of insulating
material, have attached leads that are equipped
with spade tips to facilitate their connection.
When the telephone is assembled these dial leads
are connected to screw terminals on the net-
work terminal board. There are only \two pairs
of contact springs provided on this dial:\ one pair
for pulsing, and the other pair for short-circuit-

ing the receiver winding when the dial is in the
off-normal position. You should note that while
these springs are called "shunt contacts" in figure
23, they are also calle4 the "off-normal contacts"
in many diagrams and drawings.

9-15. When the dial is completely assembled,
the mechanism is protected by a plastic housing
that covers all the parts except the spring ter-
minal leads. When the telephone is assembled,
the dial assembly is mounted on a dial mounting
bracket riveted to the telephone base plate.

9-16. Network. In the previous paragraphs
we discussed the transmitter, receiver, hookswitcb,
ringer, and dial. These are only five of the seven

MAL 040TECTIVE 4CUSiNIC.;

PULSE CCNTACTS-

Figure 23. Dial for the SOO telephone (rear view ).
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components which are necessary for the opera-
tion of a modern telephone. Thr other two com-
ponents are the induction coil and capacitor. The
induction coil and capacitor, however, are sealed
into a network assemkly in the telephone. There-
fore, we will cover these two items in our dis-
cussion of the network and circuits.

9-17. The network assembly for the telephone
is shown in figure 24. Its parts are mounted in a
metal container with their leads brouett out to
terminals on a plastic terminal bovd. In addition
to the induction coil and ringing capacitor, there
are three other capacitors, three resistors, .and
two varistors contained in the network assembly.
In the construction of this assembly, the parts
are assembled and placed in the can, and then
the remaining air space in the can is filled with a
moisture-proof sealing compound. This procedure
seals the network so effectively that very little
trouble is caperienced with this part of the
phone.

9-18. .A$ the telephone is assembled, the net-
work is rivcted to the telephone base plate. When
a part of the network goes bad, 'it is the usual
pracr'ce to replace either the network or the tele-
phone. Normally the telephone \is replaced for
the customer and then the old telephone is taken
to the shop where it is repaired by replacing the
network assembly. It should be mentioned, how-
ever, that in some cases when the ringing capaci-
tor goes bad, it may be corrected by installing a
special capacitor on the outside of the network.
To give you a better understanding of the net-
work, we will discuss its internal circuits along
with tHe circuits used in the 500 telephone. But
hefore we discuss these circuits, let's briefly con-
sider the ,arrangemem of the telephone compon-
ents and parts.

Figure 24. 500 telephone network a..%.iernbiy,

9-19. Arrangement of parrs on the base plate.
Figure 25 is an illustration of the telephone as-
sembly with the housing removed. Note the lo-
cadon of the various parts. The dial, is mounted
on a bracket at thc right of the illaairation. The
hoakswitch. with its arms e:ctended out over the
other components, is mounted next to the dial.
The ringer and network, asseniblies are also
plainly visible. 'You can see where the handset
and mourning cords are held by metal fastening
devices at the 'edge of the telOhone base plate.

9-20 Circuits. The circuitry of the 500 tele-, ,
phone may be divided into five circuits as fol-
lows: ringer 'circuit, transmitter circuit, receiver
circuit, dial circuit, and antisidetone circuit. These
circuits are all included in the wiring diagram il-
lustrated in figure 26, which is actually a complete
schematic wiring diagram for the 500 telephone.'
Before we discuss the five circuits, however, there
are several points that should..be m'ade clear in
respect to the wiring diagram. First of all, the
network parts ind terminals are all shown inside
of a dotted line on the diagram. The terrain:11s.
with their identifying letters' and numerals. arc
shown in the same relative positions as they ap-
pear on the network itself. For the purpose of
explanation. the internal parts of the network
have been identified with letteers and numerals
in the illustration. For example, the primary wind-
ings of the induction coil are identified as PI
,and P2: the secondary windings are identified as
SI and S2, The resistors arc identified as R I,
R2, and R3; the capacitors as CI, C2, C3. and
C4; and the varistors as CR1 and CR2. We point
this out because in mdby diaerams the network
parts are not :dentified: probably because they
are not replaceable as individual parts. However.
when it is necessary to identify the network parts
in a diagram, the identifying symbols as shown in
firre 26 are normally used.

9-21. Now observe the conductors at the up-
per right of figure 26 identified as T arid R. The
T and R stand for tip and rine, as was expkained
in the resident course. Tip and rine. as .ou may
recall, refer to the lines from the central office.
the names coming from the parts of the jack and
plug 4.sed on the annual common-battery switck-
bo4. The ring side of the line .is always con-
nectitd to negative battery a: the central offi,:e
and the tip side is connected to positive battery
and ground. Thus. in ,respect :o the battery cur-
rent furnished to the modern telephone, the rtrig
side of the line is negative and the tip side of
the line is positive, The tip side of the line is

connected to ground at the central office except
during thc ringing period in certain types of ring-
ing systems. (This feature will he further 's!N-

plained along with ringing systems in a .iter 01-
ume.)
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9-22, When a ground symbol is used on a tele-
phone sChematic it usually means a common con-
nection to positive battery. U an earth ground is
intended, it is usually so marked on the diagram.
This applies to the ground used during telephone
installation. such as the, connection to a water
pipe, a ground rod, etc.

. 9-23. Before we discuss the circuits of the tele-
phone.. let's briefly mention the identification of
the tip and ring sides of the line. To provide an

easy means of locating the two sides of the line at
connecting blocks and terminals, it became the
custom during telephone installation to always
connect the ring side of the line on the right,hand
terminal and the tip on the left. Also it became
a practice to use red and green wires inside of a
house . to connect the lines to the telephone.
These same colors are still used today. The red
wire is .uSed for the ring side of the line and
the green wire is used for the tip. This brMgs
up a term that is frequintly .used by telephone
installer-repairmen. The terra is: "RED-RING-
RIpHT." The RED wire is the RING conduc-
tor and it is connected on the RIGHT. In ad-
dition. the RED wire is connected to battery and
it is negative in respect% to the tip or ground.
Now that we have discussed the wiring leading
up to the telephone connecting block, let's con-
sider the telephone circuits individually. starting
with the ringer circuit.

9-24. Rinfer circuit. As you study the circoits
in figure 26., assume that the conductors are ex-
;ended from the central office to theAtlephone
connecting block. With the conducthrs so con-
nected. the .central Fffice can extend either bat-
tery or ringing currein to the telephone. In figure
26 the telephone nfonniing cord extends from
terminals of the network to the connecting block.
The green t ORN) conductor goes from the tip
terminal at the connecting block to the LI ter-
minal on the network; the yellow ( YEL) conduc-
tor ftom the tip terminal to the G terminal on
the network; and the i-ed (RED) conductor from
the ring terminal on the connecting block to the
L2 terminal on the network.

9-25. The four ringer leads, as you can see in
figure 26, are connected to terminals A. K, G.
and L2 on the network. By being so connected.
the ringer circuit is always completed to the tip
and ring leads. For the central office to apply
ringing current to the ringer, however. the ,hand--,
set must be on, its cradle to disconnect the tip
:Ind" rtng leads from the transmitting and receiv-
ing, circuits. if you will take a ciose look at the
hookswitch contacts in figure 26. you can see that
contacts B-C and D-E are open. Therefore the
handset is on its cradle and the tip and ring leads
are ,disconneeted from the receiving and .trans-
mitting circuit. With the, hookswitch contacts in
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Figute 27. Ringer circuit schematic diagram.

alit position, the only circuit that ,is completed
to the central office is the rin g circuit. To
make this circuit,easy to trace, it s shown indi-
vidually in figure 27. As we tra& the ringing
current through this circuitry, see if you can fol-
low the ringing circuit in both illustrations (fies.
26 and 27).

9-26. Theringing current. applied by the cen-
tral office is normally an ac voltage of apprqxi-
mately 85 volts with a frequency of about 20
cycles per second. Since the ringing current is ac,
it alternates back and forth in the circuit, first in
one direction and then in the other. For the
purpose of following the ringing currint, how-
ever, let's assume that at the instant we are trac-
ing the circuit, the current is leaving.the central
office on the ring lead and is returning to the
central office.on the tip lead. Based on this as-
sumption, the ringing current passes from the
central office to the connecting block via the ring
side of the line and then through the red (RED)
conductor of the mounting coal to terminal L2
on the network. From terminal L2, the current
passes to the 2650-ohm ringer coil over the red
(RED) ringer lead, through Ole ringer coil and
thc slate-red ( S-RED) ringer lead to terminal
A on the network. From terminal A an the net-
work, the current has the effect of passing through
capacitor C4 to terminal K. From terminal K.
the current passes to the 1000-ohm ringer coil
via the" slate (S) ringer lead, and then through
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the nnger cod and black (BLK) ringer lead to
terminal G oa the network. From terminal G. the
current passes over, the yellow (YEL) mounting
cord lead to the tip terminal on the connecting
block, and then it returns to the .ventral office
over the tip conductor.

9-27. Transmitter circuit. Before the transmit-
ting, receiving, or dialing circuits can operate, the
handset must be removed from its 'cradle. If the
handset were removed from its cradle on the set
itlustrated in figure 26. the hookswitch contacts
would change as follows: contacts A-Band F-G
would break (open) and contacts B-C and D-E
would make (close). In this action the break-
ing of contacts F-G would remove the short from
across the receiver, and the making of contacts
B-C and D-E would connect the tip and ring
conductors through to the telephone circuitry. In
this condition. current would flow from the cen-1
tral office to the telephone transmitter via the tip
and ring conductors. Let's trace the path of this
current through the telephone transmitter ciecuit.

9-23. To provide you with an easier path to
follow, the telephone transmitter circuit has been
redrawn ei figure 28. However, you should have
no trouble in tracing the path of current in either
of the eircuits illustrated (figures 26 or 28).
When the handset is removed from its cradle,
allowing the hookswitch to operate. lc from the
central office passes over the ring side of the line
to the connecting block and then over the red
RED) mounting cord conductor to terminal L2

of the network. From terminal L2. it passes over
the slate-yellow (S-YEL) wire to the operated
B-C contacts of the hookswitch and then ,over
the slate-brown t S-BRN ) conductor to terminal
C.,on the network. From terminal C. it passes
through induction coil wincling P2. resistor RI.
terminal B. through the black (BLK) conductor
of the handset cord to the transmitter, and thenz
via the transmitter and red (RED) conductor of
the handset cord to terminal R on the network.
After the current leaves terminal R. it passes
tiercueh induction coil winding 131, terminal RR,

(..:eq green ( GRN) wire lead to the dial, the nor-
' avally closed pulsing contacts, and then via the

blue t131_1.7) wire from the dial to terminal F on
the network. From terminal F on the network.
the eurrent passes over the slate-white (S-WHT)
wire to clic operated D-E contacts of the hook-
switch, through the contacts aid .he slate-ereen
s-GRN) wire to the L I terminal. and then over

the green (GRN ) conductor of the mounting cord
to the tip side of the line at the coinecting block.
From this point, the current returns to the posi-
tive side of the bauery at the central office via
:he tip side of the line.

9-29. Note in figure 28 that the transmitter'
current rows through both primary windines (F1,

and P2) of the induction coil. Also note that the
current flows through these windings in opposite
directions. That is, the current that flows through
winding PI in one direction flows through winding
P2 in the opposite direction. Thus with any cur-
rent change in the circuit, these windingt aid each
other through the process of induction. Therefore.
when someone speaks into the transrnitter, caus-
ing its resistance to vary, the changing current
values in the circuit cause strong voice currents
to be induced in the induction coil windings.
These voice currents, besides being applied to
the network circuits, are applied to the tele-
phone lines leading to the central office. If these
lines are connected through to another telephone.
the voice currents are applied to the reeeiving
circuiry of that unit. Before we trace these voice
currents through the receiver circuits, let's briefly
discuss the equalizing feature of the telephone.

9-30. When voice currents are induced in the
trensmitter circuit, they pass through terminals RR
and C of the netwOrk assembly. These voice cur-
rents are also applied to the tip and ring con-
ductors via the circuitry of the dial. hookswitch.
and connecting block.assembly (tee fig. 28). By
the same tykes, when voice currents are receivea
by the telephone, they enter the circuitry over the
tip and ring conductors and go through terminals
RR and C via the connecting block, hookswitch,
and dial circuitry. To keep the speech volume
approximately equal at telephone sets located
at varyine distances from the central office, the
telephone is equipped with an equalieer circuit.
The equalizer circuit consistS of twO parallel
circuit paths between terminals RR and C. One
of these paths is through resistor R3 and varistor
CR2 ( see fig. 28). The other path is through
winding PI, varistor CR1. and windings SZ and
P:. These circuits tend to lower ,the Voiltme
when trong voice currents are appilied but offer
little opposition to the passaee of weaker voice
currents.

9-31. Receiver circuit. During- a telephone
conversation the voice currents from the distant
telephone are applied to 4terminals RR and C
on the network. These urrents. which are vary-
ing in nature, pass through windings, PI and ;P-,!,
in a manner similar to that described for tne
transmitter circuit:. As thew 'Varying voice cur-
rents pass through windinas Pl and P2, the.:
induce an ac yolteee in eviedine S I! This ir dUed
voltage in windini$,1 c.luses current td flu. te
the receiver in the handset. To trace this current
in the receiver circuit., refee to figure 26 while
reading the follc?Wing paragiaphs.

9-3f. The indueed voltage in winding SI
Causes urrcl.nt to !'low from one end of !he wind-
in4 to termirial GN and then through a white
WHT) iead irf the handset,cord to the receiver
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Luut La the handset..From here it passes through
the receiver unit and tben to terminal R on the
network vid Adther white j(W1-1T) lead in the
handset cord. From terminal R on the network
*it ari tour possible paths for the induced
curreitt tc reach its source at the other end of
wtriding Sl. These four possible paths are as
f011ows:

(1) From terminal R through series-con-
nected capacitors C2 and Cl to winding SI.

(2) From terminal R through msistor R2 to
windinzSl.

(3) From terminal R through varist r CR1
and capacitor CI to winding SI.

(4) From terminal R through the red (RED)
handset cord lead, the transmitter, the black
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(BLR.) handset cord lead, terminal B, resistor
RI. winding S2. and capacitor CI to winding.
S 1 .

9-33. As the current from winding SI passes
through the receiver unit, thc receiver diaphragm
vibrates, reproducing a sound that is similar to
that entering the transmitter at the distant tele-
phone. Thus wc hear a sound that is sinidar to
the party's voice as he speaks into the transmitter
of the distant subset. While the transmitter and
receiver circuits arc fresh on your mind, let's
consider the antisidetone features of this cir-
cuitry.

9-34. Antisidetone circuiL As explained pre-
viously, the term sidetone refers to the-sound that
reaches a telephone receiver from the associated
o-ansinitter of the same telephone set. In other
words, it has to do with how loud you hear your
own voice in the receiver as you speak into the
transmitter of your telephone. The antisidetone
feature then. refers to the circuitry that reduces
the sidetone to a desirable level., In the telephone
:he reduction of sidetone is accomplished by the
balancing action of the components in the net-
work. To understand this balancing action, you
must remember that the network functions in two
different ways during an ordinary telephone con-
versation. First of all, when voice currents from
the telephone lin:. .ce applied to terminals RR
and C. the net vit: functions as a receiving
unit by applying strong voice currents to the
receiser. Secondly: when you speak into the
transmitter, the network fusictions by applying
strong voice'currems to the line and nt the same
;irne by reducing the strength of the voice currents
to the receiver. Therefore, the antisidetone fea-
ture is applied whenever you speak into the trans-
mitter. To further explain the antisidetoni fea-
ture. we will briefly consider the action of t hiS

circuitry as it functions during receiving and trans-
mission.

9-15. As we explained, the voice currents that
:nfer this subset from the telephone line are ap-
plied to terminals RR and C of the network (see
ties, 26 and 28). As these currents pass from
terminal C to terminal R.R. they pass through
winding PZ. resistor RI, the transmitter., and
winding PI. In addition to this: part of the cur-
rent that passes through winding P2 flows though
winding SZ. vanstor CR1. and ,winding PI to
arrive at terminal RR. Front this, it is 6sy to see
that the received voice current, passes through
windings PI. P2, and S. The voice current that
passe,- through all three of these *windings induces
an additive voltage in winding SI. Therefore.
during receiving, a strong voice current is applied
to the receiver Unit by winding Sl.

9-36. When the .handset is remove4 from itS
cradle and the telephone is in readiness for use,
dc current flows from. the, central office to the
telephone instrument via the telephonelines. This
current passes through the same circuitry in the

- network as was explained in the previous para-
eraph. That is, it passim through windings P2,
S2, and Pi in going from terminal C on the net-
work to terminal RR. Of course, in doing this.
it also passes through resistor RI and the trans-
miuer as well as through winding S2 and varis-
tor CR1. It is important for you to note at thif
time that the circuit through resistbr RI and the
transmitter is in parallel with the circuit through
winding S2 and varistor CR1. Because of this
parallel arrangement, any change in transmitter
resistance (such as caused by sound waves stnk-
ing the diaphragm) will cause a change in current
through winding 52 that is opposite to the changes
in current in windings PI and P2. For example,
a decreasing resistance in the transmitter will
cause an increase in current through windings S2.
With these current changes in opposite directions,
the voltages induced in winding Si by windings
PI and P2 are 1800 out of phase with the volt-
age induced in winding SI by winding 52. Thus,
during transmission, a cancellation takes plaiso in
winding Slreducing the strength of auf in-
duced voice currents in the receiver circuit. Also,
during transmission part of the changing current
in winding S2 passes through resistor R2. This
current develops a ..oltage across R2 that is out
of phase with the voltage induced in winding
SI . Therefore. sidetone is further reduced in the
receiver circuit.

9-37. Dialing circuit. When the handset is re-
moved from its cradle on the telephone, a dialing
circuit is established to \the central office via thc
telephone lines. The corNoletion of this circuit to
we central office is indicated to thc subscriber
by the presence of dial tone in his receivee. This
dialing circuit from the central office throngh
the telephone is actually the same as the trans-
mitting circuits described previously. Dialing cur-
rent from the central office passes over the ring
side of the line to the telephone connecting
blocfk..To trace the dialing circuit from the con-
necting block through the telephone, refer to fig-
ure 28. From the ring conductor at the connect-
ing block, the dialing current passes through
the red (RED-) conductor in the mounting cord
to terminal 172 on the network. From terminal
L2, it passes -over the slate-yellow (S- CEL) lead
to contacts B-C on the hookswitch. through the
B-C contacts and a slate-brown (S-BRN) lead
to terminal G. and then throtiei three parallel
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paths to terminal RR. These three parallel paths
from terrtan41 C to terminal RR 3Ie as follows:

(13 Frani terminal C thrOugh series-connected
'i..aristcr CR2 and resistor R3 to terminal RR.

2) .From terminal C through the series circuit
formed by windings P2 and S2, varistor CR1, ',nd
winding PI to terminal RR.

(3') From terminal C through winding P2,
resistor RI. the transmitter and handset conduc-
tors, to terminal R, and then through winding PI
to terminal RR_

9-3S. From terminal RR the dialing current
flows over the green (ORN) dial lead to the
pulsing contacts on the dial; through the pulsing
contacts and the blue (BLU) dial lead to ter-
minal F. through terminal F and .the, slate-white
S-WHT) lead to contacts D-E on the hook-

switch; through the D-E contacts and the slate-
green (S-GRN) lead to terminal L; through the
green GRN) mounting cord lead to tke tip ter-
minal on the connecting block; and then to the
centrai office via the tip conductor of the tele-
phone line. During dialing, of course, the pulse
contacts on the dial open and close the circuit
the sante number of times as the number of each
digit dialed. During the dialing of each digit, the
off-normal contacts close, shorting out the re-
aNnver circuit via the white (WHT) diakleads.:The
shorting out of the receiver ciacuit keeps the sub-
:amber from hearing the dial pulses in his own
receiver. Without this feature the dial pulses
would be heard as loud clicks in the handset
receiver, One more feature of dial operat4on is
that capacitor C3 and resistor R3 form a capaci-
tance resistance bridge across the pulsing contacts
of the dial. The bridge circuit protects the pulsine
contacts from excessive arcing and burning during
the dialing operation.

9-39. This completes oui\discussion of the-500
telephone. Before we move on to the next chap-
ter. however, let's briefly discuss some of the
other telephones used by the Air Force.

10. Other Telephones
4,

I0-1. The parts and circuits described for the
500 telephone are used in many telephone con-'
figurations. Let's mention a few examples of
such units. Wall telephones. both 554 and 558
series . use the same parts and circuits as the 500
telephone. The main difference between these
sets and the 500 unit is in 'the shape of the
base and housing components which facilitate wall
mounting. Another example is in the 564 and.565
key, telephones which use the same parts and cir-
cuits. Also the 630 and 631 series of call director
telephones use basically the same parts and cir-
cuits. Since so many of these telephones use the
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same components and circuitry, it is evident that
if you understand the 500 telephone you will
have little trouble in understanding the opera-
tion of these other telephanes. In addition to this.
we must point out that you may become involved
with telephones that use the components, and cir-
cuitry explained in Chapter 1 of this volume.

10-2, In additibn to these telephones, there
are the explosionproof and weatherproof sets,
used at some Air Force installations, especially
at missile sites. Explosionproof phonei are used
in areas where they may be exposed to com-
bustible gas. As shown in figure .29. the circuit
components. excluding the handset.' arc inclosed
in a cast aluminum housing. This prevents elec-
tric arcing in the telephone from igniting.fumes
or gas in the arca outside the telephone set.
All connections to nhe set are sealed and the
line wires are placed in a conduit that is at-
tached to the set by threaded connections, which
are also sealed to prevent czas from entering the
housing.

10-3. At same inetallations, explosionproof
and weatherprcof connecting stations are pr-
vided. To use this type of station, you just plug
in an explosionproof headset and transmitter as-
sembly. When weatherproofing only is required.
the subset,is normally inclosed in a we)therproof
box or cabinet wi,ieh is sealed against the en-
trance of moisture. The internal components of
explosionproof and weatherproof telephones are
the same as the components used in ordinar7
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Figure 29. Expiosionprooi wal; type telephone,



7.5 telephones, the pnnciple differences being in the
expiosionproof and weatherproof housings and
in the methods used for Nen ling against the ele-
ments.

10-4. This concludes our discussion of the sta-

tion equipment used with automatic systems, The
next chapter pertains to maintenance and in-
specdon syiterns and records. However, before
you study the next chapter, complete the review
exercises for this one.

NOTC`. CHAMEIZ 3 HAS 13E Eol 1,ELE.TEND DuE ro Ira ii..11A,te SPECIFtc_ MRTER)AL. .
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CHAPTER 4

'7"*-".

Telephone Station Maintenance,
Troubleshooting, and Repair

AS AN installer-repairman you are responsible
for the maintenance of telephone sets used on
your base or installation. You must be able
to maintain these along with their associated cir-
cuits and equipment. In other words, you are
responsible for the maintenance of the telephone
equipment that extends from the terminal of the
telephone lihe or cable through the telephone sets
in the installation. This equipment includes the
lead-in or drop wiring, extending from the ter-
minal on the telephone pole to the building; the
protector assembly (for lightning, etc.) mounted
on the building; the inside wiring and connecting
blocks; and the telephone sers with their associ-
ated apparatus.

2, Generally, maintenance is divided into two
categories: preventive and corrective. Preventive
maintenance eliminates most service breakdowns
and therefore reduces the need for repairs. Cor-
rective maintenance locates and removes troubles
that have caused service breakdowns. When the
trouble is located, it is generally corrected by re-
pairing. adjusting, or repracing the defective
component. In this chapter we shall first briefly
discuss preventive and general maintenance pro,-
cedures, including inspections and treatment to
,:ontrol corrosion; secondly, we will discuss tele-
phone test equipment, idaluding telephone test
sets, test receivers, and multimeters; and thirdly,
we will cover fault location and repair of tele-
phone sets and components using test equipment.

14. Preventive Maintenance and
COIT051011 COUtrOl

16-1, Preventive maintenance includes inspec-
tion and other work done on equipment to keep
it in good working condition so that breakdowns
and interruptions in service are held to a. mini-
mum. This type of maintenance is normally ac-
compiished by making systematic inspections of
the overall installation and by then correcting or
repairing any defects found. As an instailer-re-
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pairman, you may have to perform preventive
maintenance iispections on the telephone instal-
lations at your base. Furthermore, you must 'do
preventiws maintenance while working on other
jobs. For example, when you are installing or re-
pairing a telephone set, you must inspect the as-
sociated equipmemt (pole terminals, drop wiring,
connecting blocks, etc.) and make necessary re-
pairs. Generally speaking, inspect the associated
equipment as follows:. ,

a. Terminals. Examine the wiring land con-
nections at the pole terminals to make sure that
(all connections are in good condition and that
the drop wiring is properly attached to the pole.

b. Drop wiring. Examine the drop wiring that
extends from the pole terminal to the protector
block on the building to insiire that it is in good
condition, properly atuched, and that it has ade-
quate clearance from trees,. powerlines. cables,
buildings, ete.

e. Protectors. Examine the protector assembly
on the building to make sure that it is pounded.
properly attached, and that its protector mech-
anisms (carbon blocks, fuses, etc.) offer maxi-
mum protection to the circuit components.

d. Station wiring. Inspect the station wiring
that extends from the protector on the outside of
the building to the telephone connecting blocks
inside of the building to insure that it is in good
condition and properly attached. Also, examine
the connecting blocks along the station wiring to
insure that they are not bor -en or damaged.

16-1. Corrosion Deteetio When you inspect
the terminals. wiring, protectors. etc.. pay special
attention (sspecially in damp climates) to detect
the possee formation of corrosion. When you
find corrosion, take correcve mleasures to chat-
mate it; and prevent, if possible, its future occur-
rence. You must knchv what cotiesion is and
what must be done to prevent it. if you, do your,
job properly,

16-3. Corrosion eats away material, usually
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metal. by cuStmg., electrochemical reactions. etc.
It would be difficult to explain ,all of the Oarro-
sive =isms that can take piece in telephone
,:quipmcm. However, in most inetances, we find
that moisture has contributed at least a part in
.my damage caused by corrosion.

1 o-4. Corrosion usually starts when moisture
in the ,Iir reacts with metals. Also, it occurs when
a ,:hemical compound in a solution breaks up
into eharged atoms ions as a result of electric441
current. Oxygen 41Iso essential in any serious
corrosion: but normally, corrosion does not take
place in the atmosphere without water in some
form being present. With most types of corrosion,
:he initial rate of formation is much faster than
that which occurs later, because the initial oxide
tilm sets up a protective coating that slows down
the corrosion process.

16-5. Corrosion continually converts metals
back to their original state; for example. iron
;everts to natural iron oxideore. Corrosion at-
tack varies on different metals; but the basic
nature of corrosion is almost always the same.
Electricity flows between areas of a metal surface
through a solution which can conduct an eleCtri-
al eurrent. This electrochemical action cats away

the metal,

16-6. Corrosion Control. Corrosion can be con-
;:oIled in many ways. ranging from washing and
cleaning to sand blasting and applying some type
of protective coating. It can also be controlled
by shelters. eovers, and containers. This is espe-
:ak true when the shelters or covers prevent

moisture from entering the apparatus. It is im-
portant that these methods be used by ail per-
onnel concLrned. In the telephone substation

.)Li can eliminate most corrosion troubles
by instailing the proper materials in the rieht way.
,.. Jnstailing moisture-proof materials in damp
aws Or climates, and by placing the wiring and
arpayatus inside the building where it is not af-
feetea t,A moisture, chemical fumes, heat. etc.

I N-- All telephOne equipment and attach-
ments meant for outside use are protected from
orrosion by either zinc or galvanized coatines,

or they may be made from metals or materials
;hat will not rust or corrode. .Aluminum. copper,
'LIntic. bakelite. and -procelain are frequently
used. The materials used outSide arc usually made
so that weather, rain, snow..hot sun. and winds
will neither damage the,rnaterial nor cause cir-
cuit breakdowns during the normal usable life
of the item. Normally. if sepecifications are fol-
lowed durmg :nstallation.there is little danger of
corrosion damage to tht parii of the telephbne
equipment that is out in the weather. It is the
rest of the equipment, the connecting wiring, and
inside parts that usually cause the trouble.

I6-8. Prevention. To prevent troubles inside
of the building .or installation, the wiring, termi-
nals, connecting blocks. etc., must be placed so
that dampness cannot damage them. Sometimes
this may call for a special kind of wire or re-
routing the wire to a dryer location. The am-
age to the insulation might not be called corro-
sion by a strict, interpretation, but if the
insulation is destroyed, shorts and zrounds may
occur and cause an interruption to service. Also,
if corrosion torms on terminals, not only can it
destroy them, but in severe cases, it may cause
a short between the connections.

16-0. Corrosion is easier to prevent than it is
to CWT. A small amount of planning may save
hours of labor in troubleshooting and changing
instruments. The prevention of corrosion at a sub-
station installation depends largely upon planning
the installation of the telephone equipment in
such a way that it will withstand the conditions
existing at the particular location. Ordinary tele-
phones should not be installed in places where
excessive moisture can cause damage. Where
moisture does exist, the possibility of installing
weatherproof apparatus should be considered.

16-10. Correction. When you find corrosion in
a piece of equipment, you will probably have to
replace the affected part. This may be the only
method available to get the ,equipment back in
operation but, at the time of replacement. pos-
sibly you can do something to prevent the mow-
rence of corrosion. Another type of instrument.
'moving part o( the ego pinent. a rerouting of the
cable or wireany of this might prevent the same
thine from happening again. The pieee of equip-
ment that has been damaged by corrosion will
need cleaning and adjusting and will quite likely
need drying out. To put it back in operating con-
dition. remove all traces of corrosion, rust. and
moisture. Also. clean and adjust all of the contact
points.

16-11. When planning installations and while
performing preventive maintenance inspections.
remember that rrevention is the easiest part of
corrosion control. Detection of corrosion is a
matter of performing frequent inspections of any
suspected installation. Correction is the big:zest
job of all, if the situation is allowed to get that
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16-12. It is quite often necesSary to inspect
the entire telephone subset durine preventive
maintenance inspections. The complete inspec-
tion of the subset will be covered later in this
chapter along with testing and repair. Before we
discuss such items as test equipment. testing. and
APair, let's consider some general maintenance
procedures.



17. General Maintenance Procedures

17-1, The mnintenance of telephone sets, once
thq have been installed. I:onsists mostly of locat-
ing 'troubles and making the neces,sary repairs.
Troubles in telephone sets or circuits are indi-
cated by the fact that SOElle part of the subset
or cireuit is not functioning properly. Symptoms of
trouble indicate failure or malfunction of any one
of the four operations ot the telephone set: (1)
signaling the operator or seizing the automatic
switching equipment. (2) receiving :he ringing,

13) transmitting sound, and (4) receiving
sound.

17-2. When you have 1:;olated the trOuble to
one of these operations, ;you are well on your
w-9ay toward troubleshooting. Sometimes stueying
the infdimation on the ';orni (service order, work
order, etc) that dispatched you to the subset
location helps you find the trouble. The informa-
tion on this form u.sually includes the location of
the telephone set, the wire or cable pair involved,
the eelephone number. the trouble reported. and
in many cases, its probable location. As you
analyze the information on this form. you may
find that a schematic diagram win help you to
!ocalize the :rouble in the subset arca. In every
case. make a visual inspection of the wiring and
connections as we explained previously. Remem-
ber. this visual inspection is very important since
it may disclose the caLle of the troue.

17-3. If lou see no broken wires or connec-
tions. you :hen make continuity, voltage, and re-
sistance measurements with the proper instru-
ments. using a systematic process of elimination.

u ,:an thus locate troubles in the minimum
ohount of rime. Start this check from a point

the circuit that is known to be good. Successive
irts or the circuit can :hen be checked and elim-

elated until the fault is located.
17-4.. Frequently more than one factor may
causing the trouble in :he subset. Conse-

eeen::y .ou should follow a thorough step-by-
step procedure to localize and eliminate each
source of trouble. Be sure that you follow these
ereeedures.to completion even though the irnme-
di.ite ..'ause of trouhle has been discovered in
one of :he earlier steps, because you Might find
dirty connections or points of probable break-
down. which could later develop into serious
trouble.

-17-5. This is the step-by-step eerocedure you
'hould follow. First, determine the exact naturle
of the trouble. Often troubles may be exag=
gerated or underestimated betause they are re-
ported by people unfamiliar with the operation
of telephone circuits. Second. cheek the equip-
ment fer obvious faults: examine the ,:quipment
and wiring for mechanical damage. For example,

determine whether the telephone set hs peen
dropped or otherwise damaged.

17-6. Before testing any of ..the subset circuits.
test at the aerial cable terminal, or, in large build-
ings that afe so equipped, test at the telephone
terminal cabinet. The proper terminals for the
circuit will have been identified by the wire
chief: therefore the test at mese terminals is to
determine that the source of trouble does not lie
on the central office side of the equipment. If
the trouble is on the central office side, report it
to the wire chief, but you must still check the
subset ho determine its working condition. Test
the 'subset by contacting the central office and
requesting the wire chief to furnish the terminal
numbers of a spare pair. You can do this by
using a test set like the one shown in figure 37.
To do this simply connect the test set to the termi-
nals of a good pair and call the central office.
In a dial system you musl dial the number of
the test desk by using the test set dial.

17-7. When the pair is assigned, connect :he
test handset across the spare terminals to deter-
mine whether or not that pair is good. Then con-
nect :he telephone set to be tested to the new
terminals, call the test desk, and request that the
test desk operator run a transmission test on the
telephone. If a regular test desk is not available.
the wire chief ,:an make the transmission test
from a test board. The wire chief should also
test the ringer by signaling over the line,
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17-8. If any of the above IMES indicate that

the trouble is in the substation, that trouble
should be isolated by following specificz4proce-
dures. Before you test the subset equipment, test
the inside wiring (wiring inside the building ex-
tending from the connecting block to where the
telephone wire enters the building) by removing
the cover from the connection block and discon-
necting the leads from the telephone. Connect the
test handset across the terminals on the connect-
ing block and call the test desk. If you fmd
detective inside wiring, replace it without attempt-
ing to determine the exact location of the trouble.

17-9. Telephone trouble may sometimes result
from failure of the telephone user to handle the
instrument properly. If such is the case, you
should instruct him in proper telephoning. tech-
niques. Nevertheless you should test the general
operating condition of the equipment.

17-10. We have already referred in general to
the wire chief's test desk and to the necessity for
conferring with the wire chief during trouble-
shooting procedures. Another 9peration in whicii
the wire chief plays an important part in the lo-
cation of substation troubles is that before you
are dispatched to troubleshoot a circuit, he deter-
mines the iteneral situation. For instance, he will
be able to tell you the type of service (dial or
manual), the type of equipment, and the effect
of the trouble on the telephone user's service.

17-11. The -wire chil.f. performs tests before
the installer-repairman is .,ent out. First, the wire
chief must complete tests to, make sure that the
rcuble is definitely outside bf the central office.

Second, he completes a transmission test to deter-
mine the condition ot the subset n-ansmitter and
receiver. Of course he can run this test only
when the telephone is not completely out of order,

17-I2. In addition to these general testing pro-
cedures. testing instruments can also be used to
a dv ant age.

18. Test Equipment

IS-I. To locate telephone troubles systemati-
cally, the installer-repairman must use various
:nstrurnents. This is necessary because in many
oases the circuits are inclosed or are so arranged
that it would be very difficult to examine eacl .
one visually. Fiqthermore, an endless task con-
fronts you when you attempt to inspect each part
of a component .or circuit, eyery time trouble
oCcurs. Some systematic and logical method of
inspection must be followed it the .cnay,e Of the
trouble is to be localized quickly, The best
method is first to isolate the trouble by identi-
fyieg it with one of the circuits or systems. The
next step is to trace out that.particular circuit or
system until the failure is uncovered. To help yo.0

with the isolation and location of troubles. the
Air Force furnishes several types of test in-
struments. The test instruments shown in figures
37 and 38 are typical of the instruments the in-
staller-repairman uses. Figure 37 shows a tele-
phone test set and figure 38 shows a multimeter
that is representative of those used in telephone
maintenance work. Let's consider these instru-
ments in more detail.

18-2. Telephone Test Set. Figure 37 illustrates
the TS-365GT handset, typical of the telephone
test sets used by the installer-repairman. Note
that this set is equipped with a dial that allows
you to call into a dial exchange. Just clip the
leads to the conductors or terminals of an op-
erational line or cable pair and then dial the ex-
change after you receiye a dial tone. When
someone at the exchange answers, you can then
carry on a conversation with him, or you can
axiange for the test desk operator to check the
circuit. In addition to this, you can usc this set to
determine if voltage is present on a circuit. Do
so by listening for a click in the receiver when
you connect the leads across the line or cable
pair. You can identify the ring or battery side of
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the line by connecting one lead from the test set
to around and then by touching the other test
set lead first to one side of the line and then the
other, When the ring or battery side of the line
is touched with the test set lead, a loud click
should be heard in the receiver. Also, with an
automatic system, dial torte may be heard when
the test set lead is touched to the ring or bat-
tery side of the line.

18-3. Receiver Click Set, The receiver click
set may be the only test device available to you
for making continuity tests. You should remember
that these tests indicate when 'a circuit is com-
plete. When current flows through the receiver
in a completed circuit. it creates a magnetic
force which moves the receiver diaphragm. Hence
you hear a click.

18-4. Figure 39 is a schematic diagram of a
receiver click set. In this illustration, a telephone
receiver and battery are connected in series with
two test leads. Arranged in this manner, the set
is used for testing circuits, that have no source
of power. When the circuit has its own source
of power. the battery is not used in the click set
circuit. When the click set has no battery, it can
he used oniy on powered circuits; and generally
speaking. it must he used in series with the cir-
cuit.

IS-5. To construct a click set using telephone
components. you may use the standard telephone
handset or a receiver headset. You must also
have a 412-volt battery. When you use a tele-
phone handset in this way. remove the transmitter
cap and transmitter element, as shown in figure
40. Inside the handset transmitter cavity. de-
pending on the type of handset, either you will
find two terminals that are cunnected to the re-
civer element through the handle of the handset

will find- that the receiver conductors of
7he handset cord eNtend through the handle to
terminals on the re :civet-. In either event the
click set can be constructed as shown by A. B.
and C in figure U. Note that the construction of
a click set in this way connects the Ceceiver and

tEST LEAD

TEST LEAD

-E 5

F,_gure :;4 Receiver t (schematic diagram)

0'8battery in series, as shown by the schematic dia-
gram in figure 39.

18-6. A click set is simple to use. Suppose
yoit want to check the Olivia through a Ianip
from poinz 1 to 2. shown in figure 41. Since the
click set is complete with its own battery, you
need only to complete the circuit. At the time
your test leads touch the two points as shown.
you should hear 'a distinct click in the receiver.
If you do not hear a click, the circuit between
points I and 2 is incomplete. To prevent wrong
interpretation, be sure you make all circuit tests
carefully. Remember, sometimes corrosion at the
contact points prevents current flow.

18-7. Now that we have covered the click set
and telephone test set, let's next consider the use
of multimeters.

18-8. Multimeters. The multimeters used by
the telephone equipment repairman a.= measur-
ing tools that provide essential information about'
electrical circuits. But no matter how good those
tools are, the results will be only, as good as
the knowledge and ability of the person using
them. Learn :11 that you can about the use of
multir Aers for testing telephones and telephone
circuits. As you already know from your studies
in Volume 1, the heart of any multimeter is
the meter (sensing) mechanism, called the meter
movement, which can be used to measure varying
amounts of voltages, cut-tents, and resistance.

18-9. To measure different amounts of volt-
age. resistors with different resiitance values are
switched in series with the meter circuit, as shown
in figure 42. As you can see in the illustration,
the resistors, called multipliers. are switcned in
series with test leads A and B and the basic
meter movement. When a large resistance value is
switched in series with the circuit and the scale
on the meter is calibrated for this resistance. the
meter is then capable of measuring a large volt-
age. By the same token, when a smaller resis-
tance N.arue is switched into the circuit and the
scale is calibrated for the smaller value, the meter
is .then capable of measuring only smaller volt-
ages.

IS-l0. As you should remember from your
studies in the resident course, the basic meter
movement is also used to measure different a-
mounts of current. To accomplish this. the resis-
tors (called shunts) are switched in parallel with,
the basic meter movement. Of course the meter
s':ale must also be calibramd to match the dif-
ferent shunts. Also. as' you perhaps recall, the
basic meter movement can be used as azi ohm-
meter by placing a battery and variable resistance
in series with the circuit. This, however, requires
that the meter scale be calibrated iu ohms or
some other unit of resistance.
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A.CONNECT SHORT LENGTH (Jr
WIRE, FROM. ONE RgovER
TERMINAL TO ONE TERMINAL
ON BATTERY,THEN TAPE
BATTERY TO HANDSET

B.CONN(CT TEST LEADS-ONE TO
UNUSED BATTERY TERMINAL
AND ONE TO FREE RECEIVER
TERMINAL

CTEST CLICK SET BY TOUCHING TEST
LEAD TIPS TOGETHER. A DISTINCT
CLICK SHOULD BE HEARD

Figure 40. Click wt construction.

18-11. In the last few paragraphs we have
been thinking of the basic meter movement as it
is used to measure direct current values. This is
ortly natural because the meter movement being
considered is actually a dc unit. The multimeter,
however. can also measure ac values. A rectifier
unit consisting of diodes ) is switched into the
circuit during ac measurements. Thus the ac values
( voltages and currents) are rectified and applied
to the meter in dc form.

I 8-12. .Wuitirnerer operation. The importance
of the multirneter for locating troubles in tele-
phone equipment is great. In fact, your success
in locating troubles in telephone equipment will
dcprnd largely on your ability to use the multi-
meter. In the communications shop you may have
any one of three models of multimeters avail-
able: TS-297, U (Fig. 38), a model 260, or an
AN/ PSM-r6. All three instruments are used to
check the same electrical properties, but the
PSM-6 and the Model 260 can test over a
geater range and with more accuracy.

18-13. When you ielect a MitiltiMetcr for a
particular job; it is important that you know its
capabilities and limitations. -To give you some
backgrbund information in that area, we will
briefly discuss the T5-297:17 and the AN/

SI

PSM-6 multirneters. Since the Model 260 can
perform all the functons performed by the PSM-6,
we shall use the PSM-6 to represent both units.
Any reference to the PSM-6 also applies to the
Model 260.

18-14. Ntultimeter TS-297/U. The TS--297,
was not designed for the accuracy and degree lrf
application that one wouA expect of the more
elaborate and more versatile rtitlitiMeters. It
does however, serve its purpose as a liz.ht.
portable. rugged, and relatively inexpensive field
multimeter. This meter has a sensitivity of 1,000

0 E-)

Figure 41. U.se of click set.
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Figure 42 Basic voltmeter.

ohms per volt. and its maximum direct-current
measuring capacity is 400 milliamperes (ma).

1,8,15. Figure 38 is a drawing that represents
the face of the TS-297, CI multimeter..Observe
that this test set has six voltage range jacks.
three resistance range jacks., and four direct-ceir-
rent range jacks. The voltage jacks; ranging from
4V, (4 volts) to 1000V (1000 volts), aPPear at
the left in the illustration; the resistance jacks.
ranging from R x 1 (resistance times one) rto

100 (resistance times 100), appear at the
bottom of the illustration; and the direct-current
jacks. ,ranging from 4MA (4 milliamperes) to
400M.A (400 milliamperes). are shown at the
right in the illustration. The jack that is com-
mon to all measurements is uppermost at the
right in the illustration., labeled as follows:
OHMS. DCV, MA. and ACV. This means
that a test lead must be plugged iato this 'Jack
to perform measurements in ohms, direct-current
volts, direct-current milliamperes. or ac volts. The
minus mark ( ) in front of labels DCV and MA
means that the lead plugged into this iack must
be used as the negative test lead when measuring
dc volts or dc milliamperes.

18-16. While you art still 1,00king at figure 3S.
note the Selector switch located at the lower cen-

ter in the illUstration. This switch must be placed
411the Cprrect potation.; For example, the selector

tch must be' turned-to-the OINS position to
measure resistance values; it must be turned to
ACV position to measure ac voltages; and it must
be plaied in the DCV-MAf position to measure
dc voltages and currents. Finally, in the lower
half of the illustration, note the rheostat located
in the center just below the meter. The labeling
just above this rheostat, OFLMS ZERO ADJUST,
indicates its purpose. It is uted for adjusting the
meter pointer to zero on the ohms wale when
measuring resistance values.

18-17. Now before we discuss the use of this
multimeter, take a look at the scales located on
the face of the meter. There are three scales:
the OHMS scale, the DC scale, and the ACV
scale. Zero on the OHMS scale is located to the
right on the face of the meter, but the zero
markings for the DC and ACV scales are lo-
cated to the left on the meter. The OHMS scale
is calibrated with one set of numbers ranging
from zero to infinity. The DC and ACV scales
are each calibrated with two sets of numbers rang-
ing from 0 to 40 and from 0 to 100. To use
this multimeter you, must be able to interpret
the readings on these scales in respect to the
position of the selector switch and the test lead
jacks being used.

18-18. To perform any test with the TS-
297/U multimeter. plug the black test lead into
the common jack and the red test lead into one
of the other jacks, depending on the test to be
performed. For example. if the test is a measure-
ment of volts."plug the red test lead into a volt-
age jack that corresponds to the amount of volt-
age to be measured. Also. set the selector switch
in the proper position for the test being per-
formed. Finally, the scale to be read on the
meter during a test depends on two things: the
position of the selector switch and the jack in
which the red test lead is inserted.

18-19. With the selector switch in the ACAT
position. as shown in the illustration, we know
that we must read one of the'ACV scales during
an ac voltage measurement. If the red test lead
is plugged into the 4V, 40V. or 400V jack, the
reading must be taken on the 0 to 40,ACV scale.
When the red test lead is plugged into the tOy.
100V. or 1000V jack. the reading is then taken
on the 0 to 100ACV scale. To interpret these
readings. !.ou must consider the position of :he
red test lead. For example. when the red test
lead is plugged into the 4V jack, 4 volts applied
between the test leads wiE cause the meter ,to
read ftill scale; therefore, during this test. 40 on
the scale is read as 4, 30 on Fie scale is read
as 3. etc. By the same token. when the red
test lead is plugged into the 400V jack. 40 on
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the scale is then read as 400, 30 is read as 300,
CC. When the red test lead is plugged into the
IOY iadk. 100. on the scale LC- then read as 10,
75 is read as 7.5, 50 is read as S. etc. Also, if
the red' lead is plugged into the 1000V jack,
100 on the scale is then read as 1000; 75 is
read as 750, etc.

18-20. In the above paragraphs the explana-
tion given is for the measurement of ac volts.
To make dc measurements, of either volts or
toilliamperes, the- selector switch must be turned
to the DCV-MA position. With the selector
switch in this position, all readings are then taker
on the DC Meter scales. Other than this, the
making of dc measurenients is exactly the same
as for ac. Of course, when' making dc meaSUre-
rnents you- must observe polarity by usidg the
black test lead for negative and the red test lead
for positive. Also, when making either ac or dc
voltage tests, you must always connect the tesa,
leads across (parallel to) the circuit; and when
making current (MA) tests, you must always con-
nect the test leads in series with the circuit. Fur-
thertnore. when measuring either currents or volt-
ages. you must always select a range large enough
to insure less than full-scale deflection of the
meter. For example, suppose that you are going
to measure the voltage in a circuit that has sips
proximately 500 volts applied. In this case you
should plug the red test lead into the 1000V
lack to make the measurement; otherwise, the
voltage of around 500 volts would' overload the
meter. This is true when you measure either
aoltages or currents. You must always select a
range that is above the value expected in th.: crr-
ctut.

13-2.1. Now that we have covered voltage and
current measurament with the TS-297:Ualet's
consider the measurement of resistance. To rneas-
urs resistance values with this meter. you must
switch the selector to the OHMS position and
plug the red lead into one of the three resis-
tance positions, shown at the bottom' in figure
38. After this has been done, the red and black
Ws( lead prods must be shorted together and the
rheostat adaisted to bnng the pointer to zero on
the OHMS scale. After the pointer has been ad-
justed to zero, this ast lead prods arc then sep-
arated to remove the short, With the meter so
adjusted. resistance values are measured by con-
necting the test prods directly across the circuit
or its components. It is important to reineMber
tfitat the power for this teSt is praVided by a bat-
tery irr the rnultimeter; therefore, the cireuir or
aomponaro being tested musk be discomfeeted
frorn irs power source.

18-22. The neat thing that we must consider
Is haw to'read 'the OHMS scale. This is rathea

simple because the reading depends upon which
one "of the resistance jacks is being aused.. For
example, if the red test lead is plugged into the
RX1 jack, the reading obtained pin the 'OHMS .

scale is read directly. This meansliat a reading
of 20 on the OHMS scale is equal to R times
one-,(R. x 1) or 20 ohms. As another example.
if the red lead were plugged into the R.X10
jack and the pointer on the nieter showed 20 on
the scale, the reading would then be equal to R
times ten (R x 10) or 200 ohms. From these
examples, you Can see that the amount indicated
on the OHMS scale is always multipled by the
value ihown on the resistance jack in use; there-
fore, with this rnultimeter, the amount shown on
the OHMS scale is multiplild by either 1, 10, or
100. Another important factor about the ohm-
meter islhat whenever the red test lead is changed
from one resistance jack to another, the pointer
on the meter must be readjusted _to zero before
any additional resistance rests are performed.
Whenever the meter cannot be adjusted to zero,
you will probably- have to replace the multimeter
battery.

13-23. Afultimerer AN / P.SM-6. This trufltim-
:Ler, -acually called the PSM-6, is illustrated in
figure 43. Briefly, it is designed to measure dc
voltages up to 5,000 volts, alternating-current
voltage up to-1,000 volts, direct-ctirrent values
up to 10 amperes, 'and resistance values up to
10 megohms. The PSM-6 uses a precision 50-
microampere mOvement which has 1.700 ohms
resistance. The movement is cormected to the cali-
brated circuits through multiple switches: the
FUNCTION switch and the RANGE twitch. All
of the connections art brought otit to the two test
lead jacks at the bottom of the panel. The meter
has provision for dual sensitivities at 20.000
and 1,000 ohms per volt.' The higher sensitivity
does nct affect the circuit (load the circuit) un-
der test as much as the lower sensitivity diaes.
Thus the high sensitivity setting makes more ac-
curate measurements. The lower sensitivity in-
creases the versatility of the instrument, because
there are many items of electrical equipment
whose %oltage and resistance aharts specify the
use of a 1.000-ohms-per-volt meter. 'Now that
we, have. discussed the getieral capabilities of the
PSM-6..let's see hOsa it works, beginnhas with

, the operating controls.
18-24. As you can see in figure, 43, a draw-

ing that represents the face of the pSM-;6,-thire
arc three control knobs located near the bot-
tom of the multimeter 'panel. Two of these con-
trols. 'the FUNCTION and RANGE switches,
were Mentioned before. The other control lo-
cated just below the Ineter at the center of the
panelais the ohms ZERO adjustment.
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85 l8-25. The FUNCTION switch is a seven-
.posickm switch that selects the proper circuit
Jena:tits to measure eithar voltase current, re-
ik.I,11Ce. or ainpuevoltage level.

18-26. The RANGE switch is a seven-posi-
tion switch used to select the` specific range of
voltage, current, resistance, or output level for the
k.icired measurement so that an accurate indica-
hon can be secured.

18-27. The ZERO control is used on resistance
ranges to zero the pointer when changing resist-
ance ranges, or to compensate for chahges in

\hattery voltage. -
1S-28. Now that we have identified the pur-

pose of the control switches, let's discuss the vari-
ous ranges of this multi= ter. We will Grst con-
;icier the scales on the meter face, then the ranges
aontrolled by the . FUNCTION and RANGE
switches, and the meter accessories.

18-29, The scales on the face of theipseter
are also shown in figure 43. There art" three.
cales: OHMS. AC. and DC. There is one set
of numerals on the OHMS scale ranging from 0
to 3K. Of course. numerous readings ,can be
obtained on this scale by using the different mul-
tipliers R s 1. R x 10, etc.) controlled by
'he RANGE switch position. The AC and DC
scales both Fth.te three sets of numerals ranging
from 0 to 2.5. 0 tto 5. and 0 to 10. How these
soales are read when making a measurement
depends upon the position of the control switches.
As you study the various ranges of the ,meter.
sou should keep in mind that depending on the
position of the RANGE switch, the AC or r.)C
Naales may he read in the following ways. The
0 to 2.5 scale may be read as 0 to 2.5 or as 0 to
25+). The 0 to 5 scale may be read as 0 to 5.
i) to 50. or 0 to SOO. The () to 10 scale may he
road as 0 to 10 or 0 to 1.00 on either scale:
.irld as 0 to 100 on the DC scale for the special
100-microampere measurement. You should also
iemember that when the 0 to .5 scale is used as
a 0 io .5 icale, you 'must imagine the point
io he in front of each number on the scale. As
an example., the numbers, 1. 2. 3. 4.. and 5.
are :tad as 1. .2. .3, .4, and .5.

18-30. With the FUNCTION switch set in
the DCV-20ko, V position, the multimiter cir-
,:uitry provides 20.000 ohms per volt during the
measurement. When this range is used. the meter
has very little effect .on the circtitt being tested.
High Sensitivity makes it possible to secure accu-
rate readings even when testing high resistance
circuits carrying small aniOunts of current. With
the FI:NCTiON switchhn the above position. the
RANGE swiich is Used to select therdesired meas-
urement range. The following ranges for the MCILS-
urement of dc voltages may be selected by the
RANGE Switch: 0 to .5 volts. 0 to 2.5 whs.

0 to 10 Volts. 0 to 50 volts. 0 -to 250 volts,
0 to 500 vcilts, and U to 1,000 volts,

18-31. With the FUNCTION switch in the
position described in the previoust paragraph. Ad
by 'adding Accessory Probe- MX-1410/U, you
can use the PSM-6 to measure Voltages up 'to
5.000 volts dc. Briefly, this is done as follows:
With ttre master set up to tneasiire 500 volts dc,
plug the accessory probe in krises with the posi-
tive test lead from thei meter. Attach the clip of
the accessory probe aS the high voltage test point
to be measured. Attach the clip of thc accessory
probe to the high voltage test point to be meas-
ured. After you attach the negative test lead' to
the negative side of the voltage source undeetest,
apply power to the equipment and you can read
the high voltage on 'the .Teter. Noss: When
making high voltage tests, be sure that the pOwer
is off and that .no residual high-voltage, capaci-
tive charge remains, at the voltage lest point on
the equipment Under test when connecting or dis-
connecting the iest leads..

18-32. With the FLIN&TION switch set in the
DCV-1KoiV Position. the multimeter circuitry
provides 1.000 ohms per volt during measure-
ment. When the FUCNTION switch is in this
position, 1,000 ohms per volt is provided through-
out all of ,the ranges selected by the RANGE
switch. Also, with the FUNCTION switch in this
position, the RANGE switch may be used to se-
lect any of the voltage ranges. except for the 5.-
000-volt ranee. The 5.000-volt ranee. which re-
quires the use of the accessory probe. is used
only with the FUNCTION switch in the DCV-
201:0 V position.

18-33. When the FUNCTION switch is moved
to the ACV-IKrt,. V position, a rectifier is con-
nected to the meter circuit to rectify the ac
voltage applied to the meter, The RANGE switch
may be used in any of its positions so that the ,
meter can measure ac voltage up to 1.000 volts.
The readings on the -AC scale are made in the,
same way as on the DC scale.

18-34. When the FUNCTION switch is set at
the .OUTPUT position; the circuit is identical to
that of the ACV position--except that a series
capacitor, is added to the circuit. The function
of this capacitor is to block any dc component
of the ac oltage being measured.

18-35, When the FUNCTION switch is placed
in the DC M,A position, it actuates the circuitry
that is used for all direct-current measurements.,
'With each chapge in the position of the RANGE
switch, the values of the resistors are changed
sci that all current in excess of 50 microamperes
will flow through the meter shuitt. T0 measure
current in excess of 1-ampere. the MX-1409kt
Multirange Instrument Shunt is used. Adding this
instrument shunt increases the current 'measuring
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capacity of the PSM-6 to 10 amperes. When you
use the MX-1409/U, set the FUNCTION switch
at the DC MA position, the RANGE switch at
the 10 position, and insert the ineter test leads
in the 10 jacks ma the MX-1409/U. The load
under test is then connected to the binding posts
of the MX-1409/U. Nan: Make all "conneCts"
ned "disconnects" with the power (-ff.

18-36..When the FLIKTION switch is placed
in ,the OEMS Position, it prepares the basic
9hatmeter circuit for measuring resistance. Here
again the values of the resistors are changed with
each setting of the RANGE switch. As explained
for the previous- multimeter, the OHMS ZERO
cOntrol on the PSM.6- must be adjusted (with
the test leads shckted) to bring the pointer on the
meter to zero: This' must be done at the start
of each, resistance . test and whenever the
'RAANGE switch is changed to a different ppsi-
tioo during-resistance tests. Also, when the meter
cannot' be adjusted,to zero, 'it is quite likely that
the hutches in the multimeter need replacement.

18-37. With the meter adjusted to zero, any
unknown resistance connected in series with tha
-teak _leads 'will naturally cause a reading on the
nieteat is less than .full scale. The value of
the unknown resistance is then read on the>
OHMS Scale of the nieter. For greater accurddy,
resistance measurements should be taken, with
the RANGE sWitch in the position that allows the
pointer to fall upon the part of the scale where
the scile graduations are farthest apart. (The
two batteries used in the PSM-;46 are plastic-
coated 12.06- and 1.34-volt alert-unit. oxide bat-,

teries.)
18-38. This , position of ihe FUNCTION

switch enables the PSM-6 to measure extremely
small amounts of current. The RANGE switch is
not included in this circuit. When switched to this
position. the circuit 'is simply a 1,700-Ohm re-
sistor shunting" the 1;700-Ohnr meter, resis4anoe,
thus forining a parallel resittive network of two
equal branches. When placed in series with a
100-Microampere (or,less) current path, the cur-
rent divides equally betweep the two branches,
deflecting the meter Tointir to full scale if the
applied current is the full 100' microamperes.
To interpret, the meter 'reading Nit the FLYNC-
TION switch in thig position, you must use the

0 to 10 DC scale. Of course, whin doing this,
you 'must add a zero to each of the iedicateci,
scale values. For example, since a full-scale read;
ing is zqual to 100 microamperes. the 10 on the
scale must be read as 100, the 8 must be read
as SO, the 6 must be read as 60. the 4 must
be read as 40,', and so on over the 'entire acale.

18-39. Using the muitimeter. Sincr there are
so many precautions that must be obierved when
a . rnultimiter is used, we have purposely con-

densecL most of the information in this sIction 8
into a series of brief stateMents. We will first con-
sider general precautions,, and then those that :
must-be observed during s*ifie -tests.

18140. During tests,_ general:precautions must
qhserved. Since all Meters aissaircurreet-ac-

tuated devices regardless of their scale ollThration,
herekre hints coneerning meters in generat:

as. Before using any multimeter, carefully read
:, instructions furnished with it.

hen you use any initrument, tho area
arootw the jacks and terminals must be cleat'
and dry. This prevents suxface leak*, which
can cause erfor-let readings on the more sensi-
tive ranges.

c. The rotary switches on the front pine! gen-
erally are not continuously rotatable. Do not try
tit) force them beyond the first or last position.

d. Do not drop 2 meter or subject it to ex-
cessive mechanical shock.

e. Never try to measure jhe internal resistance
of a meter movement with an ohmmeter. as the
movement may be damaged by the high current
required for ohmmeter operation.

18-41. Observe precautions when using volt-
meters. Although the voltmeter is a high-resis-
tanee device and is not so apt to be damaged by
an excessive current flow, there are several hints
concerning its proper , use that you should ob-
serve. They are as follows:

a. Always connect a voltmeter in parallel
across the portion of the circuit in which the
voltage is being measured.

i.4Use a range large enough to insure less than
-scale deflection.

,c. Observe the proper polarity in connecting-
the voltmeter across a dc circuit. You can avoid
improper meter connections' by observing the
polarity Markings on the meter and by remem-
bering that' the black meter leads are negative
leads and the red leads are positive leads,

d. Remember that the accuracy oi a reading
indicated by, a voltmeter depends upon the sensi-
tivity of the meter. A voltmeter is a current
measuring instrument designed to indicate voltage
by measurement,of current flow through a resist-
ance- of known Vi'lue.

18-42. Observe precautions when using am-
meters. There are a number of precauti9ns that

apply particularly to thee of the ammeter.
They are as follows:

a. Always connect an ammeter in series with
the element through which current flow is to be
measured.

b, Never connect an ammeter acfoss a source
of voltage, such as a battery or generator. Re-
member that the resistance of an ammeter, par-
ticularly on the higher ranges;' is extremely low
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d that, any voltage, even a volt or so, may
ause a very' high current to flow thnzugh thn
eten causing datnage to it.

I.

a Use a range large enough, to keep the de-
flection less thanluil scale befor; measuring .n
current. Form' some idea of its magnitude, then
switch to a large enough range or start with the
highest range and work down until you 4c,:..;11 the
appropriate one. Most accurate readings are ob-
tained at approximately half-scale deflection.
Niany milliammeters have been ruined by trying
to measure amperes. Therefore be sure to read
the lettering either on the dial or on the switch
positions and seleet the proper range Wore con-
necting the instrument to the circuit.

d. Observe proper polarity in connecting the
meter to the circuit. Many pointers' hay :been
ruinecl by a reverse swing due to reversed polar-
ity.

18-43. Observe precautions when using ohm-
meters._ The two precautions that must be ob-
served when you tate the ohmmeter are:

a. Avoid connecting the ohmmeter across cir-
cuits in which voltage exists. Therefore, to re-
move all power from the equipment, remove the
power plug, and discharge any capacitors con-
nected in the circuit under test.'

b. Make all resistance measurements with your
hand.s holding the insulated portion of the test'
prods. The resistance of the human body. under
certain conditions, is low (less than 50,000
ohms) and may cause erroneous readinge

1S-44. This completes our discussion of the
test sets that may be used in telephone main-
tenance and repain, We will next discuss fault
10eation and repair -hf telephone sets, including
the use of .other telephone test equipment.

19. Fault Location and Repair
of Telephone Sets

19-1. Thus far we have discussed mostly the
procedures used in locating and reliinating trou-
bles between the pole terminal and the ..riephone
mounting cord'. The information given in the tele-
phone trouble report is often a clue to the loca-
tion of the fault. For instance, the subscriber
reports the trouble symptom ai "The bell doisn't
ring." If no other trouble symptom is listed, and
you can talk and receive over the set, there is
cood reason td believe that the trbuble is within
the thstrument (telephone set). The probable
causes for troubles in,telephone sets are listed in
troubleshooting charts for the telephones con-
cerned. As an installer-repairman you should
have acciass to telephone rroubleshooting charts .
at your station of assignmeiii.

19-2. By careful analysis of the trouble re-
ported and by line testing yoii may isolate the

s.
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trouble to the telephone set. Replacing the tele-
phone set, with =thee is usually the quickest
means of -restoring service. However; I. service
can be restored more quickly by repairing the
faulty telephone set, do soa. This brings us to the
problem of testing the telephone set.

19-3. Prellstinary Testing Procedures. There
are three basic procedures to follow whe you
are troubleshooting a .tetephone sec. (1) fake
on eperational check tonetermini which circuit
in the set is lot operating properly. (2) Make
a visual inspection- -,of the set to discover any
obvious faults, such as opens caused by broken
wires or conheetions, shorts caused by. improper,
contacts between spade clips, and improper me-
chanical action caused by the presence of foreign
materials. (3) Make al continuity test to deter-
mine if -the circuit under test is complete when the
trouble is, not- obvious enough to be sgen during
the Visual check.
, 19-4. Operational tests. After any troubles be-
twe-en the pole terminal and _the telephone have
been eliminated, operational testeAkouId besner-
-formed to isolate the trouble in the tilephone set.
These tests are_ basically the same as the initial
tests performed-at the time of telephone installer
tion. Briefly, to perform these tests ynu mi. a
first inspect the external parts of the telephone,
such as the handset, handset cord, mounting
cord, telephone housing, and dial assembly. Dur-4'
ing this insfection, you shauld verify that the dial
does not bind, and that the hookswitch mecha-
nism operates freely. When the inspeetinn is com-
pleted, there are two tasts that must be per-
formed: ,the transmission test and the signaling
test.

19-5. To perform the. tramission test, firs't
lift the-. receivei and listen far dial, tone. Next,
you should blow geetly into the transmitter and
listen for sidetone ik the receiver. While blow-
ing in the transminer. niove the dial slightly off
normal. Sidetorie Aa the reheiver should be cut
off by this action., After checking for sidetone.
dial the number of the wire chjef. opeeator, /oor
a local telephone set. While dialing you should
hear ne dial clicks in the receiver and the finger
bells should not tep. Finally you should carry on
a conversation with whoever answers the tele-
phone, notieg how well both voices are heard
during a normal corversition. Also you shohld
blow gently into the hadsmitter during the con-
versation and note- whether any scratching or siz-
/ling noises are heard. While the conversation is
still, in progress, shake, twist, and stretch the
hatidset and mounting cords to see if any scratch-
ing° or siz.zling aoises art heard. Noises indicate
that these cords are in poor condition. If the
above testilare unsatisfactory, the ,telephone
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should be either repaired or replaced, depend-
ing on the moire of tOe trouble. If all of the
tests are satisfactory, you should then proceed
with the signaling tests.

19-6: To perform the signalidg test you should
dial the ring-haft.nuVer (if the central office is
so equipped); fotherwa, call the wire chief or

C. Next, witli the handitit off its cradle, op-
'trate the subset dial whire listening tor both re-
ceivers. If you kehr dial tone in the receiver df
the teit tetwand \also hear it between digits in
the receiver of the subset, you have a "Can*s
break dial tone (CBD) condition." This further
indicates that the trouble is in the dialing circuit.

operator and have him ring the telephone rnder Also, if you hear nothing in the receiver' o.f the
test while you o serve the operation of the ringer at telephone set after the dialing is stuted and .you
or_bells. The be1 should ring clearly and at the
proper volume. Also, while the signaling test is

made, move the.volurne control' (loudness
control lever) from the highest position to the
lowest position and note whether the volume
change is appropriate.

19-7. Localizing trouble. If'the teltphone set-
does not operhte properly during the above tets,
it may be best in some cases to install anotiaer
set and take the old one to the shop for addi-
tional inspections and tests. But, if yolt,. have
plenty of time and it is not too urgent iffit ser-
vice be established immediate*, it may be easier,
to localize the trouble while the set is still in-
stalle0. At least by,using the telephbne test set,
you should be able to localize the trouble to one
or'the fi;ie basic circuits of the tzlephone, set.
These basic circuits. as shown in the troUbie-
shooting sections of...Technical Order 31W1-1,.
:81. Telephone .etrand Associated ;Apparatus,
are: the itinging, talking, 'receiving, dialing, and
the short-on-line. circuits. You should isolate thc
trouble to one of these circuits in order ki use
the troubleshooting chars"( To do .this with a
,telephone test set. you Must openAhe telephone
and connect the clips of the hand test set. with
the switch in' MON ( Monitor) position, across
the telephone line at the subset terminals. This
places the test set in a position that allows 'you
to nionitor the operation lf the subset during a
iest.situation.

>7, 19-8. With the harld :est set Connected across
the line terminals as expi.ineci above, the trouble

19-10. TelephotV Intpeetion. When a tele-
symptdms and circuit at .fault can.be determined .

as follows:
phone has been brotight -into the shop for repair.

.74- it should'be thoroughly kispected before anya. Remove tli; tiandset from its cradle on the
telephone subset and then lister4 to the receivers
of both the tflephone and the hand test set. If
nothing is heard in-v.ither reoeiver.-the symptom
ys said to be a -110L dial tone (NDT) situation."
On troubleshoOting eharts. this indicates Aubk.

in the short-on-line circuitwhich could be either
a Short or an open in the line circuit through the
telephone.

h. With ale handset still off its cradle while
you are listenkng to both receivers. hearing dial
:one in the receiver of the test set and nothing in'
the receiyet of the telephone indicates a "Cannot
hear (CH) situation." This further indicatei that
the trouble is fn the receiving circint-

hear hesitant or 'distorted dial pulses, in*the re-
ceiver of the test set, it indicates adeCannot dial
(CD) condition." This also indicates trouble in
the dialing circuit.'

illoNext, with the handset on its cradle and a
*ging eonditbn on the line:if you hear the
ringing generator in the receiver of the test set
and there is no ridging of the telephone, it ind
cates a "Bell doel not ring (BDR) condition."
This indicates trouble in the ringing circuit.

e. Fipally, if you hear nothing in either re-
coiver when someone is talking into the trans-
mitter with the handset off its cradle. it ifidicates
a "Cannot be heard (CBH) situation.44This lot
calizes the trouble as being in the talking cirpuit.

19-9. lf the trouble is isolated to one of the
five circuits during the tests, you can ,perhaps
pinpoint the trouble within that circuit by study-
ing the schematic diagram for the telephone and
civult; Many of these diagrams are.contained

tezhnicaUrder referred to previously. In any
event-you -vMiz,ave to ,use the diagrams to tracesP
and test tikg telephone circuits and components if. .
the subset is taken to the shop for repair4.Rir
the purpose of this text. lOt's assume that the ssub-
set must be-replaced andlthat we are going to re-
pair the old one in the shop. This .brings us to

et and of testing its
this assumption
of a telephone

09itents arLd cir-

the job of inspecting the s
components and circuits.
let's first c&tsider the inspAtio
and then the testing of its co
Cults.

repair work is begun. Of 'coursg. in, some cases
.the ipspection may INF performed at the sub-
scriber's residence, but in 'The majority of cases

'41:len a trouble has b eiz isolated to 'the tele-
prione. it is best to rep] Ce the-unit and bring the
old'orT, in for inspéc on and repair. The com-
plete inspection' of etelephop is accomplished by
examinineali of its major components very thor-
oughly. To do this. let's start with the telephone
hatidset.

19-11. Handset inspection. o inspect the en-
tire handset.
tiansmitter units. First remove the transmitter and

-receivar caps' by turning them in a counterciock:

must remove the receiver and
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81"
wise direction. Winn hand pressure is insuffi-
cldnt to unscrew the caps, a tool is provided
for use with the Frtype handset. This tool is
normally nat used 01% the later model (G-tyPe)
handsets. When this tool is not available, or the;

. handset i a model on which the tool cannot be
uSed. the .application of a few layecs of fric-
tion tape around the cap will-give a better grip'
for hand removal. After the caps are unscrewed.
remove 'the transmitter and receiver units and
perform the following inspections.

a. Inspect the ps and handset case fo chips.
cracks, damaged ends, and distorted c ntacts.

. If any of these arts are.damaged, .repla them
as needed.

b. Inspect the transmitter unit to see if it is
bent or distorteclor if the diaphragm is plinctured,
dirty or wet. 1: the unit }is defective in any way,
replack%it.

e. Inspect she receiver unit for dents, dust:
and moisture. Clean and test the unit when re-
quired. If defective. replace the unit.

d. Examine the bandset cord and wiring for
fra>ed insulation near its Connections, and check
connections for, cood condition and tiehtness.

19-12. Ringer nspecticn. To inspect the driver
or of the internal parts of ,the subset, you
must remove the telephone housing. After the
.housine has been removed, inspect the ringer
as ..foLlows:

. Examine , the .ringer assembly for secure
mounting. make sure that the gongs are not loOse;
and ee 'that the loudness control lever can be
mo% ed. I reely.

1.7. Inspect the ringer coils for nicks. dents/and
loo e connections. Test the .ringer coils as de-
cribed in the section on testing.

c. Examine, the biasing spring; if it is broken
or lacks ension, the ringer assembly must be
rzplazed.

19-13. ilook.switch in3pectibn. In general the
hookswitch- may ,be inspeeted in the following
manner.

a. Inspect springs for bent or rusty condition
and tor pitted contacts. Make sure that the con-
t.:as make and break properly.

h. Test tor free leiier actioh. If the mechanism
s.queaks or binds, it is defective.

hen the spring pileup is defective, it may
he replaced on sorne telephone sets, but on
others the entire 'set must be replaced. Check
with your, source of supply and read pertinent
technical orders to determine which parts are
available for replacement.

19-14. Induction coil inspection. When the
telephone set has an induction' coil that is not
part of 'a .rtetwor k. it may be inspected in the
following manner:

a. Inspect the induction coil for secure mount-
ing arid make sure that all ef the wiriag co*ee7
lions are tight and fti` good 'condition.

b. Inspect the windings for nicks, dents, and
breaks. Replace die coil assembly if it is dam-
aged.

c. If the coil a pears tti be in good condition.
test.the resistanee of the windings as explained in
the tests section.

,

19-15. Network. inspection.' If the subset is
equipped .;vitli a network assembly, the network
may be inspected as follows:

a. Inspect the assembly for dents,. chips, and
broken terminals. Examine all wire conneetions
and tighten loOse terminals.

b. If there is any doubt about the netwOrk,
test its windings as explained in the ta,est Section.

19-16:JHousing inspection." Ins p c hous-

Check the padded feet on tile b e to insurtthat
ing for cracked, chipped, or discol ed condition.

-4 they will not damage or' mar disk finish.
19-17. Dial inspection. The telephone dial

should be inspected in the following manner.
a. Examine the dial for secure mounting 'and

tighten an,y loose screws.
b. Inspect cite finger stop, and finger. wheel for

loose or bent condition and examine the number 't
card for cleanliness, tears, and legibility. Replace
any damaged parts by fogwing the instruc-
tions in the pertinept tedfriical older.

r. Insure that all Ivire canections are tight. \
and test the dial for proper operation. including
the testing for proper dial speed: This- must e.'
done by following the instructions for the dial test
equipment used in yOur organization. . -

:
19-18. Cord insPection. Inspect the handset.

and mounting cords for cut or fraed insulation
and for poor connections or loose cord stays.
Furthermore, the cords should be tested for con-
tinuity. as we will explain later in circuit testing.

19-19. C9paitdr inspection. When the tele-
phone' uses capcitors that are -not contained in
a network, they should be inspecte4 in the fol-
lowing manner.

a. Inspect the capacitor case for any dents,.
cracks, or leaking fluid.' If it i.s damned in any
way, the capacitor must be replaced. ,.

1). Examine and tighten wire connections as
necessaiy. t, ..,

c. Test the capacitor if a capacitor test SCE U
aVaiiable.

19,2b. Testing Telephone Components. Befove
testing a component. you muit inspect A to mate
sure that- it has no b4ken leads or dirty. cor-
roded terminals that will ,interfere with the tests.
Also. you'npst study th'e schematic diagram of
the circuit to set if any of the connected Iezca
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will affect the test. If the apparatus connected
to a component interfeses with the teses, discon-
nect the whinge Tbseleitte twit*: itt 'the fole
lowing theii1;-
timeter with its,FUNCTION -Switch ill position
for measuring 'risistance. Of donne you must
reit:ember *at tht scale to _be used (RXI,
RXIO, etc.) depends upon the' amount of resist-
ance to be measured. In any event the.reading
will normally be more accurate when a scale es
used that causes the meter to reed in the lower
half of the 'ecale,during the measurement. Now
consider the testing of some telephone compo-
nents.

19-21, Induction cod. To test the induction
coil, you must measure the resistance of caeh
winding. Whin you test the windings of4V61A
indtiction coil, if the value; vary more 10
percent froin the amottats specified, the cot is
defective. .The values s'Aecified for the windings
of the It/IA inductiod coil are as follows: the
resistente value of the primary winding is 22
ohmse the value given for the secondary winding
is 1e ohms; and that for the tertiart wiiding is
75 ohms.

19-22. Network. The 4258 network is used
with the 500-type telephone ai well as with
many other telaphones. To testathe resistance in
the components of this network, you must
three measurements as follows: (1) the r
ance measured between network terminals R and
RR should read 135 ohms; (2) the resistance
measured between terminals R and ON should
be 03 ohms; and (3) the resistance between ter-
minals B and C should be 39 ohms. Remember
thatittecause this network also contains capacitors.
it may still be defective even when the resistance'
values are satisfactory.

1943. Rinfers. Test the ringer windings by
measuring the resistance of each coil. If any
value varies titre than -10 pircent from, that
tpecified. the coil is. defective. Since there are
many' types of ringers and bells "used, you mu.sr
look up the values specified for the ringer being
tested. It is always a good practiceeto look up the
resistande value* for any unit being tested. Don't
try to remember sbecifications.

19-24. Receiver. The resistance of a recetv.
ing unit seould not vary more than 10 percent
from that listed for the specific yet. ,Agaios al-

- ways look up the specifications for the unit being
measured. The values for the 1.11 and HAI re-
ceivers are as follows:, the U I receiver fused in
the G-type handset) should have a resistance of
about 12.5 ohms 'he'd the receiver (used
io the F-type handset) should have a resistance
of about 24.5 nhms.

19-25. Transmitter. Since the resistance of a
ea ,

transmitter is viteiable, testing it with an' ohna-
Meter is not very reliable. ft you have miens to
believe thei the qumitter is defeetive* replace

ail I tiffittiodit With -eitie-Tthier ie "kneWn
to be good and continue with the troubleshooting
procedures.

19-26. Dial. The dial. ef Course, does not141

have specified resistance ehlues, but you can
check the operation of its iontacts by using either

; the tele*one test set or the multimeter. By
conaecting across the dial contacts, you can check
them for continuity when they are .Closed and for
breaking the circuit when they en (Wen.

19-27. Capacitors. When a regular condenser
iester is not avhilable. a ringing or talking capac-
dor can be checked with an ohmmeter in the
'followingtanner. sesee'

a. Disconnect the calSacitor leads from their
terminals.

b. With the ohmmeter set oi its high-resistance
scale, connect its- leads acrioss the terminals to
charge the capacitor.

c. Reverse the leads eed touch the capacitor
terminals; the ohmmeter should show a momen-
tary ,defletion (kick) as the capacitor discharees
and then recharges in the opposite direction.

6 d. Reverse the leads (back to the first posi-
tion) and again touch them to the capacitor ter-
minals. The ohmmeter should again show a mo-
mentary deflection as the capacitor discharges.

e. If the capacitor will not load up and dist
chap in both directions (as indicated by de-
flections on theoeter). replace the capacitor with
one that is known to be in good condition.

19-28. This completes our discussion on the
testing of telephone components. We will next
consider the princjples involved in testing tele-
phone circuits. We will use some representative
circuits to show the use of a telephone test re-
ceiver or click set.- Before we discuss these tests.
however. we 'wish to point out that the same type
of .continuity 'tests may be peKformed on any
telephone &mit simply, by using the wiring dia-
gram (for the sepecific telephone) to trace out the
circuit and establish the test points. Also.-similar
continuity tests can be, performed by using either
the telephone teit Act or the multimeter.

19-29. Testing' the Transmitter Circuit. To
cover the genera: principles of telephone circuit
testing'. we Will explain a continuity check of an
example-telephone transmitter circuit in the fol-
lowing paraeraphs. With this telephone, if it can
neither transmit nor receive, you must check the
transmitter circuit before you check the receiver
-eireeie %et studying the transmitter circuit, refer
to ,rhe simplified diagram shown in figure 44,
-Notc that the 'RED lead ha% bAn disconnected
iroin Lhe R terminal of the induction coil and that

-4
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Figure 44. Transrisitter test.

a test receiver and battery are conflicted to
the RED lead. -This point of connection is-iden-
tified with the letter A ithe illustration, and it is
one of the test points ii.sx1 ir. ral of the trans-
mitter tests. The other ?,e :;;:al is extended to
points B, C, 13 3d E as the tests are made.
Before we cor.s.der the tranyiri4trr tests any
further, let us 'examine the cirmilt components he-
m, ta points A and B in figure 44. You can see
that a RED lead extends from test point A to
the RED terminal (3.1 the handset. Also note
that a black (BIS) lead extends from -test point
B to the r.ILK terminal on the handset.

19-30. Although it is not shown as such in
figure 44. we assume that the telephone trans-
mitter is connected between tonninals BLK and
RED in the handset. The transmitter, as you may
recall, makes contact with th6e terminalt
theough spring contacts in the handset. With the
transmitter in place irff the han4set, the circuit
should be complete front test point A to point
B. To test this circuit, connect the test receiver
from point A to B and then blow or talk in the
handset transmitter as you listen to the test IT-
ceiver. If the sound comes through the test re-
ceiver satisfactorily, the circuit from point A to
point B is all tight. However, if the sound does
not come througji the test gceiver, the transmit-
ter or one of, the connecting leads (REM and
BLK) Is defective. this is the case, test
the Aransmitter and lead separately to de-
termine jhich is at

19,p41. When shasin that- the circuit

TO ALPHABETICAL
TEST POINTS

Par

from tin point A to trit point B is functional*
properly,, the transmitta and its leads are not at- -AN- -
fault. To perform the next test, then, move one
test lead frrom test point B to test point C. This
connects the test receiver from point A to point
C and allows us to test for continuity through the
dial pulsing contacts between points B and C by
blowing or talking in the transmitter. If this tesr
is satisfactory, move the test lead to point D to
test the continuity of the hookswitch contacts be-
tween points C and I). If the hookswitch contacts
are satisfactory, move the test lead to .poiat E
to test the yellow lead which extends front thc
hookswitch to the induction coil. If these testi
prove to be satisfactory, you can assume that the
transmitter Circuit is functioning properly. The
next test then is that of the receiving circuit.

19-32. _Testing the Receiver Circuit. The re-k
ceiver circuit tests art illustrated in figure 45.
When you check this circuit, you determine the
test results by clicks heard the teleithone, re-
ceiver only. You shou1d441- no attention to the
clicks heard in the test receiver. Furthermore,
these receiver tests ay: performed only after you
know the phone transmits. Again the° A posi-
tion 'is the test set's' !did at the discoonected
wire of the R terminal, but the 13, C,`D, and E
posittons are ttot the same as those used for test- '16

ing the transminer circuit.
19-33. Before we discuss the receiver tests.

examint tile circuit between points A and B in
, figure 45. You can see that a RED le:id extends
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front point A cto the terminal RED on the fiand-*
set:Also, note thavonductors exteng4rough
the.thindlacceinest-the.-Wliand. .4):446 =Zan&
tO two receiver terminals at the oppo e end of
the -handset. .Although it is not. show'n in the il-
lustration, the receiver unit (when in place in
tle hindseti compfetes'.the circuit between these
two terminals. Thus, when the receiving unit. is

the circuit should becom-in pkace in the h
pleted from point o point B via. the RED and
W HITE , leads the handiet redeiver.
circuit ,is dition.., tweeting the tAt
reads front point A,- to point B. uses a click in
the handset receiVer. If a click is- not heard
"then thit test is'made. it indicates that. the cir-
cuit between points A and B le at fault. When
this is the cage, you must vst_..t,he leads and the
receiver indjvidually to locatethe 'faulty unit.

19-34. When the test indicfes that the circuit
is in good condition between points A and B,
move the,test connection from point B to point

r C. ThiS extends tbelvtest lrough the dial and
hookswitc4,contaqi. shown between Nints B and
C in figur4 45. Itf,r6u hear a cii_ck in Ke handset
receiver during thisi test, the circuit is in good
condition from point A tff point C. However, if
this test does not prduce a click in the re-
ceiver. the circuit berècn points-B tpd C is at
fault. (This is assumin of course,.that the pre-
ios test showed the circuit from point A to
point B to pe in satisfactory condi6-on.) To con-
tinue the test..inove the lead to point D, thus

I' .I...
.4.

testing the green lead and induction coil winding
between poiets C and, D. If this is satisfactory;

thenot4ICI,. Point: UO:UU .the le4ds 04 ,.
.

capacitor EietWeen pornts-D and E. Once' an;
when a test indicates that the circuit is faulty be-
tweeir two test wind, then tai componentsThe- .

tween these two test' poinesiknust, be tested 4n-
ciividually to locatethe faulty unit..

19-35. Dial Troubles ' ' ' Adjustrisents. Before
we discuss the troubles an adjuitmerit of dials-. ':
let's review the actions of the dial and their ef-,
fects on the telep,ione circuit. You can see in.
the circui of figures !Wand. 44 that the receiver ...
and transmitter 'circuits ar.Wired in series.to the
hookswitch and the dial pulsing springs (spring
contacts between Points B ankC in figure.44).
These pulsini springs are normally closed. TbeY
open only while the dial is returning to normal
after a number has teen dialed. They ern and
close during this periOd the .same n of times
as thedigit dialed. For example, i the number
dialed is 6. these pulsing springs and close
6 times in order that 6 electrical impulsevmay be
transmitted to the central offile. Te keep these
pulses from -being heard in th4' receiver as clicks.
the receiver'is madein9perafive difring thetlialing
period by the dial shunting stSrings; which either
open the ieceiver circuit or short it out, depend-
ing on the tFpe of,clial used. Furthermore, some
dials havi-additianal shunting springs to increase
the strength of the electrical impulses. Their ac-
tion. decreases the resi4tance of the telephone by

9.27

L2 LI
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Figure :45. Reveiver
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shortiag out either the, transmilier oripthe trans-
mitter and a portion d,f, the induction co4-while
the dial is 'not in the ,norinal rest -position.'

19-36. Dial speed is an important factor in the
operation of the telephone system. If dial spend
is improperly adjated,' the subscriber will set
wrong numbers om cosoict dialing procedure.
With most systems.Thei proper speed is .10' pulses
per second, though it cad. vary slightly and' still
be effective. The speed is most accurately
checked with a dial speed .tester. There are var-
ious types of dial speed testers on. the market.
Each rester should be esed in. acooniance With
the iestructions furnished:Sy its manufacturer. If
no test set is available, the speed may be tested
( as Mentioned before) by stating_in an Ordinary
conversational way the words "oee thousand-21#
one" while 'letting, the dial return to its .normal
position from 0 position of the finger plate. Since
it takes approximately 1 setond to say this,phrase,
the dial shool4 stop just as the word "one" at
the end of the phrase is spoken.

19-37. The looatiOn of dial troubles is com-
paratively simple bus varies witb Afferent types
of dials. Generally, when looking for Cal.-Faults.
you check the cleanliness and condition"of the,
spring contacts. see that the moving Ports operate
properly. and check all wires attached to the dial
to make sure that they are tight and not shorting
out.

19-38. The dial should require no lubrication
for several years. However, under extremely dry
circumstances or dusty conditions the bearing sur-
faces may. need lubrication in order to continue
tkir 5moot1i mechanical performance. If it be-
comes necessary to lubricate the dial, use an ap-
proved dial lubricant only. Also, wii5e the exctiSI
oil from all dial surfaces, as the oil tends to
2zosilectdirt. Furthertriore. keep ail away from the
ine.rnal parts of the governor drum. One fiaal
statement about the dialit is probably the best
policy to_ replace the dial assembly wheaever it
raetfunctions. Of course, if a replaCement unit is
riot avtiable. it will then be necessary to correct
:he trouble to the best of your ability.

1,9-39. Hooluwitch Maintenance. The' hook-
switch used with the modern subset is illastratea
in 1",hapter1 2 along with the 500-type tele-
phone. This switch is semipermanently mounted
on the teleeihooe base with, rivets. The contacts
are 'protected eth a plastic cover that is, easily
removed, 'when necessary. 'Normally no* adjust-
ment or attention- other than cleaning is ever
teeded on this switch. With other tyPes of h°Oic-,witchec. however. you may have to adiust the. s
contadts or even jeplace the switch assembly.

19-40. To maintain' or check out the hook-
switch on any telephone, you must first under-
stand the operativin of)ts contacts. In many cases

.4
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you must figitre out the various contact positions
by looking. ni the wiring_ .diagrutrinc...thi...telat 2
pholie concerned. All telephones, 'however, hiwi -11
certain similarities in the operation RE iheir hosik- :.
switches. One operutiort commie to all tele )
phones is 'that when. the handset is placed on its '1
cradle, the- hookswitch contacts must diaconnect,
the telephone circuitli (except Or the ringer)
from the telephone line. Also, When thi handset
is removed from id ecradle,.these cdatkets must
cannect the telephone circuitry to the line. In
addition to the: line contacts on the hookswitcb:
there are other contacts that funOion in Yarbouls
ways. For example, there are contacts an some
hookswitches that disconnect tha. ringer Om the
line whof th; handset is removed from its cradle
and reconnect it when tlfh handkt is repluid on
its credle. Also, the receivei circuit is disabled on
some telephones when the handset is place,d on-
the cradle, and it is reestablished wlfen the hand-
set is remqved front the cradle. i:

19-4r. When tests indicate that die htiokswitch
is not funetioning.#operly it is, usially best to
replaée the assembly, if ik replacealfie.' When
the hookswitch is not replitceahle. the subset

,must be replaced when i'..ie malfunction cannot be
Norrected. In some cases, howeve especially
when ilte operating yarts ari bindin it ma, be
possible% free 'the raechanisth by a s all amoutit
of lubrication. If you try this, ',however, be sure'
to keep the' lubricant off the hookswitch -contacts.

19-42. Riugtr Maintenancp. The ringer in the-
comnion-battery telephone '-(e*r- dial or ma:
ual) is connected through a capacitor which
blok.s- the direat current and, passes the ringing
taxent. It is necessary to Blot* the DC..., other-
wise-there would _tic a permanent signal on the
switehboard at the common-battery central office.

.
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Normally this capacitor gives very little trouble. &.

1943. Oniberinger assembly. one of the two:
aorigs is movahle and the other is fixed. The
vibration frequcncfbf the two gongs iliffers to
provide a combined tffect more pleasing to the-
ear. and to allqw for changing the output ,for
people whose hearing is impaired in the higher '
frequency ran'ge. Up to the point of ringer'hOrnz.
out. the ringer will not suffer demagnetiaatioá
from line surges due to lightning .or accidental
contact with powerlInes. The iager coil. eh.O.
core. and zongs are the only pals of the ringer .

'that may be replaced at any maintenance lesx1.
qi? not remove the finger hoivemer. unless
facilities are available to remagnetize the,perma-
tient magnet. When the ringer magnet loses its
'magnetism. the bell will,aot ring until the- magnei
is recharged. Replace the entire finer as a unit
whenever you fmd isIdefective.

19-44, Netwerk .-tssembly. As ,we explained
previously, most of the modern telephones are

104 I
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eqUipped witk a network assembly. Included
**hi:4434 lasembly ate theAranafonueritiadua.
tion coil), capacitors, resistors* and viristom A
terminael board, which forms- a cover for the
network luembly, contains the terminal siuzys
for connecting the internal wiring and mounting
cord.

e 19-45. The network comPonents are' not ac-
cessible for inspection or Maintenance. The& C2i-

acitois used in this assembly are self-healing in
of failure caused by high voltage surges.

VVhen a network element is defective, you must
replace the entire assembly.

19-46. Trammitrer and Receiver Maintenance.
We have discussed the testini of transmitting
and recelying circuits. Wben such tests show that
either one of these units is defective, it is best
to replace the defective item with a new or re-
claimed tinit.

19-47. lastnsaust Cords. The tips of the 'cords
and the conductors near the- tips usually suffer
the greatest damage frit= normal. wear 'and from
rough and carelesk handling. For this reason, they

LII 11.411.AL.C1S1415121110
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-require regular and close inspections. When the
=atom ita zips -are tclefecOye,- replate the ard
assembly.

1.6i48. Toed-Tone c,tpalpateat. Those keyset
components ;vhich compare to the regular tele-
phone are inspected, tested- and repaired in the
same .mantier as we described' in the previous
pages. To illuitrate, you inspect the handset for
chips and damaged threads, the transmitter and .
receivei for dirt, and 'damage. the hooksw40a
for free lever aition, and pitted contact.%
lu this subset you must also inspect the aa
pushbuttiint for free moveinent. Do not astrApt
to repair the electronic units at the station; install
another telephone set' and take the suspected set .1
to the shop for maintenance.

19-49. Success in .your career field will re-
quire effective maintenance of the telephone sta- I
don equipment. To insure that you understand
the information about this equipment whic4 we
haVe presented, you should promptly complete
the chapter review exercisa in the workbook.

1 **)
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1S AN. INSTAL314-ItgPAIRiotAN. you ,'are responsible ior installing Ind
maintaining the telephone station apparatus 'used by *the Air eorce. By
completing Volumes I Und 12 of thi toune, you have learned aboul teleilhone

principles ind telephone instruments (subsets). Verf4 little has been said. however.
about connecting the telephone to a cable or line, or.;about the installaticin of sta-
tion wiring and apparatus.

.
Tbis text (Volbme 3) introduces yoti Lo. telephone installation 'and' presents in-

formation on the materials and attachments used in connecting telephones and sta.
lion .apparatus. Also, to cover the principles of installation. somrprecedurni steps
are.given.alt is pointed out. however, that these steps ar.e used ant:I./a:as a means of
presenting principles. To install telephone equipment..you nulst follow the apprerd
procedUral steps which are used by your organizatiân.

Some Of the materials illustrated in this volume are perhapi not used in kinking
new inStallations. However, in the performance of maintenance and rip,ir an
exitting installations, it it quite likely that you will become involved with such
items. For this reason and because you are a repairman as well as an installer: it
is believed that you should be familiar with materiali which are still in use at many
Air Force bases.

In addition to the information on telephone installation, this volume explains'
the methods .used in locating troubles in telephone instillations and telephone cir-
cuits. In doing this, it explains the troubleshooting and testing methods which
arc used by the installer-repairman.

Contents
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1 STATION PLANNING (NO INSTALLATION WORE Pucrias 1

2 Tiammu. TO TELEPHONE WIRING 20

3 STATION TisSEINATION AND TESTING . 49
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5 STATION TROUBLE ISOLATION 70
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'Station PILE,anning find ihstaliatier Woik Practices
.4

el NE OF THE chief rapoasOilities of an In-
N-or ,staller-repainstan is tim installation of tele-

pis= subsea .To become FoficieAt in this arm,
you mint firm amp& the basic bowie* needed
fai-joatalletimi week and yen mist, ornate teig
phone Installation to develop the necessary skills,

2. For the purpose of description and discus-
sion, we can divide telephone installation werk
into several steps: camidelnstallation,
don of prmectee, inside wire run. iestellatica of
instrununt and connictkm At the terminal,: AI-
thosigh all steps will be considered in this voipme,
Chaptc I pawns' only the basic knowledge
which is pertinent to Onion planning and in,.
stallation. wort practices. To present this Ma--
wrist, the 'chapter has been divided into the fel-- ,

low* sections: (1) definition, FA description of
a 'typical' telephone station; (2). installation
ning; (3) tools and work practices; (4) soldering
and splicing; nil (5) Pole climbing equiprent
and PrinFildes.

1. Definition d Deseriiitice of a TYPkal
Telephone %Mime
1-1`. The installee-re'piirtean must have a

thorough kawiledge of telephone .or substation
installation. To full; understand the bleme of
subitation instellatkm you must first which -
components of Ihe telephone system arc cons*
mod nbstation. ,

, 1-2. Telephesn System.. As e you can see in'
figure 1.the sulnation includes that portion of
the telephone system whiogi extends from-the tele-
phone lbs dqwn to and including the iiser's tele-
phone Mt Atoshoein IL this illustratirm., the.
telephone system consists of cents* Office arm
a' lieo MIL and se substation VOL One end.of
the line erie terminates at.* centrk Of* anti ,
the Other end tannings* it a tenning-can or box
*deb is located mar. the' Wilding, and housing
srea on the .bess..

. 1-3, For overhead lines and ?shies, the ter-
minekaLis noimally bacated, on a pole. adjacent
10 the budding& When underpound cable is

, 4

used:the terminal-can may be lowed on a ped,.-
estali.only a few feet above .gniund or on a "pole
in' tiO -Tea, In..any caw the instalkn-copeirmen
is, rest AA* for installatkor and maintenance of.
the telephone station all the.,way item the ter-
*minal-can down to and including the:user's tale-
phone. -

1-4. Subst;tiOn Ares. Since we have discuued
telephoip. system areas in general; let us *now
consider * ,substation area in more detail-
By referring to, figure 2, you can seethe outside
portioe of a substatioui. The, *op wire which

,eitends from thn can on 'the terminal pole to the
'bracket on thè ! corner of the build* is called
the *drop-. The wiring 'which extends from the
bracket on- the corner of -the building to 4he pro-
tector is-called theArop wire run on the building.
The entire length' of wire. from the terminal pole
to the protector is 'the drop wire rim.

1.-5. The protector with its ground wire, also
shown in figure 2, is a lightning arrester which.
protects the installation from the high voltages and
currents' `asso,ted with lightning, crosses with
power lines, anckother conditions. Some of these
protectors are equippnd with 'Nies which bumbut
frOm excess current. Others 'May ,be equipped
with carbon blocks which shunt .tlie high voltages
to grotmd. The ground wire serves as a ground
for the 'protector And also as a ground for the am,

telephone ciriuits on some systems. The wiring' ir

LINE AREA SU BASI;TtAriCN
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Figure 2_ Outside portion of substation.

which leads into the building from the protector
is normally referred to as.inside wiring. This- in-
side wiring may extend", for a considerable dis-
tance inside of the building or it may only extend
through the wail, as shown in figure 3. In any

"
Figure 3. Inside porton of substation.

event. it is normally terminated at a connectini
block which permits' connection to the telephone
cord. in Ngure 3 the 'connecting block is shown
just inside the wall from the protector, and the
telephone cord is shown connected' to the block.

2. Installation 'Planning
2-1. As an installer-repairman, you should

plan the installatiOn of substations very carefully.
A great deal ot confusion, many headaches, and
much expense may be avoided by following a
planned procedure in doing your work. Planning
may be defined As the act of prearranging de-
tails. Good planning results when such factors
a:, job quality, time, and expense are considered.
Determining in advance the steps required for
iblving a particular problem or doing a job is not
a difficult undertaking. The trouble we get info
is generally caused by no plans or incbmplete
plans. Alt plans have some merit.

2-2. Your first step in planning for an instal-
lation is to get the information which is on the
Local Communications Service Order. From the
service order, you cap obtain such informatkm as
the type ofservice requested, the location of the
installation, and the nuan4ber of the pair which
has been assigned for the installation. After this
infarmation has been obtained, the, assigned pair
or circuit should be 'tested with the test board.
You should go out and talk with the subscriber
to determine the desired- location of the subset
and if there tare any unusital activities that wouid

2
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LOCATION OF FIRST

&PUNK ATTACIMENT

PREFERAILE

DROP WIRE RUN

UNDESIRABLE

DROP WIRE RUN

AERIAL CABLE

POLE

Figure 4. Avoiding tree by selection of building
attachment

affect the installation. It is also important to look
for conditions that may affeit die completed in-
stallation at a later date, such as the use of
cranes or booms within the area, planned build-
ing expansion, and temporaxy buildings or par-
titions.

2-3. Afton obtaining the basic information,
you are ready to plan the taut= for the outside
and inside wire tuns and the approximate loca-
tion of the building entrance holt. To be effec-
tive, your plan must take into consideraticn such

AvoN SPAN

CLAMP\

ADJACENT

BUILDING

POLE

Figure 5. Avoiding tree by use of span clamp.

factors -115 wire clearances, protection require-
ments, and-the equipment and matesials needed.

Wits -Clammesicti, *ming the tele-
phone you must consider wire clear-
ances. CI pecifications for, outside wire

Arum con:.s4 of .the 'distance ber*en the
pound level and lowest point in the wire
span, and the separation between the telephoee
wiring and &sitting objects gr. other setvices.

wim runs also require' specific separation
from foreign obstacles unless certain inecitanical
protection is used. The Aix Force has accepted
the . various wire clearance specifications estab-
lished by the National Electric Code. You must
comply with them to`insure srle, trouble-ftee in-
staflations...11.equired clearances that affect an
installation are contained in Air Force publica-
tions., Consult these publications Fhenever *
clearance specification is required.

2-5. :The outside installation. which' normally
includes the drop wire and the necessary attach-
ment hardware, must combine a good aPPear-
ance with safety; that is, the histallation must not
endanger people or property. Safety is of prime
importance when placing drop wire near other
wires or points from which the clearance is speci-
fled.

2-6. In planning the drop wire run, you must
consider its- appearance and decide whether or
aot the installation might cause accidents. For
example, the drop should, not run over areas
where future building work is expected, and it
should be kept away from window fronts. If the
wire will pass too close to existing objects or
through tree branches. plan a route for the wire
which will provide the proper clearance. This

may be done as illustrated in figures 4, 5, and 6.

Figure 6.. Avoiding tree by use of additional anaonment.
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100 ,2-7. In figure 4, a tree has been -avoided hy
the' location selected for the first building at-
=Wont ttsure 1,-+ tree: bAlteen avoided,
by attaching the'drop to an adjacent building.
Furthermore, in figtire 6, a tree has heen avoided
by using a span clamp to attach the drop wire to
the aerial cable. In *inning an installation

. many features, such as those illusulated in figures
4,. 5. and 6, can be fisetbto provide tbe proper

- wire cleartnee.
2-8. When the drop wire must pass tinder the

sloping part of a roof, plan on placing the first
attachment (the first fastening of the wire to the
.bnilding) as near the eaves as possible. Also
Make sure that this attachment will avoid making
a swinging contact between the telephone wire
'and any electrical service or radio wiring. The
appeirincie of the Irop wire on the building and
the requirement for saving material dictate thatl
the wire run should be made according to stand-
ard prictices..

2-9. Prato:dolt Requirements. The protec on
requirements for a station must also be consideked
when planning its installation. The station p
tector shields the station apparatus (telephone
sets and auxiliary equipment) against abnormal
surges. of current and voltages from power lines
and lightning. Long aerial telephone circuits are
particularly subject to these 'abnormal surges. If
protectors are not used on exposed telephone cir-
cuits, the equipment may he damaged and per-

GROUND POST

FUSE

HOLDER FOR
PROTECTOR BLOCKS

BINDING POSTS

Figure 7. "nipical stitiororotecror, fused

MOLDERS FOR
PftOTICTOR BLOCKS

amouria POST

BINDING POST,S

\ nitre 8- Typical &ides stance protector.

sons using the equipMent may be it:hired. Under:.
ground cables which have no connection to aerial
wiring are so well shielded that lightning has prac-
tically no effect on them.

2-10. When planning the protection require-
runts, the following rule may be used in de-
termining the need for protectors. A station
protector must be installed at all aerial drop arid
block wire installations unless the following con-
ditions apply:

The service order specifies that a station pro-
tector is not required.
No exposure will be introduced hy the drop
or block wire installation.

Non: A drop or block wire is -Considered to
be exposed under the following conditions: (1)
when the wire or parallels below power
lines operating at 3** or more volts, (2) when
the wire bridges or connects to an open wire cir-
cuit, and (3) when the wireWdges or connects
to an exposed Cable.

2-11. All telephone circuits involving aerial
cable or open wire ar-/generalry classified as ex-
posed. Therefore, as4 general rule, Protectors
are used with all instal*Oons connected to aerial
plant facilities.

;42. There are two general types of _station
piotectors; fused and fuseless. The fuses in the
fused protector operate from encessive discharge-
'current; they, disconnect the station equiment
from the line. The fuseless protector circuit has
powF contacts that are maintained long enough

cause either the protective devices to remove-
the equipment tom the line or the drop wire or
terminal cable to fail before the station is dam-
aged. The design of each type varies 'slightly, de-
pending upon the manufactitrer. The fused type.

A
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Figure 9. Parallel drop wire, jacketed

shown in figure 7, is generally -..sed in conjunc-
tion with aerial drop and block wire runs.. The
fuseless type protector, ,aowii in figure 8, may be
used only at stations served directly from
grounded sheath cable. Both types of-protectors
have carbon blocks separated by a slight airgap.
One side of the airgap is connected to the drop
wire circuit and the other side is connected to
ground,. Excessive'voltages, such as those caused
by lightning, jump across this airgap tee ground,
limiting -the peak voltage applied to the station
equipment and wiring.

2-13. Material Requirements for Outside Wire
Rms. aen planning an installation, you must
also consider the material requirements for the
job. You must make sure that your plan includes
the proper tools, wire, building attachments. and

qtJEIBER NSULATION

CROSS SECTION

TRACER RIDGE

CONDUCTOR

NEOPRENE JACI(ET

SIDE VIEW

Figure Ia. Parallel drop wite. dumbbell.

NUK WILD

CONqueTCIR

DouaLERIDGED TKKEEN

NEOPIltliE

RUDDER INWLATION

Num 11. Twisted pair, block wire.

anchoring devices necessary to domplete the instal-
lation. The normal drop and block wire installa-
tion can be accomnlished with the regular installer
tools plus any special tools which may sometimes
be required. The materials, however, may vaky
from job to job. In selecting wire for outside
runs, you normally halm three typea to choose
from: parallel drop, twisted pair block, and
twisted pair bridle. A good installation uses the
type of wire designed to do the job.

2-14. Parallel drop wire is primarily intended
for use in span runs. We mean by this statement
that it is the portion of the aerial wire that ex-
tends from the open wire Or cable terminal-can
to the first building attachment Two types of
drop wire are illustrated in figures 9 and 10.
The jacketed parallel drop wire shown in figure
9 is the most common type used in new installa-
tions. The dumbbell type shown in figure 10 may
be found already installed at many established
bases. In figure 9. the tracer ridge on the neo-
prene jacket always identifies the ring wire. The
cotton serve adds strength to the drop wire. The
fin between the ,two insulated conductors pre-
vents them from shifting within ithe jacket: yet
-makes it easier to separate the iadividual wires.,.
Parallel drop wire may also be used on ,building
runs to avoid the nefeasity for spiking. For
economy and ease of handling, however, twisted
pair block wire is preferred for use on building
runs (the portion of the drop or block wire ex-
tending between the first building attachment

DougLE RIDGED TRACER CONDUCTOR

NEOPRENE JACKET WISER IN4kATION

Figure 12. Twisted pair, bridle wire.
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and the station protector). Twisted pair block
wire is also used as an inside duct wire where
extreme attisare IA intent. it is -normally twit
used in spas runs, at* only in the building-to-
building ipans if the length is less than 35 feet.

2-15. Tted, *or, bridle wire should be used
for connectlg open Wire circuits to pole-mounted
drop wire and cable terminals; it is-not used, how-
ever, in,span or building runs. Twisted pair, block
wire, and twisted pair. bridle wire, are illustrated
in figures t 1 and .12,- respectively: The 'difference
between the two is not readily noticeable. The
conduce= in the. tviisted pair block wire is No. 20
swig* (0.0319:inch) copper. copper-steel or
bronze, whereas the conductor i che twistcd pair
bridle. wire Is No. 14 gauge (0.0640-inch) an-
nealed' copper. Twenty gadge block wire is-used
for the normal subscriber telephone Ham-whereas
the 14 gauge bridle wire is used for toll line and
teletype circuits.

2-16. There are various types and kinds of
building attachments aid anchoring devices for
supporting drop and block-wire nnis. Just as with
wire, these attachments ire designed for specific
uses. The foildwing ,conditions are to he con-
sidered when, selectint attachments:

:10.

The number of wires to be supported.
o The building, surface (frame, brick, ma-

sonry) on which the wires are to be installed.
The storm loading district. (The load

placed upon., a pole line by the wind and ice in
combination with the weight of the line comm.,
nears.)

Whether the installation is exposed or un-
exposed.

°LINEMAN'S (SiDECUTT)NG)

DIAGONAL 'CUTTING

LONGNOSE

Figure 13. Pliers,.

1

LINEMAN'S HAMMER

S.

gr'

MALLET

Figure 14. Hammers.

NOTE: All exposed building runs should be in-
sulated from flammable or' conducting surfac. es.
In other words, support the wire so that it does
not Make Contact with the building.

2-17, Types of building attachments are listed,
in 'pertinent Air Force publications. Also. many
of' the attachments are illustrated in Chapter 2 of
this publication.

2-16. Material Requiremeuts for Inside' Wire
L Runs. The materials and equipment needed for ,
plaiing ink& (statiOn) wiring is usuaily4cieter-
mined by . the Cring faCilities already available.
Many large, modern buildings tare constnscted
with conduit systems that carry the inside wiring.
In planning an installation of this type, the ap-
proach is to obtain a drawing of the -conduit sys-
tem. The drawing shoul dicate the type of
conduit, the duct routing o runs, and the location
of the outlets. Foy buildin without existing wir-
ing systems yO-Onust, of Course, plan the inside
wiring system -and determine the required ma-
terials. ,

2-19. Three types of wire are generally used
for station wiring: plastic-jacketed station wire,
block wire, and cross-connecting wire. PlaStic-
jacketed station wire is normally used ,for all
station wiring except where the runs are 'close to
heating dugts, furnaces. or other locathins where
temperatuires might exceed 212' Fahrenheit
Alsà, plastic-jacketed wire should not be used
where theft is exposure to eirreme moisture.
Block wire tiotild be used where the wire will be
exposed to either extreme heat or moisture, or
where the wiring extends outside, the building to
outdoor telephone sets or extension ringers. The
attachments for 'supporting inside, wire are also
illustrated in Cbapter 2 of this. volume. ,
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Rs= 15. Saws.

2-20. After, your primminary plans ars can-
plete for tlie wits runs, recheck and make certain
that all pFts of your plan fit together. You 'may
fin4 it: neeeskary to ievise your proposed wire
rout)* because of clearance and separation .re-
quirements, insulatine problems, type of building
constrUction, or.othir obstacle& itemember, a
little more time spent in planning.- any work re-

,sults in fewer problems and less time spent_ in
completing the job.

2-21. Up to this point, general ate* that the
installer should consider in planning an installa-
tion have been =plaint& To 'kip you apply
these requirements to an acMal installation, the
details for installing a tFlephone station will be
covesed later in this publication. Before we dis-
cuss the installation, however, 'we wish to briefly
acquaint .you with installer soldering, and
pole' climbing.

3. Tools and Work Practices
3-1. Many and various types of tools%re used

by .outside plant persOnnel. In comparison with
those used by the cable splicers and outside wire
and antenna specialists, relatively few tools are

by the installer. Good' tools aud equip-
ment, . are essential to the performance
of installation and maintenance work of any
Without proyer tools, it would be iriipossible for
thi installer-repairman to install and maintain
telephone -substations. Furthermore, without
proper tools and knowledge of how,. to use and
care for them, the installer will waste his time
and may injure himself or sense of his- fellow
WPriZnen.

AWL,

ar=s244SNINANNOB

jai=
P411111 17. Braes and bit

3-2. Although it m not iikin important At
the momen;,,,the proper selection and use of tools
is a part of every installation or repair job. In
fact, learning to select and use tools in die proper
manner is probably the most iraportant part of
learning the job. Before you` can select the tools

performing a given job, you must know what
and equipment are normally available. .The

tools usid by thit installer-repairman art covered
in technical orders on outside plant construction
(TO's of the 31-10 seri.4).

3-3. To learn how to use tools of any 'kind is
mostly 'a matter of practice. Anything, that could
be written here would not teiCh you tib be profi-
cient in the use of installer-repairman tools. The
only way in which yen may become in
using tools of the trade isy &anti their use
under theluidance of a well-qualified technician.
To help you in getting started with installer-re-
*man, tools, the following information' is given
far a few tools it the trade.

3-4. Pliers. Mae typ!: of pliers whkh are
used by the installer-rairmek are illustrated in
figure 13. These types are .'s pliers,
the diagonal pliers, and the long-tiose pliers. The

FIFA; 16. Draw knife.

ur,my eialMir
*aft or

a, *IA

niers 18.. Wood chisel With blade mart
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lineman's plien are side-cutting liers With tblunt
jaws, having, a scored gripping firface at the
front and ciittinf edges ,on ,tkie safe.' They arc
used for cutting wire, for nkling solid 4ire for!
breaking, .for holding wire for 'Winding 'and, twAs-
ieg, and for crushing and stripping insialatildn.
the diagonal pliers, with cutting jaws set at an
angle of about 15* with the handle, are used by
the installer-repairman tor cutting small wiires.
The long-nose pliers have long, ?lender jaws, flat
on the inside with scored gripping surfaces near

tip end. They are used in holding and bend-
ing wires for -attachment, to terminal lui4 aid for
gripping small objects not accessible to the
fing7s.

3-5. Pliers should be tied only to d4work ter
which they are designed.. They. should' not be
used in place of a wreich as this will damage
both the pliers and the equiPment Never forct
pliers beyond their capacity and Iket cut steel
wire or hard rivets with diagonal ,pr linennan's
pliers.

. t

3-6. Hammen. Figure 14 illitstrates a line.:
man's hanamer and a wpoden mallet. The tlitie-
man's hammer is approximatelir 15 inches Rini
and has a 2-pound, double-facid head With a
wooden handle. It is used for driving lag' screws
and thru-bolts, and on heavy line work-.7Aich.
requires an accurate heavy-duty hammer'. The
wooden mallet is used for driving and forming
operations on toots or materials which might.'
easily be damaged by blows from a metahfaced
hammer.

3-7. When using the hammer, it should be s

held near the end of the handle with its face
paralleled to the work. A grip just tight enou4h :

to control the blow is bat Raise the arm
straightaway from the object to be sinick and
then bring the ham= down on it with a quick, k\
sharp motion. Practice is the only means by
which you can leant to use the --its properly.

3-3. Most accidents with ate caused
either by using than improperly or using a
hammer .when its head is loose MI tie handle.

When ti..e hew:1'i% loose on the handle, it it Lady
to fly od and hit 194 gr. moods say
be 'in the *area., *Also, if youi hands ate oily or
malty, the tanimer &ay slip, damaging the work
or injuring you or your fellow wotkmen.

Sas. Figure 15 illustrates a hacksaw
'and a keybole stw. The *lam is used by the
installer to cut pieces of mbtal,, tubing, etc. Its

els normally adjuitahle to use blades from 8
16 inches in length. The points of the teeth on

the blade sheuld point away\ front the handle
when the blade is ptoperiy attached to the frame.
With the blade thserted in the 'frame in this
manner, the sawing should be done by moving
the saw 'forvittrd with a 14tht, stead3 4stroke. At
the end of the streke, relieve the presure anB
draw the _hada straight back, making n cut on
the back stroke..,

3-10. Hacksaw blades are normally provided.
with 14 to 32 teeth per inch. Blades With 14
teeth per inch should 'be used On heavier mate- ,
dais where the coarse pitch of the teeth makes
the saw free and fast cutting. The blades with a
greater number of teeth are used on thinner ma-
terial. For example, a blade with 32 teeth per

sheet metal thinner than 18 gage.
inch it used on conduit, and ottk....,

3-11: The keyhole saw has a tapered blade
and is used tcr cut along a curved line, and- to
start a cut for a larger saw.

3-.12. Draw Knife. The draw knife, ilustrated
in figure 16,; is a very important tool to outsido
plant personne1.11 is 'used 63 smooth poles, re-
move gaff marks, and to shave away excess
wood. It has a single-bivel, knife-edged, steel

("blade and is :approximately 11/2 inches wide and

its

tINErgAN 'S WRENCH

aoatieTeteh.E JAW WRENCH

c Figure 20. Wiuncbes.
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Figure 21. Screwdrivers.

-;
12 inches long. It has wooden handles at each
end and at right angles to the blade. .;

3-13. Brace and Bk. The brace and bit, il-

lustrated in figure 17, is representative of 4.the
drills *used by the installer-repairman. Many
types of biti, up to 24-inch lengths, are used by
the instalier,A6 drill holis in walls, floors, etc.
Care-aust-he taken in using the drill ro. prep=
damage to the head and cutter point Also, cure

ThERIROSTA11C.14A.

CONTROLLED TIP

should be taken not tti'drai into e!ecttical w!rizt
fir at* bat's*.

344Mbe ttrue illustrated <in -be- used with
any of sevonal bits. The =and cap pennits pres-
sure to be applied as is given to the.braee
when holes are drilled in wood.

3-13. Weed the wood chisel 'with its
blade gaud illustrated ix figure 18. The chisel
shown has a Single-edged, steel, 2-inch cutting
blade with a wooden handle. This ohisel is used
to remove chips or sections of wood in framing
poles. These materials may be removed by hud
pressure clOy gracing ent end of tl= chisel
handle with c wooden mallet -

3-16. FlIss. Files are used for cutting, smooth-
ing, or removing snail amounts of inetaL They
vary in lengtht'altape, and in the est of the teeth,
providing files for razious purposes. As Mos.
trated in figure 19, the file may be of either a
single-cut cc double-cut type. Wooden handles,
which slip over the tang, are provided to protect
the hands of anyone using tip file. jt is, diner-.
ous to use a file without a handle is the end of
the Jug is usually nth= sharp. As an installer-
repairman, you will need files in touching up
your climber gaffs and in sharpening and main-
tairang your other tools.

-17. Wrenches. -The wrenches illustrated in
figure 20 are representative of those used by out-
side plant personnel. The adjustable wrench is a
general-purpose tool and is used for holding or
turning nuts and bolts. The lineman's wretch is

,an open-end wrench with two openings of differ-
ent size at the ends. It is used on carriage bolts,
lag screws, crossarnis bolts, and 3-bolt guy
clamps. A hole at the larger end is used in
Oghtening or turning in pole steps. The most im-
portant rule in using a wrench of any kind is to
make certain that it is of proper size so that its
jaws ;fit the nut or bolt properly.

3-18. The best way to tighten a nut with a
wrench is to turn it until it has a firm, solid

/a5
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4 "feel." Thie Wm the eut te PrePec
nest-without **paw as lima&--oetwistint tf
the bolt aloes *slops thie sense
"feel" which wilt you to tigitten a
suid,:or cap-screy hits proper dean.
until ,you how yea have mutmed this "feel.

3-19. Serewikiiirsit The screwdeilter (iee
21) coniists of a Wide wit a tip skaped to fit in
the driving slot ore screw, and a Maple or tang
securely fastened in a driver handle. The
blade saewdriver, consistilig of an integral
and handle, is used as a genentl-purpoie
driver for many kind: of screws. It is'
in various- rises to fit the various screws.

3-20. The ratchet screwdriver, with "its blade
and handle, provides right- anti left-hand ratchet
drive action, or rigid-drive, action. The spiral
ratchet screwdriver, in which drill 'bits and other
Attachments, at well as the tetaWdriver bits are
used, is rotated bY. pushing on Ike handle, or is
locked to provide rigid action. As illustrated in
figure 21, screwdriver bits are also provided for
use with the bit brace. In addition, some fixed
screwdrivers are provided with a screw-holdink
clip, as illusteated in figure 21.

3-21. When usiig screwdrivers, you can avoid
most trouble by selecting the right sire and kind
of screwdriver before you start to 'wort. A seem-
driver should be selected which,fits the slot in the
screwhead, leaving very little play along the sides
of the bit Some play must exist along the sides
of the bit, however, to insure that the bit can
fully enter the slot If the bit cannot fully enter
the slot, the screwdriver will slip, damaging btth
the screwhead and the screwdtiver.

3-22. The screwdriver was designed to loosen
and tighten screws. Don't try to use it as a chisel;
you'll only ruin the handle and chip the bit.
Don't use a screwdriver as a pry bar. It was not
designed for this, and it will only bend or break.
Furthermore, never use a screwdriver to short
acoss an electrical circuit The current may be
strong enough to a= and melt the screwdriver
blade, and damage the circuit.

3-23. When the point of a screwdriver be-
comes rounded or broken, it can normally be
ground back to its original shape. Don't grind
away arty =re metal thaia. necessary, as you
don't want to grind put the hardened part. As
the screwdriver blade becomes worn, it can be
dressed up and reshaped by lilies a flat, smooth
file.

3-24. Week Pnietices. To untie:stand the plan-
ding and accomplishi tent of work in the installer-
repairman area, you must have a knowledge of
telephooe section procedures. Not onlY must you
be able to plan, and maintain telephone
substations, but you must also be able to com-

ta
a

forms turret:Ws in aicirtlancejritlk 430:- .

'Wed lifebedurea..., Slade the exatt procedures
and forms used.itity vary in -different organiza-
tions, we will nal 'discuss specific farms or proce-
dimes in this publication. We wth, however, di.:
cuss the need for such records, \along with the
poeral procedures. It will be up to yam to learn
the exact ferrms. and procedures used itip the
organization to. which you are assigned.-

3-25. To cover tie keneral practices used in
the telephoee section, let us aisume that an orga-
nization on your base has requested that a tele-
phone be instiiled in one of its buildings. This
requesof course,. is made to the base *cominuni-
cations offier. Beftie tilis officer can make ,any
Ziscision with regerd to eis telephone installation,
he must have answers to the. following questions:

Is a wire pair (either cable or open-line)
available for the installation?

Is switching equipment available for coax
neqing thii installation at the central office?

3-26. To obtain answers to the above qies-
tions, check with the 'wire records clerk at the
central office. This -clerk maintains cable and
wire records which suld inate the availabil-
ity of all cable pairs Vid wi -i.on the base. The
accuracy of his records, hdwever, may depend to
some extent upon reportrimade by the installer-
repairman, that is, reports made on wire or cable
pairs used in installation. This points up the
tfeed for you to accurately record the numbers of
all wire' pairs used by you or your crew during
installation.

3-27. An answer to the question on the \.avail-
ability of. switching-equipment will aiScr be found
in the central office records. From these wire
and office records, several things concerning this
proposed telephone installation can be deter-
mined. The most important 'of these are as fol-
lows:

SETSCREW

REPLACEABLE LIGwr
SOLDERING TIP

TRIGGER SWITCN,

Figure 23. Electric soldering gun.
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1

a

Wire pair or cireUit

private ne). 41.; .

* The type of. circu (Partf ar
li

If 'part2 line, thti type of ring toilte wee.

1-28. If the wire pairs ead the eqUipinent are
available arid installation.a the*telepheee is 2P-
proved, the, pext stip in 'the wotk procedures is .

the of a Local CoMmunicritiont Service
Order. When the base communications officer
approves the instellation, the service order v4iktb
then pe ptepared. CopiekoNte service order' di
then %furnished to the insaller:repairman. Tht
service °tiler is of utmest 'amportepee to the
initaller-repilrman because it - paree of
paptrwoek with which he, is &oat directly WI-
.cerned. The service order is 1..,tN.,the
installer-repairman in the; -fetllowini,..

It gives him the authority for doing the job. ).
In other words, it is hia ordet to do the job.

It gives him the alithority fin- obtaining the'
necsesary parts and equipment for completing the'
work. As a matter of faetilae must use the cams*
munications lervice order to draw the ntleded
parts and equigment from, souree of supply. \.

I fu'inishei the installer .th such informs- \
tion as 'the location of the job, *fork tO be
done, the Wire or cable pairs involved, the tae-
phone number, and the type of service.

3-29. To continue with our assumed installa-
tion, let us return to the point of receiving the
Local Communications Service Order. Winn you
rective a Local Commnicatious Service Order
directing the installatio of a telephone, you
should then plan the install as- thentioned

...earner in this chapter. After your planning is
completed. you should then draw the needed ma-
terials and equipment for completing the job. Of
.course, the materials dricVn must be recorded on
the service order or 'on sotne sort of materials

-)itcord. After the piaankag has been completed
and the materials have been drawn, you can then
proceed with the job.

3-30. While making a telephone installation.
th:,,,installer-repairmah must record numerous . 4

ite4713. Fkit of all, the man-hours spelt: on the
job and ihe niaterials used must all be reported.'
Secondly, s...1.41e job ii completed, the wire or cable
pair used, the pole nuestter, and any other perti-
nent inform:km opt be recorded on the Local
Communications Service Oider4rt if important
that you do this most 2=usraey to's assist Ike
telephone office in keeping good reCords.

3-31. Aftir the installatiott work has been
completed, you, niust then complete and sign the
service order. Before you do this, he ever, you

4o # I

2,1

707
should turn in any excess material that was not'
used. *kin;
Also, you
order is complete

information tecordid
lot to do with figure
formation extracted
orders helps the telephone office ia,miintaining
accurate records. SecondLy, niformation, such is '
materials used, is extracted from service orders
for data processing by the Kw Force.

3-32. It should be noted at this time that the
truck used try the .insuillevrepairman, at some,
initallations, may be kept y'sfull Cocked with in- t-
stallation materiels. In this eeSe, the installer
dbes all of his installation platming on the job
and also keeps a record of all materials used.,

-11Furthermore,*lir must see that his truck is re-
stocked daily.

4. 'Soldering mid Spiking
44. The installer-repairman' must know sol-

detin illed splicing as they apply to telephone
on. This section contains information

hich will pro;lide you with some basic knowl-
ege af soldering and splicing procedures.' To be-

-come proficient, however, you .must practice sol-
doing and splicing as often as you have -time.

that. you receive credit tor it.
make sure that the service

detail before rttu tura
it it Ls oompired. Y should remember that

service &der has a
Fast oft all, in-

the completed service

. FiLE

1

SOLDERING. IRON TIP

SOLDERING IRON

WORKBENCH

A

.)
C

PROPERLY SHAPED POINT POORLY'SHAPED POINT

Figuiv 24. . Filing the tip af a soldering iron.
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ellow padrd of applying soldier.

4-2. The . wiring for a telephone syslem must
be solid . and strong engugh to mend far the .
period it is to be weds It is easy to neglect
details of installation which can result in equip-*`.
ment failure. Splices are designed for oermanei
connection; therefore, thesteltium be inechenicallir
strong, and electriCally perfect. If they are dot,
they often become a source of telepkine circuit .

trouble. Every initaller-repairman should be
able to spike and soldei telephone iviring and*
connections.

,Soldang EqnipSnan*. Spldering is the
heating of a fusible alloyruntil it melts and in-
close: the contacting surfaces of two or .more
metals to be joined.. When this combination
(metals and solder) cools, t hardens to bind all
the elements tightlY togethei. When wire connec-
tions are not soldered, the oxygen in the air
combines with the surface of the metal, farming a
corrosion. This corrosion of connections offers
additional electrical reiistance to the circuit. n a
connection is properly soldered, the oxygin of the
air cannot combine with thi surface of the metal; y
thus, corrosion of the connection is prevented. ik
soldered connection niaintains good contact and,
at the same time, does not loosen read* om
vibration. )

4-4. Solder. Various types of solder,- soldering
pastes, and flux are furniihed by manufacuiters
for different Idnds of soldering work. For tele-
phone and electrical wiring, it -is best to use a
rosin core solder which is made in the shape of a
wire, and is rolled up on a metal spool. The
center of this wirehlte solder is hollow and it is
filled with a rosin paste. whi.ch is proPer -for
electrical work. Other typo of solder should not
be used on electrical connectiOna as they may do
more harm than good. This is so especially With
acd-corn sokier, because it will ,cause corrosion
in electrical circuits. To solder a connection, ic is
necessary to hest the solder to its melting point.
This is muolly dcee with a soldering isee or 1
gun of some sort.

4-5. Electric soldering irons. The electric sok
der* iron, illumined in figure 22, is used for
light soldering. In addition to hewing the n'ormal
soldering tip, shank, and handle, this iron is

with 14 igkozkat_ won-- than*
OkRiellt is attached to an 4ectrie outlet by a

cord and *plug. One lig advantage of electric
soldering irons over the convendoaci types (units
heated by torches, etc.) is that the electric iron
providss a more *instant temperature at the tip.
With many electric soldexieg hies, the tip una-
pt:tun is therniostatically controlled to insure a
peons: soldering temperature.

4-6. Electric soldering poi.. The electric sol-
dertig gun, shown it figure 23, is very handy for
working in small, hard-to-get-at places. It has a
pistol' grip ind nigger switch, gus a pilot lamp
which lights the area to be soldered. Soldering
'guns are used with 11S-volt 60-cycle 'alternating
current, as are most of the 'electric so/daring
irons. The soldering gun is excellent for soldering
wiring connections bemuse of its fast heating
rate. Many of times gUns heat to soldering tem-
perature in 10 to j s seconds.

4-7. Noneketric soldering irons. This type of
soldering iron is to.be used primarily in emergen-
cies, where pOwer is not available. It takes abOut
30 seconds for the chemically charged cartridge
within the tip chamber to heat the copper tip, and
the hem, is maintained for a maximum of about 7
minutes. The cartridge is activated tviten a firing
pin is released at the rear of the hindle.

478: . Soldering coppers. Soldering coppers are
heated by external means, using a gasolin blow-
torch,an alcohol torch, or a gas burner. The
copper tip is not removable so different-sized
coppers are used for the various kinds of work.
The disadvantages of tese devices are (1) theY
must be continually reheated, and (2) they fre-
quently become overheated, causing the tip to
become pitted and rough. This type al mime is
used fori heavy .soldering jobs, brt is nal too satis;
factory for use on wiring 'confliction.

4- andenestsis of Solder*. Basieally, a

J

Figura 26. Soldering a spliced joint.



conductor is soldered by first tigeMnS And dim*
the ooldering -Unt and. cianditenz and -then by
heating .the conductor, while applying solder to
form the connection.

4.10. 'Tinning she iron. Good soldering is pos.'
siblesonly if the tip of the iron is 412 goqd ododi-
hon. Gsmd condition Means that the tip of the
iron must be smooth, of proper shape, and
covered with a thin coat of solder on its werking
surface. The cleaning and shaping of the tip
along with the application of a thin coat 2i solder
is referred to as "tinning' the iron." 7

4.11. The soldering iron tip* is cleaned and
shaped by removing the pits, old solder, and
tarnished areas with a medium grade filei To do .
this.' you should heat the iro n. and place it in a
vise or. holding clamp, .as shown in figure 24,k
With electric irtnis, grip only the tip of the iron,to

SLEEVE ceimine AT rwis POINT

PAIR

PA Of NO.

/0?
avoid damage to the wing e1ement U Only
one surfaci-of * to ,ht tinned; filt only
Out surface. Note that the section of tht tip to te
tinned is parallel to the top of the vise. When
filing the tip, be maul not to cut away any
more of the tip than necessary. Remove oily the
pits and tarnished areas, leaving a smooth, flat
surface. After the filing -has been done, touch
the rosin-core solder to the filed side of. the
heated dp. The solder should flow readily wirer
the bare area. ,to cover it with a smooth, thin
coating. Wipe it any excess solder with a damp,
clean cloth,.. B and C of figure 24' show, respec-
tively, a woperiy shaped point and a pooriy
shaped point

4-12. Tinning the condmaar... Th# surface of
the conductor must be cleaned before solder is
applied; otherwise, corrosion will take- place un-

srop, Pam
SPLICING si.civts

PAIN CONDUCTORS

1.
TRACER CONOUDTORS

COMPRESSED SLEEVE

PAIR so.

APPROX.
I/ i* IN. -N4 SLEEVE CO NESS 1 ON TOOL

Firm 27. Pinning and atropin* =PM sklevei,
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dor Isyst_ol sok*. This nay t'n,snmyftini joint
to brake et it may be ap ossit4e mitts anal in
voltage. A conductor is not prowl* tinied untli
it is thccoughly cleaned atid then coveted with a
thin coat of solder. It is many clunsd by using
either wire 'strippers, plias, a file, or a knife. In
any case, .the conductor must, have a smooth,
bright surface, free of any deb or cuts. After

; it has been cleaned,' the surface can be covered
with a thin coat of solder hy usine the soldering
iron.

443. The .olarierring process. After the ken
and the materials have ham cleaned, the solder-
ing can then be done. In telephone work, there
art two coMmonly used methods of applying
solder: the "Cogs, -method and the "sweat"
method. When el_t "sow* method is used, the
tinned area of tk '11.iron tip is placed, on
the surface of the as shown in figure 25.
After the manilas forming the joint are heated,
the solder is lieid against the joint until it melts
aid flows freely. This procedure is preferred in
the telephone deld for most of the soldering work
because it is faster, uses less heat, and provides
far tighter connections with the use of less solder.

4-14. The "sweat" method of apPlyik(g solder
is performed by placing the tiP cif the iron under
the metals and the solder to the top of the metals,
as shown in figure 26. As soon as the metals are
lux enough to melt the solder, the flowing solder
will surround them and make the desired bond.
This latter method of soldering is ptefared when
splicing -telephone wires.

4-15. With either of the soldering methods.
exceuive heat will cause the solder to flow away
from the joint and along the conductors, and
thus 'results in loose connections and possible
short circuits. Insufficient heat io the metals
leaves a large ball of solder and a weak joint
The correct heating Point is reached when the
free-flowing solder begins to tarnish.

4-16. After the joint hes been made, the iron
should be removed from contect with the metals
gradually to prevent defects in the newly made
joint After removal of the iron, the connection
should not be moved for a few seconds in order
that it zns/ coat and seal correcdy.

4-17. Wire Seam. A sPlice is often required
when initalling drop wires and ground rods. The

Ts Yuma s mess

2.1/2 TWISTS

LIASTI4 CIF SINGLE MIST

Pion a Wire splice.

'Figure 29. Liaeasn's body belt with sapoty

I.

preferred method of splicing is performed with
splicing sleeves and sleeve4tompression tools. As.
you can see in (1) and (2) of figure '27, the
sleeves aiy 'laced over the wires where they are
to be joined and then compressed with a sleeve
compression tool, as shown in (3) of -figure 27.
The sleeves are staggered, as shown in the illus-
tration, to eliminate the possibliity of a short...
between the` sleeves. After the, sleeves are com-
pressed, eacX one is then taped individually, and
then the entire joint is covered with tape. When
making a splice of this type, sleeves . must he,
selected that fit the wire with the insulation _re-
moved. Sleevm are furnished in numerous sizes
to fit the commonly used wiring. Also, sleeves
art furnished which will join wires of- different
sizes-4hat is, a larger wire to a smaller wire,

44.8. Emergency splicer inlay .be made in the
wiring by twisting the conductors, as shown in
figure 24. Wore twisting the wins, howevir,
they should be cltaned in readiness far solderiag.
After twisting the splices, as giown in figure 24,
they are then soldered and taped to complete
the splice. This typt of splice, when used on
wire pans, is staggered in the ,sanit manner as
when compression\ sleeves are .used.

5. Pole Climbing liniopment end Principlos
5-1. The installer-repainian :must kie able to

climb telephore poles in order to do his work.
The installation of a telephpne suhseL may re-
quite do installer to climb a telephone; pole with
climbai.. For this resson,,the'leataller Ineat have
a knowletige of pole clinshiog anirpole áflftbing
equipinmit This section describes, the .equipment
tiled in pole climbing and explidas sortie of the
principles involved.

.1"o climb poles, the listener uses the
same type of climbing equi&nt es the" lineman'
does. 'Basically, this iequipment cnasisti of two

.t f
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4tanis: the Ihmenaa's body" heft with safer3r strap
41$1 AtietiasonakAlitobs4L ..

110( Sidett'Stier.k. The line.
ma's belt aad Safety step aie made of high-
grade leether. They are sewed aith. hot rued
lima thread isid axe 40 riveted.. Fiske 29
shoat a.body heft which is used currently-by the
Ak Ric& Tba 'WI halt le obtained aciording
to *.e.- The Mail bait mmitarensent is the- snug
distance between the heels Or straight ends of
,the two D.rhygs, Most 'outside plant supply sec-
tions timid, ,befte which:nags in sine l!tom D.48

- dim* ).30. The hodt,belt is woke over the
hipt and dgIttened iast eiough to 'previa sliP.'
ping. A belt of the pacer Asa *mite the D-
rina* to reet just Whiled the projecting portions
of the hip holm Figare10 -illustrates the belt's
Peskiest while the lineman is on the ground; For
safer, memos, do not 'punch additional holes in
the body belt. If your helt does- net fit pritperly,
you shade try os# eta diffenast size.

5-4. Safety amps ere Adjustable to -various
lend% ranging from 60 through 90 inches. A
right-handed men Should'enep. both ends of the

..

sft s
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MEASURE Ta HERE
ANC SUSTRACT

woiiron
LEG STRAP

LEG 1R0

tDOP PDC
MALI STRAP

LEG C11
ANKLE STRAP

ONTERCHANGEAILEi

Mauro 31. Mather siss msiw
,

sA4ty strap to the left side D-ring when the strap
is- not in use. A left-banded man shoul4 snip
both- ends to the right side 13-ring. The end, Di

strap, whieh is doubled to permit adjustments,
to the Ilkfring with the snap hook

dkeeper ;award the 'rear. The riveted end. _of the
strap is snapped onto the same ring but with the
snap hoop keeper facing the bent. Thii arrange-
mens enables the climber 113 keep the snap at the
doubled end of the strap hooked at all times.
Figuir 30 pictures the hooked safety strap on the
body belt of a right-handed lineman.

Linisseit's Cibubers. Climbeis are nor.
really used for climates poles ihat have no steps
anddor climbing trees. Tree climbing is not rec-
ommended, however, unless you use climber gaffs-
that are specially made for that. purpose.

5-6. Climbers are 'available in ,half sizes, rang-
ing from 13 inches to 20 inches, as measuzed
from the bottom ol the stirrup to the uPper end
of the leg iron, which may be bent cold to eon-
foan to the weerers leg. 'Figtire 31 shows climber
details ind hbie to deteimine the correct size.
Measure from the bottom ofthe knee bone to the,
underside of the shoe at the arch. Then subtract
1/2 inch from this distance to get the =rent'
dither -size.

'Pia= 30. An Mil= with glinstim and body belt.

5-7, Care at Climbing Equipment. The brdy
13elt,' safety straps, and climbers should he in-

thoroughly before they 'are used. The
belt and safety straps must be inspected for

cracks, cuts, loose or broken threads., loose Av.;
ets, 'faulty snap hook -keepers. etc. To insure a
long life far the body belt, it should be cleaned
frequently with eitiver a saddle soap or a
tile soap." Then to keep the leather soft and
pliable, it should be wiped dry and oiled lightly

4.)
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CLIMILiERS,SHOWING DULL GAFF e

SMALL RESISTING
POWER

FULCRUM \

CUMBERS. SHOWING SNORT GAFF

HUMP TENDS TO
PRODUCE A PRYING
ACTION SIMILAR TO
THAT OBTAINED
WITH A CROW BAR

Split 32. Danger= gaff thaws.

with Neat's Foot oil. Never use mineral oil or
grease as a preservative. Also, be careful to keep
the belt away from excess heat.

54. The climbers should be examined for de-
fective straps or pads and for broken, rusty, or
loose gaffs. The nortnal care for leather will pre-
serve the straps and pads. To take care of the
gaff, however, will require anittle more skill. To
get some idea of dangerous gaff shapes, study the
ill1L.tt:l'ations in figure 32. To properly sharpen
and T care for the gaff requires the use of a gaff
Page, as illustrated in figure 33.. This gauge
is used in measuring the gaff for length, width.
thickness, and other dimensions. Furthermore,
this gange is 'used when Ming the gaff to deter-
mine whew* proper shape is obtained.

5-9. Sidepirels said Climb*. To climb poles
safelY, you must learn to use climbing equipment
in the, proper simmer. To' use this equipment
safely and effectively, you should follow these
prat:Ai:Was: ,-

(11 In placing the safety strati around the
pole, make sure that the buckle is securely fas-
,tened and -that the strap is ,not twisted.

(2) Before climbing, test the snap hook and
Never .rely solely on the click ..of the

1 6

keeper in the snap hook when r.aching a safety
snap to a D-ring. Make sure th the parts are
SCCUIC.

(3) Always have the keeper of the snap hook
away from the body when the snap hook' is fas-
tended in the D-ring.

(4) When working on4 ladder, do not fasten
the safety strap to the ladder.

Figure 33. Gaff gaup.
S.



Firsre 34. Beginning the climb,

(5) Never punch holes in a body belt or
safety strap.

(6) VA= not using the body belt and the
safety strap. snap both ends of the safety strap
into one of the D-rinp.

(7) Do not T3tlace the safety strap around the
pole within a foot of the top of the pole.

(8) Never throw ar drop a safety strap from_
a pole.!---

. (9) In general,. do not put climbers in the
same container with body belt and safety straPS;
however, if you must,-` take care to keep the gaffs

(10) Use climbers of the correct size.
(11) Never wear,climbers,on work where they

from punching or cutting .the belts or straps.

are not needed; that is, do not wear them when
working tin the ground, on a laddir, or in deep
snow.

(12) Frequently inspect climbers to determine
the condition of all pars. If the clittibeas are de-
fective oi ulnae, is shown in figure 32, they
abeam be replaced or repaired.
I' (13) Gloves and long sleeves should be

5-10., Using climbers to climb poles is :eta-

tively simple as long as you follow tliese
c a u t i o u s a n d use t h e p r o p e r t e c hn i q u e s . F o r e x -

a m p l e h i c l i m b i t z a p o l e , keep. yo4Lr* erma only
slightly bent and your hips - from the pole
than any other part of your .To stick the
climber gaffs into the pole,. thosat Your legs in-
ward and downward.- To pull them out, move
them upward and outwits'. If your body is too
close to the poles your gaffs may cut out of the
wood. So check your position by placing your
hands on the far side of the pole. If your hands
overlap, your body is too close to the pole; the
gaffs may break out of the wood and cause yOu
to lose your footing. If your hands reach only
the side of the pole, ytmr body is too far away.
Then your palms have no grasp and your arms
are under a great grain. The weight of the body
should be carried normally and should be lifted
entirely on the gatfs, with your arms serving only
to balance.

541. The position of your hips is also impor-
lant. If they are too close to the pole, your legs
will be parallel to the pole and the gaffs will cut

a.

warp while climbing,"
Figure 35. Uhhocidas safety strap.

c
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out. But if your hipi are toceiar out, the arms
art ap.in*placed uuder strain because they will
be supportinctoo much of your weieht. If your
knees are beim so that they touch the vole: the
gaffs will lose purchase, aod cut out. Note in fig-
ure 34 that the llitiman4keeps 'his knees and
bodY straight, and as a result, the gaffs are forced
into the pole rather thin down the 'pole.

5.12: Another pricautiop to -bn takeo before
climbing is to inspect ihe pole: Note the- location
of wide weather cracks and hard or soft spots in
,the wood. Next, study the equipment on the pole,
such as cables, crossamss, or other obstacles that
may interfere with climbing. Then see if the pole
leans. If so, you should face the direction in
which the pole is leaning and climb on the high
side. If . you that the pole is old, with
-pouible breaks or aloft center, be sure to test
it before climbing. Never, under any- conditions,
climb a weak pole without first adequately rein-
forcing it.

5.13. To climb, grasp the poce with one hand
or with both hands and raise your left foot about
10 es from the groun#: keeping the gaff about

Figura 36. Transferrals safali uraP.

18
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Figure 37. Snapping kook on D-ring.

,1t.

1 inch from the pole. Then, with a downward
thrust, jab the gaff of the climber in the face of
the pole at a point about* 8 inchtis from. the
ground. Now that the gaq is firmly embedded,
lift the weight of your- body on the gaff by
straightening the leg. Keep the leg your weight is
on straight and away from the pole. Although
this is a simple thabit to develop, it is a funds.
mental climbing rule. In this way the gaff holds
your weight while you grasp the pole with both
hands to keep your balance: Now you can raise
the other leg and the opposite arm and drive the
climber downward to seat the second gaff firmly,
as shown in. figure< 34. Then you are ready to
take the next step upward by pulling up and out
on the first gaff and movipg your foot upward.
Remit the gaff with the same motions used in
taking the fiat step. Be sure to move your hands
upward with each step; otherwise your feet may
begin to climb patt your hands.

5-14. AU other steps in climbing are mmely a
repetition of the first steps that you take on the
pole. This sequence of moticii\is fr.dlowed untg
you reach the desired height. 9ne thing to re-

MR.
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Figure 38. Testing body Wt.

member while climbing is,to always loot upward.
Your feet will take care alphemselves, as long as
your head doesn't butt,into a crossarm.

5-15. When descendinea pole, reverse the as-
ceeiling motions. First, preak one gaff free of the

4rAe, using the seine npward and outward motion
' that you used in breakiqg it for climbing. Then
flex the other Imee and allow your free foot to
move down the pole for the distance of a con-
venient step. Remem6er, always look down when
descending because you must see where your feet
are going. If your gaff hits a knot or other- ob-
strnctinii, you may lose your balance.

-.16. Atter you have !earned to climb up and
down the pole, you are readi to work on it. If
you are .to stay in One position and have your
handsfree for, the job, you must kzow how to

fasten the 4sefety strap. At the desired height.
- shift your weight to one fact (If ymi are right.

Itiocied-pasm put-your-weighton-your-left-foot.)-
Then thrust the right pff into 'the pole at a
slightly higher level than thetaft gaff. Now place
your right hand aroundthe pole, as inAgure 35.
WW1 the thumb of yoyr left hand, open the keeper
of the snap hook and shift the freed end of the
safety belt (trap around the pole to your right
hand. Now, following the example of the line-
man in figure 36, transfer the snap hook and
equipmeat to yottr other hand while balancing
your body with your left hand. With your left
hand, hold the strap' up loosely around the pole;
with youi right, pull the strap to the right-hand
D-ring and snap the hook into the D.ring. CAU-
TION: Remember to ue that the snap hook is
properly fastened. After all, the.keeper can snap
without catching the hook, so see that the snap
hook is secure, u shown in figure 37. Now put
your right- hand back on the pole and move the
right gaff to approximately sthe same level as the
left gaff. Then you can lean back and carefully
place the full weight of your body on the body belt
and safety strap.,Keep your hands firmly gripped
about the safety strap until the snaps, hooks, and
belt IkaVe been completely tested. Figure 38
-shows 'the lineman while he is testing the body
belt. Notice his knees. They are straight, and
under little muscular strain. because the leg bones
are supportint the weight With the knee joints
in this position, he can work with little leg fa-
tigue.

5-17. The safety strap is unfastened in re-
verse sequende. That is, first move the right zaff
up and thrust it in at a slightly higher level than
the left gaff. Second, hold the pole with the left
hand and unfasten the snap hook from the D-
ring with the right hand. Now you can pass the
strap around the pole to the left hand while bal-
ancing the body with the right hand. Lastly. snap
the hook to the left-hand D-ring with a single

-downward movement As you become expe-
rienced in climbing poles, these fundamental pro-
cedures and sequences will become routine.

5-18: This concludes our discussion of the
general principles involved in.planni4 a substa-
tion installation. .Test your understanding of
these principles by answering the review exer-

''cises in the workbook before pmceeding to Chap-
ter 2 where we shall, examine the, terrnioal-to-
telephone requirements for an installation.

//5



/ILCHAPTIII 2

Terminal to Telephone Wiring

MHE INSTALLATION of tenninal to tele-
phone wiring completes a large part of the

job of installing a telephone. As a matter of fact,
when the wiring is completed from the terminal
pole to the telephone location., the job of finish-
ing the installation is mostly that of connecting and
testing the telephone. .

2. The wiring system from the terminal A the
telephone inch.id \the following:

The drop we attachments on the pole and
building
The drop wire run from the pole to the first
building attachment.
The building run from the first to the last
building attachments.
The protector and ground system.
The building entrance and inside wiring.
The connecting block and telephone cord.

3. It is the purpose of this chapter to discuss
the components of the terminal to telephone
Mg system. However, since termination of
drop wire at the terminal pole is explained in
later chapter, it will not be covered here.

a

6. Drop Wire Installation Noquiroments
6-1. That portion of the drop wire between the

terminal pole and the first building attachment
is called the span run. The general requirements
for clearance, appearance, and future develop-
ment will apply here as well as to 'other portions
of the drop wire run. When insialling the drop.
.you should economize by using the old attach',
meats (either brackets or knobs) which you 4140
on the poleif they air suitably located. Of
courm the drop installation, requires a secure fas-
teningtat each end of the wire; therefore, select
the, corms hardware 0414 14e proPa installation

(methods. The following paragraphs define and
explain. the use of pertinent hardware items.

6-2. Mossrials foe Outside Jobs. To consider
the attachments for outside installatioit, let us

start at the pole end.of the sten run. With most

20

aerial cable installations,. the telephoee cable is
supported by a suspension strand which extends
from pole to pole. This strand is shown in figure
3, with the cable omitted. In an actual initalla-
don, the cable is lashed to the lower side of the,
grand. In figure 39, the use of span clamps is
illustrated. As you can see in this iUustration.
the span clamps are attached to the top of the
strand to support the drop wire leading to the
stations. This is the same type of installation as
shown in figure 6, where the span clamp was
used in avoiding a tree. For a closeup view of
some typical span clamps, refer to figure 40:
The uppermost (A) clamp is made from solid
metal with a groove for the suspension strand in
each half of the clamp. The lower one (B) is
made frdin heavy sheet metal which is stamped
anti bent into shape.

6-3. To attach the drop wire to the drive
hooks and span clamps as, shown in figure 39.
devices called drop wire clamps are used. To

ye you a better view of this item, a typical drop
'Asia clamp is shown in figure 41. This device
consists of a loop, wedge. and sleeve which grips
the drop wire -to support the span. Not only is
the drop wire clamp used at the pole-end of the
span. but it is also used on the building to fasten
the drop wire to ahe attachments. By using &op
wire clamps to support the span run, slack can be
maintained in the drop wire at all points of at-
tachment This minimizee the strain placed on
the drop wire by such attachmeats as drive hooks.
drive rings, building attachments. etc.

64. Although the wire span is normally fas-
tened to the attachments by cdrop wire clamps.
the means of attachiag to the pole or the build-
ing depeads upon the particular job. Fdr) exam-
ple. the drop wire run may be made from a pole
which has a guardarro or from a pole that does
not have one. Also, if the.drop wire is run made
from ao open wire line it is secured to a cross-
arm. Hardware used ao anchor the drop wire or
drop wire clamp is considered separately for each
end of the drop. Bath the drive hook, which must

,2 7
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Figura 39. Pole to span-clarnp run.

be hammered into the pole (fig. 42), and the
guardarm hook, bolted through the guardann
(fig. 43), are suitable for the pole end of the
drop. The attachment on the building, where the
work begins, is determined by the structure.

Figure 41. Drop wire damp installed.

6-5. Drop Wire Rua' Requirements. To install
a span run safely, you shouki observi the follow-
ing precautions for placing drop wire:

(1) Start at the building end of a drop wire
span and work toward the pole; thus, all work can

N=40. Span Amps for lashed cable.
122 k;

Figure 42- Drive hook.
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Miare 43. Guards= book inetailed (end view of
ineednini).

be done on the building run without blocking
any of the ground area under the proposed span.
In addition, pulling up and sagging drop wire from
a pole or strand position is a safer method for the
airman assigned to this job.

(2) Position.the ladder against die side of the
cable suspension strand away from the drop wire
span so that the viand is between the span and
any airman working on the ladder.

(3) Do not place the foot of a ladder in a
roadway without =fins adequate provision to
guard the ladder from passing vehicles.

(4) Do not perform any construction activi-
ties from a ladder placed against the suspension
strand until after the ladder has been securely tied
to the strand.

(5) When performing any work operations
from a ladder place against the strand, attach
the safety belt to the strand. :Do not pass the
safety belt between the rungs Of the ladder. .

(6) Do not hold a handiine -or wire in your
hand while climbing a pole Or ladder; car7 it
nnder the body belt, Double the end of the hand-
line back on itself for approximately 1 foot to
form a loop, and piece this loop under the side
or back of the. body belt. After' getting in posi-
tion on the pole or ladder, use the' handline to
hoist any drop or block wire.

(7) Keep wire away 'from sharp-edged tools
in vehicles.

(8) When uncoiling wire without a drop wire
reel assembly. reverse the coil every five or 'six -%

turns to minimize the number of kinks ia the
wire.

(9) Do not place drop wire where it will cross b
power wires unless specifically ordered to odo so.

(10) Be very careful to avoid harmful inter-
ference with wire raising' or lowering operations

to,

,

acmes roadways,. Obtain asistwace to co401.
traficivbefinver1/4 beitenitry.

(1 1 ) When placing more than pne drop wire
in the building run (this is called a block wire
runf, make sure that tlw attachisents selected:
will support the additional weight.

6-6. Drop Attachment at the linding. As we
said before, the method used to secure drop wire
to the building is datermined by the building con-
st?uction and the Pounding ofthe cableinvolved. If,the cable is grounded, ,.
building madmen* such as metal hocks and
'bridle rings mai be used. Hamm if the cable
is not Rounded, attichmants to buildings" of
franc or stucco construction pint be of the in-
sulated variety to 'reduce the pouibility of fire
caused by lightning or other high voltage surgeS.
Both the noninsulated and insulated* attachments
are of the screw type. which are anchored by
turning the threaded sbank or accompanying
screw into the wood.

6-7. In your planning for a building 411,11, ob-
serve the same rules that apply to the span por-
tion of the drop wire run. For example, locate
the first attachment so that the drop will have
the neces.l.ary clearance above roadways and
footways, will clear electric light and power wires.
and will be separated from inflammable or con-
ducting materials. .

6-8. If the 'installation Consists of one drop at-
,

tached to a masonry or brick veneer structure.'
you may dse one drop wire clamp to carry the, t
weight of the pole-to-building span and 'another
drop wire clamp to support the building run, as
shown in A of figure 44, atyou may use an S-
wim clip on the building run. (See B and. C of
fig. .44. ) Note thai the S-wire clip may .also be
Jsed for frame buildings, as umstrated in la of
figure 44. When you attach a second drop to 'a
drop wire book: remoVe the drop wire clamp from
the building run of the first drop and place a
C-knob (split knob) about 6 inches behind the
first span attachment. Figure 45 shows this ar-
rangement. _

6-9. The hirdware for building attachments is
selected and installed on the various surface
types by following standard practices. Usually.
you have only one best choice for any situation
you face. Figures 46 and 47 show S-knobs and
T-knobs with brackets. Figure 48 shows these
same knobs with anele screws, and figure 49
siwws the= with i!llsdat9t,sUPPQM \kkiien atese
rackem. iniulator supports. or screwIire used
n frame buildinp, they require the knobs

shown. The drop wire hooks may be used on
frame buildings. as shown in figure 50. when the
telelshone cable is properly grounded. An S-knob
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Figure 44. Drop wire clamps installed.

Figure 45. Two drop wire spans, attached to building.

is used when only a single drop wire is involved.
Two drop wires requirc a T-knob.

6-10., On masonry construction the brackets,
hooks, and attachments must be provided with
anchors of some sort. Part A o'f figure 51 shows
two types of hammer drive anchors with a nail
providing the wedging element In B of figure 51.
we see the anchor inured through the mounting
hole of the fixture and into the drilled hole in tile
masonry wall. Driving the nail into the anchor
expands the sides, making the anchor fit tightly
in the hole. The screw anchor, shown in figure
$2, operates on the same principle. After insert-
ing the anchor into the drilled hole, the wood
screw is pliced.through the mounting hole of the



Figure 46. Corner bracket.

fixture and into the anchor. Tightening down on
the screyv causes the anchor to expand and hold.
A bridle ring with a wood screw thread may be
used with this type of anchor. Toggle bolts, sim.
ilar to those shown in figure 53, are used on hol-
low tile or concrete block walls. The hole must
ge large enough to take the toggle, as shown in
the illustration. When angle screws, wire hooks,
and bridle rings are used on frame installations,
they should be arranged so that the wire pull
will tend to turn the screw deeper into the wall.

6-11. Between the first and the last building
auachments, the drop wire run on the building
musl be *cid in place and guided by rinp or
screw eyes. These supporting devices are re-
ferred to as intermediate attachments. Figure 54
shows a bridle ring (A) and corner bridle rings
(B) installed on brick surfaces; figure 55 shows

Figure 47. House brackets.

WASHER
S KNOB

5/15 IN ANGLE
SCREW

WASHER

3/6 IN. ANGLE
SCREW

Figure 48. Angle maws.

insulated screw eyes installed on surfaces of wood
and stucco on wood. The short thank (S-type) is
sufficient for wood surfaces. A longer shank
(1--tYPe) is required when the outer surface is
StUCCO.

S KNOB T KNOB

Figure 49. Universal iusulator supports.

6-12. The use of intermediate attachments on
buildinp is determined by the requirements for,
keeping the distance between the attachments on
horizontal runs within a maximum range of 9

Fiore SO. Drop wire hook installatiotu (ospeoerds and
shingles in unexposed area).
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CABLE CLAMP OR

" A OTHER FIXTURE
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DIAMOND
MEM HAMMER

41111111:10
'DRIVE ANCHOR

446 e. IkeIt 6,
13

;

Figure SI. Eitzis ancivaa.
)

SPRING TYPES

HOLLOW TILE FIXTURE

feet. The digance between attachinellts an ver-
tical =as must be kspegrititin 41;masimum length
of 12 feet. Intermediate ItZreute ere Placed
so that they will divide as y as possible the
distance hasten the first and the turn attach-
ments on a hoeirontal- run and the distance be-
tween the tuni and last attachments on a vertical

SCREW ANO4OR

EXPANSION ST4IELD

WOOD SCREW
(WEDGING ELEMENT)

FIXTURE

E RING
(WOOD KUM NREAD)

rpm &Tow =bora.

TOGGLE

R

Figure 53. Touis bait ameitom
f

tun. If the vertical run begins with the first at-
tachment, the distance between the first and last
attachments is divided. Such placing ,give the
drop more security and a better appearance.
When you use additional attachments, allowaeszes

f must sometimes be made to keep exposed wires
clear of frame buildings or to prevent wires from
slikpping the building.

6-13. Mechanical protection mug be provided
whetzver necessary on the building run by in-
stalling friction tape, rubber and friction tape, or
an insulating tube on the wires of the building run
at the points requiring protection. The use of
friction tape alone is restricted to noninsulsted
runs at obstmetions other than open electric, ra-
dio, ground, or signal wires. Both rubber tape
and friction tape or an insulating tube must be

A

Figum 54 . Bridle ring issitailaucHn.
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used when mechanical protection is require" 'ott
insulated building =a. ft..

544. Insulating tubes are of two types: solid
and split. The solid tube is intprided for new
building run installatign add, whenever practical,
for existing installations that require such protec-
tiou. The split. tube is intended ,ottly for existing
building runs when instilling a solid tube is *-
practical. Using the split tube makes it itnneces-_
sary to diiconnect or cut an existing wire in order
to thread it through i solid tube. nabes maybe
obtained in three sizes; -, 44-, and 1-inch di-
ameter.

6-15. Always select an imuladng tube wit) a
bur enough dhaneum to amsxnnuxhae the ulti-
nuae nuugx1 cl uirlm dui will'be phwt# in the
building run. Except at entrance hole1 use a
tube that is long enough to extend at least 2
inches beyond each side of ihe object to be
crossed by the drop or block Wires. After tubes
are cut to the correct length, remove all Sharp
edges at the ,cut end with a esaborundmn stick.

6-16. Latin a solid insulating tube by passing
the end of the drop wire thtough the tube and

the tube along the wire to the desired lo-
Install a split insulating tube by securing

the two halves of the tube around the drop wire
with lashhig wire about 1 inch each end of
the tube to keep the tube hal together. Twist
the ends of each lashing wire together and bend
the misted ends beck apinst the tube so that
they will not catch on clod* or hurt anyone.

617. After you have positioued an insulating
tube, secure it in place on the drop wire with a
drop wire clip, drive ring, split 'knob. or insu-
lated screw eye at each end of the tube, as shown
in Wes 56 and 57.

S.

* 011.

648. In wing. tubber tsPe to Protect droP
Wife, PI= enough tape around the wire to pro-
*it CO!It.-19;..44110144411:1000iitAndt.
cifiliiitilartictkin::Thezit*viiritiitiligtad thewirs with two mina hid-lapped bows (four
titcknemme) cd 14-inch rubber tape applied eiti
enough tension to double the tape length. Start
at the canter of the obstruction and wrap the-
tape out to 2 inches beyond the old of the ob-
struction to be crossed. Now reverse map to 2
inches beyond the other end of the obstruction.
Reverse wrap again and all ai the center. Plade
friction taps over the layers of tubber tape.

. 6-19. When the chop wire ruis behind a rain-
spout, place the suppotting attachments at the
ends of the protection. If tape protection is used
at a rainspout on masonq surface, you may io-
sition the supporting attachments away from the
ends of the protection to provide a more con-
vial:hest position for the attachments, as shown
in figure SS. In no case, however. '.should .the-
supporting -attachments be placed more than 12
inches away from the ends of the obstruction.

6-20. When the drop wire rims in front of a
rainspout, place the supporting attachments not
more than 12 inches from the ends of the *ruc-
tion and in such a way that they will hold the
protected portion in piece against the raidspout
without causing any sharp bends n the wire. If
an insulating tube is used for protection. secure
the tube in place with a drop wire clip placed' at
each end of the tube (view BB, fig.' 5.7). If
drive rings are used, tie the drop wire to the

WOO SURFACE
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Figure 57. ,iinsuiating r. attachment.

drive rings (yiew AA., 4g. 57). using a short
length of bridle wire for each tie.

6-21. The drop wire run on the building fre-
quently must turn corners. Figure 59 shows the
attachments used for guiding the drop wile
around an outside corner. 'In A of figure 59. we
see a corner type bridle ring arrangement. while
B shows two screw type bridle rings used to
guide the drop wiA around the corner. Figure
59.C, illustratea two porcelain C-knobs used on
wood to turn i corner. An inside corner is made
in a similar naafi= by using screw type bridle
rings or insulated screw eyes. Figure 60 shows
bow to turn corners when the drop wire run
changes fro% a h9rizontal to a vertical direction.
Note that figure 60 shows both single and multi-

(

pie wire installations. If necessary. drop wire
hooks can be used in place:Of bridle rings.

6-22. The last attachnient df 'the drop wire' run
oil' 'he building is the one ,j_ust before entrance
into the building. Figure Al shows a typical
entrauce and last attachment. ,Note that the drop

) wire is installed wi
rntisture from foil
ing

a drip loop to prevent
the wire into the build-

;

6-23. As we mentioned previously. frame
struchnies require knobs and insulated screw eyes
for drop wire attachments when the cable .sheath
is hot grounded. Figure 62 shows a typical frame
building tun in which the first attnehment is ma
with' a C-knob. and the run ineludes a horizon!. l
section. a turn made with*insulaied screw eyes.
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Figure 58. Use of prosecuve tape.
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DROP WIRE HOOK
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and' a, vertiCal section. Note that' :the holizontal_
section. ,which runs parallel wilt th, building
skins brn b. the tirstAdiachateattalklaint, about
the entrance, avoids wiiidows or Other Winne-
tions. Note also that the vertical ruty does not
pass in front of windows and that' it 'is truly verti-
cal as it goes to the :C-knob.'Which is ttic last
attaihment.

6-24. Remember that insUlated screw eyes
shoUld be placed at lug 5 feet above the gound
line in alleyways or other locations close to 'a
street so that the porcelain portion?Of the screw
eye will not be damaged by people using.' the
thoroughfare. If lower attachmeits must .be
made. use split (C) :knobs instead of the in-
sulated screw eyes.

6-25. Drop wire rims on brick buildings are
installed by applying-the smite principles 'as tIliase
used for installations on frame buildings. In fig-
ure, 63 you see that the drop Wire ruo 'on the
brick is attached by. drOp wire hooks Or bridle

/ rings and ;that ihe entrance is , made near
window'. Y'ou should place the run 'along
smooth part',of the brick rather than along' rough
foundations. Be sure that the run avoids obstrui-
tions .and that the attachments' are anchored in
the center of the tirick rather than in the mortar
between bricks,

Figure 59. Outside corner attacbmpAu.

ABOUT 4

if

ABOUT 4 IN
INSULATED

SCREW EYES

ro.

Figune 60. Tarn attachments.
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Figure 61. Last =scams with drip 1001%

6-26. Stncco constalmtion as shown by fignie:
64. requires attachments to suit the basic son-,
struction of the building. Since the building
shown in figure 64 is stucco over frame, the at-
tachments shown are those which would be tised
for..a frame building. If 'the stucco is over a, 7

masonry building, masonry type attschmeati
should be Used.

6-27. Drop Attachment at the Pole. As we
mentioned before, drive ajid guardarm hooks are
used as attachments on the terminal pole. 'tat Us
now consider how these attachmetits are
Both the " hook arid the drive hook are
installed acc g to standard practices. That

fl
4101111''

IsliCLATTO SOK* LVI

It900
*999 9 rtri"

Lochnoori.
SCAM PI

NOP *ft CLAMP 1.

Mml

c";se
Is rm. RACi
Losinami.
loco

rwoMir....

'%
so

-

4 SSW

sts)

OPP

Figur* 61 Drop wire run on rem buldinL

is, drive hooks should be staggered at least 1. inch
whin, two are, install$ on 'the same pOle (fig.
65)% and thoult-be-placid-to4iwthi7drop-wire
proper appearance 'and clearance. The vertical
distance from oi Suspension .strend to the drive
hook may be varied to obtain proper clearance.
Figure 66 shows 'two drops-"from the same terni-
nal pole. Note -the-location of the drive hooks
and also note that one.drop wire is restikg on
the \shank of the drive hook. This is permissible
when the angle between the drop ant the pole is
such that a sharp bend is aVoidest Pram the
drive hook, the drop wire. runs through drive oc
bridle rings to the terminal. When a vertical run
is on the pole, pull the ring wiring taut to elimi-
nate unsightly slack; however, don't pull the wire
so taut .that the stain is_ taken off the drop wire
clamp and :placed on the drop wire ,itself.

6-28. Drive hooks are not used when the pole
requires a luirdann: instead. the "drop wire is
attached to guardann hooks, on ,the guirdarm. as
shown iwfigure 67.. The guardarm hooks.providc
a solid Jastening on the guardann. just as the
drive hook did on the pole. and the installation
is. completed 'in essentially the same mariner.
The necessity for avoiding slack. and for obtain=
log the proper-clearance applies here also.

6:29. Wien the drep. is atthched to an ripen
wire line, the guardarm hook . is used on the
crossann in making the installation. When this
method is used.' make sure that the hook is in-

stalled
in 4 position sci that the drop wire span

Figure 63. Drelt wim run otrmunary
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INSULATED SCREW EYES

DROP WIRE CLA PS

IF OVER 9 FT. PLACE
ADDITIONAL SCREW EYE

IF OVER 12 FT.
PLACE ADDITIONAL

SCREW EYE

C KNO8

oata...rdap..1%.4.m. ew4war **040o.*Peowafto-1000...........4ka4 waAh**"

AT INSTALLATIONS WHERE STUCCO-FtNISH WALLS HAVE NO WOOD BACKING,

TURN MAY BE MADE WITH ONE INSULATED SCREW EYE PLACED IN STUDDING.

Figure 64. Drop wire nisi on stucco-over-frame building.

will clear the operzi wire lines. Open wire termi-
nation will be disowned further in Chapter 3.

7. Underground Distribution Wiring
7-1. M some time or other you may be re-

quired td make an underpound installation be-
tween the terminal pole and the subset. This
type of installation usually requires the USC of
underground distribution wire anti, of course, dif-
ferent Methods of installation.

Figure 65. Drive hooks installed on pole.

3p

,

Waltillo.** Am.

Figure 66. Location or drive nooks on terminal pole.
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Fig= 67. Location of gouda= hooks at terminil pole.

SECTION A A

Figure 68. Pair arrangement of parallel-jacketed under-
ground distribution wire.

Figure 69. Pipe position for brugge crossing.

31

L c2
7-2. Underground Wire. Figure 68 shows

a typical_ singietpair, parallel-jacketed, under-
ground distribution wire, which is available in
one- atui two-pair 'sizes. Note that the rubber
insulated conductor are protected by a steel
serving and a weatherproof neoprene jacket. A
trcer ridge or groove is provided on the insula-
tion of one win of ,each pair. When it is neces1
sary to make an underground ,installation, the
appropriate wirr must be selected for the job, u
.specified in technical orders on drop wire and
station installation.

7-3. Installstioa. The wire or cable for under-
ground service installations may be buried direc-
tly in. the ground or rim through conduit. The
usual practice is to bury the wire or cable, unless
conduit facilities already exist. But you may

12 M.

Figure 70, Mechanical protection for underground
Aire at pole.
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Figure 71. Mechanical protection for underground
wine et station..

have to install galvanized-pipe conduit to provide
mechanical protection at critical points or loca-
tions of directly buried runs,, such as tuns across
drainage ditches. roadways, small/bridges, and
through culverts.

- 7-4. If soil conditions permit and a wire plow
is available, underground distribntion wire or
service cable may be plowed under the ground.
Otherwise, the wire is buried in a hand- or
machine-dug trench, which should not generally
be more than 12 inches Wikte. The width. how-
ever, will depend on the conditions of the
location and the digging tools aVailable.

7-5. All personiel engaged in wire-burying
operations must obsezve the following precau-
tions;

(1) Be sure to bury the wire or cable deep
enough to prevent damage by heavy vehicles
crossing the buried line.

(2) When placing wire along roadways or
acroas ditches, avoid locations that might inter-
fere . with natural drainage.

(3) Avoid careless handling of wire and reels
while they are- in transit and during the placing
procedures.

(4) Do not remove lagging from the wire
reels until the wire is ready to be placed in the
ground. Exposure to light and moisture may
cause deterioration of the rubber insulation;
therefore, cover exposed reels with a tarpaulin
when the weather is wet.

32

(5) Do not permit vehicles to be driven over
wire or cable that is lying on the pound-

(6) if the wire Or cable is to he placed in an --
excavated trim*, as it is placed check the wire or -

cable carefully for cuts, nicks, and breaks. Make
any necessary repair or replacement.

(7) Allow a sufficient length of the wire or
cable to extend at bath ends of the run to permit
proper terminations.

7-6. In general. a depth of 18 to 2C) inches wiil
provide a good, protective earth covering for
buried wire or service cable. The actual depth of
placement, however, will depend on The condi-
tions along the wire route and the operating
efficiency of the digging and burying tools and
equipment

7-7. If the minimum placement depths listed
in pertinent tables .pannot be Met, additional me-
chanical protection must be provided or an alter-
nate wire route selected. For example, mechan-
ical protection, such as galvanized pipe_ split

ARMOR

SOLDERLESS
CONNECTOR

GROUND POST

BUSHING

LOC/MUT

N4Ni. GALVANIZED STEEL
PIPE (1/2 IN.)

CABLE CLAMP (11N)

1:344'N% UNDERGROUN
DISTRIBUTION WIRE

t

12IN.

Figure 72_ Mechanical protection at ouuide station
pnatectar.
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Figure 73. Outside protector mounting.

wood conduit, and U-cable guards, is necessary
for underground distribution wire or service, cable
at locations where the wire or cable 'is, or is
likely to be, exposed to mechanical damage or
weathering.

7-8. When buried service wire must cross road-
ways or streams, galvanized pipe should be used
for protection. Figure 69 shows a pipe installtion
in which the pipe is secured in position so that it
will not be dislodged by traffic or cleaning.

7-9. Of course. guard pipe for underground
services is also necessary at the ends of the in-
stallation. Figure 70 shows protection at a termi-
nal pole at the line end., and figures 71 and 72
show protection at the station end. Note that
pipe covering is provided from a point approxi-
mately 12 inches beloW the ground. surface to the
protector cabinet

7-10, U you must make an underground in-
stallation. follow the procedures as set forth in
pertinent technical orders and you should have
very little trouble. From this discussion on un-

----tierground wiring, then, let's shift our attention to
the protectors, which ground dangerous poten-
tials.

S. The En&ancs Hale and Station Pratairtar
extencl the elephone wiring into the

building, an entrance hole must be provided at
some conitenient location. T hole should be
located to provide the shortest possible outside
building Tun without causing inside wiring prob-
lems. Also,, some consideration should he given
,to the location of the protector wial respect to the

33

PROTECTOR
MOUNTING

STATiON
PROTECTOR

1029

LINE WI E GROUNtt WeRE

Figum 74. &inductor arrangement in an outside
protector.

entrance hole location. Since the protector may
be located either inside or- outside of the building
and also requires a good ground, it would sim-
plify the job of installation to locate the entrance
hole and protector adjacent to an existing_gronnd
tWater pipe. gas pipe. etc.). Whenever possible.

TO PROTECTOR

i2 N.

Figare 75. Use of TWO ground reds



130
it is best to
immediately
or make the
door or ,a
frames should

select a pointlor the entranced hole
above the building Foundation sill
entrance at wood= bine. either a
window. Entrance through metal

be ?voided.
Dieing tisa flak. After the location for.

the entrancesiholh his been determined: the hole
is then made by using a drill: in general, the
hole should be made laic enough to accotni
modate the immediate. end anticipated number of
wires that will go into the building; however, do
not make the hole diameter greater than one-half
the width of the material through whicb the hole
is made. Rather than make a hole with too late

diameter, drill two" skull holes. If an insulating
tube is used, drill a hale just large enough.for the
tube to enter. The. proper hole sins fore the
various insulated mbe&are usually, given in..,ter.b;
nical orders on installa n.

8-3.. To help keep moisture o of the build-
entrance holes should be driii d so that they

slope upward from the outside. AVben entering
through brick wall. make the hole in a seam
between the bricks. It is a land practice to drill

-

from the side where a go;4?d appearance is most
desirable.
2 84. Whet it is necesaary to locate the mows
hole at metal window framelt set in concrete,
drill halfway from the inside of the building and
halfway tram te outside. Start the holes so/
that they meet 4ipproximately 3 inches behind
the visible entf of the fraMe.

8-5; The entrance holes for exposed stations,
require the use of insulatidg tubes, except as
follows:

Vhen: service entrance conduit is used, np
toe is required.
When the- entrance hole is made intirely
throu brick ,ox. masonry, '-no mix is re-

a.EnvIce un

4.6

*or ass THAM
10 FT ABOVE GROUNDa

srarion
monCTOR
CASINET

CJIPPED
ELSOW

;

When maldng the initallatian, a least 1/4 inch of
the tube should project beyond the

linwever, it should not bave
lorojection; the tube should be cut, if

sary. In addition, the tube must fit s
entrance hole. ff it doei not, place
layers of friction tape around the outside end of
the tube to nisi& a snug fit.

NOT LESS THAN
IN RADIUS

SERVICE
HEAD

NOT LESS
THAN 10 FT -

ASOVE GROUNO

STATION
PROTECTOR
CASIN

Figure 76: Typical tervice conduit wbare protector cabinet is iriside biialdzg
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C. FITTING FOR
CONNECTION

T WATER PIPE

S NMI

CAIINET FOR
STATION PROTECTOR

NOT LESS TNAN
ICI FT AllOVE GROUND

CONDUIT FOR GIOUNO WIRE
RUN TO GROUND ROD

Figure 77. Typical service conduit where protector cabinet is outside buildin;.

8-6. Protector Installation. As mentioned pre-
viously, the protector safeguards the station from
excess voltages and currents. To do this, how-
eVer, it must be installed ciarrectly and must be in
proper working order.

8-7. Protectors are designed for both indoor
and outdoor installation. The outdoor protectors.
however, must have covers to protect them from
the weather. The function of indoor and outdoor
protectors is basically the same. That is, when
excessive current flo:ws through either fuse, .heat
is produced, mtities the fuse element and open-
ing the circuit. High voltage, however, is

grounded tik, mei= of a carefully designed air-
gap. This airigip is quite smallspacings be-
tween 3/1000 'inch and 25/1000 inch are
commod. If protectors are impr9perly mounted.
carbon dust can fill this small gap and create a
permanent ground. $ometimei a permanent gound
is created by the heat from lightning.

8-8. Station protectors should be located
where they are readily accessible for Inspection

35
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4 FT
MOVE
GROUND

Figure 78. Concealed wire run for frame construction.
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Figure 79. Concealed wire run for.xnasenry
construction.

and maintenance and as close at possible to the
entrance hole. A location should be selected
which permits the use of a short ground wire
&reedy connected to its grounding deviio. Fie-
tire 73 shows a typical outside protector mount-
ing. -When a protector is mounted outside. it
shOuld be placed no mote than 5 feet above the
ground level. A clearance 'of 1 foot or more is

WIRE FISHED
TO SUBSET

MAINTAIN 1 FT
MINIMUM

CLEAFANCE

Num 80. Prtlafly conceakd wur nurt

required between the protector and any power
installation.

84. Figure 74 shows a typical conductor aT-
raagertfent for nn outside protector. Note that all
wiring leaves the protector at the bottom. Also
note that the line wiring coane5ts to the two
lower terminals in the protector. and the station
wiring connects to the two outside terminali near
the top. The ground wire connects to the center -

terminal at the top. With an inside protector.
this situation may be reversed. That is. the
ground wire and the station wires may be Con-
nected at the bottom of the protector and .the line
wires connected to the top. This means. of
course. that the protector would be installed with
its ground and station wire terminals at the bot-
tom rather than at the top.

8-10. If a station protector is to function
properly. it must be connected to a good ga-ound.
The installer must connect the ground wire toi
the preferred ground if it is available. The fol-
lowing is a list of suitable grounds, placed in the
order of their preference:

(1) The cold water pipe of a public or base
water system.

(2) The cold water pipe of a private water
system, providing the system contains at least 10
feet of buried pipe.

WIRE EXIT HOLE

ALTERNATE
WIRE EXIT
HOLE "FOR

WALL
MOUNTED

SET )

WIRE EXIT
HOLE
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(3) A permanently installed metal tank, con-
duit, or pipe.

(4) A ground rod. In dry and sandy soil, and
in extmmely cold teginos one rod ws11 not provide
an adequate ground. In such cases it may be
necessary Ito use several rods strapped together.
When several rods are used, there should be at
least 12 inches of space between them. Figure
75 shows two ground rods strapped together.

8-1 1. 'There are three sizes of wire available
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BASEMENTS ANO STOREROOMS

., DRIvE RING

1.--

PLASTER
WOOD LAM
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P N
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-
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wiTH mAmmER
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_
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I
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t. ':,

.

DRIVE RING

Figure 82. Typical station wire attacbusenu.
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for making ground connections: Nos. 6. 12. and
14 AWG rubber- or plastic-itrulated wire. One
fuseless protector or three fused protectors may
be grounded through No, 14 wire. Two fuseless
or aye fused protectors mly be grounded through
No. 12 wire. Any number of equipment protec-
tors may be grounded through No. 6 wire. If 4
ground rod is used instead of other preferred
grounds, a separate , rod with separate ground
wiring should be used with each protector.

8-12. Good lOcations are important for the
ground and ground- clamps which secure the
ground wire. Also. it'is very important that you
follow tweet electrical practice in making 'all
ground connections. It is just as important
to have goad ground connections as it is to have
good connections at all other points in the circuit.
In many circuits, as you will learn ia section IS,
the ground return is used as part of the ringing
circuit.

8-13. The actual location of the, ground rod is
influenced by breakage or tampering possibilities;
do not put it in public alleys and streets or on
the sidewalk side of a building., The mast suit-
able place for ground rods is in the basement of a
building, as close as possible to the basement
wall. After installation, inspect the rod to make
sure that the tail. wire is not broken.

8-14. Several rules - apply to ground wires.
Never use *Orals or bends greater than a right
angle. Ajso, the ground wire must be one piece.
Short sections are Illowable only as straps be-
tween protectors; splices are lailwalsrojily be-
tween the ground wire and theAgrounYrod, and

SECURING THE WOVEN CONDUIT

TAPE/ 5 *IRE CLIP GROWN() IRE CLAMP

CROSSING EXPOSED STEAM PIPES
AT LEAST

2 ,f'4
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TAP CLASSZ
S WIRE CLIP
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CROSSING OPEN ELECTRIC LIGHT WIRES

Figure 83. insulaung protection for wire.
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Figure 54. Gridwork underfloor dog.

between the ground wire and a common No. 6
ground wire. :another rule is that the instrument
wiring and the protector ground wire must be
separated on open runs; that is, inside wires must
be placed under sep ately mounted fasteners.
Do not twist inside wires and protector ground
wires together. Remember, the ground wire from
a protector is not placed in a ring run. Also, the
ground wire running to the ground rod is kept at
least 6 feet from the ground rods of other
services.

9. 'Inside Wire Plannhig and Installation
9-1. The installer-repairman must plan the in-

stallation of inside wiring very carefully, To do
this he must consider the particular building ar-
rangement as well as the needs of the personnel
or organization occupying the building. Since
very few buildings are exactly alike and the tele-
phone requirements in different organizations are
seldom the same, it is evident that the inside
installation must be tailored to the specific
situation.

9-2. Selecting the telephone location and in-
suring a good wire appearance are the first steps
in planning any effective installation job. In the
following paragraphs, you. will learn the criteria
and methods you should consider in such plan-
ning.

9-3. The type of Weide wire, the wire fasten-
ers, the lead *in. and any special job require-
ments should all be considered at the beginning.
In other words, plan the inside wire job at the
time- you plan the drop wire run and select the
point of entrance. 0

94, Telephone and Wire-Eattenee Locations.
First, let's consider the telephone location, which

BRANCH
DUCTS

C"

should meet the Aallowing requirements: The
bell should be clearly heard by the user within
an area of reasonable size surrounding the tele-
phone location; the teliphone should be in a dry
place; it should ,tiot be near a grounded metallic
object. such as a radiator or sink, and never near
any electrical apifiicance. If the telephone can-
not be separated from metallic objects. shorten
the handset cord so that the user cannot contact
the metallic object or electrical appliance when
he is using the telephone. Dial sets should be
located where there is sufficient light at all times.
Also, the telephone set should be accessible for
inspection and sepair and should be in a loca-
tion free from excessive 'vibration. Frequently.
you will have to mount wall sets on a backboard.
If a combined set is being used, you can usually
put the set on the desk. That is neither the back-
board (for the wall set) nor the bell box (for
the desk set) need be considered for the com-
bined sets.

9-5. let us assume that our inatallation re-
quires an outside mounted protector. At once
we are faced with the necessity for making the
proper wire entrance. Of course, this entrance
location depends on the proposed location for the

. station apparatus and the required or most ad-
vantageous routing of the interior and exterior
wire runs. Before selecting an entrance location.
make d complete survey of the premises and of
the interior and exterior wire routes planned.
The survey ahould -'isclose whether a built-in
entrance (service coialuit) has been provided
for the building, as shown in figure 76 or 77
When service conduit is provided, use it for -tne-,-
building entrance whenever izracticable.

9-6. If built-in service conduit is not provided
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or is impracticable. you must make an entran\c
hole ar explained previously in this chapter. \

9-7, Appointees and Resits al Win. The
matt instaiiii 'inay rind little sileetion between
possible instrument locations within building .
becatIlie the telephone must sometimes be used
at, of near, a particular desk. However, the in- ,
side wire run should follow a reasonably direct
path from the point where the Wire enters the
building to the instrument location and should
be free- from obstructions. If, by selecting a
longer route, you can avoid a concentration of
pipes, electrical equipment. or moisture areas
which would he damaging to the wire, then by
all means do ,so. That is, select conditions where

135
minimum maintenance will be needed and satis-
factory secvice life will be increased. These
should be the decidirtg factors and are 01 010re
consequence thxn the lenph of the wire run.

, 94. The appearance of the inside wire run is
fkuently less important in Air Force installations
thak it is in commercial installations; however,
in eçry situation a workmanlike job should be
Sough Since a concealed wire run will elimi-
nate mt appe ranee problems and some main-
tenance oblem, you may frequently select this
type of ro te. In selecting and using a concealed
wire route,\ you need a working knowledge of
building sp.m. For example, frame buildings
generally have air spaces between the inside wall.

DISTRIERMON TERMINAL CARINET

'N ON CENTERS

Figure 85.

HEADER DUCT

Cellular steel floor type, underflpor ctuct.
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Figure 86. Conduit underfioor from walls.

9-9. For examples of concealed wiring back
of building walls, refer to figures 78 and 79.
Figkire 78 shows concealed wiring in frame con-
stuction, and figure 79 illustrates concealed
wiring in masonry construction. Where appear-
ance or prubability of wire damage is of sufficient
importance. you may fish the telephone wire
through these spaces; but more rapid installations
call be made by following a molding or base-

OISTRIOUTION TERMINAL CAIIINET

TREMOvARLIL FACE KATE
FOR UGHT WINftie

MOM MOP
,MOLINNI

SUSHEO OUTLET

TELEPHONE HMS

Figure 87. Metal bus raceway.

,*

board. Figure 80 shows a neat wire run con-
cealed for only a short .distance. Note in this
illustration that the wiring is concealed back of
the wail from the molding down to the subset.
Note also that the exposed wiring follows the
molding along the wail.

9-10. Many Air Force installations are not
suitable for concealed wire; therefore. wire runs
must usually be made on the surface. Following
are several rules that apply, for surface runs:

HINE sPaCE wilt suit.

NOWT TO
0 STRIVITION
TERIHN/IL

PI 7

iw x 4 iitHI IN. (HMV SOX

Fi gu re 8g. Wood base radtway.
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SNOWING WIRES
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Flom 19, Maud owdloor duct.

.s.;ollow tbe.basaboard r;ither than
the ceiling line except in a basiment."

Use wire molding. picture moldings, or race-
ways when they are available.

To prevent damage. place the wire in a
metal or wood molding onovertical runs where
picture or door moldings are not accestible.,

Be sure that the inside wire does not inter-
fere with the operation of windows or doors and-

that the wire run does not span stair wells or
other open places.

Do not mak beatn-to.beani runs above
work benches or stored bbxes unleu the wfre can
be placed where it *ill not be dareiged.

If joists must be spanned,t stay within 3
inches oi the wall.

/3 7

9-I I. For an example of wiring in a molding
groove, refer to figure 81. As shown in, this il-
lustration, the wiring enters an upstairs room at
a molding near the ceiling.. It follows this mold-
lag to a position across the mom where it goes
back of the wall and down to a lower molding.
It then follows this lower molding to a position
where it can be connected to a subset. th addi-,
tion, tune that there is an alternate wire exit
shpwn for the connection of a wall-mounted set.

942. Location and- appearance are not the
only factors that determine the Wire tO be used
for an inside wire run. For example. locations
where severe moisture conditioni may cause wire
trouble, such as.the area under the building, re-
quire the use of a moisture-resistant wire. This
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Figure 91. Staggend'astangesnent of duct

wire may also be used as a substitute for bridle
wife. If appearance is very important, use a
wire built for appearance, one having a jacket
that blends with woodwork or desk coloring.
Ivory-jacketed wire is available for light-colored
woodwork and brown-jacketed for mahogany or
walnut installons.

9-13. Wire Protection and Attachments. Wire
installation techMques depend upon the job sit-
uation. Throughout the wire run, wire must have
the proper clearance and protection. If wire is
secured to walls or goes through walls, floors,
or ceilings, you must use proper fasteners and
prescribed protection methods. The fasteners for
inside wire are designed to fit almost all situations
which you will encounter; however, remember to
place the fasteners over studding in the walls and
never to bosun wires direcdy to conduits, pipes,

tit APP*03(

No. II OM
WOOD 11C1Wr

ILBOW ADAPT IR

rpm 92. Sec=neg oeordoos duct elbow adapter,

or their supports. Figure :42 illustrates some of
the wire attachments used in basemen store
rooms, sad other area when ...
secondary. In tabbed rooms-- and-- &s-
ame cable clamps employing fasteners for
the wall surface supportng the wire tun are used.
In many instances, various types of staples are
used in the attachment of inside wiring, inchtdiLia
some which are applied with staple guns. -7

9-14. The protection for inside wiring (tape
wrappings, porcelain tubes, woven canduits, etc.)
is selected to suit the job at bait Figure 83
shows *maples of protection applied for varionis
sitwiticuts. Woven conduit is used when shaping
of the peoteetive conduit is required, as when
the Wire crosses s pipe or beam. Note the meth-
ods used to prevent slipping. Porcelain tubes
should be used when =Rang exposed steam
pipes or open electric wires. Whenever practice-
able, a wire run should be above rather than
below any watler pipe which must be crossed.
Water pipes may sweat under certain cenditions.
You should maintain tt least 6 inches clearance
between telephone wiring and fareip ground
wires; however, since you cannot always do so.
the protections shown are used where the wire
cannot be separated from other objects by the
proper clearance distance.

9-15. Remember that between the point of en-
trance and the inside-mounted protector. the line
wire must not touch nor be capable of mbving into
a permanent contact with any combustible or elec-
tric current-conducting material.

9-16. Use of Conduit. Conduit is frequently
used for telephone wiring in Air Force buildings;
hence you must understood conduit arrangements
and know how to run Wire in conduit. First.
let us consider conduit in general.

9-17. The conduit system should be designed
with its primary pUrpose in Mind; to inclose and
support the building cables and wiring. There-
fore, even if the characteristics of a building
indicate the need for a conduit system. a detailed
design should not be prepared until the required
locations, quantity, and type of service have been
carefully determined.

9-18. Building conduit systems not only elimi-
nate the hazards. exposure to damage, and ob-
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jectionabla appearance of able pod
wiring but also facilitate the of the
access to the building cable plant a it ftture
changes in the location and numberof telephones
are less difficult Because of these characteristics,
conduit systems are pnrticularly desirable for
buildings having a large number of telephones:
-but regardleu of the service requirements, con-
duit should also be installed in buildings or areas
where: .

Exposed cable and wire would be sub-
jected to mechanical or electrical damage.
Exposed cable and wire would constitute
a hazard.
The appearance of exposed Cable and wire
would be objectionable.

9-19. The above-mentioned characteristics may
apply to all or part of a building; therefore, the
need for conduit is determined for each area
of a building, rather than for the building as
a whole. Some buildings art designed and con-
structed fin organizations of known size and ac-
tivity and are established by building type. pro-
vided the building is used as planned.

9-20. If conduit is to be concealed, it should
be installed before the building is completed. Al-
though some conduit may be placed , after the
building is finished or during remodeling, it is
more expensive to install and very 'difficult to
conceal. Furthermore, a conduit system added
to a completed building may not be as effective
as one that is planned and ciinstructed as an in-
tegral part of the building. So instillation of ef-
ficient and economical conduit systems demands
the complete coordination of all agencies con-
certed with. constrUctian of the building.

9-21. Basically, there are four general .tries
of building conduit -systems: underfloor duct.
Conduit undierldor-frtint-wall. base raceway. and
molding raceway. These systems proteci the con-
ductors from mechanical injury and pruvide easy

access for installation of wiring and connections.
They also conceal the conductors,whose. esposure
raid. aostatits * havi.

9-22. Underfloor &mu. Underfloor libet sys-
tems are or two. kindsgrldwork and Cellular
steel floor. The stidwork system shown in figure
54 is made tip' of parallel header ducts running
front distributitm terminal cabinets.. These par-
allel ducts are normally spaced from 20 to 60
feet apart. Parallel Stanch ducts spaced 5 to 6
feet apart -nisi it right angles to the header ducts.'
Junction boxes are positioned at the intersections
of the header and braneh. dUcts. Floor outlets
with rernovable caps are spaced about every ..24
inches along the duct runs. Separate conduit
is used with this system to carry tie Cables
between distributing terminal cabinets and splic-
ing closets.

9-23. In the cellular steel floor system, shown
in figure 85. the cells or ducts in pe' floor serve
as wiring channels. These ducts are placed on .

6-inch centers. 1.1suall. partieular ducts are as-
a signed a definite use. For example. telephone

wiring may be. assigned to the- in-between ducts.
Thus, the telephone installer may have access to
ducts spaced at 12-inch intervals across the floor.
Outlet heads may be installed at practically any
point along the duct runs. These parallel cells
are crossed by header ducts which run to dis-
tribution terminal cabinets. Junction boxes are
provided in the hailer ducts.

9-24. Conduit underfloor-from-wall. The con-
duit underfloor-from-wall system. as the name
implies, is a network of conduit extending front
distribution terminal cabinets to outlet boxes in
the walls, colurnw. or roars of a building. Figure
86 illustrates t. typical underfloor-from-wall sys-
tem. Note how the conduit extends underfloor
from a distnluting terminal to various locations
in the building.

9-25, Base raceways. Base raceways systems
may be either metal or wood. 'The metal race-
ways are merely wall baseboards that contain
channels through which wire can be run. (See
fig. 87.)

9-26. Outlets are provided at intervals along
the face plate of these baseboards. Wooden race-
ways are also wall baseboards but with a space
in the rear through which the wire can be run.
(See fig. 88.) A slot between the wood base-
board and the baseboard molding is used for
outlets. Conduit from distribution terminals to
boxes mounted in-the wails behind the base race-
ways is Ised with both the wooden and metal
raceway systems.

9.27, ,Wolding 'ract,wavA. \folding ratiett4
systems are similar to base racrway saems ex-

A
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cept that thel wires are distributed through con-
cealed channels at the rear of ceiling moldings.

9-2S, Marin !? wire run in conduit. When you
are required to make station wire ruas in build-,
iitgs equipped with some type of conduit -sys-
tem. trace out the duct runs and locate the outlets
which are best suited for your purpose, After
this has been done, use the simplest and most
direct route for the wire run. Non:. Make cer-
tain .that the telephone wires are not placed in
the same ducts with wires from other services
such as power. intercommunication systems. or
electrical, light wires.

9-29. Station wiring can usually be plaLed
directly in raceway type building conduit systems.
In underfloor systems the wire must be "pulled
in.- The use of a fishline or tape is usually
required to pull wires through conduit. If a rsh
tape is not- available and there are no sharp
bends in the duct run, a length of galvanized
steel wire is a good substitute. In either case,
the fish tape or wire is first pushed ihrough the
conduit; the station wire is then attached to it and
is drawn into place by removing the fish tape or
wire. If the wire is hardto pull in the conduit
because of the length of the run or bends in
the duct. the wire may be lubricated with Flax-
soap or Carbowax. Only a thin film of lubricant
is necessary. Excess amounts, if left in the ducts.
wit.' become gummy and tend to clog the ducts.
NOTE: Do not use a lubricant on textile--covered
wires or cables and never use a mineral oil
product as it may deteriorate the insulation.

9-30. Installation. Of course, the installation
of conduit is largely determined by the conduit

For example. extensive underfloor instal-
:al.ons can be made only while the building is

constnicted. but overfloor duct srstems
may be placed in a completed building: and. in
.:eneral. where underfloor conduit has not been
provided. overfloor duct may be used. Either
metal or rubber ovrfloor duct may be used.
depending on the floor surface. The following
paragraphs describe metal and rubber overfloor
duct and discuss the uses and in.stallation of each
type.

9-31. Metal overfloor duct (fig_ 89) consists
of a base with sloping sides and a snap-fit cover
and is available in two sizes, each in 5-foot
:enzhs. The imaller size will accommodate five
pairs of four triple-plastic-jacketed station wires:
the larger size will accommodate two 26-pair
inside wiring cables. Two fiber wire-retaining
clips Ire furnished 'with each length.

9-32. Fittings equipped with triple twistouts,
provide any accessary outlets, elbows, and junc-
tions in the duct nib. Removal of the smallest
twistout provides the proper size opening in the
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fitting for the insertion of the smaller size metal
duct: and removal of all thret twistouts provides
a large enough oPening for the larger size metal

duct.. One is used under the desk to run the cable
or wire tsf,% through the extension outlet by the
use of a service fitting. Figure 90. B. illustrates
a large service fitting which is used when a num-
ber of wires or cables-are involved. The elbow
adapter, shown in C of figure 90, can be used
when it is necessary to run.wires up a wall.

9-33. Metal overfloor duct is used on rough
floor surfaces where holes in the flooring for
the fastening devices are not objectionable and
where secure fastening to the floor surface is
desirable. For example. small size duct is in-
stalled as follows:

( 1 ) Run the base of the duct along the de-
sired wire route. Connet:t the dud to the proper
fittings by inserting it in the tongues provided
in the bases of the fittings. If the length of the
duet run exceeds 5 feet. add additional unit
lengths of duct as required. When necessary.
cut the duct to proper length with a fine-tooth
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hacksaw blade and smooth the cut edges wiih a
file. For better rigidity, arrange adjoining .lengths.
of duct so that the joinrof the duct caps is re-
moved front 'that of the duct bases (fig. 91).

(2) Fasten the base to the floor with wood
screws, wood screws in screw anchors, or ham-
mer drive anchors, your choice depending on the
.type of flooring. Also. if the floor or baseboard
is uneven and an elbow adapter does not fit
snuggly. secure the top portion of the adapter to
the baseboard with a No. 8 roundhead wood
screw, as shown in figure 92. Drill a hole for the
screw in the center line of the fitting about 1

inch from the top..
9-34. Station Wire Termination. Once the sta-

tion wiring is complete all that remains to be
done in the building is to make the necessary
connections. Generally, the station wiring is ter-
minated at protectors. connecting blocks, or dis-
tribution terminals. Information about the use
and connection of protectors was given earlier in
this chapter. Therefore. let us now consider con-
nectiog biocks.

9-35. Connecting blocks. Connecting blocks
are normally used in three different ways:

SETS WITS
BAKELITE COVERS

To terminate (connect) the line and station
wires near the building entrance when a protec-
tor is not required.

To bridge station wiring.
To connect station wiring. and telephone

cords.

9-36. Connecting blocks may .be located on
desks, tables. baseboards, beams. windows, and
doOr frames in a substation installation. Since
splices am avoided in the instAlation. the con-
necting block is doubly necessary. The location
of the connecting block, like_ that of other por-
tions of the installation, should be selected for
accessibility and safety. Plac.,-; the connecting
block where neither.it nor the wiring which runs
to it will be a source of trouble.

9-37. In figure 93 you see a simple type of
connecting block used as stated in- paragraph
9-35, aboye. Be careful when connecting the
wires so that they are tip to tip and ring to ring.

9-38. When the telephone is on .a desk, a con-
necting block similar to the one shown in figure
94 is frequently mounted on the 'desk with the
telephone cord brought out through a slot or

SETS wiTH
METAL. COVERS

Fiiure 96, Subset winnF.
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bole in the desk top and within a few inches of
the front of the desk. If this arrangement is' not
pouible, mount the connecting block on the side
of the desk. The type 42 block is shown with
the cover removed and indicate* the means by
which wires are brought into the connecting
block. Notice that the station wire is wound
around the block so that a strain on the wire will
not tend to pull it loose from its terminal Also,
the telephone cord coming into the connecting
block is arranged so that a strain will not cause
a direct loosening of the connection. While ob-
serving figure 94, you should also note that the
block terminals are identified by the letters "R."
"G," "B," and "Y." These letters are used to
identify the terminals for the connection of sta-
tion and cord wiring. Normally, these letters
signify the colors of red, green, black, and
yellow. The ring and tip leads are usually con-
nected to the R and G terminals on the block.
However, to terminate any telephone equipment
you must connect it in accordance with the color
code and the circuit diagrams for the piece of
apparatus concerned. to insure proper operation.

9-39. Distribution terminal. In buildino
where a large number of telephones are in-
stalled, such as offices, apartment houses, etc,.

SPACKE7

distribution terminals are often used for terminat-
ing the inside cables. This type of terminal ar-
rangement is illustrated in figure 95. While ob--
serving this type of terminal, note that fanning
strips are provided for cable pair 'identification
and for the identification of phone wires by
either station or room numbers. Also. note that
a ground strip is included which provides a
ground terminal for each phone in the building.

9-40. When a distribution terminal is pro-
vided, you will find it advantageous to connect
the station wiring directly to the terminal. When
such connections are made, you should leave
enough slack in the wire so that it can be ter-
minated at any binding posts in the terminals.
This wiring arrangement is usually accomplished
by routing the wire through the distributing ring
farthest from the assigned set of binding posts,
as shown in figure 95.

9-41. Installation of Stntion Apparatus. After
the station wiring is installed and terminated.
we are then ready to connect the telephone set
and any other auxiliary k. -,uipment. Auxiliary
telephone devices such as signaling equipment,
switching keys, etc.. are normally called station
apparatus.

9-42. Subsets. Combined subsets are the easi-

CORD TO TELEPHONE

NOCKOUT HOLE

SEE DETAIL 4

5 8 M CLEARANC
HOLE KNOCKOUT /

REMOVED

A,

/ SEE DETAiL B

74PE

NiRE

DETAIL A

3

2

CDNNECTNG SLOI:K
MOUNTING BRACKET

L:NE

3 8 IN 'ICT'ON 7APE

OETA1L 3

Figure 97 Typical wIring facJilues for desk.
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est items to install, because in inpst cases it is
only necessaty to connect the proper wires to the
pm** terminals. Wire fasteners are nist re-.
quired if the subset is placed where no strain
will be placed on the condeictors. or if the wire
is entirely =steeled as it comes to the subset.
Remember, the cord connections and the inside
wire conductors are connected together at the
terminals of a connecting block mounted on the
desk, wall, etc. Each telephone should be con-
nected to the line in accordance with the specific
wiring diagram instructions furnished by the man-
ufacturer. Figure 96 shows terminations of the
hand set cord and the line within two subsets.

9-43. Dak type telephone. In most cases, it
is not good practice to attach wiring 10 desks.
In situations where it cannot be avoided, you
should allow at least 1 foot of slack wire between
the floor outlet or last wall attachment and the
first desk attachment This wiring arrangement
allows the deek to be moved slightly without
damaging the wire. If a connecting block must
be mounted on the desk and the desk panel is
less than inch thick, the panel should be built
up with a wooden backboard to increase its
strength. A wire run on a desk must be neatly
installed and concealed as nench as possible. If
it cannot be concealed, be sure that it is neat
because a sloppy wire run is noticed by every-
one. To help provide concealment the wire
should be placed in the angle formed by the top
and sides of the desk or in the angle formed
by the legs and pavels of ,the desk. You should
use inside wiring rii.,1r or staples for attaching
wire to the desk.

9-44, Some types of desks are equipped with
wiring facilities. On metal desks equipped with
wire runs. the wire should be protected at the
entrance and exit holes by installing the soft
rubber grommets provided or by placing seVeral
wrapping of tape on the wire. Figure .97 il-
lustratee the wiring arrangement on a desk
equipped with wiring facilities.

9-45. Signaling equipment. In the installa-
tion of telephone equipment. you may come
across situations when normal %ration ringers do
not meet the signaling needs of the subscriber.
Also, when installing telephones al party lines.
it may be necessary to cannect the phones for
various types of selective ringing. In installations
where noise makes it difficult to hear the tele-
phone ring, it may be necessary to install such
apparatus as extension ringers, loud ringing bells.
buzzers. or lamp indicators. Also, when the . in-
dividuals on party lines do not wish to hear the
ringing for other parties on the line, it may be
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necessary to install a selective ringing system of
some sort. Extension ringers, loud bells, and
selective ringing systems are discussed in Chapter
4 of this volume. Therefore, wc will not discuss
their operation at this time.

9-46. Transfer keys. Transfer keys are nor-
mally used in small installations where it is im-
practical to install complicated key systems and
it it desirable to have more than one line con-
nected to a single telephone set. TgInsfer keys
may be used where it is desirable e have one
party answer all incoming calls anti of course, for
transferring the calls to other persons. There are
numerous types of keys available, both pushbut-
ton and lever types. Regardless of which type
you install, they must be located where they are
the most satisfactory to the user from the stand-
point of appearance and convenience. The usual
practice is to mount the keys at the side of the
desk Or table leg. When connecting a transfer
key, it must be terminated in accordance with
the instructions for the type of apparatus used.

9-47. Special equipment. Tlie installer-repair-
man may be called upon to install special equip-
ment such as explosion-proof telephones, re-
cording devices, and other specially designed
apparatus.

9-48. Explosion-proof sets are intended for
use at all locations where the atmosphere con-
tains gases or vapors capable of exploding. These
sets are constructed so that all parts of the
apparatus which might cause a spark are com-
pletely inclosed. Rigid conduit must be installed
with these explosion-proof telephones. The con-
duit must run from the set to a point outside
the hazardous arca and all openings in the con-
duit must be sealed with an approved sealing
compound. Generally, normal installation practi-
ces may be followed except that a line switch
must be included to discharge the condensers
whenever it is necessary to open the telephone
set for servicing.

9-49. Tfiere are numerous recording devices
manufactured that can be placed at the subset
to make recordings. Basically, there are two
types: an induction type that merely requires an
ac power source and a directly connected type
that must be wired across the telephone line. In
any case, such devices are accompanied by com-
plete instructions for installation. Recorders must
be wired, however, to meet certain require-
ments: One of these is that there must be a

"beep" signal applied to the line whenever the
recorder is in use, Follow\the instructions fur-
nished with special equipment and you should
have little trouble with its installation. ,
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9-50. Tbe workbook contains a number of
questions designed to assist you in reviewing' the
material discussed in this chapter. It is to your
advantage thatf you do these exercises before

r

to Chapter 3. where we shall comilete
our explanation of the installation by telling you
how to connect ,the drop wire to the telePhone
line or cable terminaLs.

\. 3
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CHAPTIN 3

Statiem Trmination and Testing

TN CHAPTER 2 we wore concerned with the
I attachments iistad in the telephone substation
area and with the installation of inside and
outside building wiring, telephones, and auxiliary
telephone devices. Once you have completed the
installation of the building runs and station ap-
paratus, you can then complete the connection
to the telephone line or cable terminals.

2. To complete the connection from the build-
ing to the terminal-can you must first raise the
drop wire into place and attach it to .the pole,
providing the proper amount of sag. Secondly,
you must connect the drop wire to the assigned
terminal connections. And finally, 'after all of the
connections have been made, you 111115t test the
completed installation for proper operation. Tbis
chapter tells you how to make the final connec-
ticin and describes the necessary tests which insure
satisfactory operation.

I CI. Coble Terminations

10-1. Before you consider drop wire termina-
tion. refer to figure 2 and recall that the drop wire
extends from the building to the terminal pole
and that it is connected to terminals inside of the
terminal-can. These terminals are connected to
cable pairs
equipment
when you
the terminal
installation to

hich extend through the cable to
t the central office. So in reality.
meet the drop wire to terminals in

you are connecting the subset
pment at the central office.

10-2. Procedure. The procedure for wire ter-
mination is relatively simpleit requires bringing
the wire from ihe building to the terminal pole,
placing it with the proper sag, and completing
aood electrical connections. The general practice
in placing span rum is to work from the rtrst build-
ing attachment out to the terminal pole. The, span
may run directly to the terminal pole; or to miss
trees and other objects the span may first run
to an intermediate pole or to a span clamp
mounted on an milli cable suspension strand.
A typical procedure for placing a span directly to
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a terminal pole is given in the *following sub-
paragraphs and'is essentially'the same in all cases.

( I ) Place the drop wire reel assembly on the
ground close to the buildini as shown in figure
98. Arrange the reel so that the wire pays out
from the bottom.

(2) Make sure that the building tin is already
completed.

(3) Carry the drop wire reel assehably out In
the terminal pole. Pay out the wire on the ground,
allowing sufficient slack for the wire to lie flat
on the ground. Place the drop wire reel assembly
next to the terminal pole. If the drop wire crosses
a roadway, remember to take any precautions

.>
polio oiorwrastict

ROP WIRE MI. LAST ArTACNMENT

Figure 98. Reel .arrangenient for paying ow drop wile.



Figure 99. Raising drop wire.

necessary to protect it:from being run over by
passing vehicles. If the wire is damaged. however.
inspect it and replace any damaged portions.

(4) Climb the pole and install a drive hook
to support the drop wire. On aerial cable poles,
when you can throw a haridline over the suspen-
%ion strand. you may install the drive hook later.
At locations where traffic is heavy, install the
drive hook before the other placing activities are

-begun.
(5) Place the handhne over the drive licok.

Adiust the handline until both cods rost on the
ground.

(6) Descend from the pole. Tie the end of the
handline tha is ntaiest the bfulding to the drop
wire. using a bowline knot.

(7) Adjust the brake, of the drop wire reel
assembly to provide a drag on ,the drop wite and
to prevent the reel from spinning freely.

(8) Take up ipn the free end of the handline
, and slowly raise the drop wire to the.drive hook

. or suspension strand Y ag. 99).
(9) Secure the drop wire in this position by

tying`thefree 'end of the handline to a pole step
Or to the base of the pole with a clove hitch
(fig.. 100).

50

(10) 'Climb the pole. If the drive hook was
not 1.4ously installed (step 4), 44111 it.

(11 ft up the dtotkiiitire to thirdsaired seg.
Attach a drop wire clamp'to the drop wire. Place
the loop of 'the drop wire clamp over the drive
hook.

(12) Remove the handline from the drop
wire. Cut the. drop wire ata point that will pro-
vide enough wire to run from the drive hook to
the cable or drop wire terminal.

(13) Install the necessary Germediate pole
attachments and run the: drop wire to the cable
terminal pr to the drop wire terminal. Terminate
the drop wire. r

10-3. Saabs* Now let us consider sane prin-
ciples for t)ze preceding steps. For-example, clear-"
ance require:lents, appearance considerations, and
the possibiliti of damage from swinging contacts
with other wires or obstructions will detertrdee the
maximum sag that may be placed in a drop wire
span. Normal practide is to sag the drop wire, at
approximately (but not less than) the ininimuM
sag given in table 1. These stringing sap will
provide a favorable Operating tenAou in drop

Figure 100. Securing handline.



TABL E 1

Moitomvid SAGS rex Daum Wtu SPANS
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APPROX. FINAL SAC INCREASE
SPAN LENGTH S T RINGING UN LOADING SAG FROM STRING

(FT) SAG FOLLOWING TO .FINAL
STORM LOAtING CONDITION

50 (or le,
75

100
125
150
175
200
225
250

HEAVY LOADING AREA

0 ft 6irit 0 ft 6 in
1 ft 0 in 1 ft 0 it
I ft 9 in 2 ft Oin
2 ft 10 in 3 ft 4 in
4 ft 0 in 4 ft 10 in
5 ft 6 in 6 ft 7 in
7 ft 0 in 8 ft 6 in
9 ft 0 in I0 ft IO in

ft Zin 13 ft 4 in

MEDIUM AND LIGHT LOADING AREAS

0 ft 3 in
0 ft 6 in
o ft 10 in
1 ft 1 in
1 ft 6 in
1 ft 10 in
2 ft 2, in'

50 (or less) 0 ft 6 in
I ft 0 in

100 I ft 9 in Same
125 2 ft 10 in as No
150 4 ft 0 in Stringing Inc-reases
175 5 ft 6 in Sags
ZOO 7 ft 0 in
-22.5

2.50-

9 ft 0 in
i ft 2, in

wire spans and still maintain required ground
clearance under usual construction conditions. At
these minimum sags, the stringing tension will be,
approximately 30 pounds. The table has been
compiled to cope with the normal weather conatf,,,,,
dohs experienced in various parts of the country,
Figure 10 illustrates the storm loading district:
map used to determine which portion of Table I
is used to cakulate the proper stringing sag for
a drop wire span. In areas where high winds.
freezing rains, and wet smiws are common, te
upper part of the table sets the sag. Where
milder weather is experienced. the lower portion
of the table is used. Note 'how a heavy load of
ice and snow will stretch a span. thus increasing
the amount of sag.

10-4. The proper stringing sag is idded to the
drop by finding the amount on the table and
measuring down that amount from the first ,it-

tachment on both the building and the pole.
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1 1,

Sighting from the marked point on the pole to
the marked-point on the building wdl indicate the
amount of sag. If any portion of the span extends
below the line of sight, the sag exceeds the mini-
mum requirement. When, because of clearance
or separation requirements or obstructions in the
span run, you cannot place the minimum sag in
the proposed span nm, you must usually provide
protection for the drop wire wherever wire dam-
age may occur between the building attachment
and the terminal,

10-5, In general, the terminals used with aerial
cable installations are as shown in figures 102

aiid 103. In figure 102 the terminal is shown
mounted on the terminal pole, and in figure 103
it is shown attached to the cable. With either
type of installation. cable pairs ,are brought into
the eerminal unit and attached to the back of the
terminals at the time of cable installation. This,
of course, is done by cable installation personnel
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Figure 101., Nationwide loading zones.

Figure 102, Terminal zone on poie:

5:

who are responsible for terminating the cable.
The installer-repairman is not normally con-
cerned with the connection of cable pairs to the
terminals, but he is concerned with the connec-
tion of drop wire leads to the terminals. Ak.3.
matter of fact. he must connect the drop wire
leads to specific terminals as specified by the in-
stallation work order. He must do this to con-
nect the subset which he is installing to a cable
pair which extends to available equipment at the
central office.

10-6. Some of the most recent outside plant
cable installations include polyethylene sheath
and conductor insulation. The use of this mate-
rial permits a new development in terminating
wires through the use of a "ready-access" distri-
bution, terminal. Some of the features that are a
part of this terminal are given in the following
paragivh..

10-7. The ready-access cable terminal has
three parts: a molded neoprene rubber cover
which is weatherproof: a terminal base which
consists of two metal strips with hthigers which
include 24 numbered entry points. and a terminal
block which comes with attached cable that IS to
be connected by sleeving to thc incoming cable.:

r)



The terminal block uses a different color code
than that uaed on the older terminals. The tip
binding posts are from left to right and bear the
colors orange, white, brown, white, blue, and
red. The ring binding posts carry the colori from
left to right: white, blue, white, green, white,
and slate. Each ready-access terminal unit can
support four of tlFse terminal blocks which can
terminate 24 pairs.

11. Terminal Wiring
11-I. After the span run has been pulled up

and sagged, the drop wire must be terminated at
the terminal. This requires that intermediate at-
tachments be placed on the pole between the
drive hook and the terminal and that the drop
wire be properly connected. To enable you to
become thoroaghly familiar with the work in this
area, let us examine the tenninal zones shown
in figures 102 and 103. This area is very im-
portant to the installer who is connecting the drop
wire. A primary requirement for this zone is
that new work be done properly and that any
old plant installation in this area be inspected
every time the installer is working at or near it,

SPAN TO
BUILDING

SPAN TO
BUILDING.

because the terminal zone is a potential troube
area. As shown, the zone generally includes the
terminal and about 4 feet of cable on either side
of the pole. Within this area the cables, wire.
terminal-can. or any other part of the telephone
plant are subject to glamage while the connec-
tions are. being made for installation. For in-
stance, the cable sheath May be punctured by
climber gaffs. or the terminal tail is likely to
develop trouble where it attaches to the can or
where it bends. Always check the underside of
the sleeve seal, which is a key place to look for
holes or cracks in the Wiped joint.

11-2. Terminal Zone Precoutiom. Trouble in
a termin zone can sometimes be sfotted by mak-
ing a visualsinspeetion from the ground; therefore.
make a pridtice of inspecting thc terminal zone if
you are walking past any terminal pole. Stich in-
spection may reveal =my poor installation prac-
tices. You can observe drop wire clearance, pole
attachments. broken or leaning poles. improperly
supported lines, loose lines. missing cable rinis.
and interference from trees. If you see a difficulty
that you cannot correct at the time, you should re-
port it to your supervisor or the wire chief so that

11,

l' !0000p000po)1777;---
...----111112.^'

I
L.00ATE THIS 7/13 IN.DRIVE
RING SO THAT WIRE RUN
TO TERMINAL WILL BE IN
L:NE WITH TERMINAL
RINGS:

\
\

;=mm.;11==.11mmillia=1.11111121:111'
, r

Figure 103 Front ioeiw ot sheath-mourned term al nstallation,
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CENTER TMESE
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OCATE THIS RIOLE
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, COVER

EXTEND IRMO
TMKOUGA FANNING

STRIP

Fig= 104. Foie-mounted tenninaL

TERMINALWIRING RINGS

maintenance can be performed as soon as pos-
sible.

11-3. The inualler or linen= who intelli-
gently makes repairs within the termi-
nal zone ix an to hit oeinnieaden. A defect
which can be immediately, for examine,
an open circuit caused by a Joose connection at
the taming may tequire only a cleaning at the
terminal and a tightening of the lugs with your
fingers or a pair of pliers. When complete repair

impoulle, you may prevent interruption of
communications by an improvised repair, such
as wrapping the cable with tape, if you find small
holm in the sheathing or seal. Your report to the
Wire chief will indicate what has been done and
will allow him to schedule the permanent repair

rocedures.
11-4. The wiring at terminals at the pole end

of the drop wire run requires effective connec-
tions and a neat appearance. Figure 102 shows a
complete terminal installation and figure 104
shows a closer view of wiring, including the run
on the pole and the axrangement of the bridle
rings.

11-5. Terminating includes the completion of
a proper drop wire ran on the pole. Note that the

scirop wire is brought to the designated terminal
through the bridle rings. That is, the wire runs
first through the bridle rings highest on the pole
and then through the rings above the proper wir-
ing channel. To determine which wiring channel
you should use, note the location of the lugs on
which the wire will end. If you are facing the

DO NOT PULL WIRES
TIGHTLY AROUND RING

Figure 105. Item view of sheath-mounted termuta1 installation.
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I

RUN WIRES BEHIND ,

TERMINAL AND
THROUGH WIRING RINGS

t, 00 NOT

PULL WIRES
TIGHTLY AROUND

WIRING RING

Figure 104. Wire runs to ahuth-mounted terminal At gouda= pole.

terminal and the binding posts for your drop are
located near your left hand, bring the drop Wire
through the channel on your right. In other
words, bring the wire through the side opposite
the binding post to which it will be connected.
Then thread the wire through all three of the
bridle rings located below the terminal. By run-
ning the drop wire through the opposite channel,
you leave extra wire so that if the wire is changed
in the future, the installer can reach any pair of
terminal binding posts by removing the wire from
the loiwet bridle ring. The reconnected wire will
then run from the channel to the two bridle rings
and up the other channel to the terminal binding
post.

Figura,107, Wire COIMIMMICIA at aneldn-mounted
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11-6. Wire Run. Remember that the wire rtm
on the pole is made according to the requirements
of good appearance and that each section of the
wire run must be properly arranged. The bridle

Figure 108: Wire termination at pole-mounted terminal.



SPLIT SLEEVE INSULATOR

INSULATOR UNIT

PA= PLATE

SINOtNG POST

Figure 109. Use at binding post ;imitators.

ring locations are selected to insure sufficient wire
clearance and neat vertical wire runs. In figure 104
note that the bridle ring spacing allows room for
the terminal-can cover to be removed. Note also
that the bridle rings are spaced according to the
size of the terminal installed, because pbviously
more space is needed for large terminals than for
small ones.

11-7. Wiring runs for sheath-mounted termi-
nals are niade to give uniformly neat appearance
by grouping each run in a drive ring. (Ste figs:
103. 105. and 106.) This drive ring is so located
that the wires running to the terminal will be in
line with the terminal rings.

11-8. Terminafing drop wiring on sheath-
mounted terminals is a simple operation. First.
obtain the proper length of wire and, second.
puncture the grommet in the wire entrance hole
immediately below the proper binding posts. Fig-
ure 107 shows the termination, including the
gornmet.

11-9 .Again. you must follow good electrical
procedures for terminating. Skin and clean the
ends of the conductor. Loosen the upper nut and
washer of the terminal lug and terminate the
tracer conductor (ring) on the right-hand bind-

WORKING UNE CAP

CAP SKIRT FACE PLATE

Figure 110. Use of cap binding post insulators.
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IN NMI MI rtaLo
coMettrEfi

KUM INIOIi CUT
OF mina *mos

Figure 111. 3ndgir.rchree wires at a pole.mounted
terminal.

ing post. Terminate the plain conductor (tip) on
the left-hand post. This maintains the polarity
of the system. The first conductor is usually
placed under the lower washer and around the
binding post in the direction in which the nut is
tightened. Leave approximately a 1/2-inch separa-
tion between the insulation and washer. (See fig.
108.) Tighten the nuts to give a firm contact and
to prevent the wire from accidentally contacting
the adjacent binding posts.

11-10. After you have terminated the wires in
the terminal, install binding post insulators on
lines of relatively great importance to make sure
that an accidental cross to another circuit is pre-
vented. In commercial services these lines are
picture transmission, teletypewriter, alarm, and
remote control circuits. The insulators may be
either the sleeve or the cap type. (See figs. 109
and 110.) Binding post insulators are available

Figure 112. 12se of 1.-"A type tIndgfilg connettor.
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Figura 113. Preparation of parallel drop wire.

in two sizes: No. I for 4i-inch nuts on the ordinary
binding post and 7T fuses. and. No. 2 for TAG-
inch nuts. or 7A fuses. Installation is simply a
matter of slipping the insulator over the terminal.
If the insulator does not fit securely. place a
small piece of tape inside it.

11.11. When party tines ,are involved or
where several telephones are connected to the
same cable pair. 'you must frequently connect
three wines together. This connection, called
bridging, is always necessary when three drop
wings must be connected to the same cable pair.
A connection of more than two wires on any
post within the terminal-can is not advisable;
therefore, the best procedure is to connect the
third pair of wires outside the terminal box on
the applicable drop wire. Figure 111 shows a
partially completed bridge connection. NiOtiCe

that the third drop wire is brought around the
terminal box to the point of connection in the
samc manner as the regular drop wire runs.

PLACE SECOND WIRE
BETWEEN WASHERS \

I

111

*PLACE FIRf.IT WIRE -----
UNDER .OWER

W VARIER

Fleury 114, Bridging two wires at a sheath-mounted
terminal.
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11-12. Figure 112 shows the 1A type bridg-
ing connector you should use, and figure 113
shows how the wire is prepared for the bridge.
This detail is comparable to the work shown in
figure 111. Remember, bridging connections may
be insulated by wrapping them with rubber tape.
over which you should place friction tape to give
protection. The bridge location should not be
within any bridle ring.

11-13. Bridging is frequently necessary at
sheath-mounted terminals and is accomplished
in a manner similar to that performed for pole-
mounted terminals. Figure 114 shows two wires
bridged to one pair of binding posts. Note that
the outer covering of the dropA wire extends at
least ¼ inch inside the terminal. If three or four
wires are to be bridged together, you must use a'
wire terminal, as shown in figure 115. Here WC
see the pair of bridle wires from the sheath-
mounted terminal entering Ahrough the rubber
grommet on the left and fastened to tne two bind-
ing posts. Two parallel drop wires enter through
the right grommet. One conductor from each
pair is connected to the binding posts. The tight-
fitting rubber grommets help protect the inside
of the terminal from moisture.

BINDING POSTS FACE PLATE

MOUNTING PLATE RUBBER GROMMET

Film= 115. Termination at a wire term nal.



511- 1/2 LOOSE WRAPS BRIDGING SLEEVE

DROP WIRE TERMINAL

5/8 IN DRIVE RING

NOT MORE THAN 20 IN APART

DROP WIRE CLAMP

DRIVE HOOK

Fiptre 116. Drop wire termination at open wire pole with crossarm.

12. Open Wire Termination
12-1. Open wire is rarely, if ever, used for

new installations. However, so much of this type
of wire is already in service that it is a good bet
that sooner or later you'll be called upon to termi-.
nate a drop or clear up a trouble condition at an
open line termination. For these reasons, it is
accessary for you to understand the principles of
open wire termination. When terminations are to
be made to open wire lines, the drop wires must
be terminated at drop wire terminals. Bridle wire
is then used for the connection between the drop
wire terminals and the open wires.

SLEEVE
3*OP wt.(
IF RIIIIPIAL

ORIOLE WIRE

DRIvF. 400K

TO ikikol

111ACxe T DROP WHIM CLAMP

Figure 117. Drop wire termination at open wi
without arms.
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DRIVE RINGS

12-2. Open Wire Terminal. The drop wire
terminal (fig. 115) consists of a faceplate, mount-
ing base, and cover which hinges on the mounting
base. Mounted on the faceplate are two binding

TIE WIRE BRIDGING SLEEVE

'BRIDLE
wiRE

OPEN WIRE

DROP WIRE

-- DR)VE HOOK

WOODEN
POLE
BRACKET

DROP-WIRE
CLAMP

DRIVE RING

DROP-WIRE
TERMINAL

Fi mire US. Tenmnation where wires are on same 51tie
of pole.



posts, each equipped with a pair of washers and
hexagonal nuts. The mounting base contains two
niountiug holes and two wire-entratice holes. The
wire.entrance holes are equipped with rubber
grommets, as sholVn in figure 115. One wire-
entrance hole is used as the entrance for the drop
wire, and the other as the entrance for the bridle
wire. A 1:111311112= of two drop wires and one
bridle wire may be terminated on the binding
posts of a drop wire terminal.

12-3. Drop wire texminals should be located
where they will be accesaible4nd will not obstruct
climbing space, although specific locations will
vary with conditions at each installation. When-
ever practicable, observe the f011owing general

(1) On poles with standard crouarms, locate
drop wire terminals on the side of the crossarm,
with the lower edge of the terminal 44 inch above
the bottom of the crossarm, as shown in figure
116. Locate the first drop wire terminal between
the first and second wire from the pole. Addi-
tional terminals, when required, should be spaced
21/2 inches apart on dead-end crossarms and 31/2
inches apart on other crossarms.

(2) At dead-end crossarms, locate drop wire
terminals on the side of the crossarm away from
the dead-end brackets.

(3) On poles having pole brackets, locate the
drop wire terminal between the pole brackets
when the brackets are on opposite sides of the
pole (fig. 117) and below the lower line wire
when the brackets are oh the same side of the
pole (fig. 118).

1 2-4. Terminal Installation. Install a drop wir
terminal with the binding posts pointing upward.
as shown in figure 119. Attach the terminal to the
crossarm or pole surface with two 1-inch No. 14
roundhead wood screws; then run the wiring as
shown in figure 116.

CROSSBAR

BINDING POSTS

MOUNT NG SCREWS

Figure 119, Mounting of drop wire terminal.
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Figure 120. Use of drop wire hook on crossarm.

12-5. The attachments and the drop and bridle
wiring are arranged as follows:

(1) When the drop wire is run to a drive hook
on the pole, install one 1/4-inch drive ring close
to the'drive hook, and another 1/4-inch drive ring
on the underside of the crossarm close to the pole.
Install additional intermediate drive rings as re-
quired to limit the spacing between rings to ap-
proximately 20 inches.

(2) When the drop wire is run to a drop wire
hook on the crossarm, install the first sit-inch
drive ring on'the underside of the crossarm below
the drop wire hook. Note in figure 120 that the
drive ring is not located immediately below the
drop wire hook, but allows the drop wire to be
run in a smooth curve from the hook.

(3) Install a 1,ii-inch drive ring on the under-
side of the cressarm directly below the drop wire
terminal.

(4) Install another .5,i-inch drive ring on the
underside of the crossarm midway between th-.-
line wires on which the drop wire is to be termi-
nated.

( 5) Inst411 additional intermediate dri,ve rings
on the underside of the crossarm as required to
limit the spacing between rings to apprOximately
20 inches.

(6) Run the drop wire from the drive 'nook
or drop wire hook throud the drive ritigs to the
drop wire terminal.

(7) Strip a sufficient length cf neoprene jacket
and rubber insulation from the end of the drop
wireto permit. terninatin2 the conductors on the
binding posts Of the drop wire terminal. Lei'c.
enough of the neoprene jacket on the drop wire
so that the jacket extends inside the terminal to
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Figure 121. Wire connection at drop wire terminal.

a point where sunlight cannot reach the rubber
insulation of the drop wire. Figure 121 illus-
trates a completed. crossarm-mounted, drop wire
termination.

(8) Pass the drop wire through one of the
wire-entrance holes in the drop wire terminal.
Terminate the conductors of the drop wire under
the lower washers of each binding post. If the
wire-entrance hole does not have rubber grom-
mets and if replacement grommets are not avail-
able, wrap enough 3/4-inch friction tape 'around
the drop wire to seal the entrance hole.

NOTE' It a second drop wire is to be bridged
to the same pair of line wires, run the second
wire through the same entrance hole and termi-
nate its conductors between the two lower wash-
ers on each binding post. If three or four drop
wires ..tre to be bridged to the same pair of line
wires, install another terminal for the additional
wires.

(9) Select or cut a length of bridle wire long
enoueh to run from the drop wire terminal to
the line wires on which the termination is to be
made.

t 10) Strip encugh of the neoprene jacket and
rubber insulation from one end of the bridle wire
to permit the conductors to be terminated on the
binding posts at the drop wire terminal. Pass this
end of the bridle wire through the second wire-
entrance hole in the drop terminal and terminale
the conductors between the two upper washers
on each binding post. If necessary, seal the en-

trance hole. as discussed in step 8.
(11) Run the free end of the bridle

through the drive rings to the line wires.
(12) Strip enough of the neoprene jacket and

rubber insulation from the end of the bridle wire
so that you can install a bridging sleeve on each
conductor.

c13) Take 11/2 loose wraps of each conductor
around the line wire to which it will be termi-
nated.

(14) Install each bridging sleeve on its corre-
sponding line wire, as shown in figure 116. A
bridging connector similar-to the one shown in
figure 122 may be used in place of a sleeve. A
loop is formed from the stripped end of the bridle
wire which is slipped around the bolt between
the two flat washen. The bolt is then positioned
over the line wire, as illustrated, before tightening
the nut to make a secure connection.

12-6. As indicated at the beginning of this
chapter, when all terminations have been com-
pleted, the installer checks his installation to in-
sure that the install:Won and the tine to which it
is connected are free from defects.

7 3. Operational Testing
To insure that the subset installation will

function properly, the installer-repairman must
complete numerous tests at the time of installa-
tion. Even though central office persodnel nor-
mally run a test on the assigned pair. the in-
staller-repairman is often required to test the
same pair from the terminal end before he com-
pletes termination. Also, after he completes ter-
mination. he must conouot a series of tests with
the central office to find out if the newly com-
pleted installation is working properly. In case
the equipment is not functioning properly, the
installer-repairman should make the necessary
adjustments or replacements to make certain that
the new installation will give satisfactory service.

13-2. Testing Before Termination. Before the
drop wire is terminated at the pole end, it is

sometimes necessary to run a test of the assigned
pair. This type of test is normally performed by
connecting a telephone test set directly to the
terminals of the assigned pair. If you can contact
the central office in this manner and carry on a
normal conversation, you can assume that you
'nave good continuity between the terminals and

OPEN 'LINE WIRE

Figure 122. Bridguig connector.



the cenu-al office. If you cannot contact the cen-
tral office over the assigned pair, call in over a
spare pair (if available) to advise the wire chief
of the situation.

13-3. Another test which is sometimes per-
formed, especially with open wire lines, is one
used to identify the conductors. As you know,
the. nng conductor is the battery side of the line
and supplies the electrical energy for the talking
circuit. The tip conOactor provides the return
path for the current to the central office ground,
thus completing the talking circuit. Also, the ring
conductor is of ne=tive polarity with respect -to
either the tip conductor or to ground. The test
for identifying the conductors is made by con-
necting one lead of the test telephone to ground
and the other test lead to first one conductor
terminal and then the other. When the ring
terminal is touched with the test lead, a loud
click should be heard in the receiver of the test
set. When the tip 'terminal is touched witll the
test lead, there should be either no click at all or
a very slight click, depending on the difference in
potential between the central office ground and
the ground at the test location.

13-4. An additional check to verify that you
have made proper identification of the ring con-
ductor is to switch the test set to the TALK position
and blow or whistle into the transmitter of the
test set while it is connected between ground and
the terminal which you have identified as ring.
If you have properly identified the ring conduc-
:or, sidetone will be heard in the receiver of the
test set, providing that you are receiving electrical
energy for the talk circuit via the ring conductor.
The absence of a loud click or sidetone on either
side of the line indicates that a fault exists be-
tween the test point and the central office.

13-5. Testing After Termination.. After the
subset has been installed and all terminations
have been completed. the newly installed station
must be tested for proper operation. Normally.
the itistallation is checked by the performance of
ringing. transmission. reception, and noise tests,
Also, with a dial telephone a check is made of the
jiai speed.

I3-o. These operational tests are made by call-
eit.; the installation wire chief or. in large installa-
tions, the test desk operator. In either case. 3
standard testing operation is completed after you
have made an operationak or preliminary check
to the switchboard. The preliminary check not
only proves that continuity has been established
and that the telephone will operate but also gives
you an opportunity to improve connections. Then
the completion of the ringing, transmission. re-

ception. and noise test with the wire chief will
show detailed defects. Remember that a routine
call will riot accomplish this purpose. In addition
to testing both sidesof the line for grounds and
for foreign voltage, the instruments will indicate
whether or not the condenser in the ringing cir-
cuit of the telephone subset is properly connected
and whether the subset dial is adjusted for the
proper speed.

1 3-7. The tests performed with the wire chief
are usually started by the installer calling in and
reporting that-he is ready for a test. The wire
chief or the test desk operator then prepares for
the test and calls the installer bacic. The ringing
test is completed automatically when the wire
cnief calls back. Thc transmission test is com-
pleted by holding the handset in a normal man-
ner and talking in a normal, conversational tone.
For this purpose, hold, the transmitter directly in
front of your mouth so that your lips almost
touch the mouthpiece. The reception test is com-
pleted when thc words received are distinct and
understandable. A satisfactory noise test is truly
the absence of noise, because a scraping noise
indicates that some portion of the installation is

wrung. If you hear the scraping noise when no
part of the telephone is being moved or when
the transmitter is being blown into, the transmit-
ter should be replaced. A scraping noise which
changes in volume when the cords are shaken
indicates that the cord should be tightened.

13-8. Remember that any trouble noticed at
the time the test is completed should be found
and corrected. Only minor troubles will probably
be found at this time, because most installers can
be expected to do workmanlike jobs on the in-
stallation. But after these are corrected. future
troubles are entered for permanent information
on the line record.

13-9. If your tests show the line and installation
to be satisfactory. then you must complete the
local Communications Service Order. You are
required to confirm the cable pair and terminals
used in terminating the station. You must list
the apparatus used on the back of the installation
work copy. This listing should show what mate-
rial you installed that was new or used. what you
did with it. and what was connected or changed.
Arty supplementary equipment installed should
also be listed. After this has been done. the serv-
ice order must be signed and turned in through
the service foreman to the central office.

13-10. You should complete the chapter re-
view exercises in the workbook before you pro-
ceed to Chapter 4. which covers selective ringing
and extensions,
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Selective Ringing and Ex ensions
i/i

,

CONFIDENTIAL conversation was practi-
- cally an impossibility with the old-time rural
party line. To obtain the line for an emergency
call, a person often had to break into the c6n-
versations of others. With all of its disadvantages,
however, the party line served better than any
prins-d publication for the distribution of local
news and advertisements, and it is a time-honored
means of providing a maximum of communica-
tion with it minimum of equipment. The princi-
ple is still good, even though the system and
equipment have been modified for modem, use.

2. With modern party lines, selective ringing
systems are used which ring only the bell of the
telephone for the party being called. Thus, the
telephone of any one party on the line rings
only when that particular pany is oiled.

3. As an installer-repairman, you must have a
knowledge of selective ringing systems to prop-
erly connect telephone subsets to a party line.
Furthermore, to become proficient in the installa-
tion of telephone equipment. you must have a
knowledge of extension ringers and telephones.

4. It is the purpose of this chapter to briefiy
discuu the connection of extension ringers and
telephones, review telephone ringer operation.
and explain same of the methods used in se-
lective ringing.

14. Ixtenslon Ringers and Telphones
14-1. Greater benefits may be derived from

a single incoming line by using an extension.
This may be an extension of only the ringer
portion of the telephone or of the entire telephone.

14-2. Extension Ringets. Extension lingers in-
crease the utility of the telephone by increasing
the area over which a telephone call can be
announced. In a shop area a loud ringing bell
is generally used for the extension ringer. (See
Eg. 123.) Various types of these bells are
usedsome operating on normal ringing current
and others through a system of relays.on alternat-
ing current at 110 volts. The bell selected for
any particular installation is determined by the
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condition". of the area. Proper location of the
bell. ho ever, wilt. insure maximum efficienty.

14-3. Connection, in most cues, is a matter
of bridging the bell across the ringer of a subset
or. if the bell is equipped With an internal con-
denser, of connecting the bell directly across the
line: Remember when connecting extension
ringers that a condenser must be included in the
circuit by one of the two means mentioned. In
any case, the extension ringer or bell must be
connected in accordance with the instructions
furnished with the unit.

14-4. As an installer, you must be familiar
with the way ringer bells operate so that you can
make any necessary adjustments. To better ac-
quaint you with ringer bells and ringer systems.
let us briefly review ringer operation. Having
completed Chapter 5 in Volume 1 of this course.
you know the operating principles and can rec-
ognize many of the bed features shown in figure
124. The ringer has two coils of wire, each
wound on an iron core with an armature pivoted
above one end of a permanent magnet. The cre-
ation of a magnetic field. which,..causes the arma-
ture to move from one pole to the other. oper-
ates the ringer. When an electric current is
passed through the ringer windings.. one end of
the armature is pulled by the current (if the
polarity is right) in the same direction as by the
permanent magnet Since unlike poles attract
and like poles repel. the left end of the armature
in figure 124 is attracted to coil Cl while the
other end of the armature is repelled by C2.
As a result, the clapper strikes G2. On the
other half of the ac cycle, when the current
through the coils is reversed, the polarity of the
eiectromagnet is reversed and the armature is
attracted in the opposite direction. This causes
the clapper to strike Gl. as shown in the illustra-
tion. Obviously, alternating current passing
through the ringer windings causes the armature
to vibrate with the current alternations. In ac-
tual practice. the current used wit ordinary
ringers has a fr..,ouency of 20 cycles per second.

1 4:;
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14-5. Note in figure 124 that the ringer has
a biasing spring to regulate the movement of thp
armature. Although all biasing springs are not
mounted in identical positions, they have the
same purpose. When ac ringing current is used,
the biasing spring prevents tapping of the bell
when any current except ringing current flows
through the set By adjusting the tension of :the
biasing spring, you can stop such tapping and
can also slightly change the sound of the bell.
To repeat, the primary purpose of the biasing
spring iS tO prevent bell tapping. While we are
still thinking of ringers, it should be noted that
some modern ringers use only one coil with two
windings. The operating principles, however. are
basically the same as those described in Volume
1 of this course.

14-6. If several people frequently use a sub-
set, the addition of an extension subset may speed
otficf or shop operations and increase the ef-
ficiency of the telephone. A typical installation
might have two office telephones, one in an
outer office and the other in an inner office.

14-7. Extension Telephones. Extension tele-
phone installations are simple arrangementi.
Basically, we have two telephones connected in
parallel so that they can operate from a single
line. The two are joined to the line at the
protector or through the use of a connection
"block, as discussed in Chapter 2.

14-g. Just as individual subsets may be in-
stalled with wiring through duct systems, so can
a flexible arrangement be made for extension
telephones; however, this arrangement is practical
only for permanent wiring. The flexibility is

123. Loud ringing be11.

attained by providing teighone outlets at selected
locations; thus, you can attach the subset to any
outlet. Frequently,'. a standard three-Mug Plug
which Insures correct polarity is used for such
attachment; at other Links, a permanent con-
nection is made at an established outlet

14-9. The various duct. systems and conduit
arrangements were also discumed in Chapter 2.
Remember? In general, the system consists of a
gridwork of ducts connected tb distributing ter-
minal cabinets, where the ducts are laid in parallel

. branches widi junction boxes at the intersection
of cross ducts. Since nod outlets generally oc-
cur every 24.inches along each branch, a variety
of telephone arrangements can be selected. By
cimparison, a conduit system consists of a net-
Svork of iron conduits extending trom!het, terminal
distribution cabinet or from 'a supply closet.
These conduit runs may end at walls or columnS
id the building. Outlets in the floor Cari also be
used, but the conduit arrangement is better suited
for wall outlets than the floor outlets.

14-10. Sometimes a telephone line can be ar-
ranged for the use of several parties. Then the
term "selective ringing" is used to indicate any
one of several, methods by which an individual
ringer is operated without disturbing die other
parties.

15. Selective Ringing Methods

The use of the multiple service line is indicated
by the necessity for saving materials and for
offering a maximum amount of service at a mini-
mum cost. By installing several telephones on
the same ,line, additional service .may be given
without expanding the existing facilities. The
telephones in this system. however, are not ex-
tensions; they are distinguished from extension
telephones by the fact thAt each is locamd to
serve a separate party rather than to give ad-
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ditional facilities to the same party and that each
is given a separate listing in the directory.

15-2. A multiple service line is called a multi-
party linein common usage, a party line. As
preiously stated. party lines may `be .used in
areas where the number of telephone subscriber's
is increased beyond the' switchboard capacity.
In the Air Force or other service installations, a
major saving in material .may result from the
use of party lines.

15-1 A party line. however. has disadvan-
taees for the telephone user. The telephone is
less av able. because he may have to wait until
another party has finished a Lail. Also the tele-
phone user may be disturbed by -continuai ring-
ing if :ode ringing I a distinctive series of rifles
for each telephone) is used to signal each party.
Or the user may pick up the receiver and listen
to another person's call.,

15-4. Party lines have improved as a result
of continued efforts toward reducing, or elimmat-
ine their disadvantages.. Some of these efforts.
such as the lodc.out system used bv some com-
mercial companies. are very elaborate and arc
not necessarily important to the Air Force in-
staller. The easiest way of improving party line
service is to limit the number of telephone users
on the line. In rural systems. as many as ten
asers may be found on a party line. whereas
city party lines seldom have more than tour
users. Although two-part';7 and four-party lines
are used 'extensively, two-party lines are more
common in the Armed Forces.

15-5, Orrater privacy can be attained by using
nnging methods. known as selective rineing.
which signal only the party being called. Re-
member. however, that selecth'e ringing differs
from code ringing. which is heard by all parties
on the line. With selective ringing the telephone
user hears one ring only-4ns own, The selective
ringing signal sounds like the one on a single-.
party telephone line, but the ringinc circuit or
the ringing signal . is different for each party.
The, substation connections made by the installer
determine the subset ringing ,arrangement.
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15-6. The methods by which selective ringing
is brought about are: ringing to pound. pulsating
ringing, and frequency ringing. Of these. the one
that does not require additional equipment and
that it used by the Air Force is ringing to g;ound.

15-7. Ringing to Ground. Basicall).. the ring-
ing-to-ground system consists of a few, simple
connections, which set up a separate ringing cir-
cuit for each of the parties involved. Further-
more. this principle applies on two-party lines or.
with additional equipment on four-party lines.

-When the connection is completed. the ground is
used as a common conductor for the ringers. It
forms a third conductor for the telephone line.
but it is in use only while the party is beine
signalled..

15-8. Figure 125 shows a schematic diaszram
in which each party ringer is connected to only
one side of the lin; ringing power is connected
to one side of the line at a time. It shows that
20-cyCle ringing power at the switchboard is con-
nected between eround and two ringing keys.
When the plug is inserted in the jack (shown at
the center of the illustration ):operation of either
the A or B part of the key will complete the
rinzing circuit desired: that is. one set of con-
tacts (A ) connects the tip ( T) conductor rining

1_ 2
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circuit and the other set (B) the ring (R) con-
ductor ringing circuit. Since both ends of the
circuit thus established are firmly grounded. ring-
ing power will operate the ringer (RG1 or RG2)
to siimal the desired party.

15-'). On switchboards used by the Air Force
no riew connections are necessary for grounded
ringing circuits. The switchboard is normally
grounded upon installation, and the larger switch-
boards are each equipped with a master ring

Nta key by which the ringing current is placed
on the tip-to-ground or ringing-to-ground circuit.
By referring to figure 125. you can see that the
ringing current travels frOm the ring side of the
line to the ground through that ringer which is
connected by the B portion of the Mr. key.
And so the ringer, which is connected to the tip
side of the line, will not ring because both sides
of that circuit will be at wound potential. This
ringer Can then function when the MR key is op-
erated to place the ring side of the line at
ground potential. On the same system a tele-
phone which has its ringer connected in the nor-
mal manner (across tip and ring) will ring when
the master ring key is in either position. L,
and L2 represents the calling party line.

15-10. In order to meet the requirements for
two-party selective ringing, a three-conductor in-

'
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side wire is run from the protector to the con-
necting block, where a three-conductor cord is
then used for the telephone connection. The
third conductor in each case forms part of the
continuous ground wire from the protector ground
to the telephone ground terminal. This ground can
then be completed by a slight change in the in-
ternal connection of the subset. Figure 126. a
simplified diagram for the WECO 302 subset,
shows the arrangement of wiring and connections.
As you will recail. this is a common battery TP-6.

15-11. in the telephone circuit diagram. you
see that the rineer is connected in series with a
condenser and both the ringer and condenser are
located between the L, and L2 terminals of the
subset. This condenser, which blocks battery
,.urrent from the ringer. is necessary for the op-
eration of the system. When connections are
made for selective ringing, the condenser must
be kept in the ringer circuit: The installer must
remember that various telephone manufacturers
have distinct differences in their telephone in-
strument circuits and that although the principles
given here apply to them all, the specic wires
or terminals moved must be determined from
the wiring diagram for the particular subset.

15-12. In figure 126 note that a wire is con-
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Figure 125. Ringing circuit for two-party ringing to
ground.

nected from the ringer to the Li terminal. To
connect the telephone ringer to ground, you have
only to disconnect the ringer wire from the Li
terminal and reconnect it to the telephone ground
terminal. The circuit, after reconnection, ia
shown by figure 127. Most telephones now in
service are already wired this way when they are
shipped from the factory. All wiring changes
required for a particular ringing arrangement are
made at the connecting block.

15-13. Fieure 127 also gives additional infor-
mation on the selective iinging-to-ground system.
For example, there are two partiesI and W.
As illustrated by the diagram. ihe J-parry rings
from the tip- side of the line and the W-party
from the ring side.

15-14. When making the connections for se-
lective tinging, you should remember that identi-
zal procedures are used for both sides of the

L
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, lines except for an additional step for the W-
party. To connect W-party, rirst complete the
ground connection, if required, then reverse the
L1 and I, wires at the connecting block.

15-15. ,Pillsaring Ringing. To ring more parties
with the ringing-to-ground method, commercial
telephone systems sometimes use pulsating ring-
ing equipment This type of ringing is feasible
with two-, three-, or four-party lines; however,
it requires the use of additional equipment in
both the subset and the central office. At the
central office, dc generators are used to generate
pulsating ringing current These generators are
connected so that either positive or negative
pulses can be applied to the lines for ringing
purposes. At the subset installation, each tele-
phone is equipped with a biased ringer and, in
the case of a three- or four-party line, a relay
or a cold-cathode, gas-filled tube. When positive
pulses are applied to one line, only one of the
two ringers operate. Reversing the pulses causes
the second ringer to respond. The same is true
for the other side of the line. Thus, four ringen
can be selectively operated.

15-16. Biased ringer. Figure 124 can also rep-
resent a biased ringer used with a pulsating dc
generator. When current is applied as shown,
the bottom end of coil CI becomes magnetized
to attract the armature, while at the same time,
coil C2 repels the armature. At the peak of the
pulse. the combined action is strong enough to
overcome the effect of the spring, and the clapper

2.0%, CURRENT

RGI T 0 RG2

$TATIONS---

Figure 129, Four-party ringing using ac rriays.
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strikes GZ. At the end of the pulse, the spring
pulls the armature back to the position shown,
and the clapper strikes Gl. ,This action is re-
peated for each pulse of tic.

15-17.`11 pulsating current is passed through)
the coils of the ringer in the opposite direction.
the iron clines of CI and C2 arc magnetized
with polarities opposite to those shown in figure
124. C2 now attracts the armature. However,
because of the action of the biasing spring, the
armature is already positioned to C2 and no
movement of the armature is possible. At the
end of the pulse. the armature is still held mo-
tionless by the action of the spring, and the ringer
does not ring. If two telephones are each
equipped with a ringer' which is biased in oppo-
site directions, a pulsating current in one direc-
tion will operate one ringer, and a palsating cur-
rent in the opposite direction will operate the
other. Therefore, if some means for changing the
direction of the ringing current is provided, the
ringers will operate independently of each other,
providing a means of two-party selective ringing.

15- I S . Two-party ringing. F igure 128 illus-
trates o-party ringing system using pulsating
dc. When switch A is operated, the calling line
is disconnected and generator 01 applies nega-
tive pulses to the tip of the called line. The pulses
pass through ringers RG I and RG2 and back to
G1 through ground. However, only one ringer
responds, as the other one is reverse biased and
cannot ring. To signal the other subscriber, thc

STATION

LETTERS

2O-.PULSATING CURRENT

B switch is used. This connects generator G2
to the circuit, and positive pulses are now ap-
plied to the calling line., With the polarity of the
ringing cliffern reversed, the ringer at the seemd
telephone responds while the first one remains

15-19. Four-party ringing. Four-party ringing
is possible through the use of some additional
components. Each substation renuireli an ac relay
in addition to the biased ringer, as shown in
figure 129. As you can see, the central equip-
ment includes an ac generator as well as the two
dc pulsating generators.

-15-20. When switch S is held in the operated
position, the 20-cycle ac generator is applied
across tip and ring to operate the ac relays at
the four substation:, closing the ringer cirnuits
to ground. With switch S held operated, let us
also operate switch W. With GI connected to
the circuit, negative pulses_on the tip lead cause
RG4 to operate. In a like manner, closing switch
I applies the positive pulses from G2 to the ring
lend of the circuit, causing R01 to ring. Operat-
ing switch 114 or R has a similar effect on R.02
or RG3.

15-21. Figure 130 illustrates another method
of providing four-party selective riniOng. This
system is similar to the one shown in figure 129.
However, if you check figure 130, you will see
that we have eliminated the 20--cycle ac genera-
tor at the central office and the ac relays at the
substations by using cold-cathode, gas-filled

CATHODE
CONTROL ANODE

ANODE

STATIOIYS

Figure 130. Four-pany naging uslug gas-filled tubes.
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MOTOR CONTACT STUD-N

MOTOR OJNTACT SPRING

TRANSFORM(R CONTACT
SPRING (LEFT )

TRANSFORMER CONTACT
STUD LEFT)

PoOLE PIECES

REED WEIGHTS

Figure 131. Frequency generator.

tubes. The arrangement of the master switch.
the four station switches, and the two pulsating
dc current generators is identical in both illus-
trations.

15-22. 13efore discussing the operation of the
system shown in figure 130. we must first under-
stand the operation of the cold-cathode tube.
The tube contains three elements and is filled
with an Inert gas such as neon or argon. The
three elements are called the cathode. the con-
trol anode, and the anode, as shown in figure
130. When the proper voltage is applied between
the cathode and the control anode with the cath-
ode negative, the gas in the tube is ionized.
and this causes electron flow between cathode
and anode as long as the anode is positive in

respect to the cathode.
15-23. With this brief explanation irl mir4.

let's turn to figure 130 and see/how this ,simpie
system works. Operating slAatch S and Switch
W applica the negative from G1 to the tip had
of' the party line. Only station W reSponds, as
the polarity is reversed at station R. Current
across the tube operates RG1 and returns through
ground to.G1. When switch S and switch R are
operated. positive battery from G2 is applied to
the tip of the line arid noW RG3 rings. Swuch
M and switch- J have similar effects on RG2
and RG4 through the ring lead of the party line.

1.5-24. Frequency Ringing. A third method of
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providing four-party selective ringing is called
harmonic, or frequency. ringing. This system
requires ringers and generators of a different
design from those previously discussed. The
armature-clapper of the relay is a spring reed
made to vibrate only when current of a specific
frequency is applied to the coils. The frequency
is set at the factory by the positioning of a weight
on the reed, This is different for each of the
four, stations on the party line. At the central
office, frequency generators of a design similar
to that shown in figure 131 may be used. Each
frequency requires an individual generator. The
amount of weight attached to the armature con-
trols the frequency of the vibrating reed. Move-
ment of the armature to the motor coils opens
the motor contacts. deenergizing the'Colls. This.
then, allows the armature to swing back to close
the contacts again. At the same time. the two
sits of transformer contacts are alternately
closing and opening, applying reversing current
in the primary winding of the generator transfor'.-
mer. Through, thc secondary winding an ac
ringing current of a specific frequency is applied
to the line.

15-25. In this system, all four ringers are con-
necied 'directly across the line, between hp and
hng. As a result. each time ringing current is

applied, regardless of tbe frequency used, all of
ihe ringers receive ringing current. However.



only that ringer which is designed to respond to
the particular frequency ,will ring each time:
the others remain silent. The selection of the
particular frequency and iu application to the
line is controlled by the same switches as pre-
viously described.

15-26. The most commonly used frequencies
are 162/3. 331/3, 50, and 662/3 in one type of
generator, or in another type. 30. 42. 54, and
66 cycles. As there are numerous systems in
use, if you should become involved in the instal-
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iation of a selective ringine system. follow the /6,5
instructions furnished for the system concerned.

15-27. While our discussion of telephone ex-
tensions and ringer systems has been brief. it is

of sufficient depth to give you an insight into
methods used by both Air Force- and commercial
installations. Complete the review exercises in

the workbook before you turn to the final chap-
ter of the volume, where we shall discuss trou-
bleshooting procedures used by the telephone
installer.

"IL



/66 CHAPTIR

Station Trouble Isolation

TN VOLUME 2 of this course, we discussed the
A maintenance, troubleshootin& and repair of
telephone subsets. The adephone subset, how-
ever, is not the only lsce in the system what,
trouble may develop. Fè example, if a telephone
subset is in perfect tins order but fails to
operate in the system. then the trouble is some-
where in the station wiring, the telephone cable
or line, or, in the central office. As an installer-

,

repairman. ,you are responsible for the location
of such notables in the subset area. Also, you must
cooperate with other telephone personnel to lo-
cate troubles in the lines, cables, or central of-
fice. The principles and procedures which the
repairman follows in isolating these troubles are
sinalir to these explained in Volume 2. Also, the
test sets used \ for locating troubles in station-,and
drop wiring are the same u those used in testing
subsets. Although new details of finding trouble
are included in this chapter, generally the meth-
ods of trouble location in the subset and trouble
iSolation in the station wiring are similar. It is
the purpose of this chapter to discuss trouble iso-
lation from the central office, trouble location :n
the subset area, and the elimination of such
troubles.

16- Trouble Isolation from the
Ceetral Office

1.6-1. When trouble develops in telephone cir-
cuits. the central office is immediately affected.
And so the problem is the responsibility of the
wire chief, who must determine if the trouble is in
the central office or in the circuit to the substation
and must auign a repairman to correct the
trouble wherever it may he.

16-2. Location. In general, the three possible
trouble locations are. as shown bY fiSure 13* in
the central office, on the line, or in the substation.
Although troubles at the various points are not
identical. they are mostly comnion electrical
faults such as opens, crosses. shorts, and groins&
The proper methods of isolation atv determined

after the faults have been traced to their probable
locations.

16-3. The wire chief, who operate; test sets
from the central office, selects the sets to use and
considers the basic troubleshooting factors: (1)
the type of service, whether dial or manual; (2)
the type of apparatus, according to the line and
substation characteristics; -(3) the weather con-
ditions at the time the trouble was reported; and
(4) the 'history of the equipment, which may
provide a clue to the present trouble.

16-4. The wire chief, not only must have the
basic know-how but also must complete various
tests from the central office. One of these, a
telephone transmission test, tests the condition of
the substation transmitter 'and receiver, provided
the substation is not completely out of order.

16-5. Tests. Once the wire chief has de-
termined that the trouble is not within the sub-
station or the central office, he may chioose any
of several instruments for testing the substation
line, his choice depending upon the equipment
and size of the central office. In a large central
office, a test desk may be available. (See fig.
133.) This single-position test cabinet is
equipped to test dial or manual telephone station
lines (both inside and ouniide the central office),
outside plant wiring, and dial telephone substa-
tion equipment The desk contains a volt-ohm-
milliarnmeter. a dial speed indicator, a Wheat-
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Figure 133, Typo No. 1 test desk.
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stone bridge, dry-cell test batteries, and various
test trunk circuit apparatus and controls.

16-6. The test -desk is operated by two rows
of lever switches on the switch shelf and five push
switches, which are associated with the out-call
wires and are located at the left of the lever
switches. Remember, operating a test desk is
complicated and requires an experienced man;

TABLE 2
Possisua TEsrs nom Tr.= Drso

ris Oh m Afilliamtneter

1 Loon circuit tests. transmission test. and instils.
o n hreakdown test.

2. Ground on ring () ode of the line.
Ground on up side of the line.

4 Loop teustancr.
Insuiation leakage.
Nesratite potential on the ring ude of the
line.

7 Irounctive potential on the ring side of the

\egrati%e potent:al on the up c-4.) side of the
line.
Positi.e potential on the tip side of the

I0 Checking the %oltage of the test hattenes.
1 Transmislitoo test.

1'2. Linc equipment bridge test,
11 Capacitance ot statif..n ringer capacitors.

Ringing ind Miscellaneous Tests

1 Ringing on bridged ssnoiepartv line.
2. Loop remstanCt teats and fault-lot:aging meaStnill-

menu..

Auxiliary Trit Cord Circuit Tests
Ringing over individual m- twoparty lines,

i)

2. Dial speed and pulse ratio (percent make) tests
on dial station lines.

5. Sounder and tone tests on lines to identify tble

puts-
4. To connect the howler to nation lines.

Sounder Cafti Circuit Test.t
Identifying pairs or conductors in the cable by
short.circuiting or gruunding the conductors.
1de/1614,44 pairs O taandt1C4111 11:1 cable by
connecting a receiver acrosa.tbo conductor.

5. idenufving pairs or conductors As'a cable by
opening the circuits or removing ground.

Wheatrtund Bridge-Tests

I. Loop resistance telt.
2. Measuring the distassee to a ground on, a -line

by the rcsisaancr method.'
I Measuring the distant:is io a fault on a line be

the itrowire Varir loop method,
4. Measuring the-di/arta tO a fault on a line by

the Murisy loop method.
pelting a faukt201 2 line bv the three-Varley
method, using thiee wires.

6. Any other lesired Wheatstone bridge tesu
quireng pro or three wires.



TABLE 3
COMMON CALSES or Wax Teousus

C.711 WS I" Org-qt

;ri nit OroSen cucsNo.e 'enjin or tw oung
when tie wire 1.

Bui!ets piercing J tisire

kinksk.nd ntcl.s in :he wire. c.wsing !he .:onduc-
fiStors to !tc..iii

Poor plies rulhng out under ten,ion.
lnIde wrring naih driven too tar into the ,n-
NLI Atiort, hreaSing the ,:ondti,tor.

aoNc or dirty zonnectiorts and lug.

t,rolurnor t,adls. warped ftp.e.
Delcet in the mantit.kturc of- the wire
EY.c's.iNe %train on the _wire the ;,:rininak.
JUSIng conductor to kcome loow.
Sharp or '7{e.1$ oects 'stril.in; a wire.

C:115.4't

8 drop wire %winging again,t 4n oriect. welIfIflt!
,Jrf !he Intsii.tuon. and u.in the two ,,:oruaa.

to Mahe .:ontac.t. i This .alled a sinc.7ing
s'hort

:. A brgalz in the insulation of a drop wire at the
droo clamp. with the clamp c.rving as the con-
nector Pflwern the two conductors.

Water setthng on an old deteriorated drop wirc
znd acting ai a conductor. (This is C3licci a wet
short.)

Dirty face plates on terminal can, serving .1N

conduc.tor tetween thc two lugs aAsignei to .1

rain
5. Wiring at any point of termination Extending

too far and contacting another lug.
inside wiring naik driven through the incula-
uon so that the metal natlhead causes contact
to ne matte between the two conductors.

Can.c of Grimmi.c
Bare conductors of 4 worn drop wire maSing
contact with any grounded metallic ohiet:t.
Wet or worn inside winng making contact with
;rounded metallic oPtect
A broken bridge at the terminal :an making
contact with the terminal, ai,le stub. etc.

therefore. ths wire, chief o-,-Aest deskman may be
.the only person who handles this job. Table 2
summarizes the tests fihich can be made from
the test idesk. The \r'arley and Murray loop meth-
odt-, are snilar to the bridge test methods dis-
usscii in Volume 2 of this course.

I ry-7. When trouble is reported. the wire chief
or test desk operator will normally perform a

ot tests. such as those lir.ted in table 2.

From the results ot these tests. t;ie test desk op-
eratoran usuaiiy determine the approximate lo-
cation of the trouble. If it appears that the trou-

:s in :tie subset area. the installer-repairman
-3 dispatched to the scene. If it appears that the
:rouble., is in a line or cable. the line and cable
penonnet get into the action. In sorne cases when
thc ',rouble is in a line or cable pair. the Installer

CENTRAL. OFFTCE.
EOUIPMCNT .

7c1--R---,INGCON°
--- UCTOR

TIP CONOUCTOR
ck

CABLE
L

CENTNL OFFICE

may be sent out to change thc termination of a
sul,set 1/4,ver to a good pair. When thc, trouble is
in 4he subset area. the installer must .v.Tn a eries
of tests to determine its exact io..atiel. Vfter the
trouble has been located, it must t cn be cor-
rected.

17. Trouble Locolion Procedures
17-1. In locating faults in the drop. block. and

station wiring. .ou can save much time and effort
by careful analysis and systematic procedure. Idn

some instances you can readily detect e prob-
able location of a fault by a tsuii iisoection of
the line.

17-2, Trouble Anal,sis. Before proceeding to
the station, ha,.e the test desktnan give 'CiL.1 in-
formation on the 'probable nature of the fault and

TEST SET

011 t)P-Ari4 NE
To STATION

Figure US. Lse of hand tent set for wire icknufzeation,



the cable pair. and terminal numbers associated
with the faulty circuit. Then go directly to the

maie a visual inspection fOr obyiiouS breakS.' dam-
aged insulation. and proper terminal connection.

17-3. The common causes of wire trouble are
Opens. shorts. crosses, or grounds. as shown in
figure 134; and they, in turn. result from such
otnious causes as those tabulated in table 3.

17-4 Remember that the line conductors in a
teiephone circuit are classified as the tip and the
ring conductors. The rine conductor. or negative
side of the line, supplies the electrical energy for
the .talking circuit: the tip conductor provides the
return path for the current to the central office
gound, thereby completing the talking circuit.
When testing circuits and locating faults. you will
frequently have to identify the tip and the ring
conductors.

17-5. Although the procedure for identifying
conductors was mentioned earlier in this volume.
a more complete explanation of how this is done
with a hand test set is given in the following para-
graphs. Refer to figure 135. which shows the test
ez connected at the cable terminal, while read-

ing the following steps!
Select a ..:onvenient test point, such as a

cable terminal. connecting block, or station pro-
tector, where,a suitable electncal gouad is avail-
able.-

(2) Clip one lead of the test set io the ground.
(3) Touch the other lead of the test set alter-

nately to the two terminals at the test location.
As each terminal is itouched. you should hear a
click in the receiver a the test set. The click on
the ring (battery) side will be distinct and leariy
audible, whereas the click on the tip side will be
faint and may not actually be heard. depending
on the difference in potential between the central
office ground and the ground at the test location.
The absence of a loud click or sidetone on either
side of the line is an indication that a fault exists
between the test point and the central office.

(4) Place the test set switch in the TALK posi-
tion.

(5) Check for proper identification of the ring
conductor by blowing or whistling in the trarsmit-
ter of the hand set while the test set lead is

touched or connected to the ring side ot the line.
If the identification is correct. you will hear side-
tone in the receiver of the hand set.

Types.of Line Faults. As mentionid be-
fore. there are four types of common 1ii faults:

CENTRAL OFFICE

f

STATION

Figure 136_ Ring up =AL,'
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opens, shorts. crosses. and grounds. An umier-
standing of each tpe ot line faoit and the ...-ondi-

tions that commonly cause these various.,faults
will make \our troubleshooting :ask re ativek

simple.
17-7. Orwris. An open exists when the con-

ducting circuit is broken, 1: is possible to hue
situations here the cir.:uit:Is open internutterit1;.

Therefore. opens are cl4sified as **complete

opens.' or -intermittent opens.- Sometimes. nigh-

resistance connections {connections where poor
contact. is made are ciassified as opens. Below

are some conditions that commonly Cause opens
:n drop, block, or statioq wiring

A break in one or both conductors ot the

circuit.
A wire disconnected from a terminal.
An improper or split pair connection at a

:table terminal.
,. A loose. connection at a terminal.

An improperly made splice.
A high-resistance connection. caused by

the formation of corrosion .on the conductors,
binding posts. nuts, or terminals.

17-8. A l ne open causes the telephone set to
be dead. We mean by This statement that ring;ng
and talking axe not possible. Normally. the tele-

ohone user reports this line con ition. since an
ooen line circuit appears good at the central of-

17-9 liorry A short may exist at any piece
of apparatus or portion of the circuit Thus. we

may .refer to a circuit as being partially or com-
pletely shorted. For example. -a shorted ringer
capacitor in a subset would only partially short
the line circuit, but a short from tip to nng of the
drop wire would completely short the line circuit.
Shofts are often caused by a drop wire with

broken insulation: a damp condatinst from one

conductor to the other: cable rings wearin9.

through the cable sheath and conductor nisula-
lion. high voltage hitting the cable pair. welding

the conductor tc.igether; dirt or moisture accumu-

lation in terminals. protectors. or connecting

blocks; wire tips extendidg too far and contacting
.another binding post: and nails driven through thc
insulation of station wirmv.

17-10. A cotnpieteiy shorted circuit causes the
telephone_subset to appear dead i'ecause of the
reduced resistance that the short offers to the
ca-cuit. A partial short affects the individual ail-
paratus in parailei with it, but the rest of the
c irc u -Inatinieulliarfted.

17-11. Crosses. A circuit "cross" is the term
used to describe the situation when a conductor



No.

Figure 138. Ring-ring cross.

from one line pair make ?. contact with a conduc-
:or from another pair. A cross may be caused by
a direct contact between adjacent conductors or
indirectly throuith equipment in the central office.
There are four types of crosses that can occur In
telephone work: ring-tip. tip-ring. tip-tip. and

g-ring. each Indicating trouble In the form of
;round or foreivz voc. Crosses are ,:aused,y,

CENTRAL CFFI.E.

the same defects is shortsmoisture, tips too
lonsz, broken insulation. and other conditions.

17-12. The nng-tip cross means that the ring
:onductor of one pair is in contact with the tip
conductor of another pair. In this case, cround
'1111 be indicated on the ring conductor concernedt

he reason for :his is that ail tip conductors are
'Iormally grounded. Therefore, the cross connec-
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Fiiurel.39. Subscriber's loop.
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/ 7.2
{'ion between ring and tip extends ground to the
ritig coln.i.uotcr, When tile iu concluctor is_ on

you are troubleshooting), tin.' symptoms of trou-
ble in this pair are 1 i permanent signal at
the central office. 12) the telephone subset on
this pair cannot receive or transmit or can do so
only with difficulty. and (3) crosstalk t talk from
the other pair concerned) is heard if both lines
are in operation at the same time. The exact
effect on the telephone subset is determined by
the location of the cross. Because of the per-
manent signal, the central office peronnel would
most likcireport the trouble. The ring-tip cross

illustrated in figtire 136 by the line and arrows
which indicate a connection from the ring con-
ductor of line 1 to the tip conductor of line 2.
By looking at this illustration, you can 5ee how
this cross completes a circuit through the central
office battery, lighting the signal lamp for line 1

in the central office.
11-13. The tip-ring cross. illustrated .in figure

131, is very similar to the ring-tip cross. As a
matter of fact. the only difference in the situa-

betwigen the circuits iliustrnted in fli7.ures 13n
and 137 is that the condition between the lines
has been reversed. That is. if you were trouble-
shootine line I in figure 136. you would be deal-
ing with a ring-tip cross. and if you were trouble-
shooting hne I in figure 137, you would be
dealing with a tip-rmg cross. If station 1 in fieurc

had reported the trouble, it most likely would
llave reported crosstalk. This type of ,:ross. how-
ever. would light the lamp in the central office
or line 2. Therefore. the central office would
reort the trouble as being in line 2. From these
reports and by pttforming tests, the approvniate
location or the cross can be determined.

17-14 A tio-to-up cross does not affect :he
:entral office switchboard. and it causes crnss-
aik ctii wilen both lines are operating at the

same time. Therefore. this trouble may exist for
several days hefore it is notieed or reported b.
the telephone subscriber station personnel.

17-15. A cross between the nng conductors ot
adjacent pairs causes a false sig_nai on one lint
wren a station is osserating, You can see in fi,4-
ure 13tnat the Lae lambs in both cn-cuits will
operate when the hookswitch at ember station is

closed. You can also see that the hookswitch in
statIon 1 is closed and the one in station ,2 is

()urn. The results would' be the same, however.
if the hookswitch in station 2 were closed and

current is ient to either station, it ;:auses the bells
of both teiephone sets to ring. A rine-ring cress
may be reported by either the teiephong station

o eL office:..perzont4;_

17-16. Grounds. A line ground is a undesir-
able connection to earth or to conductors Which
are connected to ariti-.'Nost gouniis occur at
telephone set protectors. where the carbon blocics
make contact when high voltage flashes across
the 0.003-inch airgap. Foreien particles, such as
dust and moisture often settle between the carbon
blocks and establish a conducting circuit to
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ground. Line grounds. other than at the protec-
tor, are usually the result of damaged insulation
!!14. Pc7j thea.c.P.P14.q9.0a;c0 cOPt4C.1.-:E10041,

'grritinn wires, projeetions, etc.
Also, such grounds may be caused by wet station
winng which makes contact to a grounded metal-
lic object.

17-17. The effects of line grounds are depend-
ent upon the type of ground. Three grounded
conditions may be found on a line. The tip side
of the line or the ring side of the line may be
grounded. or a ground may be on both sides
which, in effect is a direct short The tip side
ground may cause noise in the receiver as a result
of ac ground returns, power ground returns, and
the earth currents being introduced into the line.
Such noisy conditions are usually reported by the
telephone station personnel. A grounded ring
conductor on the line results in a permanent sig-
nal at the central office and prevents transmis-
sion or signaling by the telephone station. As a
result of the permanent signal, this trouble is usu-
ally reported by central office personnel. The
pound on both sides of the line causes a com-
plete disruption of service; no signal or trans-
mission is possible and a permanent signal is seen
at the central office switchboard.

17-18. It is as possible to have intermittent
shorts, crosses, and grounds, as it is to have inter-
mittent opens. These intermittent effects are re-
ferred to as "swinging" grounds, shorts. etc., while
the completely shorted or grounded circuit is often
referred to as a "solid" short or ground.

17-19. It is impossible to overestimate the
value of a good understanding of the different
types of line :aults. It is not unusual for an air-
man who knows the common causes of line faults
arm is familiar with the installaton to go directly
to the cause of a reported trouble upon being
told the type of fault in a circuit_

1,7-20. Testing for Line Faults. nie best way
to locate. shorts- grounds. opens, or crosses be-
tween the terminal and the telephone subset is by
using a test set of some kind. Normally, the hand
test sei is used for testing station lines; however.
tbe type of fault (open, short, cross. or ground)
determines how the set is used. Before we con-
sider the testing for 'each type of fault, let us
briefly discuss the preliminary steps required.

17-21. Before the testing in a subset area is

started, the repairman sbould have the followini
information in order to proc-fted intelligently 'and
efficiently to locate the cause Of trouble:

ptsipe jacine number.
(2) The location of the set, given in sufficient

detail to permit ready identification of the prem-
ises (such as the floor, roorn number, etc.).

(3) Cable number. pair number, and term
nal.

terminate (on other than cable lines) if available.
(5) Transmission quality, if any.
(6) Nature oi the trouble as diagnosed by test

or from a report.
(7) Whether or not the station is out of serv-

ice.
(8) Other items of special information such

_ /73

as:
(a) Any indication that foreign current

is on the line.
(b) Is the service at fault for a hospital

or doctor's office?
(c) Has that trouble or one similar oc-

curred recently on the same line?
(4) Should the entire line from the termi-

nal to the station be inspected?

17-22. The first step in locating line -faults is
to verify the information given you. Take nothing
for granted; always check the line to be sure that
the trouble is as reported. The next step is to
determine if the trouble is in the cable or in the
installation wiring. If the fault is in the cable.
report the condition to your wire chief or test
desk. Another pair may be assigned for the cir-
cuit. If the trouble is in the installation wiring,
determine what part of the wiring contains the
fault. This procedure of elimination is sometimes
referred to as trouble isolation. To catry out this
procedure. make the test at the station pro-
tector and proceed in tne lirection'of the trouble
to the next convenient test point.

17-23. For purposes of clarification, it might
be well to go through the initial testing process.
1.:sing figure 139 as a reference, assume that
there-is a line fault between the central office and
the telephone. The, objective is to isolate the
fault:

(1) Remove the fuses from the protector and
test back towards the central oNce ( D toward
F). If the test Indicates the trouble to be be-
tween D and F. proceed from the protector to the
terminal E.

(2) Now, remove the drop wire'from the ter-
,minal binding posts and test toward the 'central
office again ( E to F). If E to F is clear of trou-
ble. the fault must be in the drop wire. Nors:
If in making the first test at the protector (step!),
you found the trouble to be in Me station wiring,
replace the fuses in the protector and proceed to
the connecting block A.

theconnecring.
block and test back toward the station protector
(A to C). If the line is good, the fault lies in the
instriment or cords. However, if the fire from
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A to C tests faulty. the trouble is in the station
run.

17-24. The testing process can just as well be
started ;it the terminal instead of the station pro-
tector, but select points where disconnections can
be made readily, such as binding.posts. bridging
connectors, connecting block. etc. In general. no
wlres are to be cut until the tests have isolated
:he fault between two adjacent points. Then.
after an inspection has been Made, one conduc-
tor of the wire may be cut to make the test. It
is wise to start your testing from the most con-
venient place; you might save one trip up the
pole if you start at the protector. Remember, too,
a quick inspection for broken wires is always
advisable before beginning the tests. Thu test set
across the tip and ring of the hoe should respond
with a click each time the connection is made
and bfoken. The absence of a click indicates an
open in the line.

17-25. Testing., tor shorts. As mentione'd be-
fore. shorts in drop. block, or station wiriniz arc
caused mainly by damage to the insulataon when
the wires are iu contact with supporthig fixtures,
pole or building attachments. and trees or other
obstnictions along the wire route. Sborts at also
caused by dirt or foreign mawrid that ha's ac-
cumulated in terniinals, protectors, and connect-
411.,P4AFts, c,44$ teguiztils ai
at othel interconnections and those ..auser.1 by
dampness penetrating c,amaged insulation are
usually high resistance shorts which can be more

/
CLICK

CROP WIRE
TO STATION

MANI)
TEST 'SET

-
CABLE

TERMINAL

tion of ground.

_EAULT

CROP WIRE
TO STATION

readily detected in wet weather. because then
they are usually more pronounced.

17-26. The procedure for isolating shorts is,
the same for both high-resistance and low-resist-
ance shorts. With hi2h-lesistance shorts. however.
the test deskman. by using central office test
equipment. can more accurately guide and direct
the repairman to the location of the fault.

17-27, To isolate a shorted section of the drop
and station wiring installation, test the line at :he
cabie tenMnal and at successive terminating
points, You can start at the cable terminal and
work toward the station end of the line (fig..
140): however. many experienced repairmen
start at the protector. Use a hand test set to
make each test as follows:

1.1) Disconnect the wire leading toward the
station.

(2) Sridge the tet set leads across the termi-
nals.

(3) Listen in the test set receiver for either
dial tone or operator response.

17-28. If dial tone or operator response is ob-
tained. the line may be considered good up to
the test point. So reconnect the wire leading to-
ward the station end of the line and proceed to
the :',1ext test point. If dial tone or operator re-
sponm ,a9g. ori&iat an- te4igtiva,
is in the section'of line betwee n. that test point
and the previous test point. The short may then
be further isolated by a dose visual in pection to

r 5
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locate the probable defect in the wiring or by
cutting the wire at selected points and conducting
44,04,r hand -.4.41-.11:t:11#.5
'old:or the tested iletion ii.short, it is common
practice to replace the whole section.

17-29. When the test at the cable terminal
indicates that the short is in the cable, report to
the test deskman for further instructions.

17-30. Testing for grounds. Grounds in drop.
block; and station wiring are usually caused by
damage to the insulation when the wires are in
contact with poles. trees, guys, buildings, cables,
ground wires, rainspouts. building projections,
or other structures.

17-31. To isolate the section of the line in
which the ground is located, test the line at the
cable terminal and at successive terminal points
along the line. Start at the cable terminal and
work toward the station end of the line. Use
a hand test set (see fig. 141) to make each test
as follows:

(1) Disconnect the station leads of the line
under test from the terminal post at the test
location.

(2) Identi4 the ring side of the line.
(3) Clip one of the test set leads to the ter-

minal post on the ring side of the line.

CENTRAL OFF'ICt
EGUIPMf NT

sf

Cr t
RING CC1OUCTOR

TIP coNNicroPt

(4) Touch the free lead of the test set to each
of the disconnected leads in turn.

sec44ver .of -thc tot -Iet- -for
a battery click on the make and break of each
contact.

17-32. A battery click on the tnake and break
of either of the test contacts indicates that a
sound on the station side of the test point has
completed a path for current from the central
office battery to ground.

17-33. A battery clkk on the make and break
make and break of any of the.test contacts at
any test point indicates that the ground is in the.
section of the line between that test point and the
previous test point. If you do not hear a battery
click during tests conducted at a cable terminal
and you cannot trace the ground to a faulty con-
dition in the terminal, then you must assume
that the fault is in the cable, and you should
contact the test deskman for further iastructions.

17-34. Sometimes you cannot isolate high-re-
sistance grounds with the hand test set. So have
the test deskman test the line while disconnections
are made at the various terminal points.

17-35. After the ground has been isolated to
one secrion of the substation, it may be further

CABLE
TERMINAL

AO!

SRICLE WIRE
TO PROTECTOR

CABLE TO
CENTRAL OFFICE

FIRST TES T POINT

NANO TEST SET
i 1\

CLICIK

SECOND 'rev- Po;rer

Cu.
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CLICK

Fiware WI Test point

79

isoialion of open.

,

LOW VOLTAGE
AIR GAP PitOTECTOR

OROP WIRE TO
STATION PROTECTOR
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1710
isolated by a close visual inspection or by more
teStS, The repairmen lean .deeide the need for
'wpeCifie
any particular job.

17-36. Testing for opens. Opens are usually
caused by one of the followinst conditions:

A break in one or both conductors in the
wire.

A wire disconnected from a terminal.
An improper or spiit-pair connection at a

cable terrnmal.
A loose connection at a terminal.
An improperly made splice.

17-37. To isolate the section of tine in which
the open is located, test the line at the cable ter-
minal and at successive terminal points along the
line. starting at the cable terminal and working
toward the station end of the line. Make each
Zest by brideine a hand test set across the termi-
nals of the circuit under test and listening for a
battery click in the receiver of the test set (fig.
1421. As in previous tests, if no dick is heard.
the open is between the test point and the pre-
vious test point If you do not hear a battery
click during tests at a cable terminal and you
cannot trace the open to a faulty connection in
the terminal. you can assume that the fault is in
the cable. In such a case. contact the deskman
for further instructions.

1-7-38 To isolate an intermittent open. move
and shake the wires in the section of the line that
is on the central office side of the test location.
A succession of battery clicks or a fluttering noise
In the recetver of the test set indicates that the
open s in the seetion of the line under test. If
the fault cannot be isolated by such action, a
careful visual inspevtion of the line. particularly
at terminal point connections. will usually dis-
close the faulty condition.

17-39. Hieh-resistance connections are usually
caused by improper cleaning of the conductors at
terrnmals or bY theoformation of corrosion on the
conductors, binding posts. nuts. or washers at the
terminal. When isolating high-resistance connec-
tions. bridge the test set across the conductors
or the station side of the termination and listen
for noise. If von cannot definia'y isolate the
fault to any specific connection. disconnect. clean,
and recOnnect the:conductors at all, terMinal
points and retest the line.

location of a fault in a section of wire will be
.9..r0c-C44-YQ14-JVAC

17-41. Tesring for crosses. Figure 143 shows
all four types of crosses that can occur in tele-
phone circuits and the test Set connection for
each cross that results in an audible response.
To make any of these tests, both wires of one
of the crossed lines must be disconnected from
the terminal binding posts. These wires must be
placed in a position so that they can be properly
connected upon completion of the tests. After the
wires have been disconnected, one clip of the
test set must be connected to one binding post,
as shown in figure 143. Then. the other clip
must be touched to the disconnected wires in
turn. If a click occurs, you can see that the wire
causing the click is crossed with another line and
the cross is near the point where you are making
the check. If no click is heard. then the one test
clip must be transferred to the other bindine post
and ,he test repeated by acain touching the other
test -lip to the disconnected wires: If no clicks
are heard on either test. the cross is not located in
this part of the circuit.

17-42. Testing for a cross in a cable contain-
ine several pairs may sometimes be rather deceiv-
ing, What appears to be crossed circuit may
actually be a short. You must remember that a
cross involves two circuits, or two pairs. The
click that is heard when testing may be caused
by either of two conditions: the pairs may be
shorted or the line under teit may be crossed
with an adjacent pair. By performing tests for
both erosses and shorts, the trouble can usually
be isolated.

18. Traub!. Elimination
IS-I. The type of repair that is required for

a particular substation trouble must, of course,
he determined by the type of trouble and irs

location. In each case. the repair required is a
repetition of the installation steps. Probably a
connection was not cleaned and scoured or maybe
a wire is damaged.

IS-2. Wire Portion of the Circuit. Repairing
wire breaks or oilier datnige depends upon the
loeation of the damage. 'After you have isolated
the fault to a partieularisection of the insteitetion.
you must then find its specific location. In most

17-40. After you have isolated an open to one cases. it is possible to pmpoint the exact location
section--of-tite-drop-or-estationowireeeplanto-you--of ethee-faulteler-setarefui-ittspettiOn-of-the-Wire

may further isolate it by a close visual inspecnon involved. in cases of swinging or high-resistance
or additional tests to specifically locate the de- faults:. make sure that all connections are ,I,ight
feet Any need for further isolation oi specific and. ciean,. Faults located in sections of drop,

SO
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wither .troubit.,

cause cannot be re-
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RING CONDUCTOR

moved. such as a building obstacle or trees. re-
locate the line adjacent to that point.

18-3. Other Contruacnts. If the trouble k
traced to the protector_ cht.t.I: the._ fuses- and in-
spect the carboy blocks. It the C2rbon blocks are
damp, wipe them dry; in some ca.scs._ you may
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/78 havc to relocate the protector to avoid these con-
dons. If the carbon blocks are dirty or pitted.
determine ,whetlier clegting, leplaeing,-;tbzwAs
the better mairitenanee practice. a your diciiion
is to clean them, be careful that yet§ do not in-
crease the,airgap between the blocks.

18-4. Connecting blocks seldom cause service
!nterrupfions unless they are strUck by an object
which dents the cover or breaks the base. These
troubles ari easily corrected by replacing the
damaged parts. If the inside wiring is grounded
or broken, it may be repaired by splicing; how-

ever, if it has deteriorated. it should also be re-
-placed.

.5-.--Mhen-the--trouble-is-found-'to 'be in the
cable or line. you must then repot% the situation
to the central office. In this case. the wire chief
will usually assign: another pair jif availab(e)
for.use with the station on which you are working.

18-6. This ends the final chapter of Volume
3. COmplete the last izroup of chapter review
exercises and .review the material in the book to
prepare yourself for ahe volume review exercises.

*U.S. (OVntsamcr PRESITING OFTWE: 127Sesoo4 574
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MOST communications systems are developed around the basic electrical
principles; therefore, a repairman with a good knowledge of one .

communications system should soon be able to learn the features of a
second. You should be able to give good equipment service if you can trace
and analyze 'communications 'circuits. An efficient repairman drideratands
the theory and the normal function of each circuirin the system. That
understanding permits his intelligent analysis of equipment trouble.

Since the objective-of communications maintenance is to iniure accurate,
rapid, and prolonged operation of Air Force equipment, delays must
therefore be held to a minimum. Consequently, when trouble comes, the
service is to begin immediately and must be completed as soon as posaible.

This volume describes the varied uses of .key and interconinaunicating
systems. Also, it describes operating principles of exemplary equipment,
thus giving procedures that apply to most systems. The example method is
also used in describing installation, trouble analYsis, and maintenance.
Notation is made of the comparison between equipments, circuit principles,
installation methods, and maintenance requirements &scribed in other
volumes.

This "home study" CDC, with the skill training you get during OJT, will
broaden your knowledge and prepare you' for complex tasks. You should
realize that complex tasks are often a union of simple tasks; hence, by
completing simple' assignments, you help solve a complex prOblem. When
you need an answer to a question, ask one of the experienced
installer-repairman team members. A qualified technician is willing to help a
trainee who is sincere in wanting to knowbecause the former understands
that "knowing" is required of a capable member on the team.

At the end of this volume is a glossary, which defines many terms or
words that are related tp your job. Use it.

Tliere are seven schematic_foldouts with this volume. Foldouts 2, 4, 5, and
6 are in the back of the volume. Foldouts 1, 3, and 7 are included as separate
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'introductbn to Icey *stirs and lotorcomsnunications

5.
NOT TOO MANY years no 4 piotuli of a
busy executive usually included a huge desk
with several communications inIitzuments.
Their 'number and types gave you an
indication nf how important he was. In the

4? same 9125ce today you see a diffident picture.
One or two sophisticated instruments have

- . , replaced the many individtial units, and the
system i tailored to meet the special
requirements of that particular office.

2. When a 'communications system is
propedy installed, the work of the using
organization is simplified because such a
system can save many stops and bauch time.
The use of intercommunications systems, key
telephone equipment, and private branch .

exchange (PBX) switchboards saves cable,
instruments, arid &mind office4 equipment.
Because' of these savings, base
communications personnel can increase the
telephone service of using organizations. ,

A twisty of communications systems
art in widik use by the Air Force. Individuals
in the telephone equipment
installer-repairman career field are responsible
for the inktallation and maintenance of this
equipment We will discuss siveral systems in
use-, at Air Force installations, This
inforination will help you understand the
operations, installation, and maintenance of
these communications systernk

1. Key Telephone Systems

1-1. Modern ley telephones, in addition to
providing specialized tilephone service,
present a better appearance and are more
economlad ahd versatile than the telePhones
used with the original systems. 41'he former
systems provided a specialized teleplpne
service, lxit the stations were limited to a set
arringement peCauso the features were
grouped in certaitt combhuitions te form
systems.. The fastens included: piaci*, hold,

t 194
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intercom, cutoff, and signaling. The present
systems .have all the adiantavs of the
supetuded system, but they also can have
additional fiatures. An - Age of the,
pouiblt diversification is men y considering
a bus commender's key telephdtai' and that
of his receptionistz His unit may have an
exclusion key, and hers may require a greater
number of keys. Yoq must consider each
station as a separate Optima and their select
the equipment that satisfies the needs at each
station..

1-2. The Air Force now uses yA1, 1A2
and 64 key systems extenSive1y; but key
equipment is continually being expanded,
modified, and improved. Cdnsequently, you
need to be prepared for variations in iiicuitry.
'Ws section will help you to understand the
operation, installation, and maintenance of
any.key system.

1-3. Type 1A1 Key Syrteni. The 14 key
system compares with a PBX in that' the
talking circuits are connected b5; an operategi
key. Of course, i this system '..t.the user
operates the keTT whereas an attendant
operates the PBX keys. The typical system
includes three to seven talking circuits
distributed =tong 6 to 15 stapons.

1-4. elm big advantage of the 1A1 system
is its flexibility. Probably no two installations
are exactly alike in all service provisions. The
talking circuits ore system may connect
directly to a central office, X PBX, or a similar
telephone system. A circuit is also available
for a local intercom system with visual and
audible supervision at esch station.

1-5. Many other services rnaSt be provided
by. adding a part,:zular unit to the installation.
We use a typical 1A1 key telephone system
(shown in fig. 1) for our explanation.

1-6. It is evident in this figure that the
system consists of telephones, connectors,
bridging terminals, a relay cabinet (which
contains key units), and a power supply. The
illustrated system has seved stations. Each.
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telephone, thrqugh its connictions and
terminals, hss &veils to four central office
lines and one intercom line. Each circuit
works because of the relay units of the
equipment cabinet. A close examination
the individual components is mseessaY if we

4 are to, understand the system. Let us first,
examine. the telephones of the system. '

1.7. The 565 key telephone. The 565
telephone is one in the 560. series of ko
Odephones: The Air Fon:* has many
vuiations eleven' key telephones. We have
chosen the 585 for our discussiou because.it

051

adecsitely represents the 560 series key
telephotses. .Essentially,, it is a 500 type
telaplume, discussed in a previous volume,
witiradditinn of the circuits for.the keys. The

.talking ringing, and receiving circuits are the
same u those of the 500 1,1se. These key
telephone's loom keii for .pikkup holding,
signaling, cutoff, add intercom. The'lLeys are
located in the lower front part -of ftte
telephone sert and are 1fluminite for signaling
and for iiusy 4 6 .n. When more than one
line ,terminatecia, set, the ringer may be
Connected to any ne line or, with additional
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equipment, be made common to all lines. All
Mounting Cards have amphenol connectors.

1-8. The ,pushbuttons shown below the
dial in figuns 2 (which is an illustiation of a
base. -commander's set) move springs ontkeys
placed below. -them. These simings' are also
illustrated in figure 2. The PICKUP keys

5
CUTOFF

switch the set's talking circuit tdone line. The
depressed pushbutton locks down-401d, in
addition, restores . any other depntssed
pushbuttons to tlys normal position. Thus, an
interiockinig device betleen the keyApments
two keys from beilig operated timultineously.
A lamp within thb operated pushbutton glows
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to itidicate the busy condition, By laming. .

the HOLD pushbutton, you keep' the ,line
connection while performing another
function. Release, ot the HOLD pushbutton
restorsn the operated PICKUP push94tton.
The *azure ineludes en eitplailation on the.
Operation of the EXCLUSION key, which
permits the user to cut out all stations of that,

CRADLE HANDSET

sYstank- for ,that: OSIthii-offlat lint lurion
is normally effective on only the line
connected to the first PICKUP key. Following
the operation of this key, the.operator of the

heard or inteed with by other ns in
key car talk on an outside line witr rfobeing

rfac
the system.

1.9. The 565 key telephoner is identified
I.
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by a code, Figure 3AllusIMatas its code god- its
fielarsie. The identigkelictsrflugabeeco
two or , three letters,. in edditiOS. tn:
.digita. Each digit and letter indicates a
characteristic of the mt. For =amply

OS 0

First diet. The 5 of thii position
indicates that out sot hiss the components of
the 500 type telephone. r4

Second The second digikis always
* 0, I, 4, or 6 indicates the miniter
pushbutton's on the set. There wire a fa! set* .

having 7 as a second digit. This set had thres -
PICKUP keys, three HOLD kap, an& oni key
for opaating a buzz* circuit.

Third digit...The third digit is always a 0,.
I, 4, 5, orA and indicates -some of the
feattres buil Vint° the' sat. Other fettures are
indicated by litters. * ,

(1) A 0 .indicatil that the -set has neither
exclusion nor lamps.,

(2) A I indicates exclusion but no lamps.
(3) A 4 indicates lamps .but no exclusioci.
(4) A 5 indicates lamps and *manikin. .

(5) An 8 indicates that the set is designed
for use with 4-wire service.

First letter. The fast letter indicates the
arrangement of -the keys. This kletter is
arbitrarily assigned and has ho signitcance
except as assigned in the identilkation chart.
As an exam*, till ft71-1, letter, L, for the
565LB telephofir irdicates,that the phone has
CUTOFF ..nd HOLD buttons. Also, it
indicates Vali: the plbne is usable with "hands
ofi" equipment.

Second letter. Originally, the second
letter indicated whether the set was
congtructed with or without a dial. An, t'A"
identified it at manual %type and a "B"
identified it as Waving a dial. All sets are now
shipped with a dial, hence no code is needed.
Of couise, you may. see sets that have the
former identification. The second letter on
the most modem sets will indicate another
variation which may hive different meanings.
Agani, the manufacturer determines the
indkator atd its meaning.

NOTE: Touch-tone telephone coding
differs from what we have shown in figure 3.
The 15641-11. 4 one of these telephones. TA

a touch-tone e (using puihbuttons for
this case the 1 ;:licarei that the telephone is

It also* has one HOLD and five
PICKUP keys, al indicated by the 6. The 4
indicates some"of the features of the set, and
the letted reveal other features. -Tlins
telephone won't \worli with the 207C dial
intercom unit:. thiis it must be used with a
touch-t aaapter unit if the 207C is a pars
of the syjtein. .'$

A

Since abnoit aiir desired' feature.
7

you sh. 5four requitimaitst an4
select the equivalent dust meetsthosa needs:,
Let US ...Inkier the *tures., of the sets
illultrated Sege 1. '-" . 1

1-11. . t evident iisat the
communica .. officer ordered fotthe base
commander & ietcontiining the EXCLUSION
key, a HO *0 pushbiitton, lnd five PICKUP
,keyi. Figure 3 shows us that this set must be

and' 565GB, haying 0101t of
the' same features are no .1.44nger being
manufactuzed fis indicated by the MD in the
rating coltunlY.. Hptrter, t)te esclusioi
switch for the \ set would hpe to be ordered
separately although the plufiger would be itt
the telephone csse. addition. figure 1
discloses thgt key is connected to anit"
unlisted cenhal office line. Since the line is'
not listed in the directory, few incoming calls *

will lie received' thtough this circuit.
'consequently, as stated in figure 1, the line-is
'intended primarily for outgoifig calia. Of .41..

caurse, the outgoing and incoming lines could
have been assigned to any, qf the "P" keys.

QT.
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Th. Mdning tdephOnes of figure 1 have no
exclusi. feature; tbststore they at:coded.

ana have hold_.564,111)i,411 Ot-th.ir
featiirerthus the
line without dis4o
has &call 02,41K*411C1r. ,

1-12. Figure 3 teseale , two additional
features for key The cutoff feature is
a circuit, device . . permits the user 'to' 1!
disconnect an extension or lin attention --
ringer. Ili eiip*aixatton allow1/4 the station
occupant tit sl Ltoher statroa.within the
sygein bY simPly ha** the 'key down'.Rimrg Ypur poi from the button allmsthe tton to Tenon. All stations, niuslinvet
an audible signaling device. *or a lass noisy

ringer. Whin Imps are used, a steady glow
signal, you may Indian a of a

indicates that the call has peen or is
an outgoing xall.,, A flashing latop indicates. that the call is incom14 A vim siglial is also

t, pthvided in. -40 .1. . n a HOLD
pushbutton: II 'This opention is reAlfred1

to as a wink.'; (Thi, " filature provides
a long ON km:dad and \#ort OVperiod.)

.1.13. Ca.11 Direeit or call Commander.
_ Another multibittori holv toed extensively

is the Call Direetor, -Mad. by the Western
EleOt: lc Company (WECO). It provides tile
same stiwices as the 560 series telephone.

can answer a call on a
trig a second line that

.

...However, it will -accomod' ate, up to 30 lines.
nit molt cOMMQ em.the _630 .

and 64tollie -squipped-Wit4,
12 Unit, but, can upinded to 18 by the ,
addition of so; 598A as shown in figiire 4. The'
631 may be expanded :to 34:buttons. The
Autcv Electric CoMpany makes In isquivelent
set, the Call Commander. 'Iv', *Mow is in
reality only a key telephopelbith brimore -

buttqna instead of 6. The talking circuits of,
,the Call Director set& are identical to those
used in the \.560 series -sets. There is x
difference in the construetior of the switches
'operated by the pushbutton's, but the job
they do is the same.

1.14. Etta 'the Call Director or Call
Commander can\ be used with the IA1
system. When used with this 'sYstitin
generally used br a reciptinnisi who

calls. TIAe 'system will .have to -bp lirge to
make the use of the CaU Director economical.
Sometimes, it- is used in combination with
two or more systems, with oil.' attendant
entwining all calls and using Me intercom
feature tO disizibute - the calls to *hate
concerned. Some' Ca Elireotors :ire designed
to accept-iithef two dr four wire ',circuits;
however, w will not,,..have time to, discuss
individ ;

.
% -

I-15. Eey ; telephone inits. If you refer

,400 t;

REyY AH FOR CAE 2

Figur. 6. 230B fogglismed Cit3 or PBX lino =tit.,
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Figure 7. KS-19175 1.nten4pter.

Uain to figure 1, you can see at the
incoming central office lines are conn ted tb
an apparatus' and unit mbinet. This met
protects the key uniti and provides
mounting .which allows access to he key
telephone units (ICTUs) for naiiintinance.
11,1i.ny different KM are provideg, and each
ohe his a specific function to perfoon; that is,
it provides the relay appaRtus needed to
fuinish the desired features in the key systein.''.
Each 'Unit' has a coded number which
identifies the feature provided by toat
particular unit. 'Units may, be combined, as
required, for each installation. Individual .
urats that are assembled and wired at the
fae tory and are the n c ombihed,
intertInneeted, _and prepared fix connection
trIS t4evable--are known as package units, The
trend bi to order packaged key telephone
systems: Since many varied serviced' ea* be
reqtietted, the pelages are Pavailable in a

sizsa and futons; Thus* we can:
have MO. One. packap unit is coded as
the kenos. It include' the units ti3at
provide pickup and hold features on four to

ttentsil office lines, or the pickup and

deetromeehanical interrupter, .aticr-lrigtial
tignkling i done with fLathinsiNan# winking

, lamps. Also, a manual iAtercom cjit is
iriciuded witit the package unit. In *Mon,

\Qs packaskiincludes 75-paiE inside wiring
eahle that is.`teiminatect.at the terminal plate
assembly. and the =Us'. .

1-10. Ndte: Tlie.full number for epaciage
wouki be 20:007DC. The :7 discloses the
number of central officaof PBX lines..The,D
identifies it at basebit. 4 nint4ation dIal
selective intercommunidating circuit.,and the

dincites that the cable and .eable,tfrminal
are iirectto the unit.

1-17. Other packaie units were developed
r

T 0 RELAY
<0.

ri'ar

7

a.

a

V. -

RELAY1.0EN1IFICATION

V.
.4

`:.241.11111111

COVER BRACKET
CEp1ACLE FOR

AUG.+N TYPE fNTENUPTER
4

Arm S. 282.13 interripter indeontral unit.
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190
before the 200G series package, -and package

units
are _being* or hey, jogai develood:

-replace .-itfata--iiiid -this -WOG rlerier -Tar
wimple; $ APO WM package is replacing the
200C series. You must realise that you can ke
responsible for obtaining, installing, and,
milintaining the components of any of these
p4kagee of*. complete packer, unit.

148. We know, then, that individual KTU,
as iombilied to make a package. You vrill see
differences its every type of KTU. Since each
type* serve a :pacific function, we will not
illusizate all KTUs that provide this service,
but only One or two. As a result, you will
piin some finiiliarity with key equipment.

(1) Central office or PBX line unit. This
KTU provides equipment for one WIC It
consists of connecting terminals, Mays,
rectifying devices, capaciton, and resistive
devices (resistors, thermistots, or varistors)
(fig. 5) which provide pickup, hold, power
failure, and visual supervision on central
office or PBX Husk NOTE: Although the
KTUs may be manufactured by two or more

ROTARY STCPPING, 6W1TCH OEiNORMAI. SWITCH

--......--

STEPPING

NETWGRK

:4

,

4". 0 0 fb

nMING RElp
CIRCUIT NETNORK

MOUNTING APPARATUS'

Figurri. 207C dial Weedy* intarixuss t.

4.

.604

manufacturers when athese4114 haSe the
unismiumber,:thay also *Mk idOltiallk
`and identical ioniktiOns. Therefor*, any unit
can replace another having the sainenumber.
It * probable, though...that the ciicuit .

components are not intek4angeable, oven
though the key unit is.

.,,

(2) Combined CO or PBX line unit. The
apparatus of this.ICTU includes equipment
more than one linens exact numberiof lines
is depend** on the 'particular unit. The '-*
components. are exactly like thOse of the
202D, but multiplied. The 2308 XTU ihoi
in figure 6 Provides foilr lines identical to the
202D shoWn in figure 5. .

(3) Intertu and control unit. This KTU
(fig. 7) es interinittent . ringing,
tbneiout, and and winking Imp
circuit featiiree for the key system. Figure 8
shows - a 732B 'unit which* it used in,
conjunction with a 2308, or other multiline
units such as the 239 KTU which provides 9
CO linu.

(4) Dial selective intercom '(207C).
Selective signaling for up to nine (singleddipt)
stations connected for intercom is provided
by this KTU, .but only one common talk link,
hoWever. Figure 9 shows the 201C nu,
(Not the rotary stopping switch which
enables you to make the selections.

(5). Common equipment
provides common audible
incoming calls and battery
suppression for,a manual 'atom

on
noise.

(6) power unit.. A variety of Itc.ges are
provided by the various pow. available.
For -example, two different pplies are
required for relays an4 n. Three
separate ac outputs are necessary for bells,
buzzers, and lamps. The power unit needed
for a particular system must be sacted from
Bell System Precticu orITO 31W210-12.,The
many different type units make it impractical
for usto discuss individual units at'this time.

119. It- is apparent from the illustrated
KTUs that all associated units Appear leery
similar. To illustrate, the 2020, 2308, 2328,
and the 207C have the same type of chassis.
the relays appear So be the same the
capacitors are 'likewise comparable, and the
molinting hole spacing is identical. The units
have to be alike regardlei.; of thee
manufacturer beceuse eacb unit is installed oh
the same mounting Irmo (appanitus *
mounting): Widths vary according to unit. We
have discussed a few KW,s and a sample
package. However, there de many variations
in key systems. You must determine the

.;

tr.
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subscriber's needs and seleCt the apprOpriate
equipment for each indiiidial installation.

1-20. Type 142 Key System. The I42
system provides the sew functions as did the
1A1 system. You can also orderdial intercom
se a unit of the package; 1A2 packageck units .

are Waved to as "key service units" (KSUs).
The major advantages that a 142 package has
over the earlier package is its miniature size
and ita gimp/laity when you are tutoring a
unit to operation. The 142 hUe uklit"(400D)
approximately .4 inches high and 1 inch wide.
In the same manner, the BTUs used in'
association 'with the 400D aer miniaturized.
'n;e line circuits ars printed. on plug-hr cards
and um transistors And miniatum relays.

ce, the card is , easily . removed and
during a trcarbieehnoting procedikre.

Although the circuits and eittriPment are new,.
you can stiu use the same key telephones.

_

. .

292 .

.

1-21. The 142 *key telephone system
(KTS) features various. combinations of
prewired syetemp available in KSUs and
panels. These 'packages permit a wide latiiude
in installation flexibility. Some package are-
available with interrupters, power twits,
connecting blocks, and flooritands. KSLIs are
designed primarily for- small-to-medium size
1 A2 ICTS instillations; panels are 4ssigned for
large or centralized. installations; Figure 10'.
shows a KSU.that provide* 4 CO lines.

1-2 2. OnS of the most popular KSUs is the,
. 513A3, htch provides 8 00 lines., This

is lordetisnes expanded to 16 lines by
addition of a 514, then referred to as *

515 KSU. To provide intercom, itle nticusary1
t'a sacrifice 'One CO line. After determining
the specific mod/ of a subscriber, refer to TO -
31'01.2-1042 for the appropriate package or
panel. Chart 1 shows 142 KTUI and their

"
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function. This chart also shows arrangement
of KTUs within the 513, 514,.and 515 KSUs
mentimed mit= The majority of 1.42 key
sYstems installed to dati could be built from
chart 1; however, as we stated earlier, it may
be necessary to consult TO 31W2-10-12.

: Partial um, 14 X 31

Owe maw& Walt

.IIPM IarIa tor 13 IsSis required 0.1 coriandeg bleick

1-23. SA Key Tdeplux4 System.
Although the SA key lystem is complete
within itself, it is used with 1.41 to provide
intercom Only:The mootrcommonly used BA
is manufactured by West= Eleatic,
hovirrier, Auto Electric ComPany makes a

-coinparable system which they call 16A4 The

4..-41115

units etnnot be ibtermixe4.
Stromberg.Carison's SCSA provides tie sane
services 4nd will readily intermix with 6A.

124. The future: ant capabilities
differ from-systern to system depending upon
the sithscriber's needs. However, we may
describe the average BA system u being an-
intercommunications systerny used with 1A1
or 1A2, equipped to provide 2- private *lks
links, Wait** Voiding fot tation (Max
36), camp-on control, and vstløpervisiozi.
The following KTUs- would be required to
make up this "avulse". :yam; ;

203
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Ano* 11. Typiati.ii.toreogiumadeatkm system- '

222kr- 2 talk links with common
equiPment and 9'Sta

223A - 3 additional . station ,Cla (3
required)

207G - dial selective signaling circuit
(Max 9 Sta)

I.

SPEAKERMICROpHONE

Marty edditionalAdd,on feeturii are Available'
suci . as, addason ormiireice lo4th. catruit

which we 4o noiliave. tinioto'4iscuis.
TO 31W2404.2-decrilies IheiAtnits.in detail.

1-215.', The 6A lystati con* pretiired for
18 "stitiOns _hut, an' be expanded tA a,
muimum of 36 itationt. The most Iteglitantly
'used packa b the 200H18DC-,4rwhich we.
referred 'to earlier ei% an "evaisge" sitstem.
Since.thia.64 systemis standard, Ito will

-no- "builtline 5of 6A c3oltems*
s ventlyo. wi will not, go into &toil On

possible ,sumnspeinen4.*. The6A system his
bee:n largely- rNpmgble Sor the decreasing.,

pularity of intercominktnications (s4usiwk
) skin* which we discus next.

.

:. °,1

I.

2. Iniemoinrmunications -

2-1; An iriteregmmunications SYStem may
.1
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Itibed as a network bf muter stitiOns
and remotokstations tied Aogether by cable or
wire for -Ithe purpOse of interofflee
commuaws Figural 11,11 a block viiaitsm
of.a typical intercommunicatibns system. As

'you cep see, the stations in this figure., are
connected to permit .the two muter stations
to converses yith eacl. other, ancyeither muter

&station to. talk with all remote stations
indivitlually or simultsneouilya The remote

- stations cannot converse with.each other.

2-2 . 'Almost any interoffice
Co 41:t Feciiiiremtnt-cen be satisfied
with ercommunicatiort equipment, if ye
know the operating apabaity of the sets and
understand the interconnecting schemes. The
master stations can #4, used toielect, call, and
talk to_ a ntImberi of master stations and
remote stations, individually or in
combinatons, if they are connected in the

sae* system. These master.stations ^are central
switching points andlurnish theirown power
as well. se power fox thi relota stietions. The
remote stations (often called slave stations)
elk* the-reception and tnuismission of voice
signals; and,. in .scse Cues, operate a visual
signaling devicr at the =star station. The
equipment nornially operates on alternating ..
currenti however: you can get equipment that
operates on direct current: It ie quite pouible
that the units in use at your base ware locally
purchaeed. Thus, their connections ..and
features will v/ry !rim what we show as a
representative unit (fig. 12): Likewise, if more
than oat locallx purchased unit is being used,

s ypu May find differences in them.
Coniequently, it is advisable first to learn the
operating and connecting ..,principles of a
tystem. Then you should analyze, the
Instructions, schematics, end sizucture of
those for which you are responsihle. .

12
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Operating Princil;las Of Kay Systim Equipmer

yzAas AGo a telephone caller originated
MI by /turning a generator hahdle, lifting a
handset; and requesting an openttor to make
the connection. After the call was completed,
the originating party was required to re-ring
the operator. Analysii of this calling
procedure revealed that time and effort would
be saved if the , lifted handset would
automatically indicate to the operator e need
for assistance, and the restored handset would
liketrise° identify the call as being completed.
The dial and additional improvements further
increased the efficiency of the telephone
system.

2. .We learned ihat'' a key system provides
greater organizational efficiency. This would
not be tnie if the personnel were unable to
operate the equipment. The operating
'procedures are not difficult, however, because
they are lamlliar actions. Far instance, you
lift a telephone handset as one of the initfal
actions. \In addition, you press a pushbutton.
These two steps are used regardless otthe key
system. Dialing a nuniber may be a
subsequent procedure. Of course, this last act
should offer no challenge to you either.

3. Knowing the operating procedures is
not enough, though. If you are to be
considered. an efficient repairman, you must
know the principles that perinit. the
equipment to function. Hence, you must
underitand what is happening when you lift
the handset and depress each pushbutton.
Some results are also familiar because we
described similar' effects in the earlier
volumes. For exaniplein a'previous volume
was a description of the results of your
rem6ving the telephone handset from its
cradle switcii, thus lighting a busy lamp. The
method by which the lanik is lighted cankvary,
however. Of course it lights because an
electric circuit is completed. In this chapter
we interpret schematics to find out how
electrical circuits in a telephone system are
co mpleted

296
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CHAPTeR 2

3. Schematics and Their
Interpretation

3-1. Since the 2308 is the most common
CO line unit, we use it for our discussion. This
same circuit explanation will apply to the
2020, 238A, 239A KTUs.

3-2. Since the operation of the.2308 KTU
controls the operation of the. 232B; and the
operation of the 2328 controls the audible
and visual signalirat the telephone through the
230111; it is necesaary that we discuss the two
units at the same. time.

I r

.To trace a circuit on a schematic the
circuit must be complete, from one side of
the poNer supply to the other. The positive
side cif the battery supply is shown on these
drawings as GROUND: the negative side of
the battery supply is shown as BATTERY.
Any circuit tracing must start at one and stop
at the other.

3-4. In some of the circuits to be traced
and discussed, the only . known point* from
which to start is the middle of the circuit. In
this' case you trace one way, or te other, to
find either battery or ground. Having found
either battery or ground, the circiiit must be
retraced to the starting point and on, until the
other side of the power supply it reached: We
are establishing continuity only; current flow
will be considered as
positive, when con

(established. Immediately
descriptions, you will
and' operational sketch

the circuit
oØrational sketches an
vet fication.

g from negative to
uity has been

following the 'circuit
sequence charts

You may, while
ptinn, refer to the
sequence charts for

3-5. In the following paragraphs, the.
circuits controlling each relay, tnd 'the circuits
controlled by each relay, of both' the 2308
and 2328 KTUs, will be dismissed and
analyzed. In the discussion of the circuits,
each contact will be covered, in turn,. from

-.



to96ttom to top, as 'they are
schematic ol.foldout 1.

4. 1A1 Key System Opiitation

4-1. Foldout 1 ishows the circuitt of the
2308 KTU and the wiring connectioqs to a
564HL telephone. AU of .the circui, tt to be
.disettssed litre may be *tied coMpletely on

...this. drawing. The cristnissien will be on only
*one line cireut of the 23013 but there are four
line circuits in parallel. What applies to one
line circuit applies to each of the others. The

*' same ciicuits exist in the 2020 KTU, so these
'descriptions also apply to the 202D. Except

vetyrminor differences, the same symbols
and descriptions also apply to the 230A,j232A, and 202C KTUs.

4-21' With the 2308 KTU it is .poisible tohave either grounded ringing, or metallic
ringing. However, with this type system the
usual policy is to use metallic ringing.,
Therefofe, otir discussion here will
reetallic ringing.. Refer to foldout 1 wh'
reading the rest of this analysis on the 230
and 23213 KTUs.

4-3. Incoming, Call. Ringing 'current
20-cycle ac) is applied to the ring side of the

line orf an incoming call (terminal 8 of the
23013 KTU); ac current flows through the
normally closed contacts 84 a the AN relay,
capacitor R, thermistor R, and the secondary
winding° of the R relay to the tip side of the
line on one half of the cycle. During the other
half cycle, current flow is from the tip side of
the line (terminal 7) through diode It over the
same path as previously described, to the ring
side of the 'Me. Contacts B4 of the AH relay
and 139 of the A relay together establish a
path for current that bypasses the H relay and
prevents the establishment of a false hold
condition, which might occur when a number
of ringers are bridged across the station side
of the line. The 317A varistor R1 protecta the
400E diode and thermistor R from transient
currents.

4-4. Thermistor R has a nominal resistance
of . abaut 50,000 ohms. This prevents false
operation of relay R. on disconnects or from
transient currents. Ringing current increases
the temperature of the thermistor, which
reduces the resistance to about 3000 ohms in
about one-half second.

4-5. relay operation. The one-half cycle-
of ringing current opentes the R. relay closing
M4, M6, M8, and M10 contacts.

M4. The closing of contacts M4 places
ground on the LK lead, through 'the

-
secondary 'winding of the ft relay: The LK

. lead may be traced from contact& 4 to
contacts 5 of the AH relay, to termini 22, to.
..1111 2322 KTU, terminal 33, through the

bimetal contacts 1 and 2 to 20 volts battery.
This circuit logics up the R relay under the
_control of the Ali relay,-the LK lead and the
bimetal cont.!, ofIthe 2323 KTU. .

M6: The closing of centacta mg operates
the audible signal. Trace from the stationary
contacts of M6, tq the left, to terminal lb,out through . the .audible -signal, back to -
tannins' 25, which is strapped, to tenninil 30and the pound side of the audible aignal
poWer supply. Retrace this circuit_ back
through termtnals 30, 25, rae-
and tenni:tat 10, through the made'contacts
MG, then to terminal 9 of the,230B4TU and
out to option "X." Thii wiring will go to
terminal 21 of the 232B.KTU to pinr7 of the
interrupter plug, to contacts 2 of tee
interrupter* to pins 4 of the plug, to terminal
29 and to the "hot" side of the audible sigma
circuit, under the control of the interrupter at ..
contacts 2.

MS. The closing of contacts Mi3 of the It
relay will actually complete two separate
cinsuits, one through the heater on the TO
relay and the other through the windings of
the ST relay of the 232B KTU. Trace the first
circuit from ground at M8rof the R relay, to
terminal 23 of the 23013, out on the Tal lead
to terminal 36 of the 2328 KTU, through the
112-ohm heater resistor, through the closed
contacts 3 and 2 of the TO relay, to 20 Volts .
battery. Current flow in this circuit will cause
the 112-ohm resistor to become hot end this

'heat will, in a period of about 30 seconds,
cause the bimetal contacts in the H. relay lock
circuit to open, releang the R relay, if the
call has not been aisered in the meantinie.
Now, to trace the seCond circuit involved by
the closing of contacts M8 of the H. relay,
trace through the same tertaiin'ala and TO iead
to terminal 36 of the 232B KTU, through the
strap to terminal 35 and thyough the windings
of the ST relay to 20 velU" battery. This will
operate the ST relay.) The results of the
operation of the ST relly will b'e covered in a
later paragraph.

ft M10. The closing of contacts Ntio
coinpletes the circuit to light the lamps on the
telephone. It is recommended ,tlor this circuit
be traced film the-stationary c tact of M10,
pp to contacts El3M2 of. the/ AH relay, over
the contacts EMB8 of the A relay, to terminal
13 and 5, out of the L or -lamp lead to the
telephone, through the lamp, back to the LG
or lamp ground lead to terminal_ 6 and lamp

14,
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power siipply ground. Having found ground,
retrace the circuit to contacts MI.0 of the R
relay. From these now closed contacts, trace..
to terminal 19 of the 230B KTU, out on the
LF lead to terminal 1 of the 232B KTU,
through the strap to terminal 2, to pins 10 of
the interrupter plug, to contact 4 of the
interrupter, to pins 17 of the plug, to terminal
10 of the 23211 KTU to the "hot", side of the
lamp power supply.

, 4-6. If you will review the circuits we have
just traced, you will fmd that we have the A
relay locked up, the audible signal operating
and ,the lamp in the telephone lit, all under
control of the 232B KTU. If the call is not
answered in the 30 seconds that it takes for
the bimetal contacts at the TO relay to
operate, the- R relay will release and
everything will go back to normal.

4-7. ST relay. Now, return to the ST relay.
The operation of the ST relay will close
contacts l and 2 both above and below the
relay. They are in parallel and are connected
directly to terminal 26 and the "hot" side of
the 10 volts, 60-cps ac 'of the power supply.
(Until the entire CItC is revised, cps will be
used for Hertz.) . From these now closed
contacts, trace to pins 2 of Ihe plug, through
the motor (M) to pins 1 of the plug to
terminal 27 and the ground side of 10 volts
ac. This will start the interrupter motor
operating. To show what the operation of the
motor will do, each set of contacts will be
described in detail, from contact 1 down to
contact 8. All contacts are shown on the
drawing in their starting or normal position.' 4-8. Interrupter operations.

t.ontact 1. This contact closes
approximately 0.25 .secona after the initial
operatio of the ST relay. When closed, it
completek an operating path for the
interruptek motor M. This will cause the
motor to continue to operate when the ST
relay is released iintil it returns to its normal
or starting position. In other words, the
motor always returns to the point where all
contacts are in the position shown in the
drawing.

,

Contact 2. 'This contact will furnish an
interrupted signal voltage to operate any
audible signal connected to line circuits of the
23013 KTU that have the R relay operated.
NOTE: One unusual feature of the audible
signal obtained under the control of the
interrupter is that the signal does not follow
the interruption frequency of the central
office ringing signal but is completely
independent of the central office after the
moto r has started .

i

.197
Contacts 4 and 5. These two sets 4of

contacti control the flashing lamps that
.- indicate an incomink gall. They op...rate at a

frequency of .approxiniately 0.5 second on
t and 9.5 akiro off and will flub the lights

connected t4 the line, circuit that has the R
relay. operated s in the 2303 KTU. Each
contact, 4 and 5, is actuilly a pair of contacts,

, each caPable of 'carrying a current of 2.5
amperes. With fourcontacts, this gives a total
lamp load of appr4imately,10 amperes. This
gives erioligh capacitk to care for the entire
needs of all lamp circuita in a .6A key system
with up to 36 stitions. The lamp circuit
traced in the nreceding Paragraphs is.
ConneCted to co. .act 4A, so any lamps
connected to that particular R relay are now
flashing.

Contacts 7 and 8. These contacts control
the station lamp wink circuit indicatidg a hold
condition on the line. The frequency of
operation is enproximaiely 0.475 second on
and approxily 0.025 second off. The
contacts are rranged like contact& 4 and 5
with two actual contacts each, rated at ab6ut
2.5 amperesper contact.

4-9. Answering an Incoming Call. To
answer an incoming call at a key telephone,
the button with the flashing light is depressed
and the handset picked up. The immediate
noticeable effect is the stopping of the
flashing light and-the audible signal; and you
find that you can answer the call and carry on
the conversation: The light under the button
is burning steadilyP now. But in order to know
just what has happened in the system, it will
be necessary to trace the circuits and
operations of the various relays.

(1) A relay operation. A chain of
operations is started by the A-Al or contiol
circuit. The hookswitch of the telephone
,cohipletes this circuit, which can be traced
from tetminal 4 of the: 2303 ETU (which is
connected to ground) throubli the Al lead to
the telephone, through the hwkswitch and
back to the KTU ontteAleadtoterminaJ3,

, then through the coil of the A relay to 20
volts battery. This operates the A relay, which
breaks contact BO and lower contacts EBM11,
8, and 12; it simultaneously makes contact
M10 and upper contacts EBM11, 8, and 12.

EBM11. . The making of the upper
contact of EBM11 makes connection to 20
volts battery and will operate the AH relay.

M10. M10 contact is not used under
nornial conditions.

EBM8. The maldng of the upper contact
of EBM8 connects lamp battery directly from
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29 (or 28) to the lamp in the
telephone, causing it to burn steadily. At the
same time, the breaking of the lower contacts
opens the circliit that was flashing the lamp.

89., The breaking of contact B9 opens
the circuit that allowed the riiig side of the
'Me to bypass the H relay under power failure
conditions.

EBM12. The breaking of the lower
contacts .EBM12 opens a circuit that would
carry. the "ring" of the line through the H
relay, while the now closed uprier coMacts
again provide a hypos around the H relay.

NOTE: The above operation of the A relay
has operated the AH relay, stopped the
fleshing lights but turned them on steady, and
chgnged the bypass path around the H telay
for the "ring" of the line.

(2) 'AH relay. The operation of the AS
relay will open contact B5, close contact Ml,
open the lower and close the upper contacts
EBM2, and open the upPer contacts EBM2,
and open contact B4.

85. Breaking contact 85 opens the LK
or lock circuit for the R relay. This 'will allow
the R relay to release and open the lamp
fla.shing circuit, open thy TO lead, *hich will'
stop the heater of thy 4dme-out circuit, alnd'
rglease the 4ST relay in the 232B.. KTU,
allowing the motor to stop when it returns to
its normal pontion.

MI. Closing of contact Ml will operate'
the TO relay of the 232B KTU. This circuit
may be traced from the ground at contact M1

' to terminal 24. out on the 'CO lead to
terminal 31 of the 2328, through the coil of
the TO relay to 20 volts battery. The
operation of the TO relay places another open
in the TO lead. As the AH relay is in each line -
circuit of the
line in use in
operated and
This stops

stem, then whenever there is a
e system, the TO relay will be
e heater circuit will be open.

time-out operation when the
system is in-use.

EBM2. The operation of EBM2 contact
opens the lamp flashing circuit and .at the
same time makes ready a circuit for the lamp
wink. As the lamp wink circuit is 'used only
when a line is being held, this circuit will be
discussed then.

134. The opening 9f the 84 contacts
removes the R relay and its operating Circuit
from the line so there will be no transmission
losses through it.

440. Talking circuit. With the At and the
AH relays operated as described above, there
is a direct talking path through 'the unit,
under the control of the A relay, which -is in

16
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turn controlled by the A and Al circuit and
the U0phoni hookswitch. This talking circuit
may bi tzaCed. Outing at the tip of
incoming line at terminal 7, directly to
terminal 1, through the cord anti telephone,
balk, on the ring of the cord to terminal 24
through the now closed upper contacts
EBM12 of the A relay to terminal 6 and the
ring side of the incoming line.

4-11. Holding. If it Is desired-to holaka line
while another line is in use, the HOLD *ton
on the telephone is pressed dokrn. This action
*ill open the A and Al (conths4) circuit at
the telephone and release the A`1,elay. The
handset is still "off hook" 'so the T & R is still
complete. The release of the A relay, will
allow all its contacts to return to their normit
position. The, release of contacts pm12
removes the tiypau around the H
Current from the central office now passes
through the H relay and will operate.

(1) H relay operation. The operation of
the H relay will.close its contacts MS, MS, and
M4.

MS. The closing of contact' MS, will
complete' a circuit from the tip of the line
through the coil of the H relay to the ring of
*le line, through the lower, now closed.
contact EBM12 of the A relay. The
rnechaiiidal release of the line button on the
telephone iet by the hold button removes
the telephone from the line and the H relay Is
now locked .. the line by its own
contacts. This' a 180-ohm reaistance short
on the line an. holds up tke 'central office
equipment. , .

M6. The closing of the M6 contacti picks
up the 20-volt battery and through the now
closed lower contact EBM1I of the -A relay
holds the AH relay opera te e AH telay is
slow-release and remains o ted during the
time betweea the release o the A relay and ,

the operadon of the H relay.
M4. the dosing of the M4 contact

completes acircuit from the ground at M4 to
terminal 21, out on the HA lead to terminal
35 of the 23213 KTU and then through the
coil of .the ST relay to battery. This operates
the ST relay and starts the interrupter motor.

(2) Lamps. The lamp for the held line will
now "wink." This is done under the control
of the AH relay and the interrupter' motor of
the 232B KTU through the LW lead and
circuit. To trace the LW or lamp wink circuit.
start at terminal 6 of the 230B KTU4 which is
lamp ground (LG), out through the LG lead
to the telephone, through the lamp and back
to the KTU on the L lead to : terminal 5.
through the now made lown contacts, of
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EB,M8 of the A relay, through operated upper
contacta EAM2 of tlie AH relay, to terminal

out- on the LW lead to terminal 11 of t.lait
232B XIII to Plug pins 12, contact 78.-th

l pins 14. to terminal 19, to terminel 9 and
lamp battery. The winking will continue until

t the line.is again picked up.
NOTE: PI Acing a call is the same as

answering except the "R" relay 'is not.
operated. Therefore we will not make an
analylis of placing.a

4-12. Ppwer'. Failure. Operation of a
telephone in the system for outgoing calls,
during a period of power failure at the user's
locataon, will seemingly be normal wept that
there will be no, lights on the telsepMme.l'his
ciecuit ,rnay be traced, with the circnit in its
normal, unopernte,d condition, as it is drawn.
Tracettrom terminal 7 of the. 2808 KTU,

-thiough the tT4.7.of the telephone and bark
to terminal 2 of the KTU, through the
normally closed contacts B9 of the A relay
'and B4 of the AH,relay, and to.the ring side
of ;he line. During power failure conditions,
no. incOming calls will 'be reeetved unless a
ringer has been bridged on the line.

4-13. Dial Selective Intesom. The '207.0
KTU is a nine-station... dial seleCtive
intercommunication. unite. It will select and
signal any one of-nine stations by means of a
step switch,- controlled by the _dial at the
telephone. It has but one talkinecircuit that

4 iS comMon to all stations; therefore, only one
conversation is tiosOle at oni .time. The
207C is completely independent in operation
'from any other unit in the 1A1 key system.
(In later Bell System Practices; the 207C is
frequently referred to as "Selector only; 6A
equipment." Here we are inclucting it as a part
of- the 1A1-key system, but it shonld be
thought of as a completely independent part
of that system.)

4-14. The circuits 6-f the 20Z.0 KTU are
own in foldout 2. In ourdiscussion liere, we

use only that part of Ithe complete circuitry
that is needed for the nine-itation system. In
the following paragraphs We explain in-detail
how the circuits and relays operate. Follow
the circuits through the schematic as you
read:. take your time and become completely
fam diet with the circuit arid its operation.

NOTE: Remember, there is only one talk
circuit and all telephones are connected across
ring and tip as prr a party line. Ring and 'tip
connections are shown at terminals 18 and
2B. .

4-15. All -battery and other power must be
brought to the unit, eitherike strapping it
from bther KTL's in the system or direct from

' /99
the power unit. On the scheriatic shown in

ts, 2 the do voltages neceasary art shown
c ted to terminals at the lower lett-hand
side' of the driwiag. Talk or "A" battery is
connected to 98 and "A" ground to terminal
108. Signal or "B" battery is connected to
terminal 1913 and "B" ground to terminal
20B. All grotuids arlito be strapped together
at the powerplant.

446: Lamp ground and ringer or buzzer
supply ground are shown r-onnected to
terminals 30B 'and 4011, respectively, on the

t-hand side of the drawing. Lamp power is
own connected to terminal 298 and ringing

power to 39E both on the left-hand side of
the drawing. Lamp itipPly is usually IO-volt,
60-cycle ac. Ringing power could be 18 volts
ac far buzzers or 105 volts ac for regular bells.
We will assume that regular bells are to be
used.

.

. 4-17. In ,t.he:previous KTUs -that we have
discussed, dach' relay siperated, more or less
indrpendently of the others. In the 207C
KTU there i5 ...smith more interdependerce
because no relay is able .to do very much by
itselE It requires all of them working tagether
to do the job. '\

4-18. We are going to assume that it is
desired to place a mg to station 9 from some
Aher station..To seizt the line, the handset is

cited allovem: g the hookswitch to close,
and completing ring and tip through the
telephone. Battery will be present, so sidetone
will be heard. (There is no dial tone.) The
circuit completed by lifting the. handset may
'be traced, starting from battery at terminal
9B, through one windisig of .the A relay, to
t erminal 2B, out on the rihg of the line,
through the telephone, back On the tip of the
line to terminal 1B, to the other winding of
the A relay, and through that winding to
ground at termiAll 10B. Current flowing
through the two windinp of the A relay will
cause it to operate, closing its contact M6,
and at the same time opening contact 1310.
The Closiejka contact M6 places a ground on
a lead that goes directly to the windings of
the B -delay and to' battery and causes the B
relaY to operate. This game ground is also
carried on a parallel circuit through the
47-ohm resistor to the A2 capacitor (25MF)
of the KS-16171 networt.. This will equalize
the charge on this capacit ar as the other plate
is connected to battery. The ground plate is
charild positiie and the battery plate is
charged negative; the two charges are-equal,
so-no action takes place at this time. ;

(1) B relay. The B relay will operate all of
the contacts shown above the relay, closing
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a

400
the a shown' d opening. o .(2) C ., relay. Contack MS closes . a

epil

closed. ch ontect will be oovered if it coMpletely local circuit which will make the

Conte& M2. This

se

contimrves

a p .
,

C relay nsrow release. When the C relay
i maltiready a 'operating circuit is broisen by the action at,

the A , relar an inductive kick from thecircuit to furnish rinsing power thrill.* the . . '...primary winding of the C relay will induce aselector to ring the telephone selected. ,.
voltage . ` into the secondary, winding,

circuit to release the
Contact M4. mix contact makes may a completed throagh contact MS, which will'''`step switch'.

ab.

cauae"enough current to flow to hold the CContact Ml. Completes ..the circuit to relay operated during We dialtpulse.light the busy lamp on the telephone. Contact M4 completes a circuit toContact EWES. Makes rea4y a circuit to 'ape-gal le the T relay. ".feed the ptilses from the A relay to the selector ,'
so ContaCt 135 . will open the . circuitwhen the dial is operated; also makers ready a : supplying 105 volts ringing =ant foi thecircuit that will operate the C .relayrson the . ringing of the ;ailed telephone. mOpeng thefirst of these dial pulses. Digit 1 is not:used, cinuit at this rime-and place prevents falseonly 2 through 0 may be selected. ' . rings.. .'.

Contabt B9 places an open in the circuit
14-19. We have seized the unit dad' lit the that wet finally. resat. the step switch.\

lamp at all stationt. Line seizure is cpraplete. :.NOTt: The cinly actual 'complete operation
The next step in placing a call isidle dialing oi.1. that took p4see2-1:v hi the operation of the C
the digit assigned to the telePhotie we wish`to,-- relay was the operittion'of the T relay. But
call. We are attempting to call station ntimber the C relay did take over control of the
9, so we dial the digit 9. The pulse springs of " ringing circuit and of the step switch release
the telephone dial will open the telephone circuit. .

circuit nine times durihg the opention 'of the (3) T relay. The openition of the T relay
dial. The A relay of the 207C, will follow will operate all of its contacts as shown above
those pulses and release and reoperate nine it. Only four of these are of any interest to us,
tithes. With the fast dial pulse, the A relay the others-not even being wired.
will release, opening contact M6 and closing , I Contact Ml. The cl ing of this contact
contact 910.

ti."-
, ' completes a circuit that it is time is parallel

4-20. The removal of the ground at with the bperatint circuit o the T relay. This
contact M6 of the A relay opens the operating 1/4 cirtuit will charge capacitor AI of tte;
circuit of the B relay. This would normally KS-16171 network and. will later make ti ... PI
Cause the B relay to releue, but the capacitor relay ve7 slow to relea.se.
A2 of the KS-16171 rietwiirk was in a *. Contact M2. This contact prepares the
balanced condition as.long as the ground was ringing circuit' for the called telephone; a
connected at contact M6. With the twnine of circuit that is now 'held ogeh by contact B5 of
the contact M6, this is no longer tave..The - the C telay.
capactor is how connected so that thegide e Chntact ZMBS, This contact places the
that wu positive is tiow connected through refase of thestep switch under the iinal
the windings of the B *relay , to riegarive . ,.., co tcOl of the4relay. This circuit is also held
battery, Therefore, the plate that was Open 'by the C relay., but fhe T relay will
positively charged will becomes negative. ibis releasix. Muth slower than the C and so will
discharge of the capacitor will cause enough have Inal control of the circuit.
current flow through the 47-ohm resistor 'and . (4) ,' ON (OFF-N(51114AL SWITCH). This
the B relay windings to hold it operated', s gitch, Shown at the tti, right-hand side of the
during the period of time that its oiperating., drawinis mechanically operated 'and it 'Is
circuit' is opened by the release of the A relay. 'held open, at shown,1Sys-A pawl on the end of
This slow release 'of the B relay will cause ali the Step Switch 1e4r.- As soon as the step

the circuits controlled by the B relay to twitch ilioved, from -its n rims' position, the
main in the condition described under ON switch operated and c sed its contacts 1

operation of the B relay. The closing of . and Z; and 3 end 40:opening ntacts 4 and 5.
contact B10 of tht A relay Will complete a "This switch %%fill rerhain in this position until
circuit from the ground at B10 of the A relay ' the step switcA again returns to its dormal, at
through the closed upper contacts EMU of rest, polition. , - -
the B relay and up to the rotary magnet to t

--,-
step the selector one time. At the saMe time a A -;.',..

/'parallel circuit from contact EMBS of the B 4-21. The othereight pulses of the dial ( we
relay will cause the C relay to operate. , are dialing station 9) will cause the A relit
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Figure 13. Positive ;Altar gy ON condition.
release and reoperate in st with .the dial.
Each release a the A relayl place a Found

-on the lead that operates .the rotary magnet,
which will cause the step switc vs one
step. At the coMpletion of the pulses,
the step switch will be 6n-contact d the A
relay will again assume ,jts operated position.
Thia mill reenergize the B relay, which was
held operated by its owivnlogw:tolrelease
circuit, and hold itpperated the rest of
the timethat the telephone is on the line. The
A relay, being operated,. openocontact 810
which removes the ground that operated the
C'relay. The C relay will release, afterh slight
delay. Th4 release of the_C relay will allow its

. contaEt M4 to open; and contacts B5, B7, and
B9 to close. Contact 85 will complete a
circuit *hat provides a path for 105V ac
ringing current from terminal 39B, through
contacts M2 of the B relay,through the '141-1 of
the C relay, through M2 of the.T.relly, to,the
contacts of the steP switch to contact 9 and
terminal I9A, out through the R lead to the
telephone bell and bank from the bell to rut;
ground it terminal 36B, 378, 3813, or 4,013.
This completed circuit will ring the bell at the
telephone s long as the step switth stays on
contact 9 and T relay stays operated.

4-22. When the C relay released and
opened contact M4, the operating circuit for
the T relay became open. With this contact
open, capacitor Al of the KS411711hetwork'

. is now connected directly,across the windings
of the T. relay, through the 447-ohm resistor.,
and contact M1 of the T relay. This capacitor'
has a capacitance of 600 MFD. and is fully
charged. It now begins to discharge thhugh
the 47-ohm resistor and the windings of the T
relay to keep the relay operated for about 1
seconds, durtig which time the telephone will
ring at the alon dalled. When the Al
capacitor can niiNcinger hold the T relay
operated, the relaY $sill release and 'tap the.

:

-IA

- col Of
Contact M2 oPens the circuit that was

supplying 'ringing Current441 the telephone.
Contact USG clbsing completes a

circuit for the opefation of the, release
magnet. To trace this circuit, sktfrt at tire
ground On contact M6 of the A relay, through

-the now closed contact M6 ta contact M4 of
the 8, relay, now closed, throukh contact 89
of the- C relay, also closed, through contact
EMB6 of the T relay, which has just closed, to
contacts 1. and 2 of the ON switch, held
closed by the step switch, and to the release
magnet, to .battery. This circuit will operate-
the telease mapiet arid'release the step switch,
which, being spring loaded, will return to, its
normal position. The step switch, returning to
its normal position will-open the ON switch,
opening the release magnet circuit. NOTE:
The telephone.has been rung one time, for a`
period of about 11/2 seconds. If the party does
not answer, it will be necessary to redial the
number to ring the bell again.

4-24. Only the I% and B relays are now
operated. They will continue to be operated
until both parties hang up at the end of the
conversation.

5. 1A2 Key System Operation -

§-I. We saw that the .1A1 key system
provided signaling, holding, siperVision, and
talking features for an organization. The 1A2
key system also provides all these features.
However, the circuits consist of devices that
differ greatly from those used with the 1A1.
Therefore, we think it important that we

4 describe some of the circuit tracing variations.
5-2. Since the 1A2 system is transistorized.

we have included operational sketches along
the -circuit description. As you read- the

*ption, you will find figures 13
through 25 helpful in understanding the
individual cinuits. You should then locate
these circiiits on figure 26, which is a
cominete schematic drawing of the 4001)

.,1C77.7., the most cotunonly used CO line unit.
We will begin our explanation hyranalyzing
the circuit whlie idle. In the idle circuit
condition, all relays are in the unoperated
state, and transistow.a. Q2 and Q3 are off. Q1 is

ringing-
23of

the 11/2-second time-delay perid, it will .

4%. . When the 7 relay releas+u at the emit
ci

allow contacts 42; and M4 to open and
'contact EM86 to close.

$ . * Comict M1 opens the time-delay circuit
for the T relay.

PP

19

44

400 0

Figure 14. L Relay operate.
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on. ALL TRANSISTORS ARE OF THEilPit
4TYPE. Since the 400D is the moist conintiinly
used ea line unit, we discuss its circuitry in
detail. Refer to the.operatiOnal sker.ches and .
figure 26 as you reed the cikcuit.description.

-3. Transistor Q1 is by politive
nt supplied to its trough the

resistor network farmed by TI, RT2, R4,
RS. R16, R1I., and the B and C relay coils.
Figure 13 shows this bias circuit.

5-4. Incoming Signal. Ringing voltage IS
usually applied acrcss the line with the tip
side of the line grounded. (The actual circuit
operation will be the same if the ringing
voltage is applied across the line with the ring
side of the line grounded.) Ringing current
flows through the series connected pilmarY
and secondary of the L relay, resistor R2 and
capacitor C3, causing the L-relay to operate
On each half-cycle of ringing current. Figure,'
14 shows this circuit. Ringing current also
flows through C2 and R18 (C5 and R17 if thE
ring side of the line is grounded) to terminal 2
of Zener diode CRS.

5-5. The negative (- ) side of capacitor CT,
is normally maintained at about -:16 volts.
Negative half-cycles of ringing current cause
CR8 to conduct in the forward or normal
direction so that terminal 2 of CR6 is at
abaut - 24.5 volts and the - (neptive) side of

4000

non, 15: C chargiag circuit.
a

4411
cr rb c orrz

-111V

0.

C

414 CIN5 Xi I

4

Figure 16. Cr discharge path.

cr chap's toward - 24 volts. Figure 15 shows
thie operation.

5%6. Poisitive half-cycles of ringing Current .

am* CR8.to break down so that t
of CRS is at about 0 voits. The -
side of cr, is somiThere between -16 and
-18 volts, so CR6 Is reverse biased and CT
does not charge. However, CT does discharge
through the resistoi network formed by RT1J----.
RTZ, R8, R11, R16, and the B and C relay
coils. The charge lost by. CT during this
positive half-cycle is much less than %that
gained during -the negative half-cycle. These
discharge paths are shown in figure 16.

5-7. As the c a -lost by CT is much less
!dining the positive a cle lean the charge
built up during the negative half-cycle, the
chair on the side of CFwlll gradually build
up on, the ringing current. After about 1/2
second, a sufficient number of cycles of
ringing will have been 'received to charge CT
to about 18 volts. This is equal, but opposite
to, the base voltage applied to Q1 transistor,
and it will stop conductingWhen Q1 'ON
conducting, its collector voltage rises, raiiing
the positive voltage applied to the base of QZ
and Q2 starts conducting. With Q2
conducting, Zener diode CR7- breaks down
and Q3 starts. conducting, ...operating the B -
relay: Figure 17 shows the operation of the B
relay. Find theirs circuits in figure 26. Note:
Relay' C does not operate at 'this time since
reslEor R11 limits the curtent through its
winding to less than its operate value.

5-8. Relay B operated connects gro d to
the ST lead, thi-L lead to the LF lead, and
the interrupted (option W) or steady (Option
T) ringing current, or ground' (option V) "to

-24

20

^

213

Figurs,17. B operate path.
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has operated, Mire:dim of the duration of the

burst.
1 When the &it butt of ringingiias-';'

ceased, aide, of- CT begins to' ithari
towards groUnd through RT1 and
Transistor Q1 *mains off until the voltage at
the - end of CT reaches - 18 vats, at which
tme Q1 ,tunis on 'and its conector voltage
drops. This clam Q2, CR7.`and Q3 to iiirn
off and relay B to 'Masse, and the circuit is
returned to normal. The time required for thtf
B relay -`to release after a burst of ringing or
after a call has been ahandoned is
appro*miWy 30 seconds.

Ma. Thpe-Out Ringup Circuit (Z
Option). This 1" sat functions in ,a
manner similar to that described above with

4

AA

Ale

S'

- Figure 19. Incoming call.
Ole

'the RC lead for audible signal control.
Vansistou Q1 remains off and Q2 and Q3
remain on until the call is answered or-timed
out. Now, review the sequence in figure 18.

Time-latit. At the instant Q1 turns fiff,
the voltage at the - e of CT is about - 18
volts.. When. the B re y Operates, the voltage
divider formed by R14 and 11,15 is
switched into the circuit, and the voltage at
the 4. side of CT drops from 0 volts to about

r. - 6' volts. Conseq tly, the - hide of CT
drops &Om -18 to - 24 volts.

.) 540. On subsequent pdsitive half-cycles ol
ringing, CR6 will be reverse Wined as before.
Operation of relay B caused terminal" 1 of
CR5 to be connected to - 24 volts through
resistor 118. transistor Q3, I diode Ca4.
41.inkia1 2 of CR5 is conn. . the base of
4, which is a about 24 volts,.so CRt does
not tionduct.

541. The discharge path for CT is thus
. only through resistors RT1 and RT2 to,
ground. On. negative lvilf-cycles of tinging,
CR6 will conduct 41044 to restore the
charge lost by CT during the previous positive
fialf-cycle. In this way, the charge on CT,
witch determines the duration of the
time-out, remains constadt once the circuit

4P .
21

`Z.! 4

the exception that RT2 is, short &dated.
This low^ the resistance thrOugh ;which
capacitor cr discharges and results in a
shorter tinievut.

5-14. On incoming callswhere sine bunt of
ringing is received, as with. manual, ringing
ftom a PBX board. 'the . time-out is

,Approximately 11 seconds. Subsequent bursts
Tf ringing received before the B relay releases
will reset the time-out circuit, to
approxiniately 10 seconds. Incoming calls,
signaled by machine, ringing, will time out in
approximately 10 seconds after the call is
abandoned by the calling ploy.

4-

RON

PU

T IV LAMP CT DISCHARGE

0
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03
a

MOT
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Figure 19. Answering.
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Figur, 22. Hold path f4;r C relay.
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4O00;"

Figur. 23. Holding (lobp) circuit.
. 1, -

5-15. Answering. An . incoming call is
answered by operating the 12 ,191,CLIP key with
the flashin:g light and picking up the handset.
The station is then connected across the line
through the hookswitch and key cantacts and
ringing is tripped at the central office. Ground
is connebted to the A lead through the
hookswitch and key, -contacts 'causing the
operation of the A relay.

(1) Relay A. operated, make\ the
fallowing circuit changes:

Contact 3 makes, shunting 'the 1.3
winding of the L relay to prevent it from
operating on line current.

Connects -24 volti to the winding of the
C relay causing its operation (contact 4).

(2) Relay C operated:

p.

1

22

CO
GRO

I. Disconnects the 7 end of CT Econ the
base circuit of Q1 'and connects reiistor R6
across sing it to discharge (contact 5).
Transistor Q turns on imniediately causirig
Q2 and Q3 to rn off and release relay B.

Remo the center tap of the ringup
bridge the test of the circuit, thereby
preventin the introduction of noise into the
talkinitircint (contact

DisConnects the licondaiy 9f the L relay
(contact Li).

Opensithe RC lead to discontinue ringing
(canted 3).

(3) Relay A and C together:
Establish the talking path from the

telephone to the central office through the
KW &du% and corinect the 10-volt ac to
the light in the telephone ,for a steady busy
light. 'Review the sequence in.. figure 19.

215
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Figui* 24. Holdinistquemci.
j

NOTE: The procedure for making an
outgoing call is the same as that for answering
a call except that thmuators Q2 and Q3 are
normally off and relay B is Meese& g

5-16. litoklinee A Inlay line is held by
operating the HOLD key on the **Phone.
When the HOLD key is degreased, ground is
disconnected from the A relay causing the A
relay to release. The A relay. contact, whiCh is
shunting the L relay primary, opens: and since

e2 OS
tie station' has-not yat diaconnected fitei the
line. the 14 Mg .opwatai en .line =mat
Figure 20 '-shows a sketch of the 1, Talky
operate cikuit.

547. Opeatic4i of the L relay causes the
ham circuit at Ql to be connected through
resistor R3. diode CRS, and the operated C
relay contact to .:24 'saki.- The voltage at
terminal 2 of the t. relay contact drops to
neatly -24 volts. nis will cause QI to turn
off, and 'Q2 and ,Q3 to tum on. Flow 21
shows thecirciiit for the negative bias to turn
QI off. -

54 Q3 wiil have turned on atiout 3
ands after May A releases, and a hold

path is 'titerebiprovided for relay C through
all, Q3, ahd CR4 to - 24 volts. See figure22
for a sketch of this circuit. Q3 oteerating also
provides an operate path for the relay B.

5-19. Relays1( and C operated cbtusect the
hold minor RI in series with the primary of
the L relay acrou the line. This provides the
loop to hold the Central office equipment See
fiture 23 for a *ketch of this circuit 'in the
KTU, then analyze' ttie sequence chart in
figure 24... In addition, the B and C relays
connect the .i.so lead, to. the. ST lead, and
connect the L laad to the LW lead (Y option)
or to lOVAC (X option). When the HOLD
,key is released, the station is disconnected
from the line. Line current thibugh the L
relay and .R1 maintains the civitin the' hold
state.

5-20. Release .of the HoldIng Bridge. Any
station of the key system that seizes the line
by operating the associated PICKUP key and
going off4took will cause the A relay to
operate and-shunt the plimery of the L relay,
which Messes. Transistor Q1 the; turns on
and Q2 and Q3 turn off, releasing the arelay.
'Relay C ii held operated.hy the A relay. The
circuit is thlas restored tat atte busy. state.

5-21. When, all sl*tions hang up, the Al
l ead is disconnected from the A lead allowing
the A relay to raisin. Release' of thsi A relay
opens the holding path for the C relay which
in turn releases. QI tunis on and Q2 and Q3

. turn off. The circuit is again in the idle
condition, ready to accept another call.

I-4OOD Mar = -1-40QD

Figure 25. Fowl's. fa,iluzi talk pkr.11.
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5-22. During peiriods whetithis local power-
, supply is InoperatiVe because of power failure,

it is -141,..polisible to make an Outg fianires. Yet, units manufactured .by -One :
When the hookswitch clawd the cocopsuiy any be compatible ,witk units
Inman) bt.tttors, is operated; the coPhon by: a -second cbinpany .

to the line is metallic, al shown #1 figure 25.! 6nseciiiestly. the nottnal 'practice la to order

v r :
1

II

I ±"...
's 4 : I 4 ..

n

Figure 29. Talopkona station Luria circuit.

a

a -
aothywindinp of' L Way are conneeted in ..Lali ours for your : systga .413m one
series with Rajad C.8 aorose'th.line but th4s 'manufacturer: If you must .brder t.,- a
hes a nellithie ellegt on ;the. conversation. No 'replacement Erru a Second 'company,*
Olcoming ,celle will be 44=10 .41gese data* , make sure that "is identical in size.'"
are b4dged across the Hai. Lights lad

- operation, and c lions pith the one to be

-

coalmen audiblsraignals be inkiperative... 'mowed,
This is the sikire'condition u Would uist in

At this time, retrace ,in !figure 26 the ciivirit .th*, In"reoulnlualcat4°ns -Wits° Inables
any other key. systaln during-power failures,* 6-'3* GA EquiP!neat &aux** W° kaw ttlat

connections described in this section. ta, dial &selected station using either one digit
or two digits. The same dial selective intercom

16. 6A y Teivistione
System Operation

. 64. -We learned, iliat more than one unit
has bad* developed to provide the' incoming
signal identification function. It is
conceivable, then, thet more than one device
will provide the key. system
intarcpmmunications. The-, 6A pormits
functions that the 207 KTU did not provide:.
For example, two ,private talkingtiannels. are
available, a canip-on feature-is provided, and
yoU can malte. conference calls. Additional
services will be .noted when- describe:the
circuits; NOTE: Thi 6A does not-Provide any
of the incodiing Jim( services furnished hy the
'1A1 or "IA2 key systami; it is corabined with
either to-provide the.interconimunications;

6-2. The 6A key system does compare
with- the IA1 key system, liowieret.'ll'he
similarity 'is- that individual r' units are
assembled and wired,* the factory and are
combined, o' requiisd,., to *Ovid.. thatlejireci

U th ttidied earli is:included aKT at we s er it:s -

Unit of the SA: system. Therefore, we/will
reiriew its actions while showing' additional
wiring and its effects on equipment that
operates in association with- it. To i11istrata,

*LbS, pressing the INTEACOM key -and lifting
.tlje handset you operate the A relay in the
dial selective intercom KTT.T. Trace. toldmit 3
to learn the additional devices that =lie iric
the opeTating circuit for the A relay.
Although the L relay of the station signaling

i.circuitalso operates at this tinie, it pàtforms
only a preparatory function far a fUture
operation. As we noted in Section 4, of this
volume, the operated relay A completed the
operating cirsult of ielay B. Noiv, tracing each

I-
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pair of contacts on the operated B 'relay
discloses additional. circuits. Contact M10
completes the cireint 'for the vibrator, which
provides busy/dial tone. Figure 27 shows the
vibrator circuit. Operated contact M1 of the
lamp circuit, which we viewed earlier, 'ind
contacts EM12 could privide lamp futures;
however, they ire not functional when using
the dial selectiva.ietertom unit with a 6A key
system. Operated contact EMB6 connects
ground to the operating circuit of relay B1 in
the two-taiking link circuit. Figure 28 traces
this reiay circuit, which is shown in foldout 3.
This effort insures that yOu understand the
operating principles of a 6A key syatem.

64. The operated Ell relay in the link
circuit completes a telephone set lamp circuit,
connects ground to the operating circuit of
the ST relay in the 2325 KTU-(providing this
unit is fuznis,hed), and connects ground to the
time-out (TO) relay circuit. Figure 29
illustrates a busy .lariip circuit. Remember:
The operated ST relay starts an interrupter or
motor whi6h 'will interrupt the lamp circuit
regularly when you desire a flashing lamp.
Also, we have traced the ST and TO relay
circuits on foldout 3 because they were
available; however, the 10B and 18A
.punchings (terminals) of the link circuit could
be connected to any other unit containing a
TO or an'ST relay.

6-5.. The operated vibrator provides dial

' 14 r%
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I.A OCA
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F4-Ure 32. Line drawingihowingop.nting circuit for
. relay RO.
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tone to the telephone set user if this optional
featlizt it desired. Of course, you press the
INTERCOM key and lift the telephone
handset to get dial tone. Dial tony requires
another KTU (2273), which we will not
Cover. .

Dialhig. While you are dialing, the
release and reoperation of the A relay occurs
as described previously. Thus, the selector
-switch steps and relays C and T operate as a
result.: Additional relays must operate when
double digits are dialed. Digit 2 is used for
transfer purposes.

6-7. Having finished your dialing, you
await the indicatdon that the Called party has
lifted itlie telephone handset. Yet we know
that circuit actions are responsible for this
signal. Included in these actions are:,

a. In the selector circuit,
(1) The A relay operates again, thus

reoperating relay B.
(2) Relay C restores after a delay..
(3) Relay T remains operated temporarily

following the release of relay C.
b. In the two-talking link circuit,
(1) Relay BC operates. Its operating circuit

is the result of the C relay being released and
the T relay remaining operated. Figure 30
illustrates the complete circuit. It is evident
during your treeing of this circuit on foldout
3 that several optional methods are poisible
for completing this circuit. For example,
ground potential can be connected directly to
terminal 39B of the selector circuit, or the
potential can be provided under the lntrol
of relay LTR in the link circuit and B in the
busy signal and control circuit. We are
showing the latter procedure. Regardless of
the connecting method, during the
slow4o-release period of relay T, you must
see relay BC operate. Although relay LS of
the station signaling circuit is connected in
series with relay BC, it has too great a ;oad to
operate with the current of this cimait.

11-4rnp Power / 2321 K4v 1.1"4"6" en" i Teo- T*Ikitti Lo4 C.rcutt
I I

S4111011Y
;'siTTA.

ouprra

Sumo Sa144.11 CArthi.t

t*A

Figure 33 Lamp circuit for indicating an unanswered

2 1 9-

call.
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Figure 34. Simplified drawing of 6A key system risiging circuit.

(2) Relay ECI operates. Operated acintact
:416 of relay BC completes-- the -pperating
circuit for relay BC1. Operated contacts
EMB6 and 87 open a circuit for relay TB1.
Operated contact M2 of relay BC1 shunts the.
9100-ohni resistance of relay BC, thus
increasing the current for relay LS.
Consequently, the contacts of relay LS for
the called station move to the operated
position. The released BC relay, in turn,.
iestores relay BC1. Relay LS does not restore,
however, because its operated contact pail
has completed a locking circuit. Figure 31
shows this locking circuit.

(3) Relay RO operates. Operated contact
BM5 of relay LS completes the operating
circuit for relay 1W. Figure 32 illustrates the
RO relay circuit. This circuit is made possible
because of a wiring option referred to as the
AL option where terminal 39A of the
two-talking link circuit is connected with
terminal 40A of the station signaling circuit.

c. In the station signaling circuit,
(1) Relay LS operates. The operating and-

locking circuits for relay LS have already been
described. The CH relay in the -LS relay
locking cireuit has too little current to
operate at this time. Operated contact EITM6
of relay LS completes, thee fluhing lamp
circuit for the called telephone set. Figure 33
illustrates this flashing lamp circuit.. We have
used terminal 238 rather than terminal C, as
shown in foldout 3, because C is a reference
IvAmation for the third terminals. Lobk at

the punching chart between figures 2 and 19
on foldout 3, and you will see where this 238
determination was obtained. Petalled to the C
reference art 3A, 13A, 23A, etc. For circuit 7
(station 7), 238 is shown as. the proper
punching to use. Remember Contact 4 of the
interrupter unit is.operatld at regular intervals
when the interrupter is operating. Operated,
relay ST started it to operating. Operated
contacts PMEB4 and ?MEW of relay LS
complete a ringing circuit for the- called
telephone. Tracing figure 34 and foldout 3
'discloses that this circuit is made possible by
connecting terminil 20A Of the:two-talking
link circuit with terminal 4 (ring ground) at
the audible power unit and terminal I9A With
the I05V ringing ierminal. (2) at the audible
power unit. Of' course, other connecting
options are possible, but most of them
include operated contacts of relays RO and
LS.

d. In the optional wiring,
(1) AK Option. We may choose the AK

option to place the RO relay operating circuit
under contml of- the biterruptee. Thus, the
released RO relay breaks the ringer e'ircuit at
intervals. This, interruption results . in a
1-fieeand operate. and 3.second release timing
cycle. 'An interrupted signal may be provided
to the calling station as a :-ingback tone. The
released T relay in the --selector circuit
bornpletes the operating circuit for the release
magnet. We observed this effect in paragraph
4.23.

Figure 35, Line drawing of operating circuit for reelay TB1.
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(2) AL option. Whiteb4 the restored T
relay opens the operating circuit of relay RO
in the two-talking IMk circuit. Hence, the
selector switch retumeto its oxiginal position.
Relay LS at the called station will not release,
although relay L operates following your
lifting of the handset, because of its .

slow-to-release characteristics.

6-8. If the telephone sot is installer! With a,
SIGNAL key in place of one PICRUP key, the
operated key oPerates relay BC of the
two-talking link circuit. The operated BC, in
turn, completes the BCI. relay's circuit. Your
review of the prec , paragraph will.
disclaim again what ad. 'onal conditions
occur after relay BC1 operatesThe audible
signal at the called station will continue as
long as the signal key is pressed.

6-9. Answering Incoming Call. Havinii
lifted the handset at the called station in
response to the signals, you operated the TBI
relay in the two-taildng link circuit. Figure 35
illustrates this relay owatinir circuit. The
operated L relay in the circuit opens the
preliminary holding circuit for relay LS of the
station signaling circuit at the called station;
however, operated contacts MI and ,M12 of
relay TBI renew the circuit again. At the
same time, relay LS at the calling station is
operated. Figure 36 represents the LS relay

;
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circuit. Operated contact 37 or relay TBI
opens the operating circuit of relay .-B1.
Operated contact EBM8 of relay LS agaAn
completes the locking circuit for relay., LS.
This connection is necessary because restored
contact M9 of relay 31 removes the
preliminary battery connection. Operated
cantactM4 of relay TB1 provides the power
for the lamp circuit of the telephone; thus, it.
replaces contact Mll of the restored Ell relay.
Operated contacts PMER4 and PMEB9 of
relay LS of the calling telephone open the
operating circuit of relay A in the selector
circuit. Restored relay A opens the operating
circuit of relay B. Therefore% tie relays that
initially processed the call are now released.
Figure 37 shows the talking circuit .between
the, two telephone iets. You should also be
aware, now," that the power for this
conversation passes through relay TBI.

6.10. Operated contact M6 of relay TBI
completes the operating circuit of relay LTR
in the two4alking link circuit. Operated
contact M2 of relay LTR completes an
operating circuit for the LT relays at both
stations. Operated contacts PMEB4 and
PMEB9 of relay LT transfer the taiirtng circuit
of the telephones from thell and RI leads
to the T2 and R2 leads. CoEtequently, relay
TM. is released while relsky TB2 becomes
operated. Operated cantact MI2 of relay TB2

Two- Talk Lame C mast I ki111111114111014I104 C ITV/ I

1 C 11.4 LS 2

Figur* 37. Talking circuit in a 6A key system..
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completes the operating circuit of relay H and
provides ground which holds relty LS
operated. Operated contact M2 of relay H
provides the holding ground for relay LT.
contact EBM8 on relay H opens the operating
dircuit of relay LTR. This switching Speration
is referred to as "transferring from the
primary to the secondary talking link."
NOTE: You , may hear a click during- the
circuit transfer caused by the battery supply
change from relay Ta1 to TB2. The result,
then, is that two telephone users can have
private conversation while adother intercom
user can originate and Complete a call to a
fourth party in the system. The second call
wduld be completed through the operations
of relays A, B, C., t ROT A, RLS A, R1-,.TR,
31, CH, BC, BC1., RO, and TB1 which are
shown on foldout 3. .

6-11. Only thosg people at the stations
which are conneetfil to the primary link at
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ST1

earn
time of trinsfer to the secondary are able to
converse:. No other pet= an enter °
connection. This limiting provision is ref
to as "automatic cutoff." Apia, a wiring
option determines whether you proiide this
isolation or not. We noted that relay B1 was
restart& Its release , opens the operating
circuits for LS relays at the stations which are
to be cut off. We also sew that operated
contest MI of relay TB1 provides the battery
for the LS. relays which are to remain
operated at the two ketone that will be
connected for conversation.

6-12. Called Station Busy. You realize,
however, that the desired station could be
unavailable because of a conversation alreadY
in propess. When this condition exists, the
originated call operates the BY relay of the
busy signal = and camp-on control circuit,.
Figure 38 illustrates an opeating circuit for
relay BY. Likewise, if you have provided the
dial tone optiom to the system, the attempted
call must operate the relay in the ringing and
tone control circuit which opens the dial tone

- circuit. The operaiad BY relay completes
circuits for holding itself operated, flashipg
the ,statiov lamp, and returning busy tone to
the calling station. Operated contact M2 of
relay BY connects ground to terminal 22 of
the busy signal 4ontral -circuit, and, in turn,
this terminal is connected to the circuit
,having the relay which fluhes the lamp.
Operatetd contact M4 of relay BY connects
ground; to the operating circuit of the
vibratbr, which provides the busy tone to the
calling station. Figure 39 depicts the busy
toile circuit. Operated'contact Ml. of relay BY
completes a rbcking circuit for relay T in the
selector equipment.

6-13. When both talking links are 'busy,
camp-on is provided for some systems. If this
feature is available, the calling party dials,the
code number to select the station. This action
reserves the system for his call when the
station becomes , idle again. The selected
station is automatically signaled by the
-system equipment. NOTE: This camp-on

,29
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Figure 40. Simptifisd drawing of operating circuit for
relay BY1.
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feature is not possible without using a selector
circuit, hence cannot.be used with,th. station
using a signal key only. You nake your
selection although the lamps reflect a busy
condition. The selector relay A functions as
stated in the preceding description. Also, tbe

'dialed code digit activates the selector circuit
as formerly shown. The operated
OFF.NOMAL switch on the selector
provides the connection that operats relay
BY1 in the busy signal and camp-on control

'circuit. Figure 40 illustrates the operating

17
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circuit for relay BY1. Ilemernber: 10P this
circumstance where both links are busy, relay
BY1 operates before relay B,Y.` Contact BM5
ot operated 8Y1 opens the locking'circuit of
relay BY, while contacts EEM6, 3M7, and
FMEB4 open the ipound connection of the
flashing lamp, vibrator, and relay T circuits.
Operated contact 8M3 of relay 43Y1,
however, completes the operating circuit of
relay BY. Operated contact- EBMS of relay
BY opens the operating circuit of relay BY1.
Since relay BY1 is slow to release, a period of

a° 2?,3



time wall Parke before any other actions occur.
After the BY1 relay bag Waged,. the
conaktions an made which-we described in
paragraph 6-12 For examplweliya T and BY
are locked operated ana busy, tone is
connected to the incoling . relay circuit.
Following the completion of the calls on both
links, the BY relay restores 'because of the.
open contact 712 at relay TB2 and contact MS

-"4, of relay T81. Contact 37 a released relay
TB1 completes the operating circuit of relay

- B1 in the two-talking link circuit, whereas
open contact Ml of relay BY petmits relay T
of the selector to start its timing cycle toward
release. Accordingly, rah*" -BC in the
two-talking link circuit operates in series with
relay L$. Then, relay 3C1 operates and shunts
relay BC. The activities that follow this BC
relay restoration were described in paragraph
6-7.

6-14, Remember if the desired station is
busy on the secondary link, yet the primary
link is free, the same response occurs except
BY1 does not operate. -Relay B1 controls the
circuit that over:tea relay BY1.

6-15. Another 6A system may contain the
2243 KTU, which *Bows the idle station to
be signaled iihen the primary link is released
although the secondary link is still busy. The
equipment that we have described does not
have this provisibn: Both Hub must become
idle before the desired station can be signaled.

6-16. Preset Conference Circuit. A-

conversation that includes more than two
stations is referred to as a "conference call.'
When the contaol equipment and method for
providing this type of call are established
before the call is originated, the connection is
referred to as a "preset conference." Yet, we

,
have learned that it is not nommlly possible
to dial more than oni station because the
two-talking link cireuit isolates the call to two
stations on each of the two links. Thus, a
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method had to be provided whem the transfer
to the secondarir link is delayed until all
stations for the conference hcve answered,
Thia delay is provided by using another SA
system equipnlent unit. Figure 41 is a
schematic of a preset conferimce unit.

6-17. You shaald be aware that
pushbutton signaling is possible; however, this
provision is not the most' desirable because
the dial sztangement. prvides better
utilization. We will show. . that the preset
conference unit permits signaling of all
conference stations of die system at the same
time by dialing a vecial/ code .digit or by
pressing one pushbutton,You kno*that the
operated dial or pushbutton activatei. relays.
Reviewing the selector cirCuit, isdall that
relay C releases before relay T, land that
during the time that this-condition exists, a
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gro potential is ionnecterd to a C lead of
the selector. This grounded circuit includes
FI4B6 of relay LT& contact 87 of relay BY,/,
terminal 39B, contact 85 of- relay C, and
contact M2 of relay T in the selector. The
grounded C lead is now connected to terminal
17 of the pieset conference circuit. As a
result, relay R01 will operate. Operated
contact M1 of relay RO1 completes the
operating circuit of relay PC1 or FC2. Figure
42 illustrates the operating circuit for relalf
PC1. NOTE: If several stations are organized
into group 1, they will be connected in a
moaner that enables relay PC1 to signal them.
Using the same method, PC2 operates when
the several Stations forming group 2 are
selected by ground on 'the C lead connected
to the preset conference circuit. Operated
contact EMB8 of relay RO1 opens the
operating circuit of relay RO in the
two-talkink link circuit, thereby preventing
sirraling of any station until all the LS relays
for this group of stations have operated.
Operated contaet EM12 of relay R01
provides a second operating circuit for relay
R01. It is evident that the ground potential
for this additional circuit is connected to
contact B5 of relay PC1.

6-18. Your analysis of the results from
having operated relay PC1 should disclose
that 8 of the 11 contacts have made
(connections. Six contacts complete a
connection between ground and the C leads
that extend to the LS relays for the six
desired stations of thyconference; Remember:
Relay LS is installed in series with relay BC of
the two-tailing link circuit:and operato only
when relay 3C1 shunts the winding of relay
BC. Operated contact M8 of relay PC1
completes a locking circuit for relay PC1.
Operated contact EMB6 connects ground to
the SG lead of the unit, which also connects
to the selector circuit. This around will be
extended by the contacts of the selector
relays to the C lead.. Operated contact B5 of
relay PC1 opens the locking circuit cif relay
R01, whereas operated contact B7 of relay
PC1 also removes ground from. relay R01_

6-19. The six operated L8 relays in the
station signaling sircuits complete a locking
circuit that includes relay CH of the
two-talking link circuits. This circuit was
shown previously. Also, you learned/ that
°mated contact EBM6 of each LS relay ,

completes the lamp circuit for the station. Of
course, all lamps are flashing now beceause the
circuit is being interrupted. The released 1
relay in the preset conference unit cl
contact EBMS and the operated LS re y
closed contact BM5; thus relay RO of the

two-talking link circuit operXtes.
Consequently, it inovideo ringing clamant to
the six stationp. The ringing pro
described in a previous

6-20. The released T law in the selector
4.1ermits the release maWiet co recto the
selector switch. As a result, relay.PC1 f the
preset conference circuit is The.
nistered contacts of re14, PC1 o en the
circuits to relays LS and RO4 Since the LS
relays are loeked operated, they are not
affected, but relay RO is th released.
Consequently, the audible signal.ss silenced.

6-21. The ifirst called station to answei
operates the TB1 refity. This relay operating
phicedure follows the mune plan already
described, except that relay 31 remains
operated until all stations have showered the
signal. To illustrate, the hoekswitch,
depressedpushbutton, and telephone network
complete a circuit consisting of conetacts on
relays LS, LT, RO, BC1, and the winding of
relay TB1. In addition, operated contact M4
of relay TBI. completes a lamp circuit to. the
calling station; however, the lamp NW flash
until all stations have answered gicause
contact EBM6 of relay 31 continues to
pnwide interrupted power. Operated eontacf
M10 of relay T143. provides the grouncl. that
holds relay B1 loperated. Each answered
station is connected in parallel for the
conference; thus relay TB1 provides the
required talking battery. Contact M12 of this
latter relay provides the ground thzit holds the
answered stations' LS relays operated.

6-22. When the last station for the
conference has answered, the L relay. in his
signaling circuit operates and removes the
final connection for holding the CH relay
operated. Consequently, restored contact M6
of relay CH opens the holding circuit of relay
B1 and contact135 of relay CH completes the
operating circuit for relay LTR. *low the
lamp will burn steadily and the call can be
transferred to relay TB2, provided the second
link is not busy. We learned that operated
relay LTR operates relay LT in the, station
signaling circuit and relay H.. Relays LS and
LT, in turn,,camplete the operating circuit fork',"
relay BY when the signaling circuit for the
busy station is being held operated. The
operated BY relay, then, locks operated,
operates the T relay, and causes busy tone to
bti, returned to the station that originated the
conference.

, 6-23. An optional feature that is provided
by a 2178 KTU is conference time-out Its
function is to svap signaling any unanswered
station and allow transfer to occur 30 seconds
after the callirig station originaWs the call.
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With this oPtion provided, the subicriber
originating the conference. operates relay , 31,
thuk closing its contM3. This, action
connects pound to lead which results in
heating the bimetallic contacts of a thermal
relay: Figure 43 is a portion of a schematic of
a '21713 showing the time-out circuit using
thermal (TD) relay. Two sets of contacts for
this relay operate; however, contacts 1 and- 8
operate before 5 and 7. Operated contacts 1
and 8 perform a preparatory actionthey
connect pound to contacts of relay. *TDA,
thus insuring a rapid response when *ay
TDA operates. The operated TD relay
completes the opetatin4 circuit of relay TDA
with contacts 5 and 7. Operated contact BM5
of relay TDA opens the operating circuit of
relay TD; hence its contacts are permitted to
cool. Also, contact BM5 completes the
holding cilcuit for relay TDA. Operated
contact M4 of relay TDA connects pound to
the CTO lead. It is evident on foldout 3 that
the CTO lead is attached to thell lead and
the CH relay winding. Grounding this winding
results in release of the relay. If you recall the
information in die last paragraph, the release
of relay CH initiated the transfer from the
primary link to fhe secondary link. Regular
calls.are not affected by the operation of this
time-out circuit, because relay CH is
functional only during a conference call.

6-24. We have learned that a key system is
flexible because of the optional wiring
methods and the operational KTUs for the
installation. As a result, you may use different

CD/51
operational procedures for the system. To
illustrate), the.,preset conference installitiOn
that we described required that yrik dial a
number sto originate the. Call. Also, we
revealed that it was possible to Nave two
groups of sir telephones connected for
cbnference. If the organizacion desires that 12
station* be connected for one conference, you
could also provide that. In this latter
installation; the dialed conference number
'would operate relays PC1 and PC2 (strapped)
simultaneolisly. We knoW, too, that a' signal
button could be used to originate a
conference call. Usually, one party woUld be
Authorized to originate the conference call;
therefore only his depressed pushbutton
'Permits the equipment actions that 'result in
the conference connection. Of course, the
operated signal key would then operate relay
RO1 in the preset conference circuit, which,
in tum, operates the predetermined PC relay.

6-25. You may have received the
impression that 12 stations ate the maximum
number that can be installed with the 6A key
system. However, this is not true. The
recommended number of stations is 18. With
this number of stations, two-talk link
intercommunication is permittedor in other
words, two conversations are possible at one
time. Acconiingly, the system is developed to
keep the 10-percent trunking requirement of
a telephone system. A GA system can be
expanded to 36 stations, but this installation
reduces the trunking requirement to less than
10 percent, because only two conversations
are yet permitted.
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Installation of Key Tolophono *atoms

ASSUME THAT you have been asked to put a
nut on a bolt. This may appear to be a simple
project. However, you must do some
planning. For exemple, you should consider
first whether the bolt is to be set within a sink(cavity); if not, it may requite a reviler
washer. Secondly, you probably need to
consider if the nut should follow a
lockwasher. The project may not be easy,
either,. because the unit may have to be
installed where movement is restricted and
where you are unable.to see your work. Thus,
you may hare to use special tools.

2. Similarly; to insure that a key telephone
system will give the desired service, you must
do some preinstallation planning. As a result,
installation time and costs are reduced. Also,
a well-planned, orderly installation will
require few later chahges and little
maintenance. Things to consider during
planning of the installation include:

a. Operating services and facilites that are
to be provided by the system.

b. Specific equipment necessary for
providing these services and facilites.
Ettuipment, must be sometimes reservedbefore you liter it, to insure its availability
when needed.

c. Equipment and cable location at the
installation site.

d. Provisions for expansion.
e. Local regulations and conditions.
I. A building `for housing the equipment.

3. This chapter contains information about
installation planning and cut sheet
preparation placement of the equipment
apparatus, and installation of the cables.

7. Key Systoim Installation
Planning anti Cut Sheet Preparation
74. If there is to be a minimum of

intenuptions during the installation, there
must be understanding. and agreement
between supervisors who have control of the

34

facilities that must be available at specific
times. You must, therefore, coordinate with
the personnel of other agencies. For example;
consultation is necessary with the utilities .
company, central office peisonnal, outside
plant personnei, the base materiel office, and
the Mr Force installations office. The lattea
office must have the building goodcondition before you begin installing the
equipment because the equipment should not
be disturbed after it is in place. Similarly, dust
must be held to the minimum when
equipment is installed because particles ofdust can make devices inoperative.
Ventilating, air conditioning, and heating
must also be provided before beginning the
'nstallation; thus, the utilities firm must have
sic power connected into the building. The
central office end outside plant personnel
should have the required incoming .central
office lines ready for connection to the KM. .

The materiel section will have to provide
tools, filing cabinet& and other necessary
building furnishinp.

7-2. The preparation of cut sheets
(connection sheets) ii part of this planning. In
a commercial installation, the cut sheet might
be made by an engineer in the front office
and sent to the installer. In the Aix Force, the
telephone installer may find himself acting as
the engineer.

74. You must have the knowledp of how
the circuits ,operate. In addition, you must
know the requirements of the .requesting
agency so that you can select the equipment
to be used. This equipmInt is selected to.
provide the features that are desired. Then,
you can prepare cut sheets.

74. A cut sheet is merely a listing of all
the connectiotis thst must ha made to
connect and install a key systoni. This sheet
can be made in several different ways. The cut
sheet format that we will use is not a standard
Air Force form. The insiallatiois section at
your base may do it differently; however; the
method presented here works well.
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Figure 44. Key system conhection sheet.

7-5. The connection sheet shown in figure
44 is a portion of a commonly used one,
which shows all connections to be made at
the equipment cabinet and nin throughout
the building for connecting to the individual
telephones: Of course, we must connect all
CO lines to the appropriate.7 and 8 punchings
of the "2021h or 230Bs. These connections
will be shown on the Key System Strapping
Sheet, AS well as ñecessaky strapping and
power connections.

7-6. Systems that are ordered as a package
are already mounted and strapped, thus
eliminating most strapping and connections.
We know, too, that packages are available in a
variety of sizes and features so that almost
'any service can be funiished4rewired. (Refer
to Chap. 1.)

8. Placement of Apparatus
Cabinets and Equipment
8-1. Our discussion of planning to this

point has comed some of the operations in
preparation fonnstalling a key system. Before

q't) 0
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the equipment can actually 'be installed, we
must do some on-site planning, as you will see
in the follawing paragraphs.

8-2. Installation of the apparatus cabinets
requiris a considerable amount of good
judgment on the part of the installer. Several
factors should be considered. When selecting a
suitable location for the cabinets, you should
consider the desires of the attendant. You
should also try to visualke the appearance of
the installed cabinets. InEonspicuous locations
are desirable, but the cabinets must be
accessible for maintenance. You must provide
adequate support for them; inside plaster
block or similar soft materials and temporary '44

office partitions are not suitable.
Wall-mounted cabinets should be about eye
level to an average man. Additional factors
that you should consider are:

a. Building conduit. If a telephone conduit
or duct system is provided, locate the cabinets
neat the outlet.

b. Space. Locate the cabinet so that thin
is sufficient space for the gate to open. The
gate of the cabinet opens from left to right;
thus you should provide at least 1 foot of wall
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RU.NINfCABLE

FANNING STRIP

FANNED PAIRS

KEY CABLE

Figure 45. Fanned cable at type 30 b4ging tannins'.

space having no obstacles on the.right-hanii
side of the cabinet and about 3 feat clearance
to the front.

c. pamage. Where cabinets are to be
on the floor, consider the possibility

age from water or from blows during
cleaning. A location close to the wall or
partition is usually desirable for cabling
purposes.

d. .Vibrations. Avoid placing cabinets
containing relay equipment in spaces subject
to vibration.

e. Heat. Avoid locations neer radiators,
steam ;pipes, registers, etc., which would
subject the equipment to excessive heat.

f. Lrght. Good light should be available so
that the installer and the repairman can see
the operatiqn of the relays.

g. Ventilation. The apparatus cabinet may
be placed in a closet {It iman . it it is
opened a few tins. during the day

h. 'Power. Thole must be - n for
power (210 to 49 volts) cloe to the
aPparatus cabinet.

4

9. Termination of Cable

9-1. Since there aro many different types
' 04* terminating blocks, it is evidjent that you

will use several forming arralgentents. At the
type 30 terminal unityou place the running
cable on. the side where the bciard fanning
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'Flom 47. Tormiasting a wire on a 61A taming.

V

stnp is installed. The cable should also extend
2 inches below the -type 30 terminal before
you begin to fan the conductors. The running
cable is to be butted in such a manner, that
the end. of the sheath is below the strip and at
a distance that permits rceom for skinning and
terminating the first conddators. Figure 45

&illustrates a sample fannini arrangement at
the type 30 terminal. Accordingly, pair 1 has
the shortest col:dud= and pair 25 has the
longest conductors. Since it is more difficult

.0 to fan long conductors than short conductors,
excess wire should be cut off, liaving only a
sufficient length with which to work. Usually,
a wire that extends 61inches,beyond the face
of the extreme front edge of the fanning strip
is Aufficient for the skinning ehd ternilnating
operation. However, wtres that 'are not to be
used must not be removed. They are spare
wires. B. sure to keep the wires paired While
completing the 'fanning operation, hence
arrange them to conform with the D color
code. This color code * standerd in 25-pair,
plastic, 24-AWG cable, which you 'Will use

- most often. This 25 pair is placed in binders'
and repeited to make up 50-, 75-or 100-pair
cables. Tame binders, for example, make a
75-pair cable.

9-2. much faster, easier methekt is shown
in the terminating pattern used with a type 66
bridging terminal. as Illustrated in figure. 46;
You place the wire in the small opening izelow

a

I.

eg/9
the itliPer nailer on one ofs the protections
(clip.) for the taming. Of amass, you first,
insert the TAW' *mush' the
before placing the wire. iA this poaition.
47,A, shows the wire hi *Mon in a terminal

-clip before it is forced within the lips of the
clip. Figure 41,11, ihows the 7143 tool after it
has premed the wire down, thus completing
the termination. It icevident that you do not
skin the yire for this type "of terntinating
operation. NOTE: A sheep edge on the bkade
of 'the tool cuts off the excise wire. The
must go condi the clip straight to prevent
damage to the tool or to the terminal or both..

9-3. If you Went to install a wire that is to
continue to smiths* connectidn, ravine the
blade :to allow the dull ear of the blade to
rest against the wire m it is being presied
down, so as not to cut the'wire.
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NOTE: The 7143 tool (fig. 47) designed
with a reversible blade.

94. After having made all connections,
including power and incoming CO lines,
examine your installition-,cloeely to see that
all units are wired neatly and correctly. This is
often referred to as "preoperational check."
It should be thorough to disclose loose or,
undesirable -connections. Also, remember to
observe all lules of conduit and wire
placement, which you luinecr, in Volume 3.
Following this check, you usually perform an
operational ,test,. which allows you to test the
equipment_ circuits Under simulated working
conditions. Circuit descriptions' and
inetructiona coverine the method tif operation
Air each circuit ih &the system are furnished
with the job drawings and specifications. If
you encounter trouble during the operational
test, you must- determine: and correct the
faul. '

9-5. Retnemibei, the ,y appearance of a
tel1 instillation may cause 'the user to
think your system is defective, although the
equipment works. .0 -the connections are
made Duty and .correctlY and the cables are
uniformly pieced, evirtkody- will be satisfied.
There is a statement that fits verY well here:
"If a job 6- worth doing, it is worth doing
well, sod safely!",

a.
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CHAPTER 4

*

THINKING OF, and papering for, trouble in
a communications eystein is best done before
the' ,trouble occurs. O. opportunity for
thinking about key system troubles; is baton
you in this chapter. Although we cannot
describe all the troubles that could occur, we
can give .common reasons for equipment
failures. Of course, you cannot learn to.repair
the equipment by merely reading words that
describe the troubles. Through practice you
learn how to clean `and adjust relays and make
repairs.

1. The methods that we &sail* may not
be identical to the method which.you will
use, or have used, hut it will be similar. All
'telephone systems have similar electrical
circuits; thus comparible methods are Used
with all systems. .

2. From this introduction to key system
troubles, you should build toward a thorough
understanding of the system. Much af this
understanding is gained through your doing
the work. .

1.

Operational Test of
Key Telephone Systems

10-1. Some people msy regard a key
'system is just another telephone system with
a number of extensions. We, of course, after
tracing. thiough the circuits and discussing
Cabling and interconnections, know that
beneath the staple surface appearance lies a
rather complex system of relays, contacts,
lamps, end wiring. Because of this
comPltaity, our operational check:out should
be complete. Evesy telephone in thei key
system * art individual unit, independent of
she others; therefore, each unit must be
carefully checked before: we 'consider the
installation completed. It is not enough to
pick up only one instrument and test Ode
hold, incoming signal, dial, and intercft
features and assume that the systert is .in
order.

ef7sy Telephone Systems

0 ,

10.2. Not . only must each phone be
checked to see if it will pentit 'talking.
=diving, and dialing; but Web phone must
also be.checked to see if it will hold tholine;
if it will control theline by' lightinehe busy
lamp at all stations; if it mill operate.throuth
the dial and the, intercom; and, most .
im t, if ite will do or iny One of these cv,

,.. while ofilier instruments ant detitched
from the line.* Each instrument or station;
must be indepandently able to pick up' 'all
lines, release all lines, pick up. the inter
and dial I station, hold each centraLq
line, or perform any other operation that it is
supposed to whileill other instruMents in the
system are hung up Until each complete
**eels checked opt carefully, ybu cannot
be sure that it is properly installed.

10.3. You will mitts@ afterlsivibg wOrked
with a key' tllepkonits/Stem that the 'results
are sometimes unusual betause, of the
common connectiOns.

104. The ground J, coonectiOn fore the
system is very ii4ortant and shoul47 be
rechecked as part of the .checkbut. If tihe
ground is nbt go4d,it can cause 4 greg deal
of grief. If the ground wiruis tirdken, the
trouble Indications am untuvill For Insiance,
a broken ground wire in a IA2 *stern may
result in burned.otit transistors of, the 4001)
KTU. From thslie trouble symras you.
should realize that each system his:sped&
symptoms that4ccur with an open' kround.
Other systems may have other symptobss. Be ,

. Sure that the ufid fqr your syeltern is solid
and is protec froth damage. If a mind rod
is used, make sure that it Is driven 'deeply
enough to give good ground and that tit is
located in a, place where it will nett be
dataiged by pass cutting tools, -thin cutting
you out of service. Some IA1 key telephotie
systems signal just like a selective ringing
wstenr-ring to ground (also.,.referred tg
"common ,audible"). Allcringing is through
grnund return to the central office. The
irstem, with the 230B KW circuit, usually

k
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SWITCH

'Nur* 48.

RgSISTOR

Mom= y go out before ,lightiiiii again. Its
,seco,nd pecio41 is the twit of An
pparated . -Of_ooiiime,- the er'stata ,

includes the winking' cireultloptions:thou the
lamp will wink bll. the II relay Ai operated.

d. blame the II May 101 deprosi7.1 the
fhst 'PICKUP key. Again the hop whir the
pulhbuttofi Wilt go out and than =operate.

e. Dial the central dace nutabeg of the
secondline. Now, you should hair ring* and
should see the lamp flash under pushbutton 2.
Furthermore, the lamp WO pushbutton 1
for your station should also ba Ugh*, but'

it Answer the ringIng siguliby depressing
the second PICIEVP key. The larap,under the
pushbutton.for tha second Ifni at your station
-should clung, fro= flashini tOy steady. tie
deprsOed second key restores PiCKDP key 1.

1 Lamp nnust go out.
Nonapen Iting swim-Dwane ilactrical g.,Illaturn to the first line by depressing

PICKUP keir 1 again.
Dial the 'central offte number for the

third incoming line. Again, you should hear
ringing, end shoUld see the' lamp miler
pushbutton 3 flash. Answer the signal .by
depressing the third PICKUP button.

L FelloW the same procedure for checking
signalisitof all additional incoming lines.

J. Advance to PICKUP key 2 and preu- it.-
Then dial the central office nUmber of
incoming liiie 1. As a msult, the lamp for line
1 should flash.

k. ,13ress the PICKUP key for line 1. Note
that lamp 1 should light Steadily and lamp 2
will go' out following reitoration of, the
second pushbutton.

4 Press PICKUP key 2 and then the HOLD
button. Accordingly, lamp 2 will light, go out,
and light ;again, if the H relay for Unit circuit 2
operatea properly. 'Laity 1 *ill go out.

rn. Pru PICKUP -key 2 to release the H
relay. S.

n. Press PICKUP key 3. A.coak for a lighted
lamp and listen for dial tone. Rotate the dial'
once and note that dial tone (Aims.

Press the HOLD button and observe die'
lamp for PICKUP key 3; Again, it should
temporarily, go bet'durtng the tonsfer to the
Htilay froni relay A."

p. Depress RICKUP key 3 again.
q. Repeat' the.. procedumi n through p

while opereting the remaining PICKUP keys.
(If- you ire tating a system With more than
four PICKUP keys, then use these steps for
the additionel keys.1 ..

r. Delizess the INTEIWOM poshbutton
and dial "2." Ar a result, the ringer at the
'telephone you ere using :.should ring. If you
were operating e statiqn other than staricin

uses metallie ringing (ming to tip firetiti
signaling).

10-5. The preceding troubles are fug "
sample of the trouble that can show. up.bn
individual eets or parts of the systeelklhere
ere many troubles in a 1A1 ley system% that
may affect orilk'orie telephoto. This is the
reason that we say that key system telephones
are _not extensions but are independent of
each other. Before , you announce that a
system is ready for use; be very sure thatiyoil
haverchecked each photte and, every feature.
Theis tests am made with.. no Other,,
instniment off the,hook.

10-6. General Procedures. In the following
operitional tests you will have a limited need
for an Assistent.... Check the system operation
by following pr&edures:

(4 ug in the power unit cord:-
N :. If at' aily.time you do not. get the

indication. of proper operation, Jambe. your4
Iviring. Troubles in a new installation are most w

often tin result of wire or connection defects;
not faultitelepbänes, or equipment.

a: With. all _other telephones "hung .up,"
lift your telephone handset, press each
PICKUP button on the tint telephone of the
system and look for light under eitth

!depressed pushbuttoif..In' addition, dial tone
should be heard for each Ci? line.

a. Determine if the first incoming line can -
be held by depntssing the first PICKUP key

Wand then tlepresking the HOLD button. The
first PICKUP key should be teitorsd tne
depreued . HOLD pushbutton sa the tatter
button tett= to its normal pinsition.' Also,
the lamp under the first PICKUP key should
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R = 12 OHMS

1 T = 5 AMPERES

E 6 VOLTS

\
R 6 OHMST

I T 1 AMPERE

E 16VOLTS

Figure 49. Normal and annocinal responses for a.
&wise-patinae circuit.

then you would dial that code ring the'bell.
The ringer operates The lamp for
the INTERCOM buttoh, ws steadily as long
es the pushbutton là dopiness&

s. To determine the quality of your talking
circuit, dial the intercom number for the
station where your assistant is located.
Following his lifting of the station handset
and pressing the INTERCOM button, you
should. converse. Ask him to listen for the
intercom signals for the remaining 'stations
when you dial them. Also, ask him to notify
you if anythingappeirs irregular.

t. Dial each of the intemoin /code
anignments and wait approximately 1 minute
for_a return call, in Cue of an istegularity.

u. Return your handset to the telephone
*hen you think your operational tast of this
,station is completed.

u. Walk to station 2 and repeat the
operational test described in steps b through
q. During the test of the intercom from.
station gt, you dial the assivied number for
that station.

w. Perform this operational test for each
of. the stations in your key system. .

10-7. If exclusion is used, operate the
EXCLUSION key after lifting the handset and
depressing the first pushbutton at the
exclusion station. Then go to a station that i3
to be excluded and press the first pushbutton
-and lift the handset. At this excluded station
you should have completed silence: no dial
tone, no side tone, etc., when the
EXCLUSION key is operated.

10-8. We have used one procedure for
-testing the operation of a newly installed 1A1
key system. You may want to use a procedure
that differs from our description. Just
remember, use a method that is effective. It

'must result in checking each circuit and each
line at every station. You need not dial the
complete assigned number for all called
stations of your system when testing an

.......,
,

R1 RI, R3

Figure 50. A parallel-connected electrical circuit.
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existing system. Dial only one digit and
determine if the dial action breaks dial tone.
This performAnce eliminates your signaling an
occupied station unnecessarily.

10-9. The operational test will reveal that
the futures for one are obeervable on all
others. These results ire due to the key
system telephones being connected in parallel.
The operation of the hold circuit relay is
checked by pressing &at the PICKUP key and
then pressing the HOLD.pushbutton. In this
case the lamp under the 'PICKUP key should
either wink or glow studily, aftei
momentarily being extinguished. It is evident,
however, that you cannot determine the
quality of the talking circuit without having
an aseistant. Remember: All telephone
handsets except the one at the station where
you are testing must be hung up during an
operational test. USe the connection table
(cut sheet) to determine the intercom dialing
code.

10-10. Your operational check of a 1A2
key system should give the test results and
should be done in the same manner as was
described in the preceding paragraphs.

10-11. _Oiecking 6A Key System. Since the
equipment used to provide the 6A intercom
includes circuits that are more complex, it Is
obvious that your operational checks are
going to be more difficult than those using
only the 207C intercom. You must also check
every feature of the system at every station.
Each station having a connection to a 6A
system has greater independence than it
would have if connected onlv to the 1A1 and
207C. Therefore, a trouble ai one station may
have no effect on the other stations. An
example of this independence is illustrated
with the "two-talk link" feature. In this
circumstance, when all stati6ns are idle and
you depress the PICKUP pushbutton, all
lamps operate for that line. This function is
the same as that used with the intercom
circuit of the 1A1 or IA2 key system. Now
you dial the intercom number of the desired
station and, as a result, the line lamp for the
selected station flashes and the ringer
operates. Yet, the lamps for the interconi
circuit at the other stations remain nghted but
without the flashing. When the handset is
lifted and the PICKUP button pressed at the
signaled station, the lamp ceases aashing and
the ringer stops. In 4ddition; the righted lamps
at all stations, sack* the two connected for
communicating, go out. You can see,
therefore, the reason for saying: "It is most
important that every telephor of a 6A
system be checked for every feat.

10-12. Let uS consider additional operating
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checks used ilkth the 6A key niostem, and the
indications that denOte normal operation.
NOTg: To. do these tests, you must -have
militants at other*stations.

a. Paragraph 10-11 described the
procedure for connecting to the selected
station. You -shauld remember that the Erst
tall4rig circuit connection operated the TB1
relay, which in turn operated TB2 of the
secondary link. To advance oUr operational ,

test a step further, you 'now talk with the
,assistant who answers the selected telephone
and ask him to stand by while you get
another assistant to dial the fourth station.
This conversion is possible because of the'
operated TB2 relay. The third and fourth men
follow the prescribed precedure for Making
the connection. They should then be able to
talk without interfering in your conversation
with the first assistant, because their talking
circuit is completed through the windings of
the operated TB1 relay.

b. Since both talking circuits are busy, you
should now determine if "camp-on" is
possible. You do this by dialing the number
of the station occupied byi. your -third
assistant. As a result, a busy tohe should be
returned to your handset receiver. With this
response, have irour assistants hang up.
Immediately, the station ringer for the third
assistant should ope,rate and the associated
lamp should flash. Hence, the canip-on
feature is effective for your station.- NOTE:
The key system features, for Instance .

camp-on, n,ay be constructed in a number of
ways to give slightly different indications. We
are not deu... oing each. When you receive
your assignment to the Air Force
organization, learn what indications to expect
with your system and then look, for them
during future tests.

c. You determine if the preset conference
circuit is usable by dialing the assigned
number. The called stations and the calling
station lamps will flash and the ringer at the
called stations operates. Your assistants lift
the handsets and depress the buttons showing
the flashing lamp at their respective station.s.
As a result, the ringer stops and the lamp
changes to a steady glow. Remember: The
lamp at the calling *station flashes until the
last conference station attendant answers the
sismal. Now all lamps should light steadily,
and conversation should be possible between
all conference members. To learn if a busy
station causes the system to return a busy
signal, request that one assistant hold his
handset off the cradle and keep the
INTERCOM pushbutton depressed after the
others return to the cradle. Then you dial the
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code umber for his station again. YoUr
station will receive a busy signal, until the
auistant restores the handset to the telephone
cradle.

a. Other checks of the 6A key-system are
comparable to what we have described;
therefore we won't emphuize them. For
example, you have single-digit. and two-digit
seizure to test and may ht.ve preset
conference codes of one arid two digits. We
repeat: you must test each feature at each
station before you consider the installation

. complete.
e. During your operational testing, observe

the responses of the telephone units closely.
The dial and the pushbuttons should move
freely. Of course, the Call Director hu a
greater number of buttons to cheek, bu they
function the same as the keys on tk 560
series telephone. Each telephone, wfr have
learned, must show the proper indkations
when a call is incoming and must permit good
quality transmission when the talking circuits
are complete.

11. Isolating Equipment Faults
11.1. Excessive current in an electrical

circuit is often identified by a blown fuse or
an operated circuit breaker. Not all circuit
troubles are so readily identified as those in
circuits having fuses. Because of the
multiplicity of circuit connectiotes, a key
system trouble is often difficult to/determine
For example: Since it is common practice to
leave one pushbutton in the operated
position, a lifted handset is the most coaanon
reason for that" PUSHBIMON lamp to light.
However, any line or equipment short circuit
or ground gives the same rekilt as the receiver
off the cradle. We realize then that the line, in
effect; is made busy by such defects. Som
telephone men refer to a line that is
continuously busy 'lei having a permanent
signal condition because they have worked
with. equipment which has trouble lamps that
remain lighted until the defect is removed.
NOTE: Key systems do not have trouble
indicator lamps. To identify system circuit
troubles, you must know the ettuipment,
know whai to look for, and how to use test
equipment.

.11-2: Permanent troubles are generally
lound by analysis of circuits and by testing
the circuits. The analysis rarely determines a
specific component within the unit as being
open or short-circuited, but you more often
will isolate the fault to a particular unit.
Testing with test devices enables you to

determine the specific component. You may
also see an intermittent (disappearing) open
or short. This latter trouble is caused by a
loose connection. A visual inspection msy be
the only method for finding the defect.

11-3. Let us recall basic circuit principles
that you knew already. These basic principles
aptly when you analyze any key system
circuit.

a. An open circuit has no current because
the circuit opposition is infinite. Figure 48 is
a simple circuit that has no current because
the switch' is open.

b. A shorted circuit has less than normal
resistance and an increased cumnt. Figure 49
alustrata the effect of a shorted resiitor in a
series-parallel circuit. Figure 49,A, shows that
the normal circuit has .5 ampere, mid figure
49,B, reveals that the shorted parallel circuit
reduced the circuit resistance to 6 ohms.
Consequently, the total current has increased
to 1 ampere.

c. Figure 50 shows another circuit effect
which you need to consider when recalling
circuit principles. The normal total resistance
for that circuit is 15 ohms. As a result of the
open in the 75-ohm resistor the total
resistance becomes 18.75 ohms.

11-4. Although the circuits that we just
analyzed are simple, the principles we used
are applicable to complex circuits. Most key
system defects result in more complex
analysis procedures, as the following examples
illustrate.

11-5. Assume that you have pressed the
PICKUP key and then depressed the HOLD
pushbutton but the associated lamp has not
lighted. We need to consider whether the
trouble is just the lamp, or whether it is relay
failure. We know that relay A operates first,
followed by relay H. Contacts of both
operated relays complete the lamp circuit.

ou seldom have two relays fail
sirn\allineously: therefore we can assume that
the lamp has failed. Replacement of the lamp
should coirect this trouble.

11-6. Assume that the hold relay was not
remaining operated after being energized.
Remember: You determine if the relay has
operated by observing the lamp under the
PICKUP key. What could be the cause fox the
H relay to restore? The H relay could have
neither aa open wire nor a short-circuited
winding. A defective relay winding, either
shortoireuited or open, results in failure to
operate. We know this to be true because an
open winding prevents current, whereas a
short circuit bypasses current around the
winding. Yet the relay did orrate
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temPorati4'. y. 9pen Contacts as the result of a
contact spring maladjustment art more likely
to be the ttouble cause. Open wires are more
probable troubles than are shorted wires.
However, *ay maladjust=ents are More
likely to ocir than 'either of the wire faults.

11-7. Inability to dial could be another
trouble symptom. You should understand
that naimy faulty components can result in
this symptom. For example, the telephone
dial can be defective, the pulsing relay in the
selector cab be at fault, the compardon-relays
of the p4sing relay cab be.maladjusted, otthe
rotary stepping switch in' the selector circuit
can be erring mechanically. Take a moment to
think about this defect If only one Member
of the *stem cannot dial, it is evident that
the trouble would notbe the selector dr its
relays and switch. Sihce there- is only one
selector KTU (207C) for the system, when its
components fail to operate, all telepirmes in
the intercom system are prevented from
chalirii or they will dial wrong numbers.

11-8. Likewise, if the ringing equipment is
faulty, it affects more than one telephone
station. Therefore, you may receive more
than one trouble report of the .same trouble.
You may also receive more than one trouble
report from the same subscriber. To illustrate,
'bells don't ring," "no 'audible ringing,"
"don't answer," and "doesn't get calls" are
possible reports that -could be received from
stations when the rineng equipment is not
operating. Systems with lamps and bells for
each station 'will seldom have all these reports
returned because the lamps serve as backup
signal indicators for the ringer.

11-9. "A conference station for a 6A key
system does not answer" could be the trouble
report. You learned that this equipment
arrangement makes it possible' for one
originating station to call several Other
stations simultaneously. If all stations except
one have answered, then the ririging
equipment cannot be faulty. It is not
prdbable that a soldered strap is going to
become bpen, either. Possible troubles are
faulty KTU connections or relay contacts
which treed burnishing or adjustment.

11-10. There are many trouble symptoms
and isolatint procedures that we have not
discussed. ...To include -all 9f 'them would
require' a chapter of unreasonable length. As
You know, the ecTipment operates because of.
cdmpleted electrical circuits, and basic circuit
principles are applicable for all circuits.
Perhips the circuits lire used somewhat
differently or are constructed in a different
manner. but you can molly determine these
differences with time and study.

, e02...5-
11-11. When you' hive seen the

F
uble

symptom /and havei:' isolated :the unit in
trouble, iis ybur responsibility ended? No.
,You must locate the specific trouble within
the imperfe4 unit. 4

12. Trouble Location in
F.Cey Telephone Systems ."* I

1i-1. Key svitem troubles Are- brought to
our attention -by lelephoni usirs or by
testmen. As t- repaiman, you must then
determine the sixicifit lvtion of PA trouble.
Effective troubleahooting results l ill good
procedures, accurate thiuldng, e.
Gdeseing and "inept or foolish . -a for
troubles" usually lead to- disastrkku results.
Think Idgically! If your car fails to stop after:
you apply:pressure on the brake pedil, you
would pot, check the car

.radio.
12-2. Troubleshootbig usually starts with

an analysis of the telephone trouble APorta
Coordinate the trouble report orit4 the
schematic- diagram for the: equipitesst unit.
Quite often you can isolate the fault to a
partieular component througji this
coordination. An operational 'check Msures
that the report is accte and' it often
eliminates possible causes of the trouble, thus
revealing the actual cause. . Your trouble
analysis should begin from the unit in trouble.

12-3. if the Preceding' actions reveal an
open Circuit, you cap lotalize the trouble by
placing a short citcuit near the cehter of the
circuit and by making electrical meter tests
from both ends. The circuit end that does not
indicate the short must have an_opert within
it. If you determine the -circuit has a short,
then open the circuit near the center. Test
toward the ends of the circuit from that open.
The shorted end will, be revealed by the test
equipment. Remember: This described
checking is going to be dependent on the type
of circuit with which you are working.* You
do not short-circuit a live circuit because
additional troubles would result. These testing
activities are normally made in an isolated
(disconnected). defective circuit. Test an idle
or dead circuit with the ohinmeter or any
other test deArice that has an internal polier
source. Some repairman use a buzzer. Using
one type of buzzer test set, you operate the
buzzer when touching a wire that is good.
Conversely, In open wire prevents the buzzer
fro m operatin g.

12-4. Testing a circuit reveals the
condition of its components. Thus, the
components are not usually tested
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individually. Far instance, we leareed that by
operating a.PICKUP key we ciated a lamp.
Consequently, you should relza that relay A
itt the nu and ate associatedcontacts, which
complete the lamp circuit, must be good. ,-

Also, the lamp is good and the power circuits
for the temps and relays are. functioning.
Periodic cireuit testing is an effective method
of keeping a Aliphatie system in continuotis
operation. Tests are mast effectiveavhen they
are made according to 'in organized program.
Your use of these tests allows detection of a
substandard operation almost as soon is At
appears or possibly before a unit fails.

12-5. Remember-make certain 'that' the
troebae exists in your system equipment aid
not in the central offiCe equipment Or in the.,
incoming line before attempting to test lot
troubles in the key ermipinent. After havinglocalized the trouble, ou should visually

anapect the wiring and ectione; then
your careful visual inspeeti a fails Ito revealthe trouble, you may need te use- etering
type test equipment to pinpoint the Uefective
component, By following the c it while
using a systematic process of eUnniation., You
can aisually find the fault in a. minamum
time. This procedure eliminates in sequenee
the good circuit parts.

)
r \-1

13. Repairing Key System
Equipment

13-I. You will find that just yobs regular
mainten \of the equipmetit can caese a
need for re0afr. To illustrate, each iime a
cover is removed to make an inspection, dust
can sebtie on the underlying devices. Also,
every time you saring the equipment gate to
observe or clean the terminals at the ar of
the acTI.Ts, the single-strand wires are exed
and bent. In time, therefore,, some o these .

w'ires may break. Furthermore,,,. Perginhel
cleaning, the area may Cause trouble lily letting
'serubhing water splash on connecting bloats
Or -soak cable runs. Maintenance performed
carelessly causes more harm than good.

re-2. Discouriting the human element and
assuming that ail precautions were observed
when the equipment' was installed, there are
few teoubles because, with the exception of
the rotarj switch and the relays with their

-. armatures and contacts, there are few mOving
parts in the equipment. Of course, the
telephone has the PICKUP, HOLD, and,
C RAD LE switches, in addition to the dial.

13-3. Lamps may burn out. A sudden
overload may open a fuse. On extremely rare
occasions a relay winding, resistor. cDr

capacitor may become defective, but moat of
the actual equipment troubles will be caused
by mechanical failures.. for Instance that of
relay contacts.

134 Reba, and Switch Maintenance. We
khow that you cannot become an apart in
the care of relays ,and switches without )
making actual adjustments, but you can learn L-
ot the relay consiauetion and on analyze the
effects that a change in adjustinent will have
on the telephone circuit, Remember:
Deeiation from established values are to be
expected. The menufacturer realized that the
equipment ustments vecadd deteriorate
folloviing y opeations, and he allowed
for the change. Accordiraft,
manufecturerli,,..speciflaations generally give
taro sets of tolerances: ane set is eeferred to as
the 'inspection (test) *ye and the othei is
called the readjust (or ,` tjustrtient) vaitte, The
inspection values allow for. equipriaent
deterioration *ate any adjustment is
necessary." When you think a circuit is
defective because ,4 a relay being- out of
adjustment, it will be necessary that you
remove the relay from the cimuit id order to
make che electridal test while using , a
current-flow test set. But this procedure
should be te final action that you take.

10-5. R y maintenance. You have
learned amt relay adjustment is divided,into
two major classifications: electrical and

'mechanical. The electrical adjustment consists
of -applying, current to the relay. This..current
* similar in value to that which the relay ties
under actual operating conditions. Use the

. test current tequiremigt for this test. If
the meter of the test set registers within the
prescribed range, no fUrther check is rna4. If
the relay is found 'to be out of adjustent
during the cunent reqairement test, thert the
controls of the current-flow test set are
repositioned to permit a check of the relay
using the readjustment requirements. These
readjust requigenients are.more critical; thus
less tolerance *is permitted irk. the relay,
adjustments. The mechanical adjustments are
corrected so that 'athe relay cae meet its
electrical requirethents. The mechanical
adjustment consists of spring gauging,
tensioning, coiftact Spacing and alignment,
and Iligning tiv afechanical parts of the relay.
Normally, an 'electrically readjusted,relay will
hold its adjustment for a considerible lengtir
of time.

,

13-6. Electrical requireaiente cannot be
met without tie relay having Ike proper
mechanita/ adjustnints. To illMrate the'
meaning of the preceling statemeet, look at
figure 51 and consider the statements wohich
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Figure 51. trios; of opecating relay action, simplified.

follow. You can see with this simple
representative A relay, that two circuits are
under the control of the A relay circuit. Since
switch SI tis closed, relay A has operated and
it, in turn, operated relay Z and restored relay

1B. Assume, now, thit the make-lever spring
/for relay A (the spring which has forced the
attached contact td complete the Z relay
circuit', is normally adjusted to a tension of
17 grams as read with a gram gauge and that
the break-lever spring (the spring above relay
A which opened the B relay circuit) is
norts4y tensioned for 3D grams of pressure.
With these spring tonsicins and with the
normal cOnducttir resistance in the operating
circuit of relay A, the current in the A relay is
15 millianaps. Likewise, consider that the
repairman has inadvertently wiped the
break-lever spring until the tension became 17

\ grams. Hence, the A relay operates with a
'reduced current; possibly 10 or less milliamps.

5.202 .

CONTACTS MUST ALIGN WITHIN

-1/3 OF THEIR BASE DIAMETER

Figure 52. Relay contact alignment.

With the reduced .current, the relay operate*
prematurely. Consequently, relay Z operates
before it thould and relay B releases early,
too. Think of relay A as being in the dialing
'circuit. How will its early operation affect the
selection of a station? The result could be a
wrong number. The two associate circuits are
equally important; thus,4each must operate
and release at the proper time.

13-7. The contacts, which should mate,
should have adequate space between them
when they are open, to insure no physical
connection. Yet the spar& should iidt be so
excessive that they cannot mate and then rub
together (called contact follow) for an
instant This contact adjustment is not

A normally considered as critical as the spring
tensioning or aeraature travel adjustments,
since it has a direct bearing on one circuit
only; whereas the other two adjustments
could affect several springs and contacts,
which in turn could affect their *associated

TABLE 1
RELAY ADJUSTMENT REQUIREMENTS

Me.Chanicai RequireLnents

antact Rteld
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. AXIAL HOLE
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WIRE
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SIT

NOTCH
iclgure Closoup view of tool bit.

circuits. For the greatest pouibility of Figure 55. Closeup end view of
accurate mating, the contacts should meet tool bit.
near -the center but the coqtact mibioning
shown in flute 52 is acceptable td most Air
Force telephone system repairmen.

13-8. Table 1 is an adjustment table which
ne laniLfacturer provided for their intercom
ICTU. You should have- no trouble
determining the reqyirements from this table
because each column is identified. Feir
example, the T relay has 815 olims of
resistance; its 'armature travel must be
twenty-fix thousandths Of an inch, as checked
with a wlay feeler gauge; and the electrical
test requirement 'is 10 milliamps of cunen.t to
operatc the relay. Sirriiarly, when the current
is r-educed to 5.2 milliamps the relay must licit

A

Figure 54. Srap gun.
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TERMINAL

wire and terminal in

operate. Furthermore, the current
requirement for the readjustment test is 14.4
milliamps to operate relay T, arid 5.4
milliamps should not operate the relay.

13-9. NOTE: If the time comes when you
must adjust a relay, make sure that you use
the adjustment table for your equipment
because each manufacturer uses different
specifications to accohiplish the same
purpose. You may never ,adjust your key
system relays because they are relitble. For
this reason, your cirpnization may not be
authorized a current-flow test set, without
which you cannot,make such adjustments.

13-10. Switch maintenance. The basic
purpose of switch maintenance is also trotilIle
prevention rather than trouble clearance..
Thus, you inspect au elements of the ,switch
at regularly schedided periocia. This inspection
may often consist of a visual, ctleck only. If a
syritsh appears to be operatir* introperly.
adjustment may be required to restore it to
full operation. We repeat, however, that you
do pot readjust any switch unless it is
definitely at fault and must be tested
electrically. You should realize from this
former statement that the test of switches
comparet to the test for relays. Roth units are
tested' electrically and adjusted mechanically.
Since we described the relay test procedures
and adjustment,' we are not going into the
details of switch adjustment.

13-11. We have said that the occasion may
copse where you need to replace a component
because of a defective winding. With most

2 3



Figure 58. A completed solderriess connection.

systems, however, you will replace the KTU
to restore the system to normal operation. Of
course, replacement of a 1A2 rkey system
KTU is simple since each KTU has contacts
formed into a plug, which you then insert
into ita mating receptacle. The most difilcult
procedure requires that you remove- the
component. Removal is difficult because you
must use a soldering iron to disconnect wiring
and must identify each wire so that it is put
back to the correct terminal during the
component replacement. It is easier to remove
the component while the KTU i5 installed
than to take the KTU from the cabinet and
then remove the component. If you remove
only the component, you can leave all the
unit strapping and jumpering and remove only
the wires that serve the defective device.
Fiowever, you must use extreme care so that
you don't damage other wiring.

13-12. Key Station Maintenance. Your '

knowledge of telephone station -mairitenance
also applies to key system station equipment.
Although there are more mechanical devices
for a key system station, you will find that
the repair is comparable. Hence, we need not
repeat what has been said.

0
14. Key System Repair

. 14-1. Using a Wire Wrap Gun. You may be
responsible ,for replacement of components

NOT APPROVED

WORE TNEN11111 iscm

I

APPROVED

LESS TMEN 1,16 INCHr\ 1

iNSUOTED AAFZE

OF .t.IMPE* iltE CONNECTIONS
NEEC NOT ac. *MAPPED .1111 'ERMINAL,

Figur. 57. A solderiess wrap.
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DO NOT WRAP ON TAPER

CORRECT CORRECT CORRECT INCORRECT

02.29

Figure 58. Straps between aoldniessiterminala .

that are installed without using solder. The
wire is connected to the terminals of these
components wit17.. a tool referred to as a "wire
wrap gun."

14-2. In this situation where the .

component is defective, you remove the
wrapped wire with an 'unwrapping tool. You
should not reuse the twisted wire again
because it NM probably break during a
rewrap. Furthermore, you cannot get the
desired pressure of the good metal-to-metal
contact again. You should cut the old wrap
and use the slack in the wire or use a new
length of wire. lici,wever, if you must use the
old wrap, solder the connection after
installing the wire again. The preferred
methlad -is that rou install a new wire wrap
around the component terminal.

14-3. Figure 53 shows a view of the tool
bit for a wire wrap gun. The axial hole is large
endugh to permit the tool bit to be placed
over the tetminal for the component being
installed. You can see a slot that extends
along the length of the bit The wire to be

NOT APPROVED APPROVED

DIRECITION OF WPAP

A

DIRECTION 9F WRAP

9 '

ROUTING WILL NOT UNWRAP CONNECTION

Figure 59. Wrapping solderieu terminals.,



Figure 60. Single end double solarium wraps.

wrapped around the terminal is inserted into
this slot. Figure 54 illustrates a wire wrap gun
and the tool sleeve trhich fits over the tool
bit. Figure 55 is a closeup view of the ends of
the tool bit and the inclosing sleeve. The flare
of die sleeve allows you to 41 sPrt the wire into
the slot of the tool bit r-Jre easily. The
notches of the sleeve hold the wire in position
while the bit wraps it onto the terminal.

14-4. Although there are several methods
for powering the tools, each unit causes the
bit to rotate while the sleeve remains fixed
during the tool operation. Figure 54 identities
the trigger for starting the wrapping
operation.

14-5. A solderless connection made with a
wire wrap gun will have the basic
requirements for an electrical termination.
They are: Metal-to-metal contact, gastight,
mechanical stability, a minimum of vibration
strain and handling stzess, and high-pressure

201,' APPROVED APPROVED

END TAIL ,REQuiREMENTS

7NERE ARE NO OUTSTANDING TAILS ON THE LAS7

`uRN THAT COULD CAUSE A NEAR SHORT CONDiT

Figure 61. Approved spomdeg between two wrapped
tftudesic

contact. To illustrate, a wire wrap on a
terminal has approximately 29,000 pounds of
premium per square inch. Additional
advanCegas to wim wmp ooknectiona include:
Work area is safe because there is no heat
which can cause bums or no molten metal
w4ich can cause undesirable electrical
connections following splashing or, dripping.
Also, the installation cost is reduced because
yoti have no need for solder, and each
connection usually takes less time (and
atheiefOre less monei) to make than will a

111(?11der423")iwti°.. Fignuire55n illustrates a wire and
terminal (partially in position) at the tool bit.
It is evident that most of the wire is inserted
in the slot and that the insulation near the
skinned wire extends through a sleeve notch.
The length of the skimied wire is determined
by the gauge of the wire. For example,
22-gauge wire.-should have 9/16 inches of
insulation stzipped from the wire. You must
.also have a minimuni\of skinned wire showing
because the final appearance of the
connection should have a maximum of 1/16
inch between the win, insulation 'and the
terminal. Figure 56 illustrates a properly
connected wire wrap.

14-7. Having inserted the wire in the slot
and bent it back within the sleeve notch, you
place the tool over the terniinal and pull the
tai.gger. However, make sure that-the terminal
used is designed for wire wmp, that the,
terminal tinned (cleaned thoroughly), that
the wire remains fully inserted, and that you
let the tool back away slightly during the
operation. Also, §ou must -insert the tool over
the terminal a sufficient distance that will
allow the proper number of turns tq be made.
Accordingly, you _must provide five or more

NOT APPROVED

MORE THAN 5004, OF
TmE *IRE DIAMETER

lff

APPROVED

LESS NAM SOS OF
ThE WIRE DIAMETER

GAPS BE-TWEEN ADJACENT TURNS 'OD NOT ExCEEC.
: '2 ToE *IRE DIAMETER EICLuDINO ruasT AND LAST 7L/RALS

504 OF TOTAL GAP SPACE MUST NOT MEE, ONE MIRE DIAMETER

Figure 62. Tura spicing for soltimiess wraps.
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turns on the terminal when using 22-ga
wire. Figire 57 shoes, five turns of wire
the approed terrothal connection.

144, When the wrapping pracedure is
completed and the ttigger released, you
remove the gun with care so that you don't
bend, twist, or scrape the terminal. You will
not damage the equipment if you withdraw
from the terminal while holding the gun at
the same angle as the terminal is positioned.
Therefore, if the terminal rests with the tip up
as shown in figure'57, you lift the gun straight
up. Lf you have a terminal positioned at the
horizontal angle, as pictured in figure 56, you
are required to withdraw the gun straight
back (towird the left).

14-9. In addition to having the wire
requirement of 1/16 inch from the terminal
and the minimum number of turns, you also
have several other rules to observe. Figure 58
presents three. There are three levels to each
terminal. You make the first attachment at

level 1 and close to the hese, and continue
your wrapping at level 2, then you use level 3.
Furthermore, you must form all straps at the
same level. Note too that you must leave
some slack when strapping terminals. The
instiuctions above the terminals of figure 58
show that you must never wrap at the very tip
of the terminal because it tapers, thus will
prevent your making a quality connection.
Wrap the wire on the terminal in a manner
that will prevent its being unwrapped during
your further routing of the wire. Figure 59
may help you visualize this procedure. The
connection of 59,B-, shows that the wrapping
direction is clockwise and the wire routing
continues to the Light of the terminal. The
wire of A in figure 59 implies that you are
routing it to the left after having used a
clockwise wrap. When wrapping two or more
levels on the same terminal', you must never
overiap any turn. Of course, you also must
never overlap any wire hims with the single
wrap either. Figure 60 illustrates this
requirement for terminals having single and
double connections. To prevent an
undesirable connection (short) between two
terminals, make sure that you remove
excessive pigtail from the last turn. Figure 61
shows 1/64 of an inch of space between the
pigtail of the left terminal and the wrap on
the. right-hand terminal. Figure 62, illustrates
the spacing requirement between turns.

023/
Hence, the maximum gap is the diameter of
one wire. It is evident i figure 624. that the
total distance of the twerdialnetaZ of the wire; .
It-heroes the spaces in AVM, 62.B, total lila
than the diameter of the wire. If the gap is
=naive, remove the wtiap, cut off the

section of the wire, and make a new
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1 10. Replacil Wiring. We noted that
most troubles ao the result of moiing
elemen Therefore, broken wires in a cable
are not often found.' This is a good thing,
because i is difficult to locate a broken wire
in a cablâ. You could use either the jumper
wire method or the renitence test (see pare
12-3) to identify the faulty conductor. The
probable repair for a cable having a faulty
wire or wires is to replace the male. This
procedure corrik=es to the cable installation
which we have described in a former chapter.
If replacement straps are required between
terminals, form them in the same manner as
the one to be removed. Use care that you
rembvei only the amount of insulation
required because excessive bare wire pen cause
short circuits. Short, bare cross-connectin,g
wires are permissible where there is no danger
of short-circuiting with another circuit (see
fig. 58). Otherwise, insulated straps (jumpers)
of the proper length must be used. The,.
method used to terminate the wire is-
determined by the terminal. If soldering is
required, skin the insulation from the wire;
clean the wire to insure a good connection -
before soldering.

14-11. We can summarize this chapter by
saying that your troubleshooting procedure
should consist of the operation of the
equipment for verification of trouble, analysis
of circuits to isolate the unit in trouble, vistial
inspection of apparent defective units, a
point-to-point check using test& equipment,
and after replscement or repair of unit, you
again operate the equipment. Remember:
Communications equipment functions best
when it is not "manhandled." In other Words,
do not touch any part of the equipment
unless the system is definitely failing to
perform the service expected. When
operational tests disclose a definite need for
corrective maintenance, think, and then do
the trouble location and repair in a systematic
manner.



4.3.2.-
CHAPTER s

intsecommuniesidlons System

LN THIS CRAFTER we expett to repeat some
statements of the previous chapters. So you
should realize that these statements are of
special importance to an installer-repeirman.
At the same time, a principle which yoil may
not have fully understood before may now
become clear when used in a different
circumstance. Too, hew thoughts. will be
introduced. We expect you to add them to
your memory for your future reference when
working with intercommunications
equipment.

2. We have already briefly discussed Air
Force intercommunications systems. We
learned that although the Air Force uses
equipment manufactured by a number of
comritercial organizations, the operating and
installation principles are similar.

3. To make our discussion of this chapter
more meaningful, we will describe the
installation, operation, and repair of ar system
having two master and four remota stations
and they will have the nomenclature 224M-9
and 224A.111-3-9 for the muter stations and
5A45 (LS-t29/F1) and 5A45B (LS430/F1)
for speaker-microphone units it the remote
stations.

15. Pluming an Intercommunications
System Installation

15-1. We learned that there are several
makes of intercommunications sets. The older
sets have amplifiers consisting of vacuum
tubes, whereas the recent sets use solid-itate
components. Of cOurse, the older style sets
can still be in production today. Vacuum tube
amplifiers and power sources result in larger
sets. Yet, even the larger sets will vary in
dunensioni. For example, the master sets
illustrated in figure 63 are stations
manufactured by one company. Although
their appearance is similar, they differ in
station capacity, type of power source, or
accessories. Thus, just as with automobiles

produced by one company, each mOdel
differs from another in many ways.

15-2. When you pion a system installation,
you must bi able to distinguish between the
variow models. Each company simplifies this
ordaidng by using coded model numbers. You
should recall that the ket system
manufacturers also use a coding system with
their telephones. Using the model 224AM-3-9
of figure 63 as an example of a coded number
for the Webster Electric Company, we will
identify the station. The prefix 2 is standard
for all of these models and, as a result, all are,
spoken of as model 206, or 212, or 224. The
24 of our est:ample identifies the station as
having 24 selector keys; thus, it has a stetion
capacity of 24. NOTE: This 24-station
capacity enables it to serve 2t remote stations
and 1 additional muter station, or 22 remote
stations plus 2 muter stations, or any other
arrangement that totals 24. The AM in the
coded number denotes. that the set is
equipped with annunciators and is a master
station. The suffix -3 of our code number
designates that the master stition is equipped
with three position selector switches (keys).
The -9 indicates the operation of a switch that
controls the impedance of the unit. One
position of this switch selects 50 ohins for the
impedance and the second position connects
500 ohms as the unit impedance., It is evident
that each illustrated model in Zgure
permits this impedance to be changed. Any
station having. a model number that does not
include the .9 ltas a fixed impedance of 50
ohms. Using this pattern for coding the model
number, we can deduce that the 224M-9
master statiL has 24 selector keys and can be
used with ccircuit requiring 50 or 500 ohms
of impedance. However, it does not have
annuniiaton, and the selector keys have only
two positions. The DOWN position for
operating annunciators at remote stations is
not prvvided.

15-3. The planning used with, a key system

21:1*
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MODEL WWI-34

sODEL 20661.9. MODEL 22401.

Tip:Net tatareemununicsitionsasts.-

c233
appliiis to your preparation for the

installation of an intercommunications
system. Consumes*, , your well.planned
inettliation 4reqt4res few chews and . a
minimum of repairs. Of oouzse, you must
know - the reqUirements of the requesting
agency in order to selacti,the equipment that
will provide the desired service.' Thus, you

ould know the "nunzber of stations to be
installed, the proposed location of , the
stations (whetheir exposed to ,moisture or
excessive noise, or if to be placed in a
hazardous location, etc.), the status of die
'orpnization (whether it is an organization
requirMg security measures, or if the
organization is upected to require additional
stations in the future), %and the distance
between _stations and total length of the cable
loop. In eddltldn, you should, know the
position of other communication system

.
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Figure 64. Intareonneotion sheet.
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.2.,34111
cables becatias intercommunications cables
placed close to other cables can induce noise
into each other. It may be necuila that' you
order Welded cable to reduce this induction

babpro ility. .

154. To satiety the Using ageitcy, you
plan, install, and inspect carefully. You saw
cut sheets that were used as planking guides in
s key system end as the atandard for your
installation. Your intercoMmunidations
installation will also be =tit effective when
you use some form of interconnection
diagram chart or sheet.

15-5. Using Installation Diagrams, Charts,
or Sheets. Since the installation problem for
an intercommunications system is Usually
simple when compered to te/ephone, key, or
other communications systems, the
manufacturer may not provide an
interconnection sheet as a standard for you to
usc. In this circumstance, an alert supervisor
will design a diagram, or chart, or cut sheet
which shows the connections. As a result, he,

. his associates, and !Wuxi technicians and
repairmen assigned to the organization can
determine what the' installation includes, how
the connections Were made, where they were
made, what pairs are spares, and where
modification has been accomplished. .

15-6. A chart similar to the one shown as
figure .64 could be Used to identify the
junction box terminal connections. According
to this chart, terminals *1 for the 224M-9
have blue and White wires attached, terminals
=2 for the same unit have omnge and white
wires. terminals *4 hatv brown and white,
etc. To identify the connecteewires at the
5A45, figure 65, we have listed them as
attachments at the LS-1291F1. However,

I.

thole units only have one pair of terminals.
Therefor* we have shown the terminals as *1:
Likewise, the voice terminals sf the other
speaker4nicrophone units (L5-130M) are
listed as terminals *1. The third and 'fourth
wires for the slave units are shawn as being
connected to terminals *2 and have insulation
colored violet and yellow.

15-7. Selection of Equipment. An
intercommunications system compares with a
keY system in that both are constructed to
provide reliebility, strength, rapid installation,
and some"44exibility. Yet we desire some
standardization in all installations, and we
definitely must consider the cost of each
system. Since, there are many different
systems, you should take all into
consideration. However, you may be
handicappetty a low inveolory at your local
community equipment source; thus you must
make the selection from what is available. For
our purpose, we selected the system for which
there is a technical order available. It will
describe installation, operational, and
maintenance principles. Furthermore, we are
considefing only a few factors; you will
undoubtedly find others that affect your
selection.

15-8. If the using organization requests
two master and four remote stations, then
you will take that into consideration. Yet, we
should, not puirhase a system limited to 24
stations if the organization is expecting a
future expansion of the system.A low-cost
purchase of a limited size system wouid result
in false economy. Obtain e systenf, in this
case, which is designed to perniit expansion.
If a remote station is. to be placed where it is
exposed to moisture, then you should select a

SPEAKER MICROPMONES PUSH BUTTON

7M/Witimm

r -

ANNUNCATOR
TERMiNALS

MODEL 5A45
TERMINAL SCREWS

MODEL 5A45B

Figura 65. Spsaltsr.inicrophone units.
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moistureproof Unit. Likewise, if thle proposed
location is a noisy area, you should make
provisionis far antics there. A-huardous aria
may require an explosion-proof 'station. We
said that our selected system requires an,
"iedance of 50 or 500 ohms. You will also
have to make:allowances for impedance when
selecting your system. The distant* between
stations and total distance of the systern loop
partiallY determines. the Watem imPadance-

15-9. The power iource available at the
organization also has a bearing , on your
selection of a system. Usually, 50- to 60.cps.
alternating current will be provided. But there
is a. possibility that other frequencies may be
provided, or your requesting agencY may
abitOphave a dc source.

16. Instillation of an
Intercommunications System

16-1. Having completed your planning and
selected your equipment, yau install the
equipment. The mechanics for installing a
system are relatively simple. Many of the
concepts expressed with regard to the k0
system installation also apply here. For
example, the units requiring power should be
located near an outlet and you, should avoid
placing cables or wiring near hot water pipes
or steam lines because the heat may,'in time,
damage the insulation.

16-2. Location Requirements. .The master
station should be placed to the rear of a desk
or a table where the controls are not
obstructed and are, therefore, convenient for
use; yet the set should be kept dry and free
from mechanical or elecaical hazards.
Another reason for placing the station to the
rear of the desk is that you then get the
maximum benefit when talking into the
speaker-microphone. You do not normally
secure t.1..e station to the desk; thus it can be
relocrxed easily. Where a speaker-microphone
is to be mounted on a wall, position it at a
height where it won't be a safety hazard; yet
place it where the sound waves can strike with
maximum effect. Accordingly, you may find
it necessary to cut an opening in the wall and
insert the unit until the (ace wens flush
with the wall surface. A speaker-microphone
mounted in a corridor should be at least 8
feet from the floor, unless it is flush-mounted
in the walL

16-3. EqUipment Installation. You have
learned the desired idcation of the equipment
from the work order or from the.user. Also,
you know the requirements for a props2r
placement. Therefore, you can now install the

023
Size Wire Retistan-ce Per-Pair. 1

lk To .ZZ . 3Z "olirci's per '1000 ft.'

No. 19 16 ohms.per 1000 ft;

Nsl. 1 is 8 'ohms per 1000 ft:

No. 14 4 ohms per 1000 f.

Figure 68 Wire resie.tanee table.
7

equipment It is e simple matter to install the ,
equipment for a sinell system because you
need only to attach the speaker-microphone
to the wall with the brackets and fittings.,
provided or set it on a table and place the
muter station-on the prescril;ed desk. Power
connections at* not required 'at the slave
stations because they get their power from
the masier stations. Extend the power cord of
the Master station to the power outlet, but do
not plug it in. In some offices you may have
to make arrangement during your planning.to
have another power outlet provided near thn
selected' desk' because it is not a desirable
practice to use extension power cords. When
large systems are installed, you may be
required to mount terminal Cabinets which
have connecting terminals or blocks..Bridging
terminals already described could serve this
function too. These terminals serve as central
cross-connec:lig points for cables 'connecting
the muter stations together and for, cables
connecting together the master stations and
the slave stations.-

16-4. Cable installation. When installing an
intercommunications system, you must
considex certain transmission limitations that
are peculiar to each system. To illustrate, you
know that this system that we"sre describing
has an impedance limitation of 50 to 500
ohms for the voice circuits. Figure 66 makes
it evident that the length of the loop and the
gauge of the wire derm.ine the impedance
for the voice circuit. For example, this ligiue
shows that a 1000-foot section of 22çgaxige
paired wires provides 32 ohms of resistance.
Consequently, you could not extend the
circuit to 2000 feet while using 22-gauge wire
if the stations are selected for 50 ohms of
impedance. Yet, by using 19-gauge wire for
your voice circuit, you could separate the
stations hy 3000 feet. Remember The use of
long voice loops will affect the voice pickup
coverage .of the speaker-microphone.
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3.6-5. Intercommunications system voice
pairs are not to be included in 'a telephone
cable because the higher frequenciei and
volume of amplification in this system may
induce voltage into the telephone circuits,
thus resulting in vroistalk. A 't similar
precaution should be observed concerning
these voice pairs and high-voltage poweriines.
The high-voltage lines can likewise induce a
hum (noise) into the voice circuits. It is,
therefore, a good practice to keep a 1-foot
separation between intercommunication
circuits and other lines. Of course, we know
that shielded cable or lead-covered cable
limits these induction problems, but the
additional cost for this type cable must be
considered when planning your ipstallation. A
shielded 'cable must also have its sheath
connected to ground. preferably near the
center of the cable.

16-6. When it is necessary to round the
master station because of excessive noise,
replace the pctwer cord with a
three-conciuctor cord equipped with a
three-prong polarized plug. If such a plug
cannot be used in the power outlet provided,
obtain a three-wire plug adapter to connect
the power cord to the outlet. Terminate the
Aground strap on the plug adapter under one of
the screws with which the faceplate is
secured.

16-7. You must also consider the wire size
when installing the annunciator circuits. Loop
resistance for these signaling circuits must be
less than 15 ohms.

17. Operational Testing of
Intercommunications System

17-1. The op'T .tions that we describe will
probably vary .L.cona the procedures which
your equipment requires, but again we stress
that the principles are comparable. Think of
the results that you expect from your system
and the methods for providing them!

1 7-2. The checkout of an
intercommunications system is done in much
the sante manner as was the key system test.
Remember: You must check each sta:ion for
ail' of its operational functions.

17-3. You can use a helper in checking the
stations of an intercommunications system.
The following procedures describe the test for
our :epresentative system:

j. Plug in the power cords at the two
Master stations.

b. Turn the combined volume control and
ON-OFF switch until you hear a dick and
observe the pilot lamp. The lamp operate$
when the equipment is ready to ftinction.

c. Select the desired station Sy moving the
associated selector key' up (ON position).

d. Monitor the desired circuit to determine
if it is busy. You do this by listening at the
speaker while keeping the TALK-LISTEN
switch in the IDLE positibn.

e.'"Aux the volume control to increase
the volume.

f. Pre= the TALK-LISTEN sWitch to the
TALK position if no co.pversation.is heard.

c Talk into the speaker-mitrophone while
keeping your mouth about 12 to 18 inches
from the front of the unit. Talk in a normal,
distinct manner.

h. Release the TALK-LISTEN switch to
the LISTEN position and prepare' to turn the
volume control toward the desired level of
strength.

i. Listen for your helper's response and
adjust the volume, if need be.

j. Reply while reoperating the
TALK-LISTEN switch to the TALK position.

k. Return the TALK-LISTEN switch to
the IDLE position gid the seletor switch to
the OFF position.

1. Rotate the volume control to the OFF
switch position and observe the pilot lamp. It
should go out.

rn. Remove the power plup from the wall
receptacles.

17-4. In many cases you will have
additional signal circuits to test. You test the
signal circuits as follows:

a. Plug in the master station power cord.
b. Turn the volume control to the ON

switch position.
c. Depress the selector switch to the

SIGNAL position.
d. Release the selector switch to the OFF

position.
e. Press the selector switch to the ON

position.
f. Press the TALK-LISTEN switch to the

TALK . position and turn the volume control
to nearly full clockwise position.

g. Talk into the speaker-microphone and
ask the helper to comment about the signaling
results.

h. Release the TALK-LISTEN switch to
the LISTEN-position,

ReoPerate the TALK-LISTEN switch to
the TALK position and request your helper to
press his signal button in art effort to operate
this station's annunciator and buzzer.

j. Return the TALK-LISTEN switch to the
IDLE position and the, selector switch to the
OFF position.

k. Listen for tHe buzzer to operate and
look for the annunciator plunger to pop out.
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L Following the sigma', lift the selectOr .

switch resEore the annunciator plunger, .and
operate the TALK-LISTEN swit ch as
described previously. NOTE: If the helper is
at a master statioh, you do not operate the

* TALK-LISTEN switch to the TALK and
LISTEN positions. The IDLE position allows
your station to function as if it were a
speaker-microphone unit. You simply answer
the helper when he speaks. If two master
stations provide amplification at the same
time, you will often haVe speech distortion or
noise.

rn. Advise your helper to proceed to the
remaining remote station and to signal this
station after arriving there.

rt. Return the selector switch to the OFF
position and the TALK-L1STEN switch to the
IDLE position.

a. Await the signal from the helper.
p. Then, test that station's cimuits as.

described above.
g. Insure that the selector switches are in

the OFF. position, the TALK-LISTEN
switches are in the IDLE position, and that
the annunciator plungers are restored.

r. Turn volume control to OFF switch
position.

s. Pull the plug of the master station from
the wail receptable.

18. Intercommunications
System Maintenance

13-1. .AFM 39-1. Airman Classificanon
Manual. states that the telephone
installer-repairman is responsible for the
external wiring of interoffice equipment.
Thus, he makes minor repairs or replaces
defective wiring between stations. If trouble is
not in the wiring portion of the interoffice
equipment, he will make note of the trouble
in the set itself and will inform the radio
maintenance personnel of the difficulty. To
be able to do this, the telephone
Installer-repairman may be asked to perform
routine inspections on the equipment, isolate
faulty wiring, locate troubles, and make
minor repairs.

13-2. Routine Maintenance. To insure the
efficient operation and uninterrupted service
of any intercom system, various inspections
or checks of the equipment are necessary. The
daily . and weekly checks are .made by
operating personnel, and the monthly checks
should be made by a repairman. Occasions
may arise, however, when you will be called
upon to show master station operators the
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correct procedure for making these daily and
weekly checks of the equipment.

18-3. Daily checks. At the start of ea&
operational day, the operator should:

a. Be sure that the master station is
positioned for convenient operation with the
controls unobstructed. .;

b. Wipe dirt and moisture from the cabinet
and controls, using a clean, dry cloth.

c. Operate and restore each station selector
switch, TALK-L1STEN switch, and volume
control. There should be no binding, scrapingr,
or excessive looseness.

'18-A. Weekly checks. Once a week the
operator should:

a. Inspect the cabinet for cracks, scratches,
and corrosion,

b. Inspect the controls for cracks and
nicks.

c. Inspect the junction' box cable and
power cable for kinks, cuts, and fraying or
deteriorated insulation.

18-5. These checks may, on the surface,
appear to be minor and unimportant, but you
should keep in mind that dirt and moisture
inside the set and in the controls are often the
cause of equipment failures.

18-6. Monthly checks. Once each month,
at regular intervals, the terephone
installer-repairman should:

a. Remove the chassis and inspect the pilot
lamp, fuse, and tubes for proper seating. Do
not withdraw the vacuum tubes from their
sockets; check only for looseness.

b. Check the controls to be sure that they
are not loose in their mountings and that they
operate with a positive degree of action
without scraping or binding. .

c. iighten all loose switches. Be sure that
the impedance switch setting has not been
changed.

d. Inspect the cabinet, chassis, and
junction box for scratches and moisture. In
addition, inspect all metal surfaces for rust
and corrosion. 1/4

e. Inspect the power cable, junction box
cable, chassis wiring, Junction box wiring, and
cabinet wiring (if any ) for cuis, breaks,
fraying or deteriorated insulation, kinks, and
strain at the terminals. Inspect for twists.

f Inspect all electrical parts for looseness.
g. Inspect the terminal boards in the

junction box for cracks, dirt, grease, and loose
cohnections.

h. Inspect the vacuum tunes to be sure
that the envelopes are not loose or cracked.
Inspect the tube socket fc, cracks.
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L Inspect all capacitors for leaks, bulges,

and discoloration. These symptoms will often
indicate trouble in the unit.

j. CheCk resistors for cracks" shiPPing,
blistering, discoloration, and loose
connections. Check connections for cotrosion
and dirt

k. Check solid-state devices for cracks,
chipping, blistering, discoloration and loose
connections.

1. Inspect transformer mounting screws for
looseness. Before leaving the equipment, be
sure that all connections are secure. Look also
for blistered paint on a transformer.

rn. If the unit has been moistureproofed
and fungiproofed, check all connections for
this proofing.

18-7. Isolating Faulty Wiring: As with a
communications circuits, faulty connections
and wiring are often difficult to determine.
You may be advised to install new wiring
rather than spend the time searching for a
suspected trouble. If location of the trouble is
required, you must know the wiring plans and
understand methods for . identifying defects.
We know that a useful identification method
is visual observation. The visual inspection
permits you to locate loose connections and
broken wires:. Permanent troujoles such as
short, grounded, or crossed circuits may
require you to Use test equipment-in order to
locate the trouble.

18-8. When trouble is reported by an
operator, consider the -possibility of a
mistaken procedure. You learned the reason
for making a personal performance test in
Chapter 4. After eliminating the operator as
the Rossible cause, you determine whether the
fault is internal or external. You Icnow that an
internal trouble in any station is to Ise
reported to the radio repair section for
correction. The external trouble, wiring of a
cable between stations, is your responsibility,

18-9. Open, shdited, crossed, or grounded
conductors .in the external wiring-are usually-.
indicated by trouble symptoms. Forinstance,
the operator may not be able to signal, or the
two attendants cannot converse, or there-may
be excessive noise while the connection is
completed between two stations. To
determine the circuit in trouble, you plug in
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the power cord and operate the ON switch.
Then you operate the selector switch to ON
(if testing the voice circuit) or to the signaling
position. .You should operate and restore each
selector switch to determide if the trouble is
common to all circuits ov if it is isolated to
only one. If hum or noise is the problerh, you
must determine if it 13 caused by electronic
devices within the set or caused by the position
of the wires or cable.. You can isolate the
fault"' area by restoring all selector switches
to the OFF position and alternately placing
each TALKLISTEN switch in the LISTEN
position. If the noise is present with the
switch in the listening position, the 'master
station is at fault. Conversely, if the hum
disappears following movement of the switch
to LISTEN, then the fault is an external type.

18-10. Another symptom that may be
reported by art operator is actually his own
fault. In this case, the speech is distorted and
noisy when three stations are connected
simultaneously. The cause of this symptom is
double amplification of the voice signals. Tell
the reporting operators that only or . master
station should have the TALKLISTEN
switch in the LISTEN position for this
bridged syStem call. All other master stations
must be used as speaker-microphone units.
Therefore, the operators of the second and
third master stations place their
TALKLISTEN switch in the IDLE position.

18-11. Trouble Location. Now that we
have determined the section at fault through
our operational procedures and 'knowledge of
normal and abnormal symptoms, we must
locate the specific unit that needs to be
changed. Considering that the abnormal
symptom is noise in the external wiring, you
trace the wiring and note its position. You
know the results of having your wiring close
to other gyominunications lines and devices. At
a suspiciou.s closely positioned section of
aible, move the cable farther away .frorn the
second system's component and recheck for
noise. If there is a noticeable decrease in
noise, reroute your system wiring.

18-12. After checking all wiring and
finding no problems, yoU should make a
-detailed report of a symptoms to the radio
maintenance personnel, who will make a
thorough internal check of the unit.

0 I iN
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Maintenance of the 302 Switching Unit

PRINCIPLES of operation and maintenance
described in the previous chapters also apply
to the 302 Switching Unit. To illustrate, the
depression of a key completes =an electrical
circuit to a relay. The relay, in turn,
'completes adclitional circuits to lamps and
relays. A telephone system functions because
of these devices.

2. The function and many of the devices
of the 302 Switching Unit are, of course,
somewhat different from . those described
previously. Also, this equipment includes a
greater number of devices. We will show
diagrams containing these devices and
compare them to those with which you are
already familiar.

3. An installer-repairman must understand
electronic circuit principles, component
nomenclature, and the equipment connecting
methods for a 302 Telephone Switching Unit,
if he is to be a fully qualified airman in this
career field. This chapter will provide
information about each of these factors.
However, not all the devices, nor circuits, nor
troubles are described because, as has been
said before, we are naturally limited in our
space. Furthermore, radio equipment circuits
are not your responsibility. Your study of this
chapter, in conjunction with the companion
diagrams, should prepare you for your work
with the equipment and the technical orders.
You should gain knowlE:dge while doing the
work.

19. System Function
19-1. The 302 Switching Unit provides

,...signaling, supervision, and communications
for an Air Force operations van, aircraft, base
operations, the weather station, the ground
control intercept (GO) station, and a control
tower by means of wire and radio circuits.
Because of these applications, the functions
of the system are listed as:

Wire-line and radio communications.
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(Remember: You perform maintenance on
lines and circuits that connect with radio
equipment, but the radio equipment is not
your rnaintenan,ce responsibility.)

Request and acknowledge signaling.

19-2. Wire-line and Radio Communications
Circuits. These circuits permit voice
communications over loudspeaker Of
telephone units. The wire circuits include a
dial, push type (nonlocking) keys, turn
switches, relays, terminal boards, cable pairs,
headsets, 106B- loudspeakers, and telephones.
A dial should indicate to you that there is a
circuit to a central office or PBX line. In
addition, there are station lines which permit
automatic eignalirig from a telephone station.
The radio communications circuits include a
transmitter, radio equipment, and a
loudspeaker. Most of the controls for the
circuits are inStalled in the operations van.
Figure 67 illustrates controls for an assistant
controller's. shelf. It is evident from the
identification of these units that some of the
'controls are familiar For example, we have
already discussed LINE *PICKUP keys and
lamps. We also described HOLD keys at that
time. For each line in this equipment, there is
a HOLD lamp that is separate from the LINE
lamp. Figure 68 shows a paitial view of the
interior of an operations van. Accordingly, it
is apparent that there are three assistant
controller's positions. Therefore, although
only one set of controls is shown in figure 67,
there are three sets of the controls in a van.
The controller's OFF-WIRE-RADIO keys may
not be familiar controls. They are lever type
keys which lock into the selected position.
Since they permit the controllers in the van to
change the talking path from wire circuits to
radio circuits, or vice versa, these eontrols are
often spoken of as transfer keys. Two keys
are necessary because one serves the
controller's position and the seeond is
operated by the assistant controller, in
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addition, a . position may be unattended. ,At
this time, the transfer key for the unoccupied
position must be seiected to RADr0 or OFF.
Another kink, shown in figure 68, is one that
we also are considering with the controls
because without it the communicationscircuits could not function.. This is
.153033P:1. This is a jack lxix unit, which
accepts .the plugs of the head telephone set
(heacIsei).

1 9-3. Station line telephone,
communications are possible between all
system locations having a telephone. Typical
locations with a telephone set are the control
tower, basit operations, the weather observer
stati9n, and the GCI station: The telephone in
the control tower is a wall type, and with it,
signaling for outgoing calls is done by
removing the handset from the hookswitch.
This signaling arrangement is often referred to
as a "direct line" method. The GC1 line
provides two-way telephone communications
between the operations van and GCI station
or voice signaling from the GCI station to the
operations van. Voice iommunications fromthe GCI activate the loudspeaker in the
operatiohs van unless one of the controllers or
assistant controllers is, by chance, monitoring

CONTROLLER'S
OFF.VVIRE RADIO KEY

LINE OR BUSY
LAMPS 11.6)

/LINE PICKUP
KEYS (1 6)

.. r

the tine. An. operated key disconnects the
loudspealer of the opetations van while
connecting the headset to the GCI line. The
loddipeakar cent:ally located so that-it can
be heard at eich of the six positions. It is not
shown in figure 68.

1S-4; 'The FLASH AND RING pushbutton
(see fig. 67) connects riiiging current to the
selected' station line, whereas the RLS
pushbutiori disconnects the headset from this
line. The telephone dial the associated
station attendant to dial direc over a PB
or central office line..The 4. of lin is
dependent on the type of epmen and
organization. To illustrate, the shelf *, or the
ground control approach (GCA) system
pictured in figuret67 ,indicates the number of
linos to be six. cither mobile radar approach
control (RAPCON) "Systems they be larger
than this one. Likewise, stationary RAPCON
systems are larger, Remember: The dial
provided as a part of the wall set in the
control tower is not -used in this mobile GC,A
system.

11)-5. Radio communications are possible
froni the tower when the operator operates a
PUSH-TO-TALK switch for the transmitter at
his position. The controller in the van places

CONTROLLER'S
OFT.WIRE-RADIO KEYFLASH AND

RING KEY

HOLD KEY RLS KEY BUU

mons

smaumdumulawilial
MI =M.

HOLD OR SUPERVISE
LAMPS (1 61

Figunt 67. Wire-line corrisnunicat oar controls for assistant controller's position.
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referred to as the "acknowledgement unit."
Three identical sets of controls and indicators
are included in the.operations van. Figure 69
reveals bne set of controls and indicators at
the requesting station. Figure 68 also shows
the equipment but identiEes it with a.
353033A-1. Also, you can see that the
equipment is installed as a part of the
controller's shelf in the operations van.

19-7. The;, operation of the colored
pushbuttons and lamps reuIts t in
identifidation of the various pha3es of an
aircraft, landing pidcedure: For *example,
depresidon of the S1THTU key at the
operations van , resift in flash-tog WHITE
lamps and in operating a one-stroke chime at

the trasfer key in the RADIO position when
speaki4g to an aircraft by means of radio
circuits. The OFF position of the transfer key
permits ie controller .0 listen to radio calls,
but preve ts the controller's voice from being
transmitted.

19-6. aequest and Acknowledgment
Signaling 'Circuits. Both visual and audible
signaling are provided by these circuits. The
key and lamp units permit visual indications,
while the loudspeaken and a chime are u.sed
for audible signaling. The controls and signal
indicators for these circuits are located at
the operations van and in the control tower.
The operations van is identified as the
-requesting station." and the control tower is
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the control tower,- The flashing WHITE lamps
indicite to the coptrollets at the operations
van and , to the operators at the tower that a
plane is a specifiediatance from the field
during the landing approach. tower
operator acknowledges by pressing the
WHITE pushbuttli- at his position; thus the
lamps at the to er and van light steadily.
When the radarscope (see tig. 68) indicates
that the plane has arrived -sit a certain
position, which is;cloaer to the landing strip,
the controller depresses the AMBER key. As a
result, the WHITE lamps at the van and tower
go out and the A48ER lamps at both stations
flash. Again, the chime at the tower sounds

ce. The tower operator acknowledges by
g an AMBER pushbutton. Hepce, the

associated AMBER lamps glow steadily.
19-8. With the irrivai "of the plane at a

. third designated position, as indicated by the
radarscope, the controller presses the GREEN

KEYS

pushbutton. Again, -the chime sounds and the
associated GREEN lamps dash while the

:4,AMBER lamps become dark. The tower
illeperator depresses the GREEN pushbutton at

his position tct acknowledge. Now the GREEN
lamps at each station change tola steady glow.

19-9. The RED- pushbuttons operate in a
'manner (opposite to that described for the
three former keys. When the tower operator

.rp reams the key at-his position, the RED lamps
flUh. The contrail& acknowledges, in this

'case, by .pressing the: ARD key on his shelf.
Then the Agri lamps 'cease fluhing and glow
steadily. The reason for installing the RED
ke,y so that' the effects ate. opposite to the
previously operated keys is that the tower
operator trius be, able to alert the controller

- when thee are conditions that do not permit
a pline3o\land. Since- red i3 sYmbolic of an
ernergency Or recipes a stop in the action, we
can see the reason for using a REI;) key and

SW tTC4ES

r PAR
.0 A R.

(PAR

<OM

, COM LAMP

FACE PLATE

Figure 69. Glossop view of control devices at contrbiler's pos
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Figure 70. Tyiical operator's position in control tower.
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lamp. The RED lamp is extinguished only by
the tower operator; he passes the RED 'key
for a second time to put out the lamp.
Furthermore,- while the RED 'key and lamp
circuit are operated, the GREEN lamp is

prevented from operating.
1940. The WHITE, AMBER, and GREEN

lamps can be extinguished also by depressing
the associated key for the second time.
However, the controller at the van must
reoperate these keys to restore the lamps to
normal.

9-11. Let us novi consider the function of
'the other devices identified in figure 69. We
have described visual signaling. Now we will
talk about the audible communications.
Although we iqcluded the loudspeakers and a.
chime as the audible communications devices,
a hotline communications circuit includes
many devices. For example, there must .be
switches for controlling the circuits. Two
2-position turn switches (PAR and COM) and
the PTT non.locking plunger key enable or
disable these wire circuits. The voice circuits
between the operations van and the control
tower are one-way. The precision approach
radar (PAR) voice circuit is one-way from the
tower to the van. To precondition this circuit
for talking, the tower. opera .r turns the
locking type PAR switch. A kep under the

'letters PAR illuminates the surrounding area
of the panel because of the opaque material
of which the panel is made. Thus, the circuit
is identified as being ready for operation. This
circuit is completed through transmitting
equipment in the tower and headsets at
the operations van positions. Each hand
transmitter at the control tower is, normally
connected with the radio transmitting
equipment. Operating the PAR switch, in
conjunction with the PUSH-TO-TALK (PTT)
switch, at the tower perr its voice reception
with any controller using the PAR switch at
his position. .Remember: We said previously
that the conoller's transfer key allowed
voice . reception when placed in OFF or
RADIO The WIRE position also allows voice
reception when the tower operator has
pressed the PTT switch and when the-tower
operator and controller have both operated
their PAR switches. The assistant centroller
receives the voice communications when his
transfer key is in the same (WIRE or RADIO)
position as the controller's or if his tiansfer
key is in the Raplo or OFF position when
the controller's transfer key is selected for

F F .

19-12. The one-way tower-to-van
communications (COM) voice line is similar to
the precision approach radar circuit. You first

operate the COM sWitch to precondition the
circuit and then the PTT switch to originate
the call, and the controller or -controllers
operate the COM switch in the van to receive
the conununicat4ons. The assistant controllers
would operate the transfer key in the same

. manner described in the last paragraph if they
desire to receive the message. The operated
COM switch likewise illuminates the letters
COM of the controller.equipment panel (see
fig. 69).

19-13. The voice frequencies originating at
the van are transmitted to the tower when the
controller depresses the PTT key. In addition,
he must place the transfer key in either the
WIRE or RADIO position. The operated PTT
key also results in lighting the lamp under the
front panel and the letters PT.r. At the tower,
follewing the depression of the PTT key, the
one-stroke chime is operated to alert the
operator- of the incoming call. NOTE: This
tower chime also operated following the
depression of the colored keys on the
controller's shelf. A controller's position also
has an audible device for alerting the
controller, to warn him of an incoming call.
The BUZZ turn switch, shown in figure 67,
permits use of this buzzer or the silencing of
it.

19-14. The ON Aitch (see fig. 69) must be
turned to the ON position before any lamp
(except the RED lamp) can operate. When
operated, it also illuminates the area of the
panel under the ON.

19-15. We noted that figure 69 showed
one set of request and acknowledgment
controls. Also, you learned that the
operations van has three sets of these
controls. The control tower also has two sets.
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Figure 71. Patching panel for recording equipment.
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In addition, the control tower has a
loudspeaker common to each position. Figure
zo illustrates a typical control tower position.
The speaker includes a volume control, for
determining the intensity of the yoke output
and a pilot lamp, which indicates when power
13 being provided to the speaker.

19-16. Retum to figure 67 and nota the
dark environment lamp brightness control.
This variable resistor provides adjustment in
the circuit resistance of the lamps. If you
desire mOre light in the darkened van, turn
this control until you get the lamp brilliance
that you desire. However, this resistor is used
in conjunction with the 12 CONT OFF-ON
switch.

19-17. The six positions of the operations
L._ van are ufually assigned so that some of the

controllers and assistant controllers receive
the COM ono-way calls 'and the remaining
personnel rereive the PAR one-way cill13.

19-18. The PAR and COM svritch
origint44d one-way communications can be
record , The PTT switch originated circuit
(talk circuit of van) is not connected to the
recorder. The recorder jack patch assembly
shown in figure 71 provides this activity. To
complete the connections between the
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individual doing the speaking and dm
recorder, you use patch cords. A patch cord
connects between the recording instrument
jack (XI) and the controller's jack
(attendant's circuit far the position). ,

20. Principles of Operation

20-1. At a sporting event, you have seen
people. selling programs. The vendors often
use expressions- that mean essentially this:
"tou can't follow the action without
knowing the people- and the positions." We
think that you will likewise need to know the
components of this equilfment and their
position or location in order for you to follow
the aaon (operation) of the circuits. Thus,
we first describe equipment location. Then,
we disclose some of the circuit oPerations.

20-2. Equipment Location. You know that
the relay equipment ,for a 1A1 key system is
installed in an apparatus cabinet.
Furthermore, this cabinet is normally
installed so that there is limited distance
between the key units and the 'associate
telephones. The 302 Switching Unit also has
an apparatus cabinet and a separation
between the cabinet and the telephones.
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Figure 72. Block diagram of 302 Switching 1.7n t.
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Pm71744
There is additional separation between the
operator's controls and the apparatus cabinet
since these controls and the apparatus cabinet
are not a part of the telephone. Figure 72
indicates that the apparatus cabinet is in the
control tower. Secondly, this illustration
shows that there is a power van in addition to
the operations van. The station telephones are
connected with cable to the power van
equipment cabinet, not to the apparatus
cabinet. The maximum distance permitted
between the two vans and the apparatus
cabinet is 10 miles. The cable between the
two vans is normally 40 feet long.

20-3. The apparatus cabinet (also listed as
telephone relay rack) is not large enough to
contain all the circuit equipment for the three
positions of the opi4lati:swvans and the two
positions in the contra er. Hence, in the
power van you will find equipment serving
the positions of the operations van. Figure 73
reveals the placement of components for
three positions. The numbers J53009CW-2
and J53009CY-1 identify the specific
equipment units. To illustrate, J53009CW-2 is
a unit that includes relays C1,.CT, TR, WTI,
TBI, and T32, as well as other devices.
353009CY-1 includes relays WT2, TB3, T84
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CIRCUIT COMPONENTS
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ASSEMBLY

RESISTOR 8,9 TYPE

Figure 74. Control tower apparatus isbinet.

and other devices. Duplicate units for other
positions are included on the rear of this gate.
Additional units ,are installed there, too. For
mstance, the J530338 (PBX. or central office
signaling) unit and a ringing 'source are, placed
there. Figure 74 illuatraes a telephone relay
rack of a control toiver. Again, the equipment
units are identified in the manner already
described. For example, equipment J53033F
includes relays AC(1), AC(2), AC(3), and
AC(4), and associated devices.

20-4. Figure 72 provides a review of
information discussed in Sectiori 19. To
illustrate, there are two communications'
circuit: for the WI ,station, and visual
signaiing is only possible at °the operatiuns van
and the control tower. Likewise, the
arrowhead arrangement On the visual signaling
lines extending, between the operations van,
the power van, and the control tower show
that the circuits permit two-way operation:
Either the tower operator or the controller

c247

J53033F
PANEL ASSEMBLY

.153033G -1
PANEL ASSEMBLY

.153009CV
PANEL ASSEMBLY

J81573-10
POWER SUPPLY

can originate the signal and light the lamps of
the distance station. Furthermore, figure 72
shows a one-way voice circuit between the
operations van and the control tower, and
two one-way voice circuits that begin at the
control tower and terminate at the operations

- van. YoU muit remember that the van
personnel press the PTT switch to originate
the call to the tower and that the tower
operator first operates the PAR or COM
switch to prepare his one-way voice circuit,
after which he depresses. the PTT pushbutton,
which permits his voice to be received by the
van persocinel.,,....

20-5. Circuit Operation. We know that
there are many features required during a call
progression. Consequently, several circuits are
necessary to meet the requirements. In
addition, various types of callture proVided.
For example, telephone calls are made here
the central office provides the ringing, and
station calls are made that require ringing
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irtfcfrom the switching unit power source.
Therefore. circuits are provided that produce
these variations. We will illustrate anddescribe a limited number of the circuit
operations. This effort shouldprepare you for
your assignment to a work center that has a
,302 Switching Unit installed.

20-6. Station line selection. You learned
that a depressed PICKUP key for a lAl key
system operated the A relay in a KTU. The
same result is provided with the 302
Switching Unit. However,- the controller must
do more than press the LINE PICKUP key.
Look at foldout 5 u you think about this
latter statement. It shows the LINE key at the
liiwer left and the A relay at the upper left.
Let us and out how they interconnect Notethe controller's headset, the controller's
wire-line transfer key, and the SL relay. ErichOf these devices affects the A relay circuit.
Contact MUM Of relay SL must operate to
complete the operating circuit for relay A.
Accordingly, the SL relay must operate
before relay A can operate. Yet, to operate
relay SL you must connect a ground potential
to the terminal identiaed as K to the left of
the relay. The operated LINE key partially
does this. The additional' unit that connects
the ground potential to relay SL is the
operated relay WTI. To operate relay WT1,
you must .place the transfer key in WIRE.
(Either selection OFF or RADIO renilts in
opening the circuit for relay WT1.) In
addition, the operating circtit of relay WTI is
completed by the installed controller'sheadset. Thus, we now realize that you must
insert the plugs of the headset into the jacks,
lerate the transfer key to WIRE, and pressthe LINE PICKUP key when seletting a
telephone line. Remember: The PICKUP and
transfer keys, as well as the headset, are in the
operations van. But, the SL, WTI, and Arelays are in the equipment cabinet at the
power van.

20-7. The operated SL relay provides aholding circuit by operating contact EMBS,
completes the operating circuit for the
supervisory lamp with contact EMB5, and
partially completes the H relay's operating
circuit with contact EMB7. At the same time,the operated contacts EMBI and EMB4 ofrelay SL connect tip and ring of the telephonestation to the line termination equipment ofthe 302 Switching Unit.

20-8. The operated relay A of the station
line signaling circuit connects contact 3 with
contact 4B to light the LLNE or BUSY lamp.
Top contacts 2 and 5 open following the
operation of relay A to prevent the operation
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of relay I.. Otherwise, relay I. would operate
with the lifting of the telephoile handset from
the csadleswitch. In conjunction with the
operated A relay, relays PL and C operate.
Contact 2 of operated PL completes the
oporating.circuit of relay S. The operated S
relay connects 20-cycle tinging current to
contacts 4 and 7.

20-9. Wo .have said that you selected a
station telephone line-which requires ringing
current from the power vin. You must then
press the FLASH AND RING key. As a result
of this key operation, relay FR operates. The
operated contacts MIIB6 and EMBS of relay
FR extend the 20-cycle ringing current from
contacts 4 and 7 of relay S to ttie line for the
telephone station.

20-10. The lifted handset at the called
telephone provides a complete circuit for
conversation between the two people.
Foldout 5 shows that contacts EMB1 and
EMB4 of relay SL end EMB6 and EMB8 of
relay FR are included in this communication
circuit between the telephone station and the
controller's headset.

20-11. Holding a station line. You are
aware also that all lines in the 302 Switching
Unit can be held while you perform another
function. Again, this holding condition is
accOmplished by pressing a HOLD
pushbutton. It is evident in foldout 5 that
two H relays operate f011owing operation ofthe HOLD key. Contact EMB7 of the
operated SL relay completes the operating
circuit for relay H in the station line signaling
circuit. As a result of the H relay operations,
relays A, PL, and C return to normal. The
released A relay releases contacts 2T and 5T
thereby operating relay L. This operation is
the result of the telephone station attendant
having lifted his handset. Contact 2 of
operated relay L completes the holding circuit
for both H relays. We know that this holding
circuit is required because the HOLD
pushbutton does not lock operated following
depression.

20-12. Several methods for releasing the
line are possible. You can operate a second
LINE key, the RLS key, the transfer key to
RADIO or OFF, or remove the controller's
headset from .153033P-1.

20-13. Analysis of the RLS key
connections, shown in foldout 5, reveals that
thiS operated key connects ground to relayCRI. As a result, relay CR1 operates.
Operated contact BMI2 of relay CRI
completes the operating circuit of relay CR2
and opens the holding circuit for relay SL.
The operated CR2 relay opens the operating

{



Figure 75. Operatic' circuit for smoky A when
connected with central office line.

circuit of relay CR1. Tha released SL relay
opens the operating circuits of relays A, PL,
C. H, and the HOLD or SUPV lamp. Release
of the RLS keY returns relay CR2 to normal.
Now the ,equipmeit is, prepared for another
selection.

20.14. Central office or PBX lintselection.
When considering the selection of a telephone
that is connected witli a central offite, we
find that the circuit is slightly different from
the station line circuit. The instructions near
the top center and above the PL and, C relays
on foldout 5 indicate that the A relay of *the
central office line signaling circuit connects to
the J lead. Using this information, try to
visualize a relay A and the contact EMB12 of
relay SL connected to the J lead. You should
realize that the operated SL relay for this
selected circuit completes the relay A
operating circuit. However, in this case, only
the relay C operates in conjunction with the
A relay. Look now at foldout 7. You will see
relay C at the left center of this illustration.
Remember: Negative battery is connected to
relay A to complete the operating circuit for
relay C. Figure 75 is a line drawing of this
completed . circuit. Contacts 3 and A of
operated ,-elay C (F0 7) connect relay CB to
ring side f the line. Note that contacts 1. and
3 of relay S and contacts 5T and 6 of relay
CT connect relay CB to tie, of the line. You
learned that resistors in parallel result in less
resistance ti..an either resistor has separately.
Relay CB has two windings in parallel. This
reduced resistance across the central office
line causts a relay to operate in the central
office: thus, it stuts the call progressing
through the central office equipment. Return
now to our foldout 7 and the 302 Switching
Unit equipment. At the same time that the
central office equipment progresses the call
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Figure 76. Short circuit of controller's headset
receiver.
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forward, it retunis power to the CB relay,
thus operating it. Before vie consider the
effects of the °wilted CB relay, let uat

determine further enacts of opifated relay C.
20-15. Contacts 1 and 2T of the operated

C relay complete the operating circuit of rtday
Cl. Contact3 3 and 4B of operated nisi? Cl
light the DIAL lamp and shunt the 'A"
suppression7oircuit. They also connect ground
potentiak,to relays TEl and TB2 (see FO 7).
Contacts 3 and 4T of this same relay connect
24 volts negative battery to relay RS. Relay
RS now operates.. Contacts 1 and 2B of
operated relay RS complete, a duplicate
cirCuit to the 3 and A contacts of relay C and
therefore insure a connection between relay
CB and ring side of the line. Operated
contacts 3 and 4B of relay RS complete a
connection for the operating circuit of relay
CT. Conticte 4 and 5T of. operated relay RS
short.circuit the receiver of the controller's
headset. Figure 76 illustrates this circuit to
the receiver. Of course, you must recall the
activities described in paragraph 20-6 in order
that this circuit can be completed. We learned
in that earlier description that relay WT1 was
operated. Foldout 7 illustrates that the make
contacts 3 and 4T of operated relay WT1
complete the operating circuit of relay. WT.
Contacts 1 and 2B, plus 4 and 5T, of operated
relay WT, make required connections for this
receiver short circuit. Operated contacts 4 and
5B, plus 7 and 8B of this same relay, connect
the transmitter of the controller's headset to
the primary winding of the ,"A" induction
coll.

20-16. We learned that relay CB has
operated. Contacts 1 and A of operated relay
CB are included in the operating circuit for
relay CT. Contacts 1 and 2T of operated relay
CT provide the relay a holding circuit while.
at the same time, contact 1 breaks from
contact 3 to open the opemtincircuit of
relay RS. Contacts 7 and ST of operated relay
CT connect the secondary of the "A"
induction coil to the ring side of the central
office line. Operated contacts 1 and 2B
relay CT connect the receiver of the
controller's headset to the secondary Of the
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Figure 77. Dialing shunt for controller's receiver.
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Figure 79. DC circuit for operating the controller's transmitter.

"A" induction coil. The duplicate circuit
connection between relay CB and ring of the
line, which was formed by contacts 1 and 2B
or relay RS, is now replaced by operated
contacts 5 and 68 or relay _CT. Contacts 4 and
ST of operated relay CT connect tip of the
central office line to the -tecondary of the
"A" induction coil. Furthermore, contact ST
is separated from contact 6 by the operated
CT relay to open the low-impedance
norunductive winding of relay CB. Since the
central offiCe equipment is operating, this
increased resistance of the CB relay circuit
will not have any major effect on the call's
pro gression.

20-17. Havtng the central office connected
with the 302 Switching Unit following your
selection of the line, you should hear a dial
tone :n the controller's tleadset receiver. Now
you can dial the number.

20-18. 'We know that the major results
from the operated dial are in the central
office equipment. Yet, some changes are
made to the 302 Switching Unit circuits.
Again, look at foldout '7. At the left of the
page you can see the syjnbol for the dial. The
operated dial makes two contacts. One
contact directly connects ring of the central
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Figure 80, Emergency battery circuit.
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office line to tip of the same line. As a result.
relay CB is momentarily released in this 302
Switching Unit. The second contact
short-circuits the- controller's receiver for the
second time Figure 77 illustrates this new
shunt circuit for the receiver. The restored
dial reoperates the CB relay and removes the
shunt of the controller's receiver.

20-19. The lifted handset at the caned
telephone provides a complete circuit for
conversation between the two people. Figure
78 shows the circuit between the tip and ring
of the line selection circuits and the receiver
of the controller's headset. You learned, too,
that dc is required for a telephone transmitter
when a person speaks into it. Figure 79
illustrates the connections for relay TB1,
which is the relay that provides de to the
transmitter. In addition, it s.Lws the
connections between the controller's headset
transmitter and the induction coil primary.
Relay TB2 provides dc to piugs C and D,
which serve as reserve connections for the
controller's headset. Plugs A and B are
normally used because their circuit has
provision for an emergency battery.

20-20. Foldout 7 shows the emergency
talking battery supply to the right center of

4 9
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Figure 81, Holding circuit fcr H relay.



the illustration. It becomes effective when
there is power failure; thus ail relays are
released. Relay AB is one of these relays. It is
norms/1y operated; hence it kelpacontacts 1B
and 2 plus ST and 9 from shunting capacitors
P1. and P12. Following release of relay AB
and the shunt of these two capacitors, the dc
circuit for the emergency 3 volts of power is
complete through the contrbller's headset
transmitter. Figure 80 illustrates this circuit

20-21.. Ho leiing a central office or PBX
line. Wt.. no:ed circuit differences when
making a station line selection and when
malting a central office or PBX line selection.
For example, the PL relay operated when
selecting a station line but did not operate
when selecting a PBX . or CO line.
Accorningly, there will be differences in- the
effects that result from operating the HOLD
key. For one thing, when the selected line is
served by a central oflace or PBX, relay PL
cannot be released following the operation of
both H relays. Secondly, there is no L relay in
a PBX or. CO signaling circuit. A pair of
contacts on the A relay are used to complete

0
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the H relay holding circuits following release
of relay A. Figure 81 is a line drawing of such
a holding circuit. Remember: Several lines can
be held at the same time and any held line can
be reselected by operating the emaciated
LINE key.

20-22. Central office or PBX line release.
The equipment release for the CO or PBX line
is done in the same manner as described in the
last paragraph. As a result of your depressing
the au key, relays CR1 and CR2 operate in
the way previously described. Also, relays SL,
A, C, and H release. Returning to foldout 7,
we can analyze the after effects of the release
of relay C. The released C relay opens the
'operating circuit of relay Cl and one parallel
connection to relay CB. The released Cl relay
releases the TB1 and CT relays, and
extInguishes the DIAL lamp. The released CT
relay returns relay CB to normal by opening
contacts 5 and 6B (the second parallel
connection for operating relay CB). Operation
of the transfer key to-RADIO or OFF returns
the eqilipment to normal because either
position selection opens the operating circuit
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F4ture S2. Flasning lamp and audible signal cdritml circuit.



6,75.72.
of relay WT1. Removal of the headset 11.10
returns the equipment to normal. The
restored WT1 relay releases relays WT and SL.
The released SL relay opens the operating
circuit of relays A and C. The results that
follow the release of these relays have already
been desenbed.

20-23. Incoming signal, flashing lamp, and
answering The actions that result when a
person selects our 302 Switching Unit for a
call are comparable to what you learned with
the 1A1 and LA2 key systems. To illustrate,
the incoming call causes a lamp to flash and
then4ollowing your operation of the controls
to answee the call, the lamps change to steady
and the transmission circuit is complete. Of
course, you perform more operations with the
302 Switching Unit, and the nomenclature of
the devices may deviate from the former
systems. We are not going into the operational
procedures that produce the circuit effects
because you should be able to determine
them now. In an effort to help you recognize
the circuit devices and their effects, we will
list most of them.

20-24. The rsiifted handset at the
telephone station operates relay L in the
station line signaling circuit. The operated L
relay, in turn, starts a relay operational
3equence which flashes the lamp. This
sequence is similar-to the method used in the
1A1 key system enere the FA, FB, WS. WT,
and W. relays provided winkieg lamps. In this
system. relays FL. ST, A, B, and FLI provide
the interruptions in the lamp circuit.
However, the interruptions are of longer
duration than was the wink so that the lamp,
provides a Cashing effect. Figure 82 includes
these flashing circuit relays. NOTE: We are
not showing the foldout that has relays L and
FL and the connections between relay L and
relay FL of the .153033N unit or the FL
connections between the J53033N unit and
the J53033M unit tag. 82) because we must
limit the number of complex circuits and
diagrams that we use in the manuscript. We
ask you to take for granted that the ground at
contact 12 of relay FL1 (fig. 82) completes
the operating circuit for a relay FL.
Furthermore, remember that contacts of the
operated L and FL relays complete the
operating 6xcuit for the LLNE lamp. The
operated FL relay, in turn, connects ground
to relay ST (also shown in fig. 82).

20-25. Operated contacts 5 and 6T of
relay ST complete the operating circuit for
relay A (see.fig. 82). Then the operated relay
A completes the operating circuit of relay B.
The operated B relay opens the operating

circuit of relay A. Now the operating circuit
relay FL1 is complete. Included in this
operating circuit are contacts 3 and 4T of
relay B and 2 and 1T of relay A. The operated
relay FL1 disconnects ground from leads FL.
Consequently, relay FL is released. The
released FL relay opens the LINE lamp
circuit. Your analysis of figure 82 should also
disclose that the released relay A opens the
operating circuit of relay B. The released B
relay returns relay FL1 to normal while
completing the operating circuit of relay A
again. Here again, the circuit is prepared for
the relay operational sequence which provides
an interruption in the lamp signaling circuit.

20-26. Since you would normally have the
headset inserted in the associated A and B
jacks, you then respond to the flashing lamp
by making sure that the transfer key is in
WIRE and operating the LINE key. As a
result, relay SL operates to complete the
operating circuit of relay A (FO 5), complete
the circuit for the SUPV lamp, and connect
the originating station with the transmitting
circuit of the controllers. The operated relay
A makes the contacts that light the LLNE
lamp at the three operations van positions
steadily. The same contacts OLlat provide the
steady power to the lamps open the flashing
lamp circuit. You- should also recall that the
operated A relay opens a set of contacts that
prohibit the L relay from operating.

20-27. .The incoming voice signal from the
CCI station is different in that the 106B
loUdspeaker for the operations van is used.
The voice signal line from this station is
connected to contacts of the A relay. The
incoming voice is heard by the people of the
operations van; then one of them operates the
LINE key. Consequently, the A relay is
operated. This operated relay opens the
loudspeaker circuit while connecting the
talking circuit of the controller with the GCI
station telephone line.

20-28. White lamp signal at requesting
location. We learned when describing the
request and acknowledgment signaling circuits
that you turn the ON switch and depress the
WHITE pushbueton when making a request.
Foldout 6 will permit us to analyze the
effects of these two control operations.

20-29. Before we consider the circuits,
however, let us note some of the features of
this schematic. At the left side of the
illustration you can see a block labeled
OPERATIONS Vs1N. Within this block ts a
smaller block. The latter block represents the
J53033A key and lamp unit, which is
installed ir e the operations van. The key and
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iigure 83. ON lamp operating circuit.

lamp unit is shown to have eight iamps and
eight keys. Positioned near the key symbol
are contacts that complete or break circuits
following operation of the key. For example,
by pressing the RED key you connect ground
at conUct 6 to the A4 lead. The A4 lead is
also connected to connector pin 26 of the
cable for the operations van. This cable is
multipled with position 2 So that the lamps at
each position will operate when the key is
operated at any position. Lead A4 is further
connected to lead A4 in the power van. In
this power van the A4 lead is also multipled
to position 3. This cable that extends between
the two vans is shown terminated with
the J53033C equipment cabinet in the power
van. Included as units of the equipment
cabinet are the (153033H, J53033B, and
(153033F equipment. The A4 lead is
connected with terminal 36 of the terminal
strip for J53033B. Tracing this A4 lead
further results in observing its connection
with CR1 and relay A4.

20-30. Now, let us consider the operation
of the ON key. First, the operated ON key
results in lighting the ON lamp. The 24-volt
battery potential for this lamp is connected to
contact 1 of the ON switch. The ground
potential for this lamp is found in the dark
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Figure 84. WHITE lamp operating circuit.
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Figura 85. Opaating circuit for relay XI.

environment lamp control circuit. Foldout 4
is a schematic diagram of this lattst control
circuit. Figure 83 illustrates the(operating
circuit of the ON lamp. Remember: The
operations van personnel normally work with
the overhead lights either dim or off so that
they can read the radarscopes more
efciently. So, the LP CONT switch is
regularly positioned at ON. This switch is at-
the upper right in foldout 4. When this switch
is ON, the CO relay is released. In addition,
the R4 variable resistor permits you to adjust
the intensity of the lamp. You make this
change in the lamp brilliance-by changing the
iroltage at the D leads. These leads are shown
at the lower left in *Flout 4. You should
realize from your tracinga foldout 4 that
there is a completed dc circuit at all times for
the Q2 transistor. The negative voltage for
this circuit is at contact BIM of relay CO.
From this contact you trace the terminal 21
of terminal strip B, through resistor RS,
resistor R4, resistor RI. and then to ground
through the Q2 transistor. Of course,
transistor QI and resistors R2 and R3 form a
parallel branch to R6, R4, and Rl. Together
the two branches permit you to determine the
current in the position lamps. For example,
the movement of the slider on R4 changes the
voltage at the base of transistor Ql. As a
result the current in Q1 is changed. All
current changes in QI are likewise observed in
transistor Q2. Since Q2 is in series with RI,
R4, and R6 and they form the D lead
regulator circuit, this current change causes a
different voltage to be reflected at the D
leads. Ground potential is at the D leads when
the LP CONT switch is turned to OFF.

20-31. Depression of the WHITE
pushbutton likewise lights the WHITE lamps
for the three positions in the operations van.
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Figure 86. Operating circuit for relay A in .153033M
unit.
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4111111111F1gure 84 illustrates the operating circuit for

one position lamp. Since Contacts 5 and 6 of
the ON switch are included in this Imp
circuit, it is evident that the circuit would not
be cemplete without your having operated
the ON switch first. Also, since transistor Q2
is included in this lairea circuit, it is obvious
that the adjustment of variable resistoi. R4

wontrols the brightness of this lamp. NOTE:
The D lead of foldqut 6 is- not shown with
multiplying connections, to the associated
positions. Hence, one dark environment lamp
control circuit is used for each position.

20-32. You 'should remember that the
WHITE lamp must flash .when you press the
button for request. The operational sequence
that flashes the lamp includes the FL relay,
.which is operated when the power is turned
on for the equipment. This FL relay is near
the middle of the page in foldout 6. Operated
contacts 5 and 6 of the WHITE switch start
this flashing because they connect ground to
relay K1 in the J530338 unit. Figure 85
shows the oratng circuit of relay,. Kl.
Contact M1 of operated relay K1 completes
the operating circuit of relay 801. Relay B01
remains operated following your release of
the WHITE pushbutton because of its holding
circuit through contact EMB8. This .operated
contact 8 also completes the operating circuit
for relay BR1. The operated 801 relay
connects greund at contact EBM12 to the
ST1 lead, which in turn is connected to relay
A in the flashing and audible signal control
unit (fig. 82). Figure 86 illustrates th's
operating circuit for relay A. We learned that
the A relay works in conjunction with the B
relay and the FL1 relay. The operation and
release of relay FL1, in turn, releases and
reconnects contacts 11B and 12. These
contacts then release and reoperate the FL
relay (see foldout 8). While the FL relay is
released, the operating circuit to the WHITE
larape is open. Then the reoperated FL relay
completes the operating circuit of the lamps
again. The multiple connections for the cables
provide the lamp circuits to positions 2 and 3.

20-33. Flashing lamp is also required at the
control tower. The connection that provides
this response is shown at the center of the
page and near the bottom of foldout 6. By
tracing the Ll lead from this point you will

901
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Figure 57. Shunting circuit for rolay BOI.
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Figure 88. Operating circuit for relay Pirl.

find that the intermittent operation of relay
FL also places 24 volts negative battery at
interrupted intervals to an ac relay circuit of
the control tower. Adcordingiy, the release
and operating sequence of the FL relay
releases and reoperates the associate control
tower AC relay. The affected AC relay opens
and makes contacts that flash the WHITE
lamps at the tower positions. The tower
equipment is not shown in foldout 6;
therefore you cannot trace all the connections
while using the illustrations of this course. We
repeat, we have inclUded a minimum of
illustrations, so you must use technical order
foldouts to trace all of the complete circuits.

20-34. The tower operator operates his
WHITE pushbutton to acknowledge the
request signal. This action stops the flashing
of the WHITE lamp. The operated WHITE
button in the tower connects ground
potential to lead Bl, (see the bottom left
center of foldout 6). Thus, relay AC(1)
operates. Contacts 2 and 5 of operated relay
AC(1) complete the operating circuit for relay
Al. Operated contacts EBM3 of relay Al
complete a holding circuit while, at the same
time, removing the ground potential to lead
ST1. Accordingly, this removal of ground
potential from the flashing signal control
circuit prevents the sequence relays from
flashing the lamp. Contact EBM 2 of operated
relay Al connects uninterrapted 24 volts
negative battery to the tower lanws. Contact
EBM1 of this relay provides the steady
negative battery to the WHITE lamps at the
operating van.

20.35. The flashing and steady lamp
operating principles for the AMBER and
GREEN lamps are the same as for the
WHITE. The difference in tracing their
circuits is that you use lead L2 and relays. K2.
B02, BR2, and A2 for the AMBER lamp and
lead 12, relays K3, 803, 8R3, and A3 for the
GREEN lamp.

20-36. Relays K4, B04, BR4, and A4 are
used with the RED lamp, and they function
in almost the same manner as do the
preceding relays. 'However, we know that
there must be a difference, because the RED
lamp flashes only when the tower operator



presses the RED pushbutton at lUs position.
Then the lamp becoiries steady following
the operation of the RED button at the
controller's pasition. This ..equipment
fUnciacrni in the desired manner because the
operated AC(4) relay completes'the operating
circuit for relay K4. Operated contacts 5 and
2 of relay AC(4) connect ground to lead 84,
thereby operating relay K4. Operated relay
K4 does the same functions as previously
described; for instance, it cdmpletes the
operating circuit for relay 804, connects
ground to keria ST1 of the flashing signal
control circuit, and connects interrupted
negative battery to the RED lamps. When the
controller presses the RED pushbutton, he
connects ground potential to, the A4 lead,
This grounded lead operates the A4 relay. The
operated A4 relay removes ground from die
ST1 lead while connecting uninterrupted
negative battery to the RED lamps çf the
operations van and control tower. NOITE:
the controller makes a request by pressing the
RED button, the described conditionsprevent
the RED lamp from flashing. To illustrate, the
pounded A4 lead operates the A4 relay,
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which in turn completes tile operating circuit
of relay K4 with operated contact EM9.
Secondly, the ground connection, which
starta the flalgring signal control relays
operating in sequence, is opened at contact
EBM12 of relay _s A4.. At the same time,
negative 24 volts batteFy is connected to the
RED lamps.

20-37. The operation of subsequent
colored pushbuttons extinguishes the lamp
that preceded it. F*example, the operation
of the AMBER button restores relay Al.
Foldout 6 shows the connection that releases
theseylays. Contact B9 of released relay 802
provides the 24 volts for relay B01. Yet the
operation of the AMBER button completes
the operating circuit of relay K2. The
operated relay K2 then operates relay 802.
Now relay 801 must restore. Rbsearch of the
connections for each of thi BO relays will
reveal that the operated RED button shilts off
the GREEN lamp. Also, the operated GREEN
button shuts off the AMBER Limp. Further
analysis reveals, however, that the operated
BO relay for the fourth circuit (B04) does
not prevent you from signaling that another
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Figure 89. Schematic diagram of one-way voice circuits in :302 Switching Unit.
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E
e is approaching. You can press the

WHITE and AMBER pushbuttoqs to identify
the plane poaitions while the RED lamp
circuit is operating. NOTE: With the AMBER
lamp and circuit operated, followitig
depression of the AMBER pushbutton to
extinguish the WHITE lamp, you can press
the WHITE button, again. As a result, the.
WHITE and AMBER lamps will glow
simultaneausly. The -e24-volt battery
potential at contact M1 of relay 8R2 makes
this feature possible.

20-38. A lamP can ,be extinguished by the
request ,originator through his operation of
the associated key for a second time. To
illustrate, assume that the WHITE lamp is

, without interruption. This
condition prevails because relays B01, VR1,
and Al ari5 operated. Now your depression of
the WHITE button for the second time
teoperates the Kl relay. As a result the

tsQuESTING 0CATICP4

pound potental on contact M1 at relay 10. is
extended to contact EBM2 of operated relay
BRI,. Since this EBM2 contact is now
connected with the 2U terminal at the
w1nd of relay B01, the relay is shunted.

7 illustrates the shunt circuit. The Al
relay is restored because of the release of
relay 1301. Haying restorid relays B01 and
AI, you alease the WHITE switch. Thii
action restores the Kl relay. The ground at
contact M1 is thus removed from the
operating circuit of relay BR1. The, three
relays.(Al, BOI, and BR1) are now nOrrnal

20-39. One-way uoice selection. Foldout 6
shows the yoice circuit components inclqded
in the power . van. We have seen that the
components in this van are under the control
of the controllers and assistant controllers.
For this reason we will consider the
operations van-to-control tower talking
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circuit. which is originated by a controller. We
are also assuming that you are at the first
controller position when originating the radio
call. Your operaidn of the PTT pushbutton
starts the procedure. You can see that
contacts 2 and 1 of the PTT button complete
the operating circuit of relay PT1. Figure 88
shows this relay operating circuit. Operated
contact 8 of relay PT1 completes the PTT
lamp operating circuit. NOTE: There are
three PT1 relays one relay for each of the
three positions. Yet, the FIT lamp at all
positions operates regardless of the relay'that
is operating. This feature results from the
connection provided by contact 8 at each PT1
relay.

20-40. Contacts 4 and. '3 of operated relay
PT1 complete the conne:tions between the
controller's radio and wie termination (see
FO 7) and the primary of the "A" induction
coil. The voice circuits are shown wita heavy
black lines. Accordingly, the primary'-of the
inducion coil is connected by means of leads
13 and 14 to the controller's headset, and the
secondary of the induction coil is connected
with tip (T) and ring ( R) at the tower. Figure
89 shows that the T and R leads terminate at
the loudspeaker in the control tower.

20-41. The operated PTT pushbutton also
completes the operating circuit for relay CH
in the control tower. The method used for
operating this relay is' different from any of
the previously described circuits. In this case a
simplex circuit is usti. Figure 90 should
enable you to analyze the CH relay operating
mrcuit. You can see that the operation van
connects 24-volt battery potential to the C
lead. This C lead is terminated at the center
point of two coils. From this midpoint the
circuit splits so that the circuit current has
two paths to the tower. You know that two
paths (branches) are indicative of a parallel
circuit. Furthermore, the total resistance of a
circuit containing parallel branches is less than
the resistance of either of the branches.
Reduced resistance results in greater current

tte circuit and in geater distance between
the van and tower. The two._ branches are
formed into one path 4gainlielartkentering
the CH relay. This ,onelead is also r1Perred to
as the C lead.

20-42. The an t? conductor leading from
the opposite side Of the CH reiay, is referred
to as G1. The G1 likad is also installed so that
it forms a parallel Circuit between the tower
and the power van. Then, from the power van
to the grounded terminal it likewise is a single
lead. We learned that one reason for this
installation arrangement was to increase
circuit current. A second reason for tills
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connecting method is that there was no need
for including all additional pair (labeled C and
G1) in the cable between the tower and'
power van. The transmitting pairs (T and It
plus T1 and R1) serve as the conducting
circuit. This installation method of using a
simplex circuit and the transmitting pairs in
the cable is valid for a third reason. The
simplex coils offer large opposition to the
talking current, thus they restrict.this ac from
bypassing around the tower and van receivers.
You should recall-the principles of magnetism
and how magnetism provides high impedance
to ac.

20-43. Figure 90 also indicates thatthe CH
relay operates following your operatic:in of all
colored pushbuttons, The same simplex
circuit is used to operate the relay following
depression of those control buttons. A
simplex circuit is also used for operating the
AC relays in the tower. Of course, in the
latter relay circuits Li. is the -24-volt source
termination lead and lead LG connects to the
grounded terminal. Similarly, rather than
using the T1 and RI. cable pair, this circuit
uses the R2 and T2 cable pair.

20-44. We learned that the controller
operates the PAR switch at his position to
complete the one-way precision approach
radar voice circuit. Foldout 6 shows that this
operated PAR switch connects the X and W
leads from the controller's headset to the T1
and R1 leads of the cable. Figure 89 also
reveals this switch connection. The COM
switch operating principle compares to the
PAR switch operation. From the Simplified
schematic of figure 89 you can realize that
the circuit difference is that the cable
conductors T2 and R2 are connected by the
operabmi COM switch to the X and W leads
from the controller's headset.

20-45. Radio selection. Normally, the
controller is responsible for the radio
communications. He places the transfer key in
RADIO to complete the equipment
connections. The effects of this switch
operation can be determined by looking again
at foldout 7. The radio selection removes the
ground potential to relay WT1, which, in
turn, opens the operating circuit of relay WT.
Hence, both relays return to the unoperated
condition- Contact 3B of relay WT1 places
ground to relay TB1 so that talking battery is
available to the controller's headset. Contacts
2B and 3 and 5T and 6 otreleased relay WT,
connect the, controller's receiver with
windings of the D repeating coil. Additional
windings of this repeating coil are connected
to the T and R conductors of the radio
equipment at the contrc tower. Contacts 8B
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and 9 and 5B and 6 of released relay WT
connect the controller's transmitter to a
winding of the C repeating coil. The
remainder of the repeating. coil windings are
connected to a IC pad. This IC pad and the
impedance-matching resistors A, B, and Al
permit adjustments to be made which
improve the radio reception and transmission.
Contacts 10 and 11T of release relay WT open
the operating circuit to a speaker-transfer
relay in the radio receiver.

20-46. Your analysis of the controller's
radio termination should also show that the
connections between the headset and \the
radio equipment remain when the transfer
key is. placed in the.OFF position. However,
in this latter circumstance the TB2 and TB1
relays do not have a connection to ground.
Therefore, the transmitter for the controller is
unable to function because it has no dc
current.

20-47. When you research the technical
o. .er that applies to your 302 Switching
Unit, you will find many additional
schematics and wiring diagrams. They include
circuits that function in the same manner as
the ones which we have described. For
example, you will find relays desiimated as
TB3 and T84. Each of them serves the
assistant controller's headsets. Yet they
operate like relays TB1 and T82, which are
shown on foldout 7. Likewise, you will see
several 'additional SL relays. We described the
principle for their operation when covering
the SL relay of foldout 5. Furthermore, you
will find a circuit having af R relay. We did
not illustrate it because it operates in the
same manner as the R relay of the 1A1 key
system: hence, the incoming ac signal from
the central office operates it. The operated R
relay then starts the LINE lamp flashing. You
should now be familiar with flashing lamp
circuits, also. The 302 Switching Unit circuits
that remain should then become known
during your study while on OJT at the
organization that is responsible for the
equipment.

System Maintenance

21-1. To keep communications equipment
operating continuously, you must perform
high-quality maintenance. Quality work is the
result of personal discipline: The airman who
has a careless attitude is quite likely to be a
=uble makmg rather than a trouble
removing repairman. Equipment should be
inspected, corrected, and returned to service
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as soon as possible. Inspections, testing, and
adjustments are best accomplished when
programmed. The maintenance schedule
should provide for visual and opmtional
inspections within a specific period of time:
You are not expected to see each connection
each time, yet each should be" observed at
least once during this scheduled period. This
procedure will disclose minor faults that
could result in future major faults.

21-2. We are separating system
maintenance into four categories: inspections,
performance tests, trouble location, and
trouble repair.

21-3. Inspections. It is important that you
consider safety while inspecting the. 302
Switching Unit. To illustrate, use care when
inspecting connections, because movement of
conductors and cables can break connections
and can short-circuit terminals. In addition,
careless removal of the unit cover may break
elements or bend contacts.

21-4. We are listing things to look for
when visually inspecting the equipment.
However, there may be other features that
you will consider or that your supervisor will
require.

21-5. Operations van. At each position,
check the switches for looseness or sticking.
In the same manner, determine if the dial and
potentiometer have a smooth and positive
response. Look at the plugs and jacks for the
headset to determine if they are bent or are
corroded. Examine the headset cords for
worn or exposed areas. Inspect the lamps and
lamp jewels for cleanliness. A blackened lamp
should be replaced; it may function
temporarily, but Its life is limited. Observe
exposed cable conductors for signs of stress or
deterioration.

21-6. Power van. Open the equipment
cabinet door and look in the fuse holders to
determine if there are any spare fuses missing
or blown fuses. Istspect for loose screws,
broken conductors, missing dust covers, and
overheated devices. If a dust cover for a relay
is missing, look for crossed contact wires or
bent springs. Secondly, determine if the wire
wraps at the relay terminals have become
loose or if there is dirt on the contacts or
terminals. Swing out the equipment racks and
take notice of the condition of the wheel and
bearings. They should allow the racks to
swing out freely from the cabinet. Separate
the racks and look for loose or broken
connections, loose screws, signs of arcing at
relay contacts, missing relay covers, and
overheated devices. assek for clean and tight
battery connections. Inspect the recorder



patch cords and for signs of excessive wear.
Look for cables that may be out of place.

21-7. Control tower. At each positicitk,
check r the switches for free Movementl
Inspect the condition of the lamps and lamp
jewels. punng rotation of the volume control,
see if it is binding. Note also if it is firmly
attached to the shaft. At the telephone relay
rack, look for loose screws. Then remove the
equipment cover and observe the fuse holders
for missing spare fuses or blown fuses. Inspect
for missing relay covets, burnt devices,
arcing between tenninals and contacts, and
broken connections.

21-8. Performante Tests. We know that
the individual components are not normally
isolated ta. be tested. They are determined to
be functioning by operating the equipment.
For example, you learn if the SL relay is in
the ..153009CR unit, the A relay in the
J53033S unit, and the C, PL, and S relays in
the J53009CW unit are operating properly by
selecting a telephone station for the system
and by :messing the LLNE key. Of course,
operation oi vhe HOLD key insures that the H
relay: function, and talking to the person at
the station reveals that relay TB1 is good. In
thIs manner all components are tested.

21-9. There is no need for us to describe
all the performance tests that you make for
your type of 302 Switching Unit, because
there is a preventive maintenance workcard.
set available that gives this information. You
will find that these workcards are colored.
The green cards include information about
performance routines that are done while the
equipment is operating. The pink cards
describe service routines which consist of
work procedures that do not usually require
the equipment to be operating. Let us think
of what information you should expect these
maintenance cards to have! First, they will
identify the test. To illustrata4,-/one test
determines the condition of the station line
between the operations van and control
tower. Second, you will be informed of the
time that it should take to complete the test.
Furthermore, you will be told what controls
to operate and what indications should be
noticeable if the equipment is operating
correctly. For instance: For the station line
test you know tiat you will place the headset
plugs into the A and B jacks, put the transfer
switch at WIRE and depress the LLNE key for
the tower circuit. Consequently, LLNE or
SU4PV lamps should illuminate at all
operations van positions. Then you must
operate the FLASH & RING key. As a result
of these actions, you should be able to taik
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with the tower operator using the tower
telephone. Addititinal test procedures will
follow; for example, a return call and thv
symptoms that accompany it. If you nee
additional testmen and materials to complgte
the test, this information is also included.
Finally, you are told to record the results of
the test and to notify the supervisor of any
abnormalities.

NOTE: NotifY your supervisor, also, of
any discrepancies that you may find in the
workcard instructions. These instructions
must Conform with the maintenance
instructicins of the current technical alders.

21-10. The loudspeaker 106B performance
is an additional test which we will mention.
For this test You ask an associate at the GCI
station tea speak while using the voice
signaling 'Circuit. You then listen for a
moderate signal. The adjustment for this
signal includes the lc Pad, 89 type resistors,
shown in , foldout 7. The control that
determines their resistance in the circuit is
installed in the center of a terminal strip. This
control and the loudspeaker volume control
are operated together until you reduce any
telephone tninsmitter howl and yet reach the
desired listening level.

21-11. Since these performance tests
involve personnel at locations where these
people may have little time to help you, plan
your test carefully. Take advantage of the
time when the equipment is not required
because of reduced air operations. U you
cannot complete all checks at this time, go on
to others that you can do, but don't omit any
procedure. At a later date perform the one
omitted, and do it at a time that is as close to
the scheduled time as possible.

21-12. Trouble Location. TrOuble location
in r 302 Switching Unit includes the isolation
of the fault to the operations van, to the
power van, or to 'the control tower. We know
that each airinan should develop methodical
procedures for determining troubles. For this
reason, we will not list all troubleshooting
steps. Similarly, we will not list all the
troubles which may occur in a system,
because there are many possibilities for each
system and there are' several systems. Thus,
we are disclosing only example trouble
proced ures.

21-13. Assume that controller number 3
has reported a failure of the fifth LLNE
PICKUP key to function. Verify the report by
prvssing the key again. Take note of the lamps
at this position and on the other operations
van positions. If the lamps fail to operate at
this position but light at the other positions,

ti,1
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then the trouble is isolated to this position.
Although it is not probable that both the
LINE or SUPV, lamps wouid become open at
the same time. you could check each of them.
We would assume that the fault may be a
connection common to both. Look at your
technical order diagrams to see what
connection could be common. The station
line visual and voice signaling schematic shows
a strap between each line lamp; thus, each
lamp is grounded by means of *a common
connection. A visual inspection of this strap
should reveal the condition of the connection.
However, there are instances where a
connection looks acceptable but a resistance
check shows it to be a high-resistance
cOnnection. The line selection functional
schematic shows the same type common
ground connection 'for the SLTV lamps at
each operations van position. Further analysis
determines that the ground connection in the
dark environment . lamp control unit
(453009CV) at the power van could not be at
fault because it serves the lamps at all
positions. The most rapid solution to the
problem may be to replace the 623A key unit
and lamp socket assembly 6IA. If these

to-
replacement units correct the failure, you will
then tag the faulty units and send them to
depot maintenance for repair.

21-14. Note, though, that the preliminary
report listed "failure to function." You must
determine if there was another trouble
symptom, in addition to the lamp failure. In
other words, the operated LINE key also
must complete the talking circuit between the
telephone station and the controller's
termination circuit. The schematic of foldout
5 shows that the operation of the SL relay in
-the power van results in making the contacts
that complete this talking circuit, as well as
completing the SLTV lamp circuit and the A
relay circuit. To see if the SL relays are
operating, look at the 453009CR unit.

21-15. A second trouble analysis can be
made following the report that the operaton
of the WHITE pushbutton at the number 1
controller's position results in a
Now you v,.!rify this report and, in dition
'press the WHITT: pushbutton at the two
remaining controller positions. Assume that a
steady latip resulted from their operation,
too. These symptoms reveal that the trouble
is common to the three positions; proPably it
is a power van unit trouble. Seaech of foldout
6 shows that the same STI lead starts the
flashing circuit operating for all the request
and acknowledgment lamps. Hence, you
should press one or all, of the remaining
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colored switches. If flashing does not occur,
you should amisider the power and flashing
unit to be at fault or the ST1 lead is open.
Conversely, if the operated colored lamps
(amber and green) result In a flashing lamp,
then our trouble is probably defective
contacts on relays Kl, 801, or Al.
Replacement of the J53033B unit with a
second J530338 unit should reveal if this
request and acknowledgment unit is at fault;
yet, you must attempt to correct the
defective contacts before replacing the
wired-in assembly.

21-16. Trouble Repoli'. It is evident from
the preceding paragraph that relay contacts
can cause circuit failure. Burnishing may be
necessary when a contact is coated excessively
with film or carbon. Brushing of the contact
is the recommended method for removing
dirt. Also brush the remaining devices of the
equipment unit if they show dirt. The brush
that you' use must be clean and dry. The
method that you use to brush depends on the
relay type. To illustrate, on wire spring relays
you place the brush below open contacts and
then move the brush hairs upward between,
the contacts. During this upward movement,
you must move the brush slightly toward you
and then away (sawing type movement).
Withdraw the brush. without cleaning contacts
in another set. Repeat this cleaning- several
times. Now, reclean your brush in a
prescribed cleaning solution, dry it
thoroughli, and advance to your next set of
dirty contacts. Clean normally closed contacts
by inserting a toothpick between the springs.
Accordingly, the contacts are held open
temporarily.

21-.17. Be careful not to touch relay
coAtacts with your fingers or to touch the
areas of the brush (or any other cleaning
object) that is to rub the relay contact. The
oil from yotir fingers is difficult to remove;
therefore it will ,result in future contact
failure.

21-18. Contact burnishing is done ip a.
similar manner to the brushing, in, that you
use a sawing motion. Howdver, the contacts
must be Jorced against the burnishing blade.
You scratch the contacts with the rough edges
cfsf the burnishing blade. For this reason,
burnishing often results in future contact
failure, although it can be useful for the
present time. Therefore, burnishing is
normally considered as the last method of
repair for a relay.

21-19. Cleah the surfaces of relay pole
pieces, armature, stop pins, etc., with clean
paper. You press the two, devices being



cleaned against the paper so that, there will be
pressure on the papot. Withdrawing the paper
will then remove the dirt. If dirt is noted on
the withdrawn paper, use a second clean
paper and repeat .the procedure. Repeat the
act until the papers show no stains. When
cleaning any device within an equipment unit,
examine the unit closely for loose or missing
items.

21-20. You have learied that key system
relays and switches are ajusted mechanitally
to meet their electric4 requirements. The
relays in this\0302 Switc ing Unit pare kept
operating or repaired in the same manner. We
are not wing to repeat all the information
covered before in this course, and we will not
copy that information found in- the technical
ordmrs for the system. Repeating the major
priwiples that you should remember should
be adequate. Tor example, you readjust a
contact spring to a higher tension than the
test 'value indicates. Also, Aince one
mechanical adjustment affects other
adjuitments, you must observe each
adjustment during the test. Use only the
circuit requirement table that applies to the
specii5c relay that you are testing and
readjusting. Do not use% requirement table
that pertains to 'another manufacturer's relay
that has the same nomenclature. \love relay
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sprinp and components only after you have
found that they are failing completely to
perform their function. Keep relays or other
apparatus uncovered only u long as necessary
to complete the required maintenance. .

21-21. Inspection and repair of the
telephone for the 302 Switching Unit are
done in the same manner as that for
telephones in a regular installation.

21-22. After disconnecting a cable from a
receptacle, place a protective cap over the
receptacle ,(see fig. 73). When reconnecting a
cable to an uncapped receptacle, 'be sure that
the cable and connec.tor are mates. For
example, one cable and one receptacle at the
power van ark labeled REQ & ACK and are
colored identidilly. Thus they aie disipied to
mate. Cup and chain assemblies support spine
of the cable assemblies to prevent 'strain
damage to the connectors and cables. Insure
that the chain lengths are not changed when
replacing a cable; or, if the chain length had
to be changed during cahle removal, Make
sure the chain is returned to he proper length
after cable replacement.

21-23. Perform an operational check of
the eq.npment following replacement of a key
unit, a component, or a cable to determine
that it has been correctly installed.
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Glossary

An nu nc iato r-Viaual signaling device,
operated by coil, relay, or tillicrs, and
which indicates conditions of associated
circuits.

Apparatur-Pieces of equipment used for a
common function.

Audio-Frequency Amplifier-Device that
increases the amplitude of frequencies that
can be detected by the human ear (20 to
20,000 Hertz).

Bimetallic Contacts-Contact springs formed
of two dissimilar metals. The metals have
different temperature expansion values. So
when the temperature changes, the contact
springs bend and separate their contacts.

Bridge-Electrical network used to provide a
shunt type circuit.

Cable Loop-Go-and-return conductors of a
communication circuit; a complete circuit.

Cable Run-Path (position) of a cable that
extends from one termination to a second
termination.

Common-Connection that is attached to
more than one unit, terminal, or wire.

Compatible Unit-Unit designed to work in
harmony with associate units.

Crosstalk-Unwanted sound in a
cornm unic a ti o ns circuit-sound that results
from neighboring communications or
power circuits.

Dial Selective Intercommunications
Circuit-Circuit that permits
intercommunications stations to be
selected and signaled by means of a dialed
digit or digita.

EBM-Early break then make.
Elettromechanical Interrupter-Magnetically

operated device far opening and closing an
electric circuit rapidly and periodically.

MB-Early make then break.
GC A-Ground-controlled approach

equipment that provides circuits used for
providing accurate information for landing
aircraft.

GCI-Ground.controlled interception method
in which the intercepting weapon is guided
to its target by instructions transmitted
from the ground.
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Impedance Switch-Switch that determines
the opposita ratio between the
in t ere ommunic *dons set and the
intemonnecting line.

Interlock-Arrangement that prohibits one
action while enabling another or others.

Interofficr-Between stations in the same
system.

Key Cable-Cable installed between bridging
terminal and telephone.

Manual Intercom-Intercommunications
system where control is by persons rather
than bylattomatic device14

Master Station-The station 'in an
intercommunication system that controls
the communications of the organization.

MD-Manufacture discontin
Monitor-To check the operation and

performance of a system by listening to the
output sounds.

Multiple or Multiplicity of Circuit
Connections-Two or more circuits
connected in parallel;

Network-Two or more interrelated circuits.
Noise Suppression-Limit or reduce noise for

a receiver circuit.
Noninductive Winding-A winding

constructed so that the magnetic field of
one turn cancels the magnetic field of an
adjacent turn.

Opaque Material-Material that is neither
transparent nor translucent.

Operations Van-Mobile unit where GCA
controls and personnel are located that
guide and regulate land type aircraft.

Package Unit-Cornbined units for providing
common service to a requesting
organization.

PBX (Private Branch Exchange)-SwitchLnarri
or automatic apparatus at a headquarters,
which permits makmg outside calls from
the local calls between subscribers.

Pigtail-Tightly twisted, bared conductors.
PMEB-Preliminary make with early break.
Pole Piece-Magnetic material formed to

control distribution of thelmagnetic .11ax
around associate devices.
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Poten meterA three-terminal resistor with

sliding contact which Provides for
variations in electrical circuit voltage.

Preset COnference CircuitEstablished circuit
for permitting conversations between three
or more stations simultaneously.

Radio CommunicationsCommunications
system that uses electromagnetic waves for
conduction of voice signals.

RectifyChange alternating: current to direct
. current.

Reniote StationCommunicadbns equipme
lozated some distance from the master
station (headquarters).

Rotary Stepping SwitchA blank and wiper
switch wheie circuits are completed by the
moving wipers, which snove only over the
bank that is formed like the arc ofa circle.

Running CableCable installed between the
key telephone units and the bridging
terminal.

Short CircuitLow-resistance connection
between two points in a circuit. Also, can
be caged a shunt. \

40"

A.) 4fi.4L.

Station DiversificationVaried distribution of
telephone stations.

Stop FinsDevices on a relay that prevent the
moving contact springs from going any
further.

SubsequentSucceeding--following later.
SupervisionAtitomatic indication of the

operation or release of electrical circuits.
SuppressionElimination of undesirable

frequency or group of frequencies.
Terminal PunchingMetal stamping, tinned

and designed to make a soldered
onnection with a wire.

ntInstantaneous surge of voltage or
current which results from a circuit change.

VibratorElectromagnetic device used to
change direct 'current into pulsating
current.

Voice FrequenciesAudio range frequencies
employed for transmission of speech. They
usually range between 200 to 3500 Hertz.

Wire-LineTelephone communications
system that uses wire conductors for the
line circuit.
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This workbook places the materials you need where you need them while you
are studying. In it, you will find the Study Reference Guide, the Chapter Review
Exercises and their answers, and the Voiume Review Exercise. You can easily
compare textual references with chapter exercise items without flipping pages
back and forth in you{ text. You will not misplace any one of these essential
study materialsi You will have a single reference pamphlet in the proper sequence
c-r learning.

These devices in your workbook are autoinstructional aids. They take the
place of the teacher who wouid be directing your progress if you were in a
classroom. The workbook puts these self-teachers into one booklet.
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STUDY REFERENE GUIDE

1. Use,this Gutdcias a Study Aid. It emphasizes all impOritant study areas of this volUme. Use
the Guide for review before you take the closed-book Course Exalnination.

2. Use the Guide for Follow-up after yoa coinplete the Course Examination., The CE results
will be sena to you on a postcard, whicif will indicate "Satisfactory" or "Unsatisfactory"'catrpli-
don. The card will list Guide Nuinbers relating to the items missed. Locate these numbers in the
Guide and draw i. line under the Guide Number. topic. and 'reference. Review these areas to
insure your mastery of the course.

Gukie
Number

t

*

1 (15 Electrical Transmission Security, pages
18-21

106 -"Introduction to Fundamentals of
Electronics; Electron Theory of Matter;
Electrical Terms and Electrical Symbols
Review:Electrical Diagrams, pages 22-25

107 Voltage., Resistance, and //Current
Relationship in Electrical Circtiits, Pages
25-30

Guide
Ninther

108 Váltage, Resistance, and Current
Relationship in Electrical Circuits: Resistive

@ridge Circuit Analysis, pages 30-33

I.
109 Voltagel ;Resistance, and Current

Relatiisn&ip in Electrical Circuits: Solid
State Circuit Malysis, pages 33-37

110 Principles of Trouble Analysis. pages 37-38

111 Introduction to Telephone Fundamentals;
Sound Generation and Transmission, pages
38-42

112 Sound-Powered Telephony, pages 4245

113 Local-Battery Telephony, pages 45-51

114 Common-Battery Telephone Principles,
pages 51-54

115 Glossary, pages 55760

116 Appent pages 61-66
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CHAPTER

4
Objectives: To demonstSte a knowledgektf electrical fundamentalii including electrical terms and
symbols, voltage. reance,and currentlielationship in electr:cal circuits; and electromagnetic
effects in circuits; and to apply this knowkdge in trouble analysis.

1. State a(hasic law for electricity. (9-1)

According to the electron theory, in which direction does current flow? (9-2)
,

3. What telephone equipment .unit prodtee; voltage by a chemical (9-3)

List three telephone system 4nits which are effective because of current lowing in
conductors. (9-3) A-1, .....

\\

. 7

5: What illustrating desice does a rnanufacturn tise Mien developing schematic diagrams of his
telephone equipment circuits?-(10-.1 )

6. Name the relay which won't operate when current is in both wdings. (10-3)
s

,

4

P .



the tsmi used to describe the action of relay contacts 3 and 4T of rally in figure 4.
(10-5)

**

S. What voltageAtiould..916u find at terminal 26of the terminal strip (see text fig. 4")? (10-8, 9) .

9, Identify the two devices connected hetWeen terminals A and C within the dashed line block
of text figure 4. (10-8, 9)

10. Utext figure 4, name the devices that provide the operating circuit for relay FL1. (11.2)

11. How would you.
drawing(see tex
(11.5)

ow the
tdondition

of contacts 5 ana 61 of relay ST on a line and contact
4) &relay A has operatid for the second time (Xvr vertical line)?

12. Consider relay FL1 of text fI1 4 as having a resistance of 600 ohms. What current, would
be in tthe relay when the' circuit is complete? (12.2)

13. Idelhtify devices in text figure 7 that limit the current from the battery. (12.5)

ear

14. Assuming that the.current in.each rectifier of text figure 7 equals 80 milliamperes, what is the
total current in the-high-voltage secondary oftransformer Tl? (12-5)

. -15. Assume that'0.001 ampere of current is in the k4-resistor of figure 7. What is the voltage drop
at this resistor? (12-6)

16. What three factors are required to develop voltaie? (12.9)

17. What is required for a generator to develop direct currerii? (12-10)
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079 8
\gl, How dOes the voltage of thi primary in figure 7 compare with the voltage in the

secoidary? (12-7, 11)

. 119. How deass an increase in signal freqency affect the oppositiv of a wire coil? (12-12)
At. 44

20. Replatilg a 50:-millihenry coii With a 30-millihenry coil.will have what effect in an ac
circuit? (12.1S)

s,

XL Xc when an ac.circuit isY 441 :(12-15)

What is the total oppoSition iethe circuit of figure 11? (12:17)\
23, Will the current in C2, of text figure 24 be maximum at the resonant frequency? Why? (12-17)

24. Using text figure 7, is the turns ratio between the primary of T1 and the high-voitage
secondary 1:4 or 4:1? (12-18)

lob

25. What causes an electrical fuse to blow? (12-19)

4

26. Using the applied voltage and the listed current for text figure 10, what is the total
oppoiition? (12.20)

g

27. What is the difference in potential between C4 and C6 in figure 7? (12-21)-

,)

. What mathematical method will you use to determine current for a series connected component
in a series-parallel circuit? (12-22)

:3 )9
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i29. What is the resistance for a parallel circuconiisting of four resistors huving values of
1,100, 40, 25, and'S ohms?-(12-2.1)

30. WN'at device reflects a balanced condition ingsilbridgetype test set? (12-25)

31. 1ntify the rutio for the .four resistors:

Rj 1000 ohms
R2. lir 10,000 ohms
(1'2-26, 27) .r

4

4c;\ R3 500 OhIIIS

R4 500G OW=

4%.

0,1tt32. Use the resistance. values =4..W R.2 = 50 ohms, R.3 150 ohms_ and R4 si 75 ohms
for figure 1.3 and detarmine theotential oihts A and B. (12728-30)

,r33.

r, a

Use the resistors R1 12 ohms anil R3 36 ohms with the circuit of figure 16. What is-
the resistance for the parallel circuit contanifn thesetz resistors? (12-34)

f/"--\
34. How is the balanced brie reflected bya bridge-type test sat? (12-37)

35. A PN jutiction should normally be connected to the power source in what manner? (1240)

'r
36. How wt1.1 battery be connected La. a PN unction to obtain forward bias? (1240; Fig. 19)

37. What particular characteristic Makes:the PN junction an excellent rectifying device? (1241)

-t.

38, What type electronic circuit requires that a junction diode be connected for reverse bias?
(1242)

e
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39. Assume that the current of resistor R1 in figure 21 hu increised. Following the increase, what

effect would you 0.....4eive on a voltmeter connected in parallel tO the load? (1242)
t.

40. What is. the purpose of a Zaisek'diode circuit? (1242)
0;

41. With respect to.the Zener dio4e voltage 'regulator of text figure 21, when the output
v6itageideereases, will the voltage drop &mks Ri be smaller or greater? Why? (12-42)

42. How may you change a transistor's pe4ormance? (1245)

..e'
43. Assume that the bias battery is rated at 9 volts arid the incoming signal equals 0.2 volts...What

is the voltage range.that controls 'clic transistor's operation? (12-45,47)
Wm.

r
44. What connectingpro`cedure changes an NPN transistor to a PNP transistor? £1248)

45. In the circuit oi text figure 23, assume that the input signal to the base of the transistor ba.s
gone negative. Thus,!what change would you find at resistor 1t3? (1248, 49)

445. Which of the three amplifiers (cornmon-bse, emitter, collector) produces an output waveform
150° out of pliase with the input? (124)''

47. With respect to transistor amplirieis.(c'ommon-base, emitter, collector), what potential is
at the base? (1248-50; Figs. 22, 23. 24)

4S. Name the amplifier that operates continuously. (

49. What happens to a thermistor when current flows through it? (12.52)
"i

3 1_
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50. Assunie that die battery for die circuit of figure 25 is 9, volts. What,- then,le the base-emitter
: biu voltage for the transistor? (12-6, 52)

51, List some methods by which you provide efficient service. to telephone users. (13-1)

,

52. . Would the current for R2 in text figure 25 increase or decreue following a Ilion-circuit on
resistor R1? (13-2)

53. Identify a probable cause for lamp DSI in the circuit of text qglire 7 not illuminating
. following oPeration of switch SI. (13-3)

54.- Assuming that the, fuse in text figure 7 has openetii; identify the pmbable cause for this
condition. (13-2, 5)

55: Name two circuit conditions which indicate that there has been excessive current in a
circuit. (13-5)

56. How do the following statements apply.to you? (13-8)

aiSwitch off the power before working with the equipment.
11. Usecinsalaung matting on the floor when working on high-voltage equipment.
c. Do not work alone on or near high-voltage equipment. Hay:: a helper stand by where

he can see you and where he, can reach the main switch hurriedly, in case of an emergency. ,
Li. ti$e tools which have rubber insulation.
e. itemove jewelry before working on this equipment.

57. List sequential procedures which may be used by a telephone eq

S.

14

31.)

ent repairman ti 3-9)
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^
Objective: To be able to ihow familiarization with the but fundamentals of talephony, including .

soundoneration and transmission. sound-powered telephony, local-battery telephony, and.comnton-battery telephone principles.
.

. How are sound waves carried from their source of geneiation to the human cart (.14-1)

2. How would you describe the method by which a vibrating 6ody trnasmirs its motion to the
surrounding atmosphere? (14-2)

3. When a vibrating body sets the surrounding atmospheric particles in motion, creating a
soUnd wave, hc.,v. (io the particles travel with the wave? (14-3, 4)

4. If you were wztching an airplane and it exploded in flight, would you see the explosion before
you heard the sound? Why? (14-4)

5. 11 the sound wave of a steaiy tone is represented graphically, the wavefOrni
on the graph would be of what shape? (14.65)

b. A.C.Stinling that two space ships are 100 feet apiirt and in an environment t is
voi,d of any atmosphere, could sound waves be used between the ships for
communications? Why'? (14-7)

How did Alexander Graham Bell's telephone change sound 'w
(14-91

es intc electrical waves?

S. Explain bnetly the fundamental princlpie involved in transmitting sound from one point
to another by telephony. (14-10, I I)

0. Explain bnetly the operation of a sound-powered telephone transmitter: (15-1-6)

a' 11
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10. Froth the standpoint of heiig either ac o dc electricity,-how would you claisify, the
output of a sound-powered transmitter? (15-34; Fig. 34)

11. Give a brief explanation of how the sound-powered r ceive? operates. (1 -8; Fig. 35)

Duglig iioke transmissiOn on the sound-powered telephone Wustilted in figure 36, what
is the path of the transmitter cUrrent from .the transmitter to the distant telephone?
(15.1042)

13. during voice transmission on the sound-powered teisPhone illustrated in figure36, what .
is -the drcuit path for sidetone? (15-f3) .

14. Whas is the circuit pith use' d for yoke reception in the sound-powered te ephone il1ust,rated
in text figute 36? (15-14, '15)

15. On a telephone itich as illustrated in figure 367 why is it that the uner and visual
'indicator circuit don't short out the incoming voice signal? (15-14,.15)

16. What is the approximate frequency of.the- ringing current used with the sound-powered
telephone illustrated in figure 36? (15-16, 17)

What one feature would identify a telephone system, as being of the local-battery
type?

18, Compare n051se and speech-sound waves. ( 6-3, 4; Fig. 39)

19, Ex-plain bnetly how the transmitter,n5 a local-battery telephone changes sound waves
into 'electrical waves. (16-6, 7)

20. With respect to electrical classification (ac.- etc.,) how is the output of the transmitter
on a local-battery .telephone -classified? ('16-7)-

16
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I.

304.21. When the early lecal-bsttery telephone consisted of a receiver, battery, arid transmitter connected
in senes, why ill; the reception poor at the distant receiver? (16-9)

What advantages were gained by the addition of an induction coil to the early local-battery
telephone? ( 7.10)

23. In what typt of telephone would you be most likely to find a hand generator used for
signaling' (16-13)

7

24. The hand generator used in the tOcal-Vattery telephone produces what kind of electricity?
(16-14)

25. Explain the signaling circuit if party A wishes to call party B as illustrated in figure 44 of the
text (16-14)

:6. In a basic local-battery system, what are the main functions of the hookswitch? (16-15)

7. What is meant by the tenn "sidetone'l (16-18)

:S. Why is too much sidetone in a telephone undesirable? (16-20)

'9 Why would it be undesirable to remove all sidetone from a telephone set? (16-20)

30. Explain briefly how antindetone circuit principles are applied to reduce sidetone. (16-21-25)

31. Why is it that modem telephones use induction coils with more than two windings? (16-21

17
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32. lii a circuit such as illustrated in figure 46, what is the reason why sidetone is reduced? (16-26) C)

33. A siMpk telephone syttern of two telephone sets would require how many line pairs?
(16-28)

34. In the line signal circuit illustrated in figure 47, what type of current is applied to the winding
of 1201 when a signal is received from the calling party's telephone? (16-29)

35. Identify local-battery equipment for which you w,.11 be responsible, (16-29)

36. Why can two local-battery telephones be considered a complete system? (16-30)

37. What is the m,ain difference between local-battery and common-battery telephone systems?
(17-1)

38. From a standpoint of classification, common-battery telephdive systems may be subdivided
into what basic systems? (17-2)

39. In the common-battery telephone circuit, illustratedin figure 48, what basic circuits are
represented? (174)

40. In the common-battery tE1epte circuit, illuitrated in figure 48,'what telephone part or
component serves to conniect and disconnect tie primary circuit fiorn the central oifice
battery" (17-3)

44.1 In the common-battery telepho-1 circuit, shown in text figure 48, what is the math purpose
of capacitor C !connected in the ringer circuit)? (17-7)

42. in common-battery telephony, how is the central office signaled from,a telephone subset?
(17-8, 9)

18
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AilSWERS kOR CHAPTER REVIEW EXERCISES

CHAPTER 4

1

A basic law for electricity states that like chargis repel and unlike charges attract.'

. i ..
According to the electron theory, current flows from the negative terminal to the positive terminal.

..

3. The batteizi for a telephone system produces voltage by a chemical action.

4. Telephone system relays, lamps, and alarms operate because of electrbn flow in conductors.

5. A telephone equipment manufacturer uses electrical symbols tO develop schematic diagrams for the
equipment of his lephone system.

a. A differential May in 'a teleithorie system dogs not operate when current is in both windings.

7. "Preparing 3 circuit" is- the term used to describe the action of relay contacts 3 and 4T of relay B
in figure 4.%

S. Approximately 24 volts dc should be noted at terminal 26 of the terminal strip.

Q. Between terminals A and C are connected a fixed resisior and a capacitor.

%. 10. Included in the operating circuit for relay FL1 are a ground, the terminal for contact 4T of relay A,
contacts IT and 2 of relay A, contacts 4T and 3 of relty B, the relay windings of FL I, and battery.

11. A second operation of relay A is provided when relay Si operates. Therefore, contacts 5 and tiT
would then be shown beside an X.

Usmg 1= EIR (Nv/600), relay FL1 would have ,040 amperes or 40 milliamperes when its circu t is
complete.

13. Resistors RI and R2 limit the current tlowin from thc:battery.

14. Since the rectifiers are in parallel, their curre4 is added. Hence, 160 milliamperes is the current in the
high-voltage secondary of transformer Ti.

15. E= 1 X R = 0.001 X 10,000. E 10 volts.

1 b. A magnetic field, a looped conductor, and motion are required for generating voltage.

'3 1 I
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17. The three factors listed in the answer to question 16 also are necessary for generating direct current.
The method of rempving the current from the generator output determines the type current in the
circuit load.

1 . The input vnitage to the primary is 117 foltEsac, whereas the secondary voltage is 400 volts ac. Since
the inducing magnetic field develops an opposing voltage, the secondary and primary voltages are
positive and negative at different periods.

19. An increase in ac frequency in a circuit containing a coil increases the opposition of the cad to the
circuit.

Repladng a 50-millihenry coil with a 30-millihenry coil reduces the opposition for an ac circuit.

21. XL a Xc when an ac circifit is resonant.

^1
Amt..

a

The total opposition in the parallel circuit of text figure 11 is 200 bh.ins.

23.. No. Current th a parallel-rescthant circuit is minimum because the circuit opposition is maximum
(high).

24. Since the voltage in the high-voltage secondary of T1 is greater than the primary voltage, the
turns ratio must be 1:4.

25. A sudden reduction in a circuit's reitstance increases the current, thus causang a fuse to blow in an
electrical drcuit.

26. R Ell, R 100/4 amperes, R =25 ohnii.

27: Since the voltage ar C4 is 225 volts and the potential at C6 is 210 volts,.the potential difference is
15 volts.

. Current for a senes component in a series-parallel circuit ii dftermined by using Ohm's law
(I =, E/11). Accordingly, you must first know the voltage at the component and the resistance
of the unit.

29, 5 ohms_

30. A galvanometer reflects the balanced condition in a bridge-type test set.

31. R1 R3 1000 500 1

R
2 R4 or.10,000 5000 10

Also R1 112 1000 10,000

R
3 R4 " 500 5.000

32. Branch 1 total resistance of 150 ohms cause's 0.12 amiere for the branch. Hence, the voltage thoo for
Ri Ls 12 volts. The 225 ohms resistance of branch 2 permits 0.080 ampere in the branch. Voltage
drop at R3, then, is likewise 12 volts. Points A and B are therefore 12 volts negative with respect

-to the positive side oi the battery.

25



33. Parallel resistors havIng 12 and 36 ohms provide a circuit resistance of 9 ohms.

34. A balanced bridge earcuit allows no current to be in the galvanometer ofa bridge-type test set.

35. A PN junction should normally be connected with the P-type material attached to a positive potential
and the N-type material to negative. Following this connection, current will be at its maximum value.

36. Positive battery will be connected to the P side of the junction and negative battery will be connected
to the N side for forward bias.

37. The ability to conduct in one dirt ction makes the PN junction an excellent rectifier.

38. A junction diode is connected for reverse bias in the voltage regulator circuit.

39. Following an increase in current within this resistor, there will be a temporary change in voltage across
the load because the current also flows in CR1 which is in parallel with the load. Remember, too,

(tstttlranch voltiges are the same.

40. The purpose of a voltage regulator is to keep the output of a power supply constant.

41. The voltage drop will be smaller because the current through the diode will be reduced. Lem current
through the diode causes less voltage drop across RI.

42. Co change a transistor's performance you change the bias.

43A transistor having a bias voltage of 9 volts and a signal voltage of 0.2 is, in turn, controlled by a
voltage that ranges from 8.8 volts to 9.2 volts.

By reversing the battery connections, you change a NPN transistor to a PNP transistor.

45. A negative signal to the base of the transistor in figure 23 would reduce the collector current. A
decrease in current for a food resistor (R3), in turn, reduces the voltage drop.'

46. The common-emitter amplifier produces an Cutput wavefrIrm 180° out of phase with the input.

47. A positive potential is at the base of the common-base, ernitter, and collector amplifiers.

48. A class A amplifier operates continuously.

)49
Resistance of thermistor is reduced following the introduction of current because of the heat
generated.

50. A 9-volt battery for the class A amplifier of figure 25 provides approximately 1.6 rnillaimperes of current
Cor resistor R1 . Ohm's law shows that the bias voltage for the transistor is E= .0016 X 600 ohms.
Thus, E = .96 volts.

2-6



51. The mannerin which you perform is indicative of good service. Good performance results when you 30°3
think clearly and use a logical sequence of troubleshooting steps to locate troubles.,

Following a short-circuit. current in an electrical circuit must increase because 0* reaistance is decreased.

53. No current in the circuit keeps a lamp dark and no current Ts to be found in an open circtut.

54. Any large increase in-current will blow the fuse protecting the equipment.

55. Blackened devices and burned odors indicate that a circuit has had excessive current.
1

Sb Since these are safety rules for repairmen of electronic ircuits, you must likewise consider them when
prepanng to work with telephone equipment.

57. Look for symptoms of trouble, inspect the equipment, analyze the circuits, and test to isolate the fault.

CHAPTER 5

1. . Sound waves are carried from their source of origination to the human ear by a medium such as the air
or atmosphere.

2. A vibrating body causes first a bunching up of the surrounding atmospheric particles and then a
thinning out or rare-faction of the atrnosphenc particles. Thus, it creates sound waves in the atmosphere.

3. The atmospheric particles do not actually travel along with the wave. Rather, they collide With their
outer neighbors. impart their energy, and then return to a point close to their original position. The
outer neighbors likewise collide with neighbors and transfer energy.

4. You would see the explosion before you heard the sound, because sound waves travel more slowly than
light waves.. The light waves are the medium by which yOu s...e the explosion.

5. The sound wave of a steady tone would be uniform in shape.

o. No. Sound waves will not travel in a space that is void of atmosphere.

Bell's telephone used an arrangement in which sound waves caused a relative motion between a coil of
wire and a magnetic field. Thus, a voltage was induced in the coil that matched the shape of the sound
waves..'.

S. To transmit sound by telephone, the sound waves are first converted to electrical waves by a unit called
the transmitter; the electrical waves are then transmitted over wires to their destination. The receiver
converts the electrical waves back into sound waves.

9. Sound waves striking the diaphragm in a sound-powered transmitter move an armature positioned within
a coil f wire ancl, between the poles of a permanent magnet. This movement induces electrical current
in the coil; thus, cur-ent is developed for the telephone line.

321)
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The output of a sound-powered transmitter is ac electricity.

In operation, the ilectrical wa'ves generated by the transmitter cause waves of current the azoil winding
of the receiver. These waves of electric current produce a magnetic field that:causes threcive t
diaphragm to vibrate. This diaphramvibration reproduces the sound waves.

1.

12. Dunng voice transmission, switch SI would be ui the talk position; hence., trarnitter current would
flow throu0 the switch and line L2 to the receiver of the distant telephone. It would return over LI
and the hand generatoeswitch to the other side of the transmitter.

13. The circuit path for sidetone in figure 36 is from the lower terminirof the transmitter, through the talk
zonuct of switch SI. resistor RI , reteiver RE1, capacitor Cl, and back to the other side of the transmitter.

14. The circuit path for voice reception in figure 36 is from terminal Li, through the nAnally closed contacts
of the generator rlitch, opacitor CI. receiver REI, and through the listen c tact of switch SI to
terminal L.

15. The buzzer and visual indicator don't short out the incoming voice signals because their impedance value
is quite high for the voice frequencies.

I a. The ringing frequency is approximately 20 cycles peisecond.

1 7. A local-battery system has a battery in each telephone.

18. Noise sound waves are very irregular, whereas speech sound waves are more uhiform.

1Q. The transmitter used with the local-battery telephone varies its resistance in accordance with the sound
waves striking its diaphragm. Therefore, it varies the current in the $nrcuit, producing a tvaveshape
simdarIo the sound waves.

20. The output of a local-battery transmitter is classified as variable dc.

21: The line resistance was too high with respect to the amount a resistance change Lathe transmitter; ;
therefore, the signal was weak at the distant receiver.

1

The induction coil allowed the transmitter circuit to be shortened and, of course, the transformer .action"
of the induction coil then provided a stronger signal for transmission.

The hand generator is used in the local-battery telephone.

24 . The hand generator produces an alternating current.

t.
25. In Etat figuke 44, the generator switch for telephone A is in the position it assumes while the generator

is being ope'rated. With the switch in this position, the ringing circuit is completed to the ringer of
telephone B via lines LI and L2 and the unoperated generator switch is telephone B.

.1b. The lifted hookswitch comple 'es the transmission circiat, The restored hookswitch opens the transmission
path arid connects .:the ringer to the line.

28
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Sidetoni refers to the siguil that reaches the receiver from tke transmitter of the sante telephones Fol 31 t
example, when you hear your own voice in a telephone receiver aS you talk into its transmitter, you are
then heanng sidetone.

28, Too much sidetone in a telephone will cause the usei.to loWer his voice, thus redUcing-the signal to the
distant telephone. Also, a telephone located in a noisy area provides sidetone noise in the receiver that
will interfere with recePtion from the distant telephone. ,

29. If the telephone user =not hear his voice in the telephone tede
udetone were removed, he would shout and talk too loud when

as would be the case if all of the
g the telephone.

30. In inusidetone circuitry, the principles of.circuit balance are applied to reduce the sidettme. With this
type of drcuitry there is a voltage cancelling action which reduces the sidetone for the receiver for all
voice frequencies.

Additional windings ..re us.scl on induction coils to provide for better sidetone control.

32. In the circuit shown in text figure 46, lie potential is balanced across the receiver. That is, at the instant
represented by the illustration, the potential applied to both sides of the receiver is negative.

33. A simple telephone system of two. telephone sets would require one line pair.

34. Because of the diode illustrated for this circuit, the current applied to the winding of 1201 is pulsating
direct current.

35. You will be responsible for line terminals, line drops, line protectors. and subset components such as
battery, network, ringer, hookswitch, dial, and cords.

36. Load battery telephones are complete systems because they have their own sources of electrical energy for
transmission and signaling

37. Basically, the main difference between local-battery and common-battery telephone system is in the
way electrical power is supplied. In local-battery systems, the electrical power is supplied locally at each
telephone, whereas in common-battery systems, the electrical power is supplied at the central office for
the entire system.

38: Common-battery telephone systems may be divided into two categoiles: manual and automatic (dial)
systems.

Three basac eiscutts are represented by the illustration of text figure 48: the primary circuit (transmitter),
the secondary circuit (receiver), and the ringing circuit.

40. The hookswitch connects and disconnects the primary circuit from the central office battery.

41. Capacitor C is placed in the ringer circuit to keep the ringer from being a constant drain on the central
office battery.,

42. When the receiver is removed frtrn its cradle on a common-battery telephone, the hookswitch completes
a circuit all the way to the central office battery. With the manual system, this completed circuit to the
%:entral office lights a lamp on the switchboard to signal the operator. With the dial system, a circuit
operates a line relay that connects the calling telephone to the switching equipment.
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Volume Review Exercise Figure 1 for Quest ons 33, 34, 35, and 36.

33. (023) Which of the nurnbered symbols is for a DPST switch?

..i. Number 1.
b. Nurnber 4.

c. Number 6.
d. Slumber *.

34. (023) Which of the numbered symbols is for the hookswitch?

3 . Number 2.
b. Number 6.

c. Number 22.
d. Number 26.

35. (023) Which of the numbered symbols is for a rheostat?

a. Number l .

b. Number 13.

36

c. Number 19.
d. Number 21.



36. (023) Which of the.numbered symbay is fore-variabldcapseitor?

a. Nu tither 3.
b. Number 12.

c. Number 14.
d. Number 16.

37. (026) When n4,9 10-otirmesistors are connected in parallel iith a 24-volt batteiY, the total =rent flow
in the circuit is

a. 5 amperes.
b. 4.8 amperes.

38 t026) The total current in a parallel circuit is

c. 2.4 amperes.
d. 1.2 amperes.

a. leu than the current through any of the branches.
b. eqlial to the aim of the currents through all of thebranches.

. equal to the Spume voltage divided by the sum of the resistance values.
d. equal to- the source voltage divided, by the value of the smallest brinah retstawte.

39. (027) A dc generator does which clf the folio

a. Uses sliprings to connect the arthature tO f1extemal circuit.
S. Reverses current tlow pertodically in the external circuit.
c. ?roduces alternating current in the armature.
d. Doubles input poler with sine wave output.

40. (027) Alternating current is produced by

a. transforining rectifiers.
S. hndge.type rectification.
c. moving a magnetic field into coiled conductors.
d. rotating resistors at 60 revoluticinsper second in phase.

41. (027) The output of a generator may be increased by ail of the following methods evcept

a. moving the conductors with greater speed parallel to the lines of force.
S. mcreasingthe speed of relative movement between the magnetic field and conductors.
c. increasing the strength ofthe magnetic field.
d. forming the movig conductor into a cod.

42. (028) A coil in an ac circuit has.2

a. frequency which will not vary.
b. fara4 opposition.
c. farad of reactance.
d. back E.144F.

43. (028) The process by which current in one loopof the primary winding induces voltage in loops of .1
secondary winding is called

a, self-induction.
b. mutual reactance.
c. mutual induction.
d. ,:onductive reactance.

37,
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44. (028-029) Which of the following would you expect to rind in ; resonant az Sarin circuit?

a. Maximum current.
b. Maximum opposition.,

45. (029), A parallel resonan uit provides

a. minimum impedance fiiFthe passage of its harmonic frequencies.
b. maximum impedance for the passage of nonresonant frequencies. -
c. nunimum impedance for the passage of its resonant frequency.
d. maximum impedance for the passage of its resonant frequency.

c. Minimum current.
th Zero voltege at the reactor.

46. (029) Current developed by magnetic flux transfer in transformers is

a. dc only.
b. ac
c. meuured in microfarads.
d. symbolized %nth two long lines between.the transformer primary and secondaries.

47. (029) Applying the resonant frequency to a series connected inductor and capacitar causes

a. this frequency to be blocked. c. impedance in the ciicuit to be reduced.
b. current in the circu4it to be minimum. d. impedance in the circuit to become higher.

48. (030) When placing a milliammeter in an electronic circuit, you should install it so.that

a. the meter parallels the power source.
b. the meter resistance does not affect the power source output.
c. most ofthe current puses through the circuit component being skunted by the meter.
d. current,through the meter is the same as that which passes through the circuit coMponents.

49. 030) Which of di; following statements is correct concerning a parallel circuit?

a. Voltage across each compeoent is.tge same.
b. Current through each of the components is the same.
c. Resistance of each of the components is thesame.
d. Total resistance is the sum of the component values.

50. (033) What circuit condition results wiien you provide.reverr bias to a PN juncrfoif

a. Battery current withdrawal is increased.
b. Piwer saurce'is-shut off autorpaticatly.
c. Battery-current withdrawal is decreased.
d. Power source voltage is decreased.

lv

51. (034-036) Which of the following circuiti is the mOst acceptable transistor amplifier?

a. Common-enutter. ec. Common-collectok.
b. Commoh-base. d. Giounded base.

3 (21(
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52. (034) A signal Itich lerger at the output of a transistor than it wu at thii Input has
)1

t- little value in elecuonic equipment.-
4. a Small potential across the load reiistor.

a. been amplified.
b. obstrvable distortion.

53. W34) When a liNP transistor is used as an amplifier, a positive-going input signal Should

a. reverse the battery bias. c. stabilize the bsttery,bias.2
b. overcome the battery/bias. d. be observable at the Output.

171

54. (030) Which amplifier conducts without interruption so that its output signal i3 linear?

a. Class AB.
b. Clau A. Ns.

c. Clue B.
d. Clau C.

55. (037) karma fuse opens because the circuit resistance his

a. decree.sed,zausing a dacteasein current.
6 . increased, ausing a decrease in current.

4

...)"

c. decreased:Causing an increme in.current.
d_ increased, =Sing an inaease in current.

56. (037) When noise is a symptom of circuit trouble, you should inspect the

a. fuss and ON lamp. c. di.tcriminator and ON-OFF switch..
b.' inductor and capacitor. d. thermistor and resonant transformer.

57. (037) Infinite opposition is in'an electronic circuit whbn
4.

a. a capacitor is tested. c. a capatator is short-circuited.
b. a resistor is short-circuited. d. a series-connected device is open.

-

58. (040) The sound wave for a steady tone is represented graphically by a waveform that is

a. similar to the one used to illustrate a distorted amplified-signal.
b. similar to the one used for pure dc.
c, uniform in shape.
a. uneven, in shape.

59 k 040) A vibrating body or object produces sound wives riy

a. moving membranes at db levels in the outer ear.
b. thinning ar;c1 rarefying receiver carbon granules.
c. compressing and bunching nirrounding granules of air.
d. compressing and rarefying groups of atmospheric partqes.

e I

o0. (041) In which of the following is it impossible for sound waves to travel?

a. Vacuum.
tr. Solid metal.

3 r) "

c. Body of wilier.
d. Tank of pure air.

39
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(041-042) The early telephone produced by Alexander Graham Bell convened sound waves to electrical
Waves by .

r
a. varying the dc of a battery.
b. varying the resistance in the transmitter.
c. inducingVoltage in a coil within the telephene.
d- applying an ac current tà a coil in the telephone receiver.

62. (04 ) The early Bell telephOne converted electrical waves to sound wavet by

a. varying the dc Current applied to the telephone receiver.
b. applying dc speech waves to a coil in the telephone receiver..

jc. v.arying the resistance of a coil in the tilephone.receiver.
d. arbvc ?lectrical !raves to a coil in the telephone receiver.

63. (0"3) In sound-powered telephony, the electrical power used.for voice transmission is

a. furnished by a hand generator.
b. gendated by the telephone transmitter.
c. ,generated by ,the telephone induction coil.

furnished by a dry-cell battery in each telephone set.

64. (044) When a sound-powered receiver is receiving the electrical waves produced by a sound-powered
transmitter, the receiver armature is operated by ,

a. electromagnedc attraction.
b. electromechanical polarization. .1_

c. a connecting rod attached to the receiver diaphragm
d. a push-rod which extends from the receiver diaphragm to the armature.

. (044-045)..Puring transmittal with the telephone set illustnced in figure 36 of the text, resistor R1

a. limits the sidetone through the receiver element.
'b. linuts the direct current through the receiver element.
c. reduces the voice frequency current applied to termmal LI.

.reduces the battery ciirrent through the primary and transmitter circuits.

(045) When rncoming voice sirals are received with the telephone illustrated in figure 36 of the text, the
si nai passes through the telephone from LI to L2 by which one of the foilowiitg paths?

a. Through the generator switch contaCts. capacitair CI, receiver RE I , and resistor RI.
b. Througi the generator switch contacts, transmitter NMI. and the talk contacts of switch Sl.
e. Through the generator switch contacts. capacitor C 1, receiver RE1, and listen contacts of switch SI .
d.. Through the generator switch contacts, capacitor CI, receiver RE1, and the talk contacts of switch SI.

o7, (045) If ihe generafor switch were swoitched to,the opposite position from the position shown in figure
N6 of the text, the telephone would theri tim in position for

a. receiving voice signals. c. receiving ringing signals.
b. sending ringing signals. ci. transmitting voice signals.

40
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(045) In local-battery telephones, the electrical enerizi used in voice transmission is supplied by

a. the telephone transmitter.
b. a battery aftcentral office.

'mc. 2 battery telephone set.,
d. a generFor in each telePhone set.

(046) The transmitter on a local-b*tery telephone changes sound waves into electrical wavessby

a. inducing a voltage in the transMitting circuit/.
b. varying the resistance in the transmitting circuit.
c. generating alternating current in the transmitter circuit.
d. varying the source voltage applied to the transmitter circuit.

70. (046) The wave produced by the carbon transmitter is

a. pure direct current.
b. variable direct current.
c. pure alternating current.
d. variable alternatmg current.

(047) rhe addition of a t-.vo-winding induction coil r? the early local-battery telephone

2. provided the required circuitry for moving the battery to the switchboard.
b. permitted the use of a battery in the secondary circuit.
c. increased the transmitting power of the telephone.
d. decreased the telephone line resistance.

(048) Placing the receiver on its hookswitch

a. disconnec4 the hand genaator from the line circuit.
b. thicnnnects the telephone ringer from the line circuit.
c. connects the transmitter, battery, and receiver te the line circuit.
J. disconnects the transmitter, battery, and receiver from the line circuit.

(049) When the sidetone circuitry of a telephone is functioning properly, you should

a. be able :o hear your voice In your own telephone receiT.
ty. not be able to hear youivoice in your own telephone receiver.
c. not be able to hear background noise in your telephone receiver.
d. be able to hear only the voice of the party at the other telephone.

(048) With local-battery telephones, the ringing current is normally of What frequency"'

a. 15 cycles per second. c. 60 cycles per second.
b. 20 cycles per second. d. 198 cycles per second.

41
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75. (048) Wtien e hand generator of a local-battery telephone is operated, the output of the 'generator

armature c ected to the line dscuit by

a. a hand-operated switch on the ringer.
b. a handomated switch on the telephone housing.

an automatically operated switch on the hand generator.
d. an automatically operated switch on the telephone housing.

76. (04:3) The telephone circuit shown in rigure 44 of the text allows telephone A to signal telephone B.
Which of the following changes to the circuit would allow telephone B to signal telephone A7

a. Change the generator switch in telephone 3 to its opposite position.
b. Ch Inge the generator switch in telephone A to its oPposite position.
c. Change the generator switches in both telephones to their opposite positions.
d. Change the generator switch in telephone A to the same position as the switch in telephont B.

77. (049) If a circuit such as is shown in figure 45(d) of the text balances out the sidetone effect of the sound
entering the transmitter, i receives sound from the distant telephone because the

a. circuit is unbalanced for signals en:eting at terminals LI and L2.
b. circuit is balanced for signals entering at te inals LI and L.2.
c. pote nal is equal between points A and B r signals entering the circuit at terminals LI anti L2.
d. signai from the distant telephone is ampItied to the point where is overcomes the antisidetone effect.

78. 049) If ,tie ratio of impedance ZI/Z2, is e
view B of figure 45, the

to the ratio of impedance Z3/Z4 in the circuit shown in

a. difference in potential across the recewer is unbalanced.
b. current through the receiver is of medium value.
c. circuit is unbalanced.
d. cucuit is balanced.

(050) In the circuit shown in figure 46 of the text. sidetone through the rsceiver is held EO d minimum
hecause

a. there is no voltage induced in the lower induction coil .minding.
b. the voltage in the upper induction coil winding cancels the voltage in the lower co:i.
c. the current in the center winding of the induction coil is opposite from that in the primary.
d. :he voltages applied to both sides of the receiver are of equal but opposite polarity.

SO 105 1 In figure 47 of the text, the current that pas.s.es throuzli the wind ng of 1201 is

a. pure dc,
b. pure ac.

c. pulsating dc.
d. pulsating ac.

105 l -052) In a common-battery telephone system. the electrical power required tor operation is supplied
by

a, the central office.
b. batteries in each telephone.
c. batteries at the central office and in each telephone.
d. eiectncal power tants located at various points in the system.

42



,34.2C82. 052) The primary circuit of the common-battery system illustrated in figure 48 of the text consists of the

a. transrnitter, capacitor, a.nd the primary winding of the induction coil.
b. transmitter. ringer, vid the primary winding of the induction coil.
c. transtrUtter, hookswitch, and the primary winding of the induction coil.
d. transmitter, hookswitch, and the secondary witiding of the induction coil.

S3. (052) Most of our modern telephone systems are of which type?

a. Manual local-battery. e. Automatic local-battery.
b. Manual common-battery d. Automatic common-battery.

S4. i052-053) In the telephone circuit shown in figure 48 of the text, capacitor C

a. functions as a part of the antisidetone circuit.
b. functiods as a part of the transmitting circuit.
c. blocks dc from passing through the ringer.
d. blocks ac from passing through the ringer.

85. (053) With a manual common-battery system, the telephone user signals the switchboard operator by

a. using his hand generator.
b. lifting the receiver from its cradle.

dialing zero an most telephone subsets.
d. lifting the receiver and using the hand generator.
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STUDY REFERENCE GUIDE 3:23

1. Use this Guide as a Study Aid. It emphasizes all important study areas of this vohime. Use
the Guide for review before yOu take the closed-book Course Examination.

2. Use the Guide for Follow-up after .,you complete the Course Examination. The CE resnO
will be sant to yoa on a postcard. which will indicate "Satisfactory" or "Unsatisfactory" cogipie-
tion. The card will list Guide Numbers relating to the items missed. Locate these numbers'in the
Guide and kaw a lint Lunder the Guide Number, topic, and reference. Review these areas to
insure y6ur mastery of the course.

Gulch Guide
.Vumber Number

Guide Numbers ;PO through 213
200 Introduction to Station Equipment for 207 Other 'Telephones, pages 31-32

Common-Battery Systems; Telephone
Components, pages 1-5

201 Comparison of Local-Battery and
Common-Battery Systems, Common-Battery
Telephone Circuits; pages 5-9

202 Introduction to' Station Equipment in
A u tomatic Systems; Common-Battery
Systems, pages 10-12

203 The Dial Telephone; The Touch-Tone
Telephone; pages 12-13

204, tontrol of Switching Equipment; Telephone
Dial Construction, Operation, and Wiring,
pages 15-18

2.05 The 500-Type Telephone: Components,
pages 18-24

206 The 500-Type Telephone: Circuits. pages
:4-30

4

21.1 In t roduCtion to Telephone Station
Maintenance, Troubleshooting, and Repair;
Pretyentive Maintenance and Corrosion
Control, pages 46-49

212 Test Equipment, pages 49-57

213 Fault Location and Repair of Telephone
Sets, pages 57-64
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CHAPTER REVIEW LXERCISES

The following exercises are study aids. Write your answers in pencil in the space prvt,ided after each
exercise. IMPT:ediutly after completing each set of exercises, check your responses against the answers for
that urg, Do not submityour answers to ECI for grading

CHAPTER 1

Objectives: To dernoWstrate an understanding of the equipment and components used as statioh equipinent in
the common-battery telephone system. To operate common-battery telephone circuits and use telephone
diagrams.

I: Which telephone components are normally housed by the modern telephone handset? (1-1, a)

/. What is the main purpose of the telephone handset cord? (1-1, b)

3_ Assuming Thai a common-battery telephone does not contain a network assembly, which major oompo-
runts would be housed in the telephone housing'? (1-1, c)

4. On an ordinary telephone installation, where is the mounting cord used? (1-1, d)

5. -Name four major components of the modern telephone set. (1-1)

How is the resistance of a transmitter varied by sound waves! (14, 5)

7. What Is the primary difference between the old solid back transmitter and the carbon cup' transmitter?

When the transmitter unit of a modern-telephone becomes defective, how is it repaired? (1-9)

What does it mean if it is said that a transmitter has noise-canceling characteristics? (1-10)



10. Why is the permanent magnet important to receiver operation? (1-13-15)

11. How is the permanent magnet arranged in the modern telephone receiver? (1-17)

12. What are the main functions of the telephone induction coil? (1-1S)

13. What are the main functions of the capacitors used in telephones? (1-20).

14. What isthe Mai II difference between local-battery telephony and common-battery telephony? (2-1)

15. What is a telephone exchange? (2-4)

3.95

16. Name the major components of a local-battery telephone. (2-5)

17. Why is it that local-battery telephones will function in a system that does mot have a central office? (2-6)

18. Why is it necessary to have a central office whcn common-battery telephones are used? (2-7, 8)

19. W th common-battery telephones, how is the switchboard operator signaled from a telephone substation?
(2.9)

20. In comparison with the local-battery system, what are some of the advantages of the common-battery
telephone system? (2-12, 13)

21. With a three-winding induction coil, such as shown in figure 10, what names are commonly used for the
windings? (3-2)

t.
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With the telephone circuit illustrated in figure 10 of the text, tha hookswitch contacts would be placed
in what pcnition when the handset is placed on its cradle? (3-21

23. In the circuit illustrated in figure 10 of the text, which one of the induction coil windings is connected
into the circuit in a direction that isepposite from the other two windings? (3-3; Fig. 101

24. In a circuit such as illustrated in figure 10, which component would be considered as the heart of the
3ntisidetune circuit? (34)

CHAPTER 2

Objectives: To show knowledge of how to install and repair equipment used in automatic (dial) telephone
systems. To trace the dial (common-battery) telephone drcuit. To demonstrate an understanding of the
circuitry and operation of the 500-type telephone, and the general construction of explosionproof and weather- ,

proof sets.

1. What are the main -ferences between the manual common-battery system and the dial common-battery
system? (4-1)

2. How is the switchboard battery connectea to the subscriber's telephone in the manual common-battery
system? (4.1)

3. Name four basic types of electromechanical dial telephone systems. (4-,3)

During dialing with an automatic telephone system. how are the dial pulses established on the telephone
line 14-5)

5 What information does the dial tone convey to the calling party? (4-6)

r) How ire telephones connected dutornatically by the dial system? (4.6, 7)

4
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7. With a simplified dial syt eM, such as illustaated in figure 12 of thctext, the dialing of the number 68 into 302 7
the contier.tor switch woild move its wiperto what position? (4-7)

\\

8. What is the main difference between the XY and\step-by-step dial systems? (4-8)

9. If a telephone subscriber dialed the number 54 into the Stepping switch of an XY telephone system, the
switch wipers would step to what position? (4-9)

10. What is the purpose of the pulse spring contacts used in the 'telephone dial? (5-2)

11. liow many times do the dial pulse springs open and closa(hreak and make contact) when the digit 0 is
dialed? (5-2)

12. As illustrated by figure 13 of the text, which telephone circuit is internipted by the dial pulse springs?
(5-2.)

13. Why is the receiver circuit disabled during the dialing of each thgit? (5-3)

14. As illustrated by 'figure 13 of the text, which telephone circuits are affected by the closing of the dial
shunt spring contacts? (5-3)

15. As shown in part B of figure 13 of the text, the 0.7-mf capacitor serves what purpose? (5-4)

16. As shown in figure 13D of the text, the main transmitter circuit from teiminal U to term 1141 Li is
through which telephone components? (5-5)

What tones are connected by the telephgne line by a touch-tone telephone following depression of
pushbutton 57 (6.2)

33 5
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18. What subscriber actions operates telephone switching equipment? (6-4.5)

19. Does a telephone all which extends through step.by-step equiptnent an'd between rotary dial subscribers
require Ugnal conversion? (6-6, 7)

0. Identify the equipment to be inspected if signal conversion fails to occur. (61)

21. With a simplified dial and switch circuit, such as shown in figure 15 of the text, what happens when the
subscriber removes the handset from the cradle of his telephone? (7-2)

VAth a simplified dial and switch circuit, as illustrated in figure 15 of the text, what happens in the cir-
cuit when the subscriber dials a given digit? (7-3, 4)

23. Explain briefly how the telephone dial operates. (74, 5)

24. As a telephone equipment installer-repairman, name a dial system control device for which you will be
responsible. (8-1)

4

5. Name the device which serves as a guide for the subscriber preparing to dial a desired number. (84)

2 b. Why is a finger stop on the telephone dial? (8-5)

`" What is the purpose of the pulse cam used with the teleprne dial? 8-7)

23. What is the purpose of the shunt spring assembly used in the telephone dial? (8-9)

2g . What is the purpose of the shunt cam assembly used in the ttl,.nhone dial? (8-9. 101



30. How is the pulsing rate at which the line circuit is pulsed controlled? 8-14)

31. Why must the telephone &la operate at the proper speed? 8 4

3 What is the proper dial speed for the majority of telephone systems? (8-14)

33. How is the speed of a telephone dial normally checked? (8-15)

34. During the c1i2Iing sequence, when do the shunt springs return to their normal position? (8-9, 16),

35. Which pair of spring contacts perform in approximately the same manner in all telephone dials? (8-17)

3:29

36. In the dialing circuit shown in figure 17 of the text, what function is performed by the contacts between
dla1sprigand (8-18)

37. In the dialing circuit shown in figure 17 of the text, what is accomplished during dialing by the closing of
the contacts between dial springs 3. and 4? (8-18)

38. In the circuit illustrated in figure 17 of the text, the contacts between dial springs 1 and 2 will open and
close how many times when the digit 4 is dialed? (8-18)

39. What telephone is.most widely used throughout the Air Force? (9-1)

40. Which of the commercial 500-type telephones used by the Air Force have parts that are interchangeable?
(9-2)

41. From the standpoint of appearance, what is the main difference in the looks of the dial on the 500 tele-
phone as compared with the early model dial? (9.3)

r--*
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3341'2. What is the difference between the handset cord used with the 500 telephone and the handset cord used
with the older model telephone? (9-4)

4 . Name seven basic components that must be used in 3 dial common-battery telephone to provide
satisfactory service. (9-5)

44. in comparison with ihe units used in older telephones, how has the transmitter unit in the 500 telephone
been improved? (9-6)

45. How are the handset cord conductors 'connected to the transmitter unit in the handset used with the SOO
telephone? (9.7)

46. In addition to serving as a mounting for the transmitter, the plastic cup used in the handset of the 500
tcephorie performs what other important functions? (9-7)

47. 4 is the purpose of the varistor that is connected across the terminals of the receiver in the handset of
the 500 telephone? 19-8)

48. How are the handset conductors connected to the receiver unit in the handset used with the 500 tele-
phone? (9-.8)

49 What is the purpose ot contacts F and G on the hookswitch used with the 500 telephone? 9-10)

On the 500 telephone, wh-1, is the posit on of hookswitch contacts B-C and D-E when the handset is re-
moved from its cradle? t 1)

51. In respect to,cOnstruction. what is the main difference between the coils used on the 500 telephone ringer
and the ones used on older telephones? (9-12)

'1



52. 'Which parts are replaceable on the 500 telephone ringer? (94 3)

53. What 'spring contacts are provided on the dial used on the 500 telephone? (9-14)

54. What is the purpose of the off-pormai contacts used on the 500 telephone dial? (9-14)

55. Explain briefly which parts of the 500 telephone are contained in the netwqrk aniembly. (9-16, 17)

56. How is the 500 telephone normally repaired when a network part becomes defective? (9-18)

57. Name the principal circuits of the 500 telephone. (9-20)

.';8. In reference to figure 26 of the text, the primary induction coil winding located between network
terminals RR and R is identified by which letter-number combination? (9-20)

59. In reference to figure 26 of the text, which two induction coil windings, in coniunction with resistor12 .
form a series circuit between network terminals RR and GN? (9-20)

60. As illustrated by figure 26 of the text, which side of the central office battery is co-.:nected through to
terminal LZ on the network? .(9-21)

b 1. What is usually meant by a ground symbol on a tolephone 'wiring diagram? (9-22)

331

(32. During the installation of telephone wiring at the connecting block, what practice is iformally followed by
installer-repairmen to help in the identification of the tip and ring sides of the line? (9-23)



33 4:7s*
ks connected in the circuit illustrated in figure 26, what is the purpose of thti:yellow =stinting cord con-

ductor that is connegted between the tip terminal of the connecting block andthe G terminal on the
neryork? (9-24, ZS)

b4. Why should the handset be on its cradle when the 500 telephone is receiving ringing current from the
central office? (9-25)

65. What type of ringing current is normally supplied from the central office? (9-264

66. Assuming that a specific half-cycle of ringing current leaves, the central office via the tip conductor, passes
through the circuitry shown Li figure 27, and then returns to the central office via the ring conductor,
which direcion will this current pass through the slate-red ringer lead in the illustration? (9-26)

Aft.

Rembving the handset from its cradle on the telephone circuit illustrated in figure 26 will place the hook-
switch contacts in what position? (9-27)

bS With the tip and ring conductors in figure 28 connected to cent:al office battery and the handset removed
from its cradle, how would the current flow in the induccion coil windings between terrrunals RR and C"
(9-28)

!.44

69. When someone speaks into the transmitter of a telephone such as illustrated by the circuit in figure 28, the
induced voice currents from the induction coil appear across which terminals of the network? (9-30)

-0. The . ializer circuitry of the network (fig. 28) consists of which parallel circuits'? (9-30)

-I Use figure 28 to letermine the induction coil windings and the network terminals used when voice our-
rents are received by a 500 telephone. (9-30, 31)

-2. When receiving with the 500 telephone. (fig. 261. the induced currents that flow in the receiver are induced
In which winding of the induction coil? (3-31, 32)

10
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During receiving with tbe 500 telephone (fig. 2.6), the induced current that flows through the ceceiver
from network terminal GN to network terminal R returns to the induction coil winding via which
circuit patt'i (9-32)

333

What is meant by the term antisidetone? (9-34

-5. Name two ways in which the network assembly functions during a normal telephone conversation. (9-34)

76. Why is it that the voice currents received by the 500 telephone induce a strong voltage in induction coil
winding SP (9-35)

In figure 28 of the text, the transmitter and resistor RI are connected into a series circuit. What other
components of the network form a series circuit.that is connected in parallel with the transmitter and
resistor RI? (9-36) 1

7 S . Flow dues the circuitry shown in figure 28 reduce sidetone during transmission? (9-36)

_
In respect to the 500 telephone, the dialing current passes through the network components via what
drcuit paths? See figure 28. (9-38)

SO. In the network assembly of the .500 telephone, in figure 28, what is the purpose of capacitor C27 (9-38)

8 1 In reference io ihe 500 telephone, explain how the off-normal contacts of the dial short out the receiver.
(9-38)

52. Name some other types of telephones that use the same type of network circu try as that -used in the 500
telephone. ( 1 0-1 )

83. Expiain briefly how telephones are constructed to make them explosionproof. (10-2)

1 I
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CRAFTER 3

Objectives: To show knowledge of the functions of maintenance and mainten.ance management and inspection
systems. and to snow a knowledge of related docu.mentation.

I . What thould result from having management centralized? t 11-1)

Most rnamtenance performed at workcenter Y6720 is level maintenance. (11-1.2)

ReplaLing a 4008 KILT for thc 1A2 key system would most likely be what level of maintenance? (11-2)

4. What level of maintenance is used when modifying a 212A for emergency use (11-3)

Where should you send a telephone system component that needs to be calibrated or restructured7 (114)

At the orgarnzational level, who d rects the maintenance programs? (12-1)

Lot lesponsibiinies o( the chief of maintenance. 112-2)

Name an effective method by which the chief of maintenance will manage maintenance for hts orgaruza-twn. 11 4)

Identify the maintenance duectiYes rom the csef of maintenance. (124)

10. Use text ngure .10 and name the staff positions for the chief of maintenance. 112-5)

lust four duties for the oroduction analysis section it the CEM. f i 2-0 )

'1 4
)
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12. IdentiN considerations for training management when preparing a training prop-am. 12-7)

13. Namithe inspections for winch quality control is responsible. (12-10)

14. GiveVomdures to use when a repairman is suspected of performing maintenance poorly. (12-11)

15. Name the chief of maintenance office to whom you would submit a request for Bell Telephone Specifica-
tions. (12-12)

1 . Ident fy the rtethod you will use to correct observed deficiencies. (12-13)

17. To whom do you report when requesting additional Kills for your orgqni7ation5? (12-14)

18. Last fundamental factors for planning and scheduling maintenance. (12-16)

19. What type maintenance would replacement of a wire clamp be? (12.17)

20. Identify the publications to use when documenting maintenance. (12-18)

21. Nlrne the materiel control function that orders 400B-type KTUs and monitors to see that the order will
arrive as scheduled. (12-19)

1 .1 What procedure does management use to identify problem areas of maintenance and forecast requirements?
(13-1)

3. ,uf what system is the AFTO Form 349 a part" (13-2)
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.24. Describe a way inwhich good maintenance iiiiaragement improves the organizauon. (13-1-3)

- 25. How did the Air Force simplify maintenance flocumentan for the technician? (113-5)

26. Using text figure 32 as your guide, determine a job control number for the tenth job for June 20, 1972.(13-6)

Identify the letter that you will use on maintenance forms to designate that* main,inance being per-,. formed is on. 302 system equipment. (13-8)

328. From what document would you get the number 4640 shown in column K of the sample maintenanceform? (13-10)

29. If you spent 2 hours inspecting and.testing 10 relays in a key system, how many minutes did you averageper relay? (13-11)

30. What type maintenance form entry do you make to indicate the type work you have done to 302 system
equipment? (13-12)

31. Having corrected a trouble during routine maintenance, where do you get the entry to place in block E of
the Maintenance Data Collection Record form? (13-12)

32. Why must you use the correct codes when completing a Matntenance Data Coilect'dn Record form?
(13-14)

33. Using text figure .33 determine the man-hours used to find and correct all loose connectlons in (he 500-
type telephones. ( 13-15)

34. What is the most necessary control required for producing an e ficient maintenance oreaniznnon? 1 4- 1 )

1. 4
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35. Identify the code to use when you have spent a half-hour washing and polishing the shop vehicle. (14-3)

36. Who checks each master roster and identifies the errors, if there are any? (14-4.)

Ho% ..)es the exception card relate to good management? (14-5)

38. What circumstance permits a workcenter ta have more man-hours to its account at the end of a repoitin
period than when the period began? (14-6)

39. Name the entries you will make on a man-hour accounting card. (14-4, 6, 8)

40. How are airmen helped by maintenance records? (15-1)

41. What document is your authority to install a telephone for a customer? (15-2, 3)

42. Compare the telephone set installation work order with the key system record/worksheet. (15-3, 4)

CHAPTER 4

337

Objectives: To show knowledge of how to maintain and inspect telephone sets, to detect and control corrosion.
and to use telephone test sets, click sets, and millimeters. To locate faultsrepair telephone setsusing test
equipment to test telephone circuits and components, and to correct troubles in telephone parts and assemblies.

I. Name two categories into which general telephone maintenance may be dièd. Intro.-2)

1. Why, are preventive maintenance inspections performed on subset installations? (16-1).
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Whiat items of associated equ pment should you inspect when looking for troubles at a subset iastallation?15-1)

4. If v1u were looking for troubles at a subset installation. what would you look.for while inspecting thedr wiring.' ( 16-i, b)

5. Why should the srbon blocks in a station protector be in good condition? (16-I,e)

ts. What one thing, more than anything else, is largely responsible for the formation of corrosion? (16-3)

While inspectmg the terminals, wiring, protectors, etc-1, at a subset installation. what should you look forto detect corrosion? (16-24)

S. Hoy/is corrosion normally controlled? (1643, 7)

When you thstall a telephonesubset, what factors should you consider relative to the prevention of corro-sion? (1 6-9)

10. When ,:orrosion is found in a component of a substation installation. what should be done to correct the
situation? 416-10)

11. As a supervisor of telephone installation, during what part of a specitIc installation job., woUld you consider
the prevention of corrosion? (16-11)

12. \arne tour operations of the telephone set to which mai unctions may be isolated. ( I --l)

, What is :he ftst step that you should take when you ire troubies looting in the subset area' (1--2)

16



14. Why must you follow a series of systematic steps when troubleshootkng telephone equipment? (174)\

15. Why should the troubleshooting procedure be carried throUgh to the final step even though the telephone
malfunction is located by one of the first steps made? (174)

16. When looking for irout:lts at a telephone installation, why should you examOie and test the associated
equipment (terminals, drop wiring, etc.) before you test the internal circuits of the subset? (17-6)

17 . If you were troubleshooting in a subset area and it became necessary to use test instruments, at what
point in the circuit would you perform the first test? (17-6)

18. If you weTe troubleshooting in 2 subset area and you found that the trouble was on the central office

side of the pole terminal, what should you do to correct the situation? (17-6)

19. Aily should the correction of troubles in the subset area be coordinated with the wire chief or test desk
operator? (17-6, 10,11)

20. Why should the wire chief perform tests before he sends an installer-repairman out to look for troubles in

a subset area? (17-11)

339

If you were amigned the job of finding a trouble at a subset installation, how could you do the job system-

atiimily1 (IS-1)

.22. How can the installer-repairman use the telephone test set to determine if battery is present on a specific

telephone pair? (18-2)

23. How ,:an the installer-repairman use the telephone test set to identify the battery side of the line? (18-2)

4, What response will you note from a click set if you connect it to an open circuit? (18-3)

17
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25. The battery-powered click set is used to test what type of telephone circuits? (184)

26. Explain briefly how a telephone click set is constructed. (18-5)

Assuming that the conductors of a telephone pair have been disconnected from central office battery,what is indicated if you hear a loud click when you connect a battery-powered click set between one ofthe conductors and ground? (18-6)

28. With a multimeter, what method is used to measure different amounts of voltage with the SMIle basicmeter movement? (18-9)

29. With a multimeter, what method is used to measure different amounts of current with the same basicmeter movement? (18-10)

30. With a multimeter that USes a dc meter movement, what method is normally used to read ac values withthe unit? (18-11)

31. Which of the multi:meters described in the text provide for the most accurate testing? (18-12)

32. ln respect to ohms per volt, what is the sensitivity rating of the TS-297/U multimeter? i 18-14)

33. What is the largest voltage range provided on the TS-297/U rnultimeter? (18-15)

34. On the TS-297/U multimeter, which jack is common to all measdrement%? (18-15)

35. On the TS-297/U multimeter, what is meant by the label "RX10" located by a resisunce jack at Ule:ower part of the meter? k18-15)



36. While measuring dc milliirnpeies with the TS-297/U. mtiltimeter, which jack must be used as the negative 3171/
connection to the meter? (18-15)

37. What is the purpose of the rheostat located just below the meter on the TS-297/U multimeter? (18-16)

Name the three basic scales used on the face of the TS-297/U multimeter. (18-17)

39. To interpret readings on the various scales of the TS-297/U rnultirneter, how would you determine which
scale to read? (18-18)

40. If you were using the TS-2971U multimeter to measure an ac voltage of about 200 volts and you wanted
the meter pointer to deflect to approximately half-scale, which meter jack would you use, where would
you set the selector switch, and what meter scale would you read? (18-19)

41. If you are measuring a dc voltage with the TS-297/U multimeter and the red test lead is plugged into the
400V jack, the selector switch is set in the DCV-MA position and the pointer on the meter is pointing
to the number 20 on the 0 to 40 DC scale, what voltage reading is being indicated? (18-19)

42. If you are measuring a dc voltage with th S-297/U rnultimeter and the red test lead is pluggedTinto the
10V jack, the selector switch is set in the DCV-MA position, and the pointer on the meter is pointing to
the number 25 on the 0- to 100-DC scale, what voltage reading is being indicated? (18-19)

43. When preparing to make a resistance measurement with the TS-297 U multimeter, how would you set
the meter to zero? (18-21)

44 When you measure the resistance in a circuit with a multimeter, why should you disconnect the circuit
from its power source? (18-21)

45. If you are making a resistance measurement with the TS-297/U multimeter and the red lead is plugged
into the RX 10 jack, the selector switch is set in the OH:MS position, and the pointer on the meter is
boinung to the number 30 on the OHMS scale, how much resistance is indicated? (18-22)

19



34.2 46 If you wanted to meuute a resistance value of about 200 ohms with the TS-2971U miiItinseter and youwanted the pointer on the meter ro detlect to approximately halfscale, which resistance jack should youuse! (18-)

47. In respect to the PSM-6 multirneter, how much current IS required to make the meter movement readfull scale? (18-23)

48. In respect to ohms per volt, what sensitivity ranges are provided by the PSM-6 multimeter? (18-23)

Explaui che purpose of the control switches and rheostat used on the PSM-6 multimeter. (18-24-27)

*30. What is the maximum resistance that may be indicated by the PSM-6 multimeter? (18-29)

31. If you are measuring dc voltage with the PSM-6 mulumeter and the range switch is set at the .250 position,which scale should you read on the meter? (18-29)
Ia

52. If you are measunng dc voltage with the PSM-6 multiineter and the function switch is set at the DCVi 20K per volt) position, the RANGE switch is set at the .5 position, and the pointer on the meter ispointing to the position identified by the numbers 1.5, 3, and 6 on the DC scale, how much voltage isbeing mdicated? (18.-29,30)

53. When using the accessory probe to measure up to 5000 volts dc on the PSM-6 multimetcr, which meterscale must be used to obtain the reading? (18-30,31)

54. Wlen using the accessory probe to measure up to 5000 volts dc, the FUNCTION switch on the F'SM-6must be set in what position? (18-30,30

55. What is the maximum ac voltage that can be measured with the PSM-6 multimeter? I 18-33)

What Is the purpose of the OUTPUT position on the PSN1-6 rnultunet& 18-34)

20



57. Without using the accessory instrument shunt, what is the MAXiMUITI amount of current that can be
mc ,ured with the PSM-6 multimeter? (18-35)

58. When you use the accessory instrgment shunt to read maximum current with the PSM-6 muitimeter,
which scale should you read on the meter face? (18-35)

59. lf you wanted to measure a resistance of approximately 40 ohms with the PSM-6 multimeter and you
wanted the meter pointer to deflect to a position near the lower end of the scale, at what positions
should you set the FUNCTION and RANGE switches to make the measurement? (18-37)

60. If the meter pointer points to the number 6 on the DC scale when you are measuring microamperes with
the PSM-6 multimeter, how many microamperes are indicated? (18-38)

01. Name some of the general precautions that should be obsenred when using a rnultimeter. (18-40)

62. Give the main precautions that should be observed when using a multirneter to measure current values.
(18-42)

63. Name the main precautions that should be observed when using the rnultimeter to measure resistance
values. (1843)

64. If you are troubleshoodng in the subset area and you find that the subset is functioning normally
except that its bells do not ring when signaled by the central office, what circuits should you examine
next? Why'? (19-1)

65. When a trouble is believed to be in a telephone set, what checks should you make before you test the
internal circuits of the set? (19-3)

c,b. If you ;lave traced a trouble down to a telephone set, what operational tests should you then perform to
help in isolating the malfunction'? 19-41



354 67. Auuming that you are troubleshooting an installed telephone, expiain briefly how you would perform
operational tests on the set. (19-5,6)

68. When localizing a trouble in an installed telephone by monitoring its operation with a telephone test
set, to what basic circuits may the trouble be isolated? (19-7)

69. When you check the operation of an installed telephone by monitoring its operation with a test set, what
is indicated if you cannot hear dial tone in either the test set or the telephone receiver when the handset
is removed from its cradle? (19-8,a)

70. When checking the operation of an installed telephone by monitoring its operation with a test set, what
is mdicated if.qou cannot hear dial tone in the receiver of the telephone when the handset is removed
from its cradle but you can hear it in the receiver of the test set? (19-8,b)

71. When checling the operation of an installed telephone by monitoring its operation with a test set, what
is indicated if you continue to hear dial tone in both the telephone and test set rcceivers after dialing a
number with the telephone? (19-8,c)

72. Explain bnefly how you would perform a complete inspection of a telephone handset. (19-11)

If you find the ringer biasing spring is broken on a late model telephone, how should the unit be repaired?
119-12,0

Explam briefly what you would look for while inspecting a telephone hookswitch. (19-13)

-5. What me some of the main things to look for when inspecting such items as =induction coil or a network
assembly? (19-14,15)

What are the main points to be checked when.inspecting a telephone dial? t 19-17)



What would you look for while inspecting the handset and mounting cords? (19-18)

When you test the resisunce of teleohone components with a multimeter, why is it necessary to
disconnect some of the units during the test? (19-20)

317'5

79. When testing the resistance of a telephone componertrt with a multimeter, why should you select a range
that will give you a reading on the lower half of the meter scale? (19-20)

80. How s'yould you test the IO1A inducdon coil with a multimeter? (19-21)

SI. The specified resistance value fur the primary winding of the 101A ind-tion coil is 22 ohms. Would
you consider a 1J1A induction coil to be,defective, if its primary winding measured 20 ohms? Why?
(19-21)

82. Why is it _hat a network assembly may still be defective even when all of its resistance values are
satisfactor-_, ? (19-22)

83 Why should you always lock up the specified values for any telephone component that you may be
teszing? (19-23)

84. Why is a re..istance test of a transmitter not very reliable? k 19-25)

S5. What checks can be performed on the dial contacts with a multirneter? (19-26)

So. Explain how a ringing or talking capacitor may be checked with a multimeter. (19-27)

When you test the receiver and transmitter circuits. as illustrated in figu. es 44 and 45 ot :he text. which
,:)ne of the circuits should be tested firsC (19-29)

23



346 S. Explain how the telephone transmitter circuit is tested with a telephone test receiver. (19-29-31)

When testing the transmitter circuit as Illustrated in figure 44 of the text, what is indicated if the test is
sat.sfactory fjOrn point; A to point B, but it is not satisfactory froin point A to point C? (19-30)

It you were testing from point A to point B of a transmitter circuit, as shown in figure 44 of the text,
what would be indicated if sound did not come through the test receiver? (19-30)

Wnen testing a transmitter circuit such as the one shown in figure 44 of the text, what is indicated if the
test from point A to point C is satisfactory but sound does not come through the test receiver while
testing from point A to point Cf (19-31)

02. Explain how the telephone receiver circuit is tested with a telephone test receiver. (19-32-34)

When testing a rece ver circuit such as the one shown in figure 45 of the text, what is indicated if no
,:lack is heard whale-toting from point A to point B? (19-33)

When testing a receiver circuit such as the one shown in figure 45 of the text, what is mdicated if no
is heard when the test receiver with its battery is connected directly acioss the terminals of the

handset receiver? (19-34)

W)ien the telephone dial is at rest I no number being ,iialed), its pulsing contacts are in what position?

Fne pulse spring contacts in a telephone dial are in what position when the subscriber if: taikink ovrt h:s
teleprione' t 10-35)

wh\ 5 dui siDeeti an imnortant factor in the operation of a dial :elephon ? 1 I L)-3c,

Vhui .11al ,ueed us used with mos; 111:- automatiL ;wit lung 4)7, stems
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3171-799. If a telephone dial is operating at the proper speed, how long should it take for it to return to its normal
position when you dial the digit zero? (19-36)

100. When the dial assembly is not functioning properly, what is the best method for correcting the trouble?
(19-381

101. What function of the hookswitch contacts is common to practically all telephones? (19-40)

102. What is the purpose of the shorting contacts used on the hookswitch of some telephones? (19-40)

103. Why is a capacitor connected in series with the ringer on common-battery telephones? (19-42)

l 04. If the ringer capacitor in a telephone subset shorts out, What.is the effect on the telephone system?
(19-4.2)

105. When the ringer ii defective on the modern telephone, what is the normal method of repair? (19-43)

106. With the modern telephone, how are such components as the trarsmitter, receiver, hookswitch. net ork
assembly, and instrument cords usually repaired? (1945-47)



3 48 ANSWERS EQR CHAPTER REVIEW EXERCISES

CHAPTER 1

1. The transmitter and receiver are housed by the telephone handset.

The handset cord prov-tdes a means of connecting the transmitter imd rece v r in the handset with the

components In the telephone housing.

The common-battery telephone housing with other than a network assembly would contain the ringer,

hookswitch, induction coil, capacitors, and either a dial blan.k or a dial assembly.

4. The telephone mounting cord is used to connect the circuitry of the telephone housing to the telephone

wiring at the connecting block.

5. The four Major components which make up the modern telephone set are:

a. The handset.
b. The handset cord.
c. The telephone housing assembly.
J. The telephone mounting cord.

A

The resistance of a telephone transmitter is varied by changing the pressure applied to its carbon granules.

When sound waves strike the transmitter, the diaphragm vibrates, changing the pressure on the carbon

uranules. Thus, the resistance of the transmitter is varied by the sound waves striking the transmitter

diaphragm.

The difference between the solid back transmitter and the carbon cup transmitter is in uie carbon

arrangement. The cup provides a more positive contact between the carbon granules and allows the

transmitter to bt moved freely while in use. Such movement was not possible with the solid transmitter,

because the looae granules jarred enough to create a frying noise.

8. The modem transmitter unit must be replaced when it becomes defective.

A transmitter with noise-canceiing characteristics will transmit only the sound that is fed directly into

It. Thai is. it will not transmit the sound that is produced either behind or at the sides of the unit. It may

also be said that this transmitter has directional characteristics.

Tile permanent magnet is important to receiver operation because it aids the receiver in making a good

reproduz lion of the transmitted sound. Without the permanent magnet, each alternation of receiver

current attracts the receiver diaphragm, causing it to produce sound waves that are twice the frequency

of the transmitted sound waves.

1 I . The permanent magnet in the modern receiver is nng-shaped; thus, it concentrates the magnetic lines

of force near the receiver diaphragm.

2. The telep.one induc'..tion coil aids in the reduction of sidetone while transmitting; arid it provides for good

transmission and reception.

'
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13. Some of the rnam functions of telephone capacitors are:

a. To block dc current from pusing through csomponents such as the ringer and receiver.
b. To pass rmging and voice currents as desired.
c. To aid the Induction coil during operation.

249

14. The main difference between local- and common-battery telephone systems is in how the electrical power
is furnished for the system. With local-battery systems, the power is furnished at each telephone set.
With common-battery systems, the electrical power is furnished from the central office for all of the
telephone sets in the system.

15. The central office with its connected lines and substations is called a telephone exchange.

io. The major components of a local-battery telephone are the receiver, transm tter, battery, induction coil,
switch, hand generator, and ringer. ,

With local-battery telephones, the sources of electrical energy for transmitting and signaling are included
in each subset. Therefore, local-battery telephones may be used in a system that does not have a central
office.

IS. Since common-battery telephones are not equipped with the necessary components for generating their
own electncal power, they must be connected to a system where the power for signaling and transmission
is furnished.

19. The operator is signaled by a lamp which operates automatically when the handset is removed from its
cradle at the substation.

20. The chief advantages of a com.mon-battery system are that a centrally located battery is easier and more
economical to maintain; the line voltage is more constant, and the user can signal the operator by simply
removmg the handiet from its cradle.

I. The induction coil windings are usually called the primary, secondary, and balancing windings. In many
cases, however, the balancing winding may also be called the tertiary winding.

Placmg the handset on its cradle in the circuit illustrated in figure 10 would open both sets of hookswnch
contacts.

23, The secondary winding is connected into the circuit in a direction that is opposite from the other two
win dings.

4. The induction coil is the heart of the antisidetone circuit_
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CHAPTER 2

I. With manual common-battery systems, the switching and connecting of stations is done by operators inthe central office. With dial common-battery systems, the switching and connecting of stations is doneautomatically in the central office; the switching is done by automatic equipment Ntailich responds,;i) thesubscriber's telephones.

2. In the manual common-battery sys'm, the switchboard battery is supplied when the operator md.v.es acormection tor the subscriber.

3. J. Step-by-step system.
b. XY system.
c. All -relay system.

Crossbar system.

During dialing, the dial interrupts the line current by alternately opening and closing the dial pulsecontacts.

5. The dial tone indicates to the calling party that the equipment is ready for him to dial the number of hischoice.

o. The dial-system extends the connection, one step at a time, as each digit of the number is dialed. If thecalled station is not busy, it is signaled by the application of ringing current through the last switch inthe switch-train. When the called party removes his handset from its cradle to answer the call, the finalconnection between the two telephones is &completed.
A

The thaliAg of the number 68 into the connector switch would first move the wiper up to the 6th rowand then around to the 8th terminal in the 6th row.

S. The main difference between the XY and step-by-step dial systems is in the type of stepping switchesused.

q. The dialing of the number 54 into an X4 stepping switch would first cause it to take 5 steps in theX direction and then 4 steps in the Y direction:

1(3. The dial pulse contacts (,pu1se springs) pulse the central office switching equipment during dialing.(

I I. The dial pulse springs open and close 10 times when the digit 0 is dialed.

12. As shown by this illustration, the telephone cir4dt from terminal LZ to terminal LI is interrupted.This, of course, interrupts the lire circuit to the tentral office during dialing

I 3 . The receiver is disabled during the dialing period to eltminate the clicking noise that would otherwisebe present in the receiver.

14. As shown in this illustration, the lower shunt spring shorts out the receiver, and the upper shunt springsshort out the transmitter and pnmary winding of the Induction cod.

The 0.7-mf capacitor, in coniunction with the 100-ohm resistor, serves as an arc suppressor for thepulse spnng zontat:ts.
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l b. As shown in figure 13D, the main transmitter circuit from terminal L2 to terminal Ll is through the
transmitter, the 2-1 winding of the iftduction cl, the.dial pulse contacts, and the hpokswitch
contacts to termmal Ll.

Depression of pushbutton 5 results n tones 770 and 1336 cPs being connected to the line.

IS. Lifting the handset and dialing sends pulses of electric current which operAte the telephone equipment,
but in association wtth the dial there must be tunes.

IQ No. A call between two rotary dial subscribers is connected by telephone swnching equipment in the
normal manner and requires no-signal conversion.

0. When signal converSion fails to occur, the interface equipment should be inspected.

21. When th;-subscriber removes the handset from the cradle oflhis telephone, the hookswitcht'ioses,
completing a circuit through the dial pulse springs, the telephone lines, and realy A in the central
office. This causes relay A to operate and to extend ground to fhe circuit of relay B. This
ground is extended by the =Wei of the contactS which are shown directly below relay A. The
extension of ground to relay B causes it to operate, closing the contacts to the magnet circait.
The magnet circuit does not operate at this timeyhowever, because relay A is holding the grounded
armature (shown directly below it) in contact with the relay B circuit.

To dial a digit or number, the subscriber must first remove the handset from its cradle.
Rerrwval of the handset from its cradle.places the circuit in a condition as described- in the
ariver to question 21. With the circuit in this condition, the dialing of a digit opens and closes
the pulse spring contacts the same number,of times as the number of the digit dialed. Each
time that the pulse spring contacts open ind close, relay A releases and reoperates. As relay
A releases, the grounded armature moves downward, extending ground to the magnet circuit:
and the reoperatiion of relay A immediately*Lifts the grounded armature to reestablish contact with
the circuit to relay .B. This action pulses the magnets one time, moving the switching equipment one step.
Each time that the pulse springs open and close, the magnet circuit operates to step the switching
equipment one step. Thus, 'iThen a specific digit is dialed, the equipment is pulsed or stepped the
same number of times as the number of the digit.

. To dial a specific digit or number', the subscriber places a finger in the proper hole of the finger
plate it-Inger wheel) and turns it in clockwise iirection until his finger touches the finger stop.
He :hen removes his finger from the hole in the finger plate, allowing it to return to its normal
poinon. When the subscriber starts to turn the finger plate, the first thing that happens is that
the shunt springs opetate to short out the transmitter and receiver. As he continues to turn the
linger piate, it winds up or tightens the dial drive spring. When he removes his finger from the plate,
the spring drives the dia) and governor. returning the dial to its normal positiqn. As the dial
returns to its nOrmal position. it operates t'..e pulsing springs, opening and closing them the same nuniber
of tiles as the number dialed. As the finger plate reaches its normal position, it operates the shunnng

placing them in theik,normal position.

YUL1 WEE be responsible for a dial.

The finger plate serves a pide :Or the subscriber preparing



3Sca., The finger >top is provided tb insure that the turns the ringer plate to the proper position while
dialing each digit of 4 number.

During dialing, the pulse cam actuates the main pulse spring, making and breaking the circuit the same
number of sunes as the digit dialed. For example, if the digit 5 were dialed, the pulse spring c,ntact
would break and make the circuit 5 times. In other words, it would open and close the circuit 5 times.

The shunt spring assembly (shunt contacts) disables the receiver during haling; and, with some types
of dials, the assembly also shorts out the transmitter during the dialing period.

During dialint, the shunt cam operates the shunt springs, disabling the receiver. Also. w th some types
of dials, the shunt cam operates a pair of contacts, shorting out the transmitter.

The speed at which the finger wheel and diad mechanism operate during the return period is controlled
by the dial governorthus, the pulse rate is regulated by tie governor.

31, The telephone dial must operate at the proper speed because the telephone switching equipment
operates best at this speed. lf,the dial operates either too fast or too slow, the switching equipment may
fail to follow the dial pulses.

The proper thal speed for most telephone dials is 10 pulses per second.

33 A dial speed tester is norrnally used to check the speed of a telephone dial. However, the installer-
repairman normally calls the test desk to have this check performed.

;4 The di; hunt springs return to ther normal position just as the finger plate reaches its normal
position at the end of a dialinfc-enuence.

The pulsing contacts perform in approximatelv the same manner in all telepiones.

7;n. In the circuit illustrated in figure 17. the contacts between dial springs 5 and 6 function by opening
the receiver circuit during the puling sequence.

in the circuit Illustrated.in figure 7 . the closing of the contacts be,ween dial sprinc,s 3 and 4 short
,.)ut the transmitter and the pnmary winding of the induction aod .uring the pulsing sequence.

In the aircuit illustrated in flgure 17, the contacts between springs 1 and 2 will open 4 :Imes and
_lose 4 times when the digit 4 is dialed.

1,) The 500.type teleprione is most commonly used.

40. the telephones that ire inanufactured by Western Electnc Company and 1TT-keliogg have inter-
ahangeable parts.

II The maan difference in the appearance of this dial is that the letters and numbers on the .300
telephone dial appear on the housing around the outside of :he unit while on the cider felephoi.
;i.lev appear .!rt T h e housing under the (inger plate.

.;0



4: The handset cord for the 500 telephone has four conductors while the handset cord used with the
older telephones normally has three.

The seven basic components used in the dial common-battery telephone are: the transmitter,
receiver, dial. hookswitch, induction coil, capacitor, and ringer.

44. The carbon granules in the 500 teleFnone trAismitter provide a more uniform contactthus,
an improvement in the quality of transmission is prOvided, Also, the carbon cup and diaphragm
electrode are shaped in such a manner that the Carbon granules cannot fail into a corner and pack.

45. The transmitter unit in the handset of the 500 telephone engages spring contacts in a plastic cup
as the unit is assembled. The transmitter conductors in the handset cord are attached E0 the terminals
of the plastic cup by screw-type terminals.

46. In addition to being a mounting for the transmitter, the plastic cup serves as an acoustic cavity
back of the transmitter and as an acoustic shield between the transmitter and receiver.

47. The varistor that is connect4d =TOSS the receiver terminals protects the user from high acoustic
levels which may be causei by stray voltages; and it also protects the receiver magnet from
being demagnetized by stra! voltages.

4& in the handset used with the 500 telephone, the conductors in the handset cord are attached to the
receiver unit with screw-typ,' terminals.

49. Contacts F and G on the hibokswitch are used to short out the receiver when the handset is in
place on its cradle.

-50. When the handset is removed from its cradle, hookswitch contacts B-C and D-E close to connect
the telephone lines to the network and telephone circuitry.

51. In the 500 telephone the ringer assembly uses two cods wound on one spoololder telephone
ringers use two cods but each one is wound on an individual spool.

52. The entire ringer can be replaced iS an assembly; or, the ringer coil, cod core, and brass gongs can be
replaced individually...
Otf-normal contacts are provided on the dial. one pair for pulsing, and the other pair tor shorting
out the receiver.

The off-normal contacts are used to short out the receiver during dialingthus. eliminatina clicks
from the receiver.

55. Besides the induction coil and ringing capacitor. there are three other capacitors, three fesistors,
and two vanstors contained in the network assembly.

56. When a network part is t functioning in a satisfactory manner, the telephone is normally repaired
by replacing the network assembly.

57. The principal cilcuits of e 500 telephone are: the transmitter circuit, the receiver circuit, the
ringer circuit, the dial arc it, and the antisidetone circuit.
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5S. The induction cod wuiding between terminals RR and R is identified by the letter-number combinauon

P1 . .

5Q. Induction coil wuidings PI and SI , in conjunction with resistor R2. form a series circuit between terminals
RR and GN.

As shown in figure 26, the negative side of the central office battery would be connected through to
terminal LZ.

ol. A ground symbol on a telephone wiring diagram usually ille341.5 a common connection to positive battery.

o2.. The installer-repairman normally uses a red wire for the ring side of the line and he connects the ring
conductor to the right-hand terminal on the connecting block.

As shown in the illustration, the yellow lead is used to complete the ringer circuit.

n4. If the ringer is to operate properly, the handset must be on its cradle to open hookswitch contacts B-C
and D-E. Otherwise, the ringing current would be applied to the receiving and transmitting circuitry.

o5. Normal ringing current is an ac voltage of about 85 volts at 20 cycles per second,

This half-cycle of current would pass through the slate-red ringer lead from terminal A on the network to
the 2650-ohm ringer coil.

b7. When the handset is removed from its cradle, hookswitch contacts A-8 and F-G break (open) and contacts
8-C and D-E make (close).

o8. As dlustrated in figure 28, the main path of current from terminal RR to terminal C (as shown by the
heavy lines) is through winding Pl, the transmitter, resistor RI , and winding P2. We must not overlook
the fact, however, that there is current flow between terminals RR and C via resistor R3 and varistor
CR2 and also via winding Pl, vanstor CR1, winding S2, and winding P2.

oq. The induced voice currents from the induction coil appear at terminals RR and17 of the network assembly.

The two paths through the.network that are said to be equalizer circuits extend from terminal RR to C as
follows: (II through reststor R3 and varistor CR2 and (2) through wuiding PI , varistor CR I , and windings
S2 and P2.

I . When voice currents are received by a 500 telephone, they are applied to the induction coil windings of
the netwo:k via terminals RR and C.

During receiving, the receiver current is induced in winding SI .

The induced receiver current returns from terminal R to the left-hand end , e- the winding SI via four paths
as follows: I I ) through tpacitors C2 and CI to winding SI (2) through resistor R2 to winding SI; (3)
through varistor CR I and capacitor CI to winding SI ; and (4) through the transmitter to terminal B and
[hen through resistor RI , winding S2. and capacitor CI to winding SI.

'4_ The term annsidetone refers to the circuit features that reduce, the sidetone in the receiver circuit to a
J.:suable level.

32



5. The network assembly functions as a receiving circuit when incoming voice currents are applied to termi- 355
nals RR and C. and it functions as a transmitting unit by applying voice currents to the line when some-
one speaks into the transmitter.

Dying receiving, the voice currents that pass-lough windings PI, P2, and S2 produce an additive voltage
Thin winding Si. erefore the induced voltage strong.

Winding S2 and varistor CR1 form a series circuit that is in parallel with the series circuit formed by the
transmitter and resistor RI.

78. During mansmission, the current through winding S2 varies in the opposite direction from the currents
through windings PI and n. Therefore, the voltage induced in winding SI by winding S2 is I80Q out of
phase with the voltage induced in winding SI by windings PI and in. For this reason, the voltages
induced in winding SI oppose each other, reducing sidetoneln the receiver circuit.

79. Most of the dialing current passes through the network via the following paths: (I) from terminal C
through varistor CR2 and resistor R3 to terminal RR; (2) from terminal C through windings P2 and S2,
varistos CRI, and winding PI to terminal RR; and (3) from terminal C through winding P2, resistor RI ,

the transmitter, terminal R, and winding Fl to terminal RR.

SO. Capacitor C2. in conjunction with resistor R3, forms a i=pacitance resistance bridge across the pulsing
contacts of the dial. This acts as an arc suppressor to protect the pulse contacts.

SI. The off-horrial contacts of the dial are connected via the white dial leads to network terminals GN and R.
This in effect places the off-normal contacts across the receiver leadsthus, shorting out the receiver
durm-,-, the dialing period.

52. Some of the telephones that use basically the same network circuitry as the 500 telephone are as follows:
The 554,558,564,565,630, and 631 series.

SI Basically. a telephone is made explosionproof by sealing its components into a gasproof housing.
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CHAPTER 4

I. General telephone maintenance may be divided into ztegories: preventive maintenance and corrective
maintenance.

Preventive maintenance inspections are performed to keep the equipment in good condition and to avoid
tatenupuons in service.

3. The assodated equipment that must ne inspected at the subset installation includes the pole terminals,
drop wtring, protectors, station wiring, connecting blocks, etc.

4. You should inspect the drop wiring to see that it is in good condition, properly attached, and that it has
sufficient clearancv between it and any trees. powerlines, buildinga etc., in the area.

S. The station protector must be in good condition to offer maximum protection to the subset installation
and circuit components.

t. Moisture, more than anything else, is responsible for the formation ofcorrosion.

To detect corrosion while inspecting the associated equipment at a subset installation, you should watch
for any rusting, eating away of materials, corrosion around terminals caused by electrochernkm1 reactions,
and the collection or presence of moisture at any part of the installation.

S. Corrosion in subset installations is normally controlled by using shelters, covers, etc., to prevent moisture
from entering the system components. Also. it is controlled in outside equipment by using materials and
components that have been designed to withstand rain, snow, hot sun, etc.

To prevent corrosion in the subset installation, you must take into Consideration the-use of proper
materials, both inside and outside of the buildihg. Also, you must consider the driest routes and locztions
for inside wiring and components. Furthermore, yOu should always plan to install the right kind of
equipment in a manner that will withstand the conditions at the particular installation.

10. Once corrosion has developed in a telephone installation, it is quite likely that you will have to replace
some of the equipment and take the old units in for cleaning and repair. When replacing the equipment.
however, you must take every precaution to prevent the recurrence of corrosion. This may include the
selection of other types of instruments and perhaps the rerouting of the inside wire runs.

1 l. .ks a supervisor you must consider the prevention Of corrosion'during the planning of all installations.
Also, you must insure that, the inspections performed by your crew include examination for corrosion.

13

The four telephone operations are as follows:
a. Signaling the operator or seizing the automatic switching equipment.
b. Receiving the ringing signal.
c. Transmitting sound.
J. Receiving sound.

The first step in trouteteshooting is a visual check. which will eene:ail,, locate damaged or worn parts and
wirmg. sometimes it may also locate tanusual or unsafe conditions. such as a telephone wire tangled with

-the power llne.



3574 Troubleshooting procedures have been developed so that every part of the equipment can be checked,
thereby allowing the job to be done with maximum effectiveneu in a minimum amount of time. When
the repairmurresorts to a hit-or-miss procedure, he may not only overlook a vital part, but he may also
get a false indication from some tested part.

15. The troubleshooting procedure serves two purposes: to lomte and to prevent tioubles. Since vital links
ui communications k=zi be kept in service by catching trouble when it starts to develop, you should finish
all troubleshooting activities completely.

ô. The assoaated equipment (terminals, drop wiring, etc.) is more likely to give trouble than is the subset
itself. f urthermore, the subset =not function properly unless the associated equipment is in good
condition.

The tesung of circ ts in the subset area should be started at some point in the drcuit that is known to be
good. To locate su a point, however, may require you to check the 'cuit'at several places. To do
litthis, try contacting t central office from different places in th cir . For example, by using a test
phone, try to contact the central office from such points as the ,.. ectin,g block, the Aaron protector, or
the pole terminal. When a position is located where you can contact the central office, you can then
assume that the circuit is satisfactory from that point to the switching equipment.

18. When you find that a trouble is on the central office side of the pole terminal, it meatis that the trouble
is either in the central office oi that it is in the telephone able or line. When the installer finds this to,be
the situation, he should then contact the central office and request that a spare pair, if available, be
assigned for use witratt malfunctioning subset. _.

1q. To operate, the common-battery telephone must be connected to the central office equipment. For this
reason and to insure that the subset and the central office wia function is a system, the repair and testing
of a subset' must be coordinated with the wire chief or test desk operator.

20. %hen a subset fails to operate, the trouble may be in any one of three general areas: the central Office,
the telephone line or cable, or the subset area. For this reason, the wire chief must perform tests to
determme the approximate location of the trouble before he can dispatch anyone to fix it.

21. The best approach is to first identify the trouble with one of the systems or circuits. After this, you-
should tract out that particular system or circuit until you locate the trouble.

To determine if battery is present on a telephone pair, the installer-repairman should listen for a ciick in
the iest set receiver as he connects its lead across the line or cable pair.

23. The installer-repairman can identifY the ring or battery side of the line by first connecting one lead from
the ten set to ground and then by alternating touching the other lead to first one side of the line and,
then the other. A loud click should be heard in the test set receiver when the battery or ring side of the
line s touched.

24 Connecting a click set to an open circul a point without a potential results in au sound trom We test
sCt.
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25. The battery-pow red click set is used for testing circuits that have no other source of power applied

during the test.

26. Basically, the click set is constructed by connecting a telephone receiver in series with a battery. Continu-
ity is indicated by a loud click in the receiver.

A loud click indicates that the circuit is complete between the conductor and ground. Therefore, the
conductor is grounded.

28. To measure different amounts of voltage with the same basic meter movement, resistors with different
resistance valuta arc switched in series with the meter drcuit.

29. To measure different amounts of current with the multuneter, resistors (called shunts) are switched in
parallel with the basic meter movement.

30. To read ac values with a dc meter movement, the multimeter uses a rectifier unit that changes the ac to
dc value before it is applied to the meter.

31. Of the multimeters described in the text, the AN/PSM-6 multimeter provides for the most accurate testing.

32. The sensitivity rating of the TS-297/U is 1,000 ohms per volt.

33. The largest voltage range provided on the TS-297/U multimeter is 1,000 volts.

34. The jack at the upper right in figure 38 (marked OHMS, -DCV, -MA, ACV) is common to ail measure-
ments performed with the meter.

35. The label RX 10 located by a restance jack means that the resistance reading on the meter is multiplied
by 10 whenever the test lead is plugged into this jack for a resistance measurement.

36. The ja, k that is common to all measurements is used as the negative (- ) lead durine. all dc measurements.

The rheostat located just below the meter on the TS-297/U is used to adjust the meter to zero during the
preparation for a resistance measurement.

38. The three basic siles on the face of the TS-297/U meter are: the OHMS scale, the DCV scale. and the
ACV scale.

39. The position of the selector switch on the TS-2971U mulrirneter determines which scale (OHMS. DCV or
ACV) to read and the jack into which the red test lead is placed set of numbers to read
wthini that scale.

40. To cause the meter to deflect to about half-scale while measuring as ac voltage of approximately 200
volts. .,ou should use the 400V jack, the selector switch should be set in the ACV position, and you
should read the 0 to 40 ACV scale.

1 With the red lead plugged into the 400V jack, the selector switch set in the DCV-MA position. and the
Nutter on the :neter pointing to 20 on the 0 to 40 DC scale, a reading of 200 volts is indicated.

38
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42. With the red test lead pluaged into the 10V jack and the selector switch set in the DCV-MA position, you

must then read the 0- to 100-DC scale as if it were 0 to 10. Therefore, an indication of 25 on the scale
would be read as 2.5 volts.

43. With the test leads plugged into the proper resistance jacks (the black lead in the conunon jack and the
red lead in one of RX jacks), the test prods must then be shorted together and the theostat adjusted to
bring the pointer on the meter to zero. If the red test lead is moved to a different RX jack during the
test, the meter must then be reset to zero.

4-4. The power for the resastance test is furnished by a battery in the multimeter. Therefore, the unit being
tested must be disconnected from its power source; otherwise, it will interfere with operation of the
meter.

35. With the red lead plugged into the RX10 jack, the meter reading must be multiplied by 10. Therefore, a
reading of 30 on the ohms scale is equal to 30 times 10, or 300 ohms.

To cause the meter pointer to deflect to approximately half-scale with a resistance value of about 200
ohms, it would be necessary that you use the RX10 ack.

Fifty microamperes of current are required to make the PSM-6 meter movement read full scale.

4.8. The l'SM-6 multimeter provides two sensitivity ranges: 1000 ohms per volt and 20,000 per volt.

4q. The PSM-0 mulumeter has two control switches and one rheostat. The rheostat is uSed to adjust thc
meter to zero fur making resistance measurements. The FUNCTION and SELECTOR switches are used
to select the proper circtut elements to measure either voltage, current, resistance, or output voltage
:evels.

50. The maximum resistance that may be indicated by the PSM-0 multirneter is 30 megohms (5K times
10,000).

With the range switch in the 250 position, you would read the 0- to 2.5-DC scale. Of course, the 2.5
Nsition would be equal to 250 volts in this case.

With the range switch set in the .5 position, you must read the 0 to 5 scale. However, you must add a
decimal point in front of the value indicated. Therefore, the answer to this question is .3 volts.

53. When usmg the accessory probe to measure up to 5000 volts dc with the PSM-6, you must read the 0
to 5 D'.2 scale.

The FUNCTION switch must be set in the DCV ;20.000 ohms per voltj pos tion.

The maximum ac voltage that ,:an be measured with the PSM-6 is 1000 volts.

40. The OUTPUT position provides a means of measuring ac voltage without interference from any Lic compo-
nent that may be present on the circuit_

Without the accessory shunt, the maximum current ;hat can be measured with the PSM-6 is 1
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58. When the accessory instrument shunt is used in con nction with the PSM-6 muitimeter, the current

value measured is read on the 0 to 10 scale.

5q. To cause-the meter to deflect to a position that an be read near the lower end of the scale, the FUNC-
TION switch must be set in the OHMS position and the SELECTOR switch should be set in the
SI X tOpdsition.

oG. Sixty rrucrt)amperes are indicated when the pointer points to the number b on the DC scale.

. Some of the general precautions that must be observed when using a mtiltimeter are as follows;
1. Always read the insfrucnons pertaining to the meter being used. This is 3 must if you are not familiar

w4 the pirticrular =ter-
Always start by ultaig the highest range on the meter when the value to be measured is of unknown
magutude.

o. Observe polarity when making direct-current measurements.
1. handle meter with care, operating its controls very carefully.
é. Never try to measure the internal resistance of the meter movement.

02. When measunng currein values with the multirneter, you should always make suse that the meter is con..1
nected in series with the drculi and that proper polarity is observed. Also, a large enough range must be
used so that the meter will not be overloaded. Furthermore, when used as an ammeter, it must never
be connected in parallel with the circuit.

n3. The mail; preautions that should be observed when making resistance measurements are that you never
connect the ohmmeter to a circuit that bias voltage applied, and don't touch the terrnmals of the unit being
measured 1nth your hands. Remember that the resistance of your body may upset the reading if you
touch the teiminals during the measurement.

r.)4. The subset ringer circuit. When a subset functions normally exccpt for ringing, its ringer circuit is at
fault.

Before testing the mtetnal lilts of a subset, make a visual inspe .tion and perform an operatronal test.

tto The oper2.tional tests that should be performed are the transmission and signaling tests.

The transmission test is performed by first removing the handset from its cradle and then by accurnplish
uig the following
J. Luterung for dial tone; blowing in transmitter and listening for sidetone, and turning dial slightly to

Nee if it cuts off sidetone.
Dialing the xntral office and listening-for any unusual clicks in receiver: carrying on conversation
observmg quality of transmission and reception; and twisting and stretching the telephone cords t
see if scratching or sizzling noises are heard.

The 5 ipaiing test is performed by first miling the central office and then by having them ring the teie-
phone while you are listening to its rmging operation.

The circuits to which the trouble may,t)e isolated are said to be the ringing, talking receiving, dialing, Ind
short-on-line circuits.
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09. lf you cannot hear dial tone in either the test set or the telephune receiver, a no dial this. sitiaition exists,

indimting a short.on-line circuit. This could mean that the line is eithet.open or Shorted.

70. When you =not hear dial tone in the telephone receiver but you can hear it in the test sat, it indicates\
trouble in the reeeiving circuit.

When you caanot break dial tone by dialing a number, it indicates trouble in the diatmg drctiit.

The handset inspection is performed by_first unscrewing the caps and removingtoth the transmitting and
receiving units. The units, contacts, cords, housing, etc., are then inspected very thoroughly for defects
of any kind.

73. When the ruler biasing spnng is broken on a late model telephnne, it is the normal procedure to replace
the ringer assembly.

74. In general, the hook-switch should be inspected for free operation and for spring contacts that are clean,
free of pits, and that make and break the telephone circuits properly.

When tnspecting such items as an induction coil or network assembly, the case and the windings (if they
,zin be seen) should be examined for nicks, dents, breaks, etc. The terminalSand connections must be
thoroUghly examined and when they appear to be satisfactory, the components should then be tested
by using an ohmmeter.

76. The main points that must be checked when inspecting the dial are to see that it is securely mounted, that
the finger stop and finger wheel are neither loose or bent, and that the dial operates and at the proper
speed.

The telephone cords must be inspected for having cut or frayed insulation, for having good connections.
and to see that the stays are fastened securely in the handset arid telephone housing.

8. When measunng the resistance of telephone components, it is possible for other circuits or components
to affect the re .ce value of the one being measured. This is true especially when they are connected
aCrOSS the circuit.

Resistance react4ngs are more accurate when the pointer on the meter indicates on the lower part of the
meter scale.

To test the 101A induction coil with a multimeter, you must measure the resistance of each of its wiod-
ingsprunaly, secondary, and tertiary.

81. This is not considered to be defective because the resistance values for the 101A induction coil windings
are considered to be satisfactory when they don't vary more than 10 percent from the amount specified-.

52. Because of the capaiators unnamed in it, the network assembly may still be defective even when the
resistance values of ail of its windings are satisfactory.

83. Since there are so many different specifications, it is not a good policy to try to remember them. It is
better t get into the habit of looking up specifications, rather than trying to remember them.
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84. Since the reststance of a transmitter Viries with any movement of its =rbon particles, a measurement of

its resistance is not a very reliable test.

55. The dial contacts can be checked for continuity when closed and for properly breaking the circuit when
they ire open.

36. By using the duns scale on a battery-powered multimeter, you can charge a ringing or talking capacitor
rust in one direction and then in the other by altematt_3 touching the leads to the capacitor in rust one
direction and.then in the other. While doing this, you must observe the kick on the meter each time that
the leads are reversed; thus, you can get some idea as to how well the capacitor takes a charge in either
direction.

The transrnitter circuit should be tested first because troubles in the transmitting circuit can have an
adverse effect on the receiving circuit.

88. The telephone transmitting circuit may be tested by connecting a test receiver and battery across the trans-
miner. With the circuit connected in this manner, talk into the transmitter while listening to the test

.receiver. If the tnrcuit is functioning properly, the Aound should come through the test receiver loud and
dear. This test can easily be extended to include the components which are normally connected in series
with the transmitter (dial pulsing contacts, hookswitch contacts, etc.). The test is-extended by connecting
the test receiver and battery across a circuit consisting of the transmitter and its series components.

89. It indicates that the circuit is open between points B and C; perhaps, the fault is in the pulsing contacts
between these paints.

O. If sound does not come through the test receiver when testing from point A to point B in a circuit as
illustrated its fugure 44, it indicates tha ,.. the circuit is open between Points A and B and that the trouble
is in either the RED or BLIC leads or in the transmitter unit.

in a circuit such as shown in figure' 44, if the test from points A to C is satisfactory but no sound comes
through the test receiver when testing between points A and D, it indicates that the circuit is open
between points C and D ind the trouble is in either the lead or the hookswitch contacts between points
C and D.

92. The, telephone rectiving circuit may be tested by connecting the test receiver and batter/ across the tele.
phone receiver. If the circuit is satisfactory, a loud click should be heard in the telephone receiver at the
time when the connection is made. As with the transmitter test, the receiver test can also be extended to
include the components which are connected in series with the! receiver.

93. If no click is heard when testing between points A and B in a circuit such as shown in figure 45, it indicates
that the circuit is open between these points and that the trouble is in either the RED or WHITE leads or
In the receiver unit,

94. If no click is heard when the leads of the test set art placed directly across the terminals of the handset
receiver, it indicates that the receiver unit Ls faulty.

5. The pulsing contacts are closed when the dial n at rest.
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9b. The pulse spring contacts are closed; otherwise the talking circuit would be open.

97 The speed of the telephone dial is important because automatic switching equipment is normally designed
to operate best at a specified speed.

98. Ten pulses per second.

qq, Since the telephone dial produces 10 pulses when the digit zero is dialed, it should take 1 second for it to
return to its normal position.

100 When the dial assembly is not functioning properly on the modern telephone, usually the best policy is
to replace tte assembly.

101. The function of connecting and disconnecting the telephone to line circuitry is common to the hookswitch
operation on all telephones.

102. These shorting contacts short out the receiver when the phone is not in use.

103. A capacitor must be used in series with the ringer on the common-battery telephone to prevent battery
current from flowing through the ringer.

104. With a ,:ommon-battery telephone-system, a shorted ringer capacitor in a subset causes a permanent
gnai at the central office. Of courte, . will also reduce the sound quality for the subset of which it

belongs since the ringer winding is in parallel to the receiver.

105. The ringer coil, coil core, and gongs are the only parts of the rm_tiern ringer that may be replaced. How-
ever, since the cod and core should not be removed unless you ve facilities for recharging the per-
:nanent magnet, it is the normal procedure to replace the assembly whenever the ringer is fcund to be
defective.

10o. With the modem telephone, such components as the transmitter, receiver,,hookswitch, and network
assembly are normally seiviced by unit replacement. That is, when the unit is found to he defective, it

replaced with a new or reclaimed unit.
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Multiple Choice

1. (001) The major parts of the telephone handset are the

A. transmitter and receiver. c. induction cod, transmitter, and receiver.
b. receiver and induction coil. d. transmitter, receiver, and network assembly.

2. (002) When the carbon granules in a telephone handset transmitter are pressed together, the

a. resastance of the transmitter increases. c. voltage across the transmitter increases.
b. resistance of the transnutter decreases. d. current through the transmitter decreases.

3. 1,004) In the output Of a telephone receiver, the detred Wavi shape in obtamed by using a

. a. permanent magnet.
b. condenser.

c. resistor.
d. coil.

4. (005) On the three-winding induction coil, two of the windings are (=lied the primary and secondary.
The third winding is 4mIled the

4' a. P2 winding. c. sidetone winding.
b. S winding. d. balancing winding.

100o) In common-battery telephone, the electrical power for telephone transmission is furnished by

a. the central office.
b. batteries in each telephone set.
c. batteries in each telephone set and the central office.
d. a power supply in each telephone set and the Central office.

0. (007) WhiCh of the following comPonents is not used in the common-battery teleph..ne?'

a. The ringer.
b. The hookswttch.

c. The induction coil.
d. The hand generator.

(009) In the cu-cuit shown in figure 10 of the text. the hookswitch contacts between ter. nals 12 arid T
are used to complete the circuit through the

3. ringer. c. primary winding-and transmitter.
b. balancing winding and receiver d. secondary winding and transmitter.

(009) During transmission, with a circuit such as illustrated in figure 10 of the text, the antisidetone
drcuit reducei sidetone because

a. a closed path is provided for magnetic lines of force between the winding of the induction coil.
b. the current in one induction coil winding is oppdsite to that in the other windings.
c. the curreni in .the primary winding is in tlw same direction as tlW in the other direction.
d. the current in the transmrtter is alternating current dunng transmission.

a.



H'4%499. (010) In a common-battery dial telephone system, the chief function of,the subset dial is to

a. transmit the dialed number to the switchboard operator.
S. act as a remote control for the central office switching equipment.
c. extend a oannection to the called telephone via the calling cord circuit.
d. extend a connection to che called telephone via thianswering cord circuit.

10. (010) In the dial telephode system, the central office equipment is ready for receiving when there is

a. a presenceof dial tone. c. an absence of busy tone,
b. an absence of dial time. d. a presence of normal sound.

11. (011) Refer to figure 12 of the text. To which positibn would the wiper move if the number 46 were
dialed into the connector switch of a step-by-step dial system?

a. Upwardthe 4th row, then right to the 6th termihal.
S. Right to the 4th terminal, then upward to the 6th row.
c. Upward tb the 6th row, then right to the 4th terminal.
d. Right to the 6th terminal, then upward to the 4th row.

12. (013-014) Refer to figure 13 of the text. When the dial finger plate is in an Off-normal position, it is
not possible to transmit because the

a. line loop is held open. c. transmitter circuit is open.
S. pulse springs are shunted. d. transmitter circuit is shunted.

1 (014) In the circuitry shown in figure 13 of the text, during dialing the

a. 4-miaofarad capacitor is connected direct1y across the dial shunt springs.
b.4rmiaofarad capacitor is connected directly across the dial pulse springs.
c. 0.7-microfarad capacitor and the 100-ohm resistor form a series circuit across the dial shunt contacts.
d. 0.7-microfarad capacitor and the 100-ohm resistor form a series circuit across the dial pulse contacts,

t014) Refer to figure 14 in the text. Prestang touch-tone key 8 on the TTMF subset connects low- and
nigh-frequency tones

a. 697 and 1477 to the telephone line. c. 852 and 1336 to the telephone Line.
5. 770 ind 1477 to the telephOne line. d. 941 and 13$ to the telephone line.

15. (015) Electronic telephone systems convert signals between touch-tone .stations and rotary dial stations
with

Unefinder equipment. c. precedence unis.
two-wire equipment. d. interface equipeoent.
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16. (015) When the digit 4 is diale by a telephone subscriber, the dial pulsing springs interrupt the line

circuit

a. four times as the dial re
b. eight times as the dial r
c. four times as the finger
d. eight times as the finger

17. (016) The telephone di.

o the normal position.
to the normal position.

te is pulled around to the finger stop.
te is pulled around to the finger stolk.

,
used as a

a. magnetic impulse c tar.
b. relay in crossbar sy terns.

18. (018) When using
bued on

c. toll ticketing device.
d. pulsing device.

dial-speed tester to check the speed of a telephone dial, the readings obtained are

a. digits per nd. c. pulses per second.
b. cycles per nd. d. revolutions per second.

a\A.

19. (018) Ref to figure 17 of the text. When ie dial pulse spring contacts 1 and 2 are oten, line current is

a. shunted through the transmitter.
b. opposed by radio current

c. interrupted.
d. normal.

20. (0:0) The handset cord used with the 500 tel phone normally has

two conductors and a shield. c. three conductors only.
U. four conductors.b. two conductors only.

:1. (020) In the handset used with P.'ie 500 telePhole, the conductors of the handset cord are connected to

a. both the transmitter and receiver by spring coitacts.
b. both the transmitter and receiver by screw terMinals.
c. the transmitter by spring contacts and to the retiver by terminal screws.
d. the receiver by spring contacts and to the tranztlitter by termmal screws.

(021) Refer to figure 21 of the text. When the han4set of a 500 telephone is on its cradle, hookswitch
can t/CtS

a. A and B open the recerver circuit. c. \A and B short out the reLxiver circuit
b. F and G open the receiver circuit d. F and G short out the receiver circuit

:3. (023) What is the function of the shunt contacts fo

a. Open the receiver circuit during dialing.
b. Open the transmitter circuit during dialing
c. Rion out the receiver circuit during dialing.
U. Short out the transmitter circuit during dialin

48
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24. (024) When testing subsets in a repair shop, if the primary winding of a 500 telephone induction
circuit is found to be open, the zepaizman should

a. install an induction coil.
b. instaLl a new network.

c. discard the subset.
d. repair the windrag.

(027) When installing telephone wiring in a house, the installer-7epairman will normally

a. use a red wire for the tip side of the circuit.
b. use a green wire for the ring side of the circuit.
C. connect the red wire on the right-lhand terminal of the connecting block.
d. connect the green wire on the right-hand terminal of the connecting block.

(027) As shown by the circuitry in figure 27 of ihe text, the yellow conductor in the mounting cord is
used to complete the

a. ringing circUit between the tip conductor and the network.
b. talicmg circuit between the tip conductor and the network.
c. receiving drcuit between the tip conductor and the network.
d. dialing circuit between the tip conductor and the network.

27. (028-029) As illustrated by figure 28 of the text, battery current from the central office flows from
network terminal

a. R to network terminal RR via winding Pl.
b. RR to network terminal R via winding Pl.
c. B to network terminal C via winding P2 and resistor Rl.
d. R.R to network terminal 13 via winding PI and the transrnitter.

348

S. (.028-029) During transmission with the telephone cilcuitry illustrated in figure 28 of the text, the voice
currents in

a. winding PI are aided by those in winding §I.
b. winding P2 are opposed by those in windig Pl.

both of the primary winding aid each other by inducing additive currents.
d. both of the primary windings oppose each Other by inducing opposing currents.

(02S) During receiving with the circuitry illustrated in figure 26 of the text, the voice current induced
m one of the induction k.oil windings is applied directly to the receiver through which one of the
following terminals?

a. Terminal B.
b. Terminal R.

c. Terinmai GN.
d. Terminal RR.
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(030) In regard to the 500 telephone circuit shown in figure 26 of the text, which one of the following
is not a path for dc dialing cunent in the network circuitry?

a. From terminal C to terminal RR via windinp Pl and P2. minor RI. and the transznitter.
b. Fr An terminal C to tenninal RR via windinp PI and P2, S2, and vanstor CR`..
c. From terminal C to terminal F via windings Pl, 112, S2, varistdr CR1, and the dial pulse contacts.
d. From terminal C to terminal F via windings PI, £2, S2, varistor CR1, resisto: R3, and capacitor C3.

31. (031) Explo4onproof telephones may be used in areas exposed to combustible gas because their

a. netwceit parts are gasproof.
b. hookswitch contacts have been eliminated.
c. internal parts are designed to eliminate arcinb.
d. internal parts are inclosed in a psproof housing.

32. (031) The network, hookswitah, dial. ringer, transmitter and receivtir, and their associated components
in 2 weatherproof telephone are

a. the same as the components in the 500 series telephone.
b. bound together with cast aluminum conduit.
c: individually inclosed in conduit.
d. plug-in units, thus portable for use with any weatherproof set.

50. (046) Preventive maintenance inspections are performed on subset installations

a. on a monthly basis.
b. on, an annual basis.
c. to minimize service interruptions_
d. to replace all obsolete equipment.

51. (046) When performing a preventive maintenance inspection in the subset area, the installer should
examine the associated equipment consisting of the

a. light wiring conduit and associated grounds.
b. terminals, protectors, drop wiring, and station wiring.
c. station and electric wiring inside of thi building.
d. drop and electrical facthties outside of the building.

52. (047) The best way to control corrosion in a subset installation is to

a. replace the inside instniments regularly.
b. dean and coat all of the connections regularly.
c. plan its prevention as soon as the installation is completed.
d, considet its prevention along with the planning of the installation.
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53. (048) When you suit troubleshooting in the subset area, one of the first steps is to 370
a.. test ,the subset circuits. c; carefully examine the subset parts.
b. test for voltage and continuity. .-

d. visually inspect the wiring Ind connections.

54. 04S) When an installer-repairman is sent to check a defective substation, he should follow a step.by-step
procedure. The first step is, to

a. check the equipment for obvious faults.
b. determine the exact nature of the trouble.
c. examine the equipment for mechanical damage.
d. examine the telephone lines for mechanical damage.

55. (049) Before the installer-repairman is sent out to look for trouble in a subset area, the wire chief will
normally perform testrto

a. determine the exact location of the trouble.
b. determine which substation circuit is at fault.
c. maki sure that the trouble is outside of the central office.
d. make silre that the trouble is in components of the telephone subset.

(050) To measure vanous current values, the multimeter provides a means of switching different resistance
values (shunts) in

a. stiles with the meter movement.
b. parallel with the meter movement.
c. series with the test leads and series-parailel to the meter.
d. parallel with the test leads and series-parallel to the meter.

(051) For measuring ac and dc values, the multimeter is equipped with

a. both ac and dc meter movements.
b. a universal meter movement for both ac and de.
c. an ac meter movement and a converter.
t.t. a de meter movement and a rectifier.

S. (051) The TS-297 )1.) multimeter has a sensitivity of

a. 500 ohms per volt. c. 20,000 ohms per volt.
b. 1000 ohms per volt. d. both)1000 and Z0,000 ohms per volt.

59 (051 You are measuring an ac voltage with the TS-297/U multirneter. The selector switch is set in the
,ACV position, the red test lead is pluged into the 4oev voltage jack, and the pointer is pointing to 10
on the AC scale. How much 2C voltage is being indicated?

a. 10 volts.
b 1.0 volts.

c. '100 volts.
d. 1000 volts.
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60. (053) You art measuring dc current with the 15-297/U multimeter. The selects( switch is set in the

DCV-MA position, the red test lead iaplussed into the 400MA curien: jack, and the pointer is ppinting
to the first mark above 20 on the DC scsle. Row nsuch current is being Indicated?

a. 21 rnilliunperes. c. 210 milliamperes.
, b. 22 peres. d. 220 milliamperes.

61. (053) To measure dc voltage, the PSM-6 multimeter provides meter sensitivity of

a. 1000 and 2000 ohms per volt.
b. 1000 and 20,000 ohms Per volt.

c. 5000 and 10,000 ohms pes
d. 10,000 and 20,000 ohms per voIt7

62. (055) On the PSM-6 rnultimeter, the unit of measurement (volts, current, etc.) is selected by the position
of the

a. RANGE switch.
b. FuNenciN switch.

SELECTOR switch and the leads in the meter jacks.
d. RANGE switch and the leads-in the meter jacks.

1

63. (055) Refer to figure 43 of the text. When using the accessory probe with the PSM-6 multimeter to
measure a voltage of approximately 4000 volts dc, which meter scale must you read'?

a. The 0 to 5 DC scale. c. The 0 to 2.5 DC scale.
b. The 0 to 10 DC scale. d. The 0 to 25 DC scale.

64. (053; 056) If you are using the PSM-6 multimeter to measare a reautance of about 3000 ohms and you
want the meter to deflect to approximately half scale, in what position must you set the RANGE switch?

a. The 52 X I position. c. The 12 X 100 position.
b. The 11 X 10 position. d. The 12 X 1000 position:

65. (056) When using a multimeter to measure a voltage of unknown value, you should make the first
measurement with the meter voltage RANGE switch set in

66.

z

a. its lowest position. c. a medium-low position.
b. its highest position. d. a medium-high position.

(056) when using the multimeter to measure voltage and currents, you should always coisnect the meter

a. in series with the circuit to measure voltage.
b. in parallel with the circuit to measure current.
c. parallel to the circuit when measuring voltage and in series with the circuit when measuring irrent.
d. parallel to the circuit when ineasuring.current and in series with, the circuit when measuring voltage.

54
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67"; (057) When using the rnultimeter to measure the resistsnce of a circuit, you should always

a.. connect the meter sparallci to the voltage in the circuit.
b. disconnect the circuit kom itipowdr source be(ore you connect the multimeter.
C. conitect the meter weld to the current in the circuit.
d. disconnect the rnultimeter battery beforiyou connect the test leadi to the circuit.

374.

68. (057) You are troublsahoisting in the subset area and you have traced the trouble down to the telephone.
set. You should then check fiirther by performing

a. transmission and sigialing tests.
b. signaling teSts and meuuring the lie resistance.
c, tflinsmission tests and measuring the line resistance.
d. an external inspection and checking the subset resistance.

)'
`69, (057) The =St probable symprom of transmission trouble in the telephone set is

z. excessive sidetone. c. abnormal sounds,
b. flashing lights. d. busy tone.

70. toss') Which of the following procedures is the best to use when you find a defective touch-tone-keyset?

a. Chaiage the frequencies for all oscillators.'
b. -Change the frequency for one oscillator.

c. Replace all the oscillators.
d. Replace the keyset.

71. (058) You are localizing trouble in an installed telephone by using a telephone test set connected across
its line terMilaiS. You can hear the dial tone in the test set receiver but you cannot hear it in the
telephone receiver with the hindset removed from its cradle. What is the problem?

a. A short-on-line condition.
b. A carinot-break-dial tone condition.
c. Trouble in the subset receiving circuit.
d. Trouble in the subset tran.smitting circuit.

(059) When inspecting the ringer assembly.in a modem telephone, which of the following would
necessitate replacement of the Ver assembly?

a. A loose ringer gong.
b. A broken biasing spring.
c. An open ringing capacitor in the network.
d. A shorted ringing capacitor in the network.

73. (059) The complete impection.of an induction coil or network assembly in a subset generally includes
testing the

a. resistance of the windings.
b. permeability of the coil core.

c. output voltage of the secondary.
d. balancing factor of the tertiary winding.
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4. (059) When inspecting the subset dial, the main test that must be performed is a

a. test of the governor spring ten: c.. rneuurement of the contact resistance.
b. test of the dial speed. d. measurement Of the pulsing *ling tension.

75. (060) A recommended maintenance procedure for repairmen checking telephone transmitters is to

a. temporarily replace units or components to identify those that are good.
b. replaceispring and relay contactsevery 2 years.
c. readjust springs to check 5 grams greater every 6 mOnths.
d. routinely move contact and relay springs to assure free movement.

76. (060) To determine if dial contacts complete a circuit, you may use an

a. HA-1 receiver. c. AN/PSM-6 multimeter.
b. F. or G-type handset. d. 1-181 current flow test set.

77. 060) When us.ing a multimeter to test a ringing or talking capacitor, the SELECTOR or FUNCTION
switch must be set in the position required for measuring

a. resistance.
b. ac volts..

i. dc volts.
d. milliamperes.

7S. (061) Refer to figure 44 of the text. If sound comes through the test receiver satisfactorily while testing
from points A to B but the test receiver has no response when testing from points A to C, / 4 indicates
that th..

a. red lead is open. c. transmitter is defective.
b. black lead is open. d. dial pulse contauts are open.

79. (062) Refer to figure 45 of the text. If a click is heard in the telephone receiver when testing from point
A to point C but a click is not heard when testing from point A to terminal GN on the induction cod.
it indicates that the

a. dial contacts between points B and C are open.
b. circuit through the hookswitch contacts to the induction coil is open.
z. Green lead between the hookswitch and the induction coil is open.
d. Red lead between the handset and point A is open.

SO. (063) Assuming that the dial on a modern telephone is properly adjusted. how long should it take for
the finger wheel to return to its normal position when you dial the number S?

a. 0.2 second.
b. 0.4 second.

c. 0.6 second.
d. 0.8 second.
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81. (063) In practically all modem telephonis, when the handset is removed frorn its ciadle, the hookswitch.

functions to

a. connect the telephone circuitry to the line.
b. connect the telephone ringer into the line.
c. disconnect the telephone circuitry from the line.
d. connect the telephone protector auembly to the line.

82. (063) The capacitor connecied in series with the ringer on the tommon-battery telephone la uted to

changithe fregioncy of:the ringing current.
b. pus the ac ringing current through the ringer.
c. control the vibration,frequency of the ringer gongs.

. 4 d. change the ringer outPut for people whose hearing is 111J1:wed.

.1
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This workbook places the materials you need where you heed them while you
iire studying. In it. you will. find the Study Reference Guide, the Chapter Review
Exercises thid their answers, and the Volume Review Exercise. You can, easily
compare textual references wifh chapter exercise items without flipping Imesback and forth in your text. You will not misplace any one of these-essential
study materials. You will have a single reference pamphlet in the proper sequeniefor learninc.

These .deices in your workbook are autoi-..,tructional aids. They take theplace of the teacher who would be directing your progress if yoit were in a.
classroom. The workbook puts these self-teachers into one bookliti
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. Use,this Guide -as a Study Aid. It emphasizes all important study areas of this volume.

2. Use the Guide as you complete the Volume Review Exerci.se and for Review after Feedback onthe Results. After each item number ort your VRE is a three digit number in parenthesis. Thatnumber corresponds to the Guide Number in this Study Reference Guide which. shows you wherethe answer-to that VRE-iteM,.can be found in the text.. When answering the items in your VRE,refer to the .areas in the text indicated by these Guide Numbers. The VRE resuks will be -sent to.;..ou on a postcard which will° list ;he acruai V RE illta yoq missed. Go to 'your VRE boaletand locate the Guide Number for each item rnissed.Aist these Guide Numbers. The go backto .ft;ti,r textbook and carefully r,e'ieshe areas .ercd by these Guide Numbers. 'view theentire VRE again befare you take closed- Course Examination.
3. Use the Guide for_ Fo ow-up after .eou complete the Cimrse Examination. The CE results willbe sent to you on a pdtcard, whichyyill indictate "Satisfactory" or "Unsatisfactory" completion.The card will list Guide Numbers relating to 111: queslons missed. Locate these numbers in theGuide and draw a line under tt,F Guide Number, toiic, and reference.. Review these areas toinsure your mastery of the course.
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Guide Numbers 300 through 318
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Planning, pages 1-7

Guide
Number
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sta4ation of Station "kpparatus, pages
4248

V.
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Terminations, Allages 49-53

302 Soldefing and Splicing, pages 11-14
310 Terminal Wiring, pagei

1303 Pole Climbing Equipment and Principles,
pages 1419
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31: Operational Testing, pages 60-61
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tion From the' Central Office.'nges 70-72
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CHAPTER REVIEW EXERCISES

The f61lowing exercises are stedy aids. Write your answers in pencil in the space pr ovided after each
exercise. immediately after completing each set of exercises, check your responses against thean-

igwers for thfit.set. Do not subitit your answers to EV for grading.

.r CHAPTER I

Objective: Tr demonstrate understanding of the general principles an& work practices introlved intelephone substation installation.

I. Name the telephone system components normally considered to be parts of the subset installation.(1-2, 5, Fig. 1-3)

444111\4044-

2. Where is the station termina4kan generally located? (1-3; Fig. 2)

3. What part of the subset installation-is said to be drop whe run? (I-4; Fig.

4. What is the purpose of the protector used with telephone installations? (I-5; Fig. 2)

5. Why is a ground wire used with the tei`ephone installation (1-5)

6. Whli IA a connecting block aged to terminate the inside telephone .riring? (1-5)
,

3
4



. Why is the planning of a telephone installation important? (2-103)
. .

S. What are the main factors to be considered when pldnning a telephone-installation 2-2. 3) "

(

9. Where may the specifications for wire clearances be found? (2-e.;

10. What is of prime import4nce when considering drop wire clearances and installation? (2-5. 6)

11. In reference to telephone ipstallation, what is meant by the term ''wire clearances"?
(2-4-9; Figs. 4-6'.

?f'

12. What factors should he considered when zlanning the protector requirements 'for a telephone
invalfation? (2-9, 10)

t,
13. From the standpoint of protection requirements and as a general rule, how could you define an

exposed circuit? (2-11)

4

391)3'
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14. Nante:two On nak4ypes of station protectors and explain briefly how tErmoperat ir. (2-12; -...,,Figs. 7, Ell . 1. .\ ...:. . .'T
I

"7,.
' '1

: \..4 -
u
1 4 s-

-
A

15. Name three !lima of wire whieh kou may expect to find in an outd..,e run. (2-14. 15; Fs; 9-42).
,

,

\,' -
.14-

16. When using a combination of parallel drop and twisted pair block wire to coasiruct an gutai r1113it is preferred that parallel drop wV. be used on what part of the nth? (2:14)

4 . ,17. What are some of the ctors he considered when selecting building attachments for an-outside
mil? (2-16)

'IF

"4.4,

18. Give some locations where plastic-jacketed station wire should not be pied. (-2-19-)Q

1
,.. 4

4
19 Name three typiestof inside (`station) wire which are commonly used in the installation orf_telephones.

(2-19)

4

20. Why is the proper &Ise of taois so importast to the installer-repairmen? 3-1)

4

-3 t
4

*

5
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21. Iklarae three types of plielbused.by the instIllar-repairman'ep#,give arlegst tins use for isoh. 43
(3-4; l3)

N

4

Why is A dangerous* use,a-kapiner with a..4se 1152d? (3-8)
V"---

123. In what directioh should the points of the testi on al hacksaw blade face? (3-9; Fig. 15)

A

r

24. Where should the installer-repairman-use a brice with exceptionally long bits? (3-13)

r
a.

' 4

att25. What is the main factor.to be considered in selecting a screwdriver for a giveh job? (3-21)

6. Why must a telephone office keep accuaie wire ard *able recocde (3-25-27)

r.
27. Why is qie, telephone service order i portant to the installer-repairman? (3-28)

. , 1

a

a

4
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28. When installing a telephone substation. what type of inarmation must the ingtaller-reparrman

rscord?-(3-29, 30) 004

29. Von installing telephone substations, why is it important that the inataller-repairMan keep
accurst* records of such itema as wire pairs used.. man-hours expended, etc.? (3-30, 31)

30. What effect does a corroded wire splice have on a telephone circuit? (4-3)

31. How does solderingkeep 2 -wire splice from corroding'.' (4-3)

32. Why is acid-core solder not to be used in working with electrical circuits? (4-4

33. In reference to soldering guns, iro ns, or electrical conductors, what is meant by the term
"tinning''7 (440)

I

Name two methods used in applying stider. (4-13)

cp

6
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35. Describe. how the"sweat" mithod is used in apOlying solder. (4-14)'

e

383

36. When splicing a wire pa r. why should the sleeves or twisted splices le staggered? (4-17; Fig. 27)

37 What determines the size.of the lineman's safety belt? (5-3)

38. By what meaeurement is the proper climber size determined? (5-6;'Fig. 31)

39, What tnspections should be*pegormed,on climbing equipment? 5-7, 8)

a

40. List at least five of the many safety precautions Which must'be obsirved in pole climbing.
k5-9, 12. 14, 15)

4

CHAPTER 2

Obiective: To identify the requirements for terminal-to-telep one wiring'and show the degree of under.4
standing you have of the problems involvid.

The term "span run" refers al what part of the drop wire installation? (64)



44In

111.1
.1 V

, . . ..,

Ahen maka drop wire run. wit:lei-what 'conditions may you use the existing attachments? (6-1)
, . .

Spao clamps are used for what pvpose whan making a drop-wire installation? (6-2; Fig. 19)

4. °What is the purpose of drop wire clamps? (6-3; Fig. 41

Jes

5. Why is it important that slack b maintained in the drop wire at the :point where it attached to
the pole and to thi building? (6-3) ;

6. What are the purposes of drwe hooks and guardarm hooks? (6-4)
"N.

7. Give some safetY precautions which should be observed when using a ladder against a suspension
strand to install a drop wire. (6-5)

1-c-
\

When- installing a drop wire span, why is it usually best to start at the building end and work
toward the pole? ('6-5)

8
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9. "What 4eter mines the type Of attach:nano which must iet mita on a.tfujiding? (6-6)

What types of attachment, and anchors ire normally used on frame buildings? 6-6)

t

11. tiye a basic rule which helps to determine the type of attachrflents that should be used on frame
or stucco buildings. (6.4)

.

49

12. Whit factors should be considered in determining,the.location for,the first building attachment?
(6-7)

13. How is the b ilding run usually suPported at the firlit building attichment? (64)

14. What iypet of anchors are norially used to fasten bracIcets, hooks, and other attachmesits to
masonry type L illtlings? (6-10)

15. When- an angle soma, attachment is used on a building, how should it be arrang4.11b,

the wire pull? (6400)

rt

with reSpect to

A
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16. In reference to building runs, what is meant by " ntermediate attactunentit"?

111- Why does_a honzontal building run of a given length requir* more supporting attachments than a
vedical run of thc same length?' (6-12)

'IS. In reference to building runs, what is meant by the term "mechanical protection"? (6-13)

19 Name Iwo typeS of insulating tubes used on bu Id'ing runs. (6-14)

20. Why are spilt type insulating tubes provided for installation work? (6-14)

ow is buildin drop wire protected when it is installed behind or in front of rainspouts? (6-19)

When a drop wire run muit turn a corner on a building, what attachments are normally used to
support the kire at the corner? (6-21)

10
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23. In reference to a building run. what is meant by the term "last attachment"' (6-22)

24 Why is a dzip loop normally provided just outside of a ti -Wing entrarice (6-22)

387

25. What determines the position in which the drive hooks must be installed on the 'terminal pole?
(6-27)

ft

How is the drop wire supported between the terminal-can 4nd the drive hook on the pole? (6-27)

27. What determines the position in which guardarm hooks must be installe4 on a terminal pole? (6-28)

28. What type of drop wue is used when an underground installation is made between the terminal
pole and the subject? (7-2)

29. tiow may underground distribution wire be protected at critical Points, such as runs across road-
rays.,''small bridges, etc? (7-3)

11

3 9
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30. '.4Vhat are the usual methods urad in burying un. derground distribution wire? (7-4)

PS,

31. What are some of the\nost important precautions to be observed when buryng distribution wire or
cable? (7-3)

32. Alien underground cable cannot be buried deeply enough, how may it be protected ati.points:whete
it is exposed to mechanical damage' (7-7)

4

33. How 'may iiAerground wiring or cable be protected,at the ends of the installation (where it enters
the ground at the terminal pole and where it leaves the ground to go to the protector)? (7-9)

34. What is the main factor in determining the general location for the building entrance hole? (8-1) .

35. Why should the protector be considered when planning the locat:on of the entrance hole' (8-1)

36. W th respect to the building, where is the entrance hole usually made? (8-1)

3ctj
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37. What determines tiow .large an entrance hole should be? (A*2)

.

"t.

38. Why should entrance holes be sloped upward from the outside? (8-3)

39. Under What conditions may an entrance hdle be made for an exposed system without the use of
an insulating tube? (8-5)

40. What would happen if carbon dust should short across the airgap in the station protector? (8-7)

4L How does the station protector protect the equipment from excess current? (8-7)'

42. How does the protector protect the equipment from excess voltage? (8-7)

I.
43 In respect to its grounding device, where should the station protector be located? (8-8)

0 13
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44. When the station protector

tector cover? (8-9)

a 1")
is installed outside, where does th e! tiring enter and leav the pro-

.

ft.

45. On an outside protector with both an airgap and fuses, how are the wires normally connected?
(8-9)

C.46. Of the grounds which are usually av.allable aiPan installation. which one is the most desirable fort»,

groundin% the station. protector? (8-1Q)

47. How many fuseless protec ors- may be grounded through a No. 14 ground wire? (8-11)

48. Why is it important for the ground connections to be just as good a-S.any other connections in the
circuit) (8-12)

49. Give some of the factors to be considered when deciding upon a location for a telephone. ( -4)

O. W.iy should the telephone location and the inside wire runs be planned at the same time that you
plan .::e drop wire run and building entrance? (9-3)

4 "
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51. Gwe some facvirs to e considered in selecting the route for an kiiside wire run. (9-7)

52. How may telephone wiring be concealed in a building without using.specsal moldings or base-
boards? (9-9)

ir

53. Give some general rules which should/4 followed in makuic inside wire runs on the surface of
walls, etc:

. How is wiring protection maintained for inside wirire (943, 14)

55. List three situations in itChicb the installation of building conduit would be deemed necessary.
(9-18)'

Name tour general types of buildi g conduit systems. (9-21)

57 Name twei types of underfloor duct systems. c9-22)

4 04)
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58.. where is the teleph '1/4on tring placed4 a cellular steel floor duct system? (9-c23; Fig. 85)

59. What is a base raceway? (9-25)."

60. What is a molding raceway? (9-27)

1;4

,5^

-061. How is telephone wiring placed ln underfloor comduit systems? (9-29)

62. How are underfloor duct systems installed? (9-30)

63 What typts of overfloor duct are cornra4nlys,used? (9.30)

64, How are connecting blocks used it, tclephorie installation? (9-35)

.1

*

65. Why are the terminals on some connecting blocki identified with tlke letters 'R:" "G," "
and "Y"f? (9-38)

4

16



66. Why is it &portant that the station w r ng and telephone cord be properly termateitiat the crn-necting bloek? (9-38).

67 How should telephone equipmeht be terminated? (9-38)

68. Why is a distribution terminal-used in some buildings? (9-39, 40)

69. When the telephone wiring is attached to a desk; why should si1 be left in the wire between
the desk and the floor? (9-43)

1).
70. In reference to telephone installation, what is meant by the term "station apparatus,"? (9-41. 45)

71. When connecting telephone apparatus such awsignaling equipment. transfer keys, special equip-, ;tient. etc., how can you be.sure that you are connecting it properiy? (9-49)

0

4-

CHAPTER 3
\ti 104

Objectiy Tp show an understanding of the basic principles involi,ed in handling, installing; akid
connecting deop wire from a building to a terminal as well as testingthi completed installation. L./""

2
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1. Connecting the dr

to what? (10-1)
S.

'Nines from a subset to the terthinals on the termini' vole connects OM subset
r4

'1#

2. Afterithe building runs have bean complieted and the subset has been connected in the buildiiig,
what must be done to tesminaie the stqtioll at the terminal pole? (10-2)

ler

r-

3. Why is the span run asimetimes connected to intermediate attachments between thi.bullding and(
the terminal pole? (10-2)

4. When the span run crosses a roadway hetween the pole and the building, what Precautions riust
be tken with respect to paying oil drop wire on the ground? (10-2)

5. When installing a span run from a building to a terminal pole, under what conditions should the
drive hook be installed on the pole before the otiaer placing activities are begun? (10-2)

the di-4 wire;
for)aiswhich end of the handline is then tied to the drop wire? (10-2)

7. During span run instal/ation, when and where should the drop wire be cut for terrninatisn? -(10-2)r .. , l

4 tv-i

IS
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S. How is tlib proper operating terisito obtained in a dfp wire span? (10-3)

9. Why should the proper amount of sag be.provided in the span run? (10-3)

.10, With ordinary drop wire, how mu.cf stringing sag pholpld be placed in a 200-foot span to obtain
apProximately 39 pounds of stlinging tentni? (4'04; table 1)

.

K. Give two locations Where the terfninals for aerial cable may be found. (10-5)

te.

5...

.315

12. -Why is k important that the drop wire leads be terminite,:i at specific terthinals in the terminal-,
' can? 1110.5)

4,s13. Who is lewnsible for terminating aerial cable in the terminal unit? 0-5),
re

14. How is the drop wire run on the pole normally supported? (11-1, Figs-. 102, 103)'

19
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IS% What :insstections should the installer-repairman make while terminating a drop wire at the pole

term4 tal?.(11-1)
. .

.16. Why is the terminal area Un a telephone pole said.to be a critical point for the instoiler? (11-1)

9

17. If you should notice a cricked or broken table sheathqiile connecting the dr9 wire to the,pole
terminal, v/hat should you do about it? (11-2)

18. Why is the drop wire run on ipole norinally broight down pas; the terminal on one side and then
up into the terminal on the bpProsite side? (11-5)

19. When installing a drop wiri pole runo.why should re clearance be maintained between the first
bricike ring above the terminal and the terminal cover? 01-6)

;91

20. Whin installing the pole run fOr a .sheath-mounted"terminal drive hook on the pole which is
nearest to the terminal should be,installed in what position? (

9

21. When terminating drop wire, why should Itile plai and tracer cond.uctoritbe placed on specific
binding posts? 11-g)

20
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acri22. When eon:want drop wiJ leads to terminal hindips poets, the plain win e should be canner:led towhich terminal? (11-9)

23. Why.are iniulatccs used on some terminal binding posts? (11-10)

24. Whai kind of a telephone line may require the use of briclippg connectirli at the terminal? (11-11).

25. When more than one drop wire must bet connected to the same cable pair, how many wires are
normally connected to the same terminai binding post?.(11-11i

26. When four wires are bridged together, how is the cdnnection made? (11-13)
S.

27. When tci wires are' connected to the same terminal binding post, how are the wires p1aced in re-
spect to the washers? (11-13; Fig. 114)

When a drop wire terminal is used at an open wire terMination, what kind of wire is normally used
between the open wires and the terminal? (12-1) '

2.1

4OS
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29. What is the maximuni number of wires that may normally be connected to one binding post on a

drop wine. terminal? (12-2)

30. What are some of the chief factors that sbould be considered in dettermining the location df -a drop
wire terminal? .(12-3)

A

31. If an operkwine line is mounted on ti'ole brackets., one on each side of the pole, where should the ,

drop wire terminal be installed? (12-3)

32. How is the bridle wue connected to the open wire line; (12.-5)
I.

33. When two drop wires are terminated at one drop wire terminal, how are they placed oil the binding
post in relation to.washer position; (12-5) .

34 When three or four drop wires must be connected to the same open wire pair, how is the connection
completed; (12-5) -

35. If grommets are not available for the entrance hole of a drop wire terminal, hoW may ,sealing be .
performed at this point?. (12-5)

22
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:3i' when 'drive rings lire placed-on ,scrosserin to suppOrt the bridle wire, what is the maximum dis- .3q9
rano; allowable botweenithe rings? (12-5)

1

A

!

37. Why must, operational tests be performed on a newly installed telephon. set? (13-1)

. , .
38. Why is the assigned pair fOr a telephone installation sometimei tested at the pole terminal before

the drop wire is terminated? (13-2) ":
4v

39.` Give some of the characteristics`by whiCh you may ildentify -the ring conductor. (13-3)

40. When terminating kdrop wire to, open wire line, is it necessary lo .observe "ring" and, "tip"
polarity in making'the connections? (13-3)

41. Why is ground at a positive potential with reipect to the.ring side of a telephone line? (13-3)

42. When using a telephone test set to verify that yoir have properly Selected the ring condectqr, why
should you receive sidetone when talking into the set with it connected between ring and ground?

23
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40043 Atter titre:minion, what testa are normally performed on a newly installed telephone? (1:..-5)

44 When operational tests are being performed on a newly installed telephone, what main points are
checked in respect to the lines and the instrument? (13-6)

45. What does it prove if you Can contact the central office on a newly installid-telephone? (13-6)

How should you perform the ringing test on a newly installed telephone? (13,7).

If blowing in the transmitter of a newly installed telephone causes a scraping noise in the rz-
ceiver, %hat would you suspect is at fault? (13-7)

4S What IS meant by the performance of a no se test on a newly installed telephone? (13-7)

49 After operational tests have been completed, what must you do with rrspect to the telephone
service order? (13-9)

24



CHAPTER 4

Objective. To demonstrate an understanding of the needs of the subset user aad what can be done toimprove service through the use of extensions and selective ringing systems.

1. What is meant by the term "selective ringing system''? (Intro.-2)

2. Why are extension ringers and loud bells provided for use with telephone subsets? (14-2)

3. How are extension ringers connected to a subset installation? (14-3)

4. Why is it important that a capacitor be in the circuit when an extensin ringer or, bell is connected
to the inside telephone wiring? (14-3) ..,

41i

5. If a telephone ringer has its capacitor Connected into the circuit between ta ringer "coils, whatwould he the result of connecting an extension bell (not capacitor equipped) directly across theringer? k 14-3)

I

6. What e:fect does the permanent magnet an a ringer have on ringer operatiorP

r"

11)

'After
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7. With a telephone ringerwhat moves the tapper back and forth between the gongs? t ;4.4)

S. What frequenc ringing current, is normally ilsed with ordinary ringers? (14-4)

Why is a biasing spring used on some ac telephone ringers? (14-5)

10. What is meant by the term "extension telephone''? (14-7)-

a. How are extension telephones normally connected to station wiring? (14-7)

12.. Should an extension telephone be connected to the inside wiring circuit in the same manner as a
regular telephone' (14-7, 5)

13. How does a party line differ from a line with several extens on phones attached? (15-1)

14. What is the maximum number di parties that you would expect to find on a party line in a rural
arra' I 13-4)



15, Explain the difference between selective ringing and code rinting. (15-3, 5)

16. Name three methods or systems' used to obtain selective ringing. (15-6)

17. What method of selective) ringing may be used without the addition of extra equi ment? How many
parties will this system service? (15-7)

IS. 'On a:two-party ringing-to-ground system, what,is used as a common conductor for the ptirposs of
ringing either telephone? (15-7)

19. With a two-party) ringing-to-ground system, haw is ringing current completely elim nated from one
ring while ringing over the other line to ground? (15-9)

20. When connecting the phones for a two-party ringing-to-ground system: why does olie phone requ re
the ratiking of more connections than the other phone? (15-10, 11, 12)

1

21. On a two-party line, what changes must be made in the subset installations to provide for ringing-
to-ground opignaling on the litre? (15-10, 11, 12)

414
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22. Basically, how does a pulsating ringing system operate? (15-15)

,

23. Only ringer RG3 on figure 129 fails to operste when the station switches are operated. Where is
the most likely source of-the trouble? (15-19; Fig. 129)

24. Switch M on figure 130 is being operated; yet RG4 does not ring. Why? (15-22; Fig. 130)

25. How is four-party selective ringing achieved with a pulsating, gas-filled tube system? 15-22)

26. What is the number of ringers that are usually connected between tip and ring with a harmonic
ringing system? (15-23, 24)

27. Why is proper installation of the ringer so important with a frequency ringing system? (15-23, 24)

How is frequency ringing performed? (15-24, 25)
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CHAPTER-5 405
Objectwe: To dmonstrate understanding,of some of the common causes of trouble in the.sultliet areatad. the proper proceduries used to locate and eliminate these trouble conditions.

1. Why does the wire chief have a responsibility in the location of telephone trouble's? (16:1)

2. Name three, general telephone system areas in which the trouble may be located when a subsetfails to operate. (16-2)

3. When a ielephone subset fails to operate, why should central office personnel test the circuit be-fore dispatching a repairman to correct the trouble? (16-1-3)

Who usually operates the central office test desk? (16-6)

5. What sort of information can the test desk operator obtain for you by performing a vent-ohm-milli-
ammeter test on a telephone line circuit? (16-6; Table 2)

. When you are assigned to locate trouble in a subset area, how can the results of tests performed
by the test desk operator help you in finding the difficulty? (17-2. 3)

29
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7. Name four common electrical faults which are normally associated with trOubles in ie evhone
circuits. 17-3)'

#.1

If you were assigned to locate a trouble in a specific subset area and the test desk operator in-: -
formed you that a positive potential was present on the,. ring side of the linkfor this particular
telephone, what would you look for irf the subset area? (17-4)

9. Which conductor of a telephone pair is the negative side of toppiine? (17-4)

10. Which side of the line is usually connected to central office ground? (17-4)

11. When using a test set to identify tip and ring, why should a click be heard when :he set is connect-
ed between ring and ground? (17-S: Fig. 135)

12. When using a test set to identifyltip and ring. why is a slick click scunetimes heard when the teSt
set is connected between tip and ground' (17-5)

13. What effect on a transmission in the circuit would an internuttent open in a telephone line have
1.17-7)

4
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14. What is meant by the.term "intermittent" open? (17-7)

1.5. Why is a trouble, such as an open telephone line. usually-reported by 'the telephone subscriber?
(17-8)

16. What is the differynce between partially and completely shorted telephone circuits? (17-9, 10)

17. Will a partial short cause a telephone subset to appear dead? (17-10)

1S. What effect would a completely shorted drop wire have on j station telephone?

19 In reierence to telephone line pairs, what is meant by a circuit cross? (17-11)

20. Name four types of line circuit crosses. (17-11)

31
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21. If the ring conductor for your telephone were crossed with thi tip conductor for another telephone,

what would be th. effect on the operation of your telephone? (17-12)

22. Wbat is meant by the term "ring-tip" cross? (17-12)

2.3 . Wby would the results of a tip-to-tip cross be noticed by a subscriber rather than by central office
personnel? (17-14)

24. 1.1 the tip coriductor of your telephone were crossed with- the tip conductor of another telephone,
what would be the effect on the operation of your telephone? (17-14)

25. In reference to telephone work, what is meant by a line ground? (17-16)

26. Name three grounded conditions which may be found on a telephone line. (17-17)

27. What would be the results of a grounded ring conductor? (17-17)

a
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40928. Why does a completely grounded ring conductof on a telephone line prevent trensmission over the
circuit? (17:111

29. What is melint by the tarp "swinging" ground? (17-I8)

If
30. What informaiion should a receirman have before he starts out to look for trouble in the subset area?

(11-21)

f f

31. When you start looking for trouble in the subset area, what are the first steps you should take?
(17-22)

z

32. When looking for trouble in a subset area, at what point in the circuit should you make your
initial test? (17-24)

33. When testing for a short inthe subset area, why must the wiring on the subset side of the test
point he disconnected while testing toward the central office? (17,27. 2§)

34. When testing for a short in the subset area, what does it indicate if the dial tone is heard when
the test set is connected to the cable terminals? 07-28)
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35. When testing for a ground in the su6set area, why is it ncessitry toi.identify the ring side of the
line (17-31)

36. When testing far a ground n the droctor station wiring, what is indicated if a loud click is heard
as the test set is connected between the ring conductor binding post in the terminal and one of

. the disconnected drop wire leads? (17-31. 32)

37. When testing for an open in the station wiring, what is Indicated if a :mid click is heard in the
test set when it is connected to the cable terminals but no ck is heard wheo it is connected
at the protector? (17-37)

ceN

38. When testing for an open in the subset area, what Is indica if a loud click is heard while
testing at the protector ter,rninals but no click is 4Tard While testing at the connecting block?
(17-37)

39 When testing for a cross in statioskwiring, what type of cross is indicated if a loud click Ls heard
as the test set is connected between the t conductor binding post in the cable terminal and the
ring conductor of the disconnected,dtop wre ? (17-41, Fig. 143)

30. 'Vesting for a cross in station wiring, what type of cross is indicated if a loud click is heard
Ow"as t e test set is connected between the ring conductor binding post in theicable terminal and the

tip conductor of the disconnected drop wire? (17-41, 42)

4111
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a
41. The station operator tells you that whenever the wind blows the quality of the Service is very

poor and it is difficult to understand the calling party..This Li a good indicatioe that the trouble
is must likely in which portion of the substation azwa? Why? (18-2)

42. In reprd to the trouble condition discussed in exercise 41, what should yoil check first? (18-2)

t
.. .

. .

43. A recently installed drop has been broken by accident. What would you de to return the subslation
to service? (18-2) .

. . . v

44. You answer a trouble call from a substation for the third time. Again, you find the trouble
caused by moisture in the protector. What should you consider doing to prevent further trouble.,
at this location? (18-3)

ar

45. ln answer to a trouble call, you have ehiCked.out the substation area thoroughly...yet you have.;
not been able to locate the source of the trouble. What should you do next? Why?. (18-5)
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ANSWERS FOR CHAI3TERAEVIEW EXERCISES

.1`

6IAPTER I

I. The suatiet initallation extends all the way from theIerminal-can to-the- telephone set in thebuilding. Not only'does the subset installation include the telephone.set, but it also. incluciss'the outside drop wire and brackets, .the protector with its ground system and the inside wiringand connecting block. (1-2, 5; Figs. 1-3) \ . 7.2. For overhead lines and cable, the tenni -con iknormally located on a pole adjaceneto-the'
buildings. For underground cable, the rotinal-c*n tiiay be lOcated on a pole in the area, or it
may be located on-a pedestal Only a few feet above irouncr. (1-3; Fig. 2)

3. The drop S. ire run ior a telephoie installation includes the ent4re length of.wire which extendsfrom the trirminal pole to the protectItir. This includes the droP from the pole to the building, aswell as the drop wire run on the building. (1-4; Fig. 2)
4. A protector is used with telephone installations to protect thy instelled equipment (telephones,etc.) froln excess voitages'a4d currents such as may be caused by lightning; crossecwith power,lines. etc. (1-5; F,ig.

S. A ground wire is used with a telephone installation to shunthigh voltages to grbund at the pro-tector and to connect certain telephone circuits to ground on some systems. (1-5)
I. -6. Thsconnacting block provides a method of connecting the telephlane:tord to the system. (1,--5)

.. The planning of a telephone installation is very important because it allows the installer to planthe wire routes and to determine 'the materials required before the installation is attempted,. Toattempt an installation without previous planning is almost certain to result in costly mistakesatid errors. (2-1, 3)

S. When planning a telephone installation, the location of the telephone instruments, the routing'ofthe' wire runs to provide`clearance, the protector requirements, and the rriaterials needed for thejob must all be considered. (2-2; 3)

9. The specifications for wire clearances are normally found in Air Foirce oublitations pertaining ,to installation and in National Electric Code publications. (2-4)
10. Safety is one of the main factors to be considered in.planning the drop wire inshalltatton. That is',will the drop wire be likely to cause accidents after it is installed? Also, can it be installed

safely? (2-5, 6),

11. In telephone work, the term "wire clearances" has to do with the clearances maintajoted betiveen
telephone wiring and ground or between telephone wiring and other objects. (2-4-8 ; 4-6')

12. The protector requirements for a station depend mostly upon the type of sYstem to which the sta-
tion is connected: For example, if it is connected to an aerial telephodlir circuit or exposedeto
lightniappetc., the station will require greater protection than if it were connected to an under,-
around shielded cable. (2-9, 10) r

13. As a general nile. all telephone circu ts involving aerial cable or open wVre are classifiet as'
being exposed. (2-11)

14. The two general types of station protectors are the fused type and the fuseless type. Both of
these protectors haye carbon' blocks separated by a small airgap. In tlferation. the excess voltage
jumps this gap and bleeds off to ground. The fused type also contains fuses which open the cir-
cuit when excess current is applied. (2-12, Figs. 7, 8)

A
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k 4/315. Three types of wire Which may be found in outside runs are: parallel drop, twisted pair block, and.twisted pair bridle. (2-14, 1S; Figs: 9.-12)

16. Parallel drop wire should be used-between the terminal pole and the. first buitlding attachment.k.2-141

In selecting buildintattachments for an oatside run,, the factors 3hich should be considered de:number of wires eo be supported, lz_uildit g surface (frame, brick, etc.), expected storm loading, andthe neceSsary protection of exposN--kaar:g. (2-16)
I18. Plastic-jacketed station wire should not be used where it is exposed to extreme heat ot,excessmoisture.. 2-1.9)

14. Three types of wire which are used in station twig are: plastic-jacketed station wire, blbek wire,and cross-connecting wtrec..(1-19)

20. Thie proper use of t9o1s is imponant to the perfi; ance of any`job. As a matter of factc-Ifie Mannerin which anyone uses tools determines to a large extent the Anality of work he do. (3-1)
The three types of pliere used byihe installer: irman are: the lineman's pliers, the dirigonal
pliers, and the long-nose pliers. The linemanrs p ers are used by'the installer mostly for cutting
or holding wire and for cruping and stripping insu ation. The diagonal pliers are used for cutting-Small wires. The.long-nose pliers are used in bending wires for attachment to termina1 lugs as
welLas for gripping small objects which cannot be ,reached with the finger'. (3-4, Fig. 13)

22. Using a hammer with a loose,bead is dangerous because tile head may fly off and hit someone.0-81

23. The-points of the teeth on a hacksawlblade should ppint away ftom the hacksaw handle'. (3-9;Fig. 15)

24. The brace with its long bits is used by the installer to drill holes in walls, floors, etc. (3-13)
25. The main consideration in selecting a screwdriver is to find one that fits the slot in the screw-head. (3-21)

26. To install,.service, and maintain telephone equipMent, telephone perSonnel mdst have such infor-
Mation as wire pairs available, Wire pairs in use, types of service, etc. For this reason, the tele-
phone 5IffiC'e must keep accurate records. (3-25-27),

27 . The telephone service Prder gives, the installer-repairman the authority for doing a job, and it
authorizes him to obtain the necessary tools and equipree.nt for doing the work. Also, it gives him
the location of the job, the work to be done and other information. (3-28)

28. The installe repairman must record such information as work performed, Materials Used, man-
hours involv , wire pairs' used. etc. (3-29, 30) .

29. The installer-repairman must make accurate recordings tó assist the telephone office in keeping
accurate equipMent records. Also, information recorded by the installer may be used in data
analysis. 13-30, 31)

30. A corroded wire splice adds resistance to the circuit. (4-3)
31. With a properly solJered w re splice, the solder keeps oxygen away from the joint, thus preventing

corthsion. (4.3)

32. Acid-cOre solder will cause corrosion when used in electrical c rcuits. <4-4)
33. The term "tinning'. refers to the cleaning and coating with a thin coat of ,solder of such items as

soldering iron tips, electiical conductors, etc. (4-10)
34 Two methods ot applying solder are flow and sweat. (4-131
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35. 'The sweat method of applying the soldeiing iron tip under the joint and the 'solder to the top of

the joInt. (4-14)

315. The splices in wire pairs are staggered to prevent shorts. (4- Fig. 27)

37 The size of a lineman's safety belt is determined by the distance between the D-rings. (5-3)

38. The thitance from the.bottom of the lee bone to the underside of the shoe at the arch (less t'.1
inch) determines the size of the climb44s required.,(5-6; Fig. 31)

39 Climbing eqiiipment should be inspected thoroughly before it is ased to insure that the body belt
and safety strap are in good condition and that the climbers are in such a condition as to promote
safety in climbing. (5-7, 8),7

40 Some cf the precautions which must be observed in polo climbing are:
a. Always nurke certain that your climbers and body belt are in good condition b'efore climbing

a pole. i
b. Check the condition of the pole before climbi*
c. Always us* climbers of the proper size and in the proper manner.
d. Look up the pole while climbing to tilt: top and down when you are descending.
e. Always snake.certain that th; safety-strap hook snaps into the D-ring, in the proper manner.
(5-9, 12. 14. 15) a

CHAPTER 2

1. The drop wire between the terminal pole and the first building attachment is called the "span
run.- (6-1)

It is economical to use the existing attachments if they are suitably located and are in such con-
thtion aS to provide a secure mounting for the drop wire. (6:1)

Spaniciamps are used whenever it is desirable to use the aerial cable strand in supporting the
drop `wire. They are used'in attaching the drop wire to the strand. (6-2; Fig. 39)

Drop wire clamps are used in connecting drop wire runs to either poly or building attachments.
They are connected in such a way as to maintain lack in the wire at the point of attachment.
6-3, Fig. 41)

Slack .must be maintained in the drop wire at its point of attachment in order to minimize con-
ductor breakage at t is point. (6-3)

Drive hocks are Id riven into telephone' poles for the Purpose of attacoing the pole-end of the drop
wire run. Guardarm hooks are bolted to either the guardarrn .or crossarm for the purpose of attach-
ing the drop. w,ire. (6-4)

When us.ing a ladder against a suspension strand to install a drop wire, observe the following
safety precautions:
a. Position the ladder. against the strand On the side, opposite from the drop wire. Thus, pulling

an the drop wire pulls the ladde gainst the strand rather than away from it.
h. if the ladder is placed inu ro ay, make provisions to guard ;he ladder from passing

vehicles.
c. Tie the latider to the strand before starting the installation procedures.
J. Fasten your safety belt fo the itrand but do not pass it between rungs of the ladder.
e. Do not hbld rope or line' in yo:,r hand While climbing the ladder. (6-5)

S. Buildings runs can be installed without any interference to the ground area below the proposed
span run. Also; the pulling up and sagging of drop wi4re from a pole or strand position is easier
and safer than pullingia up from the building end. (6-3),.,
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4/59- The pe of buildiot to tion (wood. masonry, etc.) and the grounding of the telephone cahle
inv ved determihe the typ. of attachments'which must be used. (6-6)

Wined types of attachment* with screw anchor arrangements arenormally used on frame build-
ings if thicable"is ad growing. (6-6)

U. A' baiii/C' rule'which helps to determine the type of attachments'is to plan on insulating the drop
witia from all coMbustible materials. For example, insulator:type attachments should be used on

/frame buildings if the cable sheath is not grounded. (-6-6)

12. The clearance of the span run from roadways, footways:electrical/equipment. etc. must always
bf consideredam locating the first building attachment. (6-7)

13. The building run is usually supported at the first attichmenttby the use of a drop wire clamp, an
insulator knob and S-wire clipor by a C-knob, in some casei (6-8)

14. Hammer drive anchors,,screw anchor arrangements, and various types of toggle bolt anchors are
all used on masonry,type buildings. (640)

15. An angle screw attachment shiuld be installed so that the wire pull will tend to turn the screw
into tl. will. (6-10)

16. The term "intermediate attachments" refers tO the supporting attachments useckbetween the first
and last building attachments. (6-11)

17. The supporting attachments must be placed closer together on a horizontal building run than those
placed on a vertical run, (642)

IS. Mechanical protection of a building run refers to the use of insulating tubes, tape wrappings,-etC.,
for protecting the wiring atiplaces where it may be damaged. (6-13)

19. Two kinds of insulating tubes are the solid and split types. (6-14)

20. Split type insulating tubes are furnished for installation on existing wiring in._ord.ra to avoid
cutting or disconnecting the wire to install solid tubes. (6-14)

21. When drop wiring must pais in front of or behind a rainspout. it may be protected by placing an
insulating tube over the wire at the point where it comes in contact with the rainspout. Also.
supporting attachments should be installed on each side of the rain spout. (6-19)

2. When the buildingrun must turn a corner, the wiring may be -..uprorted by .the use of insulated
screw eyes, bridle rings, or C-knobs. In some cases, a drop wire hook may also be used. (6-21)

23. The "last attachment" on a building run, i3 the attachment just before the wiring enters the budd-
ing. (6-22)

24. A drip loop is provided in the drop wire prevent moisture from following the wire into the,
building. (6-22)

25. The drive hooks must be installed on the termi pole in a position which will provide proper
appearance and clearance for the drop wire. (6-27)

26. From the drive hook on the pole, the drop wire rt,ris through drive or bridle rings to the terminal.
c6-27)

As is the case with drive hooks, the guardarm hooks on a pole must be installed in a position
Which will provide proper clearance for the wiring while making sure that the vertical run of the
wire is not too loose or so tight that the wire is under additional strain. (6-2S)

psually special type of distribution wire, with a steel serving and neoprene jacket, is used
for underground installation. (7-2)
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29. Underground distribution wire may be normally protected at critical points by the use of &Java-
nized-pipeconduit. (7-3)

30. Underground distribution wire may be buried direttly in the ground by use of a wire plow (when
available) or it may be buried in a hand- or machine-dug trench. (7-4)

31. When burying underground wire or cable, the following mica should be observed:
3. Avoid careless handling of wire or cable and do not permit vehicles to drive over wire or

cable that it lying on the ground. Do not expos* the wire to light or moisture until you are
ready to place it in the ditch and bury it..

b. B. sure that the wire or cable is huried deeply enough to protect it frordheavy vehicles, etc.
In general, a depth of 18 to 20 inches is sufficient in most cases,.

c. Check the wire or cable as it is placed in the ditch to insure that it is in good condition and
that it is sufficiently long at each end for termination. When crossing ditches, avoid places
where the cable might block the natural drainage of the area.

(7-5)

32. Where underground wire or cable is exposed to mechanical damage, it may be protected by inclos7.
ing it in the exposed area with split wood conduit, galvanized pipe, or other protection. (7-7)

33. The anderground vAring or cable at the ends of the installation must be protected with galvanized
pipe or conduit. Usually, this protection extends from below the surface of tlke ground to the pro-
tector at one end and from below the ground to a height of about 6 or 7 feet at the pole end.
(7-7-9)

34. The building entrance hole should be located where it will provide the shortest possible outside
, building run without causing inside wiring problems. (8-1)

35. Since the protector is normally located near the entrance hole and also requires a good ground,
these factors should be considered when locating the entrance hole. (8-1)

36. The entrance hole is usually made at a lOcation just above the building foundation sill or throUgh
a wooden frame. around either a door or window. (8-1)

37_ An entrance hole should be made large epshuglt to accommodate the number of wires which must
enter the building. If an insulating tube fis to be used, the hole should'be just large enough to
accommodate the tube. *ES-2)

33. Entrance holes should be...stoned upward from the outside to help keep moisture from entering
through the hole. (8-3)

39 No tube is required when a service entrance conduit is dsed, or when the hole is made entirely
through brick or masonry. (8-5).

40. If carbon dust should short across the augap in the station protector, it is quite, likely that ser-
vice on the subSet concerned would be grounded out. (8-7)

41. In most cases, the protector is equipped with fuses which burn Out when their maximum rat ng is
reached. This protects the equipment from excess curreht. (8-7)

42. Most protectors are constructed in such a manner as to allow excess voltages to arc across an
airgap to ground. (8-7)

4.3. The station protector should be located as close as possible to its ground source. (,8-8)

44 All wirinion an outside protector enters and leaves the unit at the bottom. (9-9)

45. In the outside protector, the drop wire is normally connected to the two lower terminals; the
station wiring is connected to the two outside terminals neat the top; and the ground wire is
connected to the center terminal at the top. (8-9)
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46. The cold water pipe of a pubkic or base water. system is the most desirable ground for the pro:

tector. (8-10)-

47. Only one fuseless protector may be grounded through a No. 14 ground wire, (8-11)

48. if the protector i.s to ground out excessive voltages, trio ground nysterb'rnust.be in good condition.
Also, in many systems, the ground is a part of the ringing circuit. (842)

49. The telephone should be installed where it is convenient for the user. Also, it shoul'd be located
where the %Isar can hear the bell. Furthermore, it should be inralled in a dry place; it should not
be near a grounded metallic object such as a radiator or sink, arid never near any electrical1;pli-
ance. (9-4)

T *50. S:rice the telephone location and the inside wire runs will have ,Kbearing on the location of the
entrance hole, it is evident that planning of the inside installation should take place along with
the planning of the drop wire run. (9-3) ..-

1

51. The inside wire run should follow as direct a ratite as possible from the entrande hole* the teleP._
phone. However, it must also present a neat appearance and be rouied around concentrations of
pipes, electrical equipment, arid moisture areas. (9-7)

52. Wiring may be concealed in a building by pulling it through the airspace back of the inside walls.
(9-9)

53. When making inside wire runs on the-surface of walls, the following rules apply.:
3. Follow the ceiling line rather than the baseboard of a room. This places the.wiring above ail

windows and doors.
b. Use wire moldings, picture moldings, or raceways, when available.
c. Place the wiring in a metal or wood molding on vertical runs wheie door or picture moldings

are not accessible.
d. Make sure that the wiring does not interfere with the operation 9f windows or dgort and that

the wire run does not span open spaces.
e. Do not make beam-to-beam runs irt storage or work areas where the wiring may be damaged by

equipment.
i. Stay within 3 inches of the wall, if joists must be spanned.
(9-10)

54. W irmg protection is maintained for inside wiring in much the same way -as for outside wiring.
'; Clearance from other facilities is maintained throughout the run. Various types Of attachments,

tape wrappings, porcelain tubes, woven conduits, etc., dare all used on inside wiring to suit the
job at hand. Also, with modern-plastic-covered.wiring, special staples with staple guns are some-
times used in attaching the wiring. (9.13, 14)

55. Conduit should be installed in a building when any of the following conditions prevail:
3. When exposed cable or,wire would be subjected to mechanical or electrical damage.
b. When exposed cable or wire would CortStitute A hazard. .

c. When the appearance of exposed wire or cable would be objectionable.
(9-18)

56. Four general types of building condu t systems are:
a. Underfloor tict.

Undethoor-from.wall conduit.
c.. Base raceway.

Molding raceway_
(9-21)
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57: Two types of underfloor duct systems are:
& Gridwork.

Cellular steel floor.
q-22) '

58. With a cellular st5.1 floor duct system. the telephone wire is placed in assail's* ducts In the
floor. Other facilities (electrical. etc.) are also assigned ducts in the same system. (9-23; Fig. 85)

ft
54. A base raceway is simplwa wall baseboard teat ctonta_ifle_channels for wiring. (9-25)
60. A molding raoexy is* ceiling molding which contaihs channels.far wirink. (9-27)

-.L. Telephone wiring is norbially drawn.iptn underfloor conduit systems by the use of a fiAline, tape,
or steel wire. (9-29)

62. Underfloor duct systems are normally installed,only whil a building is being Constructed. (9-30)
63. Metal overflow duct and rubber ovbrfloorduct are commonly us4 telephoee instaltation. (9-30)
ti4'. Connecting blocks are normally used in three different ways:

3. Ti3 connect the line rendistation wires near the .building and entralce when 4A protector ji-tiot
required.

b. To bridge station wiring;
-:. To connect station wir g to the telephone crird. (9-35.)
Q-35)

65. rne letters on connecting blocks ideritty the terminals to aid in'proper termination. (9-38)
66. When ihe connections are not terminat properly at the connecting block, it is quite likely that

the equipment will not function properly. (9-38)

67. Telephone equipment should be terminated in accordance with the color code and circuit diagram
for the of apparatus 9oncerned. (9-38)

68.. A distribution terminal is sometimes used in a,bbilding .tL simplifY the cobnection of a large num-
ber of telePhones. White, used in an,installation of this type, the distribution terminal terminates
the in4side (building) cable; therefo're, Vie station wiring is connected directly to the terminal.
(9-39.-40) .11

69. Whert w g is attached to a desk, slack must be left, in the wire to allow for some desk movement..
-,(.9-43) ) .. a,-. / 4

70. "Station appil;ratus" refers to auxiliary" telephone devices sUch as signalintequiliment, switch-
ing or i'lansfer keys, etc. (9-41, 45)

To properly connect any piece of telephone apparatus, you must follow the instructio s furnishe
for tlie specific piece of equipment. (9-49)

CHAF3TER 3
"

1. The connecting of drop wires from a subset to terminals on the terminal pole connects the subset-
to ccentral office equipment via a cable pair or telephone line. ( 1.0 "1 )

After the installation has been completed at the,building, the drop wire must then be placed (with
proper sag) between the building and, the pole apd must be connected to the. Proper terminals in .

the termuial-can. (10-2)

3. To miss trees or other objects,which may be in the way, the span run is often conneated winter-
mediate attachments such ;.:s poles, span clamps on aerial cable, etc..ao-2)
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4. When paying out drop wire on the ground, precautions must be taken to keep vehicles from run-
ning over the wine. (10-2)

5.- When the span is plated over a roadway where the traffic is heavy, the drive hook should hi in-
stilled on the polp before starting the other placintoperstions. (10-2)

6. The end of the handine on the side of the drive hook nearest to the building should be attached
to the drop wire. (1012)

7. After the span run has been correctty connected to the drive hook with a drop Wire clamp, the
dlop wire may then be shaped into the route it will fdlow between the drive hook and the terminal.
After this has been done the wire may be cut for termination. (10-2)

8. The proper operating titnsion for a drop wire is normally obtained by providing the proper amount
of satin the span run at the time of installation. (10-3) .

9. To provide proper drop wire clearancliwithout excessive-wire tension, the span run must be in-'
stalled with the proper amount of sag. (10-3)

10. The iag ;hould hie about 7'feirt. (10-4; Table 1)
\

11. The terminal for aerial cable is normally either located on the terminal pole or attached to the
cable sheath. (10-5)

1.2. Thdrop wire leads must be termipated at the proper terminals in order that the subset will be
connected the proper cable pair. (10-5)

13. The cable is terminated at the teiminal unit by cable installation personnel. (10-5)

14. The drop wiie run on.the pole is normally supported by intermediate attachments between the
drive hook and the terminal. (II-1, Figs. 102, 103)

15. The installer-repaifman should inspect the condition of outside plant equipment in all his work
areas. (11-1)

16. Since the equipment in the terminal area is subject todamage, it is saia that this area is a
critical point for the installer. (11-1)

17. You should report it to'your supervisor or to the wire ch ef. (11-2)

18. Thiethd of bringing the drop wire into the terminal pravides sufficient wire length for connec-
tion to ny of the binding posts in the terminal unit. (11-5)

19. A clearance must be maintained above many terniinals to allow fix removal of the cover. (11-6)

20., The drive hook on the pole should be in.stalled in a position io that the wires running to the
termina/ are in line \vith the tern4inal rings. (11-7)

21. The drop wires must be placed on speCificbinding posts to maintain proper "t and `ring"
polarity throughout the system. (II-9)

When connecting the drop wire leads, the plain wire should be connected to the left-hand post.
(11-9)

1'1 ;

'\1111,

23. Iniulators are sometimes used on the binding posts of important lines to help in the prevention
of accidental interruptioes. (11-10).

24 When several subiets a&A connected to the same cable pair, forming a party line, bridging con-
nections are normally. used. (11-11)

25. Normally, it is, not considered good practice to connect more than two wires to any one terminal
binding post. (I1-11)

4
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26. When four wires must be bridged together, it is best to use a bridging terminal of some kind to

mike thtconnection. (11-13)

27. Thi firtt wire is placed below the lower washer and the second wire is placed between the
washen. (11-13; Sig. 114) .

*?2S. Bridle wire is normally used between drop wire terminals and open wire lines. (12-1)

29. Three wires, on* hridie and two drop, are the maximum numbur that shouldhe connected to one
binding post on a drop wit? terinal. (12-2)

30. The drop wire terminal must be located where it will not ohm= climbing space and where it is
accessible for maintenance. The exact location may vary, along with the use of different pole
attachments, crossarms, brackets, etc. (12-3)

31.. When the pole brackets are on opposite sides of the pole, the drop wire terminal shou d be mount-.

ed between the bracket's on the pole (12-3)

32. A bridging sleeve or connectee is normally used to connect the bridle wire to the open wire line.
(12-5)

St

33. One wire of one drop wire-pair is placed below the lower washer, one wire of the second drop
'wire pair,is placed between the two Ipwer washers, and the bridle wire is placed between the two
upper washers: (12-5)

34. Theeonnection is cbmpleted by usiig two drop wire terminals, one as a regular terminal and the
other as a bridging terminal. (12-5)

35. The entrance hole for the drop wire terminal may be sealed by wrapping the wire with tape at the
point where it passes through the hole. (12-5)

36. ,,r3 ring; shOuld not be plaped over 20 inches apart on the crossarm. (12-5)

37. Operational testt are performeclon newly installed telephone sets to insure that both the line
and the equipment are in proper working.order. (13-1)

38. The assigned piix is sometimee tested at the'Pole terminal to find out if goad Coniinuity exists
between the central office and the terminal. (13-2)

39. Tint ring conducior is.the battery side of the line, and it is of negative potential with respect to
eithru the tip side of the line or_to ground. (13-3)

40. Oing aridtip polarity must be_ observed. (13-3)

41. The titi Side.of the line is mitive,in respect to the ring conductor. .4lso, the tip conductor is
gounded at the central office. Therefore, %ith the till conductor at ground potential, the iiound'
Must also be positive in respect to the ring conductor. (134)

42. When the test s.et is connected between the ring conductor and ground, electrical eiteigy passes
from the conductor through the talk circuit to"groune. Thus, aiketone is produced within the test.

A newly installed telephone is normally checked by the- pe.rformance of ringing, transmission,
reception, and noise tests; in addition, a check,is made of the dial speed on dial telephones.
(13-5)

44. Miring operational tests on a riewly installed telephone, tlhe lines are checked for continuity.
grounds. and foreign"voltages. If the instrument or ringing capacitor is improperly connected. It
is likely that it will st'ow up on the test. Also, with dial telephones,. the speed of the dial is
checked. (13-6)
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45. Basically. it proves that the telephone is working and that you have continuity from ths telephceis

to the central office. (13-6)
-

\
46: The ringing test is a part of the routine tests which are performed on each newly inst ' led tele-

phone. It is performed by 1,1,ing the central office for an operational chick; and, the wire'
chief calls you back you can observe how well the telephone rings. (13-7) If .1

47. Usually, when blowing into the telephone transmitter Callalti a scraping noise,,the transmitter is
at fault. (13-7)

48. A satisfactory noise test is in reality the absence of noise. In other words, a tkephone that has
excessive noise is not functioning properly. (13.71

49. After the tests have been completed, you must confirm the cable and termirial Commotions used,
list the equipment and apparatus used in making the installation, and complete the service order
by signing and tqrning it in to the telephone office. (13-9) .

CAAPTER 4

1. The term "selective ringing system" refers to any system used for ringing individual telephones

on a party lina. (ffitro.-2)

2. Extension ringers and loud bells are used to provide a means of signaling a petty under adverse
conditions. Thit.is, where ordinary bells do not have sufficient coverage, or where there is ex-
cessive noise. then loud bells or extension rihgers may be installed. (14-2)

3. The extension ringer is normally connected across the ringer of an existiog telephone or across
the line at the protector or connecting block. In any case, the extension ringer must be connect.
ed ton common battery lines) so that a capacitor is in series with the ringer. (14-3)

4. With the common-battery systems used by the Air Force, a capacitor must bap connected in series
with the ringer, or a permanent signal will be produced at the central office. (14:3)

S. This would cause a permanent signal at the central office because the capacitor would not be in
series with the extension bell. (14-3)

6. The permanent magnet on a ringer polarizes the ringer parts. Thus, it makes the ringer more
sensitive to ringing current. (14-4)

7. The tapper is moved back and forth between the gongs"by the electromagnetic action of the
ringer. The electromagnetic action is produced by the 2c ringing current 'as it passes through-
the ringer coils. (14.4)

8. Twenty-cycle ringing current is commonly used with ordinary ringers. (14-4)

9. A biasing spring is used on some ringers to eliminate the bell tapping caused by currents other
than ringing current. (14-5)

10. An "extension telephone" is an ordinary subset which is connected to an existing installation
to extend the sarvice to another room, office, or building. (14-7)

11. The extension telephone is normally connected through additional station wiring to either the

protector or the connecting block. (14-7)

12, The extension telephone must be coro4cted in the same manner as the regullr telephone. That
is. the same ring and tip polarity must be observed; and, when special ringer donnections have

been made on the regular telephone, they must also be made on the extension. (14-7, 8)

13. Extension telephones are normally used to expand the facilities of a subscriber; but party tine
telephones are installed to place more than one subscriber oi a line. (15-1)
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14. Normally, tee parties is the maximum number that may be placed on one line. (184)

15. With selective ringing, each subscriber on a party line hears only his own ring. With code ringing,
each subscriber hears eil of the rings on the line; however, the rinp are coded (using numerous
short and Ion rings) so that each party may recognise his pwn ring. (154, 5) .

16. Three methosis of selective ringing ate: ringing to ground. pLsating ringing, and frequency ring-
ing- (15-6)

The ringing-to-ground method may be used withoutothe 'addition of extra equipment. However, two
parties is.the maximum number that may be strved in this manner. (15-7)

18. Ground is used as a common conductor with the ringing-to-ground systim. (15-7)

19. When ringing current is applied to one line,.of a ringing-iolround system, the other line is auto-
matically grounded at both ends. Therefore, ringing current higt no effect on that side of the
system. (15-9)

20. The ringer must be connected to ground in +loth telephones; however, the line must be reversed
at the connecting block for CHM phone only. (15-10-12; Fig. 127)

21. To provide for ringing-to-eround signaling on a two-party line, one ringer lead in each phone must
be cinnected to ground; the ground wire must be extended from the prottctor to the connecting
blo,:k for each phone; and the tip and ring cord connections for one phone must be reversed at the
connecting block. (15-10-12; Fig., 127) ,

22. With ti.e pulsating ringing system. the central office is able to apply either positive or negative
ringing pulses to either side of the line; and with a positive pulse ringer and a negative pulse
ringer connected between each line and ground, the central office can ring any'one of these ring-
ers (4 in all) applying the proper pulse to the proper line. (15-15)

23. There are several places where the trouble can exist. As all other statior,is are satisfactory, the
trouble must be in that part of the circuit which is peculiar to RG3. If the relay does not operate,
the trouble is in the central office switch or the line to station 3. If the relay operates-properly,
the relay contacts could be at fault. Again, if the contacts close properly, tile trouble is in the
ringer or that portion of the circuit. (15-19; Fig. 129)

24. Operating switch M applies positive battery to the cathode and negative to .-the anodes of the
cold-cathode tube. Ionization does not take place, so the tube does not conduct and the bell does
not ring. (15-22; Fig. 130)

25. The ringers of a pulsating, gas-filled tube system will operate only on positive or negative dc
pulses. according to how they are connected. Therefore, by connecting one positive pulse finger
and one negauve pulse ringer to each side of the line, four parties can be provided with selec-
tive ringing. (15-22)

26. Four ringers are usually the number used with the harmonic system. (15-23..24)

A ringer which is tuned to the proper frequency must be installed at each telephone location if
the system is to function properly. (15-23, 24)

Frequency ringing is performed by using tuned ringers which will operate only on specific fre-
quencies. then by applying a specific frequency to the line. the desired ringer can be operated.
15-24. 25)

4
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CHAPTE fita3

Telephone c'scuit troubles have an immediate effect n the central office. Therefore, the wire
:hisf is msponsible for determining in which aria th ble is located and for the assignment
of a repainnan to correct it. `(164)

2. The three general telephone system areas where trouble tn y be located are the central 6ffice,
the line or cable, and the subset. (16-2)

3. The central office must perform tests to find out if the trouble s in the central office, the line
area, or in the subset area. (16-1-3)

4. The tnt desk is usually operated by the wire chief or by a test
must always be uperated by a well-qualified individual. (16-6)

5: By testing the line with the volt-ohm-milliammeter, the operator can Olieck the line loop and its
resistance, determine if either side of the line is grounded, check both tip and ring for either
positive or negative potential, and make various types of transmission and subset tests. (16-6-,
Table 2)

6. The results of tests performed by the operator should indicate whether grounds, shorts, °Pens.
etc., are present in the circuit. In other words, these tests may give you a good indication of
what the trouble is and approximately where to find it. (17-2, 3)

. The four common electrical faults which occur in telephone circuits are shorts,, opens, grounds.

operator. In any case, it

and crosses. (17-3)

8. Since the ring side of the line is noanally negative, you should look for the source of the stray
voltage in the circuit. (17-4)

9. The ring Conductor of a telephone pair is the negative side of the line. (17-4)

10. The tip side of the line is usually gunded at the central office. (17-4)

11. When a test set is connected between ring and ground, it completes a circuit across the central
office battery, causing a loud click in the test set. (17-5; Fig. 135)

12. Since the tip conductor is grounded at the central office and the ground potential varies at
different locations, the potential difference between ground at the central office and ground at
the point of test will sometimes cause a click when the test set is connected. (17-5)

13. An intermittent open in a telephone line would cause intermittent transmission if the circuit were
used. (17-7)

14. An "intermittent" open is one that opens and closes the circuit intermittenly. (17-7)

15. An open telephone line has little or.no effect on central office equipment. Therefore, such
troubles are normally reported by the subsCriber. (17-8).-

16. A completely shorted telephone circuit is one in which the circuit is completely dead. With a
partially shorted telephone circuit, it is possible for the circuit to operate but with difficulty.
(17-9, 10)

17. A partiL short may cause a subset to be partially dead. (17-10)

18. A completely shorted drop wire would cause a station telephone lo appear dead. (17-10)

19. A circuit cross in a terephone system refers to the conductor of one pair being crossed with a
conductor of another pair. (17-11)

20. The four types of line crosses are ring-rip, tip-ring, tip-tip, and nng-ring. (17-11)
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21. This wbuld pause your telephone pair to produce a continuous signal at lhe central office. Your

phone may or may not be completely dead, &pending upon the exact location of the cross. If your
phone can be used for transmission, masts& will bet present when-your phoii. and the other
phone concerned are iu use at the same time. (1742)

22. The term "ring-tip" cross miens that the ring conductor of one pair is crossed with the tip con-,
ductor of another pair. (1742)

t

.23. The main indication of a tip-to-tip cross is crosstalk in the pairs concernd. For this reuon,
the defect is noticed by the subscriber but not by the central office. (17-14)

24. A tip-to-tip cross will cause crosstalk in the system, when both pairs are in use at the same time.
(1714)

25. When a telephone line is unnecessarily connected to earth in any menaei, it is said to be ground-- ed. (17-16)

26. Three types of grounds which may be found on a telephone line are: tip to ground, risig to ground.
and tip and ring to ground. (17-17)

27. A grounded ring conductor will cause a permanent signal at the centjal office and, depending on
its location, it may or may not cause the circuit to be dead. (17-17)

28. A completely grounded ring conductor will short out the voleirge which is needeti for transmission.
(17-17)

29. A g,round with an intermittent effect is said to be a swinging ground. (17-18)
30. Befnre a repairman starts out to look for trouble in a subset area, he should have such informa-

tion as the telephone number, the set location, the cable pair and terminal numbers, and the
nature of the trouble. Also, in addition to knowing whether the station is in operation, the re-
pairman should know if:

The trouble has occurred before.
There is any indication of foreign current on the line.
The krrent is an important one, i.e., for a hospital, doctor, etc.
There is a need to check the whole circuit from the terminal to the station.

(17-21)

31. You must first verify that the trouble is as teported, and, second, you must determine whether
the trouble is in the cable or in the installation wiring. (17-22)

32. The initial test should be madi at a point where it is easy to open the circuit. This may be at
the connecting block, the protector, qr at the cable terminal. (17-24)

33. When a short exists in the station wiring,.\it shorts out the voltage from the central office.
(17-27, 28)

34. This indicates that the cable pair is satisfactory from the-terminal to the central office. (17-28)
35. Since we use the battery side of the line to test for a ground, it is evident that we must deter-

mine which is the ring and which is the battery side of the line. (17-31)
36. This indicates that the drop wire lead, to which the connection is made. is grounded. (17-31, 32)
37. This indicates that the drop wire, between the cable terminal and the protector, is defective.

(17-37)

38. This dicates that an open is present in the wiring the protector and the connecting
blo (17-37) -

39. A ing-to-ring cross is indicated. (17-41, Fig, 143)
40. this indicates a tip-to-tip cross. (17-41, 42) 4
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4425.41, If the trouble is noticed only when the wind is blowing., it is a good indication that the fault lies
somewhere between the terminal and the protector. The movement of the drop in the wind is oasis-.
ing a swinging or high-resistance fault. (18-2)

42. First check ail outside connections to make sure that they are clean and tight. (18-2)

43. As the dtop is relatively new, splice in a section to replace the dimageti wire. (18-2)

44. Moving the protector to a drier lo catioh. (18-3)

45. Report the situation to the wire chief. The ;rouble is pr6bab1y in the line to the cermet office.
(18-5)

4 3,
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DO'S.
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. VOLINg REVIEW EXERCISE
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t. 'Check the "course." "volume," .and "form" numblirs from the ansvitie sheet address tab against
the "VRE answer sheet identification number" in the righthand column of the shipping list. If

'10 numbers do not match, take' act/ion to, return the answer sheet and the shipping list to ECI immedi-

ately, with a note of explanation.

Note that numerical sequence on answer sheet alternates across tram column to column.

3. Use otily medium sharp 41 black lead pencil for marking answer sheet.

4. Citcle the correct answer in this test booklet. After you are sure of your answers, transfer them
to the answer sheet If you have to change an answer on the answer sheet, be sure that the era-
Sure is complete. U e'a clean eraser. But try to avoid any erasure on the answer sheet if at all
possible.

4

' 5, Take action to return entire ansiren sheet to ECI.

6. Keep Volume Review E,ercse booklet for review and reference.

7. If mandatcrilii enrolled student, process questions or commenta through your unit trainer or CejT

supervisor.
If t)iunrarily enrolled student, send questions or comments to NI on ECI Form 17.

DON'TS:

1. Don't use answer sheets other than one furnished specifically for each review exercise.

2. Don't mark.on the a Mel' sheet except to fill In marking blocks. Double marks or excess1ve.
markings which overflow marking blocks will register as errors.

Don't fold, spindle, staple, tape, or mutilate the answer sheet. .

Don't use ink or any marking other than with a 11 black lead pencil..
Note: The 3-digit number in parInthesis immediately following each item number in this Volume ,
Review Exercise represents a Guide Number in the Study Reference,Guide which in turn indicates

ilthe area of the t xt where the answer to that itent cart be found. rdr proper use of these Guide
Numbers in assi ing you with your Volume Review Exercise, read carefully the instructions in
the heading of the Study Reference Guide.
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Multiple Choice

Chapter

\ .
(301) Which of the folläwing hacksaw blades mould'be best for sawing thin sheet metal?.

e _

a. A° blade with 24 teeth per inch. e. A blilde with 16 teeth per inch.
b. 'A blade with 20 teeth per inch. d. A blade with 14 teeth per ineh..

/74 7

(300) Which, if any, of the following should be used to run a yrire from a bdilding to an outside.
extension ring&

a. Plastic-jacketed station wire. c. Blockf,dire.
b. Cross-connecting wire. d. None of the above.

3. (300) Why are some station protectors equipped withcarbon block;?

a. To,connect the drop wire run to the inside wiring.
b. To shunt high voltages to ground.
c. To shunt excess current from the luees.
d. To connect the-ringing circuit to ground.

4. (302) When usinp compression sleeves to splice The conductors of a parallel drop wire, the ,

sleeves must be

a. fitted to the conductor with the insulation removed.
S. fitted to the conductor insulation.
c. soldered to strengthen the splice.
d. staggered to strengthen the splice.

5. '(300) When planning the protector requirements for a telephone installation, the_2rotector must
be used on all installations connected to

a. a ring-to-ground system.
S. underground shielded cable.

ô. 303) To properly preserve the body bell- and safety straps, the repairman should clean them
regularly and oil them lightly with a good grade of

c. underground cimuits of any kind.
d. aerial cable or open wire lines.

-a. engine oil.
b. castor oil.

c. Neat's rocs' cil.
d. mineral oil.

7. (300) Which, if any, of th'e following should be used to connect open wire sircuits to pole-
,

mounted drop wire and cable terminals?

a- Twisted pair block viire. c. Parallel drop wire.
S. Twisted pair bridle wire. d. None of the above.

8- (301) As a general rule, the best tool for holding and bending wires for attachment to terminal
lugs is the

a. lineman's pliers. c. combination pliers.
S. long-nose pliers. d. diagonal pliers.
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(300) Parallel droP wire is primarily intended for use between the

a. terminikcan and the first building attachment.
b. first building attachmentan the prcitector.
c. protector and tie connect block.
d. telephone and the protect

IO. (302) When a wire splic s properly soldered, corrosiOn is held to a minimuni because the

a. strength of th int is increased. c. resistance of the splice is reduced.
b. size of the joint is increased. d. air is Itept away from the joint.

11. (300) The telephone wiring which extends-from the terminal-can to the station protector is
called the

a. block wire run.
p b. drop wire run.

c. building run.
d. span run.

12. 003) When wearing a body belt during pole climbing operations, a left-handed repairman should
snap both ends of his safety strap to the

a. upper t)-ring when the strap is not in use. c. right side D-ring when the strap is not in use.
b. center D-ring efhen the strap is not in use. d. left side D-ring when the strap is not in use.

13. (;300) The connecting block in a substation installation is used for connecting the

a. station wiring to the subset terminals. c. outside wiring to the protector.
b. inside wiring to the subset cord. d. drop wire to the cable pair.

14. (300) The wire clearance specifications used in telephone installation are estabhshed by the

a. National Electric Code. c. Telephone Installer's Union.
b. Communications Officer. d. wire chief and base central office.

15. ,300) Fuseless type protectors are normally used with

a. most strand supported aerial cables. c. open wire block and span runs.
S. grounded sheath cable installations. d. aerial drop, and block wire runs.

lb 300) For overhead lines and cables, the terminal-can is normally mounted on

a. a pole ad!acent to the building. C. a special support.
S. .a pedestal adjacent to the building. d. the outside building

(301) When the blade is properly attached to the hacksaw frame, the

a. coarse teeth on the blade should be near the front end of the frame.
S. fine teeth on the blade should be near the front end of the frame.
c. teeth on the blade should point away from the handle.

teeth on the blade should point toward the handle.

IS 301) For information pertaining to the availability of cable c5r wire pairs on your base, th,_
,nstaller should contact the

a. line and cable foreman. c. cable installation personnel.
wire records clerk. d. base communications othcer.

r-41.
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19. (302) If a connection in a telephone circuit were soldered with acid-core solder, the chances
are that

a. no ill effects would be noticed in the circuii.
. S. corrosion would fo=, reducing the circuit resistance.
c. corrosion *mild form, inbresaing the circuit resistance.
d. the connection would serve its purpose as well as other connections.

20. (302) The best solder for 'use with telephone and electrical work is known as

a. 50 percent solder. c. acid-core solder.
b.' 60 percent solder. ci. rosin-core solder.

21. (302) If too much heat is applied.to the joint during the solderink process, the melted solder will
a. harden too slow when the iron is removed.
S. harden too fast when the iron is removed.
c. flow away from the joint, resulting in "a loose connection when it cools.

flow into the joint, resulting in a loose connection when it cools.

22. (301) The hole located near one end of the lineman's wrench is used to
OP

a. install the pole crossann through-bolts. c. tighten the pole steps.
b. adjukt the pole insulator brackets. d. align the pole crossarrn brackets.

23. (301) When assigned to the job of connecting two telephones to a selective ringing party line,
the installer can obtain information pertaining to the type of ,ing for each phone by

a. checking with central office personnel. c. testing both of the subsets.
b. testing the assigned pair ai the terminal. d. checking between the ring conductor and ground.

24. 303) It is good practice for the installer, when

a. descending the pole, to keep the gaff about 2 inches from the pole.
b. bevnning to climb, to jab the gaff in the pole 10 inches above the ground.
c. descending a pole, to use the same upward and outward motion in freeing the gaff as he used

when climbing.
d. climbing the pole, to look at his feet frequently to be sure not to hit a knot or other obstruc-

non.

25. (302) In the soldering process. when the soldering iron tip is placed under the splice and the
solder is applied to the upper side of the splice, the method of solder application is called the

a. -flow method. c. tinning method.
5. sweat method. d. puddle method.

26. (303) After climbing to the desired working pos tion near the top of a telephone pole, the lineman
must place the safety strap around the pole

ca. and test the snaps, hooks, and belt by placing his weight on the assembly, with his hands on
the safety strap.

5. and test it for safety by leaning back with his hands upon his hips.
c. before removing his weight from the climber gaffs.
d. in a position about 1O inches from the top.
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27. (30 3) The size of a lineman's body belt is determined by the

a. length of the belt and th distance from the buckle to the D-rings.
b. length of the belt and the size of the safety strap.
c: distance between the buckle and the eyelets.
d. distance between the D-rings.

2S. 300 ) In reference to telephone installation, the term "wire clearance applies

a. only to the span run. c. to inside and outside wire runs.
b. only to the drop wire run. d. to all wiring except the span run.

29. 1 30 3) The size of a lineman's climbers is determined by measuring from his knee bone to the
underside of his shoe at the arch and then subtracting

a. 114 inches.
b. 1 inch.

C. 34 inch.
d. 1/2 inch.

30. (301) One of the maid considerations in the selection of a screwdriver is to select one that

a. has a sharp bit. c. is equipped with an insulated handle.
b. fits the slot in the screw head. d. is strong enough for the largest screws.

Chapter 2

31. (304) The first building attachment for a drop wire.installation must be '.ocated so that die

a. protector can be mounted near the entrance hole.
b. building run will be as short as possible.
e. entrance hole can be made near the subset.
O. drop wire span will have proper clearance.

32. (306) If the airgap in a given protector is filled with carbon dust, the chances are that the
associated subset will become inoperative due to

a. an poen circuit. c. a crossed circuit.
b. a grounded circuit. d. a shdrt circuit.

33. 304) The ends of a span run should be fastened to the attachments with drop wire clamps to
7ainimize the

a. strain on the attachments and to keep slack out of the drop wire.
b. sag at the center of the span run and to provide slack la the drop wire.
c, strain on the drop wire at the point of attachment.
d. sag at the center of the span run.

34. .307) When an inside wire run must cross electric l ght wires and a separation of at lea.st
inches cannot be obtained, the inside wiring should be protected by

a.
b. wrapping it with rub r tape at the crossover .
c. wrapping it with fr non tape at the crossover.
d, applying woven cbpdult at the crossover.

placing it in a porcelain tube at the Crossover.

4 1
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35. (308) When piacing station wiring in a conduit system. the wiring hould be

a. lubricated with mineral oil before it is pulled in place.

b. pulled through the underffoor system with a fish tape.
c: placed directly in-ther underfloor conduit.
d. pulle d. through the-raceway with a hilt tape. ,

'7

36. (307) Why is a maintenance-free installation sought when selecting an inside wire run?

a. To incriease communication efficiency. c. To 'conserve materials.

b. To conform with regulations. d. To avoid wall damage.

37. (305) Where buried distribution wire crosses a creek, the wire should be protected by

a. running it under the stream. c. treating it with a waterproof conduit.

b. placing it in a split wood conduit. d. placing it in a galvanized pipe.

38. (304) Mechanical protection for an insulated building run may be provided by wrapping the wire

with

a. layers of insulating paper. c. an insulating tube.

b. a layer of friction tape. d. a layer of rubber tape.

39. (306) Airman Smith has just mounted an inside protector on a flsor joist in the BX 'basement.

From the ground locations available, Smith should select

a. a ground rod installation. c. a pipe running from the water heater.

b. the pipe closest to his protector. d. an incoming pipe from the base water system.

40. (305) Buried distribution wire entering or leaving the earth should be protected by a guard pipe

to a depth of at least

a. 20 inches. c. 12 inches.

b. 16 inches. d. 8 inches.

41. (304) When Installing building runs, a drip loop should be provided

a. between intermediate attachments. c. at each building attachment.

b. at each end of a horizontal run. d. outside of each building entrance.

42. 306) When drilling an entrance hole in brick -or masonry, the hole should be drilled

a. to permit the insulating tube to extend inches beyond the wall.

b. large enough to accommodate the proposed and anticipated wiring.

c. large enough to permit the use of an insulating tube.

d. to slope downward from the outside..

43. (308) As used for inside 'wiring, the base raceway is

a. normally installed along the wall at floor level.

b. normally installed along the wall at ceiling level.

c. a/ways made of wood.
d. always made of metal.
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44. t304) When a ladder is used in .attachint the drop wire to a cable streFd, the .
a

a. ladder should:be tied to the cable strand on itte side opposite from the drop wire.
h.: ladder siould be.plited" on the same side of the cable stree44 airthej.drop wire..
c. repairman should keep a handline in one hand while climbiri the ladder.
el. repairman's safety belt should be attached to:a leader rukg.

45. (308) Which of the following is normally used to connect the line and station wire near a buildini
entrance when a protector is not ,required?

a. A junction box. c. A blank protector.
b. A connecting block. d. A special connector.

46. (304) The drop wire should be attached to the

a.
b.
C.

d.

terminal pole with a driye hook and drop wire clamp.
terminal:pole with a bridle ring and drop wire clamp.
crossarm with a driye hook and drop wire clamp.
crossarm with a bridle ring and drop wire clamp.

47. (308) The use of conduit for inside wiring is least necessary where

a. exposed wire would be a hazard.
b. mechanical damage is likely.

c. exposed wire would be unsightly.
d. general office work is being done.

48. (306) Which of the following is applicable when ground rods are used to make an installati-on?
a.
b.
C.

d.

The location of the ground rods is of little importance.
Three fuseless protectors may be grounded through No. 14 wire.
Each protector should have its own ground rod and ground Wiring.
There should be at least 6 inches of space between the rods when more than one rod is used.

\49. (307) Which of the following is not a primary consideration when installing an inside wire run?
a. Clearing obstructions. c. Length of run.
b. Minimum maintenance. d. Service life.

50. (304) When attaching a drop wire to the terminal pole, the drive hook must be placed in a posi-
lion which will provide

a.
b.

C.

d.

a specified vertical distance between the hook and the cable suspension strand.
sufficient tension in the ring wiring to remove all strain from thedrop wire clamp.
proper sag in the span run.
proper clearance in the drop wire span.

51. (.304) Which of the following attachments wou:ri be required to fasten drop wir,.! to an aerial
cable stranct?

a. A drop wire clamp and a drive hook. c. A span clamp and a C-bracket.
b. A span clamp and a drop wire clamp. d. A span cldmp and a drive hook.

(305) When m Airing an under*Iround installation between the terminal pole and a building, the
Installer should use

a. the appropriate distribution wire, burying it either in a conduit or directly in the ground.
b. the appropriate heavy-duty wire to ground the high voltages encountered.
c. block wire, burying it directly in the ground.
d. regular drop wire, placing it in a conduit.
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53. (304) If an insulating tube is required while instaJlin a new building run, the installer should

a. secure the tube in place with lashing wire.
b. use a split-type tube, if available.
C. use a solid-type tube, if available.
d. extend the tube 2 inches beyond the ends of the entrance hole.

at. 304) The sslecuon of the attachments for fastening the drop .wire to a building is determined
by the

a. particulaitelephone system.
b. structure of the building.
c. span portion of the drop wire run.
d. requirements for separation from inflammable or conducting materials.

433

55. (308) To be most effective and efficient, concealed conduit systems shpuld be installed

a. after the building is completed. c. by electrical facilities personnel when needed.
b. by the installer-repairman when needed. d. while the building is under construction.

56. (307) The first step in planning an inside wire installation is to select 2

a. location for the telephone set.
b. route for the inside,. wire run.

c., route for the protector ground wire.
d. location for the station protector.

57. ( 7) 'When inside wiring cannot be conce4ed and a surface run must be made, it is best to
install the run

a. along the baseboard. c. along the au:inboard.
b. on top of the quarter round. d. along the.ceiling line.

58. (304) When installing drop wire runs, the izistalle ; should use

a. oUtside protectors on framehuildings. c. inside protectors on brick buildings.
b. insulated attachments on, frame buildings. d. insulated attachments on brick buildings.

59. k306) The entrance hole for a drop wire should be drilled in 'a position to provide for the

a, proper location 'of the connecting block. c. shortest outside building run.
. proper location of the subset. d. longest inside wire run.

O 3 6) When the protector is mounted outside, it should be installed

a. within 5 feet of the ground and with its wiring entering the assembly at the boa,
b. within 5 feet of the ground and with its wiring entering the assembly at the top.
c. at least 2 feet above the ground with its wiring entering the assembly at the top.
d. at least 2 feet above the ground with its wiring entering the asserably from either the top or

bottom.

Chapter 3

61. t 312) If a scraping noise is heard in the receiver while blowing into the modthplc.ce of a newlv
installed telephone, the

a. hookswitch is defective.
b. receiver is defective.

c. coupling capacitor should be replaced.
d. transmitter should be replaced.

57
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2. (310) Binding post insulators are used at terminal assemblies to ptevev

a. INCc s dq n t al inteirupnons. c, arcing at carbon blocks,'
b. interruption of pOlice_calls. d. wire tappm.g.

63. (309) When installing and terminating thi drop Avirepan at a terminal poi', the drop wi e should

Ira

be cut

a. after it has bee threaded into the terminal-can-
b. after it has be,rn properly,attaqhed to the drive hook.'
c. immediately after it is raised anto place.
d. before it is raled into place.

64. (310) Why is the drop viring on a pole bridged sometimes just outside of

a. To donnect more than one cable pair to an emergency telephone.
To provide exterzsion telephone servite for certain-parties:

e. To provide ringing to ground for specific;elephones.
d. To connect three or more parties to the same eat:4e pair.

ttte terminal-can?

1.1 . A

65. (3M) How much stringing sag-would-be required in 'a 200-foot ipan of ordinary clrop wire to obtain

approximately 30 pounds of stringing tensiortQ

a. 9 feet.
b. 7 feet.

c. 4 feet.
a. 3 feet.

66. (312) Sometimes .the installer,will test the assiined wire pair before heterminates the drop wire
to determine if

a. sidetone is applied to the pair. !
b. the tip conductor is properly grbunded.
c. the central office equipment is functioning properly .
d. the pair is in good order and to identify the conductors.

67. (3 10) :When terminating the drop wire at a pole-mounted terminal, and the binding, posts-for the

asiigned pair are located toihe right-hand side of the terminal assembly, the pole run frogt the

drive hook should be brought down

a. through the terminal assembly.
S. behind the terminal assembly.'
c. past theleft-hand side of the terminal assembly.

d. past the right-hand side of the terminal assembly. i

68. (.312). While performing an.operational test on a newly terminated telephone. the tip and ring

condUctors from the central office to the subset are tested for

a. identification by the installer.
S. identification by the central office.
'c. grounds and foreign vpltages by the installer.
0. grounds and foreign voltagls by the dentral Office.

. a
59. (312) Operational tests are performed on sewls;

i
installed telephone sets primarily to

e

a. insure that the new installation will' function properly .

b. determine if the cable pair will function properly.

c.' determine if mistakes have been made.during installation.
d: insure that the installation is connected to the proper cable pair
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43570. t309) The stringing tension for an era
\

g- length drop wire span which sleets the minimum sag.
requirements is approximately

a. 35 pounds. e. 25 pounds.
b.' 30 pounds., d. 20 pounds.

71. (311) When a pole run is installed for an open wire termination, the maximum spacing between
intermediate attachments should not be over

a. 20.inches.
b. i inches.

c. 14 inches.
d. 10 inches.

012) Mien a telephone line pair is in good order, and a loud eiick is heard when a test set is
connected between one conductor of,the pair .and ground, this indicates that

a. a foreign =nent is present on the line.
b. positive battery is present.on the conductor.
c. the test set is connected between ring and ground.
d. the test set is connected between tip and ground.

(311) If two drop wires must be bridged to one open wire pair, the conductors of the second drop
wire must be terminated

a. directly to the open wire lines.
b. directly to a iecond drop wire terminal.
c. under the lower washers on the binding posts.of the drop wire terminal.
d. between the two lower washers on the binding posts of the drop wire terminal.

74. (311) When making a; open wire termination on a pole equipped with pole brackets, the drop wire
terminal should be installed on the pole

a. above the lower line wire when the brackets are on the same side of the pole.
b. between the brackets when the brackets are on opposite sides of the pole.
c. below the lower line wire when the brackets are on opposite sides of the pole.
d. between the brackets when ,the brackets are on the same side of the pole.

73. (311) When terminating a drop wire to Open wire lines, what kind of wiring is normally used
between the terminal and the open wires?

a. Bridle wire.
b. Open wire.

.".

c. Hookup wire.
d. Block wire.

75. (312) Normally, after installing a dial telephone, the operational test includes a check for

a. ringing voltage, reception, transmission, sidetone,Nand dial speed.
b. ringing, reception,"transmission, protector operation) and dial speed.
c. sidetone, transmission, riNing, voltage, and dial speed.
4. reception, ringing, transiniaion, noise, and dial speed.
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77, (314) Why are some dc teleihone ringers equipped with a biasing spitng?

a. To aid th". ene:zized coils in pulling the clapper in one direction.
b. To prevent bell,tapping caused by various line currents.
c. To bias the ringer lot opetation on negative pulses Only..
d. To tune the ringer to a specific ringing frequency.

73. (313) Why are some ac telephone ringers equipOtd, with a biasing spring?

a. To bias the ringer for operition on negative pulses only.
b. To prevent bell tapping caused by Various line currents.
e. To tune the ringer to a specific ringing frequency.
d. To aid the magnetic field in pulling the tapper in one directIon.

79. (3 14) With a two-party ringing-to-ground system, the subset ringer for the

a. W-party is connected between the ring conductor and ground.
b. j-party ix connected between the ring conductor and growid.
c. W-party is connected between the tip and ring conductor.
d. j-party is connected between the tip and ring conductor.

.1

80. (3 13) The ringing current used with an ordinary telephone ringer usually has a frequency of

a. 40 cycles per second. c. 20 cycles per second.
b. 30 alternations per second. d. 20 alteri4tions per;second.

81. (3 14) If ringer RC-4 shown in figure 130 of th'e text is'activateid, p lsating dc is being applied
with the

a. positive connected to the txp lead. e. negahve connecited to the tip lead.
b. positive connected to the ring lead. d. negative conneited to the ring lead.

\ /82. (314) A pulsating ringing system, using positive and negative tilse generators in the central
office and positive and negative pulse ringers in the subsets, ust be-connected as a

a. tip-to-ring system to serve four parties.
b. ringing-to-greund system to serve four parties.
c. harmonic ring system to serve four parties.
d. frequency ring system to serve four parties.

83. .(314) The common troubles in telephone lines. cables, or substation wiring stem from

a. breaks. crosses, grounds, and resistances.
b. opens. breaks, resistances, and grounds.
c. shorts, opens, crosses, and grounds.
d. grounds, opens, shorts, and breaks.

84. (314) The two-party selective ringing system which can normally be used without the installation
of additsonal equipment is known as a

a. pulsating ringing system. c. harmonic system.
b., ringing-to-ground system. d. tip-to-ring system.

504
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413785. (314) When connecting a telephone.subset in o a two-party ringing-to-ground system. the in-
staller must

a. install.a ground wire from the protector to the connecting block.
b. connect the telephone ground tettniiiil to the tip side of the line.
c. ground the tip conductor at the proteator.
d. ground the ring conductor at the protector.

86. (314) With modern telephone systems, the largest number of parties found on a party line is
usually

a. 4 on a rural line. and 10 on a city line.
b. 2 on a rural line tiod 5 on a city line.

c. 5 on a rural line and 2' on a city line.
d. 10 on a rural line and 4 on a city line.

87. (314) What is the major disadvantage of a multiparty line which uses selective ringing?

a. The telephone user is disturbed by the continual ringing.
b. The telephone line is less available fat private conversation.
c. Each extension telephone has a coded ring which causes confusion.
d. The telephone ringers operate on different frequencies making it difficult to recognize the'

assigned ring.

Chapter 5

88- (316) While using a telephone test set to locate troubles at a substation instailatiOn, the results
of the tests are as follows:

1. Without disconnecting any station wiring and by connecting the test set at the pole terminal,
it is nor possible to contact the central office over the assigned pair.

2. By disconnicting the station drop wir at the pole terminal and by connecting the test set to
the, terminals of the assigneL pair, it is en possible to contact the central office.

3_ By disconnecting the subset cord at the connecting block and by connecting the test set at
this point, it is also possible to contact the central office.

Which of the following troubles is indicated?

a. The dr`Op wire run is shorted.
b. The drop wire run is grounded.
c. The subset and cord circuit is grounded or shorted.
d. The station wiring is grounded or shorted at the protector.

39 (316) When ring-tip cross exists between two telephone pairs, a permanent signal ..vdl appear at
the central office for

a. the pair with its tip conductor affected. c. both pairs concerned.
b. the pair with its ring conductor affected. d. both ring conductors.

90. (317) When testing for a cross in substation wiring, which of the following is indicated if a loud
click is heard as the test set is connected between the tip conductor binding post in the cable
terminal and the tip conductor of the disconnected drop wiring?

a. A tip-ring cross. . c. A grounded drop wire ring conductor.
b. A tip-tip cross. d. A grounded drop wire tip conductor.

4 1
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CHAPTER REVIEW EXERCISES

The following eiercises are srudy aids. Write your answers in pencil in the space provided after each
exercise. immediately after completing each set of exercises, check your responses against the ansiven for
that set. Do not submit your answers to ECI for grading.

CHAPTER 1

Objectives: To point out major features of interoffice communicatiors eq pment and identify, key telephone
systems. In addition, to reconsider the principles of interoffice communi tions equipment.

1. A IA 1 key system provides that type of:communications? (1-1)

2. List the advantages:that a key system has over PB.X. (1-3, 4)

3. Describe flexibility as it pertains to key systems. (14)

4. Where will you find the KTUs of a key telephone system? (1-6)

5 WI at is the name for -he key system feature that connects the talking circuit of the key telephone to
the central office line? (1-8)

How many PICKUP keys shoukt you see on a 565 key telephone? (1-9; Fig. 3)

Yoi operate which pushbutton to cause a lamp to "wink"? (1-12)

Describe the difference (s) between a Can Director key telephone set and a 565 key telephone set.
1-1

-) Of what is a key system package urut compnsed? (1-15)

10. What Liu we mean by the term "KTU" (1-15)
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I I. Idenufy a KTU that willioperate when you depress a PICKUP key and lift the handset. (1-15, 1-18 (2))

1 2. If a line KTU 202D) has foui relays, towmany relayS does the 230D have? (11-8 (2))_

13 Selective sigraling fora key system with an intercom is provided with what KM? ( r1§ (4))

14. Identify the urut in the 1A2 key system that compares with the R relay in the 1A1 key system. (1-20)

15. Can you install a Call Commander with a 1A2 key System? (1-20)

la On the 1A2 system, what is the advantage of hav ng the line circuits ;Irinted on plug-in cards? (1-20)

I 7 Describe 3 difference in the 1A1 key system and the 6A key system. (1-23)

1S. Remote statrons-are often referred to by what other name? (2-2)

14 From where do the remote stations receive power? (2-2)

(Jh!ectives. To .,pecify sundanties and differences in key sYsterft-circuits and to make analyses of the
circuit operations.

In alAl ke system, what unit controls itidible an v ual signals at the telephone? (3-2)

2 in what direction is current considered to flow? (3-4)
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3. How do manufacturers identify the positions and use of electronic aevices for the circuits of a key

telephone system? t4-1)

Why will you, find the same voltage at the line terminals for each telephone in a key system? .(4-I)

5. What is the purpose of the R thermistor? (4-4)

o. Which relay controls the lock path for the R relay'? (4-5)

-. What relay is released due to the operation of the thermal delay relay? (4-6)

S. What type of lamp operation will you see when a call is incoming at the key system telephone
station? 4.4-5)

When a key set liae circuit is being held, is the lamp off longer than it is on? (4-8)

10. Which interrupter ccntacts control the lamp flash? (4-8)

1. If the key telephone set lamp is operating without any interruptions, what are the conditions in the
rcuit? (4-9)

Identify the operated relays in the line circuit that .;ause the wink type ihterrupt ou of the key telephone
set lamp. I 4-I 1 (Z) )

13. What resistance would you read for the winiang of the H relay'? (4-11 (1)

14 What action must be taken to insure an audible signal on incommg calls during a power failure'?
4- 2)

4
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. 13. What terminal of the dial selective intercom unit provides "B" ground,to the locking circuit of relay

RL? (4-15)

16. List the probable digits to be used in a nine-station intercom system. (4-1S)

17. Which relay in the dial selective intercom unit functions as a dial pulsing relay? (4-19)

IS. What design feature prevents relays B, C, and T of the dial selective intercom unit from pulsing
following the dial operation? (4-20)

19. How many times would you have to dial the assigned number if you desired to ring the interco
for ti secc.nds? (4-22, 23)

20. Identify the relays in the 207C that remain operated during conversation. (4-24)

21. Before rut ng currtrit is received, what potential is applied to the CT capacitor? (5-5)

Why aoes relay C not operate on incoming calls? (5-7)

station

23. %That determines duration of tune-out in a 400D line cord? 5-11)

What terminal of the 1A2 line circuit provides negative potenlial to the devices of the KT12? (Fig. 2b)

25. Describe the circuit that lights the telephone set lamp steady when using a 1A2 key system. (5-15)

2b. Which relays in the line KTI2 of the 1A2 system are ope-ited while you hold the calling telephone
line? (5-16-18)

a
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27. What terminals of the line unit (see fig. 26) will you strap to provide a wink to the telephone set lamp?

(5-19)

S. Explain the major difference between a 6A key telephone system and a 1A1 key telephone system.
(0-1)

29. Whilt type of contact on the pulsing relay of the selector circuit (see FO 2) controls the operating circuit
of relay B in the same unit? (6-3)

30. Describe the actions that you perform to receive crial tone. (6-5)

31. What is a wiring option? (6-7. b (1))

List two conditions that result from operating relay BC1 of the two-talking link circuit. (6-7. b (2) )

33. How many times will the telephone ringer operate when controlled by the interrupter in a 6A key
I;ystem? (6-8)

What circuit activities cause the called stat on ringer to operate, following complet on of the call in
progress. during camp-on? (6-13)

35. Six stations holding .1 conference are installed so that they are connected in what rnaruier?
t b- P. Fig. 42)

36 Which relays are normally used to provide talking battery to the 6A key system telephones?
(6-21. 22)

6



CHAFPER 3

Objective: To specify installation planning procedures and provide information on the installation of key
system cables and equipment.

1. Cite general procedures in providing a key system with intercom to a requesting agency. (Intro.; 7-1)

Inforrnauon for making power connections is found where? (7-5)

a. What is the minimum space required on the right side of an apparatus cabinet? (8-2)

4. What is the ideal height to install the apparatus mounting for a key system'? (8-2)

5. What type cable is standard for the telephones of a IA1 key system? (9-1)

When wirjrig a terminal. ihould the spares be cut off? (9-1)

7, What length is considered sufficiemt for fanning conductors? (9-1)

State two advantages of tenmnating cable on type 66 terminals rather than on type 30 terminals.
2)

What is the dialing code for the fourth telephone of an intercom system? t FO 2)

10. What color is the 12th single conductor of a cable? (Fig, 44)

What color is T&R. line I. in a key cableY Q-1 Fig, 44)
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12. What color code is considered to be standard in key system cables? (9-1)

13. What color would you expect pair 7 of a key sys ern cable to be? (Fig. 44)

4.

14. How many binder groups will you find in a 75-pair plastic-covered cable? (9-1)

15. W'.1.it gauge of:able will you be mosthkely to install? (9-1)

16. -W;iat terminals.must be wired in a key system to light the lamps under the pushbuttons? (Fig. 44).

What action is requ red to install wires on a 66 type terminal that continues on to another connection?

what IS a preoperational check? 9-41

CHAUER 4

1-.) analyze common test procedures for key telephone systems and methods for isolating
key units. In addition. to point out repair methods for faulty key systern components.

Important for the !istaller-repthrman to know the terminal strip arid connecting black
detignauons for the key telephone system at his station of assignment? (10-1. 2)

2. How would you check the operation of a newly installed key cystern? (10-5)

What digit will ou dial if you desire to select your own intercom station and you are at the third
iei,Thone of :he key system (10-6)

How many digits should be dialed to insure good dial action? (10-8)
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5. If a signal lamp is open et one key station, can the associated station lamp for the same line illuminate(104)

.6. In sitiat mattrier should you respond when You see a lamp t1athin6 at your station telephone during an
operational test? (10-) .

What is the major difference between a Call Director and a six-button key telephone set? (10-12)

8. What relay in the 6A intercom is used for providing battery to the talking.circuit of the primary link?
(10-12)

What indication is provided to a 6A intercom system station attendarit-tliat a called station is busy?
(10-12, b)

10. What is a common :ause fc an increase in the current of an electrical circuit? (11-3, b)

11. What is one method for determining if a reported trouble actually exists in the equipment? (12-2)

12. When a trouble s found to be present in your equipment. from where do you start checking? 12-2)

13. If you are getting a low-value ohm reading when testing toward the short circuit at the center of a circuit
under test. what is the condition of the circuit? (12-3)

14, What is the usual cause for power circuit fuses to open? (11-1. 13-3)

What type trouble will most often occur in a key system? 13-3)

. What device should a repairman use to check armature travel on a relay! 13-8)

9



I In what manner are relays and switches teisted and adjustid? (13-10)

I S. What is the primary purpose for using new wire when:wire w5ippinr (14-2)

I 9. Name three advantages of solderless connections. (14-5)

What maximum amount of skinned wire should show between the insulation and the terminal while
using a wire wrap gun? (14-6)

I. Under whai conditioos must you use insulated wire for cross-connecting? (14-10)

CHAPTER 5

Objectives: To analyze wiring diagrams and installation schemes; to describe operational tests of an
interconunurucations system and compare abnormal symptoms to the normal symptoms; and E0 pbint out
huw to locate troubles in the intercommunications system wiring.

I What improvement does a newer intercommunication set have over older models? Why? (15-1)

2. What principieNnduded with our intercommunications system descnption also pertain to your system?
I 5-3, 71

Approximately what distance can separate two stations if they have a 50-ohrn impedance setting and you
have selected 14-irauge wue for your conductor? (Fig. 66)

List four things to consider when planning your intercommunications system installation. ( 15-3)

Cite a inarr purpose for an installation diagram. (15-5)



. List three install4tio requirements you must follow when installing an interRommunioations system.
(16-2, 3, 5)

What is probably the most iinpartant requiremett when checking out an intercommunications system?
(17-2)

Dunng an operational check, how is a desired station selected? (17-3, c)

9. Volume is conect when the user can speak at what distance from the unit? (1,7-3, g)

10. What action is required to converse when your helper calls from a master station? (17-4, /1

11. In what section of the intercommunications will you do most of your repair? (18-1)

12. Which of the following equipment checks is (are) your responsibility: weelly, monthly, daily?
(18-2, 6)

13. During the repaimians scheduled inspection (check) how should he check the vacuum tubes? (18-6)

14. What three types of troubles will most likely require the use of test equipment? (18-7)

15. Idenufy cable conditions that you may expect io set. (18-9)

1C3 DUring a trouble location test, what iS revealed to you when the speech is distorted? (18-10)

What further step should a repairman take if no trouble is found while troubleshooting the ccternal
wmng? (18-12)

4qj
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CHAPTER 6

Objectives: To examine the operating)vinciples for 302 Switching Unit circuits and devices; to point out the
;onnections that result in circuit operation; and to specify maintenance proceidures used with this switching
Unit.

I. List ,;ontrols at the .isF.istatit controller's position that have the same nomenclature as that of a key
iystem telephone. (19-2)

2. Assume that you are leaving the van and have no replacement assistant controller. Now, identify the key
at the assistant controller's position and the selection that you make for this'switch before you leave.
(19-2)

3 What telephone system arrangement permits a lifted handset at the telephone to connect with. and
;! :nal. the assistant controller? (19-3)

4 How many loudspeakers will you expect to find in the operations van? (19-3)

Which coiored key is used by the tower operator for requesting attention? (19-9)

o. 1,1entl1 v the switch or switches that must be operated to light the COM lamp. (19-12, 1 4)

have rnamtenance responsibility for how many panel lamps at the control tower? (19-15; Fig. 69)

S Where will you find the S34A networks and CO relays which serve the tower operators? (20-3)

Identify four equipment units that are installed on the J53033C equipment cabinet in the power van.
I 20-3. F g. 73)

10. According to figure 72. what type-of signaling arrangement is provided for the station line circuits?
( 20-4; Fig. 7-2)

4 :,-)
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11. How many one-way voice circuits are installed between the operations van and the control tower?
(20-4)

12. Foldout 5 shows what components form the series operating circuit of relay SL? (20-6; FO 5)

45a

13. Identify the current that operates the relay which completes the ringing circuit to the called telephone
station. and describe the current that signals this called station. (20-9; FO 5)

14, Using FO 5 as your guide, will you rind the H relays for the same telephone circuit installed in the same
unit? (20-11. FO 5)

15. What relay can be considered as the "precondaion" relay for operating the controller's control switches
and their associated equipment? (20-6, 15; FO 5)

I b. List the devices that form the complete circuit which operates relay CT. (2045, 1 ; FO 7)

17. Which relay contacts shunt capacitor P12 when the 302 Switclung Unit has a power failure?
(20-20: FO 7)

I S. What will you do to release the operated H relay in a station line circuit? (20-12. 21: FO 5)

IQ In the J53033M unit, what device is connected to a ground terminal and e.xtends this ground potential
io the FL I relay, thereby enabling the relay to operate? (20-24. 2$; Fig. SZ)

20. What relay in the dark environment control circuit operates following your placing the LP COST swiech
at OFF? (20-30; FO 4) 4

21, What eftect will an operated CO relay in the dark environMent control circuit have on the potential for
the D leads? 120-30: FO 4)
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22. Identthi the relay contacts that cause the colored lamps to flash during a 302 Switching Unit request

condition. (20-32; FO 6)

2 . Research FO 6 and list the connections between contacts 5 and 6 at the AMBER key and relay K.2.
(20-29. 35: FO 6)

24. List the order in which you use the request pushbuttons when doing a performance test. -7-9; 20-37)

25. List the two methods that you have to ti when extinguishing the colored lamps. 20.37, 38) 1.

6. 302A system maintenance 4 divided into what four broad categories? (21-2)

:7. individual iwmponents are not normally isolated to be tested, but are,proven good or bad in what .

. manner? k21-8)

:S. Green workcards provide inforthation on what type of routines? (21-9)

What acuon is recommended if a repairman finds a faulty 623A key unit while troubleshooting?
21-13)

30. What means is used to insure mating of a cable to its proper receptacle? (21-22)

r

4°1
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ANSWERS FOR CHAPTER REVIEW EXERCISES

CHAPTER I

A I AI key system provides speciahzed telephone communications for offices within the same
organuauon.

2. A key system .dlows each user to perform functions that a PBX attendant would provide. For example,
holding calls, signallin,g, and supervision. Therefore, no attendant is needed.

3. A key system is tleXible because it has features that enable any station to be large or small and so differ
from any other station. This variety of features is provided by simply adding or changing key units.

To troubleshoot a KTU, you must look in the equipment cabinet.

The PICKUP key connects the talking circuit key telephone to the central office line.

The 565 key telephone has five PICKUP keys and one HOLD key.

Depressing the HOLD pushbutton results in a winking lamp. Of course, other activities had to precede
this action, but these procedures have yet to be described. Chapter 2 will dischSse them.

The Call Director has a greater number of pushbuttons for connection to communication lines and the
construction is slightly different. Accordingly, the appearance of the sets differs :really.

A key system package unit usually includes a combination of ey telephone units, a power supply, and
internal cabling. Additional cabling is provided if ordered by the installer.

10. KTU designates the indiv dual unit consisting of relays_and allied equipment needed to perform
specitic services.

11. A 202D or 2308 will operate when you depress a PICKUP key.

12. Since the 230B has four tunes as many lines as the 202D, it would .lave at least 1(3 relays.

13. Selective signaling for a key system intercom is provided with a 207C KTU.

14. The Q I transistor is the comparable ring control device in the 1A2.

5 Yes. Any key telephone used with a IA1 system is usable with the 1A2 system.

The ,:ard is easily removed and replaced during a troubleshooting procedure.

1 The 6A is strictly an intercom system. The 1AI key equipment is a central office line control *stem.

18 Remote stations are often referred to as -slave" stations.

1') Remote stations receive poWer from the master stations.

4.54
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CHAPTER 2

The 23213 KTL: controls a/I audible and visual sigruling at the telephone.

2. Current is considered to flow frorn negative to positive in telephone circuits.

Key telephOne system manufacturers us4 symbols to show electronic devices and their position in a
.nrcunt.

You learned in Volume I that voltage is the same at each branch of a paiallei circuit; therefore, the same
voltage will be present at the line terminals of each phone since they are parallel connected.

5. Themustor R prevents false operation of the R relaydue to its resistive characteristics.

The I,)ck path for relay R is completed through contacts of the AH relay.

R'in the line circuit releases following the operation of the thermal delay relay.

An tr.0 ming call at a key system telephone is indicated by a flashing lamp.

No. The lamp is on 0,475 second and off for 0.025 second.

Interrtirter contacts 4 and 5 control the lamp flash circuit.

Rela s A and AH are operated in the 202D or 230B KTUs.

The AH cod H relays in the 1 ne circuit snake the contacts that zomplete the circuit for winking lamps.

.3, You would find a reading of 180 ohms at the H relay coil.

No audible signal is possible during power failure unless you bridge a ringer acroSS tip and ring of the line.

tnmn.a 9B of the 207C provides 4round.

inr:e-sunion intercom system would logically have the digits 2, 3. 4, 5. 7. S.9. 0. Digit I is not used.

RelaN, A the :OTC is the ,lial pulsing relay.

I Rdavs B. C. and T of the 207C are designed with RC networks or special wmdings which make them
,l,)%v to release. and thus not follow the dial pulses.

1.3 dialuig the selected station four times. you pen-nit a b-iecond ring, 1.5 second per

.A and B rernam operated during conversation.

2: The CT -.apacitor is charged to approximately -16 volts while the line circuit Is idle.

:2. Re.ay C cannot operate ,i14e u resistor RI I limiung the current through its windings.

Duranor t tune,out is determined by the discharge time of the CT ,:apacutor.

S.
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24. fernunal 17 of the line KV] in.the IA2 key system prwides negative battery for the circuit devices.

Thr limp circuit in a line caid 'ICTL ineludis :contact MI of the A relay and MI of the C relay, In adettion
to the line connections to die telephiane.

6. Relays 8, C. and L of the line KTLI operate when the HOLD button if depressed in a 1A2 key system.

2' You must strap temunal 10 to ttrminal 9 on the 1A2 line unit to provide the lamp wink feature.

1 9

A oA key systeiti oniy providis uitercommunications between stations within art organization, whereas
the lA i system can do this in addition to permitting calls to nonorganizational stations, i.e. central

ffic e

A -make': type contact on relay A of the 207C controls the operating circuit of relay B.

30. You must deFess Lhe INTERCpM key and lift the handset to get dial tone.

I A wjng option is a point in an elecisical circuit where you may choose one of two or more ways to
connect wiring.

Operated BC1 rekeases.relay BC, increases current for relay LS, and opens the operate path of relay TB1.

Trigns will ring intennittently until answered or abandoned.
. ,

34 Relay BY lestores following subscnber hangup, operung the circuit that held relay T in the selector unit.
A path is then complete to operate relay RL through contacts M4 of the T, which releases slowly. Relay
RI., operating, will operate therR relay, thus completing the connections for the ringer at the called,

4,- station.

Key teiephont .re always connected in parallel.

'4, Relays 1-131 and 132 suiwly the talk battery for the telephones of a 6A key system.

CHAPTER 3

To provraie a key system with intercom to a requesting agency, you must determine what its
requirements are, consider what eqUipment is available that provides the desired features, and prepare
installation specifications for the selected equipment. Of course, there are additional duties to perform,
ror example, installing the cables and the selected equipment, and making a preoperational inspection
and jperational test.

Power connections information is found on the Key System Sirapp ng Sheet.

3, 6rie foot' of clearance is required to open the gate unhindered.
,

The proper height to niount an apparatus cabinet is approximately eye level to an average man.

25:pair :+gauge piavic cable is cOns dereci standard.
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0. Spares should always be saved for future use.

7. Six inches is adequate length for fanning conductors..

S. Tyre bo terminals allow easter, (aster termination.

The dialing code for the fourth station would be 5, since digit I is not used.

10. The l2th single conductor of a connector cable is blue with a red tracer, as shown in figure 44.

11. Rmg of pair I in a key system cable is blue, while tip of the same pair is white.

The D color code is considered standard, and used most often.

I 3_ Pair 7 of a key system cable should have conductors with orange- and red-colOred insulation, as shown
in figure .44.

14. A 75-pair plastic-covered cable has three binder gruups which use a blue, an orange, and a green binder
wrapping.

I 5. 24-gauge wire is used most often and considered standard.

16. Terminals 5 and 6. terminal strip "A" is used for lamp (L) and.lamp ground (LG).

I When installing conductors that contiriue on to another point, the 7148 blade must be reversed

i S. A close examination of a newly installed system is sometimes referred to as a "preoperational check."

CHAPTER 4

The instailer-repairmarr is responsible for making a system operate and keeping it operating; therefore,
he must be familiar with the ternkinal connections tor the equipment at his installation.

A newly installed telephone system should be checked out by testing each telephoi,e in the system to see
that it functions property dunng each feature of operation.

To select your own telephone when testing from the third intercom station you dial the digit 4.

4. Only one digit is required to-determine if a dial is good.

5 The lamps are connected in parallel. Therefore, if you recall your previous experiences and the
Inforinauon of this cl'apter. you know thur a lamp in parallel with others can burn out and not affect
the others.,

0 Wiien a lamp is flashing at your station during an opeiational test, you should depress the button
containing that Iamp and lift the handset.

A Call Director telephone func ions the same as the six-button key telephone set except that it has a
greater number of buttons.

I S
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Relay TB1 in the ,t;A intercom system provides battery for the first (primary) talking circu

A 6A interiom system. station that attemps to signal 3 second, but busy station, receives busy tone.

You can expect to find an I rease in circuit current when reststance i.s short-circuited.

11. You canivenfy if the reported trouble exists by operating the equipment.

12. You should start looking for the trouble from the unit in trouble.

13 A low-value ohm reading when testing toward the short circuit near the center of the circuit inthcates that
that section of the circuit is not open.

14. Circuit fuses open as a resuftof an mcrease in current in an electrical circuit. This is often referred to as
an overload.

15. Most of the troubles you will encounter wdl be of a mechanical type, i.e. contact adjustment.

A feeler gauge should be used to measure armature travel.

Relays must be tested electrically and adjusted mechamcally.

IS. In many cases, :ewrapping =existing wire will cause it to break.

19, Advantages of sOlderleis colioections are that they are safer, faster, and cheaper.

20. Nu more than 1:16 inch of skinned wire should show between teiminal and insulation.

Insulated wire must always be used for cross,connecting if there is any possibility of short-circuitiniz.

CHAPTER

Intercommunication sets are smaller because solid-sia e devices are used rather than' Vacuum tubes.

2. Principles of installing. operatmrt\and maintaining intercommunications equipment apply to all
systems.

3. Using 14-gauge %ire between your stations extend.s the distance between two stations to approximately
12.000 feet.

Four things to consider when planning your installation are: (1) How many stations are required,
(2) is t.h4 syStem to be expanded', '13) are any of the stations to be located in Wet or hazardous areas:
and (4) what is the total length of the cable-run.

An installation diagram is useful for reference purposes. Men referring to it include supervIsors.
presently assigned repairmen. and subsequent assignees.

You must place your intercommurnaationi equipment I 1) where it will perform most effectively.
2) where 31 won't be a safety hazard. and ( 3) where it won't be sublect fo destruction.

14 c93,9



An operational checkout of an intercommunications system must include a test of ail stations and each
flail:Ali-1U at the station.

A station is selected by operating the associated selector key to the up position (ONy?

Volume should be at a proper level if the user ean be heard clearly while speaking 12 to IS inches from
the unit.

10 If your helper calls from a master sution, you may remain in the IDLE position while conversin2.

. Your repair actions will be taken in the external wiring portion of the system.

12. The monthly check is the responsibdity of an instailer.repairman,

13. The repairman checks for looseness or cracks.

14. Locat,ng ihorts, grounds, and croSSes usually require the use of test equipment,

15. Cables may appear to be solidly connected, to have nu sharp bends, and to be neat and properly in place.
However, they may have sharp bends at the terminals, or have shorts, opens and crosses from
..nwarranted twisung at the sheath and excessive strain at the terrninals.

Speech distortion is caused by uouble amplification, most often, the tault uf the operator.

If the repaarman rinds no fault in the external wiring, he sl'ould then report ail symptoms and tindings
:0 radio maintenance personnel.

CHAPTER ti

The Lssistant .:ontroller's position includes LINE lamps. PICKUP and HOLD keys, and a dial. v.nich -here
also listed for 3 key system telephone.

Betore you leave your assistant ,:ont:-oller':: position. p c controller's OFF.WIRE-RADlO ke. at
OFF or RADIO.

The direct line arrangement in a telephone system per-rnm the ,:oilnect On and signaling of a station
'ufting a telephone handset.

One loudspeaker is installed in most operations vans.

The tower operator gains the attention or the controller by pressing the RED request button.

You must operate the ON and COM switches to 1101 the COM lamp.

YOU ttave maintenance responsibility for 16 panel I ps at the control tower.

The equipment that ierves the tower operators is ,nstalled in the apparanis cabinet.

_
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The.1530090V-2. J53009CY.I.353009CR, and153009CU units are in.stalled on the 353033C
equintner4 cabinet in the power vac.

10. The station line circuits are developed to provide tW6-way signaling.

11. Three oneway voiCe circuits are installed between the operations van and the control tower.

12. Contacts of the LINE key, contacts &MI:. of relay CR1, and contact I of relay WTI, and the windings
of relay SL fonn the series operating circuit of relay SL.

13. Direct current oPerates the PR relay which completes the ringing circuit to the called station.
Alternating current rings the bells ofthe telejihone at this called station.

14. Since one H relay is in the station line signaling circuit and the second is shown in tile line selection
circuit, it is evident that they are in different units (353033S and 353009CW)!

IS. Relay WTI can be considered as the "precondition" relay for operating the controller's switches and
;heir associated equipment.

l b. Contacts 3 and 4T of relay C I , contaz6 A and I of relay CB, and contacts 3 and 4B of relay RS form
the operating circuit for relay CT.

17 Contacts 13 and 2 of released relay AB shunt capac tor P12 when the 302 Switching Unit has a power
failure.

IS. You should depress the LINE key for the station being held operated in order to restore the H relay.

19. Contact 4T of relay A is connected to a grounded terminal for the purPose of operating relay FL I.

20. The CO relay in the dark environment equipment operates when the LP CONT switch is off.

21. The operated CO relay in the dark environment equipment replaces a voltage at the 0 leads with a
ground potential.

22. Contacts 4 and S ox relay FL provide the colored lamp dashing circuits during a request acti(.

Between telay K2 and contacts S and 6 of the AMBER key are conductors A2, pins 27 and D. and
terminal 1- on the terminal strip for the .153033B unit.

You would press the WHITE request pushbutton, then the AMBER button, and finally the GREEN
pushbutton to check the normal operation pattern.

You press a c9lored key for the second rune to extinguish the associated colored lamp. or by pressinc
the subsequeth colored key you can put out the preceding colored lamp.

302A system maintenance fs divided into inspections, performance tests. trouble location. and
repair.

Individual components are provo good o bad by an operational analysis.

2!



S. Green workcards provide informauon for preventive -..iiaintenance performed while the equipment
is operating.

9. The unit should be replaced, tagged, and sent to depot for; repair.

30. Cables and receptacles are color-coded to insure correct mating.
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Multiple Choice

(MO A modem key telephorm *stem will tudinagly previa

a. three to seven talking circuits distributed among 'five to fifteen stations.
b. two to Cour talking circuits dinributed among five to ten stations.
c. three to fifteen lines distributed among rive to fifteen stations.
d. five to fifteen lines distributed among three to seven stations.

(003) 'In a key system, amphenol connectors are now used on'

a_ call directors with EXCLUSION keys only.
b. bridging terminals:
c. connecting blocks.
d. mounting cords.

1004) What purpose does the EXCLUSION switch on the 656 key telephone serve?

a. Restores 111 PICKUI keys.
b. Provides privacy forall lines.
c. Provides the user wiih one private line.
d. Permits all stations to have more privacy.

4. 005) A 565 telephon se; has

a. six keys t buttons). / c. lamps but no exc usion.
b. exclusaon but no limps. d. neither lamps nor exclusion.

(005) A 564HL telephone set has

a. five pushbuttons.
b. no speaker-phone control.
c. four channels for communications.
d. cutoff withc,ut the exclusion feature.

o. (005) Four channels. an EXCLUSION key. station busy lamp control, speaker-phone control. and
plug-Ln cord can be found on which of the following telephone sets?

3. 565E8.
565GA.

c. 565HB.
d. 565W.

(0051 Refer to figure 3 of the text. Deterrntne which of the followtng telephone sets has four
nushbuttons: yet does not have an EXCLUSION key.

a. 544BB,
b 545BB.

c. 564HB.
d. 565HB.

S. i007) Prearranged key telephone units developed for 3 specific system are referred :c as a

a. PBX. c. central-office.
b. packa e. d. 'telephone station.

24
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9, (0074021 Which of the following !Ms provides dial selective intercom'fo200G7DCpackage?

a. 19175.
b. 40013,

c.
d. :02D.

10. 1008) A 9-station intercom system requires which of the following?

a. One iigit only for selection.
b. Two-digit dialing for selectivity.
C. Four master stations and five remote stations.
Li. Five master stations and four remote stations.

1. (009) Which of the following design features permits faster, easier repair action of the IA2 key system?

a. Flexibility. c. Miniaturtied relays.
b. Prewired systems d. line circuit cards.

(011) Which of the following 6A systems would you most likely encounter during OJT in your AFSC?

3. :00H18.
b. 200H90C.

c. 200H1SDC.
d.

012; Intercommunications system remote stations can

3. talk to other remotes.
b. talk to master stations only.
c. talk to both remotes and masters.

signal and talk to both Masters and remotes.

14: (015-0161 Which operated relay in .a I A I key system causes the signal lamp to bum without flashing?

.i. A.

b R.
c. TO.
d. H.

1 5 ( Which ...ontact and operated relay in the I A I key system connects the Mconung line to the
statiohtelephone talking circuit?

a. Contact 6 of relay H. c, Contact M1 of the relay H.
b Contact 139 of relay A. Li. Contact MI2 of relay A.

1 b 01 b Which of the following units prosvide the winking lamp for a key system using 2305 lat.'s!

a. 2.325 KTU and KS-1171 network.
b. 232B KM arid interrupter.

212B arid 40013 KTUs.
J. 222A and 2:25 Kns.

(017) How many talk paths are provided by the 207CKTU7

b d. 36.
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S. (017) If a subscriber desires to use his intercom line and lifts his handset, what ieiay or relays operate

in the 207CKTU7

a. A.
b. B.

c. A, B.
d. A, B, C.

19. 1013) The operated rotary magnet in the Dial Selective Intercom Unit causes

a. relay A to release.
--, the release magnet to operate.
c. the stepping switch to restore.
1. the stepping switch to operate and, in turn, to operate the ON switch.

20: (019) Which of the following digits operates the RL relay for the intercom circuit described in the text?

a. Tens digit I , c. Unitsdigit 9.
b. Tens digit 2. d. Units digit 2.

21, (020) In the 400D line circuit, at what potential is the idle CT capacitor maintained?

a. -14 volts.
b. -16 volts.

1121) The Furpose of RT.: resistor is to

a. prevent release of the B.
b. reset the "8" release time.
c. control duration of time-out.
Li. prevent false operation of time-out.

'(0`..13) Of die following 1A2 key system circuit
pushbutton is depressed?

a Transistor 03
b. Relay A.

C. 718 volts.
d. +IS volts.

components. which is not operated when the HOLD

c. Relay B.
d. Relay C.

N. (025) The operating circuit of the A relay for the Dial Selective Intercom KTU.used with the 6A key
system includes

a. punching 13A.
b. punching 5A,

c. relay B.
d. relay L.

25. 0:5) What relays must be operated to complete the operating ci cuit of relay Bi in the 222.4 KTU?

'a, Relays A and B in the 207C KTU.
b. Relay B in the 207C KTU and relay BY in the 224A KTU.
c. Relays BC, act,. and CH in the 2:2Mat, and relay B in the 207C KTU.
d, Relays L. TBI, and TB:. in the 2:2A KTU. and relay 4 in the 207C KTU.

2b. (0:61 In an I 4-station intercom system. which of the follow:ing numbers.would you assign for transfer"'

c. S.
d. 10.

26
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27. (027) Which of,:the following relays must, operate for the lamps to flash for a key telephone installed in
6A key systa*!-:., 4

a. Relays A arld.B in KTU 207e. relays 131, LS, L. and LT in KTU 222A, and relay.M in KTU 2328.
b. Re layi A and 11 in KTU 207C, relays 131 and LS in KTU 222A and relay ST in the 23213 ,ZTU..
c. Relays B I . TB!, T112. L, LS, and LT in KTU 222A, and relay ST in the 232B KTU..
d. Relays A. B. C, and T in Kill 207C and relay V in the 224AXTU.

S. (027) Relay LS in the 222A KTU operates because of

a. a decrease in current as a result of operated contact M2 on relay BC1.
b. an increase in reLstance as a result of operated contact M2 on relay BC1.
c. a decrease in resistance as a result of operated contact M2 oti relay BC1
4. 105 volts alternating current being connected to its windingi bv contact MI of operated relay 181

and operated contact M9 of relay B1 in KTU 222A. \*

2g. (028) Relay 1131 is the talking battery relay for which talking link^

a. IA1 key. c. 6A primary.
b. 1A2 key, d. 6A secoiidary.

(029) The feature that prevents other subscribers from entering an epdsting conversation is called
3b,

a. conversation isolation.
b. optional cutoff:

c. automa4c cutoff.
4. exclusiOn.

31. (0311 Which of the following KTUs allows the idle station tO hes3gnal1ed while the secondary link is
busy''

a. 217A.
b. 2248.

c. 224A:
4. 2.38A.

(031-0331 An operated conference pushbutton does which of the followmg

a. Provides dial pulses to the 21.-J7C KTU.
b. Provides negative battery to relays TB I and 182 in the 222A KTI.J.
c. Makes direct contact with terminals for pany stations, thus completing their talking circuits.
d. Completes a relay circuit which, in turn. makes-additional relay circuits, thereby rzsulting

signaling for,several stations.

33. (032) Upon answering a mnference call. the CH relay reIrased' by the

a. calling party. c. first answeririg party.
b. last answering party. 1. se;ond answering party.

34. (03.61 Proper installation of.a, telephone station Ls best assured with

a. tight control and limited discipline.
b. simple instructionrand few regulations.
c. restrictive administration and reserved facilities.
d. planning, coordination. and use of prepared cut sheets.
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.35. (036) Which of the following may destroy inside-typetelephtine cable?

a. Light.
b.. Space.

4. Heat.
U. Raw.

36. (0351 Which of the following are factors to beInsidered by a telephone installation Supervisor? ,

a. Floor support, wall clearance, cable design, equipment placemerit.
b. Water quality, temperature control. plaster ingredients, and steel stress factors. ,

c. Temperature coefficients. frequency variations. electron velocity, and cable pressure deviations.
d. Conductor breakdown potential, power deviations, circuit variables, and fuse and circUit breaker

reliability.

37. (037) Which of tht following types of inside wiring cables is a standard "D" code cable?
-

a. 25-pair plastic.
b. 26-pair fabric.

c. Slpasr plastic
d. 76-pair fabric.

38. (.037) How many colored binders will you find included in a 50-pair cable?

a. I. C. 3,
b 2. d. 4.

30. (037) Identify the pair of conductors that you will connect to terminals 3 and 4 on terminal strip B.of
a 230B KTU.

a. T and R for line 3. c. L and LG for line 2.
b. L and LG for line 3. d. A and Al for line 2.

038) When you are making an operational test of a lAl key system, you should test

1. one phone for ail features, with other instruments of the system in use.
b. one phOne for hold, incoming signal, dial, and intercom.
c. each phorf sine at a time, for all fean.res and service.
d. each phone for talk, receive, and dial only.

41. (038) Coi.necting the bet's between tip and ring of a key system telephone results in what type
ringing!

a. Metallic.
b. Selective.

c. Common audible.
d. Multifrequency,

f 039) Which of the following lines normally returns dial tone to a key system telephone?

a. IA l intercom line.
b. A -HELD" line.

c. Power line.
d. A CO line,

39) When a PICKUP key is depressed, you should be able to see a

a. dark lamp.
b steady lamp.

2s

c. winking lamp.
4. flashing lamp.

a
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44- 041) Which di the following proce4uxes is cilnsidered to be sufficient for checking a key system HOLD,

a. Press the HOLD button.
b. Depress a PICKUP key and press the HOLD button.
c. I.ift the handset, depress a PICKUP key, and press the HOLD button.
d. Plug in the power cord, release a pICKUP key, and press the HOLD button.

45, (,04I1 Of the following relays, which provides power to the transmitter of a telephone in the 6A key
4stem?

a. 131.

b. LS:
c. LTR.
d. TB2.

e

46. (042) Usually, an ahalysis o( trouble symptoms discloses that

a. a coinporient is open.
b. a device is short-circuited.

specif unit is ih troUble.
J. test equipment is not often necessary for key system maintenance.

47. (042) What type trouble will most often occuf in relays?

a. Open windings. c. Shorted windings.
p. Broken springs. d. Contact maladjustment.

48. 0441 The manufacturer's specification that allows for equipment ,ieterioration current value changes
prior to adjustment is the

a4 inspection value. c. installation value,
b. adjustment value. d. readjustment value.

4° (047) Solderless connections made under pressure are provided with a

a. zu rren v. flow test set.
b. wire wrap gun.

-44r c. multimeter.
d. TS-365/GT.

50. ( 048) The mimimum number of wraps required at a key system terminal for 22-gauge w re is

a. 7 . 4.
b. 5. d. 2.

51. (049) Shorts at solderiess terminals may be caused by

a. maladjusted relay contacts.
b. parallel resistors.

c.
d. fuses,.

52, (051) Information that nst be known;for planning an instailauan should Mclude the

a. approximate distance of runs.
b. equipment voltage requirements.
e. annunciator construction and operating principles.
d. voltage leadings at the many equipment test points.

29
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53. (052) An interconnection sheet can provide maintenance information pertaining to

equiPment c'hangu,
b. conneCtion changes.

c. maim= assignments,
d. tool ind test equipment requiremerns.

54. (053) When utsvaing and locating units, which of the following ileitis would be considered as poor
prac. Lice!

a. Ilacing units at spicuied locations when poisibie.
b. Placing wail-mounted units where they will not be a safety hazard.
c. Using extension cords when the power source is a great distance from the =It.
d. Always giving due consideration to the recommendations of the USU.

55. 053) If you are to install two intercom stations that have a 50-ohm impedance limitation, which of the
following approximates ine maximum length of the circuit if you used 16-gauge conductors?

a. 5 miles.
b. 2 nules.

c. 1500 feet.
d. 6000 feet,

5. (0541 Placing intercornmurucations and power cable close together often results in

a. inductd noise. c. reduced security.
b. induced moisture. d. hum frequency shielding.

5-. tO54 ) When speaking into an intercommunications unit, how far should your mouth be from the front
of the unit.'

a. b-IS Inches.
b. 10-12 inches.

c. 12-18 inches.
d. 18-39 inches.

(055) Externai faults of an intercommunications system are normally corrected

a. alter notifying the radio repair section. 'c. with test equipment.
b, by installer-repairmen. d. by radio personnel.

-

.(055) The repairman's scheduled check of an intercommurucation system should inciude what
kind of :heck on the vacuum tuves?

a. Electrical check for shorts. c. Visual check for d rt.
b. Physical check for cracks. d. Operational check.

. ()O. 05o) As a telephone installer-repairman, what component will you be responsible for during the
maintenance of an intercommunications system?

1. Solid-state device.
b. Vacuum tube.

c. Transformer.
d. Cable.

61. (057)'What is the purpOse ofthe TRANSFER key at the console positions'?

a. To transfer the controller's radar.
b, exclude the assistance controller.
,:. TO eliminate inteiference at the positions.
d. To trial:lifer from wire circuits to radio circuits.

30
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62. (058) Autc;itatic signaling by liftitig.the handset fromithe tel One is provided in, or

a. LAI kvf system.
b. 1A2 ke3e system.

direct line telephone system.
d. automatic dial telephone symem.

63. (059) The operated AMBER pushblittpn inghthe operations van

a. extinguishes the WHITE lamp.
b. extinguishes the GREEN lamp.
c. opeiates a c1!inie in the °iterations van.
d. opirates an AUBE( lanip in the approaching uircraft.

64. '060) The purpose ofi re:quest and acknowledvnent circuit it to

a. aid the voice Line communications.
.b. acknowledge the status of the radar.
c. request astistance duting aircraft landings.
d. identify phases of aircraft approach and landifig.

65. (062) Which of 05,; following cannot operate if its ASSOCIATE key is depressed while the RED lamp is'
1, glowing?

4111

*76

a. The GREEN tamp. c. The AMBER lamp.
b. The'WHITE lamp. d. The ON lamp.

66. 063) Which of the following circuits is .not recorded?

a. PTT.
b. PAR.

=.2

c. COM.
d.

67\. (064) Relay TB I -for the 302 SWitching Unit is installed in the

a. telephone relay rack ai, the cOntrol tower.
b. 15,3009CY- 1. unit at theoperations vian.
c. 153033P-1 unit at the operations van.
d. equipment cabinet at thipower van.

68. (066) The headset connections are changed from RADIO to WIRE :ircliits by depressing which of the
following keys?

a. PICitiP.
b: RiLEASE.

?*"'"--N\

4

c. TRANSFER..
d. PUSH.TO-TAL.K.

t.-
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e69. (066) Operating the,TRANSFER key of a 302 Switchihg Unit to yIRE,causes which relay to operate?1.

a. FR.
b. PL

TB1.
WT I.

%.

.70. (067). \Refer to foldoto 7. Placing thstwo windinp of ry CB in parallel will
..4 ,

a. increase the current of the circuit.
b. iitcrease the resistaniAf relay CB.
c. release the central qfice.euipment.
d. release the 302 Swiing Unit equipinent.

71.- (067) What component short-circuits the controller's receiver/during dialing?

a. 1 and 2 of WT. c. 4 and ST of RS.
b. 1 an4, 2B of RS: d. S and 61 of RS.

7

72. (0.68) Which of the following relays provides de fot the trrnsmitter at the controller's position?

a. WTI.
b. CB, 0.

c: T132.
d. TBI.

73. (070) Which relay starts the.relay sequence for flashing lamps during an incoming call?

c. FLI.
d. ST.

74. (070). How many keys are located in the153033A,'key and lamp unit?

. a6.
. b. 8.

C. 10. .

d. 12.

.410

75. -(072) What action must be taken before using the requisi and acknowledge feature?

a. Operate the LP CONT switch.
o. PteSS the WHITE button. c
c. OPerate the ON switch.
d. Ground the "D" lead.

.-410

76. 072) Which of thc following re ay groups in the J5303313 unit-causes the AMBER lamp io function?

a. FL Al, A2, A3. A4. / O. A2, BO". K3, BR3, K4, A4.
b. FL, A2,1102, BR2, K2. d. Al, Kl, A2, K2, £3, A4', 1(4, B04,4424.

Col 9
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r. (072) What relays in the JS3033B*unit are revealed to be operational if the RED lainp
folkiwing 2 petformancs test at the operations van?

J. Al, A.1, ICI, K2.
b. FL, A3, 10.1103,,BR3.

Alb

0
78. (074) What device siannfies to a. secoll4 conu

circuit to the control tower?

a. A RED lamp.
( NA lighted Prr lamP,

c. FL, A4,.K4, 804,,BR4.
d. AC4, V., Al, A; A3, M, jC4.

oder that the fiht controlleriis using the one-way voice

c. An operated chime. s
d. Playback frorn a rec order.

79. (075). In a three-position operations van, who is normally responsible for the radio communications?

a, Assistant cootroller only.
b, NCOIC of RAPCON unit.
c. Controller only.
d. All operators.

S.

80. (075) During a radio transmission, the controller's transmitter

, a. is prdtected from acousticishock by a lied.
b. is shunted by cantact 3B relay WTI. '
c. has no impedance'ma.tch.

needs,dc.:

81. (077) During routine maintenance, why iS it Unnecessary to check componenis individually?

3. They do not malfunction.
b. The user.reports lietr condition daily.
c. Operational checks oveal their conditionT
d. No individual components may be replaced.

.

(077) 1nfoonation absot performance routines is usually found on

.1
'a. pink workcard.s.
b. green workcards.
c. the equipment scabinet of the giwer van.
d. the telephone relay rack in the control tower,

83. (077) Assume that the fust LINE lamp afussistant controller position 1 Aflailed to illuminate but
that all other lamps axe effective. What would be the logical solution for this condition?

3, Check ttie fuse panel.
b. Replace the LINE lamp.

Repine the groultd strap that connects to all pie LINE lairips.
4. Readjust the springs on the PICKUP key serving line .

r

to-
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84. (67B) Toiclean play contacts, which of the following methods is least recommended?

IV

z.

b. Blowing.
c. Brushing.
d. Burnishing.

85. (079) What is the primary purpose for color-coding cables and receptaclet?

a. For propir thatitir c: TO insure propef fit.
'b. To identify circuits. .d. For appearance only.

*64
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